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Sir A. Conan Doyle's latest

story, "The Prisoner's De-
fense", will be the fiction
feature of Collier's four-
teenth annual Automobile
Number. It is perhaps the most
unusual tale we have had in

recent years from the pen of
Sherlock Holmes' creator. In

fact, there are many interesting
features in the big Automo-
bile Number. Whether you
own a car or just hope to own one, you
will want to see and read this issue. It

has been called "A National Automobile
Show on paper". The January 8th issue
will be the Automobile Number of

v ^ *-\* a copy

olher's
THE NATIONAL WEEKLY
416 West 13th Street, New York City
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USING HOUSE y GARDEN
*I Readers of HOUSE & GARDEN have at

their command a staff of competent archi-

tects, landscape gardeners, practical farmers,
kennel experts, poultry raisers, interior deco-

rators, antique and curio experts and shop-
pers of whose services they can readily avail

themselves. Questions in any of these de-

partments and in any phase of house build-

ing, house furnishing and gardening, will

reeeive prompt replies. State your problems
clearly. In landscape gardening questions
send sketch map of your grounds. Land-
scape gardening questions requiring a drawn
map and a planting tahle will hereafter be

charged $10, payable in advance.

<I Addresses of where to purchase any ar-
ticle will be sent by mail without charge, and
as promptly as possible. The HOUSE & GAR-
DEN Shopping Service will purchase any ar-
ticle shown on these pages.

<J The Editor is always pleased to examine
any material that may be submitted for pub-
lication, but he assumes no responsibility for
it, either in transit or while in his possession,

although all reasonable care will be taken.

Full postage should always be enclosed for

the return of unavailable manuscripts.

<J The address of subscribers can
.
be

changed as often as desired. In ordering a

change, please give both the new address and
the name and address, exactly as it appeared
on the wrapper of the last copy received.

Three weeks' notice is required, either for

changing an address or for starting a new
subscription.

GARDEN PLANNING NUMBER
<| By planning your garden in January and

February, you save time and labor in March
and April. Lay out your campaign now, and

you will be ready to proceed with it just as

soon as weather and soil permit outdoor
work. For that reason the Garden Planning
Number will be invaluable. Every conceiv-

able kind of garden js
considered, amply

explained and clearly illustrated. Thus, in

"The Vegetable Garden to Fit Your Table"

you have laid out a plan whereby you can

rarse just enough vegetables for your family,
whether there are five or eight members.

CONDE NAST, PUBLISHER

In "How \Yi!l Your Garden Grow?" (lowers
arc considered in the saint manner the kind
of (lowers to suit jour tastes and time.
There is a "Green and White Garden" fur
the woman who likes color siKTe^ion, and a
collection of garden fences and walls show-
ing details of treatment. The pergola is also
included in this list of garden plans.

fl For the man interested in houses arc two
of more than passing interest a restored
farmhouse showing before and after pic-
tures, and a moderate priced house designed
by Frank Choutcau Brown. For the collec-
tor of antiques and curios are pages on
pewter and coral medallions and wrought
iron wares. For the home decorator, three
pages of distinctive interiors. For the men
and women who are interested in community
development are two articles : "How to Form
and Manage a Garden Club." and the story
of how one western city cleaned up its yard's
and made them gorgeous with flowers.

*| These glimpses give an earnest of what
is to come in the February HorsK & GARDEN.
The reality of its pages will exceed even the
most sanguine expectation.
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The south side of the residence of Jonathan
Godfrey, Esq., at Bridgeport, Connecticut

F. Burrall Hoffman, Jr., architect



January,

THE PROMISE OF AMERICAN HOUSE BUILDING
Why Modern American Architecture Stands High Its Floundering Past The Need for Honest

Craftsmanship and How the Architect and Owner Can Revive It

RALPH ADAMS CRAM

Let us adopt the words "house building" in place of the

pretentious and 19th Century "domestic architecture" and so

begin forthwith by saying that modern house building in Amer-
ica occupies a position of singular and admirable distinction.
The statement is quite safe and boasts the added virtue of com-
plete truth. There may be those that find our official architec-
ture artificial and verbose, our churches eclectic, reactionary
and archaeological, our schools either illiterate or damned by
intensive (and offensive) efficiency, our municipal monsters,
such as shops and hotels and office buildings, menaced on the
one hand by the Scylla of anarchic individualism plus an in-

temperate logic, on the other by the Charybdis of inherited but

unaccommodating "orders" 1 do not know. But if there are
such, the picking and stealing fingers of criticism are withheld
from the whole category of house building.

COMMENDABLE MODERN WORK
Whatever we have done or left undone, we have in thirty

years redeemed the architectural art of the householder from
the pit it had digged for itself in the early and awful Eighties,
and we now can point with pride to the houses of good citizens,
from Portland in the East to Portland in the West, and from
St. Paul to New Orleans. Not to all of them, of course; at
least not in pride, but to so many, and so widely disposed, and

Courtesy of the Architectural Record
The type of mid-Western house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright n study in horizontals and verticals.

of Avery Cooniey, Esq., at Riverside. Illinois

The residence
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Diihring, Okie & Zieglcr, architects

What has been accomplished by the Pennsylvania architects on the basis of their own wonderful old-stone work is

among the most distinguished achievements in modern architecture

impulse in society that may, in the end, mean its salvation.

ART FOR THE PEOPLE'S SAKE
by so many hands and in so many so-called styles, that they
mark the caste, establish the type and the argument, and re-

buke the scoffer, the pessimist and the prophet.
For my own part I can write with frankness, not unmixed Another point that seems to me of especial value is that

with envy, for clients have determined (fallaciously, I am per- this good work is not only not confined to "high life" owners

suaded) that my own activities should lie elsewhere and that and headline architects ;
it is quite as conspicuous in the little

I should not be permitted to have any hand in this excellent houses of the less opulent and ostentatious, and at the hands

work. Necessarily, therefore, I am impelled to add the criti- of architects whose fame is being slowly and modestly built
... .ii-r.i*_i

cism of the outsider (the critic

is always this) to the testimony
of the admiring witness, and I

very gladly avail myself of the

dual opportunity that is offered

by HOUSE & GARDEN.
It is rather a fine thing, when

you come to think of it, that own-
er and architect should have been
able to work together as they have
in this direction: a great thing
that here at least their work
should be so uniformly good.

Charity and art begin at home, or

nowhere
;
the church, the school

and the dwelling represent three

of the stable and admirable ele-

ments in a life long since horribly
messed up with all manner of in-

ferior things that have assumed
and achieved an indispensable pri-

ority, and here, at least, architec-

ture is dealing with real things.
Neither owner nor architect could
have wrought the great transfor-

mation alone. That the former
should have desired, and the lat-

ter have offered, the increas-

ingly good things that crowd the

landscape and the professional
magazines, is a fact very heart-

ening at a time when the world
is hungrily in need of such en-

couragement. The house build-

ing of the last twenty years
means this in any case : that
there is a fine and vital and noble

Courtesy of the Architectural Record
The seashore cottage type of the more elaborate de-
sign the residence of W. S. and J. T. Spaulding,
Prides Crossing, Mass. Little and Brown, architects

up on the basis of their good
work, rather than vice versa. In-

deed, it would be interesting,

profitable and none too difficult

to defend the thesis that the less

costly the house and the less

prominent the architect, the bet-

ter it is as art. Money and fame
are the most highly prized wea-

pons of the devil and many a man
rises from a good cottage to a bad

palace : many an architect slips

from the hard basis of good art to

the ease and plenty of a bad fash-

ion. Art never begins at the top
and filters down at least, this is

true of the art that lasts. It be-

gins amongst the people them-
selves and they, for their own bet-

ter expression, nurture the great

geniuses that finally lift art to its

highest levels : men like Phidias,

Dante, Leonardo, Robert de

Coucy, Bach, Browning. We, of

late, have thought otherwise and

have acted accordingly, but the

best promises lie not in the inten-

sive products of a highly special-

ized and Brahministic education,

but rather in such instances as

this where the foundations are be-

ing laid surely and true.

Of course there is in it all noth-

ing approaching unity of stylistic

method or local and racial and

contemporary originality; this is
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Courtesy of the Architectural Record
A Pacific Coast type a residence at Los Angeles, California

E. B. Rust, architect

as it should be. Styles that are united, original and unusual,
come of a society of like nature. This quality we lack at

present in any faintest degree ; we have neither racial nor
social nor philosophical nor religious unity. When we have
this, as we may gain it through the present sifting of souls and
of peoples like wheat, we can hope for a consistent artistic

expression. At present the best we can hope for is increasing
good taste, honesty, sincerity and a fine interpretation of our
'chosen styles. It is precisely these things we are getting in
abundant measure. -

EARLY ARCHITECTURAL FLOUNDERING
When the last tradition of a popular and instinctive art van-

ished, about 1825, we forthwith began our search for old styles
to conquer; we found plenty of them and annexed them piti-
lessly, quite without understanding what any one of them
meant. Greek, Gothic, Italian, French Empire, Renaissance,

^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ww
urtcsy of the Architectural RecordLourtcsy of the Architectural Rccor

An adapted Mission type a residence in

James Purdon, architect
Dover, Mass.

English, Colonial, all were successively taken in hand, with

astonishing and even terrifying results, one being indubitably
the production, in the space of seventy-five years, of the most
awful architecture recorded in history. Now we deal with the
same styles, with others added, but mark the amazing differ-
ence: where once was a childish playing with ill-remembered
or worse-copied details applied to impossible forms construct-
ed from novel and supposititious materials, is now a keen and
sympathetic laying hold of the very heart of things, an actual

thinking in the terms of the style and after the very fashion
of its creators.

Take, for example, our own Colonial, a fine style, logical,
self-respecting, full of instinctive refinement. When I was a
draughtsman in my first (and only) office in the early Eighties,
it was just coming into vogue, and the crimes committed in
its name were as numerous as they were ingenious. Colonial
stands for simplicity of form and perfect proportion, but at

An elaborate classical type is this Pennsylvania residence. Horace Trumbauer, architec
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first there was nothing of this;

we took our fantastical aggre-

gations of blocks and gables and

round bay windows and con-

tendedly applied our miscellan-

eous detail of broken pediments,

twisted balusters, Palladian win-

dows and what-not, and prided

ourselves on our patriotic re-

turn to a "national style." Of

course, we then painted it yel-

low and white, with green blinds,

and the task was triumphantly

accomplished. When at last a

realization of the singular wick-

edness of our acts came to us,

we conscientiously turned to a

careful study of the existing

movement, and this was carried

to such lengths that we went

through a period of pure archae-

ology when the careless addition

of Georgian mouldings from

Pennsylvania to a structure

couched generally in the terms

of Salem Colonial was a faux pas so

atrocious as to be almost enough to

keep a man out of the A. I. A. Pedan-

tic as it was, however, it killed the silly

stuff of the first kind and actually made

possible the third, the present when

study and general culture have pro-

duced a working in Colonial, by innu-

merable architects, that is sensible and

intimate. The archaic quality has dis-

appeared, the houses are no longer

either burlesques or restorations, and

new conditions, new ways are met just

as the old builders would have met

them, simply, delicately, in good taste

gentlemen always.

THE HONORABLE COLONIAL

And, as there was great Colonial and

Georgian work (the two were quite

different, as Mr. Eberlein has shown in

his book, "The Architecture of Colonial

America") in many sections of the

country New England, the Hudson

River, Pennsylvania, Virginia each

differentiating itself delicately from
the others, so in the development of the

A Tudor country house of modern construction in

which the objectionable elements of earlier work
are fortunately missing. Edmund B. Gilchrist,

architect
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honorable Colonial of to-day each mode

is used as a starting point and by men
in almost every part of America. From
the beginning this is a divergence, both

from the name itself and away from

all the others: this is as it should be.

What has been accomplished by the

Philadelphia architects on the basis of

their own wonderful old stone-work,

by far the most notable contribution to

general house building in America, and

one of the most distinguished achieve-

ments in modern architecture is typi-

cal of what has been done elsewhere.

So has come a very beautiful new

thing, not an imitation, nor an affecta-

tion, but a fine recognition of fine things

and fine motives. Papier mache orna-

ments and stock columns and ballusters

have gone the way of all flesh ;
in their

place has arisen a reserved and instinc-

tive feeling for those fine, wide pro-

portions, those elements of grave and

well-bred simplicity that mean Colonial

and are emphasized by the delicate and

affectionate detail we can still cull from

the few relics which are left us along
he Atlantic seaboard.

--
v . THE ENGLISH MODE

Equally with Colonial (or

properly speaking, Georgian)
the English mode of building

has transformed itself. From
the time of "Downing's Cot-

tages," sporadic attempts had

been made at a revival of Eng-
lish 16th Century work ; at first

in the quaintly fallacious wood
of the "Carpenter's Gothic"

era, later in the Eighties with a

slight increase in consistency.

Not that the moral reform was

brilliant or far-reaching: if the

"Strawberry Hill" fancy for

translating 14th and 15th Cen-

tury stories into the accommo-

dating and economical medium
of painted plank was aban-

doned for a specious "half-

timber" style, the gain in struc-

tural veracity was not great for

(Continued on page 68)

\

Garden view of the house above, showing its natural relation to its setting
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WINDOWS FOR
YOUR HOUSE 3

Types to be Considered by the

Prospective House Builder

II

A range of leaded casement windows, suit-
able for a country house. The framework
is oak, without any sort of finish, fastened

together with oak pins which project

The round - headed window
with double-hung sash, small

panes and fitted shutters is

decorative in itself. Simplic-
ity of line requires no other
decoration. It should be
placed in such position in a
facade as to be a center of
interest. The type should not
be used too often on one front.

Wilson Eyre, architect

If the nature of the rest of the
facade permits, staircase windows
are unquestionably the most in-

teresting for the architect and
housebuilder. Varied uses and
positions allow numerous forms.
An unusual treatment in this
house, designed by Edmund B.

Gilchrist, is the tiered and brick
mullioned staircase corner case-

ment window above

Mmmmt

The Pennsylvania Colonial type of window
in which shape, panes and shutters are the
three elements. The shutter hardware is a

local style capable of adaptation

The idea of the old English iron
casement is being adapted success-

fully by American architects. They
are modernly practical and yet
lack none of the old charm. In a
house of English Tudor or Eliza-
bethan design, such as this, noth-
ing is more suitable than a tiered
and stone mullioned staircase lead-
ed casement window. Edmund B.

Gilchrist, architect

In planning a facade the architect
deals with spaces and voids-
spaces the wall, voids the windows,
and upon the juxtaposition of the
two depends his success. In thi
house, of which Edmund B. Gil-
christ is architect, several type*
are shown round-top stairs win-
dow, a French window with bal-
cony, double hung sash window*
alone and in pairs, and in one in-
stance, flanked with panels later to
be filled with Delia Robbia plaques
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While not the same room, this bedroom should be compared with that on the page oppo-
site to show the possibilities of paint and paper and the discriminating selection and

arrangement of furnishings. The one is heavy and cluttered, the other simple, full of rest-

ful spaces, as a bedroom should be. Square corner blocks were substituted above the doors
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"ONLY A MATTER OF TASTE"
An Instance in Which Appreciation, Discrimination and Elimination Were Applied to a

City Apartment With Obvious Results

HENRY BLACKMAN SELL
Author of "Good Taste in House Furnishing"

BACK
of every

truly tine deco-

rative scheme

it matters nothing
how simple nor how
elaborate stands the

in flexible and

unvarying law of

fitness, and the foun-

dations of that law

are genuineness, sin-

cerity and under-
standing. That this

is the basis of all

good taste and that its

antipode, bad taste, is

the inevitable result

of the unstudied and
insincere use of forms

and colors not under-

stood and not loved, is

a matter well appre-
ciated by the intelli-

gent. For when these

elements of the home
are not a sympathetic

part of the lives they

serve, they are lost,

the empty shells of

grace and charm.

CHEAP IMITATIONS

And though these

matters are accepted
in theory, we seem yet
too young in artistic

life to have crystal-
lized our theories into

practice. Therein lies

the error of many of
our American homes.
We are the artistic

heirs of all the golden
ages past, and, like the

heirs of many a vast

fortune, our oppor-
tunity has proved our
dilemma. We have
found our place in the
scheme of things alto-

gether too comfort-
able; we have been
content to take the

path of least resist-

ance, and to fill our
homes with an incon-
sistent hodge-podge
of imitations and soul-
less forms, cheaper
than the genuine, not
in money perhaps, but
in spirit and person-
ality, and our excuse
when we are called

to account and ac-

Thus appeared the spacious front bedroom before the change was
made that transformed it into a living-room of rare elegance and
dignity. Among other things the stock lighting fixtures were removed

Apart from the simple Adam mantel which took the place of the over-

ornate gas-logs and the graceful candelabra, no structural changes
were made. These two views are from opposite ends of the room

jected, and never a

gullible acceptance of

the whole.

No, it is not "a
matter of taste" when
we accept for our
home's decoration

those forms of beauty
which we do not sym-
pathetically under-
stand ; it is a matter
of intellectual lazi-

ness. We take what
is smart for the mo-
ment without a ques-
tion of its fitness and

adaptability for our
individual needs, and
in so doing we lose

that greater delight,
which is the soul of

art and which is ours

only through sincere

study and search of

the decorative funda-
mentals upon which
the artists and lovers

of the beautiful have
built.

True, we cannot all

live in mansions fitted

for the most elabo-

rated achievements of

our artistic forefath-

ers, but we can all sur-

round ourselves with
a true and lasting

beauty based firmly
on that genuine qual-

ity which fits our in-

dividual education
and pocket-book, no
matter with what dif-

ficulties we are sur-

rounded. Then, and
then only, is the final

working out of our
decorative scheme
"only a matter of

taste.''

BACHELORS' TASTE

With a deep under-

standing of these
facts of artistic life,

and with that com-

plete disregard of the

difficulties of annoy-
ing and inharmonious
externalities that
comes with such an

understanding, two
bachelors recently
took a most ordinary

apartment in the old
cused of inconsistencies has all too often been, "Oh, well, collegiate residence district of Chicago and proceeded to work
you know that is only a matter of taste.'' On that flimsy in- out quarters fitted to their culture and their sincere sympathy
sincerity we have grown to be a nation of imitators. with the best artistic thought.
Our masters of commerce and invention, our scholars and The one, Burgess Staford, is a mural painter and designer

our men of business are also the heirs of a mighty past, but of splendid interiors; the other, William Steiger, is a cosmopo-
for them it has been truth to be accepted and error to be re- lite, whose life work, as an actor and musician of the better
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type, has brought him in

touch with all that is fin-

est throughout the world.

That such men as these

should create a home of

dignity and charm is not

a matter for wonderment,

but what they have done

is an excellent example of

what others can do, not

by rote and copy, but by
the compelling threefold

power of genuineness,

sincerity and understand-

ing.
The spaciousness and

adaptability of the rooms

were carefully taken as

the first consideration, for

neither had the inclination

of the pocket-book for ex-

tensive structural altera-

tions.

There were certain

rooms that seemed natur-

ally to lend themselves to

other treatments than

those to which the previ-

ous occupant had put them. Thus, the

bedroom, which had an excellent
^front

location, was transformed into a living-

room, and the cubby-hole hall bedroom
into a study. Wide openings between

the new drawing-room and living-room

permitted the two to be considered as

a unit, so far as the woodwork was con-

cerned, distinction being gotten by differ-

ent wall treatments. A small doorway
into the dining-room did not necessitate

this same color, pale yellow being used

The cubby-hole hall
bedroom was made into

a study furnished in

white enamel with
sconces and candelabra
in antique gold, jade
blue rug, blue and
brown paper paneled
with an ivory moulding

Wide openings togethe
living- and

r with ivory-toned woodwork made of the

drawing-room a congruous unit

HOUSE & GARDEN

rificing the artistic merit

of the chosen schemes.

In the hall bedroom study,
where space was very
limited, the scheme is es-

pecially interesting. A
Morris "Orchard" paper
in pastel blues, browns
and greens was set in

panels with wide borders

of grey lavender and a
narrow line of warm
ivory woodwork. ,

The stock lighting fix-

tures were removeck for

fixtures more in harmony
with their plans, the

ing-room cabinet was sim-^

pl'ified, and the over-or-

nate gas-log mantelpiece
was exchanged for a pure
lined Adam fireplace with

panels of plate-glass

above, the corner blocks

above the doors were

changed from round to

square, the 18" picture

moulding was removed,

The wall treat-

ments of each
room were dis-

tinctive, the main
idea being to at-

tain a sense of

space without sac-

and the walls were paneled with the sim-

plest of mouldings. Apart from these

comparatively minor alterations, the

work was a matter of paper and paint

and graceful fitments.

The rooms are, as a unit, from the

ivory-toned walls and ruby carpet of the

living-room to the pale cafe au lait draw-

ing-room with its Toil de Joiey panels,

its marble Mercury on the Adam mantel,

its luxurious black violet hangings, its

comfortable chairs, its lamps of delicate

elegance and its

A group in the drawing-
room. Warm ivory
walls and ruby-toned
carpet form a satisfying

background for the ma-

riogany couch uphol-
stered in violet velvet,

set with pillows of the

same shade and scarlet

charming objets
d' art some tiny

Chinese gods of

jade and a pair of

pert Copenhagen
ducks with in-

quisitive bills.
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Much of the effectiveness of the fire-

place depends upon the arrangement of

the mantel garniture, as in this case

In this case the mantel shelf is merely
rudimentary. An old Italian wood me-
dallion relieves the austerity of line

Some say tiles should not be pictorial.

But one would readily forego criticism

of this interesting nursery fireplace

EIGHT

COMFORTABLE
HEARTHS

Niches above the mantel,
when having the same
character as the adjoining
woodwork, are always ef-

fective. The excess of bric-

a-brac here is unfortunate

In restoring a Colonial fire-

place one must restore its

atmosphere by a multitude
of both homely and deco-

rative objects. This is in-

formal and Mayflowery

Though built-in ingle seats should be
kept at a distance from the fire and not
so close as in this case, there is some-
thing indescribably cosy about them

An ensemble formal in every respect:

the rich carving of the mantel with its

symmetrical garniture surrounded by

simple though exquisite panelling

Compare this with the niched fireplace
shown above. The absence of fussy
bric-a-brac makes possible this seemly
and thoroughly restful arrangement
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GOOD FLOORS
There Are Two Kinds Floors to be Covered and Floors Uncovered Upon That Depend

the Choice, Cut and Laying of the Wood

ERNEST IRVING FREESE

Hard-wood floors require a level sub-floor. They should not be laid until the

plastering is thoroughly dry and all the other woodwork in the room finished

OF the various native woods suitable for use as flooring
there are practically but five that are worthy of con-

sideration : maple, oak, birch, pine and spruce. Of these five,

the first three belong in the hard-wood class and the remain-

ing two in the soft-wood class.

Most of the maple comes from the sugar maple, and fulfills,

to the highest degree, all the requirements of a desirable

flooring material. It is heavy, hard, strong, stiff, tough and
has a fine texture. In color it is creamy white, shot

through with shades of light brown near the heart. Maple
lumber is also susceptible of a high sur-

face-polish, and often shows the wavy or

"curly" grain that is a beautiful character-
istic of this wood. Moreover, it shrinks

only slightly in seasoning, is easily
worked, is durable in hard service, and
wears smoothly. Unquestionably for

flooring purposes, maple ranks the high-
est of any of our native woods.

THE SPECIES OF OAK
Oak is of three distinct species, live,

white and red. Of these three, the live
oak is the strongest, toughest, least por-
ous and most durable. However, the

scarcity and consequent high cost of live
oak render it practically unavailable for

flooring purposes. Nevertheless, white
oak possesses, in a slightly less degree,
all the good qualities of live oak. Red
oak is coarser of texture, more porous,
less durable and is more troublesome in

seasoning than white oak. Moreover, it

is often brittle. Therefore, particularly
for flooring, white oak is the most adapt-
able of the two available kinds. White
oak is of a light straw color, while red
oak, as its name implies, is tinged with
red, and this difference in color becomes
accentuated in varnished surfaces. White
oak, when "quarter-sawed," exhibits

a beautiful and characteristic "silver-

grain." All oak lumber shrinks and cracks

considerably in seasoning, but, after be-

ing thoroughly kiln-dried, it stands well

and is highly durable.

The wood of the birch tree is heavy,
hard, strong and has a fine texture. It

is capable of taking a high polish and

develops a satiny lustre. The heart-

wood is colored in shades of brown, red
and yellow. Birch, like oak, shrinks

considerably in the process of seasoning,
but stands well after being properly dried

out.

The wood of the evergreens, which
embrace the pine and the spruce, is con-

siderably more plentiful in the United
States than that of the broad-leaved
trees. For this reason pine and spruce
are more economical as to cost than any
of the woods belonging in the "hard-
wood" class heretofore mentioned. Again,
the soft-woods are characterized by an

exceedingly simple structure
; the fibres

composing the main part of the wood
being all alike and their arrangement
regular. Hence they dry and shrink

evenly and suffer less disruption in sea-

soning than any of the hard-woods. This
also makes for economy, and is another
reason why they are so widely used

where cost is the governing factor. However, the ques-
tion of cost does not alter the fact that pine and spruce,

by their very nature, are eminently less suitable for

flooring than any of the hard-woods. Especially is this

so if wearing quality and beauty of finish are to be at all

considered.

The conclusion is evident : all uncarpeted floors should be
of hardwood, while for floors that are carpeted, or otherwise

covered, spruce or pine will answer all requirements. Further-

more, exposed flooring should preferably be "quarter-

The completed floor must be cross-planed, scraped and sandpapered to a
smooth and uniform surface. It is then ready for the painter's coats of filler,

oil, stain, wax or varnish
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sawed." Common - sawed

flooring will "scuff up" and

sliver, and finally become
a nuisance under foot.

Neither will it wear as long
as the former. The reason

for this will be clearly
understood by a brief con-

sideration of the structure

of the tree itself and the

methods of cutting the log
into lumber.

COMMON AND QUARTER
SAWING

All lumber used in building
construction is cut from those

trees which increase in size by
the yearly formation of new
wood on their outer surfaces.

These are known as exogenous trees, and they include both
the broad-leaved and evergreen trees. The yearly layers of
wood are made up of long fibres generally paralleling the direc-
tion of the stem or trunk, and appearing as concentric rings on
the cross-section of the log. Crossing these "annual rings''
in a radial direction, between pith and bark, are other fibres

which serve the purpose of binding the whole together. These
radial fibres are termed the "medulary rays." They occur in

profusion in all woods, both hard and soft, but are decidedly
more prominent in the hard-woods. In oak, the very large
rays, which are readily visible to the naked

eye, compose scarcely a hundredth part of

the actual number. The annual rings and
the medulary rays are the warp and woof of

the tree's wooden fabric. The general ap-

pearance of these rings and rays, on a cross-

section of the log, is indicated at "A" in

Sketch No. 1. At "B" is diagrammed the

common method of sawing the log into lum-

ber, the slices paralleling each other across
the entire section of the log. This method

produces what has been referred to as "com-
mon-sawed" lumber, although a small per-

centage of the boards thus sawn, which show
the annual rings running across their edges
approximately at right angles, can be proper-
ly termed "vertical-grained," or "quarter-
sawed." In fact, it is by selecting these few
boards out of each log that some mills pro-
cure their quarter-sawed lumber. However,
regular quarter-sawed lumber is obtained by
first quartering the log, and then sawing each

quarter into parallel diagonal slices, as il-

lustrated at "C" in the same sketch. In this

manner the boards are all cut with their

CRXDS5-5ECTION COMMON-SAWED QUAFLYER.-SAWED

BLACKEMC.O POKTIOUS INDICATE WA3TK

The annual rings and medulary rays are the warp and
woof of the tree's fabric. Lumber cut against the
rings wears better, warps less and shrinks less than

the common-sawed

HARDWOOD
f L, OO R_

Blind nailing with tongued
and grooved boards makes
a more solid floor and gives

a finished appearance

Nail holes in hardwood, even

though puttied in the most
skilful manner, greatly mar tin-

appearance of the finished

floor. Therefore, where hard-

wood floors are not to be car-

peted, the floor boards should
be "blind-nailed" ir. place. This
is provided for by having the

edges of the boards "tongued-
and-grooved."

LAYING THE FLOOR

The nails can be driven

diagonally down through the

tongued edge of the board,
while the grooved edge is held

securely in place by the tongue
of the preceding board. Thus,
the grooved edge of each board,

in turn, fits over and conceals the nails driven into the tongued
edge of its neighbor. This is what is known as "blind-nailing,"
and is shown graphically in Sketch No. 2. Necessarily, each row
of boards must be driven tightly against the preceding row
and nailed firmly in place before the following row is laid

The boards must also be of exactly the same width so as to

come squarely together, endwise, in a perfectly straight and
unbroken edge-line. Otherwise the resulting appearance will

be far from pleasing. The ends of the boards should also be

tongued-and-grooved in the same manner as the edges. This

makes a more desirable joint than the plain
"butt joint," because then the ends also can

be firmly blind-nailed; thereby avoiding the

future possibility of the ends of the boards

"kicking up" and destroying the uniformity
of the surface. Sketch No. 2 depicts the cor-

rect method of tonguing-and-grooving the

ends of the floor boards. This drawing also

shows the lower surface of the boards as being

slightly hollowed out so that they bear only on
their outermost edges. This is done to allow

for any unevenness that may occur in the sub-

floor upon which the upper flooring is laid.

Also, when "backed out" in this manner, the

tendency to warp is somewhat lessened.

WHEN TO LAY HARDWOOD
Hardwood flooring should never, under

any conditions, be laid until the plastering is

thoroughly dry and all other woodwork in

the room is finished. Neither should it be

delivered until such a time when it can be laid

forthwith. Kiln-dried, unprotected wood is

highly susceptible to the absorption of mois-

ture. Wherefore flooring of this kind should

be laid immediately after delivery.

NLG

width approximately at right angles to the annual rings, there- In the laying of a hardwood floor, the endwise joints of

by often splitting the radial medulary rays and producing the adjacent boards should be broken or "staggered" in the same
handsome silver-grain that is characteristic of quarter-sawed way that the joints of brickwork are broken in the laying-up
oak. Sawing lumber in this manner requires more labor and
time to be expended thereon, and it is perhaps slightly more
wasteful of material than would otherwise be the case. Where-
fore, quarter-sawed lumber is more expensive than that which
is common-sawed. Yet, the advantages of the former more
than outbalance the added cost over the latter. For, because

quarter-sawed lumber is practically "vertical-grained," or

"edge-grained" as it is sometimes termed, it follows that it will

wear better, warp less and
shrink less than the other va-

riety. And it will not sliver,
for the reason that the annu-
lar rings, during the process
of sawing, are not cut at an

oblique angle, but rather at an

angle more nearly approach-
ing the direction of the medu-
lary rays. Thus, in quarter-
sawed lumber, is the integrity
of the wooden fabric pre-
served; there being no loose

or disconnected fibres exposed
to scuffling feet.

riNISM FLOODING

A3BC3TOS

FLOCX. JOttf

MLTAL LATH.
& PLA3TE.K,
CtlLIHO

TWO WAY.3
Perfect insulation from sound waves can be accomplished

only by severing the connection between floor and ceiling

of a wall. Also, considering appearance, a multiplicity of end-

wise joints should not occur close together. To avoid this

unpleasant effect it should be insisted upon that "boards less

than 4' in length shall not be allowed." Also that "any
two boards of the minimum allowable length shall not abut

against each other, end for end."

All boards have a tendency to warp and "cup." This tend-

ency often develops into a disagreeable reality, especially in

wide, thin boards. Therefore
the narrower the boards, the
better the floor. Two and a
half inches ought to be the
maximum width for hardwood
flooring-boards, and the mini-
mum thickness should be not
much less than three-quarters
of an inch. Moreover, where
the best results are desired, the
wood should be bored for nail-

ing, for, in a hardwood floor,
the boards are apt to become
loosened because of being orig-

(Continued on page 56)
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[DINING R.'M

LIVING R/M I ILOCGJA.'

In designing this house the architect tried to answer
the old question: How good can a small house be?

or should it be How small can a good house be?
In any event the results were successful and the house

of unbelievable moderate cost

The plan of the first floor shows a one-room depth. It
is simple and open in design, with a central hall divid-
ing the dining- and living-room, and the service part*
successfully segregated. It is a plan that readily will

permit future additions

Its lines are of the English cottage type adapted to the
local environment. In construction it is a frame build-
ing finished with stucco on wire lath. The arrange-
ment of windows mitigates the bareness of the stucco,
which will be further relieved when the planting is

more fully developed

THE RESIDENCE OF
H. R. de SINCLAIR, ESQ., AT
NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY

Lewis Colt Albro, architect
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In Keeping with the general simplicity of the hou.e is the entrance ooorway.

Casement window, give light to the vestibule, which open, directly on .ne center

hallway, as shown on the page opposite
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The position and nature of the stairs a cir-

cular stairs from the front door is a dis-

tinctive feature of the first floor plan

Red brick faces the house. The trim is

white and the shutters green. It is an
adapted Southern Colonial style

THE SOUTHERN COLONIAL
HOME OF T. A. SMYTH, ESQ.,

AT RICHMOND, VA.

W. Duncan Lee, architect

BtD LOOP!

I&M
By far the most interesting and unusual ele-

ments on the second floor, as on the first, are
the stairs and the well they create

The door has been designed with care to re-

produce both the line and feeling of the old
Southern Colonial models

THE RESIDENCE OF
JOHN L. WAY, ESQ., AT

HARTFORD, CONN.

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

...

The Way house is a successful

adaptation of the English type to

American suburban or semi-sub-
urban conditions. Walls are
stucco and the roof shingles laid

in the attractive thatch form

Openness characterizes the down-
stairs, with resultant abundance
of light and ventilation through

the hall and living-room

The dining-room is in the rear of
the house, overlooking the gar-
den. The living-room is house

depth, opening on a porch

An upstairs sitting-room the re-
turn of a good old family custom

is noticeable on the plans of
the second floor
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Second itory Plan
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THE HOME OF

WILLIAM
F O L W E L L

,

ESQ., AT

MERION, PA.

D. Knickerbocker

Boyd, architect

The house is characteristic of the
"Main Line" Philadelphia su-

burbs stone whitewashed, al-

though details of treatment about
the entrance are unusually good

The variety of roof lines is espe-

cially interesting. Thus the long
sweep to the right and the

adapted pent roof sheltering the

spacious porch and long terrace

An abundance of windows on all The reception room a cross be-

sides adds to the livableness of tween a hallway and a drawing-
the second story. The disposi- room when separated from the

tion of the service wing creates more distinctly living-rooms is

a large hall and good closet room always a very desirable feature

A DUTCH COLONIAL HOUSE AT

MAPLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

Kenneth W. Dalzell, architect

A breakfast porch and a large
pantry afford accommodations
not usually found in houses of

such small size. The projec-
tion of stairs into the living-

room, however, is unfortunate

It is a relief now and then to

get away from the American
insistence for square-walled
bedrooms and no jogs. In a
small house of these lines such
irregularities add much interest

The exterior walls are red
cedar shingles painted white.

Comb-grained pine has been
used for flooring throughout.
On the first floor the wood-
work is stained brown and on
th* second it is painted white
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The residence of Robert Seeley, Esq., is a clapboard house of Dutch Colonial lines, commo-
dious and symmetrically designed. The details of porch railing and front door are

especially attractive; and a large balcony at each side makes the house even more effective

Closet room both upstairs and down
is generously planned. The sun par-
lor with its fireplace is interesting

THE NEW HAVEN RESIDENCE OF
MRS. R. A. BROWN

Murphy y Dana, architects

THE HOME OF ROBERT SEELEY, ESQ.,

AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Murphy & Dana, architects

The plans of Mrs. R. A. Brown's house
have many interesting departures for

a house of such small proportions

The general lines follow those of an English cottage. Stucco over hollow tile has been
used; the shutters and roof, green. Irregular fenestration adds to the interest of the house.

The planting and the service gate, seen at the left of the picture, are also suggestively English

orcoND- FLOOR.. PLAN-

HOUSE. FOR. MR.-3. R.A. BROWN
NEW HAVEN, COKN .
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A SHINGLE HOUSE OF MODKRXTE
COST AT MAPLEWOOD, N. J.

Kenneth W. Dalzell, architect

run rioo run

The residence of David Van
Schaack, Esq., at Hartford, Conn.,

represents a modern type of the Eng-
lish style cottage adapted to Ameri-
can needs and mode of life. Its lines

and proportions are excellent. It i*

constructed of terra cotta tile and
stucco with a shingled
roof laid on in thatch

fashion. The service

yard encloses the gar-

age, making that part
of the property a unit.

The plans are sim-

ple, livable and com-
modious. A hall runs
the house width with
a loggia at the farther

end. The living-room
parallels it, having
light from three sides,

and opening on a piaz-
za. Ease of commu-
nication between the

dining-room and den
is a commendable fac-

tor. The service wing,
completely separated,
is well lighted and
conveniently arranged.
On the second floor

the plan of the rooms
is a development of
the square planning:
four chambers sepa-
rated by the stairs

hall with bath at the
back. The plan also

provides for two sleep-
ing balconies.
A cross corridor

communicates with the
servants' rooms.

THE HOME OF DAVID VAN SCHAACK, ESQ., AT HARTFORD, CONN.

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

The deciding item in the construc-
tion cost of any house depends upon
the plans, and the small house of the
moderate price, to be a successful liv-

ing quarter, must almost of necessity
have simple and regular plans. Thi
simplicity characterizes the little

house of E. S. Farra at

Maplewood, N. J. De-

veloped on the square
plan with central hall-

way, it has a commo-
dious living-room, a
mall dining-room and

porches front and
back, the latter
creened in. Upstair*

are four bedrooms, a
bath and a sleeping
porch. Closet room
unfortunately is r e -

tricted to corners.
The house is designed
to fit a small property
and accommodate
small family.
Foundations and

chimney are rough-
dressed sandstone, the
exterior red cedar
shingles laid 9 inches
to the weather and
painted white. The
shutters, pierced with
decorative design, are

painted green. White
oak has been used as

flooring on the first

floor, and, on the sec-

o n d , comb - grained
pine. Whitewood ha*
been used for interior
finish throughout.

JLCOMP H.OC*. H.AN
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The hall is finished in gum-
wood and Japanese paper

A view along the terrace
which shows the fountain

THE RESIDENCE
OF THE HON.
MORGAN G.

BULKELEY, ESQ.,
AT HARTFORD,

CONN.

A. Raymond Ellis,

architect
The hall forms the main axis of the house,
with the drawing-room and piazza at one end

It is an expensive house, representing the best construction and equipment, carried out in the Italian style,
loggia. Ine walls are of terra cotta tile and stucco; the roof, tile

The second floor presents a livable arrangement
of rooms, each designed to have light and air

fountain and
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For a small home of moderate cost,
the residence of Kenneth Cranston, at
Summit, N. J., is unusually distinctive

The vestibule and hall arrangement
and the loggia off the living-room are
interesting developments of the plan

A SMALL BRICK HOUSE
OF INDIVIDUALITY IN

SUMMIT, N. J.

Howard Major, architect

The residence of Mrs. Tinker was de-
signed for a winter home, but its plan
shows it adaptable as an all-year place

Red brick laid in wide white bond has
been used for the walls; the roof is

vari-colored slate and the trim is white

Simple furniture, well arranged, car-
ries the Italian atmosphere of the archi-
tectural adaptation through the house

The second-floor plan does not allow
for much head room, but the roof give*
to each room a striking individuality

THE RESIDENCE OF
MRS. HENRY TINKER,
AT AUGUSTA, GEORGIA

H. P. White, architect

Wide hallways characteristic of South-
ern homes have been introduced on
both floor*, permitting good circulation

The garden is planted for winter effect*,
with evergreen* and a marble-rimmed
pool. A pergola porch i* a feature
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THE RESIDENCE OF

IF PI JONATHAN GODFREY, ESQ.,

AT BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

F. Burrall Hoffman, Jr., architect

Marian C. Coffin, Landscape Architect

The walls are stone, rough finished and painted

in grey, lattice being used as a decorative

accessory

A low wall enclosed

the garden, forming a

balustrade for the
house terrace and sep-

arating the garden
from the service yards

Scenic paper has been
used in the hall, ton-

ing in well with the

Colonial white and
mahogany woodwork
and old furnishings

A vine-covered per-

gola is at the bottom
of the garden; midway
along it an inviting
seat has been set in the

rough plastered wall

Lattice with vines
trained on it has been
used for wall covering
in the morning room.
Thefloorofred tile adds

the necessary color

.1-1 :
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As the Sinclair residence (see pages 20-21) would look to the front when imposed on a different
lot and with garage attached and planting grown

PLANNING THE HOUSE FOR THE GARDEN
Which Describes the Principles of Planning the House and Grounds Together And Those Principles

Applied to Two Properties of Moderate Cost

GRACE TABOR
Illustrations by Jack Manley Rose

EVERY
home builder should build as he prefers, creating

thereby his own home in the fullest sense of the word.
But the tremendous problem of co-ordinating all the pref-

erences which he has managed to accumulate, and all the cir-

cumstances of his prospective home's location, in such a fash-

ion as to produce a result as harmonious and beautiful as it is

practical and convenient is something no prospective builder

realizes in the faintest degree, unless he has been through the

experience of building before.

Even with previous experience, it is doubtful if the real

situation unfolds itself to the mind not trained to see it.

Otherwise, why should it be an axiom that a man must build

three houses that he does not like in order to learn how to

build a fourth that will come somewhere near suiting him?

THE PLAN AND THE PLANTING

The secret of the matter generally lies in the failure to

consider house and grounds together. There is just one best

layout for the house built on any given plot of ground; and
that layout is not the best for a house built on some other

plot of ground, save in rare instances. Each must take his

own problem and no other. What someone else has done,
in some other place, may help by suggestion and inspiration ;

but the ideal plan for any given

place can only be discovered

through long and patient and
careful study of that place
itself and of that place compre-
hensively, outdoors and in and
indoors and out.

Never lose sight of the fact

that the readymade plan is fail-

ure's ally, and guard against it

particularly when it seems to

fit
;
such seeming is one of the

greatest snares to catch the un-

wary.
Let us consider, for example,

the house plan made use of in

the first problem here given
the original plan of the de Sin-

clair House shown on pages 20

The layout of th<

summerhouse by

and 21 and see how this is so. It is an unusual little house,

charming within and without, excellent in its exterior lines and
likewise excellent in the convenience and compactness of its

plan an English cottage inspiration. No type suits our
domestic requirements better, and out of a great number of

designs it has been chosen for use on this particular plot of

ground which, by the way, is not an imaginary home site but
one actually submitted to the House and Garden Reader's
Service as a problem in development.

It is rather high land, well above the road on which it fronts

and sloping up very slightly from its front boundary back for
a distance of about 150', then falling away as gradually to the

steep bank of the brook which crosses at the rear. In addition

to these east-west slopes, there is a general fall towards the

north, slight but sufficient to be taken into consideration in

planning. And there is an extended view north, northeast

and northwest along practically the entire property.

THE DRIVE AND THE VIEW

A fundamental rule of landscape planning immediately pre-
sents itself and immediately we face point one in the problem.
The rule is that an entrance driveway must never approach
on the "view" side of a dwelling ; and point one of the problem

against which we bump in-

stantly is that the house en-

trance as originally planned
is on the wrong side.

We turn the house around
and the kitchen and service

yard are at the front and to-

ward the road, with living-
room and loggia in the rear :

not, let me hasten to say, in

itself inherently a wrong dis-

position of apartments, but

certainly wrong here, where no
reason exists for so disposing
them. So we try it turned
across the land; and find,
whether its entrance faces east
or west, that there will be a
tremendous waste in reaching

',-.-

grounds (see page 30) calls for a

the creek. It could be developed
along these lines
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The Cranston property in Summit, N. J., (see page 27) with a garage attached and the planting

fully developed

it. It will take a longer driveway, and a less simple one in

plan ;
it will cut into lawn space tremendously ; and above all,

the entire house will not enjoy the view equally which is

inexcusable, with this type of house.

Obviously there is but one way for it to stand ; that is as

shown. And the plan of house at its entrance must be altered,
to meet the requirements. Happily this can be done in an

instant, with pencil and eraser. If the house had been built

from its original plan, the entrance would have been to the

north assuming, of course, that it took its logical position

lengthwise of the land and with its principal rooms facing the

view. The driveway would have had to go in on that side
; for

we must drive to the entrance of the dwelling or to an
entrance of the dwelling these days ; and behold ! All the

possibilities of the entire garden scheme are wiped out at one
stroke.

At first glance possibly it may seem that the alteration in plan
is very insignificant just a shift of coat closet and lavatory
to the opposite end of the hall, to make room for the entrance
door at their end.

But a second look-

over will show that

this is not quite
the thing after all.

Note the plumbing
lavatory and

pantry "bunched"
hence an inex-

pensive instal-

lation. This must
remain so, if we
are to keep within

the figure of the

house as it it has
been built, and this

we must do. More-
over, we are going
to need a door for

exit there where
the entrance door
is now, if we are

to realize to the full

all the advantages
of the situation.

Happily for progress in this particular case, we are not

planning for a stiff-necked, this-way-or-nothing kind of home
builder; so the coat closet may be compressed and shifted to

the other end of the hall, the entrance door will come in where
the coat closet was, the old entrance door, shifted a bit perhaps,
will become the garden-front door giving access to the brick

A planting plan for

a Buffalo lot with
the Sinclair house

planned on it to get
the best garden
and planting effects

The side view of the Sinclair property when developed for the Buffalo lot, showing
a general view of garden plots and walks

terrace which has been added along the

main part of the house and all the

knotty points of the problem are solved

at once.

FINDING THE GARDEN Axis

Rarely will a plan adjust to ground for which it was not

made as satisfactorily as this, however; and in this instance it

would not have done so without radical "facing around." As
the photographs of the original house show, it was built with

its end and loggia towards the garden, instead of its side
;
and

from this loggia a broad path leads along the longitudinal axis

furnishing the axis of the garden. This axis we have oblit-

erated completely, thereby altering the character of the design

although the floor plan is so little changed. For now we have
a transverse axis uniting driveway and entrance turn around
the house, and all in turn with the gardens.

Perpetually I am talking about "axes" when the subject is

garden design. But indeed it is impossible to get away from
them ! They are

the invisible links

which alone will

unite outdoors with

indoors, garden
with house, making
them one and in-

divisible ; and be a

design casual or

formal, it is impos-
sible to overlook
this one thing and
have it successful :

its rise or source
must be an axial

line of the dwelling
or a feature of the

dwelling. Other-
wise dwelling and

garden will never
become one har-

monious whole.

NECESSARY POINTS
IN ANY PLAN

Place the house first ;
that is the first and most important

step; then adjust the plan, if a plan has been previously
selected otherwise develop your plan, using as many ideas

as may be practical from any number of plans which you like,

but always working under the guidance which careful exam-
ination of every factor in the surroundings furnishes and of
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View of the Cranston house from the side street, showing the garage en-
trance and the brick wall surrounding the property

As the
Cranston
House was
already
built, only
the garden
remained to

be planned

these there

may be many
or few. The
points of the

compass, the

preva i 1 i n g
winter and
summer

winds, the outlook, the neighboring layouts, the character of

the place i. e., urban, suburban or country the land contours,
the natural vegetation in many instances, the character of the

land formation rocky and unwieldy or more plastic all these

are some of the external things that should influence plan.
Add to these those elements which you yourself and your
needs and your family's supply, and you will have begun to

gather loose ends of planning into a group that may be com-

prehensively examined and considered.

The unusual feature of a long straight drive has been em-

ployed in this problem because the street lies some 3' to 5'

lower than the property hence there is need of a long cut. The
banks are to be rounded neatly from the lawn level

above, and a row of flowering dogwoods, cornus florida,

planted along each side. These
trees are small, yet large enough to

give clearance to the driveway be-

neath, by reason of their situation

at the top of the bank ; and they
thrive under the shade of larger
trees such as the lawn and drive-

way are to be planted with, in car-

rying out the park or "landscape"
effect before the house.

PLACING SHRUBBERY

Shrubbery massed as shown
completes this development of the

lawn, and screens garage and
clothes the house foundations at

suitable places. The position of

the flower gardens at the north of
the house is unfortunate, but un-
avoidable so we must make the
best of it. It is not so difficult as

it might be, for a protective plant-

ing of arbor vitses at the extreme
limits of the place along the north
will effectually overcome dangers
from exposure and at the same
time furnish a pleasing backing for

the garden as seen from the house.

These are to be supplemented by
shrubs in natural arrangement ;

and so far from impairing the

view, such a grouping will rather make it more effective.

A hedge of boxwood or ot clipped euonymous, euonymous
radicans, outlines the garden paths, which are to be grassed
rather than gravelled. The kitchen garden is hidden from the

terrace and the house by an arbor on which grapes are to grow.

For the bottom of the path to the brook on the Cran-

ston property is planned a garden gate. This would
be a fitting type for that use

Direct from the end of the terrace a straight path leads, down
which is the long vista which every garden should have. This

goes across the arbor and through an arched gateway shutting
off the kitchen garden, then on through this between borders
of mixed and sturdy growing perennials, and out at a similar

exit at the far side which gives into the fruit orchard, and
leads on ultimately to the wild garden and tangle beside the

little pond, formed by damming the brook. Reaching this

tangle the path divides and is lost in the shrubby mass; and
here is opportunity for an unusual little wilderness with a rude

bridge across the stream, a thatched retreat beside the water-
fall at the dam, stepping stones crossing back again below

this, and masses of wild flowers that love such a glen, natural-
ized everywhere. All of this is, of course, to be tree shaded and

thickly planted, so that it is completely hidden and unsuspected
until the path, winding left and right, rounds the shrubbery
and discovers it.

DEVELOPING A BUILT PROPERTY

The second problem, which is the house at Summit, N. ]., on

page 27, shows at the very beginning the misfortune of placing
the house and planning it, and then planning the grounds. A

garage should couple up with the

service end of a dwelling invari-

ably; yet it is folly to construct

driveways where a side street al-

ready provides entrance. More-
over, in this case the dwelling has
been put so close to the line on its

service side that nothing can be
built there. Neither can anything
be put at the rear; for all the out-

look is in this direction and the
house has been arranged along this

exposure, the living-room deliber-

ately turning its back upon every-
thing else, save an end view
which it gets across the porch to

the too near side street.

Why, oh why, were the grounds
not considered when the plan was
under way ? ( I wonder how many
people say this about their houses,
in the course of a year?) Now
there is only one place for the

garage; so, in spite of its closing
the end of the porch and the end
window in the bedroom above, here
it must go.

But the end of the porch is per-
haps better closed, with the street
so near ; and a chimney with a fire-

place on porch below and in bedroom above, where the window
was, compensates for a great deal. Then too the front and
rear are still open, and the living-room's light and outlook are

unimpaired and altogether there is more seclusion Great
luck!

(Continued on page 66)
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A corner for the Colonial china-closet was made by the door

an excellent substitute. Other details in the grouping
are a piece of salmon-colored French brocade of Chinese

design, old Italian painted wood plaques and a yellow chair

The walls are painted a putty color. Visualize against that

the Empire gilt mirror, the blue ginger jar on a teakwood
stand and a Chippendale chair upholstered in salmon rep.

In the corner is a work table, a piece of late Sheraton

THE ROOMS OF ABBOT McCLURE, ESQ., AT PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Periods and nationalities have been successfully assembled. Here is a Queen Anne bureau bookcase of walnut veneer, a center table

of the Sheraton Pembroke type, old Dutch sconces flanking the bookcase, and above it a piece of dull blue Japanese brocade. The

prints are old French polychrome, the lamp in the corner, grey Japanese crackleware, and the cover of the table on the left, a West

Indian bandanna handkerchief
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THE CLOISONNE ENAMELS OF CHINA AND JAPAN
GARDNER TEALL

Readers of House fr Garden who are interested in antiques and curios are invited In address any inquiries on these subjects to the Collectors' Department,House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, A ew York, N. Y. Inquiries should be accompanied by stamps for return postage. Foreign correspondents may enclott
postage stamps of their respective countries.

THE
art of the enameller throughout the

ages has ever proved to he a subject of

interest to connoisseurs and collectors.

While exhaustive monographs have been

written on the subject of European enam-

els, less appears to have been written con-

cerning those of Asia and particularly those

of China and Japan. This, perhaps, ex-

plains why it is that, though there are a

number of collectors to whom the Chinese

and the Japanese enamels appeal, they hes-

itate to specialize in them by reason of the

fact that little information for their guid-
ance appears to have been easily accessible.

The real collector, as distinguished from the

mere gatherer or hoarder of objets d'art,

finds a great part of his pleasure in- ac-

quainting himself with the processes of

manufacture as well as with the history of

the things he collects. It is this acquaint-

anceship with the minutiae of a subject that

enables one to collect with judgment and

safety.

METHODS OF CLOISONNE

The basis of all enamels is the application
of fusible silicate of glass colored with me-
tallic oxides, all upon a metal ground.

In cloisonne enamel work a metal base

gold, silver, copper and other bases has its

design traced upon it, by means of thin

metal wires or strips soldered to the base,

forming in this manner a number of divi-

sions which, when filled with the colored

silicate, subjected to amalgamation by heat

and afterwards polished produces a beau-
tiful patterned surface, the design of which

appears traced in metal filaments. The By-
zantine and the Greek enamellers executed
their cloisonne enamels in gold, as likewise

did the Anglo-Saxons, Russians, Chinese
and the Japanese in

their finest work.
In the plique-d-jour

enamels we find what
is really a variety of

cloisonne rather than

a class, as the plique-

d-four is cloisonne

unbacked by a metal

ground, but much like

a leaded stained-glass
window in miniature.

That is, if one holds

a piece of plique-A-

jour work to the light
he will find it allows
the light to pass
through, whence its

name.

Champleve enamel
much resembles cloi-

sonne, but instead of

its pattern being
traced by cloisons sol-

dered on a metal base,
the pattern is scooped
out by a sort of deep
engraving, upon the
metal base, these de-

pressions being filled

with enamel, fired

A large ice chert of cloisonne enamel, a
Chinese Imperial of the Ch'ien Lung
period (1723-1795). From the Imperial
Palace in Pekin, now in (he collection of

Dr. Alfred Owre

and then polished. The Celts, the Persians
and the enamellers of India worked in this

manner.

Reponsee enamel is, one may say, a va-

riety of champleve, or at least so akin to

it that it is seldom considered as composing
a class by itself, though I think it should
be. In such enamel work the design is

wrought upon the metal base, not with
cloisons as in cloisonne ; nor with scooping
out by a graver, as in true champleve. In-

stead, the design is worked upon the metal

Japanese cloisonne enamel teapot; Chinese cloisonne incense-burner of the Ch ien

Lung period; and a Chinese cloisonne enamel bowl or the same period. From the

collection of Dr. Alfred Owre

by hammering out repouscc the depres-
sions to be filled with the enamel. This is

then fired and polished, as all enamel of

any class has to be. Some of the enamels

of India are such fine examples of work
of this sort that they have passed as true

champleve.

PAINTED ENAMELS

Finally, we come to the painted enamels,
such as those of Limoges. In the earliest

examples of the painted class one finds the

design applied directly to the metal base,

grain by grain and layer by layer, in such a
manner that the various fusings and glaz-

ings produce such results as one finds in the

marvellous old Limoges enamels. While, in

later work, the enamel is fused upon the

metal base, the designs being painted (in
some instances printed) on the enamel.

This brief survey of the characteristics

of the different classes of old enamels will

the better enable the collector to confine his

attention, for the moment, to the subject
of cloisonne enamels, and in particular those
of China and of Japan. Of late years the
cloisonne enamels of China and of Japan
have been extensively exported, more espe-
cially to America. Many of these modern
examples are very beautiful, some of them
very trashy and none of them comparable
with the beauty of early Chinese work,
though, from a technical point of view and
an individuality of their own, I fancy some
of the modern specimens would have made
the 17th Century enamel-workers of China
rub their eyes in wonderment. This great
and difficult art is surely one of the glories
of Chinese craftsmanship. One might not
think that the outlook for collecting these
old enamels in America was very encour-

aging. Nevertheless,
it is a line of collect-

ing that has not been

overdone, and genu-
ine old objects are to

be found, here and
there, by those who
know them when they
see them.
One of the most in-

teresting, important
and extensive collec-

tions of Chinese and

Japanese cloisonne in

this country is that
owned by Dr. Alfred

Owre, through whose

courtesy the accom-

panying illustrations

are shown, a collec-

tion that has been
loaned to the Minne-

apolis Art Museum.
There are likewise a
few fine pieces to be
found in the Metro-

politan Museum of
Art in New York, and
in other public col-

lections. As color is

the very soul of en-
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amel, the rich,
soft colors of the

early Chinese
work help to dis-

tinguish it. This

is especially true

of the varied and
beautiful blues
employed by t h e

Chinese enamel-

lers. Occasionally
the Chinese em-

ployed both cloi-

sonne and cham-

pleve on the same

piece, as certain

objects in enamel
of the Ch'ien

Lung period
(1723-1795) will

show. In the gen-
uine old pieces it

often happens
that corrosion has

made its appear-
ance around the
cloisons. While
the early history
of Chinese cloi-

sonne is lost to us

we know it to

have been in favor in the early 15th Cen-

tury as a vase of the King Tai period (
1450-

1457), in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
South Kensington, attests. Not only for its

blues is Chinese cloisonne noted, but it pos-
sesses a characteristic red, lilac, violet, pink,

orange and green as well. Of Chinese
enamel colors Lewis F. Day wrote : "The

palette of the Chinese was practically the

mediaeval one ; and they, too, made lavish

use of lapis and turquoise blues. They had
two opaque reds the one sealing-wax col-

or, the other more like the potter's opaque
variety of so-called 'sang-de-boeuf.' Their
lemon yellow, green and yellow green were
those of the European enamellers. The
mauve tint occurring in their work may be

The two smaller bowls are early Japanese cloisonne enamel; the larger a

bowl of the Ch'ien Lung period. From the collection of Dr. Alf

Inside decorations of an early
Japanese cloisonne enamel bowl
formerly in the possession of the

late Emperor of Japan

silver as to gold
or copper. Then
there is the dis-

tinctive polish of

the earlier enam-
els. These were

polished by hand,
in consequence of

which their sur-

faces did not

present the mir-

ror - like surface

which modern
contempor a r y
cloisonne enamels
exhibit. The sur-

face of the old

pieces shows
more like that of

an eggshell.
Again, few of the

antique cloisonne

enamels show any
transparency, a

fact probably due
to the oxide of tin

in the solder. In

recent work the
cloisons have, in

many instances,
been fastened to

the metal bases by means of a paste instead

of by the soldering method, surely a shifty

mode, and one marking the decline of the

true excellence of the ancient art.

In "From Sea to Sea" Rudyard Kipling

gives us a careful account of the art of

enamelling as he saw it practiced by the

minakari, or enamellers of Kioto. This the

reader will find of great interest, and while

the work of the modern Japanese crafts-

man of some thirty years ago was that

which Kipling describes, the process was
the same as that practiced not only in China

but, in essentials, everywhere that cloisonne-

enamel has been made and as it is practiced

to-day. The collector will do well to turn

(Continued on page 58)

Chinese cloisonne
red Owre

Chinese cloisonne enamel vase, cov-
ered. Ch'ien Lung period. From the

collection of Dr. Alfred Owre

An exterior view of the same bowl,
now owned by Dr. Alfred Owre

due to cobalt and a little manganese ; but

the rose-pink is, on the face of it, akin to

that in porcelain of the 'famille rose,' that

is to say, a gold color. Black and white

they have, of course
;
but their white is at

the best not very pure, and in early work
is pitted with air-holes."

ADVICE FOR COLLECTORS

The collector will understand from this

at once how necessary it is for him to

give careful attention to this matter of

color in determining the value of any early
enamels. He should concern himself, too,
with the matter of the metals employed by
the cloisonne workers. Where gold was
used it had to be fine gold, as alloys would
not withstand the heat of the enameller's
furnace. Enamel does not hold so well to

Tall Chinese cloisonne enamel vase
of the Ch'ien Lung period. From the

collection of Dr. Alfred Owre
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A. Raymond Ellis, architect

Two houses from the same plan. The one of brick
was built in Arcadia, Wisconsin, at the cost of $8,000;

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

Two similar houses. This one was built of frame covered
with stucco, in Akron, Ohio, and cost about $ 14,000

COST AND THE LOCALITY
A Consideration of What Part the Price of Labor and Materials Plays in Building Why the Architect

Cannot Give Exact Estimates The Architect and His Client

A. RAYMOND ELLIS

WHAT is there different about houses, and how does it

affect the cost? Two houses about the same size will

vary five thousand dollars in cost. Why is it ? Perhaps I can
answer it best by saying that a Ford automobile performs the

same function that any other automobile does ; but the differ-

ence between it and the most expensive car is apparent.
The cost of building varies because the price of labor and

materials varies, as well as the living conditions, requirements
and methods of construction and finishing in different sections

of the country. Therefore, the only accurate way to obtain
an exact estimate on a house is to obtain bids on the plans
and specifications. An approximate estimate may be made by
comparing it with some house of similar dimensions and con-
struction recently built in your vicinity.

SECTIONAL TASTES AND COSTS

Some sections of the country have not progressed as rapidly
as others, their standards of building are lower and they are

not exacting in details of refinement and comfort. In many
rural sections they are very careless about building, while in

the large commercial centers, where the greatest progress has
been made, the standards of building are very high, estab-

lished by well fixed building regulations as well as the de-

mand for well built and up-to-date houses.

Many of the necessities and up-to-date equipment found
in luxurious homes costing from $10,000 upward, would be

considered by those living in rural sections as absolutely un-

necessary for their comfort or mode of living.
In order to determine if possible the exact difference in the

cost of building the same house in different sections of the

country, figures were obtained from the same plans and speci-
fications in the following cities:

The house in New York cost $4300.00; in Philadelphia
from 10 to 15 per cent less; in Maine, 20 per cent less; in

Southern New England, about the same as in New York and
in some sections about 10 per cent less. In the middle South
(in Kentucky and Maryland), 30 per cent less; in Chicago,
10 per cent less; in the middle West (Ohio and Michigan and
Iowa), from 5 per cent to 40 per cent less. On the Pacific

coast Northwest, from 25 to 50 per cent ; in Colorado, 25 per
cent. In the Southwest (Arizona and New Mexico), from
20 per cent to 35 per cent less.

For several years I have watched closely the cost of various
kinds of buildings and figures cannot be taken that will give
the constant ratio, because the cost of building fluctuates ac-

cording to the supply and demand.
Another factor of cost is found between the rural section

having no building laws, but cheap labor and native material,
and the cost in nearby cities having building laws, organized
labor and the best building material, with the additional over-
head expense necessary to carry on business in the city at an
increase from 10 to 25 per cent. This analysis, however, will

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

This one, built of frame, stucco and shingle in Hartford,

Conn., cost $6,500. The difference is due to materials

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

Built from the plan of that shown above, this house
erected in Newington, Conn., with slate roof and stone

chimney, cost about $10,000
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A. Raymond Ellis, architect

An excellent type of Colonial house for the country or suburbs.

$15,000 to $16,000 in New England if built of frame and stucco

indicate the difference of cost between widely separated sec-

tions and between cities and their adjacent localities which

may explain some of the mysteries of cost.

ALTERATIONS AND COST

The cost of alterations and additions to existing houses is

another source of annoyance because the attendant difficulties

are more expensive than a piece of new work without the

attendant handicap. A certain portion of the cost of altera-

tions bears no return such as the cost of demolishing, the cost

of renewing perfectly good work that is damaged in the opera-
tion such as loosening ceilings, marring floors and finish, the

subsequent cost of refinishing and painting work that was

perfectly good, the expense of redecorating damaged walls, in

order to run new wires and pipes from the old work to the

It would cost from

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

The rambling, picturesque and comfortable type of Colonial farmhouse. It has a
substantial frame construction, with the exterior clapboarded. This was an alteration
to an old house in Patchogue, New York, where the quaint atmosphere has been retained

new. Frequently in making addi-

tions to an old house it is discovered
that many of the timbers have
rotted and must be replaced so that

alterations are rather an uncertain

quantity, and once having started it

is hard to avoid these items of ex-

pense as they occur and finish the

work properly. Some "houses are

better adapted to alterations than

others and there are many in good
condition that warrant alterations,

but in the case of any alteration it

is a question whether the owner
could ever secure by selling their

actual worth.

THE VALUE OF FIREPROOFING

The fireproof qualities and per-
manence of materials are other

items that increase the cost of build-

ing, but when carefully considered

are found to be economical in the

end. There is a certain ratio be-

tween the life of different materials.

For instance, it would be folly to

build a brick house on wooden posts
buried in the ground, for the sav-

ing on the cost of the foundations
would hardly justify the erection of

such a permanent structure on such

a temporary foundation, which, if

built on a foundation of equally

permanent material, would last much longer than the wood
foundation, consequently, the ratio of permanence in this

structure would not be equal and the depreciation would have
to be figured on the life of the foundations.

To understand depreciation of building, let 100 per cent

represent the life of your building, which we will put for a

frame house at the minimum of fifty years. By dividing fifty

years into one hundred per cent you obtain the result of two

per cent, which represents the average yearly depreciation, al-

though probably the percentage would be less for the first five

years.
If your house is of brick with concrete foundations and

slate roof, you might say that its life would be 100 years at the

minimum, and consequently its depreciation is about an aver-

age of one per cent a year. We find houses built seventy-five
and one hundred years ago with

hewn oak frames that have been

carefully kept up that show that a
well constructed frame house can
be built to last one hundred years,
while a house with a brick shell or

brick exterior walls and with in-

terior bearing walls of brick, with

slate roof and concrete or stone

foundations should last twice as

long. There are many houses of

historical interest throughout the

United States built of stone, brick

and wood that show very long life.

The Isaac Royall house at Med-
ford, Mass., was built in 1732 and
is in good condition to-day. This

house is constructed of frame with

a protective filling of brick and the

end walls of brick. The Gushing
house at Hingham, Mass., was built

in the early part of the Eighteenth

Century, probably about 1730. The
old Bemis house at Watertown,
Mass., was built about 1750. The
Wadsworth house in Cambridge,
Mass., was built in 1726 and is now
in a good state of preservation.
White pine was used extensively in

these houses. Probably the oldest

house in America is the Fairbanks

house at Dedham, Mass., built about

1636. It is now standing and in
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fairly good condition. Part of the

house is 279 years old. It was built

of unpaintcd white pine, which
should prove that the value of

materials is determined by their life

and depreciation. A house of fire-

proof material is enduring and it

costs probably not more than fifteen

per cent over that of a frame dwell-

ing. The repairs are less, it is

warmer in winter, cooler in summer
and the cost of insurance is less.

The scarcity of fireproof build-

ings is due to the fact that people in

general are not familiar enough
with them, but each year sees more
houses built of fireproof construc-

tion and it is only a matter of time
before the best class of houses will

be combining fireproof qualities
with the best architectural design.

Probably the fireproof construction
is prohibitive in cost for the house

costing around thirty-five hundred
dollars at the present time.

A house having many fireproof

qualities is represented by the
frame house with stucco exterior.

The stucco house has many ad-

vantages ;
it is a better type of con-

struction than the frame and
shingled house, it is adaptable to
the most pleasing architectural de-

sign without elaborate detail. It is substantial in appearance
and it does not require repainting. Stucco is applied very
rapidly and when thoroughly set is an excellent non-conductor
of heat or cold. The color of stucco may be applied or self-

contained. It very seldom becomes shabby, but assumes a
mellow tint with age.
A short time ago an eight-room house was built in New

England and actual figures were obtained on its construction,
of frame and clapboards, frame and shingles, 10-inch hollow
brick wall, stucco on hollow block, stucco on metal lath and
brick veneer over frame.

It was found that the shingled house cost 1 .6 per cent more
than the clapboard house.
The house with 10-inch hollow brick walls cost 9.10 per cent

more. Stucco on hollow blocks 6.3 per cent more. Stucco on
metal lath 2.9 per cent more. Brick
veneer on frame 5.8 per cent more.

Stucco affords considerable pro-
tection against fire and warrants tile

or slate roofs.

ARCHITECT'S FIGURES
The architect cannot determine

the cost of a cottage in advance of

making sketches, snowing what the

client is going to require in the con-

struction, finish, size and equipment
of his house, unless it should hap-
pen to be similar to one he has built

and the client has seen. The con-
tractor makes up his estimate based
on these plans and the specifica-
tions. A compact, well designed
house is economical to build and
maintain, but you must compro-
mise between the essentials and un-
essentials. The client of extraordi-

nary taste and patience, whose in-

clination is to assist the architect,
aids materially to produce the best
results rather than one who dictates
in complete satisfaction.

There is no doubt that a ski'ful

architect can by clever planning se-

cure maximum accommodations in

a given space, or by ingenious ar-

rangement of materials secure a
handsome building from materials
of moderate cost. In order to meet

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

In New England, this well-proportioned house in stucco cost from $15,000 to $18,000.
In the middle South (Kentucky and Maryland) it would cost about 20% less

the great need for a modern architecture in keeping with the
standard of life, social and commercial aspirations of the

people, architecture must become more specialized. We are

thorough in some things, we want the best machinery, labor

saving equipment, railway engines, and motor cars, but for
some reason we seem willing to put up with terribly inefficient

buildings.

Many intelligent people probably derive little conscious,

pleasure from good architecture or feel any dissatisfaction at
the sight of an ugly building or poor setting, yet they exert a

good or bad educational influence on them without their knowl-
edge. The professional architect strives to plan the very best

building for the purpose to which it is ultimately to be put.
The wonderful buildings of the Romans were full of beauty,

(Continued on page 64)

A. Raymond Ellis, architect

A typical Southern Colonial house built last year at Greensboro, North Carolina, costing
between $14,000 and $15,000, of frame construction and clapboards. In New York

this house would cost $20,000, due to the difference in cost of building
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THE MECHANICS OF THE MORNING BRACER
Improvements in the Design and Construction of Shower Baths That Make Them Indispensable to

the Old House and the New

EDWARD C. CUTHBERT

A DOZEN years ago, shower
baths were seldom consid-

ered in planning a new
bathroom. To-day, the morning
shower means as much in the daily
routine of the average man as break-

fast or the morning paper.
The merits of the shower bath

itself have been the largest factors

in popularizing this welcome addi-

tion to the bathroom. It is ever

ready merely the turning of a valve

time-saving and, as some aptly ex-

press it, "a bracer" of the most
wholesome kind.

Another contributing element to

the increasing use of the shower bath

is the infinite variety of designs that

are obtainable. No longer is it neces-

sary to allot a section of the bath-

room for the installation of a shower
bath. When pocket-books or dimen-
sions of bathrooms do not permit a

separate fixture, showers of many
desirable patterns can be selected to

fit over the bathtub. Even for a few

dollars, shower attachments for bath-

tubs may be purchased that will an-

swer when a shower bath of a per-
manent variety cannot be installed.

THE INCLOSED SHOWER

When it is desired to install a

shower in a room already equipped
with the regular plumbing fixtures,

the most ordinary type is suitable.

This presupposes that the bathtub is

of the regular pattern, standing free of

the walls on all sides. It is necessary, in

this case, to have the shower curtain ar-

ranged to enclose the bather on all sides, so

that water will not be splashed over the rim
of the tub.

This form of shower is called a rain

shower, as the water falls in broken streams

very much like a shower of rain drops.

are tiled all around except at the

front. This arrangement forms part
of the enclosure, which is always
essential for a shower bath to keep
water from splashing on the bath-

room floor. It is necessary to pro-
vide a curtain at the front and also

at one end, if the tub fits into a

corner.

BUILT-IN BATH

J. A. Dcmwol}, architect

Figure I The principles of tKe built-in

shower shown below tile walls on three
tide* and glass door have been applied

successfully in this bathroom

Figure III Shower baths over built-in
baths are roomy and keep the flying spray

within the tub

Figure II In addition to the tile walls and
glass door is the porcelain receptor set

into the tile flooring

Rain shower baths are considered, from a

hygienic standpoint, to be much superior to
tub baths. The running water touches the

body but once, which is not the case in using
an ordinary bathtub. As the water from a
rain shower strikes the body with more or
less force, it more readily loosens and re-

moves the dead cuticle, and the stimulating
effect is refreshing and beneficial.

If your bath is of the new built-in style,
so much the better. Built-in baths are set

into the tiled walls, sometimes at the back
and one end, and when placed in a recess

A built-in corner bath with shower
and curtain is shown in Figure III.

Any water splashed against the walls

merely trickles into the bathtub.

When the curtain is closed, water
is prevented from splashing the bath-

room floor. It will be noticed that

the entire inside of the tub is utilized

as bathing space, giving much free-

dom for the bathing operation. In
the illustration, the valve handles are

placed on the rear walls, the valves

and piping being concealed within
the wall.

Some people dislike using the or-

dinary rain shower, as the down--
fall of water strikes directly on the'

head. Ladies, especially, are re-

luctant to use a shower for this rea-

son. To obviate this direct down-
fall the shower can be fitted with
a ball joint, which permits it to be
set at various angles, according to

the height of the person using the
shower. The water can be made to

strike not above the shoulders, so
that the head and hair remain dry.

In this case also, the piping and valves
are placed in the wall, the handles of the

valves only extending into the bathroom.

By this, there is a minimum of nickel to

polish, and the objectionable appearance of

pipes in the bathroom is avoided.

Figure IV The various appliances in a
bath of this type make possible all forms

of shower bathing
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When a section of a
bathroom is devoted to

the exclusive use of a
shower bath, it formerly
was the practice to place
a square or circular re-

ceptor of enameled iron or

porcelain at one side or

in a corner, enclosing the

shower space with linen

or rubber curtains. This
form of installation is

now entirely superseded
by the modern built-in or

tiled-in shower enclosure.

A porcelain receptor about

40" square (sometimes
circular) is set into the

tile flooring. Three sides

are walled up with water-

proof tiling. The door-

way or opening to the

bathroom is provided with

a curtain or glass door.

As shown in Figures I

and II, the shower bath
is really in a separate

compartment, completely

preventing the splashing
of water on the bathroom
floor.

Built-in shower enclos-

ures offer the opportunity
of equipping the shower

apparatus with all the re-

finements of the modern
shower bath. At (a) in

Figure IV is shown the

ordinary rain shower
from which the water is

discharged in broken
streams descending direct-

ly on the head of the bath-

er. This is the most popu-
lar form of shower as- a

cleansing and tonic bath.

When desired, the center
of the rain shower head

may be fitted with an ori-

fice (b) of about jHi" di-

ameter, called a "douche."

valve, water is forced through this opening
in a solid, compact stream, which strikes

the body with considerable force.

NEEDLE BATHS

Next in favor is the needle bath. This
is formed by the vertical tubes (c) in which
are drilled a number of minute holes. The
water is projected horizon-

tally from these apertures
against the body in fine

needlelike streams. Needle
baths are effective in stimu-

lating blood circulation and
are extremely invigorating.
Rose sprays (d) are set

at a height to concentrate a
number of needlelike streams
of water against the body
just above the hips, and for

this reason are generally
called "liver sprays" and are
beneficial in special cases.

Five or six of the vertical

tubes (c) are sometimes

placed closely together at

the rear of the shower in

order to direct a number of
fine streams in the center of
the back from the neck to

Figure V No matter how elegantly fitted, the modern bath-

room is incomplete without a modern shower. In this room
the shower is entirely enclosed in glass with nickeled frame,

the base receptor of solid marble

By means of a

Figure VI Mix-

ing chambers
guard against sud-

d e n unpleasant
changes in the

temperature

the base of the spine. These are called

"spinal baths," and are suggested by physi-
cians for nervousness.

Ascending douches are provided by a

swinging or adjustable connection (c) in

the lower section of the shower, so that it

may be swung out into the center of the

shower enclosure when its use is desired.

Some of the newer patterns are fitted

up with testing devices by which it is pos-
sible to have the water properly tempered

before stepping into the show-
er. Water is turned through
the testing valve and the prop-
er temperature ascertained by
placing the foot in the run-

ning water. This avoids an

unpleasant shock of cold or

hot water, which often occurs

when the valves of an ordi-

nary shower are first opened.
In fitting up all shower

baths, precautions should be

taken to have sufficient hot

water to properly temper the

cold water. If the pipes are

small and the water pressure
low, the opening of a faucet

in another part of the house

might rob the shower of the

required quantity of either hot

or cold water, as the case

might be. To ensure a

thorough mixing of hot

and cold water before

discharging through the

shower, and to guard
against sudden changes,

mixing chambers are in-

stalled. One is shown at

the left in Figure V. The
sketch in Figure VI in-

dicates the principle in-

volved. Mixing chambers
are customarily placed on
the more elaborate forms
of shower baths. The
chamber is connected at

the back or side of the

shower in order not to

obstruct the open space
within the shower enclos-

ure. Thermometers are

placed on mixing cham-
bers to facilitate an ac-

curate regulation of the

temperature. When lo-

cated outside the shower
enclosure, as in Figure
VII, they are very con-
venient and useful ; but if

installed within the show-
er enclosure a reading of
the temperature is diffi-

cult after the shower is

in operation, as the face
of the thermometer quick-
ly becomes covered with

spray and steam.

MIXING VALVES

The mixing valve is

another safety device
with which all showers

may be equipped. Ordi-

narily, shower baths have
two main valves, one for
the incoming hot water,
and likewise for the cold
water. Mixing valves

have but one handle, as shown in Figure
VII, and take the place of the usual hot
and cold water controlling valves. Mix-
ing valves are sometimes mistakenly called

anti-scalding valves. They are anti-scald-

ing only so long as the supply of cold water
obtains. When a positive supply of hot and
cold water is assured, mixing valves are
desirable.

As the handle of the mixing valve, Fig-
ure VII, is slowly moved forward, the full

flow of cold water is ad-
mitted, and then as the han-
dle is further moved for-

ward, the cold water is grad-
ually checked and the inflow
of hot water increased. At
the limit of the valve, the

larger part will be hot water.
It will be observed that by
means of this one handle it

is possible to obtain any de-
sired mixture of hot and cold
water. The convenience will
be appreciated, as very slight
shadings of temperature may
be obtained. These valves
appeal to many people be-
cause of the 'facility with
which a dash of cold water
may be administered.

Figure VII Com-
pleting the mixing
chambers is the
one handle which
controls hot and
cold temperatures
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In preparing the orchard land, wherever possible the plow was followed by a subsoil plow that cut into the earth 16" or 18". This is the
start of the third orchard

COUNTING THE COST OF FARMING III

Preparing the Orchard Land Staking Out Trees How the Pond Was Made and Its Fifty-
Cent Profit the First Year

FLORA LEWIS MARBLE

We were plan-

ning to plant
nearly fifty acres

to apple trees.

Between the rows
of apple trees we
were to grow po-
tatoes for the first

eight or ten years,
the potato crop to

pay partially the
upkeep expense
of the orchards
until their bearing
time.

To a trained

orchard! st this
project would
have been simply
a matter of calcu-

lation, investment
and achievement ;

to us its planning
was an absorbing
new study, and
the investment of
brains and money
necessary to s e t

the trees was an adventurous experience
full of new emotions. There is no life so
full of excitement as farm life if you
were not born to it.

We decided to go slow, and the first
fall a little less than four acres were made
ready and planted; the next spring nearly
two acres more were set out ; the next fall

twenty acres, followed by the last twenty
acres the spring thereafter.
The cost of preparing the land for these

different orchards has resulted in an inter-

esting set of figures.

Before the young tree is

set, its roots must be ex-
amined and slashed and
all diseased shoots cut off

The first orchard of less than four acres
had a top soil of rich loam from ten inches
to two feet deep. Beneath this lay a brown
clay subsoil six or seven feet deep. This
land had a good slope, but was boggy in

spots in the spring. It was found best to
drain it with agricultural tile and put ditches
about the edges to catch the surface water

draining into the field. The cost of making
it ready to plant was as follows:
Entire cost of plowing, subsoil plow-

ing, plowing for ditches and har-

rowing $47.60
4,000 feet of 3-inch agricultural tile,

freight paid 100.00

Hauling tile to field from station. . . 10.00
Labor laying tile 107.46

Thus the total expense
of making ready to plant
came to $265.06.

On this land we planted
429 trees. This made the
cost of preparing the land
for one tree almost 62
cents.

The next spring we
planted 197 trees. This
land lay on a hillside.

The top soil was good
loam for a foot or so, be-
low which shale rock and
strata of sandy soil lay.
There was no work re-

quired on this soil but

plowing and clearing. The
subsoil plow was not used.
This operation cost as
follows :

Clearing brush, $3.00;

plowing and harrowing,

$24.97, bringing the total to $27.97.
On this land we planted 197 trees, mak-

ing the cost per tree for preparing the land

only about 14^ cents.

The next fall 20 acres were made ready
to plant. On this land were thirty or forty
old apple and cherry trees that had to be
removed. Some of the land was pasture
which had never been plowed, and much
of it was stony. Many stones were removed
for the road building; this is not charged
here. The soil was the best we had. A
fine rich loam for three feet was underlaid

by soft clay, and, in places, strata of shale
rock. Here the plow was always followed

by the subsoil plow that cut the ground
sixteen to eighteen inches. The cost of

In order to set trees in exact lines, a home-made measuring
tool was used. It pivoted on a center pole which swept the

possible circumference of the trees
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preparing this land follows:

Removing stones not charged to

road account $31.00

Cutting and clearing brush and old

trees 170.99

Dynamite used in blowing out roots 8.25

Plowing (side hill plow followed by
subsoil plow) 241.80

Harrowing 26.00

Total $478.04
On this land we planted 2,550 trees,

which made the land for each tree cost

almost 19 cents.

The last 20 acres to be made ready was
land without much rubbish to remove. The

ground had been plowed some years before

and left in pasture. It cost as follows:

Clearing away trash $17.50

Plowing, followed by subsoil plow. . 190.40

Harrowing 25.00

$232.90
Here we planted 2,500 trees, which made

the land per tree cost 9 cents.

From these figures we drew the follow-

ing conclusions:

From a commercial

standpoint never plant ap-

ple trees on land that has
to be drained by tiles ;

plenty of land can be had
which will drain itself.

Land that does not

have to be cleared first

should cost from 9 to 12

cents a foot to make
ready for planting, but,
because of the clearing,
the best land we had cost

us nearly 19 cents, and we
considered it a good in-

vestment.

STAKING TREES

After the ground was

prepared the staking out

of the trees followed. We
used round sticks four

feet high for these place

We decided to experiment with potatoes before trying out the other available vegetables

cabbages, peas and beans. Compare this with the plowing picture opposite, and you see

the third orchard set out with potato intercrops and good clear cultivation about the trees

As old, neglected tree* are a
menace to the young orchard,
the brush from the older tree*

was burned at once

markers. Blue prints of

various plans for tree

planting had been sub-

mitted by the tree grow-
ers. The square plan
was used for the small

orchards. This used 25

permanent trees and 96
fillers to an acre. The
two large orchards were

planted by the hexag-
onal plan that uses 30

permanent trees and 90
fillers to the acre. This

latter plan was used for

the large orchards be-

cause, as they lay on a

hillside, it seemed to give
better opportunity to

cultivate around the hill

between the rows of

trees, thus making easier

work for the teams. In

each case the permanent
trees were set 40 feet

apart, bringing the fill-

ers 20 feet from each other and from the

permanent trees.

Great care was taken to plant the trees

in straight rows. Nothing looks more un-

cared for than uneven rows of trees. As
the trees get of some size this is even more

apparent.
We had no square fields where the first

row of trees could be set parallel to a

fence, so an arbitrary line was drawn fif-

teen feet from the narrowest border of the

fields. On this was set the first row of

stakes, and other stakes were carried across

the field from that. Where the land was

fairly level, a pole 20 feet long made the

distance from tree to tree accurately, but
where the trees were to be set on a side hill

this plan was not practical. The need

brought the idea for a tool which the men
called a "leveler.

1 '

It consists of a stand-

ard on which a sliding section 20 feet long
is mounted in such a manner that it can be

(Continued on page 58)

The place for the

pond was plowed
and the soil
carted away. This
is the first team

on the work
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FURNITURE THAT IS BUILT-IN

Types to Consider for the New House and the Old Utilizing Waste Spaces The
Possibilities of Teuton Adaptations

JOHN J. KLABER AND CHARLES E. SEARLE

THE possibilities of a room, often in-

visible to the untrained eye, at once

suggest themselves to that of the experi-
enced designer. Features that at first ap-

pear to be eyesores of the most offensive

nature may often, by appropriate treatment,
be made interesting and attractive. One of

the means by which this is accomplished is

the use of built-in furniture. This may be
used to lend interest in rooms that are
monotonous in character, to utilize waste

space and odd corners of no apparent value,
and to screen obnoxious features.

PLANNING THE FURNITURE

When the house plans are in the making,
such window seats, inglenooks, bookshelves,
corner cupboards and buffets as may be
deemed desirable should be included, for at

this time they add but little to the estimate
as a whole, whereas if they are later figured
upon separately, the cost runs up decidedly.
When looking over a completed house in

which such features are included, and
where the color and finish of the wood trim
and the tint of the sand-finished walls are
harmonious and attractive, the prospective
occupant will feel that the house as it stands
is almost livable, and be encouraged to
think that the trouble and expense of

furnishing and decorating will be small.

Frequently when a man is about to build
the house which will be his permanent home,
his desire is to embody in it all of the good
features of his neighbors' houses, and those
which he has gleaned from long and care-
ful study of the published plans and pictures
of exteriors and interiors. It is then a large
part of his architect's work to eliminate and
choose for him the possible features from
the chaotic selection offered. When once
the type of house has been determined, it is
much easier to decide the detail and finish
which will be appropriate, and while in the

designing of the built-in

features it is the effort of
the good architect to escape
from the ordinary stereo-

typed styles, he can often
find some suggestion in a
house of another man's

planning which will prove
acceptable when embodied
in his own, and as it is es-

pecially true of architecture
that "there is nothing new
under the sun," this adap-
tation is by no means un-
usual.

The readers of HOUSE &
GARDEN are, of course,
familiar with many ex-

amples of built-in furniture

Figure II In Fontainebleau is this elaborate
treatment of a built-in bench, which, simpli-
fied, could be made from pine for a bungalow
or lodge. Good lines and harmonious pro-
portions, of course, are necessary element*

that have appeared in these pages, but the

accompanying illustrations may be of inter-

est to them, as suggesting various oppor-

Figure I An enclosure form-

ing the back of a bench next
to the fireplace utilizes the
corner and screens the stairs.

An upholstered seat such as
this adds to the comfort. Use
the bottom for a woodboz

selves readily to the use of built-in

furniture, although this must be
used with discretion and in con-

formity with the general treatment.
This may be simple or elaborate,

plain or ornate, depending on the

character of the dwelling.

SOME EXAMPLES

The example from the Royal
Palace of Fontainebleau (Fig. II)
shows a decidedly elaborate treat-

ment, and is an excellent example
of the style of the period of Fran-
cois Premier, in whose reign this

part
of the building was erected.

The work is elaborately carved,

bearing the royal arms and em-
blems, as well as decorative motives
of a more or less classic origin. The
general arrangement, however,
might be used for a pine bench in

a bungalow or lodge, simple sawed-
out uprights being substituted for
the carved legs, and plain boarding
for the decorated panels. The es-
sential is, in all cases, a basis of

good lines and harmonious propor-
tions, whatever the amount or
character of the ornament.
A design for a cottage living-

room with stairs (Fig. 1) offers an
arrangement somewhat different
from the usual type. As a rule
these stairs are far too prominent

a feature of the room, particularly as in a
house of this type they are generally used
for all purposes, there being no separate

Figure III In this library stack the
section shown is a unit that can be re-

produced around the room. The lower
drawers may serve for prints and maps

tunities that some may have overlooked, service stairs. Here an enclosure forming
These examples cover almost every portion the back of a bench next to the fireplace
of the home capable of decorative treat- partly screens the stairs, and a curtain may
ment, although the more utilitarian types, be drawn to hide them completely, on oc-
such as kitchen and pantry dressers, have casions when this becomes necessary.
not here been considered. The drawing of a corner cupboard and
The entrance and stair halls, where little bench (Fig. V) is of similar character, and

movable furniture is desirable, lend them- might be used, with but slight modification
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Figure V A corner cupboard and

lounge of this type is adapted to the

living-room or studio. The shelves could
be continued above the tops of the

benches to afford more storage room

mate and friendly character of the room.

The same principles of arrangement may
be used in a more utilitarian manner, as

Figure III shows. Here the walls are lined

Figure IV Used to conceal an ugly
jog in the wall, this type of book-
case and cupboard can readily be
made by the amateur from the scale

drawing shown below

in any large room of simple

character, whether living-room
or studio. Such a feature will

give a room a friendly appear-
ance, even though it contains

little movable furniture. The
slats are arranged to lift up and
serve as lockers, which may be

used for an infinity of purposes,
while the upper part of the cup-
board has shelves for books or

ornaments. If desired, such a
fixture might be extended to the

ceiling, giving additional shelf

space.
Another bookcase (Fig. IV) of similar

character has been used in an illustrator's

studio to conceal an ugly jog in the wall.

The upper part has book shelves of vary-
ing widths, and below is a sliding extension
shelf and a drawer, while at the bottom is

a cupboard with a hinged front to hold

large prints and portfolios. The extension
shelf may be particularly commended.

ANOTHER LIBRARY TREATMENT

A large library from a Pennsylvania
country house (Wilson Eyre & Mcllvaine,
architects) shows a most attractive arrange-
ment, inviting repose and study. The fire-

place is placed between two large windows,
with benches built into the recesses, and
well provided with both natural and arti-
ficial light, and having the quiet and seclu-
sion so desirable for reading. The end of
the room is completely filled with bookcases,
while on the side with the windows smaller
cases continue the line of the benches, to-

gether with cupboards suitable for pam-
phlets and other unbound matter. Above
these bookcases can be hung pictures or
suitable prints, thus adding to the inti-

A. S. Whiton, architect

Figure VI In building a Colonial

corner cupboard it is necessary to

reproduce as closely as possible the

panelling of the room. A working
drawing is shown below

H. Schumacher, architect

Figure VII A German example, show-
ing a rounded cupboard in a door

with cases extending to the ceil-

ing, the lower part consisting of

drawers for prints and pam-
phlets. Even the space under
the window has been made into

a cupboard. This arrangement
is practical for a large library,

particularly one of a technical

nature, and is by no means un-

pleasing, despite its austerity.

GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN

EXAMPLES

An Austrian example (Fig.

IX) with painted decoration and
leaded glass treated in a typically modern
fashion is interesting as indicating a treat-

ment that may be used in blocking up an un-

necessary doorway. The bookcase is partly
recessed, having a projecting front with

splayed corners, and below a bench with

cupboards and a heat register, a suggestion
capable of use for either steam or hot air

heating. The wall paper shown harmonizes
with the Viennese type of design, a style
as yet little known in America, but which
may tend to become more popular.
A German example (Fig. VII), but of

a very different type of treatment, is a
rounded cupboard in a door recess. This

might be used in a living-room, but is

actually used as a china closet in a dining-
room, with wine locker below. The style
of the work, with flat surfaces ornamented
with inlaying, and the absence of mould-

ings are characteristic of one phase of
modern German art.

The same elements, however, with a very
different treatment may be used in other

styles, as in the Colonial example shown
(Fig. VI) from the dining-room of a Long
Island country house. This example is in

excellent taste, following closely the his-
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Figure VIII By this treatment a bed-
room without a closet and window seat

can be amply provided

toric Colonial precedents, in some of which
cupboards of this type were used in all four
corners of a room. The panel-
ling of the woodwork has here
been well studied in connection
with the lines of the doors and
windows.

BUILT-IN SIDEBOARDS

A sideboard built into the
construction of a dining-room
need differ but little in design
from the usual movable article
of furniture. In Figure X the

panelling can be designed to
continue the lines of the side-

board, for the sake of greater
unity. S u c h a sideboard

might in some cases be re-
cessed into the wall, thus sav-

ing valuable space, and an
opening into the pantry adjoin-
ing, above the shelf, might be
useful in serving meals. Large
drawers in the base of the side-

board can be used for the stor-

age of table linen, utilizing

space that is ordinarily wasted.

Figure X For the sake of greater
unity the panelling can be continued on

each tide of the built-in sideboard

Boloman Moser, architect

Figure IX An Austrian treatment for

blocking up an unused doorway

A single
low table

Figure XI The corner of a German bedroom has been filled

with a built-in dressing-table. The door has a panel of plate

glass and the recessed shelves on either side complete this

drawer instead of two would al-

cloths of considerable size to be

put away with little or no fold-

ing, although its weight would
render its use less convenient.

The entire end of a dining-
room may be treated as a side-

board, as in the Western exam-

ple (Fig. XIII) shown here-

with. This example is more
ornate than the preceding, with

pilasters and ornament in the

Louis Seize style. The general

arrangement is most commend-
able, although the choice of the

leaded glass is not altogether
fortunate. Leaded glass is, in

fact, one of the most difficult

features of interior decoration,
and good examples of its use
in domestic work are extreme-

ly rare.

Passing from the more pub-
lic portions of the home to the

bedrooms we find the use of
built-in furniture far less gen-
eral. Apart from various types

(Continued on page 62)

HH III III Hi

Figure XII The same room contains a built-in bed with a

canopy that screens the bed by day. The bed need not be
fastened to the surrounding woodwork

Figure XIII In a Western dining-room the sideboard has been
built to nil the entire end of the room, thus providing plenty of

drawer and cupboard space
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SEEN IN THE SHOPS
The Addresses of Shops Where Articles Shown on These Pages Can Be Procured

Will Be Furnished on Application. Purchases Can Be Made

Through the House & Garden Shopping Service.

A novel and convenient arti-

cle for the table is this spoon,
in reality a small silver colan-

der, which drains the vegeta-
bles well when serving. $6.50

A piece of silver that fulfills a
useful purpose on the table is

the flat-pronged asparagus-
fork. It is wide enough to

serve a piece of toast. $6.50

These spoons are indispensable for "long-

drink" glasses. They are exquisitely made by
hand, with those faint deviations from regular-

ity that mark the handmade thing, yet in ap-

pearance identical. The entire dozen is shown,
but the spoons can be sold in half-dozens at

$10.50 the six

The photograph can re-

produce the shape, but
not the iridescence of this

beautiful glassware. This

example of the ware, a
sherbet cup, sells for $2

Rainbow-hues, in which
amber predominates, can
be seen by tilting the

pieces of this iridescent

glassware to the light. A
nut dish is 75 cents

-,

Patterned after the well-loved console of our grandfathers*
time is this dainty table in the ivory stepple and black. The
"harm of this combination enables a single piece to be not

out of place in a room of decided color. $27

A table tea-wagon capable of infinite uses is the latest devel-

opment in that perambulating adjunct. It contains a drawer
which supports a shelf above. The top can be removed and

used as a tray or opened out for dishes. $1 5
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The first year they're married she won't let

him read his paper at the breakfast table;
the second year she does and if she has a
heart she provides him with a newspaper

stand like this. $2.25

The square fern-stand is unusual. This one
comes in the red lacquer not the shiny
red of the "cherry" lacquer, but almost as
dull as terra-cotta and has gold and black
ornamentation of Japanese design. $23

A candlestick for the bedside table is shown
here in dull brass, with glass globe and cap
that efficiently prevents flickering. $2.50

Pewter is an excellent and effective metal
cover for this cigarette box. Finished in ab-
solute simplicity, and less susceptible to tar-

nish, perhaps, than silver, pewter is a metal
that is worth reviving for general use. The

example shown is abundant proof. $6

Another example of the
new iridescent glassware.
The lines of this cocktail

glass almost attain that

perfection of beauty
which would make it a

joy forever. $1.50 each

Nursery toys must be fool-proof, and thi

rocking seat is proof against the most husky
youngster. If he falls from it he will not fall

far. It is decorated with little pictures for
him to contemplate. $3.50

For use in the lemonade or ice-tea pitcher,
the length of this spoon makes it extremely
useful. The design is severely simple. $5

For the individual casseroles that are so pop-
ular, tiny copper lids, finished with colored
enamel knobs, are suitable and decorative.
Handmade, they transform the earthenware
casserole. The copper is nearly the same

color as the casserole itself. $2.50 each
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YOUR ALL-YEAR GARDEN

Testing Seeds, Collecting Catalogues and Looking Over Your Tools Are the Three Important Jobs in January

F. F. ROCKWELL

Tke Editor vn *""

ANOTHER
season, with its successes,

failures, mistakes and lessons, lies

behind us, and a new one, fraught

with the possibilities of great improve-

ments over what we may have done in the

past, is spread ahead of us. Undoubtedly

you have been urged already to make good

resolutions. I will not attempt to repeat

that advice here, except by way of an

amendment : that- the garden should be in-

cluded along with the other things which

the ministers and editors have mentioned.

Resolve to have, during the coming season,

a better vegetable garden and a more beau-

tiful flower garden than you ever had be-

fore, but don't let it go at that ; good reso-

lutions alone are about as effective as shells

without powder. Unless you do something,

at once, towards making a better garden
a reality, things will drift along until plant-

ing time, and it will be a matter of the

season's luck whether your gardens are

better or poorer than they were last year.

It is not so important to resolve to have

a better garden as to resolve to do some-

thing about it immediately, and to do it.

Then the improvement over last year's

garden will be an assured fact.

To look at the thing a moment from a

practical point of view, there is every prob-

ability that vegetable gardens will pay_this
year as never before. There is no indi-

cation at present of an early termination

of the frightful slaughter and destruction

in Europe. The level of food prices is

bound to continue to rise, as it has risen

with insignificant setbacks for the last two
decades. On the other hand, modern irri-

gation, the perfection of small hand tools

and spraying apparatus, and newer methods

and improved varieties of vegetables have

made it possible for the home gardener
to produce more than he formerly could,

with a great dea| more certainty, and no
increased expenditure of time and physi-

cal effort. The home garden is more and
more becoming an important economic fac-

tor in the yearly budget for thousands of

families. Let your "preparedness" begin
at home. Plan now for a well supplied

table this summer and an ample store of

vegetables and fruit and preserves for next

winter.

Extending the Home Into the Garden

Old subscribers to HOUSE AND GARDEN have

probably noticed already in the new HOUSE AND
GARDEN an editorial policy which aims to con-

sider the house and the garden and all that go
with them as an architectural unit, and the home
as an institution, instead of as isolated factors.

Formerly the home was included within the

four walls of the house and during the biggest

part of the year the windows were kept closed.

But it has been growing out. First the outdoor

porch, living-room and dining-room, then over

these, on the second floor, the sun parlor and
the sleeping porch. And now the automobile has

helped to make country living not merely living

in a house in the country, but in the open air.

People used to travel merely to get to places ;

with the modern car they travel for the sake

of travel the joy of the countryside, the pano-
rama of strange places, the exhilaration of un-

limited and untainted air, and the lure of the

endless road. But the possibilities of the garden
as part of the home, of the pergola, the arbor

and open summerhouse and attached conserva-

tory, as extensions of living-room and library,

have not yet been anywhere near fully realized.

Don't plan your new house or the remodeling
of your old one without taking these things
into consideration. Even if the house itself is

not to be touched, you can do something this

year to make the garden more of a part of it

a pergola leading to a little pool, secluded in the

privacy afforded by a sheltering evergreen hedge,

against which a high-backed garden seat invites

Submitting to the lure of catalogs is the gardener's most

enjoyable indoor work. Order them now order all of

them and invest a few evenings in the study of their pages

one to bask in the sun these are simple things

and not expensive; but what a transformation

they can make in the spirit as well as in the

beauty of a garden that has been simply built

around the house ! Think of these things now in

January, the month of plans !

Your 1916 Garden

It may seem a bit premature to begin to talk

about your 1916 garden, but there are only twelve

months in a year and only four weeks in each

month, and it is but a short time before you will

be looking back on your 1916 garden. Early
this month the new flower, seed and nursery

catalogues will be out, and there is a good deal

you should do before you look at them. There
is one thing in particular which should begin
with the beginning of the year a "garden book."

This is not a difficult matter; you do not need
to feel about it the urging and boredom of keep-

ing a diary. Your garden book should be a book
of joy wherein are put thoughts, notes, fancies,

new ideas, suggestions from magazines and from
other gardens which you may see, as well as

records and dates. Get a large, plain blank book,

preferably with loose leaves ; gardening diaries

and other especially ruled books are not worth

bothering with. By means of tags or corners

snipped out of the pages and marked, for an in-

dex, separate this book into three general sec-

tions one for flowers, one for vegetables, and
one for fruits. These should be allotted space
in the order named say, half of the book for

flowers, a third for vegetables, and one-sixth
for fruit that is, if all three on your place re-

ceive the usual amount of room and atten-

tion. Each section may be further_ sub-

divided into a place for plans and ideas,

and for planting records and notes. The
latter should be arranged by double pages,

showing the planting dates, the vegetable

and varieties, etc., and the corresponding
line on the opposite page should be re-

served for date of maturity, remarks as to

quality, and so forth. If the planting rec-

ords and notes are started on the last

page of each section and carried backward

towards the beginning, all the pages can

be utilized. With a loose-leaf book, of

course, this will not be necessary, as the

pages can be added where needed. The
book should have a substantial, stiff cover-

ing, so that it can be taken out into the

garden. When you come to plan your

garden for next spring you can imagine

what an assistance a book of this kind,

covering the last two or three years, would
be if you only had it. The moral is,

start one now, so that next year you will

have it.

By way of beginning, measure up care-

fully now the flower garden, vegetable gar-

den, and the space which may be available

for planting fruit trees and small fruits.

When you get started at this work, _you
will think of a great many more things

that you would like to do, than it will be

possible to do, this coming spring; mark
them down in ink of several colors, and

plan to carry out each year, for the next

three or four years, a part of the general
scheme. You can, for instance, put_

in red

ink the things to do this spring, in blue

those for '17, and in green those for '18.

The pleasure and the results to be had from
a carefully planned campaign of develop-
ment of this sort are accumulative.

Look Over and Test Your

Seeds Now
Seed testing should be done at once, as

it is necessary to get your results before

sending in your orders. It takes some

varieties ten days to two weeks to germi-
nate in a soil test. Get out any of last

year's seeds which may have been left over,

that are in the original packets or are carefully

labeled ; it will not pay for a minute to keep and

plant any seeds the variety or germinations of

which you are in doubt. The number of years

for which seeds of various kinds ought to be

good, provided they were fresh when they were

bought, is approximately as follows : Cucumber,
musk melon, water melon and squash, 7 years;

eggplant, 7 years; okra, 3; onions, 2; lettuce,

peppers and tomatoes, 5.

The "blotter" test can be made very simply.

Upon a blotter soaked with water, place fifty or

a hundred seeds; cover these with another blot-

ter and put in a warm place. The quick grow-

ing varieties will show signs of germination in

twenty-four hours, though others may take sev-

eral days. The "soil test," however, is much
more satisfactory. In an ordinary shallow flat

place a layer of sphagnum moss and cover this

for an inch or so with fine, light soil. This flat

should have a tight bottom and a cheap tin fun-

nel can be inserted in one corner so that the

moss can be saturated until the soil begins to

show dampness on the surface, without directly

watering the soil at all. Sow the seeds, twenty-
five to a hundred, according to size, in separate

rows, very carefully tagged as to variety and

number sown, and keep the box in a warm place

covered with a pane of glass until all have ger-

minated that will. Remember that these tests

are made under the most favorable conditions,

and that in the garden, when actually planting,

you will not get nearly as good results. Allow-

ance must be made particularly where the

"blotter test" is used.
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Sffife

Painted panels of conventionalized flower de-

sign are suitable for framing in oak panelling,
or they may be placed over a high wainscot

Courtesy of Claire Avery

Many of the American panels have
the spirit of the French panels with

their classical backgrounds

At the mention of
a panel picture we
get the image of a

grandiose salon with
enormous oil paint-
ings set in gorgeous
gilt roccoco panelling ;

or else the priceless
and exquisite inserts
of Louis XVI cha-
teau interiors. But
the costliness of the
old-time panels need
not deter the present-
day decorator. Hav-
ing that precedent,
we need only adapt
them to our modern
architectural b a c k-

grounds, suiting size,

subject and cost to

our interiors. And in

that use there is but
one rule to observe:
that the panel picture
is a part of the wall

decoration, and not a
movable accessory.
Bare wall spaces

should be broken by
spots of interest, and
for this use the painted panel is admirably
adapted since it is a decoration which partakes
of the structure and architecture of the room.

In place of a group of many small pictures,
however good, one large picture, appropriate in

subject and color, inserted in the wall, framed
with a moulding that corresponds to the rest
of the architectural details, gives a room dis-
tinction, unity and real style.

In this way may we make use of an oil

painting. Formerly the picture, framed elab-
orately, was hung by a wire at an angle from
the wall. There it gave no feeling of being part
of the room itself, however appropriate its sub-
ject. Stripped of the frame, set close against
the wall, and framed with a moulding similar
to that used elsewhere in the room and you
have a consistent and truly decorative wall treat-
ment. Generally speaking, an oil painting, if

dark in tone, requires a panelled room. The
picture should be framed by the panelling, as
though it were especially designed for that
purpose.

THE RETURN OF
'THE PAINTED PANEL

Its Effective Use in the

Modern Room Other
Suggestions for Panelled

Wall Treatment

AGNES FOSTER
Questions on house furnishing and decora-
tion will be answered promptly and with-
out charge by this department. Readers
desiring color schemes will kindly state

exposure of the room. Fabrics and
articles shown here can be pur-
chased through HOUSE &

GARDEN. Send a self-ad-
dressed stamped

enrelope.

Courtesy of the Misses Kelly.

In the boudoir or morning room French grotesque panels of Louis XVI style

showing Chinese influence could be used. Some furnishings of the room should
show the same period characteristics

Dark oil paintings are appropriate in a din-

ing-room, library or living-room. If a room
lacks dignity, a subdued panel picture will give
it. If the room needs humanizing, a fresh

landscape filled with dazzling sunlight and soft

greens will relieve the austerity of the con-

strained and cold interior.

PORTRAITS AS PANELS

The question of the family portrait may thus

be solved. Imagine the additional pride and glory
accorded them when set into the very wall

foundations of our house and home! Use two
full lengths on either side of the library fire-

place, and, as an oval-mantel, the portrait of

a proud ancestor.

Painted panels may be used on either side

of a mirror, the whole being framed as a unit

and being set close against the wall. Decora-
tive figures of a French or Colonial style look

especially well. These require a lighter sort of

treatment, both as to width of moulding and
color of panelling. A drawing-room with French

Courtesy of Claire Avfry
A painted panel should be decora-
tive in it* execution and not natural-

istic, and it should be done flatly

grey walls and
mouldings of a
darker tone would
make an admirable

background for a
French panel picture.
In a small simple
room, such as a bed-

room, boudoir or

morning room, cream
or grey tone wall,
with panels of Louis
XVI mezzotints, give
the room much the

spirit of the French
petit-salon.
The greatest care

should be taken with
the placement of
these painted panels,
as, once in place,

they cannot readily he

changed. They must
look as though they
were absolutely de-

signed to suit the

space and the room.
They must be excel-
lent in execution, as
we may not change
them as we do a pic-

ture from a wire on a wall. Above all, they
should not be covered with glass, as they are an in-

tegral part of the wall, not an applied ornament.
A painted panel should be decorative in its

execution, not naturalistic. It should be done
flatly and directly. Recall, for example, some of
the panels in the restaurants of Germany. The
color and drawing is bold and virile. One feels

they partake of the very sturdiness of the oak
panelling with which they are surrounded.
The over-doors may be treated in the same way

as the over-mantels : simply decorative panels re-
lated to the more pretentious one of the mantel.
As the hearthstone symbolizes welcome to the

house, so should the panel above the mantel sym-
bolize the spirit of the house. This is becoming
more and more the practice in modern houses.
The architect leaves the clear space over the
mantel for the owner to insert his own panel
painted especially for his house, as an individual

expression of what his house stands for.
In a dining-room, oval panel with flower deco-

(Continued on page 64)
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IF
you would know

what an architect is,

consider him in terms of

the strategist. The layman may dream his house, but the

architect must dream its execution ;
the layman can say what

manner of house he wants, but the architect will tell him how

to attain it.

A deliberate arrangement of forces, his work, an arrang-

ing of the powers of beauty against the powers of Nature

that both may know the transformation of contrast. It is

the creation, in stone or

steel, in timber or in brick,

of that path along which the

armies of inexorable custom

make their appointed way.
In this battle of building he

marshalls a force as real as

serried hosts and more abid-

ing; he studies his field and

summons Nature to aid him ;

upon the hills he imposes a

new skyline whose spires
look out upon to-morrow
and the days thereafter. A
dreamer this man, yet let

him draw but a line and
lo ! the void is filled with the

reality of a house!

You never hear of the

strategists in battle ; they
would seem to creep away
unacclaimed, to find com-

pensation in the mere ac-

THE MAN BEHIND THE PLANS

POEM
FOKTH

DEDICATION

brain

complishment. So the archi-

tect. Once finished, the

dwellers glorify the house
into a home. A home the

architect cannot make ; he is

a builder of buildings, the

man behind the plans.

MEN have often asked :

Is architecture a busi-

ness or a profession? A
business for some, a profes-
sion with others, while to a
third class it is an avocation.

To the majority it is an hon-
orable and inspiring profes-
sion in its highest sense

; but
the architect has to be quite
a number of things to-day
that the usual professional
man does not, and of which
the architects of earlier days
knew nothing about. He
must be a good housekeeper,
something of a lawyer and engineer, he must know some-
thing of real estate values and insurance, in addition to being
a good business man. He must understand the fundamentals
of sanitation for his professional qualifications, as well as

being a fair plumber, steam-fitter and electrician, a good
painter, an excellent carpenter and mason, know something
about plastering, marble and tile setting and should work
fourteen hours a day. That means a liberal education, ob-
tained at an early age if a man expects to live long enough
to practice it in time to make a living. On the whole, his
remuneration is not high compared to the number of unpro-
ductive years spent in acquiring theoretical and practical
knowledge.

But even more : the architect must be a diplomat. He owes
allegiance to his art, allegiance to his client and must keep
faith with his contractors. On all sides is he hedged in with
limitations limitations of taste, of mechanics, of a client's
wish and a contractor's willfulness. How many a piece of
good architecture owes its existence to diplomacy if the truth
were but known !

Now, no diplomat can carry through his policies save his
nation support him, and in like manner no architect can ac-

complish well the work he sets out to do unless he enjoys
the utmost confidence of his client.

These stones are not a hearth until they know

The red and kindly miracle of flame. . . .

Nor this house Home until love makes it so.

Houses, for good report, or dubious fame,

Take on the aspect of their tenants' minds ;

The thoughts that seemed deep hidden in the

Few clients understand
before building, the

relation of an archi-

tect to the process of building in general, or the nature, func-

tion and scope of the profession, as well as its limitations as

to the architect's duties, distinguished from the duties belong-

ing to the contractor.

The architect is the professional advisor of his client, and,
as such, his duties correspond closely to the duties owed by
a professional man to his employer.

More often than other- '

wise the architect is the rep-
resentative of his employer
in the supervision and carry-

ing out of the contract made
between the owner and the

general contractor.

It is now customary for

the contract between the

owner and the contractor to

name the architect as referee

for the interpretation of the

contract, and, to a great ex-

tent, as the arbitrator of

rights and duties thereby
created.

To the client the architect

owes the ordinary duties of

zeal, faithfulness and the

exercise of reasonable pro-
fessional skill. By exercise

of reasonable professional
skill is not meant the high-
est possible skill or knowl-

edge that might be possessed

Shall shine forth from the very eaves and blinds :

Joy, sorrow, service, sacrifice and pain !

No portals may bar sorrow out nor dread,

And these expectant, empty rooms await

The soul new born, the body newly dead,

Rapture and grief, and all the gifts of

Fate.

But when a hundred human years have gone,

Here on this south and sunward-looking slope,

God grant this homely fortress fronts the dawn

With still unconquered kindliness and hope !

by any one of several archi-

tects, but rather that sort of

knowledge and skill which

ordinary good usage has

made it reasonable to expect
from an architect of profes-
sional attainment and exper-
ience.

THERE will always be

tects: those to whom archi-

tecture is a handmaid, serv-

ing graciously and unfrow-

ardly that life may be
more livable and more full ;

and those to whom archi-

tecture is a taskmaster, set-

ting endless compulsions and

impassable barriers to his

life. The one holds that

architecture is subservient to

utility ;
the other, that architecture is an end in itself. To the

one the great ideal is life
; to the other, architecture.

On those first days it was the artist in life who stood by
the master draughtsman and watched him design the span
of the heavens. It was he who saw planned the towers of

the hills whence men thereafter might look for strength and

inspiration. The architectural architect came along much later.

Master and serf, they labor side by side down the years.
Most of their work passes, some is not even a memory. The

decay of age knows no distinction. Makers of new skylines
arise. We in a young land reach up to the heavens and our

lighted towers enspangle the skirts of night. We have taken

the good of the past and fitted it to our needs. Lo ! a new
architecture ! Listen ! There never was a new architecture.

There is only one great law : all buildings are houses houses
to work in, nouses to play in, houses to pray in. The rest of

architecture is the product of environment.
It is the man who understands how to house his fellowmen

so that, in their appointed time and place, they can best work
and play and pray who becomes the artist in architecture as

he is the artist in life. The mechanics of his craft whether
his roofs be flat or pointed, his towers buttressed or alone

he learns from Nature. For he is her servitor, even as archi-

tecture is his handmaid.
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Put Your Planting Problems Up to Meehan
Meehan Service personal, individual service superior because it is

the result of sixty year* of cumulative experience is at your command.
i are lam or limited In area, writ* us. quertoa THE LANDSCAPE DNo matter whether your home- ground* are large or limited in area, write ui. questloo

us freely. Tour letter will be assigned to, and answered by. an expert plantBman, who
has studied your section, knows Its climatic and soil conditions, and will give you practical
and helpful suggestions accordingly. This preliminary advice is offered you without charge
and without obligation.

THE LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT.
For properties of more than one erre. or thone presenting unusual or intricate problema.

correspondence should be opened directly with The Landscape I>epartment, Thoma* 1

* Sons. Ml. Airy. Pa,

THE MEEHAN PLANTING PLAN FOR AVERAGE PLACES.
For the ordinary city or suburban lot or for places up to one acre, we have drrlsed ft

"New Property Data Form," on which you can easily give us the information necessary to
an intelligent consideration of your needs. When you write, ask for this form, and upon
Its return, properly filled out. we will, without coat to you. submit a proposition that will
make of your home and grounds a beautiful picture. If this is approved by you. we will
then submit a detailed list and estimate of cost of the planting material Deeded to carry
It out

THOUSANDS OF CHARMING HOMES
all oc*T the country owe their beautiful setting of Trees, Shrub* andHardy Flowering Plant* to Meehan service and Meehan stock. It may
be wise, therefore, for you to learn about ut before deciding what you are going to do to make YOUR home beautiful. This im planning
time! Better write urn at once TODAY. Let us mend you our Handbook for 1916. Planting tune will come before you realize it.

HOW ABOUT A PERSONAL CALL?
During January, February and early March tereral of our Department beads will visit

mr customers in the States Kast of the Mississippi River, starting with the Boulhrrn
States. These rlslta will be resumed during the summer months.

If yon write u soon, and ay it will be agreeable, it Is likely that one of these experts

san arrange, without expense to you. to call on you while in your ricinlty, inspect your

property and talk the matter oter with you in person.

THOMAS
The Pioneer Nurserymen of America

MEEHAN & SONS
Box 40. Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Unsightly
Radiators

Concealed
In this room, the unsightly radia-

tors are hidden in walls under

windows. The method of doing

this, as shown in photograph, is the

very best one to get the proper

heating results. The small Grille

in sur-base is for the intake of cold

air which drives the warm air out

of the enclosure through the other

Grilles. The Grilles in the front

panels allow the heat to circulate

into the room, while the Grille in

the window sill throws the heat up-
ward along the surface of the win-

dow, heating thoroughly the part
of the room that would be the

coldest under any other arrange-
ment. Send for catalog 66A
showing eighty of these Special
Grille Designs suited to various
orders of decoration Colonial,

Classic, Empire, Louis XIII, XIV,
XV, XVI and Oriental.

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG. CO.
Established 1846

52 Vanderbi t Ave., NEW YORK
Qm|o Boilon Clerclind Bridf.burf , Ontario
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The Trenton Potteries Co.

Bath Rooms of Character

i nun ti n

Makes
No Noise

WHAT adds more distinction

to a house than a bathroom,
arranged with taste, the fixtures

gleaming smooth and white; and
a closet that is silent ?

A noisy closet strikes a harsh,

jarring note in the most beau-

tiful bathroom.

The Trenton Potteries Company

SI;WEL-CLO
Silent Closet

The Si-wel-clo closet, which cannot be heard

beyond a closed door, is the final touch of intelli-

gent, gentle taste in bathroom fittings.

The Si-wel-clo closet and lavatories, bath tubs

and sitz baths made by The Trenton Potteries

Company are vitreous china or porcelain. Their

highly glazed surfaces will not stain, chip nor peel.

They are always bright, rich-looking, pride-inspiring.
Needless to say, they are extremely sanitary.

Even your kitchen sinks and laundry tubs if made by
The Trenton Potteries Co. will have that smooth table-

china surface that only solid porcelain construction will

permit. Barring the most severe accident they will last

as long as your house and always look new with never
a rust spot or peel to mar their glisten of cleanliness.

Booklet M-8
"Bathrooms of Character,"

free on request, pictures model bathroom
arrangements showing what you can do with
the floor space at your disposal and estimates
how much a bathroom of the kind you want
will cost you.

The Trenton Potteries Company - Trenton, N. J.

The Largest Makers of

Sanitary Potte

n U. S. A.

Poultry Work for January

Order the new incubator this month.
Investigate the new colony brooders.
Make up the breeding pens as soon as possible.
Gather the eggs several times a day or they may freeze.
Don't close the house too tightly. Hens must have fresh air.

Keep sand, loam or ashes on the dropping boards to prevent
odors.

Feed at least an hour before the hens go to roost or they will

not eat enough.
Give fresh water at least twice a day in freezing weather or the

hens will suffer.
Admit as much sunlight as possible every day, even if you have

to wash the windows.

Hang burlap or muslin curtains in front of the perches on ex-

tremely cold nights, but at no other time.

Orders for incubators and brood-
ers should be placed this month to

make sure of early delivery, but it

is important to consider the merits
of the different machines carefully

|

and to get the advice, if possible, of
an experienced poultryman. Many
times a request to the director of the
state experiment station will bring
much useful information, as these
stations try out all kinds of ma-
chines. Incubators holding as few as

fifty eggs are on the market, but as
a rule, it is hardly worth while run-

ning a machine for less than 120
eggs. Gas is being used to an in-

creasing extent for heating incuba-
tors, and in sections where the cur-
rent is not too expensive, electric in-
cubators are very convenient and
easy to handle.
Of course, many amateurs have

given up hatching, as they find it

preferable to buy day-old chicks or

been laying heavily for several
months they are not in the best of
condition for breeding, and if they
have not been laying heavily, of
course, no one would want to breed
from them.

If it is possible to select a dozen
yearling hens that laid well the first

season and were late in moulting,
they should be used for the breeding
pen, provided, of course, that they
are in good physical condition and
of average size.

Often it is found desirable to have
two males, alternating them at regu-
lar intervals. If the amateur has only
a small flock and cannot very well

carry over yearling hens, he will

usually get fair results by mating a

yearling cock with the pullets.
It is always advisable to use a

male bird, as well as females, from
a heavy laying strain, but people who
expect to get 200-egg pullets because

The eastern entrance to the Homestead Campine Farms Poultry Yards,

showing the houses for the young stock. The birds remain in these

houses with wire runs until they are about six weeks old, when they
have free range until they are brought in for their winter quarters

2110M

else send their eggs to a custom

hatchery. Even some commercial

poultry keepers have adopted this

practice, but the brooding of the

chickens still remains. The colony

brooder, under which several hun-
dred chickens may be hovered at one

time, is making rapid strides in popu-
lar favor and is worth investigating

now, although actual work may not

be commenced for several months.
It is time for the amateur to make

up his breeding pens and this is a

matter which deserves more atten-

tion than it commonly receives, even

though birds are wanted only for egg
production. Probably better results

follow when a cockerel is mated with

yearling hens than when pullets are

used, especially if the hens have not

been forced for egg production the

second winter. When pullets have

they purchased a setting of eggs
from somebody's record-breaking
flock are likely to be disappointed.
The daughters of prize layers are
seldom heavy egg producers. It pays
to select the best layers for breeding,
but there is a limit in this direction
and it is quickly reached. One point,

though, is of the greatest impor-
tance, the breeding stock must have
stamina, good size and vigor.
\Yhen extremely cold weather

comes, it may be necessary to set

muslin-covered frames into the win-
dow openings and to draw a muslin
or burlap curtain in front of the
roosts. This is to be done only
when the temperature drops close

to zero, when the houses are 10'

deep or more. Birds with long
combs need more protection than.

(Continued on page 54)
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Do You Prefer White

Enameled Woodwork?

The ultimate success of this treatment de-

pends upon the kind of wood under the

enamel.

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE
is particularly adapted to this effect because

it possesses well-balanced absorbing qualities
which provide a sustained "life" to the fin-

ished surface.

Being free from pitch or resinous oils, this

wood positively will not discolor the enamel
from underneath.

To avoid regrets and obtain permanent satis-

faction, choose Arkansas Soft Pine for your
new home or remodelling.

White Enamel Trim booklet now ready.
Ask for it. Lovers of the perfect house
should have our new Home Builders' Book
de luxe. Sent on request. Address Dept. G.

FREE STAINED SAMPLES

Arkansas Soft Pine is sold by dealers. Should

the one you patronize not have it, let us know.

Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau, Little Rock, Ark.

HBB

NO DOUBT
the quaint, homey chrm of

these English Casenwnts ap-

peals to you But. being a

practical person, you want
comfort and convenience as

well as beauty; that is why
discriminating home builders

insist that each casement be

equipped with & "Bulldog"

adjuster.

This "Bulldog" tdiuster if a

splendid device for operating cise-

menl windows from inside of screen or storm sash: 1C works quickly and tatily; tt locks politicly

More about the "Bulldog" and worth while facts from nine years of Casement

Service in our illustrated Handbook. Free to the homebuiloer.

WRITE TODA Y

THE CASEMENT HAKDWARE COMPANY
9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, 111.

A CASEMENT HOUSE EQUIPPED WITH "BULLDOGS"

^

Brings out the beauty of concrete

^HERE'S beauty as well as economy in

the use of concrete or stucco for home-

building. And it can easily be brought
out with Bay State Brick and Cement

Coating.

Instead of the dull blue-gray cast or blotchy
effect common to cement, a concrete or stucco

house will take on all the rare beauty of

Grecian architecture with one or two coats of

D Cj. J. Brick and /*

Bay Mate cement toatmg
A lasting, waterproof coating in white and
color. It fills the pores of the cement and

makes a water-tight surface. Preserves the

distinctive texture of concrete or stucco. If

you're going to build, you should know what

you can do with concrete or stucco by knowing
what Bay State Brick and Cement Coating
will do.

Write for color card and free book 2. We'll be

glad to send sample can of "Bay State" free. Say
what tint you prefer.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Maker*

Boston, Mass. -
New York 0(fice: Architect!

1

Building

Dorfmi P*rpUltar.
fin //UMM--26 room.--

and attic. Hric. 112;---- *>. IIS.

YOU LOVE BIRDS? Let me help you win
them. Bluebirds, flickers, wrens, martins and a

dozen other kinds live in my gardens.
These cheery songsters will gladden "-
your life if you will put out Dodson
Bird Houses for them.

TWO IMPORTANT POINTS lstr-get your bird
houses out now so they will get a bit weather-beaten :

birds dislike brand new things. 2nd get genuine Dod-
son bird houses. It isn't houses you want it is birds;
Dodson houses results of 18 years' study win the

DODSON SPARROW TRAPCttchtt sparrows auto-
matically; works all the time; lasts a lifetime. No
other trap like this. Price, $6 f.o.b. Kankakee. III.

NATURE NEIGHBORS The greatest set of books
about birds ever published. Beautiful color plates.
John Burroughs says "Astonishingly good."

T7T3 - p The illustrated Dodson book telling how to win native birds;
t\. r^F* and the descriptive folder about "Nature Neighbors" with a

color plate of bird in natural colors, worthy of framing. Write
to me on any subject connected with Native birds.

JOSEPH H. DODSON 731 South Harriton Are., Kankakee, III.

Mr. Dfdson is a director nf thf JUinnjs Audnhnn Sncirt\.

iKslmm Kh.U-
.,../ / ,..< ,-J

//!.**- -(Vrn

I l-coppr r
roof. $10- f.

o.b.fr
' '
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Poultry Work for January
(Continued from page 52)

Mott 's

Built-in-Bath-
and-Shower

An ideal arrangement
combining Mott's Light-

weight Porcelain Bath

with a remarkably effec-

tive shower. A single cur-

tain on an "L" shaped rod

makes the enclosure com-

plete. A partial turn of

the single lever valve con-

trols the flow of water

and regulates tempera-
tures. It is not necessary
to wet the head as the

shower is instantly adjust-

able to any angle.

Write for our special booklet "Mott's Built-in-Bath-and-Shower"

free on request, or scud 4 cents for Mott's 112-page Bathroom Book.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York
1828 Eighty-eight years of Supremacy 1916

tBoston 41 Pearl St.. Cor. Franklin

Pittsburgh Peopled Building
tChicago 104 S. Michigan Ave.
Minneapolis Huilder's Exchange
Atlanta Peters Hldg., 7 Peachtree St.

tl'hiladelphia 1006 Filbert St.

Seattle 406 White Building
Cleveland 846 Leader-News lildg.

^Detroit Penobscot Bldg.

tDes Molnes 205-211 W. Court Ave.

tToledo 430-434 Huron St.
Portland. Ore. .Showrooms. Sherlock Bldg
tWashington. D. C Woodward Bldg
New Orleans 622-630 Baronne St
.Denver 1834 Blake St.
TSan Francisco 135 Kearney St
tSt. Louis Century Bldg
Kansas City N. V. Life Bide.

tMontreal. Can 134 Bleury St.
San Antonio 431 Main Avo.

'^Showrooms equipped with model bathrooms.

Majestic
Coal Chute
Protects Your House and Lawn

It prevents your house, lawn. walk, flowers and
shrubs from being littered up and ruined with coal
dust and stray lumps. It minimizes depreciation on
your home. When the chute is not in use for coal,
a glass door serves as a window, giving splendid
light to the basement.

Lochs from the inside and if absolutely burglar proof
It Is extra durable, has a heavy steel body semi-steel door frame and boiler plate
hopper. It will last as long as the building. Arrange for one when you build, or
can be used in place of cellar window.
We make the Majestic in all types for houses, hotels, store and office buildings,
apartments, etc. Sold by hardware and building material dealers.

Underground Garbage Receiver
The Only Sanitary Way to Keep Garbage

It can be placed close to the kitchen door with only
the top and covor exposed, where it is convenient
but never unsightly. It is water tight snow and
frost proof emits no foul odors and keeps con-
tents free from mice. dogs. cats. It is always
closed, and the can easily lifts out for emptying.
The dumping door opens with the foot lever. It
closes itself.

Write for Catalog of Majestic Specialties

The Majestic Company
603 Erie Street, Huntington, Ind.

Manufacturers of Coal Chutes, Garbage Re-
ceivers, Milk and Package Receivers. All Metal
Basement Windows, Rubbish Burners, Street
and Park Refuse Cans, Metal Plant Boxes,
Pipe and Pipclcss Warm Air Furnaces, etc.

breeds like trie Wyandottes and Ply-
mouth Rocks, but all poultry requires
an abundance of fresh air at all

times.

It is wise to gather the eggs sev-

eral times a day or they may freeze

in the nests. The water buckets, too,
will require filling at least twice a

day when the weather is cold enough
to freeze the water.
The dropping boards will not need

cleaning so long as the temperature
remains low, but this work must be
attended to when the weather grows
warm again. And sand, loam or
ashes should be spread on the boards
to act as an absorbent. It is not well
to use wood ashes, though, as they
impair the fertilizing value of the
accumulation.

It is important to flood the poultry
house and especially the roosting sec-

tion with sunlight, which is Nature's

best disinfectant. Glass windows
should be washed occasionally and
muslin curtains thoroughly brushed
at frequent intervals. If the pores
are clogged with dust, these curtains

are no better than boards, so far

as ventilation is concerned.
The days being short, strict punct-

uality in feeding is required, and the

last meal must be given at least an
hour before nightfall, or the hens
will be likely to go to roost with
their crop:; only half filled. Whole
corn has one advantage as an even-

ing ration it is so large that the
fowls can pack their crops with it in

a very short time. Cracked corn is

better at all other times, for the hens
have to do more scratching to get
it, and scratching is the best kind of
exercise to keep them in condition.

Courtesy of Miss Katherine Presbrey

The "little lion dog," as the Pekinese is termed by the Chinese, has more
than a fancied resemblance to the great beast of the legend

The Barking Dog
The old saying that

^

a dog's "bark

is worse than his bite" is capable of

another interpretation than the one

usually placed upon it : to the ears

of the surrounding community at

large the yapping of a chronic barker
is far more annoying than any prob-
lematical proclivity he may have for

closing his jaws on something more
animate than a chop bone or a dish

of soup meat. In other words, the

habitually noisy dog is a nuisance.

If it were possible to classify bark-

ing dogs, they might come under two
general heads : those that raise a
row over some real or fancied in-

trusion on their masters' domains,
and those that bark extravagantly
from scatter-brained excitement or

simply because they have nothing
else to do. The first class of noise
is legitimate and, in many circum-

stances, highly desirable. The second
has no logical excuse for existence,
and it is with the purpose of miti-

gating it that the following sugges-
tions are offered.

First as to the dog that barks from
pure excitement. In many cases the
habit is traceable to his bringing up.

Perhaps the tendency is inborn, but
has it not been aggravated by play-
ing boisterously with him, teaching
him to "speak" until he does it on
all occasions, encouraging him to
rush madly out the opened door in

pursuit of some imaginary foe, and
a dozen other actions calculated to

develop his vocal propensities?

Whether or not this is the case, the

remedy is the same in principle :

calm him down by word and act.

Let him realize by your own quiet
behavior that life is not one pro-
longed bark, and if this does not
effect a cure, resort to the light
switch or whatever other form of

punishment you prefer to employ.
In many cases, particularly those of

large dogs, the "force" collar is the
best thing to use, inasmuch as it is

an adequate punishment which acts

directly on the dog's throat. It should
be resorted to, however, only with
discretion.

The dog that barks to pass the time
presents a different problem for solu-
tion. With him it is chiefly a ques-
tion of justice and punishment. Sup-
posing he is confined in yard or on
chain and is habitually noisy. First
be sure that the cause is not hunger
or thirst or insufficient exercise, and
then punish him lightly while you
order him to "be still." A few repe-
titions should teach him the meaning
of the command, and thereafter it is

simply a question of catching him in
the act and punishing accordingly.
Often a sound switching or two is

necessary to effect a cure, especially
if the habit is of long standing, but
perseverance will count here as in all

dog handling.
In the final analysis, the cases of

undue barking, which cannot be suc-

cessfully handled are extremely rare.

R. S. LEMMON.
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Without a reliable temperature
regulator, you open your dampers
in the morning (or at night), put
on coal and wait for the house to

get warm, keeping always in mind
the fact that you must close the

dampers. Again the rooms get cold during the
day and you open the dampers with the same waiting and
burden of remembering. Your memory Isn't accurate
can't be and you have a fluctuating temperature with
consequent discomfort and waste of fuel.

HEATREGULATOR
This device, proven satisfactory In thousands of homes for

nearly a third of a century, takes complete and accurate

charge of the dampers on any style of heating plant burn-

ing coal or gas. It will maintain a uniform temperature
of any degree you wish. It will automatically raise the low
night temperature to the comfortable day temperature. We
guarantee it to do all this to your entire satisfaction.

ENTIRELY AUTOMATIC
For the home owner who wishes to eliminate all care of the refll-

lator motor we have just perfected our electric motors which re-

quire no winding. For home* having electric current we supply
our alternating current motor, the power being secured direct from
the Ufchtin* circuit Where no tlectric current U available our
direct current motor is used with power furnished

by four cells of dry battery, which have ample
capacity to last a full year.

The "Minneapolis" is sold. Installed and guar-
anteed by the heating trade everywhere. Send for

booklet shows models, explains details, gives

prlcea.

Minneapolis Heat Regulator Co.

2785 Fourth Ave. So. Minneapolis, Minn.

If you are planning to

build, an investment

of $3 for The Arch-

itectural Record may
save you hundreds of

dollars.

And by subscribing now, you will receive 15

valuable numbers, including two special Country
House Numbers, for the regular yearly price.

Each month you will find in The Architectural Record a careful
selection of the best work of leading architects, with 100 or more
illustrations. And, in the business section, are described the
latest and best building materials as well as the specialties and
furnishings which add so much to the comfort, convenience and
value of the modern home.

The information acquired from a study of The Architectural
Record should enable you to save much valuable time when
you consult your architect about details. It should help you
to avoid costly mistakes and insure your getting the kind of a
house you want.

Our Special Offer:

Send your subscription now for 1916 and we
will mail you free, the October 1915 Country

'

House Number and the issues of November _,

and December 1915.

In the October issue, 55 recent country
houses, typical of the best work now being X
done in The East, in The Middle West, ' n^w
and on The Pacific Coast, are illus- X New York,
trated with more than 100 photo- S
graphs and floor plans. X- 1 a5Pl 'r ur .?'

Please mail the coupon promptly.

,' H.G.I. 16

The Archi-

The Architectural Record

S offer 15 months for $3
S and enclose $3 herewith

(Add $.60 for Canada $1.00
for Foreign.)

-
' Name

Address

Have Your Roof and Side Walls

"CREO-DIPT"
Whether you build or remodel, investi-

gate this method of saving continual

repainting and re-roofing expense,
at the same time insuring wonder-

fully pleasing architec-
tural effects.

Our book of "CREO-
DIPT" Houses shows
over 89 different types of
homes and buildings
selected from all parts of
the country.

Let us refer you to

Architects and Lumber
Dealers who are familiar
with their use.

Architect. Harry Abramea. Norfolk. Vs.

"CREO-DIPT" Stained
Shinnies on roof and tide walls In two different color tonw.

"CBBO-DIPT" Hulned Hlilnalm are iued from Maine i

Florida, it ml u far West an Denver. By our iivclal procpM.
shingles are preserved all the war ihrouih "d oarth pigim-nt
stains thai never fade out in streaks are uaed

T "
1

STAINED
SHINGLES

17 Grades 16, 18, 24 inch 30 Shade Colors

"They Come In Bundles, Stained, Ready to Lay Without Waste"

Loading architects In all parts of the country specify "CRKO-DIIT" Stained Shingles
for pleasing effect and building economy. Just as railroad ties are preserved, we make
shingles proof against dry-rot, decay, worms and weather, tt'e stain them In lasting
colors.

We select best Cedar Shingles sawed In vertical grains from lire timber no wedge-
shaped shingles, no waste. The best shingles.

We use earth pigments and pure creosote no aniline dye no kerosene, benzine or
other cheapener. The best color effect.

We are responsible for both quality of shingles and quality of stains.

Bare the muss, time and waste of staining on the Job. Last twice as long as brush-
coated or natural shingles.

"CREO-DIPT" Stains do not harm rain water.

Write today for simple colors on wood and book of "OREO-DIPT"
lumwa In all parts of the country. Namw of architect and lumber
denier amirerlateil. Your local lumber dealer ma; carry a row Trade-
colors In stock. Ask him and accept no nubultuu. Mark Your

STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO.
O u a r
a n t e e
both

(Originators and Sole Manufacturers) flea
1012 Oliver St. North Tonawanda, N. Y. len

(Shipments Prompt Branch Factory In Chicago for Western Trade)

Bobbink & Atkins
"WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY
AND GREENHOUSE PRODUCTS"

Grown in America
You have the finest range and material from

which to select in our Nurseries:

Homegrown Roses

Evergreens and Conifers
Shade Trees and Flowering Shrubs

Homegrown Rhododendrons and
Kalmias

Hardy Old-fashioned Flowers and
Bulbs

Fruit Trees, Trained and Ordinary,
and Small Fruits

Plant Tubs and Boxes, Rustic Work
and Garden Furniture

We specialize in the above by having a depart-
ment for each subject.

All are described in our ILLUSTRATED
GENERAL CATALOG NO. 40, mailed upon
request, and can be seen in visiting our Nurseries
at any time.

"We plan and plant grounds and gardens everywhere"

Nurserymen, Florists and Planters

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY
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Sale of 50,000
Hot Bed Sash

at V2 Price!

$28.70

No. E. 545 Small
size. Easy to han-
dle. Glazed with 3
rows of 10 inch
glass. Size 3 ft. x 4

ft. x 1% in. Prices
In lots of 25 low
as,

each

Finest greenhouse putty. Glazed complete

with American glass. Single or double

strength. All at wholesale 1

Get Our 5,000

Bargain Catalog
fDUC1

I
j? IXHiHi

Gordon-Van Tine Ready-
Cut "Easy Built" Green-
houses and C o n s e rva-

tory. Put
them up
yourself. As
low as

"Sash that Last" at half

price. Made from selected,

yard dried, clear White Pine.

Withstands weather and

ground damage.

No. E. 544 Stand-
ard size 3 ft. x 6
ft. I 1% Inches.
Glazed with 3 rows
of 10 inch glass.
I'rices in lots of 25,
as low <C I

h p 1 -
as, each

Hot Bed Sash Section
page 72. Full instruc-
tion. Lists frames, sub-
frames. greenhouse bars,
everything for building.
Satisfaction or money

etc. . etc. Also
All wholesale.

refunded. Three

1

.

banks and 100.000 customers vouch for us.

Send coupon for Catalog and Special Greeu-
house Book FREE!

Gordon -Van Tine Co.
Established Half a Century

5863 CASE STREET DAVENPORT, IOWA

I GORDON
Gentlem

B I 1 HnlBhK

_v
,

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 5863 Case St., Davenport, Iowa
emen : Please send Free the books checked below :

I I Not Beds and I i Ready-Cut I I Standard Home I I 5',000 Bargain Catalog

LJ Greenhouses LJ Nome Plan Book LJ Plan Book I ! of Building Material

Name

ntanies
Itidy-

Cit and Portable

1
i\ time _

I
Address I

Occupation
|

Sunken Path House

Let Your Garden Live:

Wake It Up!

All you have to do is to equip
it with hot-beds, cold-frames or
a small Greenhouse covered with Bench House

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASHES
Sunlights are the standard sash with many thousands of the best

gardeners. It has two layers of glass, enclosing an air space that

affords far better protection than mats and shutters, and does

away with their use. Think of the cost and hard labor thus saved!

Sunlights give the plants all the light all the time and make them healthy,

early and stocky. They are the original double-glazed sash, invented, tested,

perfected, introduced and now sold throughout the country by a practical

market gardener. They grew up in a garden and they will make any garden
equipped with them pay the cost in extra profits the first year. They last a

life-time.

Let Tour Garden Live I Treat It to a cold-frame, a hot-bed or, Joy I a small.

Inexpensive Sunlight Greenhouse.

Wherever you live or whatever your garden is asked to do, the Sunlight equip-

ment will give the best results.

Get our free Catalogue. You need it. If you want Prof. Massey's Booklet on

Hotbed and Greenhouse Gardening, enclose 4 cents in stamps.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.

Hot-beds 944 E. Broadway Louisville, Ky.
And Cold frames

Good Floors

(Continued from page 19)

inally fastened together with nails, the benefits of having it are many
Finally, the completed hardwood and obvious. Furthermore, it is a

floor must be cross-planed, scraped practical necessity that some sort of

and diligently sandpapered to a a floor be laid upon which workmen
smooth and uniform surface. It can perform their various tasks dur-

should then be immediately turned ing the construction of the building.

over to the painter to receive its pro- Herein lies the great advantage of

tective and finishing coats of filler, a permanent sub-floor, namely, that

oil, stain, wax, or varnish. If for the upper, or "finish" floor, need not

any reason the latter operations are be laid until all other building

"unavoidably delayed," then the floors operations are completely finished,

should be protected, meanwhile, by Only under the latter condition can a

covering them with two layers of satisfactory floor be logically insisted

heavy building paper; the two lay- upon.
ers to "break joints," and the joints The commonest and most inexpen-
of the upper layer to be lapped and sive lumber may be used for the

glued so as to entirely exclude dust sub-floor; the only requirements be-

and grit. ing that it must be sound and well

THE COVERED FLOORS seasoned, and mill-planed to a uni-

Soft-wood flooring, when con- form width and thickness. The thick-

cealed from view by carpeting or ness should be not less than %" for

linoleum, should be square-edged, a span not exceeding 2' between
not tongued-and-grooved. It should joists. The width of the boards
be borne in mind that the only ob- should not exceed 6", and they

ject of tonguing-and-grooving the should be laid diagonally across the

edges of the upper boards of a dou- joists so as to allow of laying the

ble floor is to provide for the con- finish-flooring on same in either di-

cealment of the nails. There is a rection without paralleling the direc-

somewhat prevalent opinion that "T tion of the sub-flooring.

& G" flooring, as it is often called, _
makes a better floor than plain

DEADENING SOUND

square-edged boards. Such, however, Between the two layers of flooring,

is not the case. Plain, narrow, a double, thickness of waterproof

square-edged spruce or pine flooring, building paper should be laid as a

"backed-out" on the under side, protection to the "raw" under sur-

nailed through the top, and laid over face of the finish flooring. Some-
a sub-floor, answers all requirements times, however, it is desired to dead-

for floors that are to be subsequently en a floor against the transmission

completely covered with carpeting or of sound to the rooms below. Per-

other wearing material. It is desir- feet insulation from sound waves can

able that soft-wood flooring be also be accomplished only by absolutely

"quarter - sawed." Otherwise the severing the rigid connection be-

boards are liable to warp or "cup tween floor and ceiling. This can be

up," thereby forming slight ridges done by employing two separate sets

at the joints, which latter condition of joists; one set to carry the floor

is not at all conducive to the wel- and one to carry the ceiling, as in-

fare of the carpet or linoleum. In dicated at "A" in Sketch No. 3. This

no case should spruce or pine floor- construction, although nearly ideal

boards be more than 4" in width, nor for the purpose of absorbing sound

less than Y4 "
in thickness. In laying waves, is highly conducive to the

square-edged flooring for carpeted spread of fire which, once gaining
or linoleum-covered floors, it is not access to the enclosed timbers, would

necessary, or even advisable, that the sweep unobstructed throughout the

endwise joints be staggered as re- floor-construction. Therefore this

gards each individual board. Instead construction should never be tol-

of laying one board at a time, as in crated unless the ceiling be plastered

tongued-and-grooved flooring, it is on metal lath and a sheet of asbestos

usual to lay several boards of even inserted between the two layers of

length together, without nailing, then flooring. Also, all communication

to strain this group into tight con- with the vertical air spaces of the

tact, one with the other, by means of bearing walls should be absolutely

flooring-clamps or wedges. Held cut off by solidly "blocking in" the

thus, the boards are then nailed in ends of the joists over walls and

place, the outermost board being partitions. A more common method

nailed first. Adjacent groups, laid of
^partial deadening is illustrated at

side by side, should break joints, one "B" in Sketch No. 3. This method

with the other. The nails are driven is considerably less efficient than tlu

through the top of the boards and other, but it is safer from fire and

should be sunk slightly beneath the more economical. On top of the

surface so as to allow of the boards sub-floor is laid a layer of heavy

being planed down to an even sur- deadening felt or quilting, while on

face. After the latter operation is top of the latter, and nailed through

finished, the nail holes should be it into the joists, are laid the strips

filled w'ith putty and the floor im- that carry the finish-flooring. This

mediately given a protective cover- method of floor construction also

ing of lead and oil paint or other possesses other merits aside from

suitable preservative.
tha

.

1 of partial deadening. By using

All floors that are to be laid on strips l l/2 in height, the resulting

a wooden skeleton should invariably space between the two layers of floor-

be composed of two layers ;
the low- ing will be sufficient to accommodate

er layer, or "sub-floor," being laid electric conduits, thus avoiding any

directly on the joists, and the upper cutting of floor-joists that might

layer, or "finish-floor," being laid otherwise be necessary. Again, the

over
'

the sub-floor. The saving in convenience of laying piping on top

cost, due to the omission of the sub- of the floor instead of on top of the

floor is wholly insignificant, while ceiling, is evident.
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Interior: Home of
Lilian Bayliss Green, Belmont, Mats.

Editor "The Little House"
Ladies Home Journal.

Dept.,

1f An example of simple econom-
ical home furnishing, in good

taste : made possible by the use of LEAVENS' Furniture

exclusively.
t Our specialty in finishing to order enables the customer to

carry out a color scheme, complete and harmonious in

every detail.

t A wide variety of styles and finishes permits the exercise

of individual taste.

1 Shipments carefully made, insuring safety.
1i Send for complete set No. 4, of over two hundred illus-

trations, and color chart of Leavens' finishes.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.
32 Canal Street Boston, Massachusetts

HaveYou Adopted Him
The Reason. Every One who has a set of MARK
TWAIN'S WORKS would not, under any circum-
s' ances part with any of the books. He is immediately
taken into the household and made an honored and
cherished member of it. No other writer of this or all

time is so eagerly
"
adopted

"
by the family without

a dissenting voice being raised against him by the family council.

HarK Twain, truly, is the one writer whose works appeal to

father, mother, son, daughter no matter what age. He is "Your
Mark Twain" the moment you have him in your library he is
" Your Mark Twain " the instant you read one of his books. No
wonder, then, it is the ambition of every American to own a uniform
set of his writings.

SPECIAL OFFER MARK TWAIN'S WORKS
We are making a special offer of MARK TWAIN'S WORKS con-

taining all his collected writings. It is the biggest book bargain and
will be withdrawn. An opportunity is presented through it to ob-

tain a set of the works of Mark Twain at $1.00 per volume. Now
you also get a year's subscription to HARPER'S MAGAZINE.

DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY JUST SIGN THE COUPON
u risk nothing by sending it, for if you do not

e the books, just send them back "
collect.

- JU pay only $1.00 after examination, if satisfied,

and then $2.00 monthly for 12 months, or deduct
8 per cent, for cash within 30 days.

Yoi
like
You

HARPER & BROTHERS,
Franklin Square, New York City

Send, prepaid, MARK TWAIN'S WORKS.
twenty-five volumes, cloth, and enter my name as

a subscriber for one year to Harper s Magazine. 1

may retain th- set for ten days, and at the <

piration of that time if I do not care for the books

I will return them at your expense and you will

cancel the subscription to the Magazine. If I

the books I will remit $1.00 and then $2.00 a month
until the full price of the books and the Magazine.

$25.00, has been paid, or within thirty days will

send you $23.00 as payment ui full. rl. O. 1.

Signature. . . .

Send books to .

jurpees
Seeds
Grow

The Fortieth Anniversary

Edition of Burpee's Annual,

The Leading American Seed Catalog

for 1916, is brighter and better than ever before. It

offers the greatest novelty in Sweet Peas, the unique

"Fiery Cross," and other novelties in Rare Flowers and
Choice Vegetables, some of which cannot be had else-

where. This book of 182 pages tells all about proved
and tested

Burpee-Quality Seeds That Grow
For forty years we have aimed to render the best possible
seed service. This untiring effort has built for us not

only the World's Largest Mail Order Seed Business, but
also an enviable reputation for efficient service and undis-

puted leadership. Each packet contains the result of our

forty years extensive operation and intensive investiga-
tion. This SILENT SALESMAN is mailed free. A post
card will bring it. Write today and mention House &
Garden.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Burpee Building*, Philadelphia

HOMEo/'HEATHER
ANNOUNCES ITS 1916 EDITION

OF THE

HEATHERHOME SEED
AND

PLANT BOOK
AMASTERP1ECE OF GARDEN CATALOGUES

There are no illustra-

tions, yet the book is as

full of color as a garden
in . June. By word pic-
tures alone, simple and
full of meaning, it delights
and informs. It will tell

you just the things you
have always wanted to

know. 336 pages, an-

tique paper, bound in Heath-
erkome blue, in a box free
for the asking. It is a beau-
tiful, fascinating book and
we guarantee your pleasure

in it just as we guarantee
to grow, and to be as

described, every seed
and plant that
comes from

the Home of

Heather.

Its readers say :

Its word descriptions are a
treat to a lover of flowers.
Keen joy is mine when I be-
hold your new book. It is a
masterpiece Certainly the best
to be found Your unparalleled
book surpasses all that ka-.e come un-
der my ohsfnation / am a begin-
ner: your book tellt mt just Ike
things I need to know Your teed
book has been such an inspiration and
help to us u-ilh our gardening that
I wish all amateurs had one to guide
them. I am lure the world would be
much more beautiful A Realise
cf great t-alue to the professional
as well as the amateur Your
beautiful and comprehensive cataloghas been a real joy to me. Within its
corers. I hare discovered inform
twn that will be of inestimable
help Thi cultural hints mean .

far more to me than any
illustrations. Thank
you for the best of
its kind that hat
been my tuck

KNIGHT &, STRUCKCQ
PLANTSMEN-SEEDSMEN
METROPOLITAN BUILDING

NEW YORK
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These z i g z a g
tubes in the Kel-

sey Warm A i r

Generators are
surrounded with
heat that quickly
warms the fresh
cold a i r inside

them, that comes
from outside; and
delivers it into the
heat dome. From
there it is dis-

tributed to each
room.

No gases, no dust

comes in contact

with the air inside

the tubes. It's as

pure and as clean

as the sunshiny
outside air.

HOW IT DIFFERS FROM OTHER

HEATS-WHY MORE ECONOMICAL

OF
first importance, it heats and

ventilates at the same time. You
can shut every door and window

as tight as a drum, and the Kelsey will

give you four complete changes of air

every hour, in any room or every room
in your house.
Not dry air with the oxygen burned

out of it ; but fresh, buoyant, vigor filled

lir, mixed with just the right healthful

amount of moisture.
The very minute there is fire in the

Kelsey Generator, fresh air heat will

promptly start coming into your rooms.
With a low slumber fire you will

get a surprising amount of heat. All

night long it will continue to heat and
ventilate, giving you warm rooms any
time of night and no matter how early
in the morning.

We make the surprisingly sweeping state-

ment, that it will outheat any other heat on
the market, and we stand ready with the

proofs.

Do you want them?
Send for Booklet Some Saving Sense on

Heating.

TV"HF l\F t SFVniLi
|

\ L. !_./ !_. Y
VARM AIR GEWE.RATOR I

237 James St., Syracuse, N. Y.

[CHICAGO, ILL.

2767-K Lincoln Avenue

NEW YORK
103-K Park Avenue

Poultry Haatm Garden Houte

Hodgson
Portable
Houses
E. F.

Club House

Artistically designed and finished, made of the
most durable materials and practical at any time
of the year in any climate. Made for innumer-
able purposes. Erection of buildings extremely
simple, and can be done by unskilled labor in a
few hours' time. Send for illustrated catalogue.

PC) Room 226, 116 WASHINGTON ST.. BOSTON. MASS.WW CRAFTSMAN BLDG., 6 EAST 39th ST., NEW YORK
Address all correspondence to Boston

UNION
METAL COLUMNS
"The Ones That Last a Lifetime"

Because of their simple beauty the
columns are the first thing people
notice on your home.

If you would preserve their beauty
against checking, splitting, rotting
and other effects of time and
weather see that Union Metal Col-
umns are used.

The shafts are of open hearth steel
formed In correct architectural
proportions and protected by spe-
cial galvanizing and a permanent
coat of metalastic paint.

Write for our Column Ttook No. 3 and
ask your architect about Union MataJ
Columns.

THE UNION METAL MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of Lighting: Standards

and Rutldintt Oo'umns.
CANTON, O.

Counting the Cost of Farming III

(Continued from page 41)

adjusted up and down to meet the
rise and fall of the land on any sec-

tion. The sliding section has a level
attached to it. In operating the lev-

eler the sliding section is so placed
that, while its outer end will reach
the ground, it will be raised enough
on the standard so that the sliding
section itself will be level, as shown
by the level mounted on it. This
means that the 20' measured is in-

dependent of the rise and fall of
the ground, and is at all times the
same distance, and is measured prac-
tically the same as if it were on level

ground.

THE POND

Just when the farm could not pay
its expenses, we built the pond. This
little piece of water will always be
a beauty spot on the landscape and
the farm ledger, for it paid its way
from the beginning, both in hard,
cold facts and more ethereal joys.

It is true that the house dog for-

got the pond was there, and, not be-

ing able to swim, almost met a wa-
tery grave by trying to run across
it. It is also true that, whenever
the ice will hold, that pond tempts
the whole family to go skating on
Sunday; but some of the best of
men can wink at these catastrophies
when they glance at the account
book.
There are four or five large, nev-

er-failing springs on the farm. Two
of these were turned together down
a natural gully toward a bit of low
land at the edge of the woods. Here
a dam was thrown across to close
in the fourth side of the natural
basin. The dam was formed by a

retaining wall built of field stone
erected 5' high, 3' wide and 60'

across. Against this the earth that
was dug from the bottom of the
basin was packed. This earth made
an embankment about 5' wide at the
base and 3' at the top along the 60'

wall. It was ploughed and picked
from the bottom of the basin and
drawn out with a scoop shovel. By
this process the loam was removed
and the bottom of the basin formed
of the natural clay sub-soil which
holds water like a porcelain pan.

Thus, the center of the pond was

made 5' or 6' deep. Gradual sloping
shores were left on two sides, to

allow the pond to become a good
swimming pool in the summer. A
wooden trough set in the retaining
wall conducted the overflow into a
little streamlet taking its way down
through the woods. A pipe in the
bottom of the retaining wall is

opened and closed with a key, thus

allowing the pond to be drained and
cleaned each fall, and refilled with
clean spring water that makes ice

as clear as crystal and as pure as

anything but artificial ice could be.

Now here is where the hard, cold
facts come in. We had an ice house
to fill. It is not a fancy ice house
with air chambers and ventilators.

It is nothing but a tight room built

in the end of the shed.

The first winter was a nightmare
for the ice man. It was the sort of
winter when foolhardy folks make
maple syrup in January, and the
woodchucks nap in the sun on the
back fences. It was the third week
in February before the ice was thick

enough to cut. Then the cakes ran
7" and 8" thick. People worked over-
time that week cutting ice. Two
men and the team cut, hauled and
packed over 32 tons of ice from our
little pond then in four days at a
cost of $34.00.

This made the ice cost but little

over $1.00 a ton in the house. If we
had been obliged to haul the ice from
the lake six miles away, or an un-
desirable creek two miles off, it

would have cost $4.00 a ton. That
was what our neighbors were pay-
ing. At this rate we saved $3.00 a
ton on 32 tons of ice, or enough to
build the house and buy a few post-
age stamps.

Amount saved on first haul
of ice $96.00

First cost of ice house 95.50

Credit side of ledger. . $0.50

But this is just the beginning of
the figures placed on the credit side
of the ledger to the account of the

pond. It has this earning capacity
each winter, and more, if we choose
to sell ice.

The Cloisonne Enamels of China and Japan
(Continued from page 34)

to the account referred to, which, by
reason of lack of space, cannot well

be here quoted.
The Koreans probably acquired

the art of cloisonne from the Chin-

ese, and the Japanese from the
Koreans (perhaps not before the
15th Century). Captain Brinkley
says : "One thing is certain, that un-
til the 19th Century enamels were
employed by Japanese decorators
for accessory purposes only on wood
and porcelain as well as on metal.

[

No such things as vases, plaques or

!
bowls having their surface covered
with enamel in either style." This
at once enables the collector to un-
derstand at how late a period, com-

paratively, cloisonne enamel became
popular in Japan. It is believed that

a Japanese craftsman, Kaji Tsune-

kechi, produced the first vessel cov-
ered completely with cloisonne in

Japan. This was at Nagoya. This
won him great fame and many pupils.
The earlier pieces of Japanese cloi-

sonne followed in pattern, to a great

extent, the Chinese enamels, and

though they are somewhat less fine

in color they often excel in tech-

nique. Until 1890 the cloisons of

Japanese work were soldered to the
metal. Since that date a vegetable
gum has often been employed for
the purpose. In some modern work
there appears to be no evidence of
cloisons whatsoever, but some of
these pieces have hidden cloisons.

The Japanese cloisonne objects are

usually enameled on the back or on
the inside with blue emanel. Tokio,
Yokahama and Kioto are the main
sources of the modern product.

Thirty years ago Louis Gonse, a

French authority, wrote that the

Japanese had done little in cloisonne,
but since that time its production
has increased enormously. While
much of this modern work is in-

ferior in quality, that which is truly

fine is well worth the collector's at-

tention. With the rapidly changing
conditions, both in China and Japan,
such objects will greatly enhance in

value a few years hence and come
to be properly esteemed.
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In The Best Homes
where the highest efficiency and perfect refrigeration are

demanded, McCray Refrigerator* are used.

They are frequently built-to-order to harmonize with
the house plan and interior finish. Arranged to open directly
into the kitchen and to be iced from the outside, they are
handsome in appearance and exceptionally convenient.

McCrayRefrigerators
were selected by the U. S. Pure Food Laboratories at

Washington and are installed in the finest private resi-

dences, clubs, hotels and public institutions. Their superi-

ority is conceded beyond question.
Selection may be made from our wide range of large and small

stock sizes to suit almost any requirement or special sixes will be
built to order, in co-operation with your architect.

Writa FrrWrite FOr thatexplalnstheMcCray Patented
System and giveafull Information.

No. M Regular Size*for Residence*
Ho. AM. Built-to-order for Residences
No. SO For Hotels, Clubs, Institution*

No. 74 For Floritl*
No. ei For Meat Market*
No. 70 For Grocer*

McCray Refrigerator Co., 616 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind.

New York, McCrar Bld(., 7-9 W. 30th Street Chicago, 1000 So. Mickiiu An.
For branch salesroom* in olhercittet, tee your local telephone directory.

DREER'S 1916
Book

A COMPREHENSIVK
r\ guide-book of au-
thoritative Instruction in

the successful growing
of flowers and vegetables.

It contains valuable in-

formative articles written
by experts In the various
lines of gardening, and should
be in the hands of every flow-
er or vegetable grower,
whether amateur or profes-
sional whether he cultivates a
mall plot of ground, or acres of farni-
and.

Proer's 191B Garden Bonk contains SS8
four color and four duotone plate*.

i numberless photographic true-to-
ll f>' reproductions. It Hat* all the standnrd
varieties of flowers and vegetable*, as well
as the best of the season's noveltlrs.

The newest ROMS, the best Dahlias, and
Dreer's Improved Hardy Perennials are given
BIH'dal prominence.

.

f
It features* numherof noteworthy specialties

in Vegetables, Sweet Peas, Alters and I'hlox.

Mailed free to you if you mention
this publication

HENRY A. DREER
714-16 Chestnut St..Phila.

Well chosen deco-
rative accessories
are of paramount
importance

Distinctive

Homes
are not necessarily the
most expensive those who
wish their homes to express
distinction should make a

study of the best examples
of home decoration, both
here and abroad. The only
magazine which adequately
deals with all phases of

decorative art and which
is edited entirely for those
who wish beautiful sur-

roundings is

Arts &
Decoration

Arts & Decoration

deals with every

phase of art.

One dollar invested now in a sir months' trial subscription to Arts &
Decoration may be the means of giving your home that touch of indi-

viduality which raises it from the commonplace to the distinctive.

The full color-plates alone make the magazine worthy of a place on

your library table.

Each number contains numerous profusely illustrated articles on dis-

tinctive homes, antiques, paintings and the various phases of art

which are of essential interest to all lovers of the beautiful.

The regular subscription price of Arts & Decoration is three dollars

a year. In order that you may immediately become acquainted with

the magazine we are offering a special short term trial subscription
for one dollar. Sign the attached coupon and send it in now before

you forget.

Arts & Decoration, 434 Lafayette Street, New York.

Please send Arts & Decoration for the next six months,
for which I enclose $1.00.

Name

Address . ..H.C.2

TheHome ForYou Will Be Found in

KEITH'S
16 Years

The Leading Authority for Home Builders

Contains Just the House You Want

These Beautiful Homes with PLANS, folly illustrated in January KEITH'S Newistands, 20c

KEITH'S
is a specialized monthly Magazine brim full of the very latest ideas

for home builders. It is standard size, contains from 72 to 100 pages, well
printed, with cover in four colors. Every number show* practical Plans

and picturesque homes. The cottage, the bungalow, the city home with detailed
write ups. Many of these homes are planned by prominent and skilled architects.

"Inside the House" U given much attention by expert authorities on Home
Decoration. Tells of the newest building materials and their use* and posts
you on every point in house building from start to finish.

Keith's Big 1916 Offer
Send $2, the subscription price for one year, and we will enter you for the comine
12 Big House Building Numbers of KEITH'S MAGAZINE and. in addition
mail you, postpaid, YOUR CHOICE of any of the following FAMOUS BOOKS :

IPP Deaisma for -emenl and brick $1.00140 Deaigna Bunnnlowa and Cottages $1.00
th.n$3.00P 1.00104 Dc

125 Deaigna
!75De.igna
I 75 I >r., K n,

125 Deaign.

.fie

ng lrs than
ng less than
ng less than
ng over

4.000 1.00
5.000 1.00

6,000 1.00
6.000 1.00

50 Garages costing $150 and up ...

200 Views of living room*, halls, fire-
place*, etc

| OQ
40 Duplex House* and Flats

) Designs costing $3.000to $10.000. !50
A year's subscription icilA one book, tt; tcith S books, fS; trith all.

KEITH'S 887 McKnight Building Minneapolis, Minn.
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English

How to Duplicate
Their Charms

T!
VHE loveliness and charm
of England's gardens,
that have for centuries

been the inspiration of poets and
wonderment of travellers, can be

duplicated by you, if you but sow
Button's Pedigree Seeds.

Our superb 190-page Garden Guide

tells you of gardening results, the

like of which you had not imagined

possible. In it, you will find de-

scribed among our special develop-

ments, choice varieties of flowers

and vegetables, many of which are

not yet known on your side of the

Atlantic.

Then there are included, those de-

lightful old-time flowers, sweetly

reminiscent and, so indispensable

to the completeness of every English
Garden.
So elaborate and expensive is this flower

and vegetable Garden Guide, published by
us at Reading, England, that you will

readily appreciate our reasons for asking
that thirty-five cents in stamps be included

with your request for a copy. This amount
will at once be returned, with your first

purchase equalling $5.

To be sure of receiving your catalog
in time, send 35 cents promptly to

Royal Seed Establishment, Reading, England

or Winter, Son & Co.
64-E Wall Street, New York.

The Sherman T. Blake Co.

429 Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal

Agents for the Pacific Coast.

To be Successful in Your Garden Use Our
Continuous Seed and Plant Forcer
This ingenious device forces the plant's growth

through focusing the heat of the sun and at the same
time simply and effectively shades it from the ele-

ments.
Write for our interesting descriptive booklet and fri" ''"

THE CLOCHE CO., Dept. A., 131 Hudson Street, New York

Buy Direct and Save Half

Deal with us, the growers not with agents. You
save half and get better trees. Whatever you want
for the Fruit Garden or Orchard we have it,

Selected List of Apple and Peach Trees
Pear, rium. Quince, Cherry, Currants, Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants,"*
Best New Fruits. All of them finest stock true to name.

Our 36 years' experience in honest dealing is your guarantee. We deal
direct by catai..ue only. There's no Nursery like Green's for
value.

. Our finely illustrated catalogue gives practical, useful in-
formation on care of fruit trees. It's free. "Thirty Years
with Fruits and Flowers" or C. A. Green's Book of Canning
Fruits sent free also. Write us today.

"GREEN'S NURSERY CO., 10 Wall St., Rochester, N. Y.

IN SOUTHERN GARDENS
CONDUCTED BY JULIA LESTER DILLON

Inquiries for this Department receive prompt attention. Please

enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope for reply.

FLOWERING TREES cal sections much more often than it

is, for its blossoms also project their
The winter-blooming trees avail- haunting odor on the midwinter air.

able for planting along the Gulf The early spring-flowering trees
Coast and in the lower sections of that have small white flowers are the
the South are all beautiful, and many White Fringe, Chionanthits virgini-
of them are unusual. The Tea ca, that we knew in the woodland

Olive, Olea fragrans, is usually roamings of childhood as Grand-

classed as a shrub, but, if well cul- daddy's Greybeard; the Silver Bell

tivated, soon attains the proportions
and Snowdrop Trees Mohrodendron

of a tree. It is the most fragrant
tarohnum and M. difterum, which

of all our trees and shrubs, the bios-
tel ^

f

th
t

e ' r wmmon names the
. . , . nature of the blossoms ; the charac-

soms making up an sweetness what
tcristic and fragrant dl

'

]stcrs of the
they lack in size

hardy Black Locust> R i,in ia pscu-
The Japanese Loquat or Medlar, ^acac{a; tne Hillside Thorn, Craeta-

Enobotrya japomca, is another tree gus colllna, the English and ever-
with flowers of cloying fragrance green Hawthorns, Craetagus mono-
that comes into bloom in November gyna and C. coccinea Lalandii; the
and lasts almost until Christmas. Service Berry and Shadbush, Amel-
This tree also has a bright yellow aiichier botryapium and A. canaden-
fruit from February until May that sis, known to all

;
with the late blooms

adds much to its attractiveness. The of the Yellow Wood, Virgilia lutea,
ever beautiful Photinia scrrulata, and the Sourwood, Oxydcndron ar-

with its leaf-buds of brilliant red boreum, which bears clusters of
in midwinter, becomes a sight to flowers like Lilies of the Valley, all

delight the gods when February's add daintiness to the landscape and
chilling rains make life a burden and most of them fragrance as well,

cheer much needed. It is then cov- For the broader-petaled white
ered with corymbs of creamy-white blooms of early spring the most
flowers that remind one of the sum- popular, and deservedly so, is the

mer-flowering elders. With the Dogwood in its various forms. Cor-
Photinias, the native Wild Olive, mis Florida alba is most used in the
Olea ainericana, blooms. The bios- South. The Hardy Oranges, and the

soms of this tree are individually Citrange, grafted on the stock of

insignificant, but when the multitu- Citrus trifoliata, are most attractive

dinous clusters show among the al- and the Starry Magnolia, Magnolia
ways glistening green leaves it is stellata, the creamy white Horse
one of the most charming of ever- Chestnuts, Aesculus farviflora, and

green trees. Defoliation is neces- Acs. hippocastanum, the Chinese

sary in transplanting this tree, and Flowering Chestnut, Xanthoceras
as the nurserymen do not handle sorbifolia, and the Mountain Ash,
them it is well to remember this in Sorbus amcricana, will round out

digging them in the woods to trans- the list.

port to the lawns and gardens which To these trees we may add, for

they so worthily adorn. AH of the the white blossoms, the fruit trees,
above trees are classed as broad- cherry, plum, pear and the Flower-
leaved evergreens and are valuable, ing Peach, Persica Chrysanthemum
therefore, for the winter foliage as alba or Persica vulgaris. In mid-
well as for the blossoms. summer the white Crepe Myrtles are
The golden yellow balls of the very beautiful, but this form, Lagcr-

Opoponax, Acacia farnesiana, with stroemia indica alba, is not a strong
their delicate fragrance, bring to the grower or as hardy as the pink
gardens of the far South and Flor- kinds, and is not advisable for gen-
ida the aroma of the gardens of the eral use.

Orient. With dainty foliage, finely If anything can be more beautiful

cut and sensitive to the touch and than the snowy charm of the white-
outlines of characteristic grace, this blossomed trees of the springtime it

tree should be planted in the tropi- is when the roseate hues of peach
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An Ideal Two-House Layout

TO
say a thing Is Ideal; Is

supposedly the last word
of endorsement. And such

is our reason for calling the

general plan of this green-
house an ideal one.

It has attractiveness, prac-
ticalness, and economy, all

on its side.

How much better It looks,
for instance, than would one
unbroken, long house of the
same size.

How much more accessible
are each of the compartments
from the work room; reduc-

ing considerably the labor of

working them.
The heat has an even dis-

tribution, which Is also an
economy. Of course, anyone
could duplicate the layout;

but no one but the U-Bar
Company can build such a
greenhouse, having a com-
plete steel frame of U-Bars.

This construction may cost
somewhat more than others;
but you would expect that af-

ter comparing it with the
others, you would at once
recognize its distinct differ-

ence and appreciate why it is

so lastingly durable, likewise
the reasons for the superior
growing conditions it makes
possible. You would expect
more and better flowers from
It. You would not be disap-

pointed.
If you want the best there

Is in greenhouses send for

our catalog. Or send for us.

Or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO

ONE MADISON AVt- NtWYORK

JUST A FEW
Out of a large assortment of door handles to be used with high-grade lucks

for entrance doors. They are right in line with modern ideas, and sure to

please. The most popular trim for residence work. Folder K-82 shows the
entire assortment. Sold by the best hardware dealers.

P. & F. CORBIN

mw YOU

7%* Amrriain llardmn Cm yermtttn _

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U. 8.

CHICAGO

IfYou Expect to Build Don't MissThis Offer
At the time you are planning that new home and naturally
desire to study the ideas of several lear^ng architects who
specialize on residences of the moderate-cost type you can get
valuable suggestions from the many beautiful designs, plans
and details shown in eight issues of

puiibmg
The National Building Publi-

cation with a Monlhljr

Crculalion among Builders,

Architects and Owners.

The information contained in Building Age, both in the editorial and

advertising pages, is of the keenest interest to home builders, and will

enable you to introduce numerous features in your new home that add to

the convenience, comfort and value, without material additional cost.

Building Age also contains data that should save you many dollars.

Our Special Offer
The price of these eight numbers is $1.60. We will mail a set to you for special price of $1.00 if

you order at once and mention House & Garden. Don't delay, as the supply is very limited.

THIS $1.00 SHOULD SAVE YOU HUNDREDS
BUILDING AGE, 160 39th St. Building, New York City

For enclosed $1.00 send the eight numbers, according to special offer in House & Garden.

Name . Address ,
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Stain Your Siding
tlapboarJi. half-timbers, trellises, sheds and Saxes, as well at your shingles with

CABOT'S CREOSOTE STAINS
The soft, rich colorings
are incomparably nicer
than paint, and they
bring out the grain of

the wood in beautiful

shadtngs. The "painty"
effect spoils the beaut"
Df the wood, and paint
costs twice as much.
The Stains last as long
as the best paint, and
"grow old gracefully" ;

and the creosote pene-
trates the wood, pre-
serving it and making
It less inflammable.

You can get Cabot's Stains all

over the country. Sendfor stain-

ed wood samples and name

of nearest agent.
Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains

Karl Scott Putnam, Architect, Northampton, Mass.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc. Manfg. Chemists, 11 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

Cabot's Stucco Stains for tinting cement houses

Profitable Winter Growing

made possible and pleasant for every

man in city or country who holds a lit-

tle ground, with an equipment low in

first cost, economical in operation,

labor-saying and lasting a lifetime all

accomplished through the

Callahan Duo-Glazed Sash System
Greenhouses of convenient size, built in sections, garden frames with

out hot-water heating systems, hot-bed sash requiring no covering or

creenhouse supplies, single sash, etc.

These goods are guaranteed satisfactory. Made of best Louisiana Red
"the wood eternal." i^
Write for catalog showing ^WTsik. t

full line. Mention IBI^B^XMi^V:
whether you are inter-

ested in greenhouse
or sash.

Callahan Duo-Glazed Sash Co.

147 Wyudot St., Dayton, Ohio

or wtth-

shutters.

TOWNSEND'S
The Greatest
Grass Cutter on

Earth.

Hundreds sold dur-

ing 1915.

TRIPLEX
Cuts a Swath
86 Inches Wide.
Send for Catalogue

of all types of
mowers.

DBAWN by one horse and operated by one Drawn by one horse and operated by one
man, it will mow more lawn in a day than
any three ordinary horse-drawn mowers and
three men.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.
17 Central Avenue Orange, N. J.

man, the TRIPLEX will mow more lawn

in a day than the best motor mower ever

made, and cut it better at a fraction of the

cost.

'Plant for Immediate Effect
ij Not for Future.

CTART with the largest stock
that can be secured ! It takes

over twenty years to grow many
of the Trees and Shrubs we offer.

We do the long waiting thus

enabling you to secure trees and
shrubs that give immediate results.
Price List Now Ready.

>ORRflIllIRSERIES
'Wm.Wariwr Harpe

Chasfout Hill.
PhiU. PA.

BoxH

In Southern Gardens

(Continued from page 60)

and apricot, crab apple and flower-

ing cherries, Cerasus japonica, Judas
Trees, Cercis japonica and C. cana-

dcnsis, and Japanese Magnolias, M.
soulangeana, are seen etched in all

their dainty loveliness against the
soft clear blue of the spring skies

and washed in the showers of an

April noon.
The unequaled richness of the red

Horse Chestnut, Acsculus rubicunda,
and the fiery scarlet of the maple
bloom, Acer rubrum, and the Car-
mine Lagcrstroemia of summer flow-
er add deeper notes to the color
scheme and beauty to the landscape
picture.

In striking contrast to the blos-
soms of pink and white and red are
the trees with flowers of yellow
tones. Of the larger trees the Var-
nish Tree, Sterculia platanifolia, the
Laburnum vulgara, the Golden Chain
Tree, and the Tulip Poplars, Lirio-
dendron tulipifera, are rich and col-

orful. The Tulip Tree is the hard-
est to transplant, but is much the
most beautiful of this group. The
deep orange found in the Tulip flow-
ers is repeated in the blossoms of the
Golden Rain Tree, Koelreutaria

paniculata. The creamy yellow,
Southern Black Haw, Viburnum
rufidulitm, and the Japanese Pago-
da Tree, Sophora japonica, complete
the yellow side of the scale.

The feathery purplish plumes of
the Smoke Tree, Rhus cotinus, form
a most charming contrast when
planted in conjunction with the

tawny yellow flowers of the tulip
trees. For the best effects the smoke
trees should be planted in masses,
and as this is not possible on the

average small place, other trees
should be chosen.
Almost a universal favorite and a

generally useful quick-growing tree
is the China Berry in its two forms,
the old-fashioned kind, Melia aze-

derach, and the newer and more

popular Texas Umbrella Tree, M.
azederach umbracnliformis. Unques-
tionably the delicate flowers of lilac

and primrose yellow with deeper

purple tips are beautiful, and the

fragrance is very penetrating, but

the tree is such a glutton that it

absorbs all the' soil nourishment
within many feet of it, and is such

a pig when it comes to trash that

it would be more deserving of its

widespread use if it could be in-

duced to change its bad habits.

Stately and elegant both in blos-

som and foliage are the broad-
leaved Catalpas, Catalpa bignoniaides
and C. speciosa. The panicles of

purple blossom with orange throats

that cover these trees in May and

June are very handsome, and the

pale violet clusters that crown the

Empress Tree, Paulowniz imperialis,
make a fitting garland for this queen
who has come to us from across the
Pacific.

The Flowering Willow, Chilopsis
lincaris, and the Vitex agnus-castus,
the Chaste Tree, are the only trees

with purple blooms that we have in

the summer months. The so-called

Purple Lagerstroemia indica is so

nearly a magenta in shade that it

should be barred from every garden.
The summer-flowering trees are

not numerous, but they make up in

brilliance what they lack in number.
The Evergreen Privet Trees, Ligus-
trum japonica, and L. lucidum, be-

gin to bloom in late May and con-
tinue well into June. The flowers

of characteristic beauty and odor
are followed by heavy clusters of
berries which are green with a soft

bloom in the fall and black in win-
ter. They are truly beautiful, quick-
growing and desirable garden and
lawn ornaments. They are also par-

ticularly useful for evergreen screen-

ings. Even as far north as West
Point the Japanese Lilacs, Syringa
japonica, are hardy and wonderfully
beautiful.

Furniture That Is Built-in

(Continued from page 45)

of closets and cupboards, mainly of

purely utilitarian importance, few ex-

amples are to be found. We are able,

however, to present two of these ex-

amples, representing two very differ-

ent treatments.
The second of these two (Fig.

XII), a German interior of consid-

erable elaboration, seems intended to

show all that can be done in one
room by this means. The bed is en-

closed in a fixed canopy, although it

may be drawn out into the room
when desired. It is surrounded by
curtains, according to the old Euro-

pean custom, now happily becoming
obsolete, but these seem intended in

this case to be drawn back at night,

screening the bed only during the

day. The corners of the room (Fig.

XI) have small built-in cupboards,
one of them being developed to form
a dressing-table with shelves and cup-
boards, its central portion being a
wardrobe whose door is used as a

mirror. The idea, although perhaps
somewhat extreme, and a trifle exotic,

suggests the possibilities of a little

worked field.

The other example (Fig. VIII), of
American origin, is more prosaic but
of considerable practical value. In

this case a small bedroom contained
an old-fashioned wash-basin, but was
without any closet or wardrobe. The
drawing shows how a wardrobe with
a cupboard for hats above, was built

into the room, the woodwork being
continued around the basin, with the
addition of sanitary shelves and a
mirror above. A window seat with
a valance, making a good place for

shoes, etc., greatly added to the at-

tractiveness of the room, the whole
being accomplished at a slight cost,
and without removal of the existing
plumbing.
A frequent pitfall to the inexperi-

enced is the finish given this built-

in furniture. Often it seems desir-

able to the amateur to make these

pieces appear as furniture rather than
as a part of the room. With this idea
such pieces are treated with a differ-

ent finish from that used on the

standing woodwork, and always with
disastrous effect. If the corner cup-
board in a room, where ivory finish

woodwork prevails, is stained mahog-
any and is complemented by a ma-
hogany mantel in the same room, this

will stand out aggressively, and the
room will present a restless effect

which is most unsatisfactory. In the
true Colonial house the doors are

frequently all mahogany, while the

standing woodwork is all enamel,
showing the beautiful ivory tone
which is so typical, but the mantel is

always finished in the same ivory
tone, and with the exception of the
hand-rail of the balustrade there is

no mahogany introduced save in the

doors as mentioned.
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W yon want to It in the lorial

and artutic swim, tear off the

coupon in the lamer right hand

of Oil! ado. and mail it

We Promise Yon, Solemnly
that Vanity Fair is not

Just one more magazine, or

even a new magazine of an
old kind but an ALTO-
GETHER NEW KIND OF
MAGAZINE. It's an en-

tertaining Magazine for

Moderns.
We are not going to print
any pretty girls' heads on
its covers. We are going
to spare you the agony of

sex discussions. We shall

publish no dreary serial

stories. No dlariesoftravel.
No hack articles on pre-
paredness. No gloom. No
problem stories. No arti-

cles on tariff, or Irrigation,
or railroad rates, or pure
food, or any other statisti-

cal subject.

Conde Nast Publisher

Frank Crowninshield
Editor

25 Cent* Copy
Three Dollars a Year

FAIR
The most successful of all the new magazines

Don't Be a Social Back Number
If you are out of step with the whirling progress of our time; if you are removed
from its magnetic influences; if, despite your youth, you are becoming an old
fogey, or an old maid, or an old bachelor, or an old bore; if your joic de vlvre la

dying at the roots then you must read Vanity Fair, and presto! you will be
nimble-witted and agile-minded again the joy of the picnic the life of the grill-
room sunshine in the home.

Six months of Vanity Fair will enable you to ignite a dinner party at

fifty yards
Don't settle down comfortably In the ooze. The world is moving, moving on all

eight cylinders some folks are even moving on twelve and you might Just as
well move along with them. Don't stall yourself on life's highroad and be satis-
fied to take everybody else's dust. Hop up and take a little joy ride on the red
and yellow band-wagon Vanity Fair's band-wagon.

Every Issue of Vanity Fair Contain*:
THE STAGE: First-night and be-
hind-the-scenes views of the newest
plays with portraits.

THE OPERA AND MUSIC: Storte*
and portraits of the new sinners,

composers, conductors and what-
ever is new about the old ones.

THE ARTS: Illustrated news and
criticisms of pictures, architecture,
books, sculptura.

HUMOR: The most original and
ainuiiiiig works of our young writers
iiiul artists.

PEOPLE: Striking and unuitual
portraits of ctrlrbrltleti whu 1.' l;j

make New York a brilliant, fasci-

nating merry-go-round.

SPORTS: An Illustrated panortma
of folf. tennis, football, raring.

polo and a dozen other outdoor
and Indoor sport*.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: By In-

tellectually stimulating esyiu
and rriurs.

PARIS AND LONDON: The Utwt
diverting news from Uie European
cap!U Is.

Try a Little Dollar Diplomacy!

You think nothing. In your poor deluded way of pay-

Ing $2.00 for a theatre ticket, or $1.35 for a new novel,

but you can secure, for $1.00 (half the cost of a sin-

gle theatre ticket, and loss than the cost of a single

novel) an entire winter of Vanity Fair and with U
more entertainment than you can derive from dozens

of sex plays or a shelf full of problem novels.

DANCING: Outdoor danrM. tmtnor
<Uin-.il. rhythmic dances, ouunio
dances.

FASHIONS: From Paris. London
id New York far all discriminat-

ing men and women.

DOGS AND MOTORS: PtK.tnfr.phs
of the brut-bred ilogN and the brt-
bull! mutura. with descriptions and
timely dlscusaioa of them.

SHOPPING: An Index to the beat
hops, what they sell, and a shop-
ping offer that 1* bound to Interest
alert men and WOUMXI.

S,.p,l,,r. ,.,.]
T

If >'f>u want your brain litpi
poatifTtti and uell froomrd for
ix mnnth*. jutt tfitr otf. fill fit

and mail tkc tittle coupon fc*/ow

&+y&r
H. G. Jin.

By CHARLES
LOUIS BORGMEYERThe Luxembourg Museum And Its Treasures

THIS
is one of the great Art Bocks of the year. It is an interesting story of the

Luxembourg, illustrated with over two hundred beautiful engravings, and contains
two hundred and twenty-four pages of text and illustrations. Printed on the best

of plate paper and bound in Morocco Leather, Flexible Covers, with Gilt Edges and
Embossing in fact, the best of everything it is an Art Work De Luxe. (Size S'/ixll'/i.)
The Luxembourg Museum and Its Treasures is an admirable volume, either for the

home-staying art lover, an ornament
to the library table, or as a com-
panion and interpreter for those
who have visited or expect to go
to Paris. The reception this book has
received from the Press and from art

leaders both in Europe and America
commends it to the kind consideration
of the art loving public.

The Luxembourg Museum
And Its Treasures

Price $8.00. Net, Express Prepaid

The Master Impressionists

THEIR FAMOUS PAINTINGS
AND THEIR FOLLOWERS

BY
the same author and publisher; ii

a fitting companion to The Luxembourg
Museum and Its Treasures. Recently

from the press, it is having a phenomenal
sale among those familiar with the graceful,
direct, commonsense style of the author,
and the elegance with which his volumes are
illustrated and published.

Like its companion. The Master Impression-
ists is an Art Work L)c Luxe, possessing everything that is best in the binders' and printers' Art This
volume contains over three hundred pages of illustration* and text, there being three hundred and forty
engravings, of which fifty are full-page illustrations. These are drawn from seventeen of the leading
museums and art galleries of the world, together with illustrations of many works in private collections in
France, Germany, America and Japan. (Size of volume 8}4xll.)

The Master Impressionists is the best, the most readable and clearly analyzed statement of the Impres-
sionist Movement to be obtained; with an analysis of all of the important works of Manet. Claude Monet.
Cezanne Degas, Renoir. Pissarro. Sisley, Cals, Bracquemond. Guillaumin. Fantin Latour, Lebourg, Le-

gros, Lepine. Toulouse-Lautrec, Morisot, Raffaelli, Caillebotte. Mary Cassatt, Roudin. Van Gogh. Gau-

guin, Matisse. Forain, etc., etc. It contains, also, a chapter on Pointillitm, NeoJmfreisianism, Post Im-

pressionism, Cubism, Futurism, and all other isms.

Sold by leading Dealers or direct from the Publishers, the FINE ARTS JOURNAL
CO., offices, Michigan Boulevard Bldg., 30 North Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

Price tt.OO, Net. Express Prepaid
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America's Nursery

Authority FREE
1916 Catalog Ready Send

Today Plant Early!

Gorgeous Flow-
ering Trees and
Shrubs, Ornamen-
tals, Inviting Shade
Trees, Vines, Fruits,

Roses, Plants, Seeds,

etc., fully described

and beautifully illus-

trated with half - tone

plates. No agents.
Save money buy di-

rect from America's

leading nurserymen
62 years' expert ex-

perience.

Hardy, Lake Erie

grown stock, vigorous,
symmetrical, free of

disease. Seven kinds of

soil, over 1200 acres,
60 acres of roses, 48
greenhouses.

Up to 450 carloads

shipped annually.
Safe arrival and satis-

faction guaranteed.
Thousands of regular
customers everywhere.

Why run unnecessary
risks when you can deal

direct with America's
foremost growers? Get
our catalogs avail
yourself of their valu-

able information, save

money and disappoint-
ment. See our special
collections of Seeds,
Plants, Trees and
Shrubs.

WriteToday!^-;
what, when and how to

plant; acquaints you with
numerous new and dis-

tinctive varieties; quotes
low direct prices. Send at
once for our general cata-

log No. 2 for Trees, Plants
and Seeds, or for more de-

scriptive Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees, No. 1. They
are free! Address today,
Dept. 134.

Cost and the Locality

(Continued from page 37)

but it was due to the fact that they
were practical solutions of definite

problems.
One is apt to forget that architec-

ture is not simply the making of

drawings and pictures, but the erec-

tion of properly designed and con-
structed buildings, economically and
efficiently.

I believe the average client comes
into the architect's office with a kind
of contempt for the architect's ability
as a business man, due perhaps to

this question of cost. The question
as to how much a building is going
to cost, before the sketches are made
establishing something to estimate

upon, is no more business-like than
the proverbial one of how long is a
piece of string, and a business man,
astute enough in the ordinary rela-

tions of life, should realize that this

definite basis is necessary, and that
the architect must present his ideas
in the form of sketches in order to

illustrate graphically his word de-

scription.
The estimate is not generally

understood by the client. There are
so many classes of houses in which
no one can foretell with any ac-

curacy what the client is going to
want that any estimate before
sketches are made and a brief
outline specification must be very
approximate. But when the client

presumes to dictate (as he often
does) the style, the materials, and
even to interfere in questions of plan,
the architect's power to govern the
cost of the building is largely taken
from him. The client should realize
that an architect is not a magician.
He is just as dependent as the owner
on the contractor. He cannot by a
wave of his pencil make a $10,000
house cost $5,000.
On this account the small suburban

house is a difficult problem and one
that is not always financially interest-

ing to the architect. This may ac-
count for the scarcity of well de-

signed small houses and so many
built without proper plans that are
misfits in the communities, unrentable
and salable only at a loss, and pro-
ductive of undesirable streets that

keep valuable suburban districts from

becoming good residential sections.
The problem of housing is brought

about by cheap growth and develop-
ment without proper architectural ad-
vice, including poor planning, faulty
construction and defective sanitation,
aggravated by the greed of some
landlords, carelessness of tenants and
ignorance of the laws of hygiene.
The result of bad housing is ill

health, both physical and moral, and
thereby industrial inefficiency, unem-
ployment, and a long chain of social
maladies which are very costly to the

community, and which place a heavy
handicap upon individual and social

achievement. In some cases igno-
rance is the cause, but ignorance of
first cost and its relation to final cost
is the root of it.

Man's dwelling exerts a marked in-

fluence upon his life, and character.
From one-third to one-half of his
time and much more than half of the
time of women and children is spent
at home. Bad housing conditions af-
fect health insidiously by slowly
undermining the vitality and thus
rendering the individual susceptible
to disease.

Poor construction is due to poor
planning and designing, first cost and
income being the first consideration.

Sunlight and air you must have. An
invariable rule is to have the living
rooms on the south, with hallways
and kitchen on the north. If your
cost is limited, it may be necessary to

give up the luxuries for the more
practical features of plan and con-
struction.

To the young couple planning their
first home everything looks so simple
and bright that their enthusiasm leads
them to picture a sunny vine-covered
cottage spick and span inside, com-
fortable and convenient in winter as
well as summer. That is the picture
as described to the architect, to cost
five thousand dollars in New England
and twenty-five hundred dollars in

other sections. The young couple are

disappointed when they find that this

simple little vine-covered vision in

reality costs a little more than they
had to spend. At that point they
should try to concentrate on the prac-
tical essentials.

The Return of the Painted Panel

(Continued from page 49)

rations in rich tones are wonderfully
effective and not expensive. The flow-

ers should be held in a basket and the

colors selected for the flowers should
tone in with the hangings, woodwork,
and upholstery. If the walls are

light, the panels should be consist-

ent in tone. These flower panels
are reminiscent of old Dutch inte-

riors. The question of the appro-
priateness of pictures in a dining-
room seems thus effectively solved.
One mirror, and two oval, decora-
tive painted panels would be quite
enough.
At the time of Louis XVI the

Chinese influence was strongly felt,
and this showed particularly in their

painted panels, filled with arabesques
and Chinese figures and scenes, ex-
quisitely done in delicate tones, they
made the ideal wall decoration. A
modern room after this style must
be furnished appropriately and
sparsely that these panels be accorded
their full attention. Intricate in

workmanship, delicate in color, they
are possessed of a charming, hu-
morous pictorial detail.

Chinese carved and printed panels
are effective when placed in the side
wall not on to it or better still,

where one gets a view through them,
for they are particularly decorative

en silhouette.

A dining-room with good Japan-
ese prints framed into the side wall

panelling requires other accessories

of Japanese design. Japanese prints
are truly decorative, and thus lend
themselves to such a treatment.

Their soft tones do not give a

spotted appearance.
Wall papers of Chinese or other

distinctly decorative designs may be
used as a panel. They may be en-

closed in mouldings, antiqued and

lacquered, and make a very striking
wall treatment. The paper must be
of good quality and the design ex-
cellent.

Simple peasant designs may be

painted on panels and used effect-

ively; also the modernist designs re-

peated in the panels of a painted
side wall add an individual touch to

an otherwise commonplace room.
On a deep cream side wall with large
spaced panels, a small simple design,

may be repeated in each panel in

soft greens, orange and a little blue.

This is done to a great extent in

Austria, and with success. It should
be carefully spaced and colored to

avoid spottiness.

aLineage
Great Britain, the home of
proud castles and magnificent
grounds. Also the home of
Carter's Seeds, from which for

generations those magnificent
grounds and their beautiful gar-
dens have sprung.

Over there, when people who
know speak of seeds, they

think of James Carter & Co.
Carter's Seeds represent the

highest standard of purity and
germination attained through
ceaseless, painstaking care given
to testing, selecting and im-

proving their variations. You
may now secure those same
tested seeds for your American
garden.

Send for Carter's "Garden & Lawn"
1916 Edition (free of charge). A
wonderfully illustrated seed cata-

logue containing 16 color pages as
well as useful directions on planting
and cultivating. Write now, for the
edition is limited.

Carters
Tested
Seeds, Inc.
127 Chamber of Commerce

Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Branch of James Carter & Co.,

Raynes Park, London, England

HIS MAJESTY HING GEORGE V.
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t Fixtures That Are Made
I
To Light And To Last

Built to I

give service I

as long as
|

\ your house !

Mull stand
this Is the I

aim of

GAUMER
Guaranteed

Lighting

Fixtures

loose joints or

flimsy construction
every Gaumer Fixture
must stand a rigid

test for strength and
careful construction
before It leaves our

shops. Designed by
our own craftsmen,
finished by a special
electro - plating proc-
ess, it preserves its

beautiful surface

Ms
M
without corrosion or tarnish.

Tell your dealer you want the

Kcniiinc Gaumer Fixtures. The
Uauiner Guarantee Tag protects you.

Write us for advice and suitable

designs, sending us an idea of your
house or room plans. Address
Dept. A.

BIDDLE-GAUMER CO.
3846-56 Lancaster Ave., Phila. Pa.

Succeed Where Others Fail

Joy Blackberry. Van Fleet Hybrid Strawber-
ries. Jumbo ami Brilliant Raspberries. Caco
and Ideal Grapes, Everybody's Currant, Ore-
gon Gooseberry are the best and biggest ber-
rieft. My catalog No. 1, a book* of 64 panes,
tellK all about them and describes with prices,
"all the good old varieties" of Small Fruits
as well. It gives instructions for planting
and culture and tells about the beautiful new
Rose 1 am giving away. It is free. Large
plants for quick results a special feature,
200 acres; SSili year.

J. T. LOVETT
Box 152 Little Silver, N. J.

WARF TREES
are best for

tbe home garden ;

they need less
room . BEAR
QUICKER. and

produce finest fruit You can
grow them as bushes, pyra-
mids, cordons or espalier
forms as described in our
FREE CATALOGUE.

,Mc>ir.Prsi..Bii6. toen.ll.ir.

No. 17

SAVE THE BIRDS"
For $5.00 we

will send you
the Red Cross
Feeding House
No. 15 filled
with 4 Ibs. of
mixed bird seed
and grain. In
the Spring you
remove the cork
from center,
and you have a
most unique
Wren House.

9 I.IMI Duy 3

"Jennies
Choice" No. 17.
The most suc-
cessful Wren
House ever de-

signed.
Our famous 3

Bird Houses for
$3.50.

Wire Sparrow
Trap. $4.00.
The Crescent Co.
"Birdville,"
Toms River,

N. J.

Serves More People in More Ways than
any Institution of its kind in the World

COVERS
THE CONTINE KrnJrmee of

ilfft J. A. Curry,
Portland, Oregon

A Shingle Roof that is a
Protection not a Risk

IF
your neighbor's house took fire would your roof

save your home from possible destruction? Flying
sparks and fire brands are a real menace. Safety

and economy argue for

JOHNS-MANVILLE
TRANSITE

Asbestos Shingles
Fire-proof and Everlasting

Made from two incombustible and indestructible materials

Asbestos and Portland Cement. Can not burn or melt in the
hottest fire, or warp, curl or split.

Outlast the building afford positive fire and weather protection
with the base rate of insurance all at a cost little more than

ordinary wood shingles no higher than tile or slate, and with
no cost of upkeep.

Supplied in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors to meet every
artistic requirement. Your carpenter, roofer or slater can lay
them and your continued satisfaction is definitely assured by

Johns-Manville

Roofing Responsibility

We offer you the privilege of register-

ing your J-M Roofing with us. When
you do so, you say, "Here is my roof-

ing look after it for me." This is

precisely what we will do and are

doing, to make sure of your and every
J-M Roofing user's continuous sat-

isfaction.

J-M Roofings include a Roofing
for Every Purpose

J-M Asbestos Built-Up for flat roofs J-M
Asbestos Ready Roofing for sloping surfaces

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles, as de-
scribed above, and J-M Regal, the best rub-

ber-type roofing. Write us your requirements
and we will be glad to help you find the right

roofing. Address your inquiry to the Roofing
Service Department of the nearest J-M
Branch.

nd how e h.lpyouht your horn.

"

Akron
Albany
Atlanta
Baltimore

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Indianapolis Minneapolis Pittsburgh
Kansas City Newark Portland
Los Anpt h-s New Orleans Rochester
Louisville New York Salt LUCUy

Dallas Houghton Memphis Omaha 8an Francisco
Dayton Houston Milwaukee Philadelphia Toledo

Denver
Cincinnati I>etroit
Cleveland Duluth

Slrmingham Columbus Gal veston

tattoo

The CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLK CO.. TAd.. Toronto. Montreal. Winnipeg. T

St. Paul
Seattla
Syracuse

-

Wilke* Ban*
Youngstown
St. Louis

Give Your Home
A Setting

amongst a succession

of bloom, and an ap-
proach that's inviting
with

We make a specialty of
collections for large and
small gardens and private
estates. Hardy stock, well

rooted, true to name. Per-
fect specimens only.

The most complete stock
in America fruit and
ornamental standards and
unusual varieties.

When you buy from us you
deal with the nursery direct

saving agents' profit, and se-

curing stock well packed and
not damaged by many hand-
lings. You'll be surprised how
much a few dollars will buy.
We have led the way in

the Nursery Business for
three generations. Our stock
is backed by a reputation
gained by 76 years of fair
and honest dealing. Ask the
best authority you know.

This Guide is Free
Writ* at one* for our 76i
Annual Catalog. It li

'

standard guide, a uit-'
I handbook and
manual contain -

tint valuable
'cultural dlrtc-
-ions Indlspent-
able to planten.

mt FREE oa rt-

queit

Ellwinger i Barry
M.ni HIM Nvuriti

den '03. RochMttr. tt. Y.

POULTRY HINTS

EVERY
month some dealer

discovers new methods in

breeding poultry. If you arc
anxious to keep your stock up to

date, and in good condition, you
will want to introduce new blood
and new varieties from time to

time.

Through House & Garden you
can keep in touch with what is

new and essential in the poultry
line.

Look through the poultry pages and
if you do not find exactly what you
want let us help you. In writing state
your preference as to breed, what your
breeding purpose is and other neces-
sary essential details.

The Poultry Yard

HOUSE & GARDEN
440 Fourth Ave., New York
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A Delightful Addition
to the Foyer or Hall

THIS authentic

reproduction of

a Colonial Hall

Light will trans-

form your Hall or

Foyer into a co;:y

and livable room.
Wired Complete as

Shown

$9.75

Ask to see No.
2549E.

Finish, old brass.

Length, 30 in.

Spread, 10 In.

Wired complete
$9.75.

Order from your
dealer. If he can-
not furnish, we will

supply you direct.

Mail orders filled.

HUNDREDS
of

other artistic

designs in

brackets, fixtures
and portables are

always on display
in our show-rooms.
Call to inspect them
at your convenience.

Catalog free on

request. Write

today.

SHAPIRO &ARONSON
20 Warren St. New York City

One Block West of Brooklyn Bridge

Large Evergreens
for JANUARY
YOU

will enjoy composing a
beautiful grove of Pine. Fir,

Spruce, Cedar and Hemlock,
to shut out what you do not
want to see buildings, laundry,
street. The rich evergreen foli-

age is the best background and
wind shelter for your garden or
children's playground.
We will call and submit

sketches showing just what can
be done and the cost.

Call at the nursery and select
from thousands of trees that save
you 10 years. They are 12 to 25
ft. high. Guaranteed to grow
satisfactorily or replaced. Car-
load shipments in January.

Are there big evergreens I

In your vicinity we can
]

move for you now?

HICKS
Isaac Hicks &>Son

Westbury. Nassau County. N. Y.

A small advertisement can
tell you the one thing that

makes all paint better paint.
This one thing is

zinc
But if you want to know
why Zinc is a necessary in-

gredient of good paint, you
must send for and read
this book, "Your Move."

The New Jersey Zinc Company
Room 412, 55 Wall Street, New York

for blf contract jobs consult our Research Bureau

THE
'LLECTOR^S
MARX

Offered: Mahogany card table;
grandfather's clock 7 ft. high, wood-
en works, winds by weights, stained

case, made by S. Hoadley, Plymouth.
Large mahogany rocker. Two ma-
hogany chests of drawers ; mahogany
sofa ; walnut inlaid desk

;
several

pieces of blue china ; two pewter pots.
12221

Offered: Five Sheraton chairs, paint-
ed light green with black and gold
decorations, original rush bottoms.

12223

Offered: Old Louis XVI crystal
chandelier

; Queen walnut library
table ; mahogany dining table

;
side-

board
; set six painted chairs

; set six
inlaid Sheraton dining-room chairs;
old Sheffield tea set; Sheffield tea

pot, belonged to a Signer of Dec-
laraton; gilt eagle mirror; old Shef-
field tray; set of dark blu china.

12224

Offered: Two oil paintings (Sport-
ing) ; lustre china ; brass coal scut-
tle ; Chippendale corner chair ; Shera-
ton dining-table ; old Sheffield salt
cellar and mustard pot, blue glass
lined; swell front bureau; old lace

12225

Offered: Quantity old dark blue and
amethyst Bohemian glass; very old
lace wedding veil; ancient copper
Moorish water jug (used as jardin-
iere) ; wax portrait; banjo clock;
pair silver-mounted knife boxes; iron
;rate; andirons; brass fender.

12226

Offered: Hepplewhite chest of draw-
ers

; Empire sideboard, finely carved
pineapple pillars; Colonial maple
desk, cabinet top; Colonial silk em-
broideries: Betty lamp; few pieces
Kabber and pewter. 12227

Offered: Rare old Sheraton mahog-

any sideboard from Fairfax family
of Virginia, six feet five inches long,
center and two side compartments,
very fine top, with blown glass panes,
old eagle brasses. 12228

Offered: Genuine old Leeds plate or
dish, perforated, in perfect condition

11^-9 inches $20.00. Pair of
Lowestoft teapots perfectly matched,
fluted, twisted handles, covers with
nuts on top, beautifully decorated.

12229

Offered: General collection of genu-
ine antique furniture in mahogany,
walnut, cherry and some maple,
pieces suitable for living, library, bed
or breakfast rooms

; clocks
; candle-

sticks ; mirrors ; pictures taken of
pieces desired. 12230

Offered: Sewing bird; pair of small
antique brass candlesticks; small
painted tray; pewter ship lamp; col-
ored glass antique paper weights;
pewter teapot; pewter spoons; inlaid
work box

; pewter porringer ; dark
blue plates ; Chippendale mirror

;

pewter plates and platters; Godey
fashion books. 12231

Offered: Some fine old shelf clocks
in good running order, made by For-
estville Mfg. Co., Birge, Peck &
Company, Birge, Mallory & Co. All

eight-day clocks. 12232

Offered: One crotch mahogany sew-
ing table ; two rush bottom chairs,
165 years old

; one small sofa, wal-
nut, upholstered in mohair; one
Davenport, 8' long, crotch mahogany
beautifully carved, upholstered in

mohair; one secretary, broken arch
top, brass trimmings ; one very large
sofa, has very heavy posts, octagon
shaped in front, sides curved very
gracefully to back, crotch mahog-
any, large brass casters, 185 years
old 12235

Planning the House for the Garden
(Continued from page 31)

At the rear of the axis of the perty from the corner of the garage
porch, a broad walk starts at the back, is essential. The low terrace
:oot of steps that lead down from along this side is graded down so
the grass terrace, and runs straight that the ground will be level right
and true to a brook as in the first to tne f ot f sllch wall, which will

jblem. Never mind; similarities
be 5 J4' to 6' high from within if it is

II crop up when one is dealing \

hlgl
j.

on 'h? stre
,
et

-
owin to ^e

i ,
, . . .

- '
properties being lower than the

with real places and no unaginary street The
*
Med terrace a ,ong

ones; and the resemblance ends the house is shortened to permit
lere, practically. an entrance direct from the vegetable
The first section of this walk is garden to a tool storage in the gar-

widequite 6' and runs between an age basement; and the wall which
orchard of dwarf fruit trees on the holds this terrace along its end fur-
eft and a rose garden on the right, nishes an opportunity for a built-in
leneath the living-room windows, garden seat here, which is matched by
Then it passes under a rose arch it a similar seat opposite against the
might pass under half a dozen be- boundary wall which may stop
ween the foot of the terrace steps when it has reached the foot of the
and this one, if one wished and steps leading to the rose garden, al-
uns along beside the vegetable gar- though I would prefer to see this
en on the left which is beyond a barrier carried entirely around. My
ittle orchard and hidden by it and a advice is always for a complete en-
all growing mass of shrubbery on closure for a portion of one's grounds
!ie right which secludes the diminu- at least preferably for all of them,
ive ramble under the trees, onto A hedge of privet' will furnish such
hich the rose garden opens. enclosure in the front here, when it

To carry this scheme out properly, has had time to grow. It is already
wall enclosing the rear of the pro- planted.

"STANDARD
OF THE
WORLD"

IT
is a permanent improvement

that adds more than its cost
to the value of the property

enclosed. Nothing goes further to-

ward giving house and grounds an
atmosphere of elegance, refinement
and privacy the finishing touch to
outside surroundings.
Over 350 plain and ornamental

designs to harmonize with any
house, garden or grounds. Styles
for every purpose town houses,
suburban homes, country estates,
parks, cemeteries, factories, schools,
churches, etc. Book of designs,
upon request. Write for it, giving
brief description of property.

Vases, Settees,
Lamps Lawn
Fountains

Wire Fence,
General Iron
andWireWork

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO.

Dept. "F," Cincinnati, Ohio

"The World's Greatest Iron Fence
Builders"

The Flower Superb
for Your Garden

The Gladiolus will

challenge your
admiration and
win your love

solely on Its

merits. It Is sim-
ply unsurpassed in

richness of color
and perfection of
bloom by any of
our garden fa-
vorites.

My New
Catalogue
describes almost a
hundred varieties of
these wonderful flow-

ers, which I call "The Glory of the Garden."
A copy will be mailed free if you will send
me your name and address today.

ARTHUR COWEE
Meadowvale Farms

Box 172 Berlin, N. Y.

A Trip Into Roseland

There
wondrtuis beau-

ties bloom and fasci-
nate with their exquisite

loveliness. So our Rose and
Floral Guide for 1916 is aptly de-

Ascribed by lovers of roses. Your copy
is ready. Its 98 pages describe and

, picture nearly 400 varieties of the

World's best roses and other flowers

14 in natural colors. The kind that bear

great armfuls of wonderful blooms.

Our 1916 Guide
Will help make your rose-garden the won-

der and admiration of all. It

tells the roses to select for every
k purpose. Roses that are our

/ own root grown and guaranteed
'

to bloom. The Guide is Free.
Write for it today.
Rose Specialists over Fifty ,

Years' Experi-
ence.

The Conard & Jones Co.
Box 126 West Grove, Pa.
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Spermficld Owl's Eva, Meridale Farms.

Do You Believe in

Pure Breds ?
In your horses, your dogs, your poultry, your cattle

or your vegetables and flowers you appreciate pure
breeding. You know that pure bred stock for genera-
tions has been developed for a specific purpose high
production and high quality.

The FIELD
ILLUSTRATED

A Pure Bred Publication for Country
Estate Owners and Successful Farmers

If you farm If you breed livestock If you are

interested in any phase of agriculture YOU NEED
THE FIELD.

It is broad in scope, accurate in detail, practical and

progressive. It keeps you in touch with the important
topics of the day the methods of successful breeders,
the work of the experiment stations the news of the

great international breeders' fraternity. For the man
who grows the best, breeds and reads the best.

The world's foremost writers illustrations worth
framing paper and printing the finest product of
modern press work.

The International Annual of

The FIELD
is now on the press. This great number, the largest of the
year, has a wonderful all-star cast a feature article by Prof,
t-dw. N Wentworth of the Kansas Agricultural College
an epoch-making article by Dr. Veranus A. Moore, Dean of
the New York State Veterinary College, "The Importance
of a Sound Herd" "Balancing the Hen's Ration" by Prof.

* y Lewls of the New Jersey State Experiment Station
Planting the Apple Orchard" by Prof. Arthur J. Farley

-

Increasing the Field's Fertility/ by F. F. Rockwell, well
known to readers of House & Garden, and twenty others-
recognized supreme authorities on their subjects. You can't
miss it.

BECOME A FIELD ENTHUSIAST NOW. We are mak-

\ T a
?mECIAL OFFER of THE FIELD-eight months

N i $1.00 to new readers. We include in this offer the

The
N

>
grl

at In
.
ternational Annual and the Horse Show Num-

Field \ be^ for November making ten wonderful issues
Illus- \ for $1.00.

"iW 42d \ We are so certain that you will appreciate and
St., N. V. \ enjoy THE FIELD that we stand by our offer

City. \ w itn a money back guarantee. THE FIELD
I attach here- \ is the paper you have been looking for.

to $1.00 for 8 \ Treat yourself fairly by starting to read

Sion "to THE \ * now. Pin a dollar to the tear off

FIELD Illustrated. I \ fill in your name and address mail
am to receive the No- \

it now
vember Number and the \
International Livestock An-

'

_..n ,,,,,i r. it i itrorn a >pni\
nual without further charge. \ THE F|IJ) ILLUSTRATED

17 WEST 42d STREET

\ NEW YORK CITY

Name . .

Address

State . .

VOGUE
suggests:

that before you spend a single penny on new

clothes, it will pay you to insure the correctness

of your entire Spring wardrobe, by consulting
its great Spring Fashions numbers beginning
with the

Lingerie Number
and continuing for six months (12 numbers see

list below) and you will receive the most com-

plete presentation of styles ever offered Ameri-
can women. During the very period when these

numbers appear, you will be selecting your
Spring and Summer wardrobe and paying

hundreds of dol-

lars for suits,
gowns, etc.

The gown you buy and
never wear la the really
expensive gown! Gloves,
boots, hats, that miss be-

ing exactly what you
want, are the ones that
cost more than you can
afford !

Why take chances
again this year
when by simply
sending in the cou-
pon, and at your
convenience paying

$2 a tiny fraction of the
loss on a single ill-

chosen hat or gown you
can Insure the correct-
ness of your whole spring
and summer wardrobe?

$2 Invested

In Vogue Will

Save You $200

Here are Ihe numbers you will racm:
Llnierle Jan. I

Everything In fine linen pictured and
described.

Motor and Southern F.ihluni Jan. 15

Future fashions ae suggested In towns
and hats designed for the South.

Forecast of Spring Fashions Fob. I

Tho first complete and authentic fore-
cut of the Spring and Summer modes.

Spring Mllllnory Feb. IS
Effective combinations of hats, coif-
fures and gowns for all occasions.

Sprint Patterns March I

working models for one's whole Spring
and Summer wardrobe.

Paris Optnlngt March 19
Those designs which will Influence
Spring Fashions aad establish the sil-
houette.

Sprint Fashions April I

The last word on Spring gowns, waists
and accessories.

Smart Fashions for
Limited Incomes April 19

First aid to the fashionable women of
not unlimited means.

Brides and Summer Homes May IA Journey :hro' "pleasures and
palacos." News for the bride.

American Travel May 15
Places In our own country well
worth a visit at lout

Summer Fashions June I

The final showing of the Sum-
mer modee that will be. ,

In the Country June It
'

Society take* to sport and
the open. ,'

Hot Weather Fashions / A I !r^,
Cool and correct ward- r
robee for all outdoor *'
sporU. '

For $2 a tiny fraction of your loss
on a single Ill-chosen bat or gown
you may hare before you at this
critical buying season all of Vogue's
spring fashion numbers. Not only
that, but naif a dozen other valu-
able numbers.

Our Special Offer

By sending the $2 now, with the cou-
pon, you will secure thirteen issues
of Vooue. Instead of twelve. The

'

extra number will be the Lin* ,'
lerle number, and ii well ,-
worth having. If more eon- ,'

venient, send coupon with- ,'

out money. Your tub* ,'

scription will then .'

tart with the Motor
and Southern
Number and con-
tinue throufh
the next ,-

e I e v a ,
'

numbers. /'

VOGUE
443 Fourth

,' Avenue.
New York City

Send me twelve
numbers beginning

,' with the Motor and
/' Southern Number. I

will remit $2 on receipt
of bill, (or) 2 enclosed

herewith. Send thirteen
numbers of Vogue, beginning

with the Lingerie number.

HHM
(Please write very plainly)

City State
H.G. Jan.
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Why not have Spring Flowers
all through the Winter?

DO YOU KNOW the

fragrant snowy white
French Narcissus

(Taper White) may
bo had 'n flower in

less than three weeks
after purchasing?
The culture is very
simple. Take any
glass dish or jar-
diniere about two
inches deep, pi ace
bulbs in the bottom,
cover with pebbles to

half an inch from
top of the bulb, then
cover pebbles with
water. The same
treatment for Nar-
cissus Soliel d'Or,
Crocus or Hyacinths.
Sauromatum Gutta-
tam or Monarch of
the East is a built
that flowers without
fibre or water. Sim-
ply place on a dry.
warm shelf or table.

NARCISSUS CROCUS
French Paper White, In separate colors.
Mammoth bulbs, 60c. 20c. per doz.

per doz.

NARCISSUS
Solfel d'Or, Beau-
tiful Yellow Mam-
moth Bulbs, 60c.

per doz.

Sauratum Gutta-
tiim or Monarch
of East, 25c each.

Japanese Fern
Balls, 50c. each. I

Send for Catalog. !

KENNEDY & HUNTER
152 West 34th St. New York

Winter Flowers
UNFAILINGLY our LILY OF VAL-

LEY blooms in 16 to 18 days from plant-

Ing. To INVALIDS, SHUTINS and

CHILDREN, this MAGIC budding and
blooming is a source of interest and

daily delight.

6 pips $0.40

12 pips 65

20 pips 1.00

50 pips 2.25

Sufficient of our Pre-

pared Mossflber to plant
and directions sent
PREPAID with every
order.

OUR 1916 "SPRING
GARDEN BOOK," full

of GOOD THINGS will

be ready the end of

January.

H. H. BERGER & CO.
(Established 1877)

70 Warren Street New York

yili^iSg!iliMil!i^^

ROSES
Let me send you my Catalog
of the kinds that bloom all

Summer.
\A)U can have four or five glorious
1 months of bloom joys, instead of
the one fleeting, petal-strewn June.

Their blooms come early and lin-

ger late.

The plants cost no more than other
roses.

They require no special care in the

Summer, or coddling
In the Winter.

I want you to have
some of these choice,
strong rooted plants:
hut to secure them, we
must enter your order
by not later than Jan-
uary thirty-first.

Send $1.25 today for
five choice roses: one
each Captain Christy,
H a y o n d'Or. Mme.
Ilavery, Mme. Caroline
Testout, and Etoile de
France, and my new
catalog of Roses. Dah-
lias and Gladioli.

The Promise of American House Building

(Continued from page 12)

he construction was still of studds, other forms of modern domestic

ath, plaster and sheathing, the building.

)lausible "timbers" being no more And so we might go on almost m-
han inch plank spiked on the outer definitely, finding in every region, at

wards with the intervening spaces the hands of every architect, some

plastered usually on lath. In point new and generally beautiful way of

of form also much remained to be treating and developing an old and

desired- instead of a return to the beautiful style, from the glorified

-rave simplicity and the delicate re- Pennsylvania Dutch of Duhrmg,
ations of the cottages and farm- Okie & Ziegler to Mr. Frank Lloyd
steads and manors of Kent and Wright. Whatever and whoever it is,

Surrey and Wilts, the tendency it is filled with a new freshness and

seemed to be to get as near as pos- fineness, it begins at the right place

sible to the self-indulgent luxury of and develops after the right fashion,

Compton Wingates, even if the sub- with self-restraint, consistency and

ect matter were a gardener's cottage good taste. America may fail in its

or a bank clerk's "suburban resi- State Capitols, in its cathedrals, in

dence." There was too much "archi- its universities, if you like, but for

lecture," too passionate a following the housing of its own people, (if

of the specious and pictorial splen- they do not live in flats) it succeeds

dors of an ingenious and ambitious as no other nation or race is succeed-

scene-painter : all outside show, in ing to-day.
:

act, with little of sense or sincerity

behind. THE EXCESS OF ARCHITECTURE
Note the change here in the last ten

years. Of course we have perfect And t
. there seem to us to be

masterpieces in the shops of past twQ jnts wherein further improve-
creations like Trowbridge and Acker- ment is possible> and l am not sure
man s Pratt house at Glen Cove or

that the owner has not ite as much
Mr. Popes Duncan house at New-

to do in bringing about these as the
port; masterpieces worthy to stand

architect himself. The first is this:
with the best work of the 16th Cen-

Through our increased knowledge,
tury in England. On the other hand QUr improved training, our widening
we find in the small and modest resi- yiew of the world) we are becoming
dences a progressive getting away too able and too assured There j s
from the overloaded luxuriance and too much "

architecture" in our
a return to simple, colloquial modes bu iid jngi and we are in danger of
and manners that are quite beyond failing to see the forest because there
all praise. are so many trees. Of course this

is all natural enough : the owner has
TRANSPLANTED BEAUX-ARTS tne thrifty sense of getting as much

good art for his money as his archi-
Or take another instance, far afield tect can g jve him, and the architect

this time, the style that is growing (jf he is not too old and tired)
up amongst city houses and the villas honestly wishes to make each work
of the more exclusive summer re- a masterpiece, an epitome of all he
sorts, the style that comes in some knows and knows he knows. Indi-
sort of fashion out of France. There, vidualism is rampant, of course, and
in its orginal habitat, ft is poor the commercial sense non-existent,
enough in all conscience, for what- and the result is apt to be what
ever the French may do in formal W0uld be obtained (and is obtained)
architecture, their domestic work is by a landscape gardener who de-
generally inexcusable. Here, at the signed a park but cared only for
hands of both the older and the specimen trees. Economy in the
younger men who have come from use o f art i s a great virtue: the
the Beaux-Arts, the style they have chateaux of the Loire and Touraine,
chosen is transformed into a thing the piled-up wonders of Elizabethan
of beauty and sincerity, and it is easy pa lac es, are the sort of thing that
enough to find all over the land ex- can be done successfully once or
amples of actually exquisite design twice, but not constantly,
that expresses not only the fastidi- Opulence has been the ruin of the
ous taste both natural and acquired WOrld now falling in fragments

of the architect, but the best that around us. The new spirit that will
is in American society. take control after the shattering re-
The same is true of the pure and adjustment is accomplished, will be

very Italian classic, of which Me- a different thing altogether, and if

Kim, Mead and White were the re- the world is to continue at all, it

vivers. Whether this follows along w;n be along. lines of simplicity,
their own scholarly and delicate

lines, or adapts itself to the more
American modes of Mr. Platt, it is

all of the best.
In the new era a little art will go

a long way, and successfully, just

because it will be so good. The
As for the Pacific Coast, here we white villas of Italy and Spain, the

find several followings, as diverse grey little farms of England and
as may be, but all handled with rare Normandy, the ascetic mansions of

vitality. There is the white, marble New England and Pennsylvania, and

palace with its Roman colonades and Virginia, give the key. For with

patios and terraced gardens : the them form, texture, proportion,
"mission" style, released at last from workmanship are everything; orna-
its artificial alliance with the spirit ment and detail only the accent. In
that lay behind the trade furniture, much of our best work there is

the same ilk and nomenclature, now enough intelligent and admirable de-

become generic, genuine, convincing, sign to fit out a community : this is

There is also that very baffling and improvident and it is also ineffective,

engaging sort of thing that came If owner and architect will content
from God knows where and natural- themselves with the simplest possible
ized in time and space along the sea- expression of the needs of a given
slopes of the Pacific, where witli its case, all in terms of good composi-
low, flat roofs, its wide, Thibetan tion and good workmanship, adding I

eaves, its curious combinations of as little detail, as little ornament as

horizontals and verticals, it ingeni- possible, one of the two requisites
j

ous and unexpected materials, it still absent from our house building, l

stimulates and satisfies as do few will have been attained.

THE VALUE OF A LITTLE ART

THE WESTERN WORK

IA Remarkable Book I

on Food Protection
It tells the secret of keeping meats,
vegetables, fruits, butter, eggs fresh,

palatable and healthful during the hot
summer months. Now is the time to
learn these important facts Bo that you'll
know and be prepared when summer comes.

This interesting book was written from the

experiences and investigations of men who
make the famous

MONROE" Refrigerator

Write Us Today
Your name .-md address is enoujih. We'll e

this valuable book with our compliments.
Face next numm.-r with food facts-this wi!

your family's health. Address

Monroe Refrigerator Co.

41 Benson Street,

Lockland,

id you
;id it.

T"!'d

MARBLE MANTELS
BENCHES, CONSOLES

ETC.

S. KLABER & CO.

126 W. 34th ST., N.Y.
Established 1849

Worth Having

and it's

A Book

You'll Want

for Your Library

We have a free copy
of our new book,
Moisture in Cultiva-

tion," waiting for every
person interested in

things that grow. No
matter whether your hob-

by is your garden, lawn,
fruit or flowers, you will

want to know what this book can
tell you regarding the importance
of moisture in getting best results.
Send for your copy now and study
it this Spring.

SPRAY ENGINEERING CO.
Division 4

93 Federal Street Boston, Mass.
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No. 3. Bat,X of Haul WrtmaU Sitorr; all propcrl*
blunt.

$3.00 lined, t3.2S
75 /,,,/, $2.00

Spoon, 4'
i 'plain, $1.50 lined, $1.75

THE LITTLE GALLERY, 'WJV.'k'cS"

Muni.

Knife, 5' '.'plain, t3.0l

Fork, 4' 4
'

[plain, SI.7

Spoon, 4} i plain, $1 .5

--"Ask
Pratt

e's a book of dally need*

you should ket'ji handy. It

I lists the best o' OTtythiHf fur

I the orchardist and truck grcw-
Standard spray materials,

harrows, enltfraton. graders,
pickers, packing boxes, etc. If

there's anything needed.
' 'ask

Pratt." You know him he's
tin- man who makes "Sraleeldo
- Hit- iree saver." Everything
else lie sells la just as good.

OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Is under his direct supervision and he Is always
ready to advise, from his long experience, just
what implement, spray material, etc., you need.
Ask Questions. But send for the book today.

B. G. PRATT COMPANY
Dept. 2 50 Church St., New York

Stone Furniture
for the garden, terrace
or reception hall lends
a sense of architectural
finish and spacious
comfort. We ar show-
ing a splendid collec-
tion of furniture ren-
d o r e d in I'ompeian
Stone for gardon and
hall use at our studios.
You would enjoy see-
Ing It when next in
New York.

Handsomely Illustrated
catalog Bent on request.

The ERKINS STUDIOS
ufaeturtrtThe Largest M<

of Ornai

226

tal

Ave..Lrxinriton
New York

Factory: Astoria, Long
Island

EKSKINE^

DANFOKTH Corporation

Exquisite
Reproductions
of Old English
Furniture

for

Decorative
Furniture

Write
Booklet "F"

2 W. 47th St.

NEW YORK
CITY

INGEE PftCEC
Sturdy as Oaks lil/uLO
Our rr*t* are *trnngct and bett.
Always grown on their own
roots. Sixty-five yews of
"knowinif how" behind
each plant: that fact is

your ?uurante of satis-
faction. Safe delivery

>i] i aide
explain*. No matter
where you live, you
n dtprnd on tretting

D*C roses in perfect

tha

L-B in per
edition. Write for

Our New "Guide to Rose
Culture" for 1916 Free
Thi* w more than a catalog-it la tl._

Dwtod-doWB, lifetime exi>erience of the
oldest roue -irrowi rip house in America,UM tiie nuist praetMH work on rnae cultt.
imblUtn-.l. ProfQMly illuatrated in natural
am) aawsriDM over 100U varieties of ro
other flowers anil tells how to itrow them.
Write i,i-,iiiy hefure issue is nil tconc. I^ndert
inrosrcultttrc since 1850. 70 grffnfioumn.

TheDIHGEESCOHARD CO.,Boi 174, Wesl6rove.PB .

"I repeat my prewription. Oo forth both of rou on blryrlo* Into the wl<k* world. Thev
Will nut in? Wheels of ChtJMh bill Wheel* of I>eattny. (^i throuftll Uie bnd lain) <f
Franco, fltitng your souls with sunshine and your throats wlUi uluUry and Uiint-pru-
vokluj dusu"

"Qh
B Y

WILLIAM JLLOCKE
Do you know the dreamy Septimus, the unconven-

tional Marcus Ordeyne, the great hearted Jaffery, and
the beloved Paragotf Then you will lose no time in

meeting the quaint philosopher, Fortinbras, newest
and finest of all Locke's whimsical characters. You
will find him in the Latin Quarter, where he salves
the spirits of unhappy humans at five francs the con-
sultation. (Read his "prescription" above). And,
because you cannot just now take that prescription
yourself, you will do yourself just as much good by
surely reading Locke's splendid novel that begins in
the January number of Harper's Bazar.

With this new novel by Locke, with another by
Mrs. Humphry Ward, beginning in February, and
short stories by equally famous writers in every num-
ber all this in addition to its Fashions and Society
News is it any wonder that the most discriminating
people are now turning with one accord to

HARPER'S BAZAR
The reason is very simple. Harper's Bazar is the ONLY

magazine that gives you all these three things Fashions,
Fiction, and Society.

FASHIONS
From the greatest Paris dressmakers, presented freshly each
month; and^

also (by special arrangement) the exclusive de-
signs of N'ew York's most fashionable dressmakers, not
shown elsewhere.

FICTION

by William J. Locke, Mrs. Humphry Ward, Stephen Peacock,
Richard Le Gallienne, Beulah Marie Dix and many others
of distinction.

SOCIETY
not only in photographs and comment but in original articles

by the most prominent members of society.

HARPER'S BAZAR
119 West 40th St., New York

For the $1 enclosed, send me Harper's
Bazar for six months, beginning with

the January number, now ready. This

is in accordance with your special invi-

tation in House & Garden for January.

Do what these peo-
ple are doing. This
little coupon and $1
will bring you Har-
per's Bazar for six

months, beginning at
once. ( Bought one
by one, the price is

25 cents a copy.)
Tear off the coupon
and mail at once.

Name

Address

CON-SER-TEX
TtAL
'. KM I

SUECING BUOMIK
POBCH FLOOBS.

solves all roofing problems
WHAT IS CON-SER-TEX? It In a canrai
ronfinj:. rhvmlrallY Irvated to preserve Ihc
Ol>r from the mildew and the detrimental
action of the oil In paint.

WHAT ARE ITS USES? It la used for
Porvh and House roofn, piazza floor*,

sleeping balronlen. bathr<M>m walla and
Boon, kitchen floors and all other place*
where a serviceable fabric Is required.

DOES IT 00 THE WORK? It never rota
or stretches. It hues the porch or roof ur-
face tightly. Neat and artistic In appear-
unce. It deadens sound, la water proof and
weather proof. Defies treading, coal gai,
ur any other wearing Influence.

DOES IT COST MUCH? Con-scr-tex Is very
Inexpensive. Cheaper than moat other roof-

ing materials. It la easy to put on thus
saving time and eliminating trouble.

ANYTHING ELSE? Yes, we will send you a
sample of this wonderful fabric. A mo-
ment's Investigation will show you Its su-
periority over untreated Cotton Duck and
other roofing fabrics. \Ve will also send you
descriptive folder and price list

WM.LBARRELL COMPANY
8 Thomas Street New York City

Chicago Distributor: Go. B. Carpenter &
Co.. 430-40 Well! St.

CALIFORNIA DISTRIBUTORS:
Water-house 4 Price Co.. Los Antelei

The Pacific Building Material Co.. San
Francisco

NEW!

1916 SPRAYEIC
Insure your
blossoms fnd

berries, your fruit and your flowers N< \V

against the ravages of bugs and worms,

against the attacks of scale and blotch.

Modern spraying equipment such as the

Deming "Acrospra." (compressed air) or

the Deming Handy Success, (bucket type)

is so simple and so easy in o|>cration that

a child can use it.

Our new 32-page catalog, shown
above, illustrates over twenty-five types

of sprayers suitable for all uses from the

home garden up to the large orchard.

Vour copy is free on request. Let

insure

the success

of your
garden.

I am interested in your

new catalog.
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Going to Build
Remodel or Repair?

two free books and see Material Complete
land judge for yourself. forHoufn

Our Building Material Cat-
,

aloe: shows 8,000 price bat-
Cains and our Plan Book
shows splendid views and floor plans of 50
modem homes and bungalows. You can
remodel, repair or build new for much less
than you expected.W* *hlp verywh.r* everything In the way off

high-grade lumber, floorlnK. rooting*, door*,
window*, storm s*ih, mouldings, perch*
work, screens, hotbeds, building herd-
ware, paint*, wallboard, plumbing,
heating and water supply outfits, i

cement machinery and Interior i
woodwork ALL AT WHOLESALE |PRICES DIRECT TO YOU.

Don't plan to build, repair 01
overhaul uniil you see these

o great books. Quality,
afe deli vrr \ and satisf*
ion absolutely gua
tttct. Write for th

GEOKGE H. PETEKSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Catalogue upon application

Box 30 Fair Lawn, N. J.

"BILLIARDS The Home Magnet" FREE 1

A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick
Home Carom and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual
colors, giving easy terms, prices, etc. Sent Free !

Wiittlor illaiay-

Th Brunswick-Balke Collender Co.
DEPT. 15 W, CHICAGO

ARTBfiSNZ PRODUCTS
Hake Distinctive Gift* for All Occasion*

Book Rocks Statuary Library Lamps Ash
Trays, etc. Ranging in price from $1.50 up.

Catalog illustrating 200 Ait Subjects free.

KATHODION BRONZE WORKS
501 Fifth Ave. New York

SILVER LAKE A
The Standard Sash Cord

(The name stamped indelibly on every
foot.)

The man who builds a house
without asking about the sash-

cord to be used is laying up
trouble for himself. Insist that

the specifications mention Silver

Lake A. Its smooth surface
offers nothing on which the pul-

ley can catch. Guaranteed for

twenty years.

Write for booklet

Silver Lake Company
Newtonville Massachusetts

STANDARD
Underground

Garbage Receiver
In Use 12 Year*

LOOK FOR OUR TRADE MARK
Sold Direct Factory Send for Circular

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
20 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

The Promise of American House Building
(Continued from page 68) a Tudor wainscot is a good thing

Tf ,, ,, A but not if its lesion panels are rur

h w i- J/

C
ft,

archlects
.

m America through a pressing mill and it
should bind themselves by a "gentle- mouidings fitted in and fixed willman s agreement" not to use a mould- brads . fou may go even furt

e

he r ani
ng or an inch of ornamentation for that wood fs

b
d if h ;

, ma
the space of a year it would be the chine planed brick if it j >t sed
greatest thing that ever happened to stone if it isn

.

t mechanically cut
lre

i
, , , Apart from the roughest work sucl

This would be adequate compensa- as could be produce3 b slave abor
tion for such laudable self-denial. ers, nothing architectural is good ifand this is the second point I am

it is done by machinery: it is the
eager to urge. Those who build hand of man

y
that convjts ,

houses in this country have, it would For this reason th t scholarl
seem, learned all but one thing: the

design fails in execution and unti
fundamental .mportance of good we |et back the touch of

'

a va
a
nishec

workmanship and its actual value as hand >

our wood and stone and ,

art. However truly fine and admir- our taste and erudition will avail
able are our houses, big and little, ]jttie
in point of design, when they are

intimately examined many show the THE ARCHITECT AND LABORER
cloven hoof of poor workmanship. ,-. , ... - _
This almost fatal aspect shows

,

Ca" we do thls ? Probably not, at

itself in many ways : in false con-
least

,

for a time
'
be

9ause true crafts-

struction, in woodwork (and some-
manshlP cannot exist between capi-

times carving, horribile dictu) raw tahsm on
,

the one
,

hand and unionism

from the machine, with mouldings
on the other ; still, we can always fall

bradded in rather than run on the
back

,

n self-denial, eliminating the

wood itself, and dressed up with
art * suffers most through modern

filler and shellac: in machine-tooled methods -

stone and "a good job of plaster;" Some of us of late have been ex-
n trick bricks and clean cut slates perimenting on these lines, trying
and scientific tiles

;
in "quarry-faced" to find how much we can omit rather

and "mine stock," and paint and wall than how much we can obtain, and
>aper and varnish : more than all, it is surprising how good and con-

>erhaps, in a slavish adherence to vincing and even beautiful are the
he formulas and the stereotyped results. Mouldings and ornaments
methods of construction developed of all kinds go by the board and,
during the dark years between 1820 reduced to the raw materials of
and 1880, whereby architecture and wood, brick, plaster and stone, it is

craftsmanship were reduced to the amazing how much can be accom-
gnominious category of a science. plished with a little honesty to

_ smooth the way. Working thus be-
THE NEED FOR CRAFTSMANSHIP comes another thing: the least prom-
As a result of certain economic i

sin
,g

workman has in him a latent

-nd industrial phenomena, craftsman- feeling for good craftsmanship, and

ship has completely and entirely dis- }
f

.

he
,

can
.

be made to see that he, by

appeared from the world, and the h 's handiwork, is responsible for

present tendency is rather towards half the artistic result, he rises to his

keeping it in its century-long se- opportunity, union or no union, and

elusions than towards bringing it suddenly becomes a craftsman and

iack. And yet, half the virtue of not a machine.

very great art at every time has This statement is not based on
ain in craftsmanship, as much in theory, but on experience. If the

lainting and architecture as in poe- architect will demand good work
ry, sculpture and music. To a (and the owner will pay for it) he

<nowledge of past arts, and a sym- can get it, but it means that his own
athy with them, and a power to labors and responsibilities will not
vork with them such as we have cease in the office, but will really

ow, is only half the battle if we begin with the construction : that he
annot gain true craftsmanship as himself will have to know what stir-

veil and a half-won battle differs faces he wants on his plasters, what
ttle from a defeat, if it ends there, joinings in his woodwork, what
Georgian mantels are good things, coursing and texture in his stone, and
ut not if their Grinling Gibbens be able to show the workmen how to

arving is moulded in putty, cast in get these things. A coat and gloves
ompo and stuck on with glue : a thrown aside on a scaffolding, and a

offered ceiling of the Early Renais- trowel or chisel in hand, do more
ance is a good thing, but not if it for good architecture than does the
s made of papier mache, or "stamped prodigal expenditure of alba paper
teel" and grained to look like wood : and 2b pencils and sponge rubber.

The Legend of the Pekinese

As an ancient story goes, a lion

ell in love with a marmoset, but

he was so tiny and he so big she

vas frightened all the time of her
monstrous wooer, and he was dis-

ressed, so he went to the powers
rho governed and said, "What can I

o? I am sick with love, but I

annot make my voice small or my
ody small." The god said, "You
must remain as you are; you are the
King of the forest be content."
But the lion grieved and grieved
nd grew thin and sick until he
vas a shadow and he nearly died, and
lie little marmoset felt sorry
or her kingly lord and the lion felt

lis suit was not entirely lost and
vent back to the gods of the forest.
I shall die as I am if you do not
lelp me," he said. "Make me into

ny other shape, that I at least may
it beside my love and not fill her
with terror of me."

A congress of all was held,
and when they saw that the lion

would die of a broken heart they de-

cided to change him into another

shape, and they said, "We must hu-
miliate you to a certain extent for

not being satisfied that you are the

glorious monarch of the forest, and
we will give you the shape of a

dog, small and shapely."
The lion said he was happy and

content and he was changed then
and there into a small dog with a

mane and small loins. They said,
"You will start a new kind of dog
you will have a face of a lion and
a mane and body of a lion and be

tawny and your color will be of the

sun, and forever and ever you will

be known as 'lion dog.'
"

This was the beginning of the
Pekinese and today though centuries
old he retains these characteristics
of the lion, and is called the "lion

dog."
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'TIThe town car has a distinct

function and a distinct char-

acter of its own not to be con-

fused witk otKer enclosed models,
Kowever luxurious.

No otKer conveyance in city
service makes quite so smart nor

quite so aristocratic an appear-
ance. It is the appropriate succes-

sor of the horse-drawn turn out of

earlier days, and the correct type
of modern vehicle to be used for

calling,shopping,andtown driving,.

The White Town Car is a lux-

urious development of the Pari-

sian Coupe de Ville and a town car

from the ground up, chassis and

body. The turning, radius is short;

the weight is light; the spring sus-

pension is extra resilient; and
the non-stallable engine develops

power which is properly adjusted
to the needs of city driving,.

The body is custom designed

throughout.
The WHITE COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
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<I Readers of HOUSE & GARDEN have at their

command a staff of competent architects, land-

scape gardeners, practical farmers, kennel ex-

perts, poultry raisers, interior decorators, an-

tique and curio experts and shoppers of whose
services they can readily avail themselves. In-

quiries will receive prompt replies. Landscape
gardening questions requiring a drawn map and
a planting table are charged $10, payable in ad-
vance.

<J Addresses of where to purchase articles will
be sent by mail without charge. The HOUSE &
GARDEN Shopping Service will purchase any
article shown on these pages.
<I The Editor is always pleased to examine ma-
terial submitted for publication, but he assumes
no responsibility for it, either in transit or while
in his possession. Full return postage should
always be enclosed.
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for starting a new subscription.

A Glimpse of the Frontispiece of the
March House & Garden

THE GARDENING GUIDE
<J To get a hundred per cent of fun and profit
from gardening you need to follow the most
efficient methods, and those methods are ex-

plained in the March HOUSE & GARDEN.

<I Arthur Christopher Benson opens the pages
with one of his inimitable essays on life in the

garden. He is followed by articles on starting
the garden indoors, cane fruits, strawberries,
making garden paths and selecting the best veg-
etables. Three pages are devoted to planting
and spraying tables. Two to farming. Two to

moving large trees. Besides this are shown
Colonial doorways, a page of gardening aids,
a collector's article on maiolica ware, and
houses of rare individuality. For the city
dweller is an article on "Creating the Sense of

Space in a Small Room." For the out-of-town
reader two pages of articles from the

shops.
These are a few of the twenty-two articles

scheduled for March.

<I It is interesting to note that the Poetry So-

ciety of America voted the Don Marquis poem
in the January issue the best printed poem in

the January magazines. "March Night," by
Harry Kemp, will appear next.
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A view in the garden of M. Taylor Pyne, Esq.,
at Princeton, New Jersey

Samuel W. Langton, Landscape Architect
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THE GARDEN CLUB FOR THE SMALL TOWN
A Clearing House for Gardening Matters That Benefits the

Individual and the Community Organization,
Rules and General Purposes

MRS. FRANCIS KING
President of the Women's National Agricultural and Horticultural

Association. Author of "The Well-Considered Garden"

A COMMENT on the garden movement in America has

become nearly a platitude. The evidences of deep and

growing interest are on every side. Often do I think of the

satisfaction with which the pioneers in American gardening

would, if they were living, look upon the fruits of their labors

Downing, Ames, Berckmans, Buist, Ellwanger, Landreth,

Vick those devoted horticulturists whose work and whose

writings in the early days were surely the American sources

of the present almost feverish activities. The sentiment has

suddenly crystallized, so suddenly and with such intensity that

if it were not so delightful it would be amusing and the

ubiquitous Garden Club is here.

If all gardeners felt as I sometimes do that, used in connec-

tion with the charming art and pursuit upon which so many
of us are bent in these latter days, the word "organize" has

almost the effect of an affront, why should we discuss here

or elsewhere the question of organizing in order to garden
better? That word organization seems to me to be enveloped

in a dark cloud of other baneful words such as Constitution,

By-Laws, Dues, all these bearing on the face little or no rela-

tion to the occupation with which we must ally them here.

But, granting them to be necessities, let us see how they may
best serve us as we consider the matter set forth in our title.

The organization of most garden clubs is, I imagine, brought
about with real spontaneity and in very informal fashion.

Two or three people, usually women the reader will have

noticed Miss Shelton's amusing explanatory reference to

women's part in gardening in the preface to her "Beautiful

Gardens in America" two or three women, then, happen to

meet in a brightly blooming garden, or on a terrace or piazza

overlooking the same. The talk is all of the beauty before

them. The wish is put into words by one or another of the

group that a number of friends and acquaintances might

gather at stated times for the purpose of discussing garden

topics. Then follows a meeting of say twelve to twenty in-

terested ones, the actual organizing, the election of officers,

Photograph by
Johnston & Heu'itt Studio

What a garden club can grow to is shown by the building of the International

Garden Club, which occupies the Old Bartow Manor in Pelham Bay Park. New York
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the appointing of a few

committees, and lo ! a

new garden club is in

existence.

SIMPLE RULES THE
BEST

As to rules and gen-
eral matters of organ-
ization, the less red

tape the better, and this

especially where the
number is comparative-
ly small. But in clubs

numbering a member-
ship of from twenty to

thirty up, a fairly solid

framework is essential

to profitable existence.

Here is a simple out-

line for a Constitution,
to serve as a working
basis only.
Article 1. Name.
Article 2. Object:

The advancement
of gardening.

Article 3. Officers:
The offi-

cers of this

Club shall be
a President,
a Vice-presi-

dent, a Sec-

retary and a

Treasurer.

Article 4. Ex-
ecutive C o m-
mittee:

Photograph by Johnston
& Hewitt Studio

Both the spirit and
the architecture of
the place are peculi-
arly fitted to a gar-

den club's work

The grounds have
been developed along
the best landscape
lines in keeping with
the atmosphere of

the club's ideals

Photograph by Johnston & Hewitt Studio.

The terrace looks
over the lawns and
garden pool to the
reaches of Pelham
Bay, an ideal location

and an inspiration to

all gardeners. Here
outdoor chairs and
tables make a pleas-
ant gathering place

for the members

The affairs of this

Club shall be managed
by an Executive Com-
mittee consisting of

the officers and two
members, all to be
elected annually.

Article 5. Membership:
The membership

shall be limited to

active and associate.

Associate members
pay no dues. Quali-
fication for member-
ship shall be an active

interest in gardening.
Article 6. Committee on
Elections:

The Executive
Committee shall be
the Committee o n
Elections. Any one

may propose a candi-
date for admission.
Election consists of a

unanimous vote by
the Executive Com-
mittee.

Article 7.

Meetings:
How many

and where
held. Hours
for summer
and winter
should vary.

Light re-

freshments
shall or shall

not be served
Photograph by Johnston & Hewitt Studio
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at the discretion of the

hostess.

Article 8. Dues:
Article 9. This would have to

do with a person or com-
mittee whose business it shall

be to arrange the exchang-

ing of plants or cuttings be-

tween members.
For the very informal and

absolutely democratic garden
club which we have in my
special dwelling-place, although
we are fifty odd in number, a

President, two Vice-presidents
and a Recording Secretary,
who is also Treasurer, are all

that we feel to be essential in

the way of officers. Our dues
are but twenty-five cents a

year our meetings are held

about once a month from

February (catalogues fresh

upon us!) to October. No
club could be simpler than this

in its origin, aims and methods.
There is but one qualification
for membership an interest in

gardening. We have, besides

dwellers in the town proper, a

number of farmers' wives, one
of whom is our greatest expert in flower-

growing out-of-doors and whose own
masses of glorious and rare flowers are

a sight to see. A philosopher, too, she

is, this woman to whom we all look up
in gardening, a woman with a ready wit.

"Folks say, 'Everything grows for

you,'
"

she told me one day, "and I tell

'em 'You don't never see what I lose!'

And I never lay it to the seed," she

added, reflectively, "I think it's generally
the condition of the ground."

MEETINGS AND GENERAL SUBJECTS
The activities of the garden club in

Photo by Miss Alice Austen

An old box buik in the grounds of
the Staten Island Garden Club

on

Photo by Miss Alice Auste

Tne Staten Island Garden Club, a thriving organization, shares with the
local Antiquarian Society the Old Ferine mansion in the Dongan Hills.

It has begun to restore the grounds among its other community labors

Photo by Johnston & Hewitt Studio

In restoring the house the classic

simplicity has been preserved
throughout. The decorations were

by Miss Swift

the small town may be many and

varied, so a little practical advice as to

meetings may not be out of place. The
hour for meetings should vary in

spring, summer and autumn. Late
afternoon is almost invariably the time
which suggests itself for midsummer
gatherings ; earlier in the day for spring
and autumn conferences. Always have

the table of the presiding of-

ficer a few specimen flowers or

foliage cuttings, correctly
labelled. This is a stimulus

which acts in many directions.

Allow as little business as pos-
sible to come before regular
meetings bend all your ener-

gies there to discussion of the

horticultural subject. Accu-
mulate as rapidly as may be a
few good books as the nucleus
of a club library, never con-

sidering Bailey's great Cyclo-
paedia of Horticulture as any-
thing but a necessity, though
you may be compelled to call

it an eventual one. Lists of

garden books can be had from

anyone who has really studied

the subject, but such lists

should be more discriminating
than those I have thus far

chanced to see. Many worth-
less books are usually include. 1

in them. An examining mem-
ber, herself a practical gar-
dener, on the Library Com-
mittee of a garden club would
be well.

If a regular course should be
desired by any garden club, the

compiling of a programme
should not be difficult. One
such already exists arranged by

(Continued on page 68)
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THE REMODELED FARMHOUSE OF
SAMUEL HORNER, ESQ.,

near

Malvern, Pa.

HARRY GORDON McMURTRIE, architect
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The old house possessed several character-

istics that particularly called for recognition.
The walls were sturdily built of stone, al-

though hidden by rapidly disintegrating

plaster; the construction was honest and
sound, and the general lines good

Even though large, the original
the owner's use; hence additions

original area. The plans show
the arrangement of rooms to

The charm of the living-room grows naturally
out of the adherence to the Colonial style in

furnishing and the maintenance of a low key
in coloring. Straw-colored grasscloth has
been used on the walls. The woodwork is

consistently painted an ivory white

In conformity with the Colonial practice, the
old stone work was repointed, and the ex-

terior woodwork and shutters painted ivory
white. The two sets of contrasting views
show the transformation which rejuvenated

this old Pennsylvania farmhouse

house was not adequate for

which virtually doubled the
the new and old work, and
procure the most sunlight

One interesting feature of the dining-room
is the old fireplace and its fitments. The
original floor is still in use unstained and

unpainted, worn with the passing of a hun-
dred years. Even the hardware and scenic

paper preserve the original atmosphere

CT) Old W
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The typical completed perspective

THE VALUE OF A DEFINITE PLAN
How the Plan is Made to Give the House a Setting The Massing of Shrubbery

LEONIDAS WILLING RAMSEY

\ -T. fff Srr,.
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The first sketch, a paced plan,
locates all existing features

BEFORE
commencing

work upon a place it

is necessary to have a

definite plan for all that

is to be accomplished.
This plan should include

not only the work to be

carried out this year, but

should be an ideal for

the future development
of the grounds. For a

place should not grow as

Topsy grew, but should
be developed with care
and precision.

If a landscape archi-

tect is available, so much
the better ; for he can
look into the conditions,
and with his ability and

experience can develop
a plan that should be
correct in every detail

and one with which
there should be little

trouble. When a land-

scape man is not avail-

able, or when the place
is too small to afford the

services of an experi-
enced man, the work can-
not be carried on success-

fully without a definite

plan. Such a plan may
be developed according
to the suggestions that

follow, and even though
it may appear a bit ama-
teurish, it will have the

strong individuality of

the owner and will prove
a great help in develop-

ing the place.

LOCATING EXISTING
FEATURES

The first step in mak-

ing a plan for the place
is to locate, upon paper,
all existing features that

would have an influence

in the general design.
The most important fea-

tures may be located by
measurement, and the

less important located by
stepping off the dis-

tances. The paced and
measured survey should
then be transferred to

another sheet of paper
at some definite scale ;

10' to the inch seems to

be the most convenient

'ft f. B
* Oil ) o nj Ttfltt

From the rough sketch a
scaled drawing is then made
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scale to use upon small

places. Of course,
upon a large place a

topographical map
would be required.
The scaled drawing of

existi n g conditions

should be made upon
cardboard or some
durable paper, so that

it may be filled with
the general design and
the planting plan.

After the scaled

drawing is completed
the general plan can
be worked out. It is

may serve as a factor

in the design and be ap-

preciated to the fullest

extent. It is best to

plant upon each side of

the entrance, in order
to accentuate it, upon
the same principle that

we have ornamental

gates to mark the en-

trance to large estates.

When screening cer-

tain views it is well to

bear in mind that a
small tree placed close

to the point of vision

will screen as effec-

V*. CA.IJI/I

An elevation design as worked
out from the preceding plan

'The planting plan shows all

mass locations and permanent
features of the garden

best to have tracing paper to place over the

scaled drawing, so that studies may be

easily made without soiling the drawing.
The views from the principal windows and

porches should be carefully laid out, and
the views to be screened and accentuated

designated.

The first thing to be taken into considera-

tion in laying out grounds is to locate care-

fully all areas and all architectural features. If the drives and
walks are not constructed, they should be included in the first

study, as they are generally worked out before anything else

is attempted. If there is to be a formal garden, it should see

a part of the house itself and should be so placed that it may
be appreciated from the principal windows and porches. The

dining and living-rooms should have the best views, and the

kitchen may open upon the laundry yard or service court.

Care should be exercised to keep the place from being broken

up any more than necessary, and, with the areas located, the

planting lines may be studied. Open spaces should never be
obstructed by gaudy flower beds or inappropriate vases.

CORNER AND SIDE PLANTING

In most cases there should be some planting at the corner of

the property to indi-

cate the lot line and
to draw in the place,

making it seem more

private and home-
like. There are
cases where the
whole side should
be planted, and this

is best accomplished
with well selected,
dense shrubs. The
shrubs with the
b r i g h te s t colors

should be placed so
that they may be

appreciated from the
most important parts
of the house. When
architectural f e a -

tures are used it is

best to place them
upon some general
axis, so that they
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My friends are dear: yet oft my need
Is one small nook that's all my own,

Wherein to think, to work or read.

Just now I want to be alone!
Arthur (iuitprman

FURNISHINGS FOR THE MASCULINE MAN'S ROOM
Color Schemes and Arrangements That Make a Room Fit for

a Man Midway Between the Boudoir and the Rathskeller

ABBOT McCLURE and H. D. EBERLEIN .

THE
man's room, as a room of

distinctively masculine charac-

teristics, has hitherto met with scant

measure of consideration. In the

various household magazines that be-

stow more or less extended consider-

ation upon sundry phases of domestic

arrangement and decorative furnish-

ing, men's rooms have either been dis-

missed with scarcely more than a

passing allusion or else ignored alto-

gether. What space has not been de-

voted to discussing the general rooms

whose use is equally shared by all the

members of the family the drawing-

room, the living-room, the dining-

room, the breakfast-room or the

library has been claimed by bou-

doirs, young girls' rooms, children's

bedrooms, nurseries, sewing-rooms or

the like where a preponderantly femi-

nine expression of personality is natu-

rally to be expected.

Now, all these aspects of house fur-

nishing and decoration deserve ade-

quate treatment, but at the same time

notwithstanding the popular tide of

feminism that is sweeping the coun-

try, the self-effacing American man is

The first requisite is a table big enough
for a man to spread his papers on. In

the corner is shown a practical filing case

and cabinet

surely entitled to have some thought
directed to the appointment of a room
that shall be distinctively his and un-

mistakably reflect masculine qualities.

He cannot in justice be expected to

pass all his indoor hours, when not

in the library, living-room or dining-

room, in a boudoir atmosphere with-

out becoming a bit restive. Neither

can he be relegated, with any show
of fair play, to the so-called "den," a

species of room that seems, happily,
to be passing out of fashion.

A ROOM WITH GENUINE
PERSONALITY

Masculine personality in general
and also the occupant's peculiarly in-

dividual characteristics ought to be re-

flected by the furnishings and ar-

rangement both in a man's bedroom
and in his study, book room, office or

whatever he may choose to call the

sanctum devoted to his
especial per-

sonal use. If he is a bookish person,
books and bookcases will be much in

evidence. If he is given to tinkering
about and is a general handy man
around the house, unmistakable traces

If the room is to be the man's own it should evidence his tastes and proclivities. Antlers
are not to be despised any more than comfortable chairs
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Every man's room should likewise contain a couch long enough to hold him comfortably.
Smoking paraphernalia should be within reach

of this trait will, in all likelihood, show themselves. If he has

ably comfortable in a merely
physical sense, nothing else

matters very much. This no-
tion is based upon the mis-
taken supposition that the

average man cares little or

nothing for the smaller

touches of refinement and

beauty compatible with an
educated and discriminating
taste.

A very large number of

men, perhaps it would be

safer to say the majority, de-

cidedly do care for such

things and, though compara-
tively few may possess the

creative instinct that enables

them to construct successfully
a decoratively good environ-

ment from start to finish,

there are scarcely any who
will not

appreciate
it. The

man who is really solicitous

for surroundings that are

worth while is not at all to be

reckoned effeminate.

The other obnoxious and
mischievous fallacy is that a

man's room must be stuffed

to repletion with all manner
of smoking paraphernalia. It

is unreasonable, foolish and
in exceedingly bad taste to

display smoking accessories
until a room looks like a tobacconist's shop. If the entire out-

a passion for hunting, there will be trophies to attest his sport- fit is not intended for practical use, then it makes a very poor
* ^-~ 1:1 -'

decoration and has no business to be there. There is no excuse,
so far as the requirements of either good taste or utility are

concerned, for having smoking articles in evidence other than
those that are actually used by the occupant or needed for
the entertainment of his guests.

ing prowess and, more than likely, a rifle or gun will meet the

eye. A fisherman is apt to display some visible evidence of

the truth of his fishing yarns as well as the rods, lines and
hooks with which he landed his much prized catches. A golfer
or a yachtsman will, nine times out of ten, in some way pro-
claim his tastes in the fittings of his room. An inveterate

traveler will have about him, as pleasant reminders, various

odds and ends that he has picked up in the course of his

journeys. A painter, a writer, a natural scientist, a collector

or any other person of pro-
nounced tastes and a mind to

ride his hobby or, perhaps, to

indulge in a combination of

pursuits, will almost invari-

ably betray his leanings by the

nature of the objects with
which he chooses to surround
himself.

In short, whatever may be
a man's particular bent, his

room may properly be ex-

pected to show in its compo-
sition and appointments an in-

timate personal note that will

faithfully mirror his individ-

uality in such a way that no
other person could be mis-
taken for the possessor.

SOME POPULAR FALLACIES
EXPLODED

Certain popular fallacies

seem to be largely entertained

regarding the proper furnish-

ing of a man's room. The
first is that it should be let

alone in mid-Victorian ugli-
ness taking it for granted
that mid-Victorian is the
mode proclaimed by the mo-
biliary left-overs that often
fall to the share of a man's
room and that, so long as it

is fairly convenient and toler-

THE IMPORTANCE OF COLORS

It is perfectly possible to furnish a man's room, and fur-
nish it in an individual way, so that it shall incorporate both

Although it has a large work table and commodious shelves this room suffers from the type-
writer stand a clear instance of the man tolerating a mid-Victorian monstrosity
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the useful and
the beautiful, if

we make appro-

priateness the
touchstone by
which to test

our work. The
first thing to set-

tle is the ques-
tion of color.

The man's room
is supposedly as-

sociated more or

less with the

ideas of relaxa-

tion and repose
in leisure hours.

Be careful,
therefore, to es-

chew colors that

are either heavy
and oppressive
or unduly stim-

ulating.
In a large

number of cases

it happens that

the room set

apart for the

special behoof
of the master of

the house or,

perhaps, one of

the sons, is

small. Be it used as study, office or tor any other purpose, its

chief objects are freedom for the occupant, when he desires

it, from the interruptions likely to occur in other parts of the

house and the possibility of thoroughly informal and intimate

treatment that would be out of place anywhere else if in-

dulged in to the same extent. Small size is, therefore, rather

an advantage than otherwise.

But in a small room both the heavy colors and the overly

stimulating colors are particularly disastrous. They make a

small room smaller, they eat up the light, and actively stimu-

lating colors produce a feeling of chronic unrest and soon

tire the occupant. They oftentimes exercise a positively bane-

ful psychological effect without the occupant being fully aware
of just what is the matter. Red, for instance, with its related

hues, is far too vigorous and stimulating for a small room,

especially a small room that is intended for restful and re-

laxed leisure, and yet how often does one see the walls of

men's rooms done in red. Yellow, though reckoned an ad-

vancing color, would be far prefer-
able because, in actual practice, it is

usually so tempered with white that

its effect is creamy in tone, its in-

sistent or advancing qualities are

minimized, and it possesses the merit

of radiating light. Dark, heavy green,
another color that seems to have en-

joyed much favor for men's rooms, is

depressing and light-absorbent ;
brown

blots out the light, swallows up things

placed against it and, with its related

hues, generally has so much red in its

composition that it partakes largely
of red's contracting qualities upon the

walls of a small room.
A good neutral grey or some light

and not too insistent hue, with
woodwork of slightly deeper tone,
would be far more advisable even in

a very light room, for the volume of

light can easily be controlled by cur-

tains. It will be bright, restfully

cheerful, afford a good neutral back-

ground, throw the furniture into re-

lief and give the room the full advan-

tage of its size. If oak, butternut or
some similar material is used for the

woodwork, there can always be enough

Sad
Order is not tKe first law in a man's neaven,
nor a pretty balance

attacHraent
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light from the

walls to carry
it satisfactori-

ly, especially if

it be used with-

out finish and
left to the ac-

tion of the at-

mosphere for
all toning. If

it be argued
that such color

arrangement
lacks bright-
n e s s of life

and snap, these

qualities can
always be at-

tained through
the hangings
or upholstery
stuff.

Let the floor

coverings of

the man's
room avoid

the fussy,
wriggling de-

signs, pseudo-
N a v a j

o or

otherwise,
fancied by
some to be

suitable for
masculine use. A two-tone rug is the best in his room.

THE TYPE OF FURNITURE

The furniture of a man's room should be simple in contour,
as befits the purpose, but good. This absolutely bars out mid-

Victorian left-overs. Better do without altogether and leave

empty spaces that can gradually be filled in as occasion per-
mits. It will be infinitely more dignified and interesting.
The first desirable piece of furniture is a writing-table or

a good big table desk at which a man can spread out both

himself and his papers comfortably. Nothing can be more

incongruous than to see a full-sized man cramping himself up
at a finicky little "secretaire" that ought to be in a young girl's

boudoir. The writing-table or table desk can be put in the

middle of the room or beside a window or wherever comfort
and light conditions dictate. If a secretary or bureau-bookcase

standing against the wall is used, let it be large enough to have
some dignity of size and capacious enough to hold the neces-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ sary papers, accounts and correspond-
ence without crowding. Another es-

sential is a lounge or sofa long enough
and wide enough to stretch out upon
comfortably. Easy chairs go without

saying. Such bookcases as are used
should be simple. The simpler they
are the better. An object?\like that

shown in one of the illustrations is of

great utility. It stands about 4^'
high, is about 15" deep and consists of

two shelves with two drawers below
them. The shelves are admirable for

keeping magazine files laid out flat and
the drawers can be well used for check

books, account books, bills, receipt files

and portfolios.
A long chest is always valuable. It

is both convenient and looks well. A
standing press or cupboard with doors

and inside, either drawers or open
shelves, is a godsend, especially if the

man of the room chances to be either

a collector or a "handy man" who
likes to keep some of his tinkering ac-

cessories within easy reach.

Whatever be the pieces of furniture

used in the man's sanctum, let them be

robust and fit for service.
decoration.

thanmeans more
Per-
art
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The Boston is one of the two
native breeds among the eighty-
nine different ones in America

THE
Boston terrier is the

American dog of the

American people. Among all

the eighty-nine different, dis-

tinct breeds of dogs recog-
nized as thoroughbred by the

American Kennel Club, all ex-

cept two are aliens, or, at best,

naturalized canine citizens.

Only the Boston terrier and
the Chesapeake Bay dog are

"native sons." Of all the

breeds that, during the past
fifteen years, have striven

boldly for American popu-
larity, not one of them first

the collie, then the Pomeran-
ian, the Airedale, the Pekinese

spaniel, and lastly, the Ger-
man shepherd dog has been
able to force the Boston ter-

rier into second place. In the race

for popularity, the Boston, whoever
has been second, has always been
first.

From Connecticut to California,
from Oregon to Florida, the Boston
terrier is the dog you are most apt
to meet anywhere. Count up your
own canine friends and neighbors
are there not more Bostons among
them than any other variety? Among
the beaux and belles of Dogdom who
grace the benches at the dog shows,
Bostons are more numerous than any
other breed. On the highways and
byways, in any street, there, too, you

The Boston is a sporty little chap who
greets his friends in a chipper, demo-

cratic way

THE
AMERICAN

DOG
WILLIAMS
HAYNES

A good specimen of fifteen

years ago, quite different from
the modern type on the left

will pass Bostons. Yet we
are not so blindly pro-Ameri-
can as to ensure the Boston
terrier popularity merely be-

cause he was born within

sight of Plymouth Rock. Else

why should the Chesapeake
Bay dog, whose birthplace was
in Lord Baltimore's colony
under the very altar of re-

ligious freedom, be so sadly
neglected? No, the Boston

to use good
American
slang has
no "pull" be-

cause of his

nationality.
He is popular
because he
has almost all

the physical points and many of the

mental characteristics that we like to

have in our dog. To an exceptional

degree he is the American dog.

THE POINTS OF THE TYPICAL
BOSTON

Little things have helped the Bos-
ton terrier. When a doggy expert
is judging most varieties color and

marking count for little or nothing
in his awards; but to almost every-
one else these are points of prime
importance. Now, in Bostons color
and markings do count, and all

(Continued on fage 56)

A cobby little dog, "built on the

square," but decidedly of the alert,
terrier type

In the Popu-
larity Stake*
the Boston
terrier, w h a t-

ever breed may
be second, al-

ways manages
to finish first

Miss Sass, a modern
show specimen of

quality, illustrates

many of the breed's
desirable points
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A terrace view of the residence of Gustave C. Kuemmerle, Esq., at Fort Washington, Pennsylvania

C. E. Schermerhorn, architect
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THE TABLE TEST FOR THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
Planning and Planting Succession Crops That Will Bear in the Right Place, at the Right Time,

in the Right Quantity The Three Planting System Practically Applied

F. F. ROCKWELL

THE vegetable garden on the

small place is usually

planned, when it is planned at all,

to fit the garden space that may
be already under cultivation. For

greater efficiency, it should be

planned primarily to fit the re-

quirements of the family table.

After that, the garden plot should

be added to, if more ground is

available or subtracted from, as

the requirements of the case may
indicate.

In calculating this in a way
that will be definite enough to

be of practical help to the gar-
dener whose experience is lim-

ited, it is necessary to take an ar-

bitrary unit, and to figure on av-

erage yields, requirements, etc.

These plans, lists of vegetables,
and suggestions are not claimed

to be such as would give the best

results in any particular family,
nor is there any guarantee that

the reader who attempts to follow any particular set of sug-

gestions will supply himself with all the vegetables his family
can eat, nor that an amount which would be sufficient could

not be produced on a smaller plot. It has to be assumed, of

course, that the ground is in a fair state of productiveness,
and will be well cared for.

THE AMATEUR'S MISTAKES

The mistake generally made in planning the home garden

Plan for plenty of peas, but see to it that

they do not all come into bearing at once

simple a proposition as it looks

on paper. It is very much easier

for the busy person to use the

half hour or hour which may re-

main between home-coming and

dark, by getting a wheel-hoe or

weeder and going into the garden
to work at whatever may seem
to demand attention the most,
than to remember what should

be planted at the time it should

be planted, and to have seed and
fertilizer ami space all provided
at the proper time. Therefore,
a scheme which I have termed
the "three planting system"
should be followed by such per-
sons. Of course, it will not give

quite as good results as are had
in a garden where planting is

planned for, and done every week
or two weeks ; but it is far bet-

ter than the ordinary haphazard
method.

THE THREE PLANTING SYSTEM

The Three Planting System has this advantage: it is

psychologically automatic. You do not have to trust to memory
to get the various things in on time. There are but three

planting dates to remember the middle of April, the middle

of May and the middle of June. Early and hardy vegetables
should all be in by the middle of April ; the planting is done
before that date. Tender plants and seeds should be planted
around the middle of May, a little before and a little after

is to get too much stuff for summer and not enough for fall say a five days' leeway according to the season and the variety.
and winter. If the garden is a small one, it may be better to

devote it almost entirely to the summer vegetables, having
a complete supply, and leave the winter ones to be bought.
But do not give them up until you have satisfied yourself fully
that you haven't room to

PLANTING PLAN FOR A HOME GARDEN FOR FOURgrow them. A great deal

can be crowded into a lit-

tle space. Irrigation will

double the amount of stuff

that can be produced in

the average garden in

most seasons. In fact,

there is not one season in

fifteen when irrigation
will not increase the yield

perceptibly.
Another common mis-

take is that of "making a

garden" in the spring, do-

ing it all at one planting
while the garden fever
lasts

; and then expecting
to do nothing more except
a little cultivating and

weeding, and a great deal

of harvesting, for the bal-

ance of the year.
A garden that is to keep

the table well supplied
with fresh, first quality

vegetables from May or

early June until hard
frost, as every home
garden should, will neces-
sitate more or less of a
continuous performance
as far as the planting is

concerned. It is never as

FIRST PLANTING

CUCUMBERS, FROM POTS ,TOMATOES
5 hills (S

l

apart) IpROM POTS

PATH 1.5'

CABBAGE, early, 18 plants; summer,
18 plants 2*

CAULIFLOWER, 18 plants (!/,R>:
Seed of cabbage, cauliflower and
Brussels sprouts 2'

LETTUCE, plants 25"; seed 23' 1'

BEETS, 200 plants 1'

SPINACH 1'

BEETS, 2 rows 2'

CARROTS. 2 rows 2'

TURNIPS, 1 row 1'

LETTUCE (2 varieties), 1 row 1*

BEETS. 3 rows 3'

CARROTS, 3 rows 3'

ONIONS, 4 rows 4'

PARSNIP, 2 rows 3'

SALSIFY, 2 rows 3'

SWISS CHARD, 1 row 1.5'

PEAS, main crop, 1 row 3

PEAS, extra early, J/2 row; early, J-i row. 3'

BEANS, early, Y, row; late, X row... 2'

PEAS (2nd planting), ma'n, 1 row.... 3'

PEAS (2nd planting), early, I row 3

CORN, early, 1 row 3

CORN, medium, 2 rows 6'

CORN, late, 3 rows (or later planting of

early, 4 rows) 12'

BEANS, pole. 6 hills; limas, 6 hills 4'

MFAONS (MrsO, 8 hills, (6' apart).. 5'

TOMATOES, main crop, 12; extra late,

12 4'

PEPPERS. 12; EGG PLANT. 12 3'

CUCUMBER, 4 hills; SQUASH, WINTER,
4 hills 6'

SQUASH (SUMMER). Scalloped, 3 hills;

Crookneck, 3 hills; WINTER-BUSH,
6 hills 4'

MELONS (WATER), early, 4 hills; late,

ills 6*

Succession plantings, and late crops for fall and winter use,

should be planted just after the middle of June.
These dates are for latitudes similar to New York, Chicago

and Kansas City. Each one hundred miles' difference in

latitude north or south
will make approximately
a week's difference in

these dates. Extra early
or late seasons may make
a difference of a week or

ten days, seldom more
than that.

The things to plant at

the first date include as-

paragus, beets, cabbage,
cauliflower, carrots, kohl-

rabi, lettuce, onions, onion

sets, parsley, parsnips,

peas, early potatoes, rad-

ishes, salsify, Swiss chard
and turnips.

Those that are suited to

go in at the second plant-

ing are beans of all kinds,
beets (succession plant-

ing), carrots (succession

planting), corn, cucum-
bers, egg-plant, lettuce

(succession planting),
melons, peas (succession

planting), peppers, pump-
kin, radishes (succession

planting), squash, toma-
Sow rye, thick, as early as possible. IOCS, and turnips (SUCCCS-

sion planting) ; also seeds

of Brussels sprouts, cab-

bage, cauliflower, and kale

for transplanting later

SECOND PLANTING

6 HILLS I MELONS. FROM POTS
(2' APART) I

4 hills (4 // apart)

PATH

CELERY, late, 100 plants.

CELERY, early, 100 plant*.

CAULIFLOWER, 18 plants; BRUSSELS
SPROUTS, 13 plants.

CABBAGE, winter, 36 plants.

[Planted in hills
BEANS, bush. 1 row Jwhcn par , of

2 rows\ crop i s removed.

Remain: Sow rye as soon as harvested

CARROTS, 3 rows.
HEETS. 3 rows.

LETTUCE, 2 plantings.
LETTUCE, Cos Yi row; ENDIVE, Y* row.

TURNIPS, winter, 3 rows.

Remove and sow crimson clover or rye
and vetch as soon as harvested.
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For the third planting,

(just after June 15th),

succession crops of beets,

carrots, celery, kohlrabi,

lettuce (summer varie-

ties) . radishes, beans,
corn, cucumbers, peas, to-

matoes, and turnips. The

planting of the root-crops

of this group beets, car-

rots, etc., should be large

enough to furnish the

table during the late fall

and to store up a generous

supply for winter.

In the average garden,
the supply of tomatoes al-

most invariably does not

hold out until the end of

the season unless there is

an early frost. When
frost does come, you
should plan to have a

large supply of green to-

matoes on hand for pickling, and for storing to ripen up inside.

It may seem at first glance that all this has rather to do
with the planting of the garden than the planning of it. That
is just the point; you cannot plan it intelligently until you
know how it is to be planted, because, to get the most use out

of the ground, it will be necessary to use some of it twice.

WASTED CROPS

A few words of warning in regard to the actual quantity
of each thing to be planted will not be out of place. There
are a number of crops which are likely to be over-planted, and
others which should be had in a continuous supply throughout
the season, and which, because of mismanagement, are fre-

quently conspicuous by their absence from the table.

Among the first group, or those which are frequently over-

planted, so that a large part of the garden produce is either

wasted or has to be fed to the chickens, there are cabbage,
kohlrabi, lettuce, parsley, Swiss chard, turnips, beans, cucum-

bers, summer squash and tomatoes. Among those of which the

supply is likely to be short, are beets, onions, salsify, pole
beans, corn (late), winter squash, and late tomatoes.

The things which "go by" very quickly, and the planting
of which must be carefully planned if a supply is to be obtained

throughout the season, are cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, peas,

The cabbage section of the garden is often overdone. Remember
that two heads of the early varieties will make a meal for four persons

radishes, bush beans, corn

and turnips.

PLANTING THE INDIVID-

UAL CROPS

To save space, the vari-

ous vegetables mentioned

in these three groups are

discussed together in or-

der.

Beets. These are al

their best when about half

grown. The first two

plantings should be small,

the last large enough, if

there is room, to supply
two to five bushels for

storing, besides what will

be used during the fall.

'Beans. The dwarf
beans are at their best for

only a few days. Each

planting should furnish

four or six pickings.

Thus, each planting of one variety will furnish beans in prime
condition for the table for about two weeks. They are bought

by the pint or quart and are usually planted the same way ;

the result being that they begin to get old and tough before they
are half used up, and fewer of them are used than would be

if the quality were good. The pole beans and lima beans con-

tinue to form pods for a long time, so that they can be had in

prime condition from one planting, the latter lasting until frost.

But if you should prefer pole wax beans to limas, make a sec-

ond sowing of them at your mid-June planting.

Cabbage is one of those things likely to be overestimated

when the garden is being planted. Two heads of the early
varieties will make a meal for three or four persons. The first

heads should be ready the first week in July. If it is used
twice a week, during the month, which will be about as long
as the first heads will keep before they begin to split, a dozen
and a half heads will be plenty for the first planting for the

family of four. A five-cent packet of seed sown at the same
time these are set out will give a succession crop for use dur-

ing August and the first half of September. Another packet
of a winter variety sown in mid-June will furnish what will be

required for the rest of the fall and for winter storing. Trans-

plant a dozen and a half heads for the second planting and

(Continued on page 58)

The garden that is well considered is a garden of regularity in arrangement, quantities and care. All of the allotted space
should be utilized efficiently. Thus will it produce an it should and at the proper time
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ASPHYXIATING THE FEBRUARY FOE
A Preliminary Preparation for the Great Spring Drive in the Garden Liquid Bombardment

of the Scale and Its Destructive Allies

ROBERT STELL

THAT
eternal vigi-

lance is the price of

immunity from garden

pests will be gainsaid by
no one who lias ever had
much to do with growing

things. Also, it is easier

to prevent scale, fungi
and harmful insects than

it is to cure them, and
for this reason winter

spraying is one of the

essential requirements
for successful results

after the real growing
season begins.

Prominent among the

pests that can and should

be reached now is the

San Jose scale, the bane
of every fruit grower's
existence. This para-
sitic growth, made up of

clusters of greyish,
round units hardly

larger than small pin-
heads, is often unno-
ticed until its damage
has been done. It is a

bark growth, and attacks

not only fruit trees, but
shade varieties and
shrubs. Do not wait for

its ash-like clusters to appear ;
whether its presence is suspected

or not, spray, spray everything, and spray now with the lime

sulphur solution.

Less dangerous than the San Jose, but nevertheless a men-
ace to woody things, is the oyster-shell scale, so called from
the resemblance its protecting shell bears to that of the bivalve

of half-shell fame. It is especially partial to apple trees,

"where, although often unsuspected, it is a source of danger.
The best cure for it is the lime sulphur spray which, like the

other solutions mentioned in this article, can be obtained from

any of the large seed houses.
Two other quite different growths which should be reached

by the winter spray are the blister mite and the peach leaf

curl. The former causes those brownish spots often seen on

apple and pear leaves,
and may be checked by
spraying now or early in

the spring with dilute

kerosene emulsion. Win-
ter spraying is also ad-
vised for the curl, using
either Bordeaux mixture
or lime sulphur solution.

No universal date can
be set for this first dor-
mant season pursuit of
the scale and its destruc-
tive allies, but as a basis
for calculation February
1st may be considered as
the proper time in the
latitude of New York.
Then the trees have no
leaves, flowers or fruit
to be injured by the

strong solutions which
must be applied. Also,
the germs or eggs, as the
case may be, which must
be destroyed are more

The large power sprayer, capable of really extensive work, may well
be purchased by the local garden club and used as a community asset

The barrel type of apparatus can be mounted on runners for winter

use or on wheels for moving about when the ground is bare

easily reached by the

spray at this time than

later on, for one does

not have to overcome the

protecting shelter of the

leaves.

Turning now to the

methods of applying the

various pest-k i 1 1 i n g
liquids, we find the situ-

ation governed some-
what by the local condi-

tions and the preference
of the grower. On large

places, where there are

many trees to be treated,
one of the large barrel

sprayers mounted on
runners or wheels is

often a good investment.
For less extensive oper-
ations the knapsack type
is excellent, and if this

is of the compressed
air variety, considerable

time and effort will be
saved in the actual oper-

ating. There are also

various smaller hand de-

vices, but in selecting
one of these it should be
remembered that it must
have sufficient power to

force the spray properly to the upper parts of the trees. If

Bordeaux mixture is to be used, the metal parts of the sprayer
should be of copper.
Whatever type of apparatus is used, it must have good

nozzles. Perhaps the best of these are the Vermorel and the

Bordeaux. These throw the solution in an effective manner,
but to keep them up to standard they must be thoroughly
cleaned after use a point which applies, indeed, to all parts of
the apparatus.

Before you actually begin to spray, mound up the tree and
shrubs to be treated, so that the powerful solution cannot
follow down the trunk or stems and injure the roots. Make
a very thorough job, applying the

spray
to every part of the

tree so that none of the scales or fungi can possibly escape.
The best kind of day for
the work is a calm, fair-

ly warm one, but if there
is a wind blowing, work
with it so that it will aid
rather than hinder you.
Spraying under any con-
ditions is apt to be a
more or less uncleanly
job, as some of the liquid

manages to find the oper-
ator's clothing as well as
the trees. For this

reason old clothes are
the rule, and the hands
should be protected with

gloves.
After the winter

spraying a second appli-
cation for scale should
be made late in March.
The kerosene-soap emul-
sion is the best to use
for this, and thorough-
ness is of course essen-
tial at all times.
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White flowers stand out most effectively
against a dark background of trees

THE GREEN AND WHITE GARDEN
Suggestions for the Small Place Where Simplicity is the Keynote of the Color Scheme Planting

for Succession of Bloom and Balanced Effect

ELIZABETH LEONARD STRANG

THE
white and green garden should be worked out with

only white flowers or those tinged slightly pink. A touch
of color is supplied by the golden stamens of the flowers. The
foliage masses are to be of dark glossy green. Such a garden
would be particularly attractive in the moonlight.

First let us assume that the owner of a small place, say 50'

x 120', has planted his back yard with a frame of shrubs and
a tree or two, in such a way that the drying yard is screened
from the pleasure lawn, and the lawn framed by a soft mass
of planting.

COLOR SUCCESSION IN A LARGE GARDEN
The trees might be yellow-woods with their white trunks

and fringed white blossoms in May. In April there would be
for shrubs the starry white Magnolia stellata and an occasional
shad-bush at the back of the shrubbery. In the grass would
be hundreds of white snowdrops and white grape hyacinths.
Toward the end of April the pale ghost-like narcissus, Mrs.
Langtry, would be particularly effective in the grass, and a
few groups of early white tulips and creeping white phlox
could be planted at the base of the shrubs. In May would be
white lilacs, and pearl bush, Exochorda. Toward the front of
the shrubbery would be Spircea Van Houttei, which hangs so

gracefully down to the ground, and Deutzia Lemoinei, a much
more beautiful variety than the Deutzia gradlis ordinarily
used. At this time the flowers in bloom would be the poet's
narcissus, foxgloves, and the peonies, la Fiance, single white
with gold stamens, and Marie Lemoinei, double pure white.

Along the north front of the house go ferns and foxgloves as
suited to the shade.

In June there would be syringas, sometimes called mock

orange, and madonna lilies. A bunch of the Clematis recta,

fluffy white, would form a contrast in texture to the lilies.

There is an early white dwarf phlox, Arendsi (var. Crete)
blooms in June.

In July white altheas would be in bloom among the shrubs

and some white phlox at the front, the early variety, Miss

Lingard, which has an inconspicuous violet eye. Shasta daisies

and the white variety of Campanula persicifolia would also

look well in such a situation.

In August there would still be white altheas among the

shrubs, and later white phlox, Frau Buchner, dwarf, and In-

dependence, tall. Chrysanthemum ulignosum, with its daisy-
like flowers supported on a tall stalk like a hardy aster, will

be effective.

In September and October Clematis paniculata could trail

over the shrubs. Japanese anemones, single white with golden
centers and fluffy white Boltonia asteroides would give the

effect.

In November there would be only some creamy white late

chrysanthemums. Perhaps ten or even five of each of the

flowers mentioned would be needed to carry on the succession

of bloom. They would be planted, of course, with each kind
in a mass by itself, and not scattered spottily along the border.
In placing them, remember that the effect for each separate
month must be studied carefully.

THE SMALL GARDEN
Now let us suppose that there is to be a little flower garden
about as much as the mistress of the house could take care
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HOW A GREEN AND WHITE GARDEN SHOULD BLOOM

A small place where
hrubs screen the drying
yard from the lawn and
are intrinsically decora-

tive and attractive

Herbaceous Perennials
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A quaint, old-time air lingers about this painted arch
and simple gate. It suggests box-bordered, trim gravel
walks, rose gardens, old-fashioned flowers with old-

fashioned names, and dainty ladies lingering there

Reviled and misused as it often is, nothing gives so

natural an effect as rustic treatment. Even though the

workmanship be good, the gardener should see that

the gateway be covered with vines and shrubbery

The latticed gateway presupposes an arch of ramblers, as
here, "where the gate, banked on each side with a trim privet
hedge, forms a quaintly quiet transition between the noisy
workaday world without and the peace of the garden within

In their lines gates typify the garden and the garden's owner.

They are part of a scheme which makes the house and gar-
den one. This roofed gate and its high lattice are in keeping
with the architecture of the house and suggest the garden
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The gate should frame a glimpse, should hold out to
the visitor a suggestion of those beauties that are to

come. Here the high wall secludes the garden, the gate
framing in sombre richness a vivid glimpse of color

What the vestibule is to the house, the long bowered
gateway is to the garden a transition point, a spot to

stop, to rest, that the garden may be entered quietly.
That is just the atmosphere given by this Japanese gate

All the dignity of substantial construction and quiet
unobtrusiveness lingers about this gateway. Although
modern and Craftsmany, a few seasons' weathering
will give it the old-world touch of the English lych gate

GATEWAYS TO
THE GARDEN
Types That Symbolize
the Garden's Spirit

at Its Entrance

Drawn by Jack Manley Rose

An intimate entrance, this, with just enough of the
man-made gate and the nature-made arch to give a
suggestion of the garden beyond. It is a type suitable
for the small garden, representing but little labor
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In designing the

house the archi-

tect took full cog-
nizance of the
possibilities of the

woody knoll on
which the lot was
situated, and in

coloring, the

house is distinctly

"woodsy," and in

roofing, high
pitched, to carry
out the lines of

the natural con-
tour of the knoll

The possession of

a magnificent old

heirloom a I 7th

Century oak table

in splendid condi-

tion determined
the character of

the dining - room
and its furnish-

ings. The chairs

are stained a grey-
brown to match
both the table and
the woodwork.
Brown tones pre-
vail throughout

A brownish,
rough-faced brick

veneers the wall.

The roof is

shingled, a hit-

and - miss combi-
nation of green
and brown stain

toning it in with
the foliage. The
shutters are
stained brown, a

contrasting note
being furnished
by the i v o r y -

painted sash

The house was so placed on
the lot that as many rooms
as possible faced south, re-

sulting in a plan which nec-

essarily sacrificed hall space

The unusual shape of the

plan gave plenty of closet

room upstairs. The hall is

large enough to form a com-
fortable sewiner-room

A glimpse of the living-
room fireplace

THE RESIDENCE
OF THE MISSES
W I L C O X AT
NEWTONVILLE,
MASSACHUSETTS
Frank Chouteau Brown,

architect
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THE WAY DAVENPORT, IOWA, DID IT

Beautified the City Through Its Back Yard and Successfully Solved a Difficult Problem A t'irywidr
Contest That is Practicable for Many Other Communities

O. R. GEYKR

WORKING
on the theory that a city is as beautiful as its

back yards and alleys, Davenport, Iowa, a city of

40,000, believes it has solved many of the problems that attend
the usual city beautiful campaigns. Incidentally it has in-

troduced a new spirit in municipal circles, and the result has
been that the city beautiful <|uestion has become the most im-

portant issue in scores of smaller municipalities throughout n

wide territory, and, in fact, throughout the entire state of Iowa.
One out of every

six of Davenport's in-

habitants has joined
hands in what is prob-

ably the biggest yard
and garden contest in

the country. Annual

prizes aggregating
$500 have proved suf-

ficient to arouse the

keenest anxiety as to

the appearance of

hundreds of back
lawns and alleys
throughout every
quarter of the city.

Perhaps the principal
reason for this
anxiety is one of the

rules of the contest

which forbids the
awarding of a prize to

any person whose
alley is not thoroughly
cleaned.

How THE MOVEMENT
STARTED

The contest,
launched three years
ago by members of
the Rotary Club, has
been the means of

bringing about a
closer spirit of co-

operation in the municipal affairs which promises even more
surprising results within the next few years. The plan has
been copied in numerous Iowa cities and towns, the experiences
of the Davenport gardeners forming the basis for an official

State bulletin on city beautiful contests.

The first year, 1913, saw a promising start made when one
out of every sixteen persons entered the contest. A year later

The contest was entered eagerly by
the honor award garden* in

it had been increased to one out of every six inhabitants, a
record which was equaled again this year. In this period scores
of homes, many of which had become eyesores because of
neglect and carelessness, have been beautified and improved un-
til they stand out as the most impressive examples of what can
be done when the city beautiful spirit takes deep root in a city.
Not the least important feature of the contest has been the
severe setback given the high cost of living in many homes.

Gardens have become
the rule, and back

yards which pre-

viously had served no
other purpose than
that of a dump for

trash have been made
to contribute an im-

portant share of sum-
mer food supply.

RULES FOR CON-
TESTANTS

The contestants

were divided into
three classes, but the

money prizes are re-

stricted to those en-
trants who do their

own work. Class One
includes those persons
who do their own
work, Class T w o,

those persons who
hire some one to do

part of their work,
and Class Three, all

those who employ a

permanent gardener.
Members of the last

two classes may com-

pete for honorable
mention awards, how-
ever, and the competi-
tion in these classes

is almost as keen as it is in the first class.

Rotarians went out among the homes urging the families

to join the contest. "You win if you lose," was the battle

cry of a publicity campaign which continued without let-up

throughout the summer, both in the newspapers and on the bill-

boards. Other attractive slogans. "Be it ever so humble, make
it attractive," and "Make your neighbor sit up and take notice,"

rich and poor alike. Here it one cf

the wealthy section of the city

A typical down-town back yard in its original and subsequent conditions. The improvement it characteristic of what the contest has

accomplished in a thoroughly practical way
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A prize-winning vege-
table garden that con-
tributes materially to

its owner's support

The campaign affect-

ed all the premises.
Here a laundry dry-

ing corner benefited

Business and beauty
were combined by
a number of the en-

terprising merchants

HOUSE & GARDEN

had their effect in keeping in

line those over-eager persons
who early in the contest dis-

played a disposition to ease up
or retire from the game. For

two days every grocer in the

city sent out with every order

of goods blank entry
cards for

the big contest. This publicity

campaign laid the foundations

for the trebling of the number
of contestants a year later.

THE PRIZE LIST

But a most important factor

in keeping the many con-

testants at work was the prize

list, ranging from $25 to $2.50.

There were fifty-eight of these

prizes, totaling about $500. As
members of the Rotary Club

were not permitted to enter

the contest for the cash prizes

they found time between

booster activities to compete
with the millionaries for hon-

orable mentions in the various

classes.

A foresighted provision in

the rules ordered that no prize

be awarded to a person whose

alleys were not kept in clean

condition. Mayor Mueller

was responsible for this provi-

sion, and he thought so much
of it he offered a special prize

of $50 for the best kept back

yard and alley. This offer

brought on a contest which

threatened to overshadow the

yard and garden contests, and

when the summer was over

Davenport could have made
claim to the title of having the

cleanest and best kept alleys

and back yards of any city in

the country without much op-

position.
If there were any who

could not afford the seeds or

shrubbery plants needed to

convert their homes into

garden spots, the money was

promptly forthcoming from

the pockets of the club mem-
bers. The newspapers caught
the spirit and throughout the

entire season ran weekly
articles of value on the various

phases of landscape garden-

ing. Gardening and landscap-

ing became the two most

popular pastimes in more than

1,200 homes. Particular stress

was laid on the four funda-

mental principles of natural

landscape beauty the avoid-

ing of straight lines, the plant-

ing of shrubs in masses, the

keeping of an open front, and

the softening of the line be-

tween the foundations and the

lawn. The result was that the

work of beautifying the lawns

was carried on in a manner
more or less scientific, a fact

which can be attested to by
the book dealers of the town
who reported unprecedented
demand for text books on

gardening and landscaping.
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In the spring the official

photographer goes about the

city taking pictures of the

worst features of the yards
and gardens entered in the

contest. He is accompanied

by the judges, who usually are

members of the staff of the

State Agricultural College and

take this opportunity to gather
the data needed later in the

awarding of the prizes. Later

in the summer, when vegeta-
tion of all kinds is in full

bloom, the photographer
makes a second trip about the

city collecting pictures of the

yards and gardens of every
contestant.

Then comes a lull of several

weeks until the judges can

render their decisions, and
the officials are given time to

prepare for the announcement
of the prize winners. The

largest auditorium in the city
is hired for that purpose, ad-

mission being restricted to

those persons holding tickets.

Even this method does not

prevent the overcrowding of

the theater each year by the

eager, summer-worn contest-

ants and their families. The
prize winning yards are shown
on a screen by the aid of
colored slides, the judges mak-

ing their comments on each

yard and garden. Then fol-

lows the awarding of the cash

prizes by the ten members of

the "Beautiful Davenport"
committee.
The large German popula-

tion has made the work of the

committee much easier than
had been expected. No long
arguments were needed to in-

duce them to enter the con-

test, as most of them had been

conducting contests of their

own from year to year. It is

to this section of the city that

most of the prizes have gone,

though the contests have be-
come a vital factor in the life

of every section of the city.

AIDING THE FAMILY

Scores of families which
had supplied their larder with

vegetables through the agency
of the grocery stores soon be-

gan raising their own vege-
tables. The average garden
raised practically all the vege-
tables the family could eat in

the summer, and many raised

enough potatoes to last them
through the winter.

Medium sized back yards
have become valuable agencies
in contributing to the support
of many poor families. In all

sections of the city, trees have
been trimmed, grape arbors

started, and clinging vines and

shrubbery planted about the
houses.

(Continued on page 78)

Luxuriant grape vines

in perfect condition

improved one yard
and captured a prize

Even the secluded
but neat back door
was not overlooked by
the awards committee

The logic of Daven-

port's slogan, "Y o u
win if you lose," ap-

pealed to all
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Black and white jasper me-
dallion of Wedgwood origin

HOUSE & GARDEN

FROM THE COLLECTOR'S NOTE-BOOK

Collecting Old Pewter Wedgwood Jasper Cameos
and Cameo Medallions

GARDNER TEALL

Readers of House & Garden who are interested in

antiques and curios are invited to address any in-

quiries on these subjects to the Collector's Depart-
ment, House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New
York, N. Y. Inquiries should be accompanied by
stamps for return postage. Foreign correspondents
may enclose postage stamps of their respective

coun tries.

A portrait medallion of

the twelve Caesars series

THERE
are many persons some of them collectors who

ask what the fascination of old pewter can be, frankly

declaring that to them it has no attraction. Perhaps to some

the mention of pewter suggests battered up, dingy, leaden-hued

English pewter was much simpler than the pewter made in

other parts of Europe. This latter often attained to an ornate-
ness from which, fortunately, the pewter of England of the
best period is free. The manufacture of pewter in England

objects of metal, more suited to bullets than to buffets. Again, was governed by the strict rules of the Pewterers' Company,
there are those who, unacquainted with pewter lore, do not which as early as 1503 made it compulsory for the pewterers

guess the wealth of historical interest that invests the subject, of England to mark their wares, just as the French pewterers
Relics of any age, so damaged that they no longer com- of Limoges had been compelled to do a century earlier. Some

mand respectful attention, have no real excuse for perpetua- of the early English pewter was marked with the Tudor (her-

tion, unless some highly important historic association attaches aldic) Rose with Crown above, although the Rose and Crown
to them, for surely mere age or antiquity is not a raison d'etre is to be found on Scottish and on some Flemish pieces also,

with the sensible. Pewter in a state of dilapidation is no ex-

INDIVIDUAL MARKSception to the rule governing the forming of any collection of

quality, and no matter what its antecedents, it should present

good form to be worthy a place in the worth-while collection,

if it is to be regarded with other than the sentiment bestowed

upon a chipping from the Great Pyramid or a bottle of dust

from Pompeii.

As for the individual marks of the pewterers, these marks
were called .touches. Each pewterer was compelled to have
his separate touch, which was recorded at the Pewterers' Com-
pany halls by impressions struck on sheets of lead. Nearly all

But truly fine pewter has attributes to justify its collecting, the plates of touches in London so formed prior to 1666 were
In the first place its decorative quality commends it to notice.

Here, however, one must remember that an esthetic taste will

recognize this, where one to

which the artistic does not

appeal will overlook it. Sec-

ondly, the story of old pewter,
as recorded by Welch Masse
and other authorities on the

subject, authorities to whom
the collector-student is bound
to be indebted for much infor-

mation, is one that lends enter-

tainment to the pursuit of the

hobby. In this article we will

deal mainly with the outlines

of the story of English pew-
ter as serving best to intro-

duce some of the facts that go
toward making pewter worthy
the time and the trouble taken
to collect it.

A few years ago a "rage"
for old pewter swept over

England and America, fol-

lowing a notable exhibition

(the first of its sort) held at

Clifford's Inn, London. This
was in 1904. To be truthful,
one must record the "slump"
that followed a few years
later. But the true collector

who had taken up with pew-
ter remained loyal and enthu-

siastic, and with the appear-
ance of such works as

Welch's "History of the

Pewterers' Company
"

and
Masse's "Pewter Plate" and
"Chats on Old Pewter," also

of Gale's
"
Pewter and the

Amateur Collector," (a book

dealing chiefly with American

pewter) there has been a re-

Some English pewter pieces; dish, lidded alepot, tall

pepper, lidded tankard, baluster pepper and beer jug

vival of interest in the subject
which is becoming permanent.

English pewter triple-reed plates by R. Moulins (1876), can-
dlesticks, and measures with marked lids by James Tisoe

destroyed in the Great Fire, which also destroyed nearly all the

records, although some of the audit books of the Company,
dating from 1415, were saved.

However, on the lead plates
that have survived we find

some 1,100 pewterers' touches

impressed. The earlier touches
were somewhat smaller than
those of later date; some of

them, in fact, were tiny. The
mark X on old English pew-
ter was only permitted on
metal of extra quality, as one

may learn from one of the

Company's rules of 1697,
which gives notice that "none

may strike the letter X ex-

cept upon extraordinary ware,

commonly called hard mettle

ware." The various instances

of misdeeds on the part of

pewterers who tried to evade
the regulations kept the Com-

pany busy for several centu-

ries. The very last regulation
of the Pewterers' Company
concerning touches directs
"that all wares capable of a

large touch shall be touched
with a large touch with the

Christian name and surname
either of the maker or of the

vendor, at full length in plain
Roman letters

;
and the wares

shall be touched with the

small touch." A penalty of one

pence per pound was exacted
from those pewterers who
neglected to observe this rule.

While all the facts concern-

ing the marking of old pewter
should be diligently studied by
the collector, as he gathers
them from this source and
from that, and will prove of

great help, be of interest and
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Courtesy Metropolitan Museum of Art

A drawer-and-chest cabinet, em-
bellished with Wedgwood Jasper

will lend zest to collecting, the reader must

remember that much imitation old pewter
has been fabricated with intent to defraud.

However, such "fakes" (many of them

are very attractive!) usually unblushingly
bear upon them the ear-marks of their

spurious nature, and the collector soon

comes to have command of the knowledge

necessary to detect such reproductions.
The material of old pewter is variously

compounded. Old fine pewter consisted

of 112 pounds of tin to 26 pounds of

copper, or in place of the copper of

brass. Again, a fine, hard resonant mettle

was made of 100 parts of tin to 17 of anti-

mony. Distinguished from the fine pew-
ter was common pewter or "trifle" pew-
ter, as it was called. This was made of

83 parts of tin to 17 parts of antimony,
or with slight variations of 82 parts of tin

to 18 parts of antimony. These various

alloys are susceptible of a high polish
and of retaining it well under ordinary
circumstances for a usual period. This

pewter, too, has a good measure of hard-
ness and possesses durability.

Britannia metal must not be confused,
as often it is, with the real pewter. It

is a late 18th Century invention of tin,

antimony, copper and zinc. Masse says
of Britannia ware: "As it was found that

Britannia metal could be fashioned on the

lathe by the process called 'spinning' more
readily than could pewter, the new alloy began at once to oust
the other, and the ousting became more complete when, later

on, it was found that Britannia metal could be electroplated."
However, the general use to which pottery and porcelain,

tinware and enamel attained had come to have much, too, to do
with banishing pewter from general use, though it remained
longer in favor in Scotland than in England. "A whole gar-
nish of peutre," such as a lady of 1487 bequeathed to one of
her heirs, no longer came to be deemed fashionable. The
master pewterers suffered and found themselves forced out
of their trade, as time went on.

THE INROADS OF POTTERY

With the waning of pewter vast quantities of it were
melted up for solder and for other purposes, which accounts
for the scarcity of really fine old pieces. Indeed, such articles

as pewter spoons are exceptionally rare, not, as some suppose,
because they were so small, but because they were especially
serviceable to the traveling tinkers, who could convert them
into solder. The English pewter spoon was seldom a small

affair, if ever it de-

scended in scale to

the size of a dessert

spoon. In passing it

is well to call the col-

lector's attention to

the fact that pewter
spoons are imitated

and often placed be-

fore buyers as an-

tiques. One needs es-

pecially to familiarize

himself with the

shapes of the bowls
and of the handles of
the English ones and
other minutse in order
to determine intelli-

gently the authenticity
of a piece of pewter
of this sort. Other ob-

jects are much more
common, and ten gen-
uine English pewter
spoons would form a

goodly collection, con-

sidering their excep-
tional rarity.

The best English pewter is of simple design. Here are plates with touch-

marks, and several sizes of baluster measures

The London pewterers guarded their

trade secrets jealously. They permitted
no outsiders to loiter and to watch them
at work. As the various molds for pew-
ter objects were made at great expense,
it was the custom for the guilds of the

Pewterers' Company to own these and
to let them out. This accounts for the

various standard shapes of articles made

by quite different pewterers. Lists of

such molds, dating as far back as 1425.

have survived the vicissitudes of time and
throw much interesting light on the sub-

ject. Let the pewter collector remember
that pewter objects appear

to have come
into vogue as a substitute for silver, and
that pieces of old pewter usually follow

in form the shapes of the contemporary
silver objects of like use. Indeed, a study
of old English silver will prove of great

help to the pewter collector in solving

problems of chronology.

COLLECTING COSTS

One may not attempt to collect a whole

garnish of pewter of a single period a

complete garnish consisting of twelve

platters, twelve dishes and twelve saucers

but it is quite possible without an ap-

palling outlay. On the other hand, un-

less it is a "find," one may have to pay
$40 or $50 for a fine and authentic early

English pewter spoon.
Whatever one collects in the way of old pewter of any

period and of any country, it should be displayed by itself and

not mixed with silver, glass and with other objects. As to

what dealers sometimes call "silver pewter," let not the unwary
collector suppose that it is more than pewter of a fine quality

(if the object proves to be that!). Silver cannot enter into

the composition of true pewter, as it takes 950 C. to melt it

while the tin, melting at 230 C., would volatilize too greatly

to combine with the precious metal before the silver even

reached the melting-point. Perhaps because the finest pewter
takes a silver-like polish it was originally called "silver" pewter,
without intent to mislead.

Another point worth remembering is that, although all sorts

of objects have been fashioned of pewter (even a copy of the

Portland Vase has been fashioned in this metal), the collector

will find very few old English pewter teapots. Fully 85 per
cent of the teapots passing as pewter are, I should say, either

Britannia or Ashberry metal. Very early ecclesiastical pieces
of English make are rare, too. As early as 1175 the Council

of Westminster forbade the fashioning of church vessels of

pewter, as it was

thought not sufficient-

ly precious to be dedi-

cated to such use. But
in poorer communi-
ties exceptions must
have been made, as

we know of its use in

churches in 1 194. The
Council of N i m e s

(1252) and the Coun-
cil of Albi (1254) in

France had later to

take up a like matter,
then permitting pew-
ter in the manufacture
of objects for church
use under certain re-

strictions.

Not only in early
times by the year
1290 Edward the
First had accumu-
lated 300 pieces of

pewter of fine quality
but as late as 1820,

when George the

(Cont'd on page 70)
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HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?
Is It to Be Perennials or Annuals or Biennials This Year? The Advantages ot

Each Type - - Combinations for the Best Effects and the Least Labor

GRACE TABOR

IS
it like the garden of contrary Mary, or is it less well

ordered than that historic spot, with its cockle shells and
neat comely rows ? Does it run to bare spaces and to periodi-

cal fits of sulks, or does it grow sweetly and bountifully?
Does it, in the last analysis, behave exactly as you would have

it ; exactly as a garden should behave, with plenty of flowers

always in bloom from early spring to late fall, and no ugli-

ness anywhere?
All gardens are supposed to be up to this ideal, of course :

and all garden makers always plan to bring their own gardens

up to it. But so marly things interfere that one is peren-

nially excusing this or that defect, and forever premising that

it shall be corrected "next summer."
Now is the accepted time, however, right now ns the time

to go over the garden's deficiencies carefully, and correct

them for this summer. Actual outdoor work is not possible,

of course ; but I venture to say that your garden may be

all that you want it, this very summer, if you will start indoor

work upon it now.

THE GARDEN ON PAPER

Map out now, therefore, a schedule for what is to be done

when you can begin work out-of-doors. This is the first

thing. Plan it so that each operation will come in logical

order or sequence, and each thing will be taken up at the

proper time to lead on to the next thing. For example, if

something is to be shifted because it is not favorably located,

or because a different color or type of flower is wanted where
it stands, such transplanting should precede the planting of

new material, even though such new
material is going elsewhere unless it is a

peony or some early flowering plant which

you purpose moving. If this is the case,

it should have been done last fall
; and must

go now until next autumn.
Decide now what you can put there for

this summer, in the place where the peony
is to go when fall comes. This will avoid

a bare, unfinished spot, even for a single
season which must always be guarded
against. Let this something be an annual
a one-summer flower only. Then you will

not have a double shifting to do, when the autumn moving day
finally arrives.

ANNUALS AND BIENNIALS

The mention of annuals brings me to a point which I want

very much to emphasize so that there will be no doubt left

regarding it. There is a class of plants that are neither annual
nor perennial, which proves disappointing to the garden be-

ginner who expects all plants to fall under one or the other
of these two heads. These other plants are biennials plants
that grow from the seed one year, live through a winter, blos-

som the second summer, and then die out completely, as soon
as their seeds are matured, and their life cycle thus com-
pleted. Their being hardy or tender has nothing to do with it ;

it is a matter quite independent of climate or outer conditions.
There are not many biennials commonly used in our gar-

dens, and they are not a numerous class, anyway. But there
are enough, and the ones that exist are sufficiently popular to
cause a great many seeming failures. The seeds germinate, and
the plants grow ; but as the summer advances and no flowers

appear, the gardener who is unaware of this peculiarity, be-

lieving possibly that he has sown an annual, gives it up as a
failure, and next summer plants something else in its place
thereby destroying it just at the time when it is about to

justify its existence. Then he tells his friends that he cannot
seem to succeed with pinks, perhaps, or foxgloves, or what-
ever it may have been.

The same thing happens, only a little differently, if he has

put the seed in the ground under the impression that it is a

perennial which may not bloom until it has
had a year in which to grow. In this case,
he is satisfied to wait for the flowers until

the second summer
; but when the plant dies

at the end of this time, and appears no
more, he wonders what ailed it.

LEARN WHAT THE PLANTS ARE

Before it comes time to go at the garden
actually, therefore, I would advise becom-

ing thoroughly familiar with the things
you purpose planting. Make sure that the
annuals are annual, and that the perennials

In this group
are four of the
five leading
p e r e n nials :

iris, peonies,
larkspur and

lilies

Iris can be
planted effect-

ively both in

clumps or in
field planting
such as this

Lillies and lark-

spur make an
excellent com-
bination for
the border of a
garden of per-

ennials
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Pinks belong to the
flowers that can be left

out if there is no room,
personal preference
being the deciding factor

in the matter

Sweet Williams, which
are spicy and refresh-

ing, should be included
in every garden for their

odor. They make good
border plants

In this grouping are the
four best biennials: fox-

glove, shown above.
Sweet William and
pinks in center, and

Canterbury bells

are going to stay with you forever and a day, and
not just over one winter ; and make sure, if you
must have Canterbury bells and foxgloves, or

any of the two or three other less popular bien-

nials, that you have a place which you can set

aside, where the seeds of each may be sown each

year, at the proper time to provide young plants
for the next year's bloom. This is really imperative; for

though these plants usually seed themselves, these spontaneous
seedlings cannot be depended upon. Unless they are fairly
well grown little plants, they may not survive the winter;

moreover, it is not unusual for the seeds to lie in. the ground
all winter before germinating. Which means that they will

not arrive at their second and blooming summer until a year
has elapsed. This is very apt to be the case with foxgloves,
which fact does not matter in the least where they are natural-

ized, for in such a situation there will always be little plants
of different ages, and thus always some of the proper age to

supply flowers each summer. But in the garden borders one
cannot allow space for such unproductive individuals.

I would not advise a garden of perennials, biennials, or an-
nuals exclusively except for a special place or under special
circumstances. For one thing, each class has in it flowers

which cannot be spared from the garden without a distinct

loss ; for another, all gardens require care, and it is nonsense
to expect that anything can be put into the ground and for-

gotten, and yet go on doing its work up to the standard which
care will maintain.

WORK IN A PERENNIAL GARDEN

The garden planted entirely with perennials does require the

least care of any, it is true, or rather, it requires least think-

ing about and effort at the beginning of summer. Be not
under the delusion, however, that a planting exclusively of

perennials will let you off altogether from a fair amount of

wholesome work if you expect to have a fair amount of

flowers. All plants require care ; and, as a matter of fact,

some perennials look worse when neglected than do the more
luxuriant annuals. For when they have blossomed they go

Pinks, Canterbury bell*

and delphiniums make
an exquisite combina-
tion. In white they are
no novelty with the blue

of the delphiniums

straight ahead with the formation of seed
;
and

when the seed is formed, they proceed to scatter

it
; and then they are through for the summer.
Yet I would always make the main planting

of a garden of perennials, and select these for
their extended period of bloom quite as much as
for their intrinsic beauty. Then, with them

placed, bring in the annuals, or biennials, or both selected to
fit the situation as carefully as the perennials were selected,
chosen also to harmonize with these, and to complement what
they have begun. In this way only is it possible to have great
quantities of flowers throughout the summer. Confining a

planting to one class invariably results in gaps in the bloom,
and though it is by no means essential to the success of a

garden that there be flowers in it all of the time, few garden
makers are satisfied unless there are.

However your garden grows, I should say that it ought to
have as its leading perennials iris, peonies, larkspurs (del-
phinium) ; lilies (lilium), and pyrethrums. To these I would
add, from among the biennials, foxgloves, (digitalis) and Can-
terbury bells, (campanulas), and perhaps Sweet VVilliams or

pinks, if there were room. These last are really perennials,
but they produce flowers so poorly after the second summer
that they are classed as biennials and treated as such. Then,
of annuals, it would seem necessary to have stocks, poppies,
snapdragons (these are not truly annuals but are treated as

such, to get the best blooms), asters or dahlias the latter only
if there were a great deal of space petunias, and zinnias,
these to be in one color only, never in mixture. And if you
are carrying out a color scheme there may be others that you
will need; ageratum, if it is a blue garden, for example. This
is really one of the most important flowers under such special
circumstances.

FRAGRANT FLOWERS

Not much provision has been made here for fragrant flowers,
which every garden ought to have in abundance. The stocks
are deliciously sweet, to be sure, Sweet Williams are spicy
and refreshing, peonies are delightful and iris is rich though
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Poppies do well as a foundation planting in

sandy or gravelly soil. In borders, they
should be used as an edging. They are

hardy and generally take sufficient care of

themselves

Stocks come in a consid-

erable variety of colors,

and their handsome blos-

soms, sometimes 2' above
the ground, open in July

The annual snapdragons in

scarlet, pink, yellow and
white are also July bloom-
ers that deserve a conspic-
uous place in the garden

Asters still hold in favor

among the perennials,
and give the garden al-

most its longest and last

touch of vivid color

dainty and elusive; but
flowers that are definitely

fragrant though not at all

showy, ought to make their

way into every planting.

Nothing surpasses lavender

for pure sweetness. One
or two plants of this, if no
more, lifted in the fall and
wintered indoors and re-

turned to the garden every
spring, are more than
worth the trouble. They
may be wintered outside,
if an abundant protection
is given them, though there
is some risk in undertaking
this. Lavender is easily

raised from seed, however, so plants that die may be replaced
without serious loss.

The matter of combining these various plants is of course
what decides how your garden will grow. The right com-
bination will make it all that you want it; while the wrong
grouping of them will leave it as badly off as ever, with just
as many bare spots and opportunities for "sulking." Peren-

No old-time flower gives such
satisfaction as the zinnia, but
you must be careful in the se-

lection of the seed

Because of their long
stems and prostrate
growth, petunias need a

place in the garden that

is fairly prominent

nials, being perennials and
therefore permanent and

important, must have their

places decided upon first,

and the other material

must group around these

or up to them, as you
choose to put it. But the

two biennials chosen are

quite as worthy of honor
as any of the permanent
flowers

; so these must have
their positions established

accordingly.
Of course you may pre-

fer to select other things
than those suggested here,
or your garden may already
contain a different selection. But in either case, or a combina-
tion of the two, remember to make your garden harmonious.
Consider carefully the heights of the plants, the colors of their

flowers, and whether they come under the perennial, annual or
biennial class. These are all important points which, pro-
perly considered, have much to do with ultimate success.

(Continued on page 66)

Of all the perennials, the
dahlia is the most lordly.
They need space, and for

cutting, are without peer.
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

The two rooms
shown on this page
are from the resi-

dence of H. P. Dil-

lon, Esq., at Tope-
ka, Kansas; Charles
E. Birge, architect.

The dining-room is

finished in Flemish
oak and hung with
a tapestry in which
the predominant
note is blue. Deco-
rations of blue and
silver carry out the
scheme. A carved
Caen stone mantel

adds interest

A square hall of

panelled oak occu-

pies the center of
the house. Its gen-
erous fireplace and
large chairs give an
air of hospitality.
Large north win-
dows on the stair

landing, with panel
pictures from Ar-
thurian legends,
lend a cloistered

lighting to the hall-

way and the bal-

cony above
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The hallway and bed-
room shown below
are from the home of
E. W. Shields, Esq..
at Kansas City, a
house of Elizabethan
lines in the restricted

Country Club Dis-
trict. The owner, an
Englishman, wanted
a house with English
atmosphere, and this

picture of the early
English baronial hall

with its Flemish tap-
estries and appropri-
ate furnishings at-

tests to the success of
the architect

Among the bedrooms
is one finished in pale
greys and dull blue
with lighter touches
of flowered chintz in
the hangings. The
doors at the farther
side lead to a sleep-

ing porch

To begin with, this

was a small room in

a New York apart-
ment, and the owner
wanted to create in

it a sense of space.
The walls tinted light
and panelled with
moulding, the few
pieces of furniture
well chosen and well

arranged, the simple
Colonial mantel and
its fitting garniture,
all contribute to the
success of the room

Personality is in
every angle of this

room. It belongs to

a golf champion, a
domesticated golf

champion at that.
Hence the cups and
the general air of
comfort. Note the
chintz smoke valance
over the mantel shelf
and the couches by

the fireside
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On this page three photographs show interiors of

the home of J. G. Leiper, Esq., at Chestnut Hill,

Pa.; Karcher and Smith, architects. The walls of

the living-room are grey; the woodwork white

In the library the woodwork is white and the

walls white with small red spots. Flowered
chintz is at the windows. The built-in book-

cases are conveniently located

Golden yellow predominates the color scheme of

the dining-room. Again the woodwork is white, thus

preserving a unity in these rooms. Silver light-

ing fixtures contrast with the mahogany furniture
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Baldwin apples, with Wagners for fillers, were set out in the fourth

orchard, where the whole surface of the ground was well cultivated

COUNTING THE COST OF FARMING IV

The Beginning of the Four Orchards How the Soil Was Prepared and the Young Trees Set Out-

The Problems of Labor and Cost

FLORA LEWIS MARBLE

BEFORE
we decided what varieties

of trees to plant we consulted

Bulletin No. 113, issued by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture, which

gives a good general list of apples that

will thrive in various localities. For
more specific information about our

own State we read Bulletin No. 106

from the Pennsylvania State College
on the Apple in Pennsylvania, and
the Orchard Primer by Prof. H. A.

Surface, economic zoologist for the

State. This last valuable little book is

published and largely distributed by
the Pennsylvania Railroad. Then we
consulted the list of reliable nursery-
men that is compiled by the State every
year. These men guarantee their stock

to be true to name and free from pests.
Their nurseries are inspected by the

State from time to time. We corre-

sponded with several of them who
were nearest to us, wanting to buy
from a nearby point if possible, as
there is less risk of root drying then
than if the trees have to undergo a

long journey.
The slope of our land is so good

that all of the hillsides selected for

orchards have plenty of sun, so we
decided to grow only red apples, as

they stand a better chance for good
market prices than the green varieties.

In the first, second and third orchards
we planted the Northern Spy for the

permanent trees, and in the fourth we
set Baldwins.

Digging the potatoes was one of the early autumn
tasks that occupied the time of men and horses

Many small fruit growers around
the country, and some reliable nursery-
men, advised the use of peaches for

fillers, but we did not want to grow
peaches as they are so perishable a crop.
Others suggested dwarf pears for fill-

ers, but it seemed to us that two fruits

growing side by side must double the

cost of spraying, because they would
demand different sprays at different

times.

We finally decided to choose some

quick bearing apples as fillers, and

bought the Wealthy to plant with the

Spys, and the Wagner for fillers be-

tween the Baldwin trees. The Wealthy
is described as being of vigorous

growth, very hardy, and a prolific bien-

nial bearer. Fruit medium in size,

bright red and very attractive. Quality
medium either for cooking or dessert.

The Wagner is a poor growing, dwarf-
ish tree, recommended for fillers. The
fruit is medium in size, red and attrac-

tive, of excellent quality when well

grown. These trees were set every 20'

between the permanent trees. They
will come into bearing about the same
time as a peach tree should. One man
assures us that the Wealthy should
come into bearing eight years before
the Spys, and the Wagners six years
before the Baldwins. These trees will

ensure a return from the orchards be-

fore the slow-growing permanent trees

mature. Both the Wealthy and Wag-
ner are fall bearing. For the few years
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that they are allowed to remain standing
after the permanent trees have begun to

bear, this fact will make harvesting easier,

as picking their fruit will succeed that work
on the Spys and Baldwins.

SETTING THE TREES

Tn the first orchard we planted dynamite
was tried. This was the one where a heavy
clay subsoil underlies the loam to a depth
of 6' or 7'. Here the dynamite was a com-

plete failure, both for draining the land

and setting the trees. A water pocket was
the result of every shot, and the pick and
shovel method had to be adopted.
For digging holes and planting the men

were divided into gangs of four. Two went
ahead digging holes, two followed planting
trees. It takes two men to plant a tree well.

One holds the tree in position and arranges
the roots, the other fills in the earth and

packs it. By this method it cost $63.40 to

stake out and plant 429 trees, or almost
IS cents a hole.

The next orchard we planted numbered
197 trees. It was situated on a side hill.

Here shale rock and streaks of sand formed
the subsoil, under shallow loam. It was
almost impossible to dig the holes deep
enough with pick and shovel for the best

development of the roots of the young
trees. Dynamite work here was a complete
success. Clay was almost absent from the

subsoil, so there were no water pockets
formed. In many cases the shale rock had
to be drilled to a depth of 18" to admit the

charge of dynamite. The explosion pulver-
ized the shale so it made good root con-
ditions and planting was easy. Forty per
cent dynamite was used, for which 18 cents
a pound was paid. The expense of the op-
eration follows:

Dynamite, fuse and caps $24.63
Labor, staking and setting trees 41.58

$66.21
This made the expense of setting 197

trees a little more than 33 cents a tree. Time
was lost in trying to make the rows on the
hillside straight where it was difficult to
measure accurately. This experience led
to the building of the leveler already men-
tioned.

The third orchard, twenty acres, was the
best soil, consisting of rich loam 3' deep
underlaid by shale, sand, and streaks of
soft clay. The clay was not

compact enough to form
pockets when dynamite was
used, so, as the season was
late and men scarce, dyna-
mite was used all over the
orchard. Here 2,550 trees

were set. The gangs also

consisted of four men. Two
used the explosives and
cleared the hole out, two
followed setting the trees.

As we really wanted to

get the best method of using
dynamite, and the under-

taking was large enough to

arouse local interest in our
methods, a demonstrator
was sent from the dynamite
plant with tools and vari-
ous kinds of dynamite
suited to different condi-
tions. This demonstration
cost us only the material

used, and the time given by

The fall planted tree needs a protector
to keep mice and rabbits from gnawing

the bark

our own workmen amounting to about

$3.00 and in the light of subsequent re-

sults was well worth while.

The demonstrator agreed with our ex-

perience, saying that "dynamite is worse
than useless in heavy clay sub-soils, or
where any ground is water-soaked, for then
it forms hard cakes of the earth." He
went over the fields with our men, showing
them where to use forty per cent dynamite
and where a lighter charge of twenty per
cent would be better. The object is to make
a slow explosion which will pulverize the
subsoil and dig the hole, but leave the
earth loose in the hole ready to shovel out.

An explosion large enough to remove the
earth from the hole wastes the soil, and
makes work hunting for earth to fill in

about the trees. In rocky conditions, such
as our first hillside planting, he used forty
per cent dynamite; in ordinary loam with
loose shale or light subsoil, he used twenty
per cent dynamite. The cost of setting
out these 2,550 trees was as follows:

The large areas to be covered called for a horse-drawn planter to set

out the potato fields properly

Staking 2,550 trees (there were so

many that the operation is listed

separately) ................... $55.95
Labor for setting trees ........... 194.99
200 Ibs. dynamite 20% ($13.85 per

C.) .......................... 27.70
200 Ibs. dynamite W% ($15.00 per

C.) .......................... 30.00

2,700 caps ...................... 27.00

4,800' of fuse ................... 28.80

$364.44

Staking the trees therefore cost a little

better than 2 cents a tree, and planting cost

something more than 12 cents, or the com-
plete cost per tree better than 14 cents.

In setting the fourth orchard we had the
same soil conditions that were found in the
third orchard. The loam was loose and
rich. There were no very steep hillsides

in this twenty acres ; the slopes being more
gentle reduced the cost of staking. We had

plenty of men to do the planting, so we dug
all the holes by hand. The third orchard had
been set in the fall, but this fourth orchard

setting came after the early spring rains
when the ground was water-soaked. Often
when the soil would dig well by hand it

would have caked had dynamite been used.
The cost of this planting was as follows :

Staking 2,550 trees ............... $33.10
Rigging holes and setting trees ____ 180.00

$213.10

This made the cost of staking l'/j cents

per tree, and the cost of planting 10 cents

per tree, or a total cost of 11^ cents per
tree.

Summing up our experience, the first

trees planted were set with pick and shovel
at a cost of 15 cents a tree. The second
orchard was set in rocky ground with dyna-
mite at a cost of 33 cents a tree. The third

orchard was set with dynamite on good
ground at a cost of more than 14 cents a
hole. The fourth orchard was set with pick
and shovel at a cost of II ^3 cents a tree.

This seemed to show that, under equally
good conditions the cost of setting a tree

with dynamite, or without, did not vary
more than a penny or so. The relative value
of the two methods depends upon local con-
ditions, which change with every tree that
is set, and here, as everywhere else, a man
must use his own good sense.

TREATMENT OF YOUNG
TREES

People are usually vio-

lently prejudiced for, or

against, fall planting. In
our vicinity no one sets

trees in the fall, but it hap-
pened that our first orchard
land was ready to plant at
that season, so we set about
it. The season was wet
and warm, a late growing
time, so planting did not

begin until the 23rd of Oc-
tober. As there were only
429 trees to set, the work
was easily done in five

days. The third orchard
was also set in the fall.

Here we had 2.550 trees to

plant. They reached us the
last week in October and

(Continued on page 62)
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The possibilities of special pergola effects are unlimited

THE PURPOSE AND CONSTRUCTION OF PERGOLAS
The Place This Old World Importation Holds as a Feature of the Modern American Home

Materials, Plans and Building to Meet Different Conditions

WARFIELD WEBB

LANDSCAPE
gardening and architec-

ture must properly include all forms

of decoration that will increase the at-

tractiveness of the lawn, and such as will

add at the same time a monetary value to

the home. It is not desired to have simply
a pretty lawn, but one that will enhance the

value of the property itself. Therefore, the

subject demands attention, not alone from
those who are owners, but also from the

men who make possible these improved con-

ditions. To increase one's knowledge in

this way there will be a material advance
made toward realizing the good that may
be obtained.

There are many things that will ma-

terially increase the value of the lawn from
an artistic point. The part that the builder

has in this is not by any means an insig-
nificant one. If we cite the pergola as an

example, it at once arouses a desire for

knowledge of the part it plays in this way.
In a great many respects it is one of the

newer forms of lawn decoration in this

country. While it is an inheritance from
the older countries, it is one that deserves
more encouragement on the part of the

real home lovers, particularly where the

desire is to add much to the home plan.

THE PURPOSES OF THE PERGOLA
It should be understood at the outset

that the pergola is not simply a decoration.
It possesses useful features in addition to

its attraction as an ornament, and, wher-
ever erected, increases the charm of the

setting. It serves as a bower, a retreat and
a nook. It may be covered with vines, and
serve as a refuge from inclement weather.

Frequently it leads off into the lawn and
sometimes to the garage, or terminates at

a pond or miniature garden. At other

times it will serve as a bridge, with columns
at either end, in this way spanning an other-

wise open ravine and adding to the archi-

tectural effects of the home. In country
homes it has a special place, because of the

expanse that many of the country abodes

possess, thereby making its necessity more

keenly felt.

Thus we see that the pergola is in reality

a useful ornament, and one that is finding
more general favor as home-builders come
to realize its need. It should be given a

fair share of the construction man's con-

sideration. The study of the varying ma-
terials with which it is built and the effects

of the different types of architectural varia-

tions are widespread. Its very popularity
has been the fundamental reason why there

are to-day a larger number of the structural

materials used in its manufacture.

PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION

In the Old World the pergola is gen-

erally constructed with stone columns, built

of stone blocks, and even marble has been

used in the more costly specimens. With
its advent in this country there came a

diversified use of the materials in its con-

struction, and these are varied enough to

satisfy any prospective builder. Now we
have the pergola of reinforced concrete,

stone, brick and wood. Where the columns

are built of any of the former materials,

save that of wood, the upper portions are

nearly always of wood. This section is com-

posed of the beams and rafters. In some

cases concrete has been used with fair sat-

isfaction.

In the selection of materials for pergola
construction, the home owner has his

choice. The principal differences in this

often depend upon climatic conditions, some
materials doing better in one climate than
in others. The builder should understand
the difference, and be able to state with

accuracy just what effect the climate has on
each material. Concrete has been found an
admirable material for pergola construc-

tion in climates that are not too severe. In

undertaking to do this character of con-

crete work one should be well versed in the

requirements, if success is to be assured.
The best materials are always essential, but
care in the work itself is of equal signifi-
cance.

USING CONCRETE
There are several systems of manufac-

turing concrete posts or columns, of which
the two most generally used are the solid

concrete column, with reinforcing rods and
mesh, and the turned column, with hollow
interior. The column material is composed
of best Portland cement, fine sand and an

aggregate, in proportions usual to the bet-

ter class of work. The strength and sur-

face of the columns should be of the great-
est importance to the builder. The size and

style of the columns are varied according to

the work. The shape may be round, square
or octagonal. The decorations also vary
and may be made elaborate or simple. The
solid columns are comparatively easy of

construction, if common sense and care are

fairly exercised.
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One system of making the round columns,

known as the Trusswall method, is patented.

This consists of placing a collapsible core

in position and then applying the concrete

in a first coat, the core being protected with

paper to prevent its contact with the material,

and afterwards turned. When the concrete

has partially set, the reinforcing is added,

consisting of wire mesh and rods to carry

any given load. The wire is wound from end

to end of the shaft at an angle of about 45 ,

and the latter is revolved, forming a diamond

mesh covering the entire column.

To make the column stronger by additional

reinforcing, other rods are placed lengthwise

and afterwards covered with more wire. The

final coat of concrete is then applied ;
when

it has set, the core is withdrawn and the

column is complete. The particular advan-

tage of this system is that a column of any

size or detail' may be made. The columns

are waterproof, and, being hollow, are lighter

than the solid columns.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF BRICKS

If brick is used for the columns or pillars,

it should be of an attractive face, preferably

wire cut, with a bond of special attractive-

ness. Such bricks are nearly always of the

square type. The
round columns of the

same material are not

nearly so attractive,

and they are used

only in rare instances.

In fact, the use of

brick for pergolas has

never been very ex-

tensive, though there

are possibilities in it

that are wider than

supposed, and can be

cultivated if the com-

bination of materials

and workmanship are

wisely united.

THE WOODS TO USE
The use of wood

for pergolas has been

very general. There
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pergola is not merely a decorative

esthetic value, often serving as
device.
modifi

It is of practical as well as

id outdoor living-room

Vine-covered and of intrinsically good design, the pergola as an adjunct to the

house itself is worthy of careful consideration

One of the important services the pergola performs is to establish a definite con-

nection, both literally and figuratively, between two distinct features of the grounds

are a number of

kinds of this mate-

rial that are particu-

larly adapted to the

purpose, among
which are white

pine, red pine,
cypress, fir poplar,
redwood and tupelo

gum. The columns

are made from the

log, solid, or some-

times built up or

bored. The most
successful wood
columns are of the

built-up variety. To
obviate the danger
of cracking or

checking the built-

up column of staves

has been found high-

ly satisfactory, and the demand for the latter

is increasing rapidly among column users.

Some climates are more suitable for one

kind of stock than others, though any of the

above kinds of wood is suitable for most

places. The matter of choice is many times

left to the architect or column manufacturer

for final decision. If construction is placed

in the hands of builders who are competent

men, there will be no danger from inferior

material. The wood is air dried and made

impervious to climatic conditions after it has

been put in place. The building of the per-

gola demands both good materials and the

best workmanship, and if the planning is done

by a competent person, it will be found satis-

factory. Much of the planning depends upon
the particular work, and there is needed the

labor of men who are careful and well versed

in what they are to do.

The plans are generally made by an archi-

tect to conform to any given lawn, and there

should be no difficulty in their success if they

are made plain to the manufacturer. The

use of vines will not hide the defects, should

any exist, and the work is of sufficient im-

portance to demand ample preliminary de-

tail. It is simple enough if the plan is well

studied.
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SEEN IN THE SHOPS
The addresses of shops where the

articles shown on these pages can
be procured will be furnished on

application. Purchases can be made
through the HOUSE & GARDEN Shop-

ing Service.

A "war plate" in dull blue and
white is a recent product of a
porcelain factory which pro-
duces a special piece each

year. It sells for $7.50

Ivory stippled
wood distinguishes
this desk set from
its brass proto-

types. $22.50

Of dull red lacquer
with gold decora-
tions is a complete
portable writing

case. $36

Faint tones of color in the decora-
tion of this odd Grecian cup vase
need not bar it from a room of de-

cided color scheme. $8

An innovation that solves an
old problem is found in this

simple butter dish which has
a metal cover and a recep-

tacle for cracked ice.

Danish embroidery center-

pieces effectively complete the
table decoration when used
with Delft-blue china. $2

to $12

A dainty bit of Sheffield plate
is this cake or sandwich tray.
The handle is attractive in

shape and is convenient in

passing the dish. $5.50

An ebony frame carries out the
Japanese feeling in this screen
with its birds and apple blossoms
on a dull gold background. $150
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In place of< the unsightly
wire basket for our hang-
ing garden comes this

concrete bowl which is

porous and gives the
flowers ample chance to

breathe. 75 cents

An ideal piece to keep in

mind when you come to
furnish the living-room of

your summer house is

this French chintz sofa.

The wood is ivory and the

covering old blue. $120

The atmosphere of the bou-
doir is daintiness, and any-
thing that adds to that

spirit is acceptable. Dainti-
ness in line and color
characterizes this little bou-
doir lamp. It stands 13"
high. Two little Napoleon-
ic figures form the base.
The shade is of shirred

silk. $6

The two-in-one photograph
or picture frame is de-

signed for that place on the
table or the desk where
both sides can show to ad-

vantageor, as your mood
chances, you can turn
your favorite around. Dull
gilded wood is the material
used. It holds a pictura

6"x9". $7

A dainty trifle for the dressing table is

this triplicate mirror of cream enamel
and hand-tinted rosebuds. It is es-

pecially suitable for the Marie An-
toinette type of boudoir. $ 1 2

JUT

Flower pots that breathe are just what
indoor gardeners have always wished.
These are made of porous cement.
The jardinere sells for 50 cents and
to* Roman window-box for $1.50

The touch of Italian blue in Delia
Robbia plaques makes them always
decorative; especially in the kiddies'
rooms do they look well. $2.50 to $5

To prevent lumps in soft

sugar, use a shaker. One of

such simple lines as this can
be used with almost any pat-
tern of silver. It comes in

Sheffield plate for $4.25

February mornings bring hot
cakes and syrup. This syrup
jug is a particularly graceful
design in Sheffield plate.
The tray is separate. Jug

and tray complete $7

IIIT
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YOUR ALL-YEAR GARDEN
Intelligent Ordering for This Season's Crops Quantities and Varieties of the Best Vegetables,

Fruits and Shrubs New Sorts and What They Will Do

F. F. ROCKWELL

THE
most important work for February is

to get your ordering done. This may not

seem at first glance like a very big job.

A great many people, in fact, think it of so little

importance that they put it off until returning
bluebirds remind them that spring is imminent.

Careful ordering is not only the first, but one
of the most important steps, in making your
garden successful. If you stop to give the vari-

ous things in which you are interested some

thought and attention, just as you would a new
gown or a new car, instead of being merely
satisfied with repeating your last year's order,

you will find that this job of ordering is not so

simple after all and is tremendously more in-

teresting than you thought it could be.

Intelligent ordering depends upon careful plan-

ning. There is no royal road to garden success ex-

cept the Midas touch that means a private gar-
dener and then the successes are his, not yours.
The whole matter is largely psychological; the

thing to do is to change your attitude towards
this end of your garden work, if at first it is a

lazy or an evasive one. Plan with the spirit of

the artist or of the sculptor then in a degree

you elevate the task of planning to the realm

of inspiration whether it be a sunken garden cov-

ering a half an acre, or a 2' border around the

veranda.

THE AMOUNT TO ORDER

If you followed up the suggestions in last

month's Department and tested your seeds, you
know by this time what kind of things you have
to get this year, and your plans, when made,
will show you the amount of space to be planted
with each vegetables, flowers, shrubs, small

fruits, as the case may be, and how much of
each will be needed for a

given purpose.
Let us take the vegetables

first. We may take the

planting unit as a 50' row.
To plant that length of row
the following amounts, ap-
proximately, of the various

vegetables will be required :

Beets, 1 oz. ; cabbage, }4 oz.
;

cauliflower, 54 oz - ; carrot,

5/2 oz. ; endive, 54 oz.
; kohl-

rabi, 54 oz.
; lettuce, J4 oz. ;

leek,
l/2 oz.

; onion, l/2 oz.
;

parsnip, 54 oz. ; peas, 1 pt. ;

potatoes, y2 pk. ; radishes, 54
Ib. ; salsify, 34 z -

; Swiss
chard, J4 oz - turnip, 54 oz.
If you are going to make
two bites of a cherry and
order the early things first

and the late things later on,
get those now. But it is far
better to order everything at
once. Of the late or tender crops, for the same
unit of planting, get beans, 1 pt. ; lima beans,
1 pt. ; pole beans, 54 Pt. ; Brussels sprouts, J4
oz.

; late cabbage, 54 oz. ; corn, % pt. ; cucumbers,
54 oz.

; melons, 54 oz - 1 pumpkins, 54 oz -
; squash,

54 oz.

The following are very seldom planted directly
in the row where they are to grow, but are
started under glass or outdoors and later trans-

planted : Cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts,
egg-plants, peppers, tomatoes. The cabbage group
is sometimes sown where it is to be grown and
thinned out. Farther south, the last three may
be grown the same way. When sown for trans-

planting or in hills to be thinned where they are
to grow, a package of each will be sufficient for
a 50' row or more.

FLOWER SEEDS, FRUITS AND SHRUBS
In ordering flower seeds, a packet will in most

instances be sufficient where they are to be
started in heat and transplanted later. Those
that are wanted in quantity for bedding or edg-
ing, such as ageratum, alyssum, asters, petunias,
English daisies, candytuft, celosias, coleus, lo-

belias, marigolds, nasturtiums, pansies, phlox,
poppies, portulacas, salvias, sweet peas, verbenas,
and zinnias, it is better to purchase by the ounce!
according to your requirements. Sunflowers, cas-
tor oil beans, nasturtiums, sweet peas, cannas

(which can be started perfectly well from seed

if the latter are notched or filed through the hard
outer shell), and morning glories, are- all quite

large seeds, and, unless only a few plants are

wanted, a packet will hardly be sufficient. All

of these things are much cheaper by the ounce
than by the packet, and many seeds not used this

season will be good next. Most of them will

retain their vitality for several years if kept in

a good place.
To determine the number of fruits or small

fruits you will want, allow about the following
distances between each. Where only one figure
is given it indicates the difference between speci-
mens each way; the distances, being only ap-

proximate, can be varied 10% or 20% either way
to make things fit in, or in the case of extra
small or extra large varieties. Standard apples,

35'; dwarf, 10'; half dwarf, Doucin stock, 18';

pears, 25' ; dwarf pears, 12'
; plums, 18' ; peaches,

18' ; cherries, 20'
; quinces, 12' ; grapes, 10' ; cur-

rants and gooseberries, 4'-5' ; raspberries, 3'x6' ;

blackberries, 4' or 5'x7' ; strawberries, 1' or

\VJ x 3' or 4'.

Practically all shrubs and ornaments can be

planted in the spring as well as in the fall if

you can be sure of being able to take time to get
them in early ; otherwise, leave them for fall

planting. Shrubs in a solid shrubbery border
should be set quite close 3' to 4' apart for the
small and medium sized varieties, and 5' or 6'

for the large ones.

RELIABLE VARIETIES

It is a good deal of a job to keep up with the
new varieties of vegetables, flowers, shrubs and
fruits that are introduced from year to year. It

would be a considerable task even if one could

Poor seeds are a false economy. Only
the best selected seeds from reliable

dealers will produce really satisfactory
results like these

believe everything that is said in the catalogues
as to the merits of the "novelties" a task re-

quiring a great deal more time than the average
gardener has. For the busy or inexperienced
gardener much more satisfaction, with the least

waste of time, can be had when ordering by
selecting some of the following "tried and true"

things. There are many varieties as good but

very few, if any, better than any of the follow-

ing, of its particular type or in its particular
class :

Asparagus Palmetto ; beans, string with green
pod Bountiful ; wax Brittle Wax and Golden
Wax ; beans, pole Old Homestead and Golden
Cluster (wax); dwarf limas Burpee Improved;
pole limas Early Leviathan, Giant Podded ;

beets Eclipse, Early Model and Detroit Dark
Red (maturing in the order named) ; cabbage
Copenhagen Market, All-head Early and Succes-
sion and Drumhead Savoy; carrots Chantenay,
Coreless; cauliflower Snowball, Dry Weather;
celery Golden Self Blanching and Winter Queen
(Emperor is a splendid new sort which I tried
for the first time this year and feel perfectly
safe in recommending) ; Swiss chard Giant Lu-

cullus
;
sweet corn Golden Bantam and C<i"n*-y

Gentleman
;
cucumbers Everbearing -de

pickles") and Davis Perfect; egg-p .u- lack

Beauty; lettuce Grand Rapids (loose leaved),

Big Boston (head) for spring and fall, and Dea-
con for summer; melons Henderson's Bush for

small gardens, and Netted Gem, Rockyford,
(green fleshed), Fordhook (salmon fleshed) ; wa-
termelons Fordhook Early, and Halbert Honey;
okra Perkins Long Pod

;
onions Silver King

(white), Prize Taker (yellow) ; peas, dwarf,

Laxtonian, or Blue Bantam, Little Marvel ;

British Wonder (late) ;
tall early, Early Morn,

or Gradus (Prosperity), Boston Unrivalled

(American Champion) an improved Telephone;
peppers Early Neapolitan and Chinese Giant;
potatoes Irish Cobbler (early), Gold Coin;
radishes Crimson Giant Globe, Early White
Turnip, for winter; spinach Victoria, New Zea-
land for continuous cuttings ; squash Fordhook
Bush for small gardens, white scalloped and Giant
Crooknecked for summer, Delicata and Delicious
for winter; tomato Bonny Best for early,
Matchless for main crop, Dwarf Stone where
plants are not to be supported; turnip early,
White Milan and Petrowsky (yellow) ; late,

Golden Ball, Amber Globe and White Egg.

FRUITS TO ORDER
The varieties of fruits are mentioned in the

order of their ripening, usually two of each

class, such as early, second early, mid-season and
late. No dwarf varieties are mentioned because

they are the same kinds grown on different stock
as the standard sorts. Among the to-be-depended-
upon apples are Astrachan and Liveland Rasp-
berry, Gravenstein and Mackintosh Red, Hub-
bardson and Fall Pippin, Delicious and Roxbury

Russet. In pears we have
Clapp and Bartlett, Seckel
and Flemish Beauty, Bosc

Shejdon, Anjou and Winter
Nelis. Of peaches, Carman,
Mayflower, Greensboro and
Champion (or Ray for the

northern States), and J. H.
Hale, Crawford's Late and
Iron Mountain, Crosby and
Crother's Late. Cherries,
sweet Montmorency, King,
Yellow Spanish, Black Tar-
tarian, Dykesman; sour

May Duke, Olivet, Royal
Duke, English Morello and
Green Hortense. Plum, Euro-
pean sorts Bradshaw, Reine
Claude and Damson ; Japan-
ese sorts Abundance, Red
June, Burbank and Hale ;

American varieties W i 1 d
Goose, America, Late Goose,
De Soto and October Purple.

Unless your garden is well supplied with the
various small fruits be sure to let some out this

spring. With the new fall fruiting varieties of
strawberries and raspberries it is possible to get
results this season from plants set out in April
or early May. If your small fruits are beginning
to run out, try some of the fine varieties below,
which are comparatively recent introductions but
which have thoroughly "made good."

Strawberries Early Ozark, Fendall, Chesa-

peake and Edmund Wilson ; these are all extra
fine the last is the strongest growing strawberry
that I have ever tried. Raspberries St. Regis
Everbearing (Ranere) is probably the most val-
uable raspberry recently introduced, particularly
for home gardens, as it not only ripens extra

early and hears a big crop, but it is also an
especially strong grower and fruits again in the

autumn; Welsh is a superior mid-season variety;
King, Cuthbert, and Mumbert (black) are stand-
ard favorites. Blackberry The Joy, a new sort

which combines hardiness, yield and high quality,
should be tried in even' home garden ;

another
new sort sort which is distinctive in its habit of

growth, as it climbs almost like a grape vine,
is the Star, or Wonder, blackberry. It needs lots

of room but the yield is tremendous, as it has a
record of seventy-five quarts in a season from

(Continued on page 76)
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THE ADAPTABILITY OF SMALL TABLES
AGNES FOSTER

Questions on house furnishing and decoration will be answered promptly and without charge
by this department. Readers desiring color schemes will kindly state exposure of the room,
fabrics and articles shown here can be purchased through HOUSE & GARDEN. Send a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

WITH every change of mood and tense of

fashion, a table can be made to serve
still another purpose. The small mahogany four-

legged stand enters the household as a sewing
table ; domesticity is usurped by hospitality, and
we have a tea table; matrimony enters in, and
we have a small table for

the smoker; Dame Fashion
decrees a renewal of console

tables, and into the hall it

goes, topped by a mirror and

supporting a silver card tray
and a Tiffany iridescent vase
with one chaste flower. And
the sad part is, its career is

not finished ; it awaits a fleet-

ing brief span as a checker

table.

Among a decorator's items
the small table is ttsted along
with lamps, hassocks and pil-

lows, as an accessory the

small articles that one
chooses after one's own
fancy. Little tables provide
the livable homey look that

large pieces of furniture

alone fail to give. They fill

in the crevices of the
material scheme. They up-
hold and make possible the

little luxuries of life putting
to our hand the latest maga-
zine, the can of tobacco and
briar pipe, the caviar sand-
wich and Brew of Pekoe,
the manicure outfit in the

boudoir, or flaunt pro-

vpkingly before us the

pile
of undarned stock-

ings!

THE DOUBLE-DECKEZ TABLE

What would the maidless apart-
mentier do without the little serving
table close to her right hand, double-
shelved and holding, systematically ar-

ranged each course of her dinner. It

saves the popping up and down into

the kitchenette at frequent and discon-

certing intervals, and the hostess may
serenely serve and the funny story-
teller always come to his bombastic end
uninterrupted. The tea wagon well

serves in this capacity, as afterwards
it may be rolled out into the kitchen-

ette or behind the screen with its load of soiled whereby the aenter part conies up at an angle to

unsightly dishes. form a book or magazine rest. It is extremely
In fact, the little double-decker table is ex- convenient for working with a reference book,

tremely useful in many ways, and proves always or for an invalid, or for one of those ambidex-
a good investment for the householder. With or terous persons who reads Galsworthy and knits

without wheels it is the nicest sort of tea table. mufflers for the soldiers at the same time.

Synonymous with the

"cozy corner" is the tab-

ouret. The one has sur-

vived, but the other has

luckily gone the way of all

vagaries. Atmosphere is

never created by spear
heads, rope portieres and
Algerian fans. There is

one excellent leftover from
that unhappy period, how-
ever a tabouret consisting
of a large brass tray and a
base of six legs that can be
closed together.

Muffin stands too come
under the head of little

tables and also under many
other names, such as Lazy
Susan and Curate's Assist-

ants. Made of wicker they
are useful on the porch or
in the garden. Many de-

signs for small tables are
now carried out in bamboo
and wicker, such as tea

wagons, tabourets, magazine
stands and countless little

convenient furnishings, half
table and half basket.
The little tip and pie-

crust tables may be used as
ornamental or useful bits of
furniture. They are among
the details that help so

well to carry out the spirit of the
Colonial room. They are also among
those accommodating pieces that are
there when you want them, but not
otherwise.

In order to lend a note of color to
a room, small decorated tables are
being largely employed. They repeat
and emphasize the necessary color
value. A small painted table always
looks well in a room with mahogany,
provided the table is of softened tones.
You cannot combine the strong colors
of the crude peasant furniture in a
room with delicate refined mahogany.
The painted console table goes well
in a hall of grey, white and black.

The latest type of magazine stand
accommodates magazines of all

aizea. It u 26* high and 18"
wide. $35

A new tea table is built up like a
cries of trays, each shelf having
a lacquered panel of Chinese de-

sign. $47.50

A table painted in soft tones, as is this,

can be used in a room with mahogany
to emphasize the color note. $75

The mahogany sofa table is a late type.

It is long and narrow and serves well

for tea. The ends let down. $180.

It also serves as an excellent magazine stand,

the latest issues occuping the top and the back

numbers systematically stowed away under-

neath.
A very good little magazine stand has lately

been brought out, to put at the end of a_couch,
a really alluring combination. It consists of

three shelves, the lower for folio magazines,
the second narrow shelf for the standard size,

and the top for a book or ornaments. The
width of the shelves permits of the titles of

the magazines being visible. It is a very neat,

compact contrivance. It comes in mahogany
or in black or red lacquer beautifully decorated

in dull gold with Chinese design. In either

finish it has a strong decorative note, as it is

of good proportion and unusual in form.

A VARIETY OF NEW TYPES

Another little table of much alluring service

is a long narrow reading table, about 3' long by

y2
'

wide. In the middle is an attachment

For the kiddies' own room comes this

painted table with a flamingo perched
on the bottom cross bar. $36
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STAIRS
were made for a mystery

and a sign. They are among
the few old signs standing for

mysteries that the modern house contains. For though the

modern house contains its signs, few contain signs that stand

for mysteries, since most of the signs are now merely matters

of decoration.

A mystery is a different thing entirely. It is something you
cannot understand, and, in order to know that it exists and so

that you will not forget it, you set up its sign. Moreover, it

is a thing that, in modern terms, proves amply efficient to its

generation.
Once on a day men carved on the

posts of their beds the images of

the four evangelists who watched

over them in the lonesome, bleak

night hours. How they would
watch was a mystery, how they
could watch was a mystery ;

never-

theless, there was the sign. Mat-

thew, Mark, Luke and John,
mounted on the four corners of a

bed nowadays, have to fit in with

the furniture. They are part of the

decoration but not of the dogma.
The four evangelists did not pre-

vent black plague from creeping in

as bedfellow, nor did they ward off

the murderous dagger of the foe

whereas antiseptics and locks might
have but many nights did those

four signs watch over the blissful

slumber of simple men and women
and little children and, in the

dawn, know the thankful salutation

that comes to those who do their

work as best they can, who are

amply efficient to their generation.

To-day we pin our faith on the

antiseptic and the lock. Both often

fail. Their great disadvantage lies

in the fact, however, that we can-

not pin them to our bed's head, for

the one does not grace a post as

would an image, and the other is

not so fragrant as the incense with
which in those old days men spiced
their rooms against the baleful

odors of disease.

THE MYSTERY OF STAIRS

THE PAPER GARDEN

Bring pencils, fine pointed,
For our writing must be infinitesimal;
And bring sheets of paper
To spread before us.

Now draw the plan of our garden-beds,
And outline the borders and the paths
Correctly.
We will scatter little words
Upon the paper,
Like seeds about to be planted;
We will Ml all the whiteness
With little words
So that the brown earth
Shall never show between our flowers;
Instead, there will be petals and greenness
From April till November.

STAIRS
are a mystery in the

same measure. They take a

man up and they take him
down. Why he should go up and
down may be a simple matter: he
wants to get up or he wants to go
down. The stairs take him. Fine !

They also take him step by step.
And therein lies the mystery. It

requires a constant regular effort

on his part as constant and regular
as belief in a mystery to climb the
stairs. There is, moreover, always
the step ahead that he would at-

tain.

No man ever stops on stairs save
he be tired or weak or given to

posing or to holding conversation
with friends in the middle of high-
ways. For stairs were not made
to stand still on

; as in life, one must
keep going up or down. Life
knows no such thing as stagnation.
To be sure, there is rest between

These narrow lines

Are rose-drifted thrift,

Edging the paths.
And here I plant nodding columbines,
With tree-tall wistarias behind them,
Each stem umbrellaed with its purple fringe.
Winged sweet peas shall flutter next to pansics
All down the sunny center.

Foxglove spears,
Thrust back against the swaying lilac leaves,
Will bloom and fade before the china asters
Smear their crude colors over autumn hazes.
These double paths dividing make an angle
For /'ushcs,

Bleeding hearts, I think,
Their flowers jigging
Like little ladies,

Satined, hoop-skirted.
Ready for a ball.

The round black circles
Mean striped and flaunting tulips,
The clustered trumpets of yellow jonquils,
And the sharp blue of hyacinths and squills.
These specks like dotted grain
Are coreopsis, bright as bandannas,
And ice-blue heliotrope with its sticky leaves,
And Mignonette,
Whose sober-colored cones of bloom
Scent quiet mornings.
And poppies! Poppies! Poppies'.
The hatchings shall all mean a tide of poppies,
Crinkled and frail and flowing in the breese.

Wait just a moment,
Here's an empty space.
Now plant me lilics-of-the-vallcy
This pear-tree over them will keep them cool
We'll have a lot of them
With white bells jingling.
The steps
Shall be all soft with stonecrop;
And at the top
I'll make an arch of roses,
Crimson,
Bee-enticing.

There, it is done;
Seal up the paper.
Let us go to bed and dream of flowers.

AMY LOWELL

of signs. Most of us mount the steps
one by one, just as we rise in life; and

go down the steps one by one, as some
do in life. And on the whole we are satisfied because we still

believe in stairs albeit we do not understand them.
The author of a recent book on the history of the house be-

moans the existence of stairs in this day of enlightenment, and
he cites, as examples of the horror and ineffectuality of them,
certain famous men and women who have fallen down them to

their deaths. It is true, stairs are dangerous to those who will

not take them step by step, just as any mystery is a two-edged
sword hurled at the man who, pro-

fessing belief in it, does not live it.

But stairs are the most feasible

method of ascent and decent be-

cause they are the least danger-
ous. What are the few who fall

stricken down stairs to the hosts

who fall unstricken down elevator

shafts !

And the fact that stairs are

only one stage above the rudimen-

tary ladder is no more of an argu-
ment against them than saying
that clothes are only one step above
the rudimentary nakedness.
Heaven knows, we have too few
of these rudimentary things in

life too few of the ways that

cause men the healthy effort which
breeds healthy minds in healthy
bodies.

LIKE
any mystery, stairs are

possessed of a fine democracy.
The king and the cat that

looks at the king can alike ascend

them, and be they spiral or straight,
the ascent for each traveler is the
same. Through that very democ-
racy do the kingly qualities of the

king and the feline qualities of the
cat make themselves pronounced
for, be it remembered, democracy
means not that all men are the

same, but that all have the same
chance to express their individu-

ality. You can tell what a man is

by the way he comes down stairs.

The elevator, on the other hand
gives no such opportunity because
all the occupants must act the same :

face the door. You enter the

same, ride the same, and go out the
same.

The mechanics of elevators may
be perfect, but their philosophy is

all wrong. They are the product of
that environment which has created
tall buildings; they meet the de-
mands of a narrow space. In them-
selves they have no beauty because
they are Frankensteins of mechan-
ism. In them men are their slaves.

They hold men's lives in the hollow
of their latticed iron hand. Of
stairs men are masters. The effort
is yours. You go up them and come
down them kingly or sneaking like
a cat.

IT
is difficult to believe the mys-

tery of stairs, however much
you are convinced that they are

j. u uc suic, incic is rest oetween a rnysterv It 11 H'ffl 1

rises, just as there is rest between heart-beats, but the road to believe the efficiency of the four evangelisTon the bed
goes all the way until the end. The wise man ,s the one who posts. And when you stop to think of them it rL,,fr ?
knows when to rest.

Moreover, no one ever slid upstairs, although children and
drunken men often slide down. And only children and drunken
men blissfully defy the mystery of stairs by sliding down, Perhaps Tertullian was right with his" ""Credo'auiabecause they cannot have the robust faith to grasp the power sible!"

9

you stop to think of them, it requires a
sturdy belief to accept the mysteries of lock and antisepticsand doorbells. Look around your house. You are dwelling
in a cloud of mysteries. Their signs
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Lord Glcniffer, Langwater Farms

America's High Quality Farm Monthly
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THE FIELD I

ILLUSTRATED fifi

For country estate owners

and successful farmers
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GROW the best. BREED the best.

the best, about PURE-BRED livestock. ||
horses, beef and dairy cattle, sheep, swine and

poultry ; farm, fruit and truck crops. Big,

Beautiful, Practical.

The illustrations are a revelation. "THE
ANNUAL FARM OUTFITTING NUMBER" of

THE FIELD contain* 100 page* and 76

practical illustrations in a full color cover, S3
and is sent free each year to every annual sub-

scriber; also the "INTERNATIONAL LIVE-

STOCK ANNUAL" the big Christmas issue.
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SFIELD
ILLUtntATID

"THE FIELD" wasfounded to en-

courtige the breeding ofpure-bred
livestock., to promote better farming
and to meet the demand of successful

farmers, breeders and country estate

owners.

Sixty men joined to found THE
FIELD including these prominent
breeders:

F. LOTHROP AMES
HUGH J. CHISHOLM
THOS. DE WITT CUYLER
G. HOWARD DAVISON
T. COLEMAN DU PONT
ROBERT A. FAIRBAIRN
THOMAS FORTUNE RYAN
ROBERT SCOVII.I.F.

THEO. N. VAIL
HENRY 1_ WARDWELL
J. GRISWOLD WEBB

Published by the

ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL PUBLISHING CO.
17-19 West FortT-MQMlJ Slretl. New Terk

1 YEAR ;m $1.50
Including 1915 Christmas Inter-
national Live-Stock Annual FREE
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product of modern press work.

Quality Agriculture

Quality Livestock

Quality Farm Journalism
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Ispermfield

Owl's Eva. Merldale Farms

If you farm
a

If you breed livestock

If you are interested in any
phase of agriculture

YOU NEED "THE FIELD"^^^ ^_^^_^^^ ^^^^^^^~
= = I 3

It is broad in scope, accurate in detail, prac-
tical and progressive. It keeps you in touch

with the important topics of the day the

g i methods of successful breeders, the work of

the experiment stations the news of the

great international breeders' fraternity. For

the man who grows the best, breeds and reads the

test.

The world's foremost writers illustrations

worth framing paper and printing the finest
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/4</Vreu:THE FIELD Illustrated, 17-19W.42dSt.N.Y.
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AGRICULTURAL
DIGEST

!Hl: NA110KA1. AGRXtlLrURM SOQEfr

,
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'
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Reduced facsimile, size of pa^e 9 x 12 1-4 inches

ANALYZES THE FOREMOST AGRICULTURAL THOUGHT

THE AGRICULTURAL DIGEST has a definite plan
that will unquestionably fill the greatest existing need
in the field of agricultural publishing today.

Six hundred agricultural periodicals, the Department of Agriculture bulle-

tins, the literature of the Agricultural Schools and new books on agricul-
tural subjects will be analyzed and summarized monthly for the busy reader

of the AGRICULTURAL DIGEST. (First issue in preparation.)

&ty National Agricultural &rtrirtg
Extract from Constitution

(a) To effect an organization, non-partisan, and non-political,
which by its unquestioned sponsorship and membership shall

command general confidence and afford a common mouthpiece
for the varied and diversified agricultural interests of the coun-

try on matters of National concern.

The regular subscription price of The Field Illustrated, per year it - $1.50

The regular subscription price of The Agricultural Digest, per year is - $1.50

Both Cost $3.00

Members of the National Agricultural Society, by payment
(

of $2.00 annual dues receive BOTH without further cost
'

Addreu, THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 17-19 W.rt 42d Siren. Nw York

Fill out the application blank herewith

NOW, before you forget, enclose your

check, postal order or currency for $2.00

and mail to the Society'* offices.

,..-" H * G 2-16

The National

Agricultural Society
17-19 W. 42d St., New York, N. Y.

I herewith endow J2.00 for Tie Field and
The Agricultural Digest and I apply for a mem-

bership in the National Agricultural Society, one year,
without extra charge.

Name

AcldrPM.
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About CALMAN Products

noimuim for any white

rim inside or outside

BACK
in the old "hand-made days"

before the Civil War, Emil Cai-

man began the manufacture of

quality Enamels and Varnishes.

Ever since that time painters and

decorators all over the country have

used Caiman Products for their finest

work.

Ask the best decorator you know,
about ENAMOLIN.
He will tell you that it absolutely -will

make a white spot on any other white

enamel that it will not turn color,

crack, peel or check, even under the

severest tests.

You can use it anywhere on the

inside or outside of your house.

If it gets soiled, scrub it, with soap and

water, ammonia or cleaning powder ex-

actly as you would china, and it will

return to its original porcelain-like white-

ness and gloss.

Use ENAMOLIN on your yacht or motor
boat hot sun and salt water won't hurt it,

neither will oil or gasoline.

ENAMOLIN flows like the finest carriage
varnish. It will not show brush marks, laps
or curtains.

It is just as effective and easy to apply on
iron, cement, brick or stone, as it is on wood.

Ask your decorator about ENAMOLIN nameouryacht; hot

he knows. sun <""' r<1" water won't
hurt it

We have a mighty interesting little booh called
THE WHITE SPOT that we will gladly tend you;
alto a sample panel, and a brushful of Enamolin.

TO PAINTERS

WE have a very special proposi-
tion to make you get in

touch with us, please.

TO DEALERS

WE have a "Bt
proposition for

must interest you.

Better Business"
ou one thatyou-

Plea

The very finest FLOOR FINISH one which is worthy of
use in the same room with ENAMOLIN is

Namlac
FINISH
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100 William St., New York

These Himalayan cedars are but sixteen years old, yet they

have attained considerable size and characteristic beauty

IN SOUTHERN GARDENS
JULIA LESTER DILLON.

Inquiries for this department receive prompt attention. Please en-

close a self-addressed, stamped envelope for reply

CONIFEROUS EVERGREENS tabihty, the cypresses from many
1-1. en quarters of the earth that grow

There is nothing which so ntly eas ;iy an(j beautifully along the lower

typifies the spirit of the New South At ian tic and Gulf Coast regions of
as the majestic loveliness of the

the Southern States form a long
stately Himalayan Cedar, Ccdrus de-

jist

odara. Its pyramidal outlines tower They vary in color, in height, and.

skyward unrestrained and fearless. contour and can be secured to suit

Its roots dig deeply and lovingly a imos t any requirement of soil or sit-

into the old red clay of the Georgia Uat i n. Where a screen planting is

hills with the same fondness with desirable and deciduous plantings
which it must cling to oriental clay ]jke the poplars are used as a back-
on the heights that bound the far- grOund, the slower-growing cypress
ther shores of the Seven Seas. Its trees can be put in to fill the spaces
ambitions and ideals are lofty. For an(j ultimately to make an evergreen
just sixteen short years the twin sis- screen . For such positions the Cup-
ters here shown have stood at each ressus Benthami and Ciipressus gra-
side of this hospitable doorway, and c^s are equally good. The Ben-
now they lift their waving branches //lflm j forms a perfect cone with its

at least sixty feet above the sod. greatest diameter 5' or 6' from the

Graceful and gentle and tenderly groun d. Its leaves are feathery and

gracious in their soft coloring and O f a so ft glaucous green that is al-

delicate tracery of leaf and stem and mos t the same in summer and winter,

branch, yet strong to endure both The Benthami is one of the most
the summer's heat and the winter's rapjd growers among the evergreen
cold, Antaeus-fashion they bend first trees . Jt | s beautiful in every stage
to touch the earth and thus gain o f ;ts history. Both it and gracilis

strength with which to climb up and are verv fjne trees for formal plant-

up and up on their ambitious way to
;ngs to accent the architectural notes

the stars. in the garden plan and for thickets

THE SOIL FOR DEODARAS al ng the
.

boundaries.
Of a rich green that is almost vel-

Where there is room, where dig- vety black in the deep shadows is the

nity and grace are desirable, where
pyramidal cypress, Ciipressus Knigh-

soft coloring in the evergreen notes tiana. On the border of a planta-
is needed, plant deodaras. In choos- tion of pines where the deep browns
ing the situation for these trees per- an(j vivid greens of these trees carry
feet drainage and plenty of clay in the same color tones, this cypress is

the soil must be assured. This done, wonderful. Its broad base and up-

nothing will give more satisfactory lifted arms with closely massed
or more beautiful or quicker results, leaves are not as graceful as the

It is better to select trees that have softer colored and more feathery va-

grown large enough to have some rieties, but its beauty deserves a po-

character, say from 30" to 36" in sition of prominence and its stateli-

height, and these can be purchased ness requires a dignified setting,

from any reliable Southern nursery Oin WoHin CYPRFSSES
for about $1.50 each. Small sizes

can be had for twenty-five cents and For the formal effects made fa-

up, but the difference in strength and mous by the beautiful gardens of the

in rapidity of growth will amply Orient and Italy there are the Italian

repay the additional expense for the and Roman cypresses. Cupressits
initial planting. scmpervircns, (c. fastigita.) and the

With outlines more symmetrical far-famed Cuprcssus fiincbris so ex-

and formal, with branches more tensively used in the temple courts of

closely appressed, with leafage more China. Both of these varieties are of

delicate in color and feathery in easy and rapid growth and adapt
texture than the native cedar, /urn- themselves readily to the various

perils virginiana, of comparatively soils. Their leaves are very delicate

rapid growth and with great adap- (Continued on page 54)
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Plan Your Flower Garden Now !

Then plant the world famous Wagner Park Flowers making it a perfect picture.

E HAVE everything for garden beauty and pic- We deliver plants everywhere in the United States at

turesque landscape effects you've only to prices which are a happy surprise to those who want
the choicest flowers.

We also assist our patrons in planning their grounds,

choose.

The vast acres of Wagner Nurseries have for years
been supplying the needs of thousands of flower lovers our years of experience being at their service free.

in all parts of the United States and some foreign coun- Our instructive catalogue will be invaluable to you
tries with Wagner roses, hardy plants, shrubs, trees whether your problem is a tiny suburban lot, a vast

and evergreens. country place, or "just an old-fashioned garden".

Plan early. Don 't delay. Write now for free catalogue No. 90

The Wagner Park Nursery Company
Florists - Nurserymen - Landscape Gardeners Box 863 Sidney, Ohio

MINERAL WOOL
The Modern House Lining
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Samples and Circulars Free
muiim i inn. n miiiiimiiiinii minimum mliiii mini

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

Rustic Cedar

Bird Houses
F you have failed

' with other
Ui.tk.IO Wr..N.. Bfc-No.e ^^ yQU wi ,,

surely succeed with Rustic Houses. They are more like the

cavities birds nested in before man provided nesting places.

Your Choice

for $1.25

Any Three

for $3.50
Wren No. Z3 Wo.xlp.clw No. ZS HIM No. 21

Martin Houses from $4.00 to $20.00. Best Wire Sparrow Trap $4.00

Booklet, Bird Architecture, free with

every order while the edition lasts.

THE CRESCENT CO.
TOMS RIVER "Birdville' NEW JERSEY
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"There's the cheer

of a sunny morn-

ing in these walls

painted with

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Do not cover up your walls paint them with

Flat-Tone. The colors are beautiful; the

effect is restful. Sunshine merely emphasizes
their richness and for indirect lighting they
are ideal. Dust and germs cannot hide behind

Flat -Tone and soiled spots can be wiped away
with a damp cloth. Flat -Tone in just the

shade you wish can be bought of the Sherwin-

Williams dealer in your town. We will gladly
furnish decorative suggestions free. Write us.

TWO THINGS TO SEND FOR
Send 10 cents f:>r "Going to Market/*
the clever new game that teaches and
entertains.

Ask for new, free, helpful

booklet,"The ABC of Home
Painting."

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS & VARNISHES

J Address all inquiries to 627 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, 0.

Showrooms Nev; York, 116 W. 32d St.; Chicago, People's
Gas BIdg.; San Francisco, 523 Market St. Sales Offices and
Warehouses in principal cities. Best dealers everywhere.

In Southern Gardens

(Continued from page 52)

and the coloring is deep and rich,
but not dark enough to prove som-
ber. Single specimens of these trees

planted close to the boundary lines
of a brick or stucco house add dig-
nity and grace and carry the formal
architectural lines of the building
into the harmony of the garden
plan.
The most erect and shaft-like of

the cypresses are the Cufressus scin-

pervirens pyramidalis and Cupressus
tempervirens royalii, the latter being
the most columnar and erect of all.

They prow straight upward and vary
very little in diameter. Even though
they attain a height of from 60' to
80' the diameter never exceeds 4' or
5' at the base and in the widest part
of the tree. They are wonderfully
beautiful and most graceful in their

stately loftiness as they sway rhyth-
mically in the wand.ering brc<^rs fiat

caught the old spirit and faithfully
bend them to and fro all through the

year.
Edwin Neuhaus says, in speaking

of the beauty secured at the Panama-
Pacific Exposition by the cypress
trees transplanted from the old Span-
ish Missions of California, that if he
had the making of California's laws
he would require every householder
to plant at least six cypress trees not

only for the beauty and grace they
would give to the present genera-
tion, but for the joy they would pa:,s
on to those who prow up in the com-
ing years. Not quite so stringent a
regulation would I urge, but, for the

privileged sections, able to grow
these trees, not to do so is neglect of

opportunity. They not only enable
the planter to stress the formal ever-

green note in his garden detail and
to bridge the gap between the rigid
lines of building and the softer lines

of the garden scheme, but they in-

troduce a note of permanency, with
their deeper colorings and in their

evergreen effects, into the wonderful
rolor harmonics that throng most
Southern gardens throughout the

year.
THE BHOTAN PINE

From the southern slopes of India
we have secured one of the best of
our trees of pyramidal outline. This
is the drooping fir of Hindustan,
Finns excclsa, sometimes called the
Bhotan pine. Of most exquisite grey-
green color, the needles of this pine
are utterly different in effect from the

upright pine needles of the native
trees. It is of very graceful habit,
is easily grown, and more informal in

effect than the cypresses. The color
is much like that of the Himalayan
cedars, and the two make a delight-
ful combination.

The greens in the cypresses, arbor
vitae and pines vary so greatly that

it is necessary to exercise much care
in choosing them lest the effect ul-

timately become as if one had tried

to plant a color card of coniferous
trees. Did you ever see a planting-
like that? Who has not? More's
the pity. If in doubt about the color

corr.binations, find out before you or-

der your plants.
The Pinus c.rcclsa is a graceful

tree, of beautiful color and quick
f-rowth, and is not hard to trans-

plant from the nursery. Since the
inroads of the home-makers have
driven out the native pines and it is

rlmost impossible to grow them, this

I'hotan pine, with the Pinus Koraicn-

sis, the Korean pine of dwaff
frowth, must be used if we do not
vish to give up the genus entirely.
These trees and all the cypresses can
be bought for fifty cents each. These
will give good results, but the larger
sizes $1 to $2.50 will be better.

SOME FORMAL EVERGREENS

For plantings of extreme formality,
frr evergreen borders, where varying
sizes are necessary, there is a most
formidable list of the arbor vitaes,

Biotas and Thuyas, from which to
choose. If the nurserymen would at-

tach a color card to the pages on
which they describe their list of these

1 lants, and use a standard uniform
romenclature, it would benefit the

unwary and too-trustful customers.

However, the arbor vitae that is

most used in this section is the Biota
aurca nana, and on account of its

hardiness it is worthy of its popular-
ity. The only objection to it is that
it has a strong yellowish tinge on
the new leaves in the spring, but as
this soon disappears and the green
color is predominant we plant it in,

spite
of its variegation at the spring-

time not because of it, as so many
do. This Biota is of comparatively
dwarf growth and extremely compact
habit, and on this account is es-

pecially good for urns, jars, and
boxes. With this, where a taller

form of the same coloring is needed,
the Biota aurca pyrainidalis may be
used. This becomes tree-like, ulti-

rr.ately growing from 20' to 25'. The
summer heat brings out the green
tones in this tree also. Thuya oricn-
tclis compacta and Thuya oricntalis

clobosa are two good forms of

sturdy growth and graceful habit.

The average price of all these plants
is from fifty to seventy-five cents

each, for sizes that range from 15"

to 20" and 24" to 30", with a good
spread. These will be satisfactory
and will give immediate effect.

A successful terrace planting: Italian cypresses in the background, arbor
vitae and sago palms in the pots
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Actual Site

Our Nursery, close to the 43d Parallel of Latitude with Zero Temperature
Means Sturdy, Rugged Trees and Plants Insures Permanent Results.

D A WED 17
The Crim8on

KAINLKL Everbearing

RASPBERRY
BEARS THE FIRST YEAR PLANTED, giv-

ing a crop of fruit all Summer and Autumn,
fruiting on the olil canes in generous quanti-
ties until late In August. By this date, ber-

ries begin to ripen upon the young, current

year's canes, which continue to produce ber-

ries In Increasing numbers until LATE AU-
TUMN.
RANERE Is of IRONCLAD HARDINESS,

the canes enduring the severest cold unin-

jured and are wonderfully prolific. Its foliage
never suffers by sunburn or scald.

RANERE succeeds upon all soils whether

light and sandy or cold, heavy clay and the

canes are absolutely hardy always and
everywhere so far as tested.

RANERE holds record of $400 NET PROFIT
For one acre.

Mayor Walsh, of Moline, HI., on Oct. 24th.
wns shipping berries to Chicago and receiving
75c. per quart. His plantings to date amount
to over 17. "i in plants.

Hardy English
Walnut Orchards
Are a Commercial Success

in this City and County
Knrhfitrr grown hardier than

Peach Tret*. For the lawn, the ac-
climated English Walnut la unmatched,
with its smooth, light gray bark, lux-
uriant, dark green foliage, lofty, sym-
metrical growth. Crown with tem-
peratures far below zero at times,
only mtrong, rugged tree* can mur-
vive f the only kind you ought to
plant and the only mind you can
plant wilhma/ety,

ENGLISH WALNUT CROPS
YIELD BIG PROFITS

The demand for nuts Is big and
prices give growers handsome profits.

Cultivation, harvesting and mainte-
nance are easy and Inexpensive. Plant
an Englimh Walnut Orchard thim

print.

Large Nutm Paper Shell

Hardy Acclimated
PECAN Trees

for Planting in Northern States

We are headquarters for hardy north-
ern grown I Yr , i n trees . and we re the
first to begin their propagation and to

offer real paper - thtll Pecan trees for

safe planting in the North. We are atill

the most northern grower* of Hardy
Pecan trees . We have spent much
time and thousands of dollars in estab-

lishing the safety of planting Pecans In

the Northern states. Your assurance of
success Is fully established by the

40,000 tree* in various stages of de-
velopment to be seen at our nursery
in Fairport, ten miles east of Rochester.

A shade-tree of wondrnus beauty,
long the pride of the South, may now
adorn any Northern landscape.

Sober Paragon
Swett Chtstnut

Actual Sisf

SOBER PARAGON
Mammoth Sweet Chestnut

BEARS FIRST YEAR
Paxino* Orchard Crop Brought

$30,000
Plant for profit, for pleasure "f fur

decoration plant a thousand trees or

a single one. A tale tram to plant In

nro climatti, or In hot alimatat.
Succeeds In drought. In frost. In poor
soil and upon steep hillsides the

roughest of lands.
The Chestnut blight Is a blessing

for the'orchardlst. If not for the pub-
lic, as the blight can be controlled,
with some species In well-kept or-

chards with lets trouble than Is re-

quired for managing the scale In ap-
ple orchards and the profits promise
to be larger In proportion for those
v.ho now seize the opportunity to set

out Chestnut orchards and take care
of them. The scarcity of Chestnuts In

the near future will Insure higher
prices for those whu have them.

Fiftieth Year in Business Our Golden Anniversary Souvenir Rose Free with every order.

Our 1916 Catalog and Planting GuideInclude* Nut Culture Fruit*, Rote*, Shrub*, Evergreen*, etc., mailed FREE on reaue*t.

^GLEN BROTHERS, Glenwood Nursery (

ESTA^SHED
) 1768 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

The Luxembourg Museum And Its Treasures
By CHARLES
LOUIS BORGMEYER

THIS
is one of the great Art Books of the year. It is an interesting story of the

Luxembourg, illustrated with over two hundred beautiful engravings, and contains
two hundred and twenty-four pages of text and illustrations. Printed on the best

of plate paper and bound in Morocco Leather, Flexible Covers, with Gilt Edges and
Embossing in fact, the best of everything it is an Art Work Ue Luxe. (Size Sj-jxllJ'j.)
The Luxembourg Museum and Its Treasures is an admirable volume, either for the

home-staying art lover, an ornament
to the library table, or as a com-
panion and interpreter for those
who have visited or expect to go
to Paris. The reception this book has
received from the Press and from art
leaders both in Europe and America
commends it to the kind consideration
of the art loving public.

The Luxembourg Museum
And Its Tre'&suiY.s

The Master Impressionists

THEIR FAMOUS PAINTINGS
AND THEIR FOLLOWERS

BY
the same author and publisher; is

a fitting companion to The Luxembourg
Museum and Its Treasures. Recently

from the press, it is having a phenomenal
sale among those familiar with the graceful,
direct, commonsense style of the author,
and the elegance with which his volumes are
illustrated and published.

Like its companion. The Master Impression-
Mce WM - Net " Elpre" Prepald

ists is an Art V\ork Ue Luxe, possessing everything that is best in the binders' and printers' Art This
volume contains over three hundred pages of illustra ion< and text, there being three hundred and forty
engravings, of which fifty are full-page illustrations. These are drawn from seventeen of the leading
museums and art galleries of the world, together with illustration* of many works in private collections in
France, Germany, America and Japan. (Size of volume

The Master Impressionists is the best, the most readable and clearly analyzed statement of the Impres-
sionist Movement to be obtained; with an analysis of all of the important works of Manet. Claude Monet.
Cezanne Degas. Renoir. Pissarro, Sisley, Cals, Bracquemond, duillaumin. Fantin-Latour, Lebourg. Le-

gros, Lepine. Toulouse-Lautrec, Morisot. Raffaelli. Caillebotte. Mary Cnssatt. Itoudin. Van Gogh. C.au-

guin. Matisse, Forain, etc., etc. It contains, also, a chapter on Pointillum, Neo-Imfresstonum, Pott Im-

pressionism, Cubism, Futurism, and all other isms.

Sold by leading Dealers or direct from the Publishers, the FIXE ARTS JOURNAL
CO., offices, Michigan Boulevard Bldg., 30 North Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

mm
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J, A. Curry \ i
'Frank P. Whiting,

Architect
*

^'Architect

To the Home Builder

M. F. Burke, Architect

A SERVICE that
** offers you or

your architect the
benefit of authoritative advice on questions of

roofing, lighting and heat conservation,
whether your plans contemplate a pretentious
residence or a modest dwelling. And a service

backed by Johns-Manville Responsibility, the
value of which is evidenced by the reputation
which this company enjoys for the faithful dis-

charge of its obligations to a purchaser after

sale.

Shingles that make the roof fire-proof
For residences Johns-Manville Service recommends J-M
Transite Asbestos Shingles, which because of their fire-proof,
artistic, everlasting qualities, are rapidly superseding fire-in-

viting wooden shingles and heavy, costly tile and slate. Ask
your architect, builder or roofer about them or write nearest
J-M Branch.

Whenever a roofing problem confronts you remember that it

is part of Johns-Manville Service to help you solve it. J-M
Roofings include a roofing for every purpose, backed by an
exclusive system of Roofing Registration which means that
you can place your J-M Roofing permanently in the care of
this organization and be assured of satisfactory service.

Aids to better house heating
Whatever kind of heating system you have installed, or plan
to install, in your home, your coal saving depends largely on
how you cover or insulate your hot air heater, or boiler, and
pipes.

Johns-Manville will not only advise with you, your architect,
contractor or builder, but will supply the proper materials
adapted to all standard steam and hot air pipe sizes as well
as to the surfaces of the boiler or heater.

And a modern Lighting Service

In every large city you will find Johns-Manville Lighting
Service a service that will work in conjunction with your
architect or designer and submit suggestions, designs and
models for your consideration. All to the end that the instal-
lation when finished shall be a complete unit in your archi-
tectural scheme.

To avail yourself of Johns-Manville Service
in any of its branches write the Service
Department of the nearest J-M Branch.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Akron Chicago
Albany Cincinnati
Atlanta Cleveland
Baltimore Columbus
Birmingham Pallas
Boston Dayton
Buffalo Denver

Pittshurg
Portland
Rochester
St. Louis
St Paul

The Canadian H,

Detroit Kansas City Nashville
Duluth Los Angeles Newark
Galveston Louisville New Orleans
Houghton Memphis New York
Houston Milwaukee Omaha
Indianapolis Minneapolis Philadelphia

Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Syracuse
Toledo

Tulsa
Washington
Wilkes-Barre
Youngstown

W. Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Montreal, Winnipeg. Vancouver

THECONTINE

Serves More

People in More

Ways than any
Institution of its

kind in the

World

The American Dog
(Continued from page 19)

breeders strive for the ideal of a dark closely approximate this perfection,
brindle, evenly marked with white. Many are leggy and many have bad
These are strikingly attractive colors, feet and pasterns; others have poppy
Another little thing we on this side eyes and snippy forefaces ; still

of the Atlantic have a peculiar prejti- others are undershot and swagger
dice against a wire-coated dog. Such around with bowed legs and loose
a jacket is waterproof and weather- bulldog-like shoulders. Color and
proof, quite ideal from the dog's tails bar others from show ring
point of view, and it is cleanly and honors. So it happens that, though
sheds less than either the short or there are many Boston terriers, a

long coats, so it is very desirable really good Boston terrier from a
in the- house. But most Americans bench show point of view is rare,
do not like a wire coat, while a long and correspondingly expensive. Keen
coat, undoubtedly a thing of beauty, competition, too, stimulates the de-
is far from being, a joy in the house, mand, and a fancy specimen corn-
In his pretty markings and short coat mands a truly fancy price,
the Boston enjoys an initial advan- At the New York show, several

tage. years ago Fosco had made his debut
Then what a sporty little chap he and won in all his classes. Flashing

is! He trips down the street like a lit- with jewels and ermine, Mrs. Social
tie bantam-cock, greeting his friends Climber came sailing down the aisle,
in his chipper, democratic way, and and, catching sight of the array of

always keeping a sharp lookout for blue ribbons over the dog, stopped
stray cats. Chasing cats is his favor- and joined the little knot paying hom-
ite sport. With
other dogs he is an
independent little
rascal and neither

says "By your leave,

sir," nor "Doggone
your soul!" He
neither hunts nor
avoids trouble, but
his little hide fairly
bursts with the ex-
uberance of high
spirits. He is a

cocky, lively little

dog; were he not
also a highly intelli-

gent and docile little

dog, he would lead
his master many a

merry dance.

To return again
to his looks "A
good Boston," as

one of the best-

known judges has
said, "is built on

His

The Boston's head shows him to

be a dog of intelligence, real

brain and self-respect

age to the new
king of Boston
Row. She re-

garded him critic-

ally through her

lorgnette, and,
having noticed
that she was -the

observed of all ob-

servers, she asked

very impressively
if he was for sale.

The imp of a ken-
nel boy with the

dog replied that

he had just been
sold.

"Oh, that's too

bad," she panted
heavily.
"De boss might

sell, ma'am," the

youngster said,
very confiden-

tially ; "he only
paid three thous-

and fer him."the square. ____

body, viewed from the side, is one The woman choked and gasped.

large square, and his head two "Three thou why, he's worth as

smaller ones, one for the head proper much as my furs !"

and the other for the muzzle. The Somebody snickered. With a gulp

prize winner is a cobby little dog, rhe recovered her composure, and

but decidedly of the terrier type. He with a supposedly withering glance

stands on all four feet squarely. All that included the poor dog, the kennel

his movements are quick, and he has boy and all bystanders, she sailed ma-
a bold, almost a pert air of alertness, jestically off.

His deep chest is broader than the As kennel boys are apt to do, this

English terrier's, and his ribs well one had inflated the price, and, of

sprung, with considerable cut up of course, you will not have to pay any
loin. His neck is of good length, such sum even for a prize-winner ;

supporting his blocky head grace- but a typical, well-marked Boston is

fully. His skull should be flat on top not a cheap dog. Boston puppies are

(without wrinkles in the skin) and somewhat delicate as young babies,

his cheeks must be smooth, not and because of their short noses they

bumpy. His ears, placed at the cor- have a hard time with distemper. Ac-
ners of the skull, are either neatly cordingly, one should, if possible, get
trimmed or, as is becoming more a youngster who has been through
and more popular, left uncut. Fairly this disease. Therefore, it is well to

large, dark eyes, with an expression buy a well matured Boston puppy,
of great intelligence, are an important but on the other hand it is especially

point, and the muzzle must be deep desirable to have a Boston brought
and square, with even teeth. A Bos- up as a member of the family. Six
ton that is undershot looks sour and months is a good compromise age.

"bullish," while one that is overshot, PURCHASING POINTS
a rare fault, is froggy in expres- . . . ,

sion. The lips must cover the teeth
At

,

s
,

lx months too a puppy has

in front, and the desired nose is large r.clied a stage of development where

^ i] j,
it is possible to foretell with some

'

Boston 'terrierites have made the
de ree ?

f assurance what sort of a

tail a great fancy point. The stubby,
vn *K he w'" be ' A11 PP* are

'

twice Many have been the discus-
ancie

f

r ^ e ae o

sions, and the disqualifications, and ner of d each youngster will be-

the lawsuits that have waged bitterly
come and will have scaled his prices

'

worthy guide for a novice purchaser.
THE SHOW Doc Among all the thoroughbred dogs

These, very briefly, are the points the Boston terrier is the youngest.
of this very good-looking dog. Only Slurs are sometimes cast at him as

a small percentage of them very (Continued on page 58)
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HOMEo/'HEATHER
ANNOUNCES ITS 1916 EDITION

OF THE

HEATHERHOME SEED
AND

PLANT BOOK
AMASTERP1ECE OF GARDEN CATALOGUES

There are no illustrations, yet the book
is as full of color as a garden in June.

By word pictures alone, simple and full

of meaning, it delights and informs. It

will tell you just the things you have
always wanted to know. 300 pages,

antique paper, bound in Heatherhome
blue, in a box free for the asking. It is

a beautiful, fascinating book and we
guarantee your pleasure in it just as we
guarantee to grow, and to be as described,

every seed and plant that comes from
the Home of Heather.

KNIGHT &. STRUCKCQ
PLANTSMEN- SEEDSMEN
METROPOLITAN BUILDING

NEW YORK

\ R_ T 5 X >
'

Those Who Wish
To Have Distinctive

Homes
will find it of great value to make a

study of the best recent examples of

home decoration in America and

abroad. The only magazine which

adequately deals with all possibilities

of decorative and fine art is

Arts & Decoration
Besides containing one or more articles on a distinctive home

having some unique decorative feature, each number contains

numerous other profusely illustrated articles on antiques,

collecting, and the various phases of art which are of essen-

tial interest to all lovers of the beautiful.

U
-.. ,."' "V

;
__

-\

l
: (^ "> D \ 'I I ^ MN

Special Offer to Readers of House and Garden

We will enter your name for a six months'
trial subscription, the regular price for

which is $1.50, if you will send us $1.00
now. Send us your order today to insure

its prompt attention.

$3.00 a year Twenty-five Cents a Copy.

ARTS & DECORATION
434 Lafayette St., New York City

I enclose $1.00. Please send me Arts and
Decoration for six months.

Name . ,

Address

es
Sweet

peasSIX SUPERB
SPENCERS

one
lii .-,: packet

to 50 seeds) each of ELFRIIM PKARSON,
a lovely pink, of gigantic size ; KING
WHITE, the best of all White Spen-
cers; MRS. KOCI/.AHN. rich buff, suf-

fused delicate pink; VERMILION BRIL-

LIANT, the most brilliant scarlet Spen-
cer; WEDGWOOD, a beautiful li^ht-Mm
shade. Also one large packet (90 to

100 seeds) of the 'BURPKI-. Uu M> i'i

SUPCRB SPENCERS FOR 1916. the finest mixture of

Spencers ever offered. Purchased separately.
would cost 60c.

SIX STANDARD SPENCERS
we will mail one regular 10-cent packet (40 to 50

seeds) each of the following: HERCULES, gigantic
flowers, rose-pink in color; KING EDWARD, magnificent rich crim-
son; MRS. W. J. UNWIN, brightest orange-scarlet flaked on
white; QUEEN VICTORIA, beautiful primrose, flushed rose; ROSA-
BELLE, most attractive rose-crimson ; THOMAS STEVENSON, an in-

tense flaming orange.

Fnr *)0r
wc *'" ma '' both collections named

rul JW, above and also a fifteen-cent packet
of YARRAWA, the unique new early-flowering
Spencer, introduced in 1015.

The Burpee Leaflet on Sweet Pea cul-

ture is enclosed with each collection.

BURPEE'S ANNUAL FOR 1916
The Fortieth Anniversary Edition of the leading
American seed catalog Js brighter and better than
ever before. It it mailed free. Write for it today
and please mention House and Garden.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. Burpee Bldgs., Philadelphia

Tor25c

L

McCrayRefrigerators
For Those Who Want the Best

In the country's finest homes where scientific rrfrij^Tiitlon, handHome
appearance and unusual conveniences are demanded. McCray Re-
frigerators are used.

They can he built to order to conform with any house plan, and to
harmonize with the Inlerlor trim. The McCray nin he arranged to

open directly into the kitchen or pantry and to t>e iced from outdoors.

McCray Refrigerators are u.<ed In the 1 s Pure Food Laboratories
and are Installed in the best clubs, hotels and public' institutions.
Their superiority is conceded by those who know.
Then- is a wide range of larce and small stock sizes to suit almost
any requirement or special sizes will lie built to order.

W.-U o EVn./*".ifralrrr lhat e*P'nl ' the McCray PatentedWrite I* OF Catalog sjsiem and gives full Information

AV 92 Regular Siscs for Kesidences -Vo. 74 For Florists
No. 50. For Hotels, Clubs, Institutions \o. 61 For Meat Markets

No, 70 For Grocers

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO., 616 Lake St., KendaDviDe.Ind.

New York Office: McCrty Bldf .. 7-9 W.JOth Si. Chki (o Office: 1000 S.Mithi s n A*

Agencies in all Principal Cities
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Choose

WhattoPlant
From This 192-Page Catalog

America's Garden Guide and

Nursery Authority, 1916 edition,
issued by The Storrs & Harrison

Company's famous Painesville Nur-
series. It's FREE send today.

These nurseries occupy over 1200
acres bordering Lake Erie for two
miles. Largest and best equipped
in America.

Seven kinds of soil, perfect drainage
of land and air. Endowed by Nature
as the cradle for hardy stock with
healthy fibrous root systems. Hundreds
of carloads of

Ornamental Trees
Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Vines, Seed

60 Acres of Field-Grown Roses

Acres of Bedding Plants, Hardy Peren-
nials, 48 greenhouses. Thousands of
choice varieties accurately described in
this big photo-illustrated book. Valu-
able to small homes, large estates,
farms, parks, orchards, etc. Write for
this book today.

For the Yard For the Orchard
Tells how to have

attractive home sur-

roundings of Ever-
blooming Roses, Her-
baceous Plants, In-

viting Shade or
Flowering Trees and
Shrubs that need but
little space all at
nominal cost. Many
new and distinctive
varieties that will
win the admiration of
your friends.

A reliable guide to

proper selection,
planting and care of

garden, field or orch-
ard prolific, profit-
able varieties of Ap-
ples, Pears, Peaches,
Plums, C h e r ri e s,

Grapes, Berries, etc.,
etc. Don't run risks
when you can buy
direct from America's
largest growers.

Get this book at once, make selec-
tions and have your stock to plant
ON TIME. Mail this coupon NOW

The Storrs & Harrison Co.
Dept. 254, Painesville, Ohio

The Storrs & Harrison Co. (US) .

Dept. 254, Painesville, Ohio
Send free, postpaid, your gen- ,

eral catalog of Seed, Roses, Plants,
Shrubs, Vines, Trees, etc.

Name

The American Dog
(Continued from page 56)

an "upstart," but his friends reply
proudly that he is the only dog whose
pedigree can be traced back right to
trie very beginning. There is cer-

tainty, not speculation, about the ori-

gin of the American dog. The be-

ginning was something less than fifty

years ago. If this seems a short

enough time in which to establish a
new breed, we must remember that

fifty years means twenty dog genera-
tions, the same as seven centuries in

mankind. The test of a thorough-
bred animal is that it possesses
certain well marked characteristics
which it transmits to its offspring, or,
in other words, the ability to breed
true to type. The Boston terrier has
done this for twenty years.
The breed originated in and

around Boston as a cross between the

English bulldog and the English bull

terrier. The original specimens of
this cross-bred stock were imported
from the other side, and some of
these dogs possessed marked indi-

viduality. These characteristics have
become the points of the breed.
The progenitor of the whole Bos-

ton terrier race was an imported dog
known to fame as Hooper's Judge.
He was a leggy dog, but resembled
his bulldog ancestors in head points,
though he was level-mouthed\ He
weighed about thirty-two pounds and
in color was dark brindle, .with even
white markings. Little is known of
his early history save that he was
imported by William O'Brien, of

Boston, who sold him to Robert C.

Hooper. To Judge was bred the
white colored Burnett's Gyp. She
weighed but twenty pounds. Their
son was Well's Eph, a cobby, well-
marked brindle dog with a blocky
head and even mouth, who weighed
about twenty-two pounds. Eph was
the sire of Bernard's Tom, and it

was this dog who laid the foundation
of the family fortune. He was the
first to boast a short, screw tail, and
he set his descendants the example

of great popularity, for it is said that

he was the best known and the best

liked dog in the whole of Boston.

Tom was a big improvement over his

sire and grandsire. He did not have
their fine markings, but he was a

trappy, clean-cut little chap. His nu-

merous sons and daughters usually
favored him strongly, and he is cred-

ited with the small size, the screw

tail, and the alert terrier type of the

breed to-day.

There were, of course, other early
heroes not of this strain. The Jack
Reed dog and the Perry dog, Kelly's
Brick and O'Brien's Ben were the

most famous of these celebrities. All

of these were imported animals.

There is a strong sporting flavor in

their names. The Jack Reed dog and

Kelly's Brick ! These are redolent of
the Georgian days of badger dig-

gings and cocking mains, of rat-kill-

ing contests and dog fights, and,, in-

deed, Brick is even to-day remem-
bered a "very fierce little white dog."
Naturally, the famous old fighting

cross, bulldog and terrier, produced
dogs of pluck and spirit, but in fifty

generations the Boston has been re-

fined and the fighting strain clarified.

He is still plucky, but he is not a

fighting dog.
In the early days the Bostons were

shown in the same classes with the
bull terriers. Later they came to be
known as "round head bull terriers,"
and in 1891 their friends asked to

have them recognized as thorough-
breds and entered in the Stud Book
as American bull terriers. It was not
till 1895, after having three times re-

peated this petition, that they were
recognized under the name of Bos-
ton terriers. The memory of the old
names is persistent, and many people
still miscall them Boston Bulls.

Though there is bulldog blood in

their veins, they are more of the
terrier type, and this "bull" is a mis-
nomer.

The Table Test for the Vegetable Garden

(Continued from page 22)

Addressress .......................

Spinach. This runs to seed very
quickly in hot weather. A good plan
is to depend upon Swiss chard, or a

large leafed variety of mustard for

"greens" after the first sowing of

spinach is used up ; but the "New
Zealand" spinach will furnish leaves

for greens throughout the season.

Squash. There are usually too

many summer squashes and too few
winter ones. For a very small gar-

den, plant Fordhook or Delicata
which are used for both purposes.
The latter may be had in bush form,
which takes up still less room. Where
there is space enough for both kinds,
two or three hills of white scalloped
and two or three of Summer Crook-
neck will furnish squash enough un-
til one of the fall sorts (Delicious
and Sim's Blue Hubbard are of par-

ticularly fine quality) are ready. Four
to a dozen hills, as space permits, of
the winter varieties will be none top
many, as the fruit can be kept until

spring in cold storage.
Tomatoes. The plants are often

set out all at one time and of one

variety, with the consequence that a

great deal of the fruit is wasted, and

during the four to six weeks of late

fall the table is without tomatoes en-

tirely, when there should be plenty.
For a long season's supply, buy or

grow half a dozen pot plants of

Bonny Best Early, or of some other

good, early variety. Set these out

early ; they may be planted a week

or two before danger of frost is over,
if you will cover them up at night
not a very difficult task for six plants.

Later, about the middle of May, set

out six or twelve of a main crop
variety such as Matchless, Stone,

Globe, Dwarf Stone or Dwarf Giant,
if you do not wish to take them up.
And again, at the third planting
(about the middle of June), set out
half a dozen or a dozen of the same
kind (these plants you can start

yourself) in a sheltered position, at

about the same trme you set out the
first plants, to furnish a supply for
later fall and for ripening after frost.

This will give many more tomatoes
than will be required for the table,

but they are one of the best fruits
for preserving, either ripe or green.
While they can be grown either way,
it is always best to stake them, as it

saves room and gives better fruit.

Turnips. If you are fond of these,
make a very small planting at each of
the first three plantings. For the late

fall and winter supply, the seeds may
be put in at the third planting, toward
the end of June, but it will be better
to delay it until the middle of July ;

they will then not grow so large and
be of finer quality for both table and
keeping.
While these calculations are for the

small garden say for four people
the same method of reasoning can be
used in figuring out what you will
need for larger gardens.
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hilbs

kind from the best specialist In that variety,
id ;is your bulha aro packed by the grower
id then forwarded to you as soon i.s they
ach this country, you KPt much, better
ulbs and at much less than they would

you If passed through the usual mid-
Thousands of customers buy their

Thore aro wonderful results to be secured both In garden effect*

and for household cut flowers with Gladioli, Cannas. Dahlias,
MonlbnUaJ, etc., and at such a small outlay of time and money!
Just try an assortment of our Impuried-io-order bulb* this year.
By planting In proper combinatinns and intervals you can hare
en abundance of beautiful flowers steadily from spring till frost.

and with practically no trouble at all.

Our Plan Saves You Half
This Is our plan. You tell us what bulbs you wish. We order

tli- in for you directly from tho growers hi Holland, where the best
bulbs come from. lx>ng experience and frequent visits to Holland

1 personal acquaintance with the growers enable ua to buy each

dl __
bulbs through us evnry year and they can
tell you. You need not pay for your bulbs
until after delivery, nor take them If not
satisfactory. (References reaulred from new
customers.) But remember

You Must Order Now
Not Later Than March 1st
Our prices and the quality of bulbs se-

cured depend upon buying direct from the
growers for April and May delivery. These
are just a few of the prices our plan se-
cures you:

ELLIOTT NURSERY

Dozen 100
Gladioli America. 1st sized

bulbs $0.25 $1.40
Gladioli XXX Mixture, fln-

eet offered 30 2.00
Choicest Named Dahlias... 1.00 6.00
Choicest Large Flowered
Cannas 85 5.30

For prices on other Items and on smaller
quantities, send today for our Imiwrt Price
List. l:_is Free, write for it now.

We have a limited quantity of
specially seU-ctfd, pedigreed

seeds representing choice varieties of every-
thing grown in Mr. Elliott's private garden,
that this year for the first time, are offered
for sale, and at no advance in prices.
Theae are highest grade seeds produced.
Write for list and prices of flower and
vegetable seeds at once.

339 FOURTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH. PA.

NOT SCRAPS and SNIPPETS
Not condensations or abstracts or extracts but com-

plete articles, reproduced without change from the leading

English quarterlies, monthlies and weeklies, by the ablest

writers, on the most timely and important subjects, go
to the making of

THE LIVING AGE
Published weekly, it is able to present its material while

the topics considered are still fresh in the public mind.

With the whole range of English periodical literature to select

from, it is able to present more important articles by well known
and brilliant writers than any other single magazine. It publishes

The Best Fiction The Best Literary Criticism

The Best Essays The Best Travel Articles

The Ablest Discussions of Public Affairs

The single numbers are light and easy to hold, and the reading
matter is not smothered in advertising. The numbers for a year
contain as much as two of the four-dollar magazines.

The LIVING AGE has been published every Saturday without
missing an issue for 71 years, and was never more indispensable
than now to intelligent readers.

Specimen copy free. Terms: $6.00 a year.

Three months' Trial Subscription $1.00.

THE LIVING AGE COMPANY
6 Beacon Street - - - BOSTON, MASS.

CROMWELL GARDENS
"Best Twelve" Roses
Garden Roses must have three qualities hardiix

of blixnii, plea.sing color. Thev twelve \;irietie> have tlie-e

(|iialities. They are two year old field grown plants, budded
on Knglish briar, and we believe them to be the best for

general garden planting. They can be shipped any time

before April Twelve varieties (one'\jj^k,, plant of each) delivered
east of the Mississippi for

Carmine-salmon, mingled with

Deep, brilliant.

Radiance.

Mist Cynthia Ford*.
rose pink.

Laurent Carle. Velvety carmine.
Caroline Tettout. Sailnr rose.
Dora Van Teti. I>wp iMowini: rrlmsoB

I Mra. Aaron Ward. Deep Indian yellow.
Jonkheer J. L. Mock. Carmine rhanglng to pink
KsJtsrta Auguita Victoria. IVarly while.
Lady Alice Stanley. Coral roue and pale fleab
Etoile De France. Deep crimson velvet.
Madame Leon Paine. Silvery salmon
General MacArthur. Velvety scarlet.

Our 1916 Catslofue

A guide to ornamental plant-

^SV '"B- I'KtlllK K"-e-. Slirulis, Ever-

Kreens, I'ercnnlala and Bedding
Mania. Whether you want s
Ingle plant or a complete plant-

ing you should have s copy.

Writ* for It today.

A. N. PIERSON,
Inc.

CROMWELL
GARDENS

Fair's Hardy Plants
Most of the hardy perennials

old-time favorites, like the

Larkspurs, Asters, Phloxes, and

the wonderfully beautiful new

Irises can be planted in

early spring. Roses,

Lilacs, Mock Orange,
and many other flower-

ing shrubs grow bet-

ter if planted in

spring. Prospective

planters should have

Fair's Hardy
Plant Specialties

EDITION 1915-16

a de luxe catalogue, accurately

describing nearly 500 varieties of

Irises (including my own \Yy-

omissing Seedlings), a large col-

lection of Phloxes and Asters,

and probably the finest varieties of Peonies ever offered.

My new Lilacs include Lemoines latest introductions, and

my list of Roses is specially complete.

Twenty-four full page illustrations (twelve in natural colors),
show the beauties of my gardens, perennials and shrubs. If you
desire a copy of this catalogue write me at once.

BERTRAND H. FARR Wyomissing Nurseries

106 GARFIELD AVENUE, WYOMISSING, PA.
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An
Garden

such, indeed, is a real rose

garden ! If you have never ex-

perienced its joys, plan this year
for a rose garden.

Our free 1916 Rose and Floral Guide
will help you. Its 98 pages describe

and beautifully illustrate nearly 400

varieties of the world's best roses 14

in natural colors. Rare beauties for

every locality and every purpose. All

C. & J. Roses are grown so carefully
that they are guaranteed to bloom.

Truly,

The Best Roses for America
The very choicest, 101 of them are marked
with al^in this Guide. They are Star Roses,

indeed. You'll be facinated with their beauty.
A rose for every locality and every

purpose.

Our charming new manual, "How to

Grow Roses," tells delightfully and in-

structively of rose selection and cul-

ture. A real help for the rose-lover.

Handsomely bound and profusely illustrated

16 pages in natural colors. Worthy a

place in your library. Send $1 for this rose

book, "How to Grow Roses." You may de-

duct that amount from the first order for

$5 or more of Roses. You need our 1916
Rose and Floral Guide too.

It's free. Write today.

The CONARD & Jones Co.

I BOX 126 WEST GROVE, PA.

Rose Specialists

Backed by 50 Years' Experience

The King of American Evergreens"
The very foundation of ornamental and commercial tree planting

WHITE
PINE

1,000 Trees

(No. 1 Quality)

For $200.00

10 Trees, $4.50

USE WHITE PINE FOR
screens, borders, avenue

planting and otherwise

beautifying an estate ; for

cut-over lands ; for sandy
soils and other bare, un-

productive, unsightly
places ; for worn-out pas-
tures ; for lands useless

for other purposes ; for

underplanting in shady

places in woods where
chestnut trees have died

out. Plant groves of

White Pine for restful-

ness.

2 to 3 Foot
TWICE

Transplanted
Root Pruned

100 Trees

(No. 1 Quality)
For $24.00

All prices f. o. b. Fram-
ingham, Mass.

LET OUR MEN PLANT
YOUR TREES FOR YOU.
Many of our foremen and
men have been with us
for ten or twelve years
and with their scientific

training and years of val-
uable experience are
versed in all matters per-
taining to trees and tree
planting. These men are
at your service and we
should be pleased to not
only furnish you with
trees, but also to plant
them for you. Write for
Service Bulletin No. 3
sent free which tells all
about the kinds of work
we do.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR NEW 1916 ILLUSTRATED TREE
CATALOG in which are listed twenty million forest, shade and orna-
mental trees. All grown at our nurseries from hardy seed, the very
best at the lowest prices. Evergreens, hardwoods and shrubs in all

desirable species. Each order is dug fresh upon receipt, carefully
packed and promptly shipped.

Etttle Cree jfarmsf of America (jSear Boston)
NURSERIES OF

American Forestry Company
Division K 15 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

POULTRY WORK FOR FEBRUARY
Order the eggs for hatching.
Get out the incubator and clean it.

Place orders for baby chicks as early as possible.

Watch out for dampness but give an abundance of fresh air.

Change the litter if that on the floor has become packed down hard.

Do not neglect to feed something green or succulent, sprouted oats,
roots or beet pulp.

Remember that there must be no lack of water. If away all day, use
a lamp heated fountain.

Get a permit written into your insurance policy before starting an
incubator or brooder in the house or basement.

Professional poultry keepers rais-

ing roasting chickens have been run-

ning their incubators for some time,
but the last of February or first of
March is early enough for the ama-
teur to start his machines. Indeed,
the middle or last of March is suffi-

ciently early when the smaller breeds
like Leghorns and Anconas are kept,
but eggs from any of the large
breeds like Cochins and Brahmas
should be set the latter part of Feb-

ruary. Sometimes there is a temp-
tation to hatch out one's chickens

very early, but that is a mistake if

they are to be grown for the next sea-

son's layers. Early chicks of the
smaller breeds are likely to moult in

the fall, and, furthermore, it is much
harder to raise them while the
weather is cold

; and the eggs are

likely to be less fertile early in the

year.
In any event, however, the incuba-

tor should be brought out this

month and prepared for use. If a
machine is to be purchased, the
sooner the order is placed the better,

although the amateur should first

give careful consideration to his pur-
chase. Incubators advertised at ex-

tremely low prices are seldom re-

liable, but some medium priced ma-
chines do good work, especially
those of the 200-egg size. The day-
old chick business, and custom hatch-

ing, have not cut down the demand
for small machines as much as might
be expected. They have, on the
other hand, increased the number
of poultry keepers.
When only a few chickens are

wanted, it is a good plan to buy
them, if one can be certain of getting

good stock. Orders should be placed
as early as possible, for there is al-

ways a big rush in March. Cus-
tom hatching is a great help to the

amateur who keeps a non-sitting
breed or does not like to bother with

broody hens. Eggs to be used for

hatching should be gathered several

times a day or they may become
chilled.

Dampness must be avoided, but

there should be no lack of fresh air.

A house may be made damp simply

by keeping it closed too tightly, the

evidence being found in frost on the

inside walls.

It is especially important to have
the litter always dry. It should not

be allowed to pack hard either, for

then the grain will remain on top and
the hens will not be forced to exer-

cise in order to obtain a meal. Stir-

ring it with a garden fork helps, but

new litter is likely to be needed this

month. Probablv the amateur who is

accustomed to buy straw at a high
price will find it more economical in

the end, as well as more satisfactory,
to use one of the prepared litters

now on the market. Baled shavings
are cheaper, but not so good to put
on the garden.

Coal ashes spread on the dropping
boards make the latter easier to
clean. Some coal ashes may also be
used in the dusting box or even
thrown into a corner of the house.
Hens seem to have a fondness for
coal ashes and eat a considerable
amount. Wood ashes should not be
used, as they release the ammonia
in the manure and also take the gloss

put of the plumage of birds that dust
in them.

Turkeys should be kept indoors
when there is snow on the ground,
but always in houses which are well

ventilated, although without drafts.
The litter on the floor of the turkey
house should be deeper even than
that in the hen house. Indian Run-
ner ducks are commonly allowed to

paddle around in the snow, but this

practice cuts down the number of
eggs they will lay. Ducks lay early
in the morning as a rule, and drop
their eggs wherever they happen to

be, although they sometimes make
temporary nests in the litter. Shav-
ings make a better litter than straw
or hay for ducks, but whatever is

used, it must be changed very often.
It is rather hard to keep a duck house
in a sanitary condition in winter.
From now until Easter, duck eggs
will bring fancy prices in many mar-
kets, often selling well above hen
eggs.

Some successful poultrymen get
along without feeding green stuff, but
the average amateur will find it wise
to give sprouted oats, roots like

mangels, cut clover or beet pulp sev-
eral times a week. Beet pulp comes
from the sugar beet factories in dry
form and many dealers in poultry
supplies carry it in stock. It is cheap
and convenient.

There must be no lack of water at
all times, but in freezing weather
the water receptacles require refilling
several times a day. Many of the

patent fountains are not easy to han-
dle in winter and better results are
obtained when common galvanized
pails are used. When the poultry
keeper is to be away all day, he can
fall back on one of the heated foun-

tains, which keep the water at just
the right temperature all the time.
But little attention is required by
these fountains and the. expense for
oil is negligible.
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To Beautify Concrete
Only two coats of Bay State Brick and
Cement Coating are needed to make a concrete
or stucco wall permanently attractive. This
will give you a white or tinted wall without
losing the distinctive texture of the material.

Bay State
Brick and Cement

Coating
seals the holes in con-
crete, stucco and brick
and dries as part of the
wall. It is lasting pro-
tection against rain and
snow.

TftAOC
MARK

Beg. U.S. Pat. Off.

BAY STATE
"Bay State" is for all kinds of buildings
houses, bungalows and factories. It is made
for interiors, too. If you intend to build of
concrete or brick, write for free sample can
and booklet No. 2. Say what tint you prefer.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and Vami,h Maker* BOSTON, MASS.

New York Office : Architects' Bldg.

rr

Pou/try

It's none too early to plan those
additions you want to make to your
grounds next summer-^-the playhouse
for the children, all their own, and the
screen house forlounging in the shade
at the tennis court It's Time, too, for

considering a bungalow in the moun-
tains or a cottage at the shore.

HODGSON Portable
1CHOUSES

are for many such purposes. Theyaremade
in sections that interlock for rigidity and
are so simply constructed that they can be
quickly bolted together by unskilled work-
men. They have proved to be thoroughly
staunch and comfortable through severe
mountain gales and even the rigors of a
Newfoundland winter. Well made, of lum-
ber free from defects, and attractively

painted, they offer the quickest and least

expensive solution to the erecting of an

adjunct to your home. To avoid the delays and difficulties of

building and still get just what you want, send for catalog.

E. F. HODGSON CO. Room 226. 116 W.ihlnaton St.
BOSTON, MASS.

Nw York Sl'ow -room. I Crafluuui Building, t Eu< Mth Mrcit

Town & Country
H. J. WHIGHAM. Editor

An Illustrated Publication

Mainly About People

Edited with intelligent regard to country life, the

stage, music, art, sports and those things that

make life interesting. Town & Country is

always seen in fine town and country houses,

and in your club. In character and worth
there is no other illustrated paper quite
like it, not excepting the big English
weeklies. Its color prints of men
famed in sport and world affairs

further individualize a publi-
cation of real individuality.

#5 a year 36 issues 25c a copy

Never Sold at Less than the Published Price,

by the Copy or by the Year

SAMPLE COPY. 25 CENTS. POSTPAID

THE STUYVESANT COMPANY
No. 8 West 4oth Street :: :: New York City

I Founded I84|

Fottler-

Fiske-

Rawson
Co.

Garden Annual
for 1916 Is com-
piled especially for
those interested in

Gardening.

Some of special
features :

SUMMER
FLOWERING

BULBS
It takes 42 pages

to describe and il-

lustrate them with
features.

DAHLIAS & GLADIOLUS
We are specialists In these, having the Inmost list In this country; It Ukei

34 pages to describe these with 54 half-tone illustrations.

Six pages are derated tn Asters and Sweet Peat and 33 pages to Flower
Seeds, comprising the very best In existence.

Vegetables require 60 pages to describe and Illustrate with half-tones.

Thirty paces are devoted to our Plant and Shrub Department : this Includes
Hoses, Perennial Plants, Shrubs, Vines, Hedge PlanU, Evergreens, Fruit*.

Twenty-four pages we devote to Fertilizers, Insecticides, Spraying Imple-
ments, Lawn Mowers, Sundries, etc.

Seven pages to Poultry Supplies.

Franklin Park Lawn Seed
Free from Chaff The cleanest The highest Purity Test

The highest in price The cheapest in the end

If you will mention this Magazine we
will mall the Garden Annual free to you.

Fottler - Fiske - Rawson Co.

Faneuil Hall Square Boston, Mass.
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Get Up Cosy Warm, with the Air

Fresh and Live

D

Dunham
Radiator Trap

Keeps in the
Warmth - giving
Vapor, but lets
out theheat-re-
due ing, coal-
Wasting air and
water*

Dunham Inlet Valve

A 3 in g I e turn
and the heat is

on /..// blast.
Gives comp/e te
hea t con fro/ a*
little or much
as desired.

Dunham Thermostat

As ornamen tal
and useful as a
clock. Fits on
the wall con-

1 nects el ec tri-
cally. Can beset
so that the
house will be at
any d es ired
temperature
any hour.

Dunham Damper
Motor

Operated by the
Thermostatand
Pressurestat*
Automatically
opening and
sh u tting off
draughts and
damper doors as
needed.

Dunham
Pressurestat

Prevents waste
of coal. Auto-
matically regu-
la tes vapor pres-
sure*

This and greater luxury comes with

the installation of a Dunham Heating

System. It puts an end to dressing with

teeth a-chatter to getting up before the

rest of the folks to shake down the fur-

nace to awaken unrested with a dry
throat or heavy eyes in a superheated
room full of stale air.

The Dunham Radiator Trap, Inlet

Valve, Thermostat, Pressurestat and

Damper Motor (all patented features,

explained in this advertisement) com-
bine to give you a long service, trouble-

proof heating system and one that re-

quires no attention other than feeding it

coal.

No pounding, knocking, hissing radia-

tors. Your home or any room in it

heated in almost no time. Any tempera-
ture automatically produced at any par-
ticular hour, day or night.

is a mechanical janitor. It never forgets
when you forget. It is always on the

job, even when you are away or asleep.
With all these advantages it is not ex-

pensive, and can be easily installed by
any steam fitter.

If you are building a new home or

moving into another apartment, make
sure that it is heated by the Dunham
System. Any steam fitter can Dunham-
ize your present heating system.
Ask any Dunham office how the Dun-

ham System can be installed or applied
to your present system, or we will deem
it a privilege to write regarding your
particular heating needs.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY
Marshalltown, Iowa
DIVISION SALES OFFICES :

Chicago New York San Francisco
BRANCHES :

Portland, Me.
Boston
Rochester

Philadelphia

Washington, D. C.

Atlanta

Pittsburgh
Cle.eland

Detroit

Indianapolis
Louisville

Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Darenport
Dei Moines
St. Louis

Kansas City
Fort Worth
Denver
Cheyenne
Salt Lake City

Spokane
Portland
Los Angeles

C. A. Dunham Co., Ltd., Toronto* Canada.
Branch OfKces : Halifax, Montreal, Of-
tawa, Winnipeg, Vancouver.
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A GARDEN
Instead of a Yard

Surround your home with Nature's most

beautiful gifts flowering shrubs, peonies,

and roses. It isn't at all expensive if you

buy direct from us. We save you the

middleman's profit giving you

AT HALF PRICE
If you are of a practical turn of mind, and wish your garden to pay for Itself

as well as be a pleasure to the eye, set out some small fruits, grapes, berries, etc.

Send for this Big Free Book. It will help you make selections of

what to plant. Also tells you how to plant. Big list of special bar-

gains. Send name on postal NOW.

Box 252 RICH LAND NURSERIES Rochester, N. Y.

In setting the trees on the hillsides a homemade "leveler"
was used to determine their exact locations

Counting the Cost of Farming
(Continued from page 41)

were hilled in. By taking time, but

using all available labor, the trees

were all set by November 23.

The hole for the tree is dug much
larger than the roots. In the bottom
of the hole is placed a mound of good
top loam. Over this the roots of the

tree are spread and forced down on
the mound. More top soil is shov-
eled into the hole and firmed with
the feet. The graft of the little tree

should be iy2
"
below the surface of

the soil. Manure should never be put
in the hole with the roots. Any
ground that is good enough to plant
with trees should not need manure
until the trees begin to bear, except
what is secured from cover-crops. If

wood growth is forced along too fast

by reason of overstimulation the

tree is harmed.

PROPER PROTECTION

When a tree is planted in the fall

it must be wrapped in a tree protec-
tor to keep mice, rabbits and wood-
chucks from chewing the tender bark.

This protector must reach to the

ground, and up nearly as high as the

first branches. It must be firmed into

the ground with a shovel of earth. If

the protector touches the lower
branches the earth freezing will push
it higher and rub the tree.

These tree protectors can be made
of strips of tar roofing, or they can
be purchased by the dozen or hun-
dred. One commercial tree protec-
tor is made of thin sheets of wood
about 8" wide by 24" long. These are

so thin as to bend easily about the

trunk of the tree. The part to bury
in the ground is dipped in tar to pre-
vent its rotting. After it is wrapped
loosely about the tree, two pieces of
wire or cord fasten it in place. These
are inexpensive, but they cannot

economically be used for more than
one season, as the weather cracks the

wood into strips, which would make
the labor cost of putting it back on
the tree, after it was removed in the

spring, entirely too high.

Roofing strips can be used several

seasons if they are carefully re-

moved from the trees and laid flat

when stored. Roofing is more ex-

pensive to cut and put on the tree,

but our experience is that it is less

inclined to bark the trees.

Protectors should be put on in the

fall, and remain until spring is well

advanced. They cannot be left on the

year around, because the trunks must
be sprayed for scale insects even be-

fore the leaves are out. At this time
it is necessary to remove the protec-
tors, and from then until fall con-
stant watch must be kept to prevent
vermin attacking the bark. Painting
the trunks is a partial protection.
White lead and oil is often used. It

stays on the trunks well. If a little

tar is added to the paint it is more
protection.
Another paint is made of a thick

mixture of lime-sulphur, with a dash
of Paris green or arsenate of lead.

This was recommended to us by one
of the State experts, who claims it

to be a good stimulant for the young
tree as well as a protection against
pests. Earth should be removed
from about the roots, and the paint
applied an inch below the graft. This

keeps borers from their underground
work. The paint must reach to the
lower branches.

Newly set trees, planted in the fall,

will freeze out of the ground unless
the roots are protected. To accom-
plish this protection each tree is

hilled up. Earth is shoveled over the

roots, up against the tree protector,
for a foot deep, and spread out be-

yond the roots. This earth mound
also acts as a splendid protection
against warm spells. January and
February thaws sometimes rush buds
out on trees, because the warm sun
reaches the roots and starts the sap.
This can never happen if a tree is

hilled up in the fall. It is very im-

portant that a fall-set tree should re-

ceive this extra care, and we feel that
our success with fall planting is due,

largely, to this method.

PRUNING

When trees are planted in the fall

the roots are pruned as they are

planted, care being taken to leave a
fresh cut on every root, and to cut

away all dead or injured roots. The
top of a fall-planted tree should not
be pruned until the following spring.
If the top is pruned as the tree is set

the branches are often winter killed,

and so leave deformed trees. Some
of our young trees were injured by
February pruning. It is better to

wait as long as possible in the spring,
but the work should be done before
the sap starts. Many persons say
"prune any time," but a young, newly
set- tree is injured by any sap loss.

The second and fourth orchards
were set in the spring. The same
methods of planting were used, but

(Continued on page 64)
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ALL ROSEST LOOK ALIKE
on paper but PETERSON ROSES are different

superior and then plus.

They're the result of many years of enthusiastic, pains-
taking effort by one who has made Rose-growmg a life-

long hobby, passion call it what you will.

And right here in Fait Lawn, N. J., we are admittedly
now growing the strongest, finest Rose plants the world
has ever seen.
"Peterson Roses" have revolutionized outdoor rose-

growing made success rise out of the ashes of former
failures as thousands of enthusiastic patrons all over the
United States and Canada have experienced.

If, this year, you want "real roses" in your garden all

Summer and Fall, send now for a 1916 copy of

"A Little Book About Roses"
an exquisite publication dear to the heart of every Rose
lover who knows it.

GEORGE H. PETERSON
Incorporated

Rose and Peony Specialist Box 30 FAIR LAWN, N. J.

TimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiimiiiiiiiiiNiimiiMiNiiNiiiiiiiimiiiiim

Fence That Meets All Requirements
You -want fence that will enhance, not mar, the ap-

pearance of your property. You need fence that is

long lasting built to stand the wear-and-tear.

There's a style of

RUS1 PROOF
fence that will meet your needs and a wide range to select

from. Every style is substantial, lasting. Excelsior Rust Proof

Fences are woven then galvanized. That makes them proof
against rust.

Ask your hardware dealer for Excelsior Rust Proof Fences,

Trellises, Trellis Arches, Flower Bed Guards and Tree Guards.

Our illustrated catalogue C on request.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.

**' "
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DREERS 1916
GardenBook

Contains valuable In-

formative articles
written by exoerts In

the various lines of

Gardening, and should

be In the hands of every
flower or vegetable grow-

er, whether amateur o>*

professional whether he
cultivates a small plot of

ground, or acres of farm-

land.
Dreer's 191B Garden Book con-

tains 288 panes, four-color and four

dnotone plates, besides niimlierless

photographic true-to-llfc reproduc-
tions. It lists all the standard va-

rieties of flowers and vegetables, as

well as the best of the season's nov-

eltlet.

The newest Roses, the Ivcst l>ah-

llas. and Dreer's Improved Iliirdv

Perennials are given special promi-
nence.

Mailed fret to you if you
mention this fuhlicatu*.

Preer's Orchtd-Flowend Sweet Peat
with uiitiiiiiM- wavy flowers In iiprayi

of 3 and 4 blOMonm each. Our mix-
ture contains a full raime
10 penis per packet. 20 cents i*r
ounce. 60 cents per % iiound. Gar-
den I'.o-ik free with each order.

jjaH

HENRY A.DREER
714-16ChestnutSt.Phila

Quality and Reputation
ALL of the seeds, plants and bulbs that you purchase are

bought on the reputation of the seller. Even the most

thoroughly trained seedsman or horticulturist is unable to

give a satisfactory opinion without exhaustive tests, and
with this fact in mind it is always desirable to first investi-

gate the reputation of your seedsman. The business of
Peter Henderson & Co. was established in 1847 and has
been built to its present proportions by the most careful
attention to quality.
The third generation of Hendersons are in charge today

and there is something more than just a plain business

relationship existing between themselves, their employees
and their customers. When you buy Henderson's seeds

you buy 69 years of experience ; you buy the prestige and
reputation of years of successful seed raising and selling;
you buy seeds that have behind them the sentiment brought
out by many years of careful, conscientious attention to
our customers and their wants. The very smallest part

of the cost is represented by the seeds,
and it is by far the most important Try
the Henderson Way this year and see if

there isn't a difference.

Our catalogue "Everything for the Garden," 206
pages, 16 color plates and 1,000 illustrations, together
with the Henderson Collection of six packets of flower
and vegetable seeds in a coupon envelope good for 25
cents on any order of $1.00 or over, mailed on re-

ceipt of 10 cents.

PETER HENDERSON & Co.

35 and 37 Cortlandt Street

New York
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This Summer
The Ideal

Get rid of the inefficient horse-

drawn mower with all its annoy-

ances do away with a squad of

hand-propelled grass cutting ma-

chines. This summer use the Ideal,

the lawn mower that pushes itself.

Give your lawn double the care,

more cheaply, more efficiently, and

in much less time than by either

of the old methods of mowing. The

Ideal, with its simple, reliable

clutch and automobile throttle con-

trol, stands unequalled in the field

of lawn mowing contrivances.

Write to us for particulars now, be-

fore the grass begins to grow in the

spring.

The Ideal Power
Lawn Mower Co.

R. E. OLDS, CHAIRMAN

403 Kalamazoo St. Lansing, Mich.

$225

Junior

Power
Lawn
Mower_IHow to Grow Fruit FREE

Write today for our book more than a catalog. Tells what to plant
in your locality, how to plant, trim and spray. Describes and pictures
our immense stock of Apples, Cherries, Peaches, Pears, small fruits, etc.

all "Wood Quality" stock. Also our big stock of ornamental trees,
shrubs and plants for beautifying your home grounds. We sell direct
only at big money-saving prices. We will send this book absolutely free.
Don't fail to write for a copy return mail brings it. HIHHI^^H

|
WOODLAWN NURSERIES. 935 Carson AT. Rochester, N. Y. Allen

One Barrel of"ScaJecide"
Will Spray as many Trees s.& Three Barrels

~

*Vt t*S* m.j- C j si-*a' . -.. . _ --* -*i

"Scalccide" has greater invigo-
rating effect on your orchard kills

more scale, cgys and larvae of in-

[
sects with half the labor to apply. We can
back up this statement with facts concerning
the Good Results from Using

SCALECIDE

LIME II LIME II LIME.

SULFUR SULFUR SULFUR

Soml for our illustrated booklet "Proof of the Pudding." Tells how "Scalecide" will posi-
tively destroy San Jose and Cottony Maple Scale. Pear Psylla. Leaf Roller, etc.. without injury
to the trees. Write today for this FREE book and also our booklet -"Spra.uiiK Simplified."
Learn the dollars and cents value of "Scalecide, The Tree Saver."

Our Service Department canfurnish everything you need for
the orchard at prices which saBe you money. Tell us your needs.

B. C. PRATT CO.. M'f'g Chemists Dept. 2 50 Church St., New York

Counting the Cost of Farming
(Continued from page 62)

the trees did not have to be hilled

up because the roots were established
before freezing weather. Tree pro-
tectors, however, \vere put on the first

fall. The trees were pruned as soon
after planting as possible, as the

growing season was coming on. Some
authorities advise pruning the tops
with the roots before the tree is set.

This method gives a better chance to

gauge the branches to the roots, but
it does not allow the start at train-

ing the tree to its environment that

one gets if the tree is planted first.

The lay of the ground has much to

do with the way a tree should be

pruned. We pruned all our trees
after they were set.

TRENCHING
We have found it easier to get

trenching done when setting trees in

the fall. Labor is always scarce dur-

ing the spring rush on the farm,
and, in setting many trees, an extra
force is needed. Also a sunny, dry
October can usually be counted on,
while spring, with its frequent rains,
is more uncertain. For fall setting
we contented ourselves with trench-

ing in the young trees in bundles as

they came from the grower, and re-

moving them, a bundle at a time, as

they were planted. With spring
planting we take the precaution to un-
do each bundle of trees, separate
them and hill them in one by one in

long furrows. With this care they
will keep well in the ground if

weather retards the work. The
trenching is done by plowing a fur-

row deep enough to set the roots well
in and cover with earth.

Much time can be saved if the dor-
mant spray is given the trees before

they are removed from the trench.
This can be done in a few minutes
when they are close together in the
rows and saves dragging the spray
machine over newly plowed ground.
The trees are fumigated before they
leave the growers, and are supposed
to be free from pests, but it is an
added precaution to give them the
dormant spray.

SPRAYING

We have found that young trees
should be carefully watched. They
Orchard.

First 429
Second 197
Third 2,550
Fourth 2,500

have so few leaves to lose that an
insect can do enough damage in a

day to retard the growth of the tree

many weeks. Its root growth de-

pends largely on the leaf growth, for

through the leaves the tree is partly
nourished.

The early dormant spray is given
before the leaf buds burst. It is

made of one gallon of lime-sulphur
solution to eight gallons of water. It

is a contact spray to kill all scale in-

sects, and must, therefore, be used

carefully over every part of the wood
growth.

From the time when the first tent

caterpillar is abroad until the last

aphis is dead the man is alert with
the regular summer spray. It is a
weaker solution, consisting of IJ/j

gallons of lime-sulphate to 50 gal-
lons of water and 3 pounds of ar-

senate of lead. The lime-sulphur in

this spray is strong enough to kill any
new, thin-skinned scale insect that

may have found a place on the
branches since the dormant spray. It

is not strong enough to hurt the foli-

age. The arsenate of lead will cling
to the leaves and kill the chewing in-

sects that come one after another.
This should be applied whenever the
new growth on the young trees has
reached any size since the last spray-
ing, because the new leaves and tips
of the branches are unprotected by
the previous spraying and are the
tenderest morsels for insects.

Many of our fall set trees grew
branches 2' long the first season.
These were given the summer spray
on May 27th, June 6th and July 8th.

That first summer they were also

sprayed with a tobacco soap solution
for aphis on June 22nd. The aphis
is a sucker and is killed only when a

soapy solution touches its body. It is

not hurt by the arsenate of lead, as it

does not chew the leaf.

The second summer found the
trees in our orchard much more able

to withstand the attacks of pests.
After the dormant spray, two sprays
of the summer solution of lime-sul-

phur and arsenate of lead, applied at

suitable intervals, kept them in fine

condition.
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You, Too, Can Have

An Old English Garden

MANY
a visitor to England has re-

turned with a mingled feeling of
despair and envy when remem-

bering the charming floral profusion of
the English Gardens.
High and low, rich or poor, these

beauty spots are everywhere. Upon the
right seeds largely depend their sur-

passing success.
For over one hundred years, Button

& Sons have been the most noted seed
house in England, their customers
ranging from England's Kings and
Queens down to the smallest cottager.
There certainly are plenty of reasons why this

Is so ; for Instance : not only are Sutton's seeds
grown and bred with a care equal to that of
pedigree horses, but they are continually tested
by actual growth In our own seed test grounds,
many miles In extent. All seeds, In addition,
pass through an unequalled system of cleaning
and packing. In buying them you can absolutely
depend on their being true to name, and o'f

highest terminating power.
Sutton's New Garden Guide tells the whole

story of Gardening Successes. It likewise shown
you how you can duplicate England's charming
floral pictures.

This Guide Is so elaborate and expensive to
produce that you will readily appreciate why wa
make a small charge of 'Me for a copy; but this
Is promptly refunded with your order for $5 or

Royal Seed Establishment, Reading, England.

WINTER. SON &. COMPANY
64-E Wall Street, New York.

Sole Agents East of the Rocky Mountains.
With whom Is associated Mr. H. S. Colt, the

Famous Golf Course Architect.

THE SHERMAN T. CLAKE CO.
Pacific Coast Agents

429 Sacramento St, San Francisco, Cat.

I
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"I NEVER KNEW CONCRETE
COULD BE SO BEAUTIFUL"

ORDINARY
Portland cement is hard, strong,

durable, fireproof a convenient and, in

many ways, a most satisfactory building material

but not a very attractive one.

Medusa Waterproofed White Portland Cement
has all the virtues of the best high testing Portland

but it is a pure, stainless white. Not even
marble can surpass the rich, vivid white of a house
finished with Medusa white stucco.

This white is permanent. The waterproofing pre-
vents efflorescence and discoloration, while not

affecting in any way the strength, setting or hard-

ening of the concrete. It renders the concrete ab-

solutely impervious to water.

Rich effects may also be obtained by using Medusa
white for both exterior and interior decoration
for steps, railings, columns, doorways, window
casings, cornices, panels, reliefs and floors.

"WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT
The SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

Write for booklet:
"The Medusa White House"

Room X 1. Engineers Building"
Cleveland, Ohio

\ -

iiHii

You have always wanted
a greenhouse and right
now is the finest time to
find out about

King
Greenhouses

The warm, bright, sunny
greenhouses with the

special type of construction wliich has great strength without the
need of heavy shadow casting supports.
No matter whether you want a cosy little sectional house or a sumptuous house
for palms and flowers, there's a King House which will just meet your
requirements. Graceful sweeping lines that delisrht the architect, perfcc;
heating and ventilating systems practical features, the result of years of ex-
perience in building for professional growers, are the features you will find in

every King House.
Tell us what you have in mind and let our experts submit a practical sketch. Send
today for Bulletin No. 47 and see how closely King Houses approximate your ideals.

KING CONSTRUCTION CO., 290 Kings Road, North Tonawand., N. Y.

All the Sunlight All Day Houses

Companion by Day
Protector by Night

If you live in a lonely part of town or in a suburb, a

good dog is the surest of all burglar alarms.

Why not have a companion by day and a protector by
night?

Look through the kennel announcements in this issue of
the magazine and you may find the very dog you want.
Should none of these quite meet your requirements, write
us your preference as to breed, the approximate amount
you wish to pay, and we will put you in touch with just the

dog you desire.

Address The Dog Show
HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York
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to give that much desired

phere ?

Wouldn't you stop to admire a planting like
this one that softens angular architectural

lines, creates pleasing lawn vistasandadornsan
otherwise unattractive garage all combining

sired homelike atmos-

MOONS' HARDY TREES
AND PLANTS

for Every Place and Purpose

Evergreens, Shade Trees

Flowering Shrubs, Roses
Vines and Perennials

Moons' Plants not only look well but

transplant well, for they are grown with
a care that has resulted in a vigor of

growth and symmetry of form that

give them superior quality.

A catalog filled with information about

plants and planting will be mailed
to any one telling of their intention to

decorate lawn or property with Trees
and Shrubbery.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
Morrisville, Pa.

The Moon Nursery Corporation
White I 'I.,,,,-, N. Y.

Makefield Place

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
21 S. Twelfth Street

umttz-jwmK

Equip Your New Garage with

Stanley Garage Hardware
Complete "Trim" for Garage with Double Doors

Write for Descriptive Circular " H "

THE STANLEY WORKS New Britain, Conn.

forImmediate Effect
Not for future. Generations^

CTART with the largest stock^
that can be secured ! It takes

over twenty years to grow many
of the Trees and Shrubs we offer.

We do the long waiting thus

enabling you to secure trees and
shrubs that give immediate results.

Price List Now Ready.

Wmv!wrn*r Harper
HURSERIES Chasfawt Hill.

PhiU. Pa.
BoxH

The Value of a Definite Plan

(Continued from page 15)

Shrubs can be secured which will

give a dense foliage and a profusion
of flowers through the summer and
which have berries and color value
that impart a cheery warmth through
the winter. We should place the up-
right shrubs in the rear and the
smaller ones in front.

Plant densely at the corners and
at the angles of the house, but here
and there leave views of the founda-
tion for variety and at the same time
to show the passer-by the stability of
the foundation. One should be care-

ful not to select shrubs that do not
harmonize with the house. It is a
safe rule in foundation planting that

the shrubs which have bright foliage

should be placed in front and the
dark green shrubs in the rear.

After the masses and heights have
been decided upon the planting plan
may be made. It is best to draw
elevations of all shrubbery masses so

that the varieties may more easily be
selected. The selection of shrubs
should be made from a list indige-
nous to the locality and should be care-

fully selected as to height, foliage
value and flowering qualities.
When the planting plan is finished

one will have a set of plans complete
for the average place ;

and one's

energy and finances may be so con-
served that with every succeeding
year the place may be made more
beautiful.

How Does Your Garden Grow?

(Continued from page 36)

The tallest plants, whether peren-

nial, annual or biennial, must take

the back seats, naturally; thus we
know approximately where each will

go. Delphiniums and digitalis and
the lilies will be the background
masses, these all being 3' or over in

height, save certain of the lilies. Next
come the short lilies and the cam-

panulas ; phlox naturally falls into

the position before these, with the

pyrethrums in front of it, or poppies
or stocks or zinnias, providing these

be in colors that harmonize. This

must be very carefully considered,
for there are some very quarrelsome
colors in the phlox family, and in

some of the others, too. Scarlets and
mauves are the ones most likely to get
us and the garden into trouble.

Plants best arranged in clumps are

the iris, peonies, phlox, pyrethrums,
poppies, stocks, asters, zinnias and

campanulas. The others lend them-
selves better to rows or masses in

long lines, although even such ar-

rangement should be varied by por-
tions more thickly massed, unless the

general scheme is distinctly formal.

Do not feel, either, that the tallest

plants must be absolutely confined

to the background; generally speak-

ing, they must of course be massed

there, in order for lower growing
things to be seen. But a delphinium
or a foxglove may be permitted to

invade the front ranks now and then,

with natural irregularity and not

over- frequently, to make a sharp,

clear note in the composition.

Delphiniums and campanulas in

close proximity are exquisite, pro-

viding it is the pink form of the

latter you are using. Otherwise keep
them well apart, for their blues do

not enhance each other's value, and
in white they offer no special color

novelty with blue. The pink and
blue combination, however, is one of

the loveliest things you can arrange
for in the garden. Iris in almost any
of its colors combines well with peo-

nies, and the character of the two

plants is an excellent foil one for the

other. The low-growing iris make
an edging that is very effective for

a long border, and their lance-like

leaves are decorative even when there

are no blossoms.
Phlox and lilies are particularly

good together, when the former is a
white variety and the latter a gold.

Keep the maroon and mauve shades

of phlox carefully apart from every-

thing else, however ;
for almost noth-

ing will be at peace with them. As a

matter of fact, the only reason for

planting these is for a striking and
unusual color mass

; singly or in small

groups, or combined with any other

flower, they come dangerously near
to being downright ugly. Even white
flowers do not improve the situation.

They demand all or nothing.

Digitalis is another flower that
should be given a place to itself. It

deserves this distinction for the sake
of its serenely dignified beauty. A
mass of them is of unapproachable
aloofness

;
and they should be given

this aloofness, in justice to them. If

you have no separate place suited to

them, set them above all else by let-

ting only the low growing things come
near them. This will approach the
distinction they merit.

Petunias, being so feeble in their

understandings, are almost a pros-
trate growth, although having fairly

lengthy stems
;

so they really must
have a place well to the fore, if they
are to be shown at all. They may,
indeed, occupy the very front of a bor-

der, although they are so floppy I do
not quite like to put them there. Just
back of an edging of the low iris they
will not produce quite such a scattered

effect.

ZINNIAS AND DAHLIAS

Be very sure that you do not get
a mixture in buying seeds of zinnias,

though taken in a single color selec-

tion there are few flowers that will

give greater satisfaction than these

old-fashioned old-timers. And any
color that you may prefer is good,
although my own preference is white,
the salmon pink or the deep scarlet.

There are not many flowers in a good
shade of this latter color

;
dahlias are

about their only rivals.

Unless there is considerable space
in your garden where you can afford

to have nothing over a long period,
do not try to grow dahlias, lovely

though they are. They take up a

great amount of room, they do not

begin to blosom until well on into the

summer, and they have absolutely no
value as a garden flower. For cut-

ting they are without a peer, of

course, but in the garden, they are

about on a par with sunflowers. And
it is the way your garden grows, bear
in mind, that we are considering ; not

how many cut flowers gathered in it

your vases are to boast when summer
comes. Such a garden as we have
here planned, however, will supply
all the flowers you will want for the

house.
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Select Doors That Give

Lasting Satisfaction

Wise home-build-

ers pick doors that

are not only beauti-

ful, but doors that

give permanent, per-
fect service in

other words

E
MORGAN

Because of the All

White Pine Core, Mor-

gan doors do not shrink

or swell. They give per-
fect service always,

regardless of weather

changes. They don't

stick today and rattle

tomorrow. No other
door has this All White
Pine Core.
There is a Morgan Door

to conform with every
architectural style. The
veneers are selected for

beauty of grain, and in such

variety as to meet all tastes
and requirements, whether
for a modest home or man-
sion.

For your protection every
Morgan Door is stamped
"MORGAN" on the top
rail and is guaranteed
perfect in materials and
workmanship.

Send today for our free book-
let "The Door Beautiful." It is
full of uggetion for interiors
and contains door facts every
home-builder should know.

Morgan Sash & Door Company
Dept. A-29 CHICAGO, ILL.

One of the handiest ways to start your seedlings Is In shallow boxes:
then you can shin them about easily and carry them around when

truusplantinK about your garden or grounds.

A Sure Short Cut
For Your Garden Results

wHY waste time wooing the early gardening moods of

fickle Spring with her alternate days of warm smiles

and chilling glances?

Plant your seeds in cold frames or hot beds and get a run-

ning start of anywhere from three to six weeks over outdoor

plantings.

Insure yourself of surely having egg-plant this year and

early Brussels sprouts.

Why nurse along daddy-long-legged tomato plants, when

you can grow good, stocky ones in frames ? Why not leave

them growing in the frames, as shown below, and get fine,

thin-skinned fruit three weeks earlier?

Why fuss and fiddle around, coaxing melons along, when

$4.40 will buy five melon frames that will cut out your wor-

ries, and grow honey-hearted fruit for you ?

Why be nursing along outdoor, seed planted flower plants,

when by planting seeds in Frames you can be setting out

plants all ready to bloom when your neighbor across the

way is just putting in his seeds?

As long as you are going to have a garden, why not have

as good a one and as early a one as any one ?

Buy Garden Frames and you can.

Send for our Two P's Booklet. It tells you all about how to

boost your garden along; when, what and how to plant. It

illustrates and prices six different kinds and sizes of frames.

Lord & Burnham Co., New York, 42nd Street Bldg. : Boston, Tre-
niont Bldg. ; Philadelphia, Franklin Bank Bldg. ; Chicago, Rookery
Bldg. ; Rochester, Granite Bldg. ; Cleveland, Swetland Bldg. ; Toronto,

Royal Bank Bldg. ; Montreal, Transportation Bldg.

Start tomatoes in your frames In February and stock them up as the
season advances. This Is the Ideal way of securing early tomatoes.

Flower

Aristocracy
The aristocrats among flowers

spring from "seeds with a line-

age" Carter's Tested Seeds.

Carter's Seeds rank highest in

purity and germination due to

expert testing, selecting and

improving their variations at

Raynes Park, England, for gen-

erations.

Since introduced in America,
Carter's Seeds have been the

logical choice for the grounds
and gardens of people who
wish for flowers and plants

which are above the ordinary.

Send for Carter'* "Garden and

Lawn," 1916 Edition (free of

charge). A wonderfully illus-

trated teed catalogue contain-

ing 16 color page* a* well nm

useful directions on planting
and cultivating. Write now for

the edition is limited.

Carters
Tested
Seeds, Inc.
127 Chamber Commerce Bldg.,

Boston, Mass.

Branch of Jas. Carter & Co., Raynes
Park, London, England.

MIS MAJESTY mNC CtORCt V
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MARBLE MANTELS
BENCHES, CONSOLES

ETC.

S. KLABER & CO.

126 W. 34th ST., N.Y.

Established 1849

Give Your Home
An Inviting Approach

First impressions last long-
est. The approach to a

house also reflects the spirit

of the Home. Make the

entrance to your Home so

pleasing that every one
will remark its beauty, by
planting

Ellwanger & Barry
Choice Shrubs and Hardy Plants

With them you have a profu-
sion of never-ending bloom and
a wealth of foliage. You can
obtain many pleasing effects

adorn barren places, open at-

tractive vistas, conceal un-
sightly features, and lend beau-

ty and harmony to the whole.

Ellwanger & Barry Shrubs and
Plants succeed in any good
soil, endure from year to year,
and grow larger and bloom
more profusely each season.
American nursery business is

entwined with the name of Ell-

wanger & Barry. For 76 years
this has been the most com-
plete stock, the pioneer of the

industry, the success built upon
integrity. Ask the best au-
thority you know.

Send for 76th Annual Catalog
If s a standard plant-
ing guide, a useful

handbook and
manual c o n -

taining valuable
cultural direc-
tions, indispens-

able to planters.
Sent free on re-

quest.

Ellwanger & Barry
MT. HOPE NURSERIES
BOX 201 ROCHESTER. H. T.

The Garden Club for the Small Town

(Continued from page 11)

the editor of a New York periodical
for women. Access to libraries

should not make the getting up of

such a program over-trying, however.

If, for instance, an outline of the his-

tory of the art of gardening should
be desired for winter deliberations

(and let me here assert my firm be-

lief that nothing could be better for

us all as individual gardeners) such
an outline may be found in Volumes
II and III, 1889 and 1890, of Garden
and Forest, and from no less a pen
than that of Mrs. Schuyler Van
Rensselaer.

Papers by members may seem a

tmgbear in a club's beginnings. Help
this matter by providing material to

be read by different ones, and to ac-

cumulate such material consult the

files of the delightful and lamented

paper, Garden and Forest; look back
at your old copies of HOUSE AND
GARDEN for articles by experts. Cul-

tural and horticultural advice ten or

fifteen or forty years old for the

same climate is in many respects as

good to-day as when freshly written.

Here is a list of suggested topics
for papers, gathered from various

sources, with one or two original

suggestions whose value I admit is

debatable :

Spring Planting or Fall Planting,
Which?
The Twelve Best Seed Catalogues

Now Current.
The Question of the Fence.
Other People's Gardens.
The Newer Varieties of Vege-

tables.

The New Chinese Shrubs.
A Garden of Irises.

A Green Garden.
Roses and Rose Culture.

Shrubs and Trees to Attract Birds.

A Joseph's Coat Garden.
The Artistic Use of So-called Bed-

ding-out Plants.

Structural Green in the Garden.
Is the Pergola an American Neces-

sity?
Garden Design.
The Need of a Plan for the Small

City or Suburban Lot.

The Spring Garden.
An occasional lecture by one thor-

oughly versed in some special subject
connected with the garden is a won-
derful fillip to interest in meetings.
In our club, where the dues are so

small, we cannot engage speakers.
But should an authority on gardening
happen to be in the town, we seize

upon him or her and demand a few
crumbs of garden wisdom as our

right. But not too many lectures, or
individual participation lags. Once or
twice a season experience meetings
are well. Call the roll, asking each
member beforehand to use three min-
utes in describing her greatest suc-

cess or most depressing failure during
the past season. The severest garden
club atmosphere under this treatment
warms and glows.
Too many lectures, I may repeat,

hurt rather than help. Too much in-

tensive work is apt to grow dull. To
strike the delicate balance is the
needed thing. Above all to get many
members actively to work this is the
secret of success in any organization
of any kind.

CLUB ACTIVITIES

The very lifeblood of any meeting
is free and intelligent discussion, and
this is always present in the garden
club of our town. Always the hidden

gifts of knowledge and of expression
which come to light prove a delight-
ful thing. Small concerted move-
ments on the part of the club are

common. For example, the receiving
vault in our cemetery needed a hang-
ing of green : the garden club

bought a dozen good creepers of un-
usual character Euonymous radicans

(var. vegetus), and Ampelopsis lowii,
to be explicit, and thus filled this

small public want. A bride in a new
house with ungarnished grounds re-

ceives a visit from a large committee
of the club, each of whom brings her

quota of shrub and plant from her
own store. Seeds and plants are con-

stantly exchanged between members.
But the true beauty of this club is

its democracy. Every woman is wel-
come to the house in which the meet-

ing chances to be held. I quite re-

alize that this is possible or practi-
cable only in the smaller community ;

but one cannot but dream of the time
when it will be common in the large.

In some garden clubs an extra of-
ficer is elected to manage the ex-

changing of seeds and plants between
members. This is sometimes effected

by the handing in of cards with names
of things wanted and of cards with
names of things superfluous. One
person can thus readily rectify mat-
ters to the satisfaction of all. I shall

never forget the pretty sight at the

meeting of a certain adorable garden
club, where heaps of pink-wrapped
bund!es of the roots of hardy pale-

yellow chrysanthemums were free for
all to take home as many as they
liked ! For most of us things multi-

ply so quickly. We should remember
that Achilles ptarmica, the Pearl, for

instance, is actually listed in many
catalogues as fifteen cents, and that

there are many aspiring if less well

posted gardeners to whom the greedy
thing is worth that sum !

CLUB GROUPS

In the garden club of Alma we have
sixteen groups of women, each group
charged with the business of grow-
ing the best flowers from seed. The
groups at present are as follows :

Sweet William, zinnia, gladiolus, iris,

Columbine, poppy, Shasta daisy,

geranium, dahlia, larkspur, stock,
and others whose names may readily
occur to the reader. These groups
meet at their own convenience, buy
their seeds, plant and take care of
the trial bed allotted to them.
A year ago a fine formal garden,

whose owner was away, was lent us

by this absent friend to use by our

groups as a trial garden. The vari-

ous beds of the garden were ideal hits

of ground for this practice, .and the

place itself by August was a picture
of beauty. We tried not to use it

as a mere target to throw flowers at,

but to keep the unities a little in mind.
On a day in May the large borrowed

garden was an interesting sight with

groups of people actively engaged in

cultivating, planting and sowing every
bed. And in September a yet more
interesting picture was there, for the

flowers had done marvelously well,

and squares of zinnia, dahlia, petunia,

aster, stock, verbena and gladiolus
in a setting of well-kept turf made
a pretty spectacle. It would be well

if such generosity could be oftener

shown in the lending of the unused

garden. However, if a garden is not

at hand, a vacant lot might be se-

cured. Such trial grounds are in-

valuable, both for the education and

pleasure which they give to members
of a garden club, and as objects of

public interest, comment and example.
An annual Gladiolus Show on very

simple lines is arranged for August.
This, by the way, I believe to be the

simplest, most effective small flower

(Continued on page 70)

Garden Furniture
Artistic, Comfortable and Durable

OLD ENGLISH GARDEN SEATS,
RUSTIC WORK GARDEN HOUSES,
ROSE ARBORS & OTHER ACCES-
SORIES FOR THE ADORNMENT
& COMFORT OF THE GARDENS
Send for Catalogue of Many Dfsignr

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES CO.

Beverly, Mass.

New York Agents
THE GARDEN GATEWAY

31 East 4Sth Street

Sunken Path House

MakeYour Garden
Lead the Season
BE FIRST!

If your heart is in garden-
ing, it is easier on you to be
first than last.

You know how delicious
are your own first vege-
tables; how delightful the
first flowers and, if you grow
things to sell, how profitable!
Equip your garden with

one or more hot-beds, or cold
frames or a small ready-to-
use greenhouse covered with

Sunlight Double

Glazed Sashes
They are complete in

themselves and cheaper than
cheap sash. The dry air be-
tween the two layers of glass
a transparent blanket is a

far better protection than
mats and shutters. It does
away with them. Think of
the cost and labor thus saved!

The Sunlight Is the Standard
Bash with many thousands of
the best gardeners. It is the
original double-glazed sash
and, invented by a market gar-
dener, it grew up in a garden
and will make any garden pay.
It lasts a lifetime.

Immediate shipment is made and
within ten days or less you can have
a Sunlight hot-bed or cold frame or
a small inexpensive greenhouse at
work.

Get our free Catalogue. You need
It. If you want Prof. Massey'a
Booklet on Hot-Bed and Greenhouse
Gardening, enclose 4 cents in stumps.

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE
GLASS SASH CO.

944 E. BROADWAY
LOUISVILLE, KY.
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IRON AND WIRE FENCES]
ENCES of all descrip-

^
lions for City and Su- %
ban Homes. Write today %
nr Fence and Gate Catalogue. %
itate briefly your reuuiruuvtils, %

AMERICAN t'ENCE OBSTRUCTION (O.\
100 Chufdi S<rX. Nw York %

"ARTBRPflZ"PRODUCTS
Mako Dlntlnctire Olflu for All Ocranlnnn

HOOK lUM'KS STATUARY HOrixMIl
LAMPS A8H TRAYS. P.M'KR WKIIMITS.
PMUT.M'.I.KS. KTC

1

. HANCIINi; IN PKH'E
FROM $1.50 I'P.

Cdtalug illustrating 20(( Art Subjects free.

Mention House <V Garden

KATHODION BRONZE WORKS
fiOl Fifth AYC. New York t

STRAWBERRIES Wonderful Fall Bearing

Fruit fall of first year. 500 plants
yielded nearly 400 quart A from
Aug. 15th to NOT. llth. Ber-
ries every day, June to NOT.
IMh. \Ve are hra<l<]iiurtrrs
fur all kinds of Strawberries.
R a s berries. Blackberries,
Gooseberries. Currants,
Grapes. 32 years' t-xjK-rience.

Send for Catalog.

L. J. FARMER. Box 692. Pulaskl. N. Y.

California Geraniums
Beautify your garden with California Gerani-
ums; sturdy, outdoor grown plants. 8 for 25c,

18 for 50c, 40 for $1.00. prepaid; different
varieties. Two small palms for 5c. Stock Is

large but It Is advisable In order at oncel
Shipment in April. Satisfaction guaranteed.

THE FAR WEST NURSERY
842 Waterloo Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

If You Desire a Home Beautiful
Write tcday for our Illustrated catalogue of

tin choicest material for any contemplated
planting, and prices that defy competition.

Save money by letting us figure on your re-

ouiremenis. Our expert can also help you in

the arrangement and selections. Full Infor-
mation on request.

Mnnfrncp Nnrcfmoc Montrose, Westchestermomrcse nurseries
county, New York

LARGE EVERGREENS
give warmth and cheer to the whiter laiul-
Bcape and lend soft greens to contrast har-
moniously with the summer foliage of other
trees.

PIONEERS in the growing and moving of
large trees, we offer the finest selection in
America for lawn and garden planting.
Our nurseries cover more than 600 acres.

Writ* for Catalogue D.
STFPHFN HOYI'S SON COMPANY. NewCuui CHI.

Tel. 333. Established 1848.

Home Furnishings
to fill every possible requirement of modern housekeeping

45th Street and 6th Ave., NEW YORK

Corbin Builders'Hardware
Outlasts the building on which
it is used and gives satisfactory
service every moment of the
time.

Ask your hardware dealer.

SILVER LAKE
GARDEN LINES
CLOTHES L/NES
SASH CORD

THE STANDARD
94 NEVADA ST. NEWTONVILLE, MASS.

WHAT IS IT?
It ia tb Glav Onward
Hiding Furniture Hho in

ptar?o of castera. It Mve
floors and covcrinitB. and

I
l)i')iutit:n furniture.

|
Mad* in 110 style* and

I sizes. Writ* for circular.

3 ONWARD MFG. CO.
Dept. A

Menasha, Wit., and
Berlin, Ont., Canada

Hill's Evergreens Grow
Beautify your home. Plant Hill's
EvenrreeTIB. We are eversrreen spe-
cialists, not only in KrowmK but in

planninK artistic effects. Prices low -

fat--quality
considered. Don'trisk

ilnn- Get Hill's Free Eventreen
Book. Write to-day.

D. Kill Nmtiy Cr. Cvertren Si.liits

Box 3014 DaHK. IIL

Are You in Love?
W!rHAT a silly question! O ( course

you are. Everybody is. With men
it's a fad. With women it's a regular
life job. Falling in love is the oldest of
the recognized indoor sports. How old is

it? Well, a wise old Buddhist who sat all

day with his legs and fingers crossed
said that it was older than the hills

older than man. He said that the big
lizards used to feel it also the sponges
and the little invertebrate worms.
And the greatest love of all is the love

of SELF. This is a truly wonderful love,
because it never wavers, never changes,
never dies. And then, look how cheap it

f you happen to love a beautiful lady, it immediately
runs into theatre tickets, taxis, bon-bons, suppers, night-letters,
gardenias. But if you love no one but yourself you are sav-
ing money, every day every hour.

"Do you lovt a beau-

tiful womanf

Whom Do You Love ?
"D ATHER a. hard question to answer,xx that. Hard because folks love so
many different kinds of people and
things. But most people (no matter how
mean and selfish and nasty they are)
love some one. Some men love a blond
and blushing debutante with long, curly
locks. Some women love a pale musi-
cian, with a porcelain brow and a black
tawny mane. Some folks nearly all of
us, in fact love a smiling old lady, with
white hair, a wrinkled forehead and a pair
of funny gold spectacles. Some love a 'JKuitdark t"lat ukoor
wild boy at college; some love a dark little girl at boarding
school while some misguided people spend all the wealth and
bounty of their love on a mere motor-car, a stuffy club, a
picture gallery, an inbred dog, a gloomy library, or a sillly

bag of golf clubs.

A Potion for Love
HPHE sordid part of love lies in the way
* that folks try to bribe it. They know

that men and women are human that their
love can be bought or commanded with

gifts. Now here is the greatest wonder of
all a thing more miraculous than love
itself. It is that there is one thing that will

pry love out of anybody. A sort of uni-

versal, modern love potion. It is really
twelve things in one. It should be ad-
ministered along about the first of every

,

month. It works just as well with young
"It works well with girls as with mature women; with college

young girls" boys as with grown up married men. It

works with debutantes, artists, writers, old ladies (with those

gold spectacles, through which there gleams that saintly look
so peculiar to mothers), motor cranks, dog fanciers, book-
worms, plethoric club-men, futurist picture buyers, and even
with the most hopeless golf perverts. But (and here is another
miracle), it also works with the vast and swarming army of

people who love nobody but themselves. Indeed, it teaches
them to love new gods, to be untrue to themselves; to love

gods that are really worth loving.

Are You a Lover?

IF you are, and if you aren't ashamed of it, why don't you get
into step with this spirit; remove two of your favorite dol-

lars from your little roll, and give the object of your affec-

tions (even if it's yourself) this modern love potion. Send
along those two miserable dollars of yours to 443 Fourth
Avenue, New York, and secure Vanity Fair for her, or
for him or for your selfish self for the rest of 1916.

P. S. For the few benighted souls who may still

be lingering in outer darkness, let us say:

Vanity Fair is one of the newest successes in the maga-
zine field. It is published monthly at 25 cents ~

or $3 a year. It is a mirror of life, original
picturesque; informal, personal, intimate, frivol*

unconventional but with a point of view at one
wholesome, stimulating and refreshing.

Take the cream of your favorite magazines
of the theatre, sports, books and art. Add
the sprightly qualities of such publica-
tions as The Sketch, The Taller and
La Vie Parisienne with something
of Broadway and Fifth Avenue
all within beautiful color covers

Tear off the

Coupon !

-o eS-t \* ^ <& "^> ^c
"

! MAJESTIC

WMO r*r CtUtot
IN HJI s TIC corir
1,01 Erie Street. H until

OSES of NEW CASTLE
the moat reliable and beautiful

lxik on row* ever published. Hu-
:

< rhlv print e<l In natural colon.
Contains nimt advice to home
pUnitT* on how to gn>w rose* and
tiilH-r plants. It'i the boiled down
fa.-!* of our long rxptrtenc* TelU
'all about our famous Block. Send

for It today a pov'al will do.

HELLER BROS. CO. Bex 252 N*w CastU, Ind.

Smokeless Firebox

Boilers Cut Coal Costs

oftrs Ftam
Send 4c for Mutt's 112 page "Bath-

room Book." show inn 2't model bath-
rooms, floor plnn.H, descriptions and
prices of modern bathroom fixtures.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue and l"ih Street, New York

Iris, Lilies and Japanese
Garden Specialties

Wo hare one of the largest stocks of Iris,

etc.. In Ihit country. OUT 400 varieties of
Iris. Man-h Ui May Is the time in plant.
<>:<ji r early for early shipment. Send for

Rainbow Gardens ^
Home Garden Fruit Trees
Dwarf Apple trees, root-pruned, eight
years old, ready now. Just right for the
liniih' garden : send for special list. In
standard sizes we have all good varieties
of Apples. Tears. Peaches. Send for
complete catalogue.

SAMUEL FRASER NURSERY. INC..
179 Main St. Geneseo. N. Y.

\ninlfV I
No payment

ijllllfIVJf
unlrit muc

r-i. *

P|fpnl1 II CJJi

tO

accepted
ceee/ul

Alto expert service! on

general chimney work

FREDERIC N.WH1TLEY

Engineer and Contractor

219 Fill.. SITMI. B,Mll,i. N. T.

-

W. & J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators. Floor Coverings

and Fabrics. Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVE. & x/th STREET.
NEW YORK

CON-8ER-TEX
Is a faultiest canvas

ruoflng. It will outlast the house
Itself. It costs very little Is

chemically prepared an It will not rot,
stretch or shrink. Is unaffected by
wind, rain, sun or snow.
Write for samples and full particulars.

William L. Barrell Co.
8 Thomas Street New York City

Leavens Furniture

indMdu.1 taaodte
price.

Send for Illustration* and color chart
WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO., Mtmrftetijrera

32 Canal Slr*l Boston, Mts.
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Investigate Now

KlDME-KoOP
1

Combination Crib, Play-Pen and Bassinet

ro, th. trf . v* <b . <* &5&*tE?
sides springs and D attreBB rail*

IB desired. FoldB instantly to

mm UTJ .njwbere. Pawoud. Ao-

[1 o.-j.t
noBU'rsiitule.

Write for free Folder and
10-av Trial Offer.

Dealer's name appreciated.

E.M. TRIMBLE MKG. CO.
JBCarihapeKd., Roobwer.

Ua.Trlml>IeMfe. O. ,

Make the Dollar Bloom

Offer Extraordinary ! !

For One Dollar

We will mail free

in U. S. 100 large
bulbs of any one

'of these grand gladioli : Baron
Hulot, Blue : Halley, Salmon :

Princeps, Scarlet: or in mixture

with many others at $1.00 per 100.

300 for $2.75. Send for your copy
of WILSON'S SEED ANNUAL
to-day.

J. J. WILSON SEED CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

Buy Genuine DODSON
Bird KOUI.-J They Win
Birds to LiYB With You

Twenty styles, bird houses and
shelters, results of 18 years
work for birds.

lluebird House, $5; Houses for

iurple Marlins. S12. $15.146. S65;
'

or Flickers, J2.&0 and $5; for Chic-
irtees. !.6u and $2.50; for Tree
Kigbws 13. Bin! Baths, $6 and
12. Prices f. o. b. Kanbakee. 111.

Houses are not built for fads
' '

Famous Dodson Sparrow Trap. Double
Funnel and Automatic Drop Traps combined--nc
other trap like this- $6. Nature Neighbors
k-reatoat set of books about birds ever published.
Beautiful color plates. John Burrouirh says.
"Astonishingly good!" Free Book--tellinK
how to win native birds. Also free descriptive
folderon "Nature Neighbors" with plate of
bird in natural colors, worth framing. Write
for these to "the man the birds love."

lottdb H DodsM, 731 Stk Harrison Ave., Kdnkakte. 111.

Mr. Dodaon ia ft Director of the Illinois Audu-"

APPLE
PEAR
PLUM
CHERRY
PEACH

I
WARF TREES
are best for

the home garden :

they need less

room. BEAR
QUICKER. and

produce finest fruit. You can
grow them as bushes, pyra-
mids, cordons or espalier
forms as described in our
FREE CATALOGUE.

THE VAN DUSIH NURStl[S.W.LM(Kay 1 Pr"p.,BiuB.Gf.a.N V.

A CHINESE WOOLFLOWER
It is a Celosla of new form and easy

growth. Plants throw out scores of branches
bearing balls of crimson wool nearly a Toot
thick. Flowers form in June and last until
frost.

OUR BIG CATALOG about Flowers and
Vegetable seeds, bulbs, plants and fruits.
FREE to House & Garden Readers.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc.
Floral Park, New York

Going to(YALE)
Then write for our in-

teresting book written

just for prospective builders.

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.
9 E. 40th Street, New York.

THIS BOOKLET
FREE

"BATH ROOMS OF
CHARACTER"

It gives desirable infor-
mation to those about to
build or remodel houses.

The Trenton Potteries Co., Trenton, N. J.

YOUR House Deserves the Most Modern

Building Material. Find Out About

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-F1REPROOF-ECONOMICAL-SANITARY

NATIONAL FIREPROOFING CO.
338 Federal St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Garden Club for the Small Town

(Continued from page 68)

show possible, and therefore perhaps varying ideas of that hue would be

the best with which to start. Given everywhere in evidence and what op-

a broad, non-windy piazza, a few portunities for enlightening cpmpan-
boards and barrels, some dark green sons!

cambric five or six dozens of glass That the garden club shall keep

fruit jars, and the thing is done. The abreast in the general march of gar-

gilded ribbons for prizes can readily denmg knowledge a membership on

be made at home. And when one the part of some officer or member

or two speakers are added too at the is advisable in all the societies in this

time of the flowery array, to hold country which make a study of spe-

forth briefly on the matter of classifi- cial plants, such as the American

cation naming, and the best uses of Peony Society, the American Rose

the flower of the day, the little show Society and so on. Also member-

is sure to become a yearly event to ships in large horticultural orgamza-

many people tions are highly desirable, as in this

We have found it best to begin way the help of the many is brought

with the gladiolus in entering upon to the few.

a course of flower shows, but the

tulip would be a comparatively sim- DEMOCRACY OF GARDEN CLUBS.

pie flower to use in this way, as

would the sweet pea. Daffodils Now as to the social side of the

would be somewhat more difficult small garden club. In no other de-

owing to their rather involved classi- partment of social life can such m-

fication. The dahlia, however, af- dependence of spirit be shown as

fords a magnificent subject for gar- here. This is due to the fact that

den club exhibiting. I would suggest members and their guests are ab-

for the very glory of it, though I do sorbed by the fascination of_ study

not know whether or not this has ever and discussion of gardening in one

been done, a show composed ex- or another of its forms; it matters

clusively of rambler roses and del- not to them what they shall eat, what

phiniums. Garlands, festoons of de- they shall drink I had almost added,

licious little pink roses, ranging from wherewithal they shall be clothed,

those faintly tinged with color to such For clubs in a smaller community the

rich hues as are in Excelsa, arranged question of the collation is often and

so they seem to start from pots of naturally, however, a matter for con-

such dwarf ramblers as Ellen Poul- cern. Let the articles limit this as

son, and at intervals in the back- they do in the suggested constitu-

ground sheaves of blue to bluest del- tipn ; but, more than this, let the in-

phiniums !
dividual hostess occasionally omit the

Shows of annuals only should be pleasant cup of tea. Do not be bound

interesting and effective, and I hope by a trifling custom which fades into

the time may come when we shall the background where so important

have little shows of the finer gera- a matter as garden talk is and should

niums and dwarf cannas that these be uppermost.
beautiful and ever-blooming flowers The time is here when any begin-

may again find place in our good gar- ning garden club can map out its

dening schemes. An autumn show plans with no difficulty and may start

comprising both flowers and vege- on its career with high hopes of suc-

tables is often tried and found sue- cess. It is common knowledge that

cessful. I shall never forget the the very character of the gardening

beauty and originality of effect of a interest makes people more ready to

rich basket at a recent garden club help than in almost any other form

show of this type. The occupants of of organized work. There is some-

this basket were ears of a purplish- thing in this charming practice of

black corn, delicate green heads of working in and on flowers which

lettuce, egg-plant and the purple-blue gives us a rare friendship with each

flower of an artichoke. One could other. It must be that the very ele-

not fancy a more decorative color ments of wind, rain, sun, so freely

effect than this. A rose show, too, sent us and without which we could

suggests itself as a matter of course, do nothing, have their leavening in-

And how amusing it would be to try fluence upon the spirit, and make one

the experiment of a show to be com- generous and self-forgetting in gar-

posed entirely of blue flowers the dening.

From the Collector's Note-Book

(Continued from page 33)

Fourth had pewter placed upon
the table at the Coronation Feast,

pewter has enjoyed the protection of

royalty, which fact adds not a little

to its historic interest. But let the
collector beware of certain pewter
plates with arms, portraits, etc.,

stamped in high relief which are now
and then to be met with, marked
with a Crowned Rose and N. D. in

the upper part of the crown, as well
as a pellet in the center of each petal

(except in the center of the upper
one, where is a six-pointed mullet).
Also let him beware of the marked
pieces distinguished by a St. George
or by a St. Michael and a dragon in

a beaded circle and the letters A. I.

C., as these are not old pieces but

appear to have been fabricated as
"ornamental" antiques.
Of course there are many other

tricks resorted to by the unscrupu-

lous, but the real collector is, gen-

erally speaking, happily possessed
with that instinct which enables him
to learn his lessons quickly and in-

expensively ; and there are plenty of

reputable antique shops wherein gen-
uine things are to be found. As a

matter of fact, the writer has found
that even where certain dealers have
offered spurious objects as genuine,
it has been done through their igno-
rance rather than through their in-

tent. A dealer will usually be only
too glad to have a collector who
knows point out to him mistakes in

attribution. Most of the small shops
are run by men who have little time
for study, and they are far more apt
to be imposed upon themselves than
to attempt to impose upon their cus-

(Continued on page 72)

HOUSE & GARDEN

DOUGLAS SPRUCE
3 ft. to 20 ft.

A universal favorite. This rapid
growing symmetrical conifer

holds tt luxuriant colur through-
out the year. Sizes complete.
Prices right.

Evergreens In 70 varieties, 6 in.

to 18 ft. Deciduous trees up to

25 ft. Shrubs uu to 10 ft.

IRISH ROSES
The Blue Ribbon Winners

Splendid assortment of 2, 3 and 4
year sizes, including" Kvtrbioom-

nK, Choice Climbers, and
Tree Rones, Standard and

Dwarf Fruit, Hardy Perennials

and Dutch Bulbs.

ROSEDALE NURSERIES
S.G.Harris, l!ox U. Tarrytown,N.Y.
Send today for illustrated catalogfree

Do Your Own Landscape
Work. Save Half the Cost

Landscape Plans Direct by Mail

Systematic original designs of your own
prounds with carefully prepared blue

prints and planting plans, showing

Exactly What to Plant
Exactly Where to Plant it

With my plans any home-builder can
intelligently purchase his stock, plant
it correctly and develop his grounds to
the highest standard of attractiveness
at the lowest cost 10 years' experience,
both north and south.

Estimates Free
Give Full Information About Place

GEORGE B. MOULDER
SMITH GROVE, KY.

THE NEW DAHLIA
"Mary Pickford"

And many others described in

"Dahlias and How to Grow
Them" for 1916, sent free

for a postal.

TRIAL ORDER 10 large Dahlia
root* by mail for SI. 00

J. MURRAY BASSETT
Box 412 Mammon ton, N. J.

RHODES DOUBLE OUT
SHEAB

CO.RHODES HFC.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

-*, Cutl from

yS, both tides of

limb and doel
'not bruise
the bark.
We pay Er-

prrss charges
on all orders.

Write tor

^circular and
^prices.

524

Dog Training and Care
If you have a dog, do you know how

to train and feed him ?

Tell us your dog troubles. Let
us help solve some of them.

You need only write to our Kennel
Manager and you will be sure your in-
quiry will receipt prompt attention.

The Dog Sfioui

Home & Garden, 440 Fourth AYe., New York

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY
under soil and climate advan-
tages, Steele'i Sturdy Stock U

the satisfactory kind. Great
assortment of Fruit. Nut. Shade
and Evergreen Trees. Small-
fruit Plants. Hardy Shrubs,
Roses, etc. Fully described in

my Beautiful Illustrated De-
scriptive Catalogue it's free!

T. E. STEELE Pomona Nurmio
Palmyra N. J.

KRELAGE'S
DAH LIAS
GLADIOLI

Begonias. Hardy Perennials, etc., for

spring planting, delivered

Free New York at Growers' Prices
Send today for catalog to J. A. de Veer, Suite

200, 100 William St., New York, Sole agent
U. S. A.

TREES
Ornamental trees and shrubs I

* at half Asents' prices. Direct I

from certified growers for 25 1

years. Guaranteed. Send for I

catalogue. [

Wm. J. Reilly Nurseries!
42 Ossian St., Dansville, I

N. Y.
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rDAHLIAS-
STRONG FIELD ROOTS
M> iMivfully si 1. .!(! collection of over
two hunilrfil distinct i.irii'lics of the
llahlhi comprises some of the moat won-
derful i-ivaiions to dute.

For profusion of hloom, quality and size

of (lowers, my Dahlias are OBHUpUWd.
I have exercised a criMl deal <>f rare and
patience in my endeavor to ohtain these

results, and I have heeli suei'essful. A
trial order will convime.

WRITE FOR 1916 CATALOG FREE

W. L. HOWLETT, Grower
208 32d Street Norfolk, Va.
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In Your Garden
Conilder how much more

d i a mi and attraction your
garden would have If you
Here tn add only a simple
Btone vase, bench or sun-
dial.

We have the largest col-
lection of models for gar-
den ornaments and can fill

evtry requirement. Illus-
rii catalogue sent on

reQuest

The Erkins Studios
The LfirQftt Manufacturers

of Ornamental Stone

226 Lexington Avenue.
New York

Factory, Astoria, L.I.

M ODERN
GLADIOLUS
25 Bulbs, 25 Cts.

For only 25 cents I

will send you 25 as-

sorted flowering size
bulbs of Gladioli. I sn-
Cialize on (JrofT's Hybrids
and GrofT's Silver Trophy
strain, the finest In the
world : awarded first

prizes at the Pan-Ameri-
can Exposition, Buffalo,
also 8t Louis and other
World's Fairs, because
the moat beautiful, vigor-
ous, varied and prolific.

I also sell mixed and
named sorts of Ganda -

vensK Childsl. Lemolne
(Butterfly) and the Riant
Nancelanun strain. Low-
est prices. (Complete litt

of named torts, includ-
ing new varieties for
1009, free on application.

George S. Woodruff
Box A, Independence, la.

t>t work in a suburban garden.

Grow Your Own
Vegetables

Cut down your living expenses. You'll be
astonished how easy it is to save time, labor,
and money, and get bigger and better crops
when you use

Planet Jr
No. 4 Planet Jr Combined HIM and Drill Seed*r.

Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow includes practi-
cally every tool needed to plant and cultivate a
large or small garden and plow up scratching
yards. Can bo used by man. woman, or boy.
Costs little and lasts a lifetime. Fully guaran-
teed. 30 other styles of seeders and wheel hoes
Carious iTirvs.
New 72- page Catalog (184 Illustrations) fre!
Describes over "0 tools, including 12 entirely

new ones, and improvements to our Seeders.
Wheel Hoes, Hnrse Hoes. Harrows, Orchard-,
KIT- and Pivot-wheel Riding Cultivators. Write
poital for It today!

S L Allen & Co BoxlllOK Philadelphia

1
Do You Water Paper Flowers?

do you belong to the great class of "they

say?"

do you know anything about the Theatre?

Or do you just talk about it?

To really know the Theatre you must study

the Theatre through

|
The Theatre Magazine |
What is the first thing you think of when you visit a

great city?

\Yhere do your thoughts fly when you plan an amusing

way to spend an evening?

To the Theatre of course

But in order to see a good play, you have first to select

it.

And what can you know about a play unless you first

read an intelligent review of that play.

The Theatre Magazine is a magazine of the stage,

bright, catchy, up-to-date filled with photos of every-

body on the stage and with stories of them and interviews

with them and clever.

No end clever. It is a mark of intelligence to read it.

We make you a special trial offer of four months for $1.00 just

to prove our statement to you.

Pin a dollar to the strip below and mail to us. The February
number will reach you promptly.

I The THEATRE MAGAZINE
6 West 38th St. New York City

The Theatre Magazine,
6 West 38th St., New York.

Please send me the Theatre Magazine for four months as a special

trial offer.

STANDARD
Underground

Garbage Receiver
In Urn* It Ytan

LOOK FOR OUR TRADE MARK
SolJ Dirocl Factor; Send for Circular

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
20 Farrar St., Lynn, Mas*.

Did you ever Catch Cold
from your Shutters ?

Many a person hu caiifbt a lerere roM from
opt*nmf and leaning out uf th window to

cloae or bow iLo thutter*.

ThU ! a nwvllPSR risk to take, especially dur-
ing Uie cold weather. In. mil Uu

MALLORY SHUTTER WORKER
on all rour shutters. It not only eliminate*
the ralalnf of windows, but It automatically
locks the shutters In
whatever poitlon they
may be preventing :

the wind from slam-

Very easy to Install:]
the cost Is trifling, I

the convenience sur-
prising.

HUIOIT UMlliCIUtM CO.

291 Main St.

FLIMINGTON. N. J.

Sinrply turn <h* handle^
toarijuit shutters-

automatically lockedj

jnanyj:

VI C K'S
GARDEN
^FLORAL

5 "*-
Several new ^

features, based on our
experience of 67 years, the oldest

mail order seed concern, and largest
erowers of Asters and many other
seeds, in America. Full of helpful infor-
mation about planting, etc. just what's
needed as an aid to a successful garden.
Illustrates and describes all kinds of Vegetables,
Flower and Farm Seeds, Plants, Bulbs and
Trees. This attractive book, the bestwe have
issued, is (i/.w/tiMu frrf. Krnit for your

copy ttxt'ty, I* fort you forgtt U.

JAMES VICK'S SONS
18 Stone Street. Rochester, N. T.

Toe Flower City

DO YOU WISH A DOG?
There is no companion and protector like

a. faithful and good-U'mcerwl dog.
Glance through The IHig Show in this num-

ber. The very dog ym wish may he there.
If not. write us, stating your preference aa
to breed, the approximate amount you wish
to pay and we will put you In touch with just
the dog you desire. We recommend trust-

worthy animal* of many breeds. Address
Ut Dei 5W

HOUSE 4 GARDEN, 440 Fourth An., N. Y.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllHIIIIIIIIIIW

Fairfax Roses
Bloom Quickly
There are few greater de-

lights than a flourishing rose

garden, bright and fragrant
with many blooms.
You can have just such a

garden THIS year if you plant
Fairfax Roses. They are
hardy plants that have been
propagated under natural
conditions and wintered out
of doors. They will bloom
freely THIS summer In any
climate big, glorious blooms
of unrivaled beauty and per-
fume.

Send for my 1916 Rose Book
It is free and tells you how

to grow roses successfully as
well as describing and illus-

trating the many different
kinds of the famous Fairfax
hardy Roses and other out-
door plants with which you
can make your garden bright
this summer.

W. R. GRAY
Box 26, AKTON, Fairfax County.V..
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Attract the Birds

to your lawn
by giving
them plenty of

Sharonware Bird Bath
designed upon humane principles. The birds

bathe in water from Vs to 2 inches deep without

danger of drowning. The bath empties ItMU

Ltery 24 hours, thereby making it sanitary, li

In. across. 6 in. high, weight 30 Ibs.. in various

colors; decorative, practical.

Ot*3 E5r\ 1 O. B.. N. Y. Crating charge.

PO*OV7 30c. extra on out-of-town orders.

There's an interesting story behind Sharonware.
the new. frost-proof artificial stone. Send for

particulars and descriptive price list of window
boxes, flower pots, garden benches, etc.

Sharonware Workshop, 86 Leiington Are., New York

Send for Our

Spring Garden Book
It contains full lists and de-

scriptions of most desirable

1916 Novelties.

All Vegetable and Flower
Seeds.

Flowering Bulbs and Roots;
Amaryllis, Begonias, Gladioli,

Dahlias, Iris, etc.

We make a SPECIALTY of all

known

IHARDY LILIES
from the four corners of the earth.

Hardy Perennial Plants, Vines, etc.

Address
H. H. BERGER & CO.. 70 Warren St.,

New York

From the Collector's Note-Book

(Continued from page 70)

KNOCK-DOWN
BIRD HOUSES
Most complete, artistic

line ever offered. 46

different styles and
sizes, from 35c up to

$25. Ready-built houses
already seasoned. Birds dis-

like brand new things. We
give you the best results for
the least money. Build now!

Write today for Illustrated

Folder.

E.E.EDMANSON&CO.
624-634 S. NORTON ST.
CHICAGO ILL.

Miimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiimiiiiiiimiiiimiuiiimiiimiiiiiiimiiiia

T1ANERSK
DECORATIVE FURNITURE

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION

2 Weil 47th Slreel

New York

Our Painted
Furniture has
rare charm and
should be of

especial interest

now to all who
have homes to

furnish. Un-
ified schemes
for single rooms,
suites, or the
house complete.
We also execute
Colonial and
English repro-
ductions of dis-

tinctive ch ar -

acter.

(N, .. 806), 17iu. _-
in. high: Mirror 18 in. X 24
in.; 1 draw. J

Wrttcfor

Booklet "A"

riiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimrF.

tomers. After all, the dealer could

not live without customers, and the

only safe way to hold any customer
is to treat him honestly.
While there are many pewter tests,

that given by Masse in Chats on Old
Pewter is one of the best, and is here

quoted :

"A beginner in collecting pewter
will be met with the difficulty of de-

termining the difference between

pewter and Britannia metal. The
best thing for him to do will be to

buy a piece of Britannia metal as

such, and try various experiments
with it, such as filing, fusing with a

blow-pipe, soldering, bending, clean-

ing, scraping, scratching, cutting and

testing with a knife. Let him take
a strip of lead, one of tin, one of

good pewter, and another of Britan-
nia metal, and draw the sharp cutting

edge of the knife (held about the

angle of 50) slowly toward him,
first on the lead, then on the tin, then
on the pewter. The knife will cut

the lead quite easily and stick to

some extent in the soft metal. On
the tin the cut will be more shallow,
and the difference on the metal will

be felt and heard, too, if the operator
listens carefully. On the piece of

pewter the cut will be different again,
but the noise called the 'cri dj
I'ctain' by the French, will be dis-

tinctly heard. On Britannia metal
the cutting operation will feel quite
differently, and the resulting cri will

also be felt to differ. The sound will

be harsher than the brilliant cri given
forth by tin or by good pewter."
Early in the 18th Century the lathe

began to be developed, so any speci-
mens of pewter disclosing lathe
marks would suggest a date anterior
to that period. The pewter formed
by the "spinning" process is the most
modern of all. As a final word, the

pewter collector should be careful
how he polishes his pewter, as this

ware should never be subjected to
brickdust and like vigorous usage.

Wedgwood Jasper Cameos and Cameo Medallions

The mention of the name Wedg-
wood naturally suggests to the gen-
eral reader those blue and white

pieces which made famous England's
greatest potter Josiah Wedgwood.
We picture to ourselves the beautiful

vases, flower-holders, jardinieres,

tea-pots, cups and saucers, cream
ewers and the like, and are not

aware, perhaps, that many other or-

namental uses were served by this

jasper (as Wedgwood called this

ceramic product), not only in the
blue and white, but in black and
white, yellow and white, sage-
preen and white, lilac and white,

pink and white, colors vice versa, and
also in solid body colors. Among
these the cameos in jasper designed
mainly for settings of jewelry, and
the cameo medallions and cameo
plaquettes are of particular interest

to the collector of English earthen-
ware.
While the cameos were mainly of

the blue and white jasper, there were
also those in sage-green and white,
black and white, etc. The same is

true of the larger cameo medallions
and cameo plaquettes, though the
color pieces, other than the blue and
white, are of great rarity. The
cameo medallions have great vogue
for ornamental decorative purposes.
Jewel-boxes, writing-cases, furniture,
etc., were decorated with them. An
example of the sort is the drawer-
and-chest cabinet here illustrated, a
recent acquisition of the Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art, New York. In
this instance both cameos and cameo
medallions were employed in the
decoration.
The cameo medallions and the

cameo plaquettes were also in great
demand for architectural embellish-
ments, for setting in mantels, over-
mantels, door-casings, door-furni-
ture, etc. The two black jasper oval
cameo medallions from the Twelve
pesars series here illustrated were
intended for framing. The small
cameos ranged in size from one-
fourth to two and one-half inches in
diameter. Josiah Wedgwood's gen-
ius produced many useful and orna-
mental wares Green Ware (1752-
1795), Mottled Ware (1752), Agate
Ware (1752), Delft Imitations
(1758), White Stoneware (1759)
Cream Ware (1759-1795), Basaltes
(1762-1795), Crystalline Pebbled
(1763), Bronze Etruscan (1768)
Fine White Ware (1773-1775), Jas-

per (1775-1795), Rosso-Antique
(1776), Pearl Lustre Wear (1776-
1779), and Cane-colored Ware (1780-
1795). In perfection and fineness the

jasper led them all, and the jasper
carneos were hardly surpassed in this

clay.
As the old firm founded by Josiah

Wedgwood has continued in business

uninterruptedly from the 18th Cen-

tury, the recently revived modern
Wedgwood cameos which have ap-

peared in some of the most attractive

jewelry of this season awakens even
a greater interest on the part of the
collector in the study of the old

pieces. Beautiful as are the cameos
of modern Wedgwood jasper, those
of Josiah's own period (1775-1795)
can readily be distinguished, not only
because of the somewhat less soft-to-

the-feel surface but also because all

foreign wares imported since 1891

are required by the tariff law to be

plainly marked with the designation
of the country of their manufacture.

Josiah Wedgwood probably was
inspired to experiment with his

cameos and cameo medallions and

plaquettes through having come in

contact with James Tassie, celebrated
for his copies of engraved gems in

sulphur and in vitreous compositions,
some of which Josiah had purchased
in 1769. His fertile brain set to work
on the problem of creating cameo
productions from his own ceramic
materials. After surmounting untold

obstacles, Wedgwood finally achieved

complete success in his undertaking.

Immediately there was a great de-

mand for the cameos by the manu-
facturing jewelers of Birmingham
and Sheffield (who employed such
artists to mount them as Boulton and

Watt), and elsewhere. The mount-
ings were of gold, of silver and of
cut steel. These last mountings were
the most in demand. This jewelry
also became much sought abroad, and
the demand from America was great.
We see many such cameos in their

original mountings in the remarkable
collection of old Wedgwood now in

the Art Institute of Chicago museum,
a collection acquired from the cab-
inets of Arthur Sanderson and as-

sembled by Frederick Rathbone for
Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus, who in-

stalled it in the Chicago museum.
The name cameo was first applied

by Wedgwood in 1772. Nearly 450

(Continued on page 74)

ThisBook
On Home
Beautifying
Sent Free

Contains practical
suggestions on how to make

your home artistic, cheei-y and inviting.
K.xplains how you can easily and economi-
cally keep the woodwork, piano and furni-
ture In perfect condition.

BUILDING ?
This book will tell you of newest, most at-
tractive color combinations for interior deco-
rating. If you wish we will also send FREE
our beautiful colored dollar portfolio show-
ing panels of nil popular winds finished
with Johnson's Wood Finishes. Take this
ad to your dealer or write Dept. H-G.2.
S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Win.

"The Wood Finishing Authorities' 1

Grow Flowers for Profit

as Well as for Pleasure

Without previous experience in growing
flowers you can start a good paying
business with an investment of $25 to

$100 in our Show Garden Bulbs and
Plants, and our money-making show
garden plan. No greenhouse neces-

sary. Our immense business was started

under this plan. If at the end of the
first season you desire for any reason
to discontinue the business, you may
return to us the stock with its increase,
under our shipping directions, and we
will refund every cent you paid us for

it. We will sell a Show Garden to only
one person in each Community.

NATIONAL SHOW GARDENS
Specialists in Dahlias, Gladtolas. Asters & Peonies

"Two" Lovers Lane Spencer, Ind.

Makes
Your
Garden
weeks

ahead.
Cheap

enough to

use 'em
by the
1000.

Pat. Ap'd For

Send for my beautifully illustrated

FREE BOOK
"HOW TO GROW

er and Better Crops
Earlier Than You Ever Had Before"
it shows you the marvelous results obtained

by the use of my methods.

Don't miss this great book. Let me send you
your copy now.

THE BALL MFG. CO., Dept V, Glenside. Pa.

FromH Acre
planted in Superb Ever-
bearing Strawberries! De-
cember llth Country Gen-
tleman tells how it was doiie.

Big profits, berries from
Ala.v till frost, if you plant
our Special Collection of 100
Berry Plants, $2. Shown in
colors in our 1916 Free Guide.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS
Box 61 Moorestown, N. J.

Profitable Fruit Trees and
Small Fruit Plants
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11A Remarkable Book 1

on Food Protection
It tells the secret of keeping meats,
vegetables, fruits, butter, eggs fresh,

palatable and healthful during the hot
summer months. Now is the time to
learn theae important facts BO that you'll
know and be prepared when Bummer comes.

This interesting book was writtpn from the

experiences and investigations of men who
make toe famous

"MONROE" Refrigerator
the moflthiffhly perfected tyn* of home refriger-
ator. Th r' Monroe" wu EC ftrit u* devi* Mid
lntr<.d..ce th* tingle piece, jointleu. round eonMg.Mvwra food compartment - the cm of cleaaU-
noM-thc joy <>f thousands of housewives,

Write Us Today
Your name and uldrara U enough W>'ll vend yoa
thin viihiaM.- b<M,k with our otmullmi<nt. K-<lit.
KMDHI xummcr with food fucu-thiBwUTraran
your fumity

'

health. Adtiresa

Monroe Refrigerator Co.

42 Benson Street, ^^Jk. Tetted

LockUnd.
Ohio

Your Garden
Will you get the utmost from it

this year ?

Will its color scheme be complete ?

Will the plants, shrubs and nursery

stock you buy do their best in your
soil?-"And are you going to get the

best value for the money you intend

to spend?
Let the American Nursery Com-

pany solve your problem.
Our service is unusual and com-

plete. Landscape experts in our em-

ploy will be glad to come any reason-

able distance to help you. They'll

tell you just what stock to plant to

emphasize the beauty of your place.
In fact, they'll make your plan for you
if you wish and the charge is--nothing.

And--you need not shop all over
for your atoch.

With more than 600 acres under
active cultivation, we are able to
make selection* ESPECIALLY FOR
YOU from our immense stock,
thereby insuring you INDIVIDUAL
ATTENTION.
You may have--with the coopera-

tion of the American Nursery- -a truly

successful garden in every department.
You want no other--so write us-today.

HARDY SHRUBS, TREES, VINES,
HARDY PERENNIALS

AMERICAN NURSERY CO.
149 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY

Fluthini, L I. NUHSFBIIS Sprinfliild. J.

A Water Garden
is aa unusuiil feature In landscape plan
niiiK but there is no leason why it

-In 'ii Id not be provided when planning
tin- K rounds

for your Summer Home
It Is not necessary to have a natural

pool or stream. The new way of grow-
ing lilies is \cry simple, and the plant?
bear many beautiful flow-
ers.

My 1916 Catalogue -x-

tilauis h.nv you ,-an have
\VattT-Lilk-s in your jriinl.'n.
tnl k'ivi>s a list of the ni-w-

(M and iiiMst <l..,stralile varie-
ties. Write today fur a copy.

WILLIAM THICKER,
Water- Lily Specialist,

Box G, Arlington, N. J.

If You Expect to Build
Don't Miss This Offer

At the time you
are planning that

new home and

naturally desire

to study the ideas

of several leading
architects who

specialize on residences of the moderate-cost type
you can get valuable suggestions from the many
beautiful designs, plans and details shown in

eight issues of

putlbmg
The National Building

Publication with i

Monthly Circulation

among Builders, Archi-

tects and Owners.

The information contained

in Building Age, both in the

editorial and advertising

pages, is of the keenest inter-

est to home builders, and
will enable you to introduce

numerous features in your
new home that add to the

convenience, comfort and
value, without material ad-

ditional cost. Building Age
also contains data that should
save you many dollars.

Our Special Offer

The price of these eight numbers is $1 .60. We will mail

a set to you for special price of $1.00 if you order at

once and mention House & Garden. Don't delay, as the

supply is very limited.

THIS $1.00 SHOULD SAVE YOU HUNDREDS

BUILDING AGE, 161 39th Si. Building, New York Gty

For enclosed $1.00 send the eight numbers, according to

special offer in House & Garden.

Xame . .

Address

THE BETTER
HOMES OF 1916

will demonstrate again,
and more decisively than
ever, the judgment of

discriminating home
builders in favor of out-

swinging casement \vin-

dovtsequippedwith C-H
inside operated
adjusters

You really can't afford to build without our Casement Window
Handbook

Free to you write to-day

THE CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
1 SOUTH CLINTON STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Going to Build
Remodel or Repair?

I

t/OD can jirtualh
I save fniiii -

'0.00 nil \ our tmild-

IiiK Dial* rial hill, MI

write today for Dux*
two free book a antl M-C

and judge fur yourself.

catna and oar Plan Book
bowl splendid Tiew and floor plant of SO
modern boowa and buncalows. You can
remodel, repair or build new for much less

MSh-Bmrf* lunttw, t1tns;. r*tlMB*, **r*.
InsJowm. ttt ci h. n-ouldlfi|i. pwrc*i-
w..rh...r*n., holbd>. t>w4Mlf>K fc*r4-

H v*ar, Mint.. w.llbMrd. pttMMMws].
CjH^l h-atlHi and w*t*r >p>tr iitfltB.--

rn.thJw.ry < Int.fW
b ALL AT MHOLCftALC

I

I

I

^^.
>Trtiul until o Ml

S^aJte^.^^^vr-?-

THINK NOW OF

Spring Refurnishing
and think particu-

larly of lighting fix-

tures. Thin bar*
monious fixture
will preside at the
family table like
a genial host,

graciously, un-
obtrusively.
Comfortable,
exquisite, ar-

tutic.

tr tftd COW*
p 1 et e or
shown.

$10.00

Delicately
Tinted

Order from
[our dealer.

he cannot

ordtr

ThU i* No. K44E.
Finish Old Bra...
Delicately tinted. Bowl J/at,

14 Inchem Diameter. <c//,j
Wired Complete, HO. P

urNDREDS of other artUtic de-** signs in brackets, fixtures and
portables on display in otir show
rooms. Call to inspect them at your
convenience. WHITE TO-DAY
FOR HELPFUL CATALOG. FREE
ON REQUEST.
SHAPIRO & ARONSON
20 Warren Street New York City

Baur's New Catalogue
A valuable book for all
who expect to plant this
spring. Tells the best
sorts for special locations
and soils, and gives a com-
plete list of the desirable

Evergreen* Shade Tree*
Flowering Shrub*
Rote* and Plant*

A copy will be mailed to read-
ers of House and tiaraen on re-
quest.
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Palisades

Popular Perennials
To look its best, your garden should

unfold its bloom with Perennials
in the majority.

Because our perennials are widely
known for their quality and beauty,
and the widest latitude in choice of

stock being possible, you can beautify

your garden best through us.

Test our service. You will find it

courteous, prompt and thorough.

Maximum Quality - Minimum Cost
\

Write R. W. Clucas, Mgr.

THE PALISADES NURSERY
Incorporated

Headquarters for Perennials
SPARKILL - NEW YORK

"Planted One Year Ago"
SAVE TEN YEARS In securing
shade and beauty and In giving a
look of completeness to your
grounds.
OUR TREES GUARANTEED to grow
satisfactorily or replaced.
ALL TREES GROWN AND ROOT-
PRUNED at Hicks Nurseries and are
prepared to grow successfully on
your own grounds.
TREES FIFTEEN FEET WIDE
shipped as far as Michigan. Cost
to you f. o. b. Westbury $60.00
apiece.

Send for Catalogues on Evergreens,
Rhododendrons andHardy Flowers

flicks
Isaac Hicks &>Son
Weitbury, Nassau Co., N. Y.

is Wizard Brand Concentrated,
Pulverized Manure. Not only
plant food but soil food. Contains
all the elements needed to stimu-
late rapid and continued growth,
and in addition humus, the valu-
able organic matter which puts
soil into condition to get all the
benefit of light, air and moisture.

WIZflRK*
CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
is richest natural fertilizer in

pure, highly concentrated form.
Freed from weed seeds, dried,

I sterilized, screened
and pulverized.
Use it for lawn, flowers or
vegetable garden and
watch it "make Nature
hustle." Write for prices
and freight rates. 29

PULVERIZED MANURE CO.
25UNION STOCK YARDS,

MANURE
.

k CHICAGO.

Wedgwood Jasper Cameos and Cameo Medallions

(Continued from page 72)

objects were catalogued by 1777.

Their best period was from 1780 to

1795, 1787 marking the year when
Wedgwood had completely mastered
the art of the jasper cameos and
cameo medallions. There were then
some 1,032 subjects listed subjects
drawn from Egyptian mythology,
Roman and Greek mythology, sacri-

fices, ancient philosophers, poets and

orators, sovereigns of Macedonia,
Fabulous Age of Greece, Wars of

Troy, Roman history, masks, chi-

mseras, etc., illustrious moderns, and
so on.

Even originally the small cameos
were not cheap in price. In whole-
sale lots of ten some five shillings

apiece was asked for them by Wedg-
wood. Unfortunately all the cameo
subjects are not now to be identi-

fied completely, even where given in

the old catalogue, as no descriptions
were placed on the subjects sold to

the general public to identify them
with the catalogue entries.

Cameos and cameo medallions and

plaquettes were made both in solid

jasper and in dip jasper. The for-

mer ceramic paste was colored clear

through, while the latter was surface
colored only. Wedgwood employed
some of the most famous designers
of his day, among them John Flax-
man, William Hackwood, Roubillac,

James Tassie, John Bacon, Thomas
Stothard, Webber, Pacetti, George
Stubbs, William Greatback, Devere,
Angelini and Dalmazzoni, and such
gifted amateurs as Lady Templeton
and Lady Diana Beauclerk drew for
him.
The small cameos were fired but

once
;
the large cameo medallions and

the plaquettes were given a second
firing. Fine old Wedgwood is as
soft as satin to the touch, and most
of it was left with a dull matt sur-

face, although jasper is capable of

receiving a high polish on the lapi-

dary's wheel. While some few pieces
of Wedgwood- were not marked,
nearly all of it was, though the col-
lector should be told that many imi-
tated pieces have borne the name
spelled with an e after the g, thus :

Wedgewood. No genuine Wedg-
wood, old or modern, bears other

spelling of the name than Wedg-
wood.

Answers to Inquiries

R. A. R. The plates you describe

would be of the following dates and
have these probable values : Willow-

pattern plate, marked E. B. and J. E.

L., late Nineteenth Century, Stafford-

shire, worth about $3 ; Willow-pat-
tern soup plate, not in demand by
collectors (because of the shape),
same make, same period, about $1.50;

deep-blue Adam plate, Staffordshire,

1810 to 1820, about $5; Spode soup
plate, early Nineteenth Century, about

$3; Lafayette plate, Clews, early
Nineteenth Century, Staffordshire,

$10 to $15, depending upon condition;

Mulberry plate, Staffordshire, color

not in demand by collectors, about

$2 ;
dark-blue Staffordshire ironstone

plate, J. F. & Co., late Nineteenth

Century, value about $3 ;
maker unre-

corded, Staffordshire plate ;
Nine-

teenth Century, marked "Athens," H.
A. & Co., about $3; Willow-pattern
Adams make, about 1840, value about

$5 ; plate with onion design, about $5.

Your drawing is not sufficiently defi-

nite for us to determine the make.
The numbers indicated though are

merely factory design numbers.

D. G. Possibly the most famous
mblic exhibition of old silver is in

he South Kensington Museum in

London, while without doubt, it is

said, the most valuable collection is

owned by the present English mon-
arch, King George V, whose silver

and gold plate is valued at over

$5,000,000.

C. S. The Bennington vases, if

about 6" high, would be worth
possibly $35 a pair, judging from
your description ;

if larger, up to $75
a pair. Their interest would lie

chiefly in their being perfect exam-
ples of an early American pottery.

P. H. L. The clavichord is un-
questionably the earliest key-board
stringed instrument, it having been
developed from the monochord, used
to teach singing in monasteries and
church schools. It appears to have
come into use in the latter part of the
Fourteenth Century, but it was not
until the Eighteenth Century that it

was fully developed and improved.

T. C. Figures were always a spe-
cialty of Derby porcelain, the most
sought after perhaps being those
known as "Derby Biscuit Figures,"

modeled by such artists as Spengler,
Coffee and Stephen, and finished
without either coloring or glazing.
The best period of these was be-
tween 1770 and 1800, when the bis-

cuit was characterized by a soft,
translucent waxy tone with a suspi-

sion, at times, of a slight glaze. The
glazed and enameled Derby groups
followed the traditions of Dresden
and Chelsea in thin modeling and
coloring.

C. T. F. The steel line and stipple

engraving by F. Stackpoole, "Launch-
ing the Life Boat," would have very
little commercial value here in the
United States, as there is no demand
for such works. Engravings of this

character which brought $35 and $40
apiece thirty or forty years ago, now
bring about $2 each at public sale, and
by engravers as well known as Stack-

poole. Regarding H. Schaefer as a

water colorist, we can find no record
of his work here. The only record
sale by a German artist of that name
was of an oil painting (37x23^) at

the Macmillan sale (1912-1913) enti-

tled "Roman Maidens," by H.
Thomas Schaefer. It is possible this

may be the artist you refer to, but as
a painter of figure subjects, it is

hardly probable. As this picture sold
for $250, a water-color by the same
man would bring very much less. We
could not give you even an approxi-
mate value for a water-color interior

of "Toledo Cathedral, Spain," with-
out seeing the picture and knowing
who painted it. Cathedral water-color
views can be bought for $25 and up-
wards, but they are subjects not much
sought after.

E. J. B. The copy of "Brother

Jonathan," July 4, 1846, while not

rare, is scarce and would probebly be
worth

$2. This was not a regular
publication, but was issued at irregu-
lar intervals and in very large size.

Its field was not that of the ordinary
newspaper, although patriotic in char-

acter.

L. E. H. C. Veils such as you de-

scribe can be bought for $50 now, in

perfect condition, and no doubt yours
would be worth that, if a purchaser
could be found. There is, however,
very little demand for such things or
for real black lace, generally.

LOCKED!

Bishopric Board
has increased the popularity of the

Stucco-finished home, because it is

the one background for stucco or
cement that holds without cracking or

crumbling as long as the house stands.

It contains no metal to rust and break.
Get free sample ami book "Built on The

Wisdom of Ages."

THE MASTIC WALL BOARD &
ROOFING CO.

747 Este Ave.. Cincinnati, 0.

INGEE
Sturdy as Oaks ROSES
Our Rose Plants are strongest
and belt. "Ihry are always
grown on their own roots.

Sixty-five years of "know-
ing how" behind each plant;

that fact is your guarantee of
satisfaction. Safe delivery

guaranteed our guide explains. No
matter where you live you can depend
on getting D & C roses in perfect con-
dition. Write for

Our "New Guide to Rose
Culture" for 1916 Free
This Is absolutely the most practical
work on rose culture ever published. It

isn't a catalog it is the boiled-down,
lifetime experience of the oldest rose
growing house in the t'nlted States. The
guide Is free. It is profusely illustrated
in natural colors. Describes over 1000

varieties of roses and other
flow3rs and tells ho

to grow them.
This guide
will be
t r e a a -

ured long
by rose
lovers

write be-
fore issue

is all gone. It's free-
send today. No
other rose house has
our reputation.
Est. 1850 70 Greenhouses

TheDINGEE&CONARDCO.
loi 274 Weil Grove, Pi.

You Will WantThis in

Your Garden Library

We have crammed
a lot of informa-
tion about things
that grow and
why they grow
into this valuable
little book, and
if you are inter-

ested in having
a successful gar-
den or fine
lawn, you will

appreciate it. It

is called

MOISTURE
IN

CULTIVATION
and covers a mighty im-

^^^ po_rtant phase of "raising
things."

We send It free. We admit frankly
that we expect it may interest you in
our line of spraying and sprinkling
devices hut you will value it any
way. Write today for It and study it

this spring.

SPRAY ENGINEERING CO., Diy. 4

93 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
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KELSEX
HEALTH
HEAT
ONE

of the dellght-

fully satisfactory

things about this heat,

is that even up to a

temperature of 75, you
do not consciously feel

the heat in the room.

It Is the lack of fresh

air, the lack of proper
moisture in the room,
that has much to do
with making you feel a
heat's presence. You
feel the Kelsey Health
Heat's Comfort but

you do not feel the heat.

The fresh buoyancy of the

air, and its agreeable lark of

dryness, Is an ever noticeable
feature of Kelaey Heated
houses.

The Kelsey both heats and
ventilates at the same time.
It costs no more to Install
than radiator heats, and costs

surprisingly less to run.
These are not sweeping
claims, they are proven facts.

Send for the facts ; also
our Booklet Some Saving
Sense on Heating.

THE
ftE.L5LV

fARm AIR
GLnLRATORJ

237 James St., Syracuis. N. Y.

New York: 103- K Park Avenue

Chicago: 2767-K Lincoln Avenue

Look Into This

ff^ay of Catering
Your Garden
HERE Is a simple, practical, In-

expensive method of uniformly
watering your garden.
The pipe is galvanized. The noz-

zles are brass, constructed so they
will throw the water 25 feet,

breaking It up In a dew-like mist
that neither parks the ground, nor
harms the most delicate plants.

If you want to water only one
row. you can do It ; or a space 50
feet wide.
Can be permanently attached to

feed pipe, or be easily portable
and connected to your hose.
A complete portable line. 50 feet

long, will water 2.500 square feet
and costs but $11. 75.
We can sell you equipment that

will water an acre as easily as a
garden plot. Plenty of water
means doubled results.
Send for Booklet.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.
231 Water Street

TROY OHIO

SUGGESTS
that before you spend a penny on your new clothes,

before you even plan your wardrobe, you consult

its great Spring and Summer Fashion numbers! Be-

ginning with the

Forecast of Spring Fashions*
and continuing for six months (twelve numbers
see list below) you will receive the most complete
presentation of styles ever offered American women.
During the very period when these numbers appear
you will be selecting your Spring and Summer
wardrobe and paying hundreds of dollars for the

suits, gowns, etc., you select.

$2 invested in Vogue
will save you $200
The gown you buy and never wear U
the really expensive gown. Glove*,

boots, hats, that miss being exactly
what you want, are the ones that cost

more than you can afford)

Why take chances again this year
when by simply sending in the cou-

pon, and at your convenience paying
$2 a tiny fraction of the loss on a

single ill-chosen hat or gown you
can insure the correctness of your
whole wardrobe)

Vogue is a beautifully illus-

trated magazine; the acknowl-

edged authority on what is

worn by well-dressed American
women. Below are your twelve

numbers (and one extra) :

Our Special Offer*

The Forecast of Spring Fash-

ions Number is already on the

newsstands. If you enclose the

$2 with the coupon below, we
will send you, with our compli-
ments, this earliest and most au-

thentic forecast of the Spring
mode, making I 3 numbers in-

stead of 12.

Or, if more convenient, send

coupon without money. Your

subscription will then start

with the Millinery Number
and continue through the next
I I numbers.

Forecast of Spring
Fashions, Feb. 1*

The earliest and most au-

thentic forecast of the Spring
Mode

Sprint Millinery Fib. 15

The newest models insmarthats.

veils aiid colitures

Spring Pattern! and
New Materlali ""r-,

1

\Vorkiiit: models for one s whole

Spring and Summer wardrobe

Parlt Opening. Mar. IS

The complete story of the Paris

openings establishing the mode

Spring Fashions Apr. I

The last word on Spring

gowns, waists and accessorial

Smart Fashions for

Limited Incomes Apr. 13

First aid to the fashionable

woman of not unlimited meant

Brides and
Summer Homes May I

A Journey "thro" pleasures and

palaces." News for the bride

American Travel May 13

Places In our own country well

worth a visit at least

Summer Fashions June I

The final showing of the Sum-
mer modes that will be

In the Country Juae 15

Society takes to sports and life

In the opeu

Hot Weather Fashions July I

The correct wardrobe for all out-

door sports

Hostesses July 15

The newest ideas in mid-summer
entertainments

London and Paris Aug. I

War stricken Kurnpe- renalns her
balance and sends us new and
fresh ideas

"Nine out of ten teamen copy
what the tenth does; the tenth it a

reader of VOGUE."

VOGUE, 443 Fourth Avenue,
New York City

Send me twelve number* of Voirtie. beginning
with the Mllllnerr Number and I will remit
12 on receipt of bill March 1st (OR) I en-
close $2 herewith and shall eipect thirteen
numbers of Vogue, beginning with the Fore-
cast of Spring Fashions Number

Name
(Plea** writ* a f pbinly)

Street

H'alier Boschen, Architect,

St. Joseph. Mo.
ll'allt finiihed milk Cabot's Old

Virginia White.

Roof finished with No. 346 Dark
Cray Creotott Stain.

What It Means
to have your shingles
stained with

Cabot's Creosote Stains

It means that they will not rot;

that the colors will be soft, rich,

and beautiful; that they will wear

as long as colors can, and grow old

gracefully; and that the cost will

be 50% less than paint, for both

material and labor. Moss-Greens,

silver - grays, tile - reds, bungalow-

browns, and all other artistic and

appropriate shades, finely ground in

pure linseed-oil and mixed with

Creosote, "the best wood preserva-
tive known."

You can get Cabot's Stains all over
the country. Send for stained wood
sample and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, UK.

Manfg. < 1, mi ist

11 Oliver St. Boston, Mass.

Protection
For Your Shrubbery, Trees

and Garden

A good spray pump is In-

dispensable about the prem-
ises. A hundred uses will

suggest themselves. The
Outfit here illustrated is a
fine one for spraying and can
also be used for painting,
whitewashing, disinfecting,
extinguishing fires, washing
windows, buggies, automo-
biles, etc.

There are many different
kinds of Myers Spray Pumps

for both hand and
power operation.
Our Catalog, SP16,
shows all styles and
also tells how and
when to spray. We
will send you a copy
gladly, If you re-

quest it.

A Handy.
Portable
Outfit

For Use
About
the Barn,
Orchard
and Garden

F. E. MYERS & BRO.
3SO Orange Street

ASHLAND OHIO
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House of Joseph Lincoln, Esq., Hackensack, N.J. Forman & Light, Architects

T F you would have the wood which possesses

all the virtues of other woods, and has

none of their shortcomings, for the outside

of your home, insist on

WHITE PINE
Three centuries of building experience in America

have proved that White Pine withstands the attack

of time and weather more successfully than any
other wood.

It does not shrink, swell, crack, twist, warp or rot

and once in place it "stays put," after years of ex-

posure, even in the closest fitting mitres and in deli-

cate mouldings and carvings. It takes paint and
stains perfectly.

If your lumber dealer is un-

able to supply White Pine, we
would appreciate the oppor-

tunity of being helpful to you
in securing it.

"White Pine in Home Building"
is beautifully illustrated with old

Colonial and Modern homes, full of

valuable information and suggestions
on home-building, and gives a short,

concise statement of the merits of

White Pine. Send for it now.
There is no charge for it to pros-

pective home-builders.

Address, WHITE PINE BUREAU,
1219 Merchants Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Representing
The Northern Pine Manufacturers'
Association of Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Michigan, and The Associated
White Pine Manufacturer: of Idaho

Companion by Day
Protector by Night

If you live in a lonely part of town or in a
suburb, a good dog is the surest of all burg-
lar alarms. Why not have a companion
by day and a protector by night?

Look through the kennel an- quirements, write us your pref-
nouncemcnts in this issue of the erence as to breed, the approxi-
magazine and you may find the mate amount you wish to pay,
very dog you want. Should none and we will put you in touch
of these quite meet your re- with just the dog you desire.

The Dog Shoa

House & Garden
440 Fourth Ave., New York

THE COLLECTORS' MART

Brief descriptions of antiques and curios wanted and offered by subscribers

of record to House & Garden will be inserted in this column, without charge,
until further notice. As the service of The Collectors' Mart is intended for
private individuals, articles in the possession of dealers vAll not be offered
herein. Photographs for forwarding should be carefully protected and
packed flat and should have postage prepaid. The Collectors' Mart can-
not undertake to forward communications if postage is omitted. House
& Garden accepts no responsibility with any of the ^vants or offerings
submitted or published. All replies to wants and offerings should be
enclosed in stamped blank envelopes, bearing the identification numbers in

the lower left-hand corners, and enclosed for forwarding in an envelope
directed to The Collectors' Mart, House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue,
New York City.

Offered 12234. Mahogany, drop-
leaf pedestal dining-table with
drawer in each end.

Offered 12236. Hand-carved set

of ivory chessmen, one hundred
years old; banjo; guitar; red crepe
embroidered shawl ; Paisley shawls ;

Sheffield tea set; snuff boxes; hand-
carved old walnut bedstead; old

glass decanters.

Offered 12239. One mahogany
shaving stand

; one mahogany shelf

clock, dated 1837, Daniel Pratt,

Jr.; one mahogany mirror, acorn
trimmed ; one mahogany mirror,
eagle at top ; one Chippendale chair ;

one blue and white counterpane ;

curtain knobs. (All original bought
in the rough and restored.)

pffered 12240. One shelf clock,
Eli Terry make; one wag on the

wall; one canopy bed, maplewood,
all original curtains and spread on
it, including homespun rope.

Offered 12241. Empire four

poster; Sheraton four poster;
French bed; breakfast and card
tables; Colonial sideboard with
glass cupboards above; claw foot
sofa ; Sheffield platter ; brass fend-
ers.

Offered 12243. Five solid sil-

ver teaspoons, hand made in Paris,

Ky., by J. Stevenson, over one
hundred years ago; Crutch cush-

ion, by Antonio Lopez de Santa
Auria, afterwards President of the

Republic of Mexico.

Offered 12247. Sterling silver

tea set, five pieces, teapot, milk

pitcher, creamer, sugar bowl, com-
pote. Made in England, beginning
of the Greek revival, and five

specimens of the period. Very
heavy, engraved ornament. Photo-
graph on request.

Offered 12248. A corner cup-
board.

Offered 12251. A Bohemian
glass wine set, decanter, five wine
glasses and tray, all of glass with
decoration of grape vine pattern in

ruby red, perfect condition: Sun-
derland lustre pitcher, Mariner's
arms, perfect, rare; alphabet sam-
pler worked in silk; copper lustre

pitcher; pink plate, John Hancock
House, Boston, proof, very rare;
dark blue platter, City of Louis-

ville, Kentucky, very rare; beauti-
ful old oil painting of Madonna
and Child from Correggio brought
from Paris in 1868, wide gilt Flor-
entine frame; pair of old cottage
ornaments.

Offered 12254. Small collec-
tions of valentines, more than sixty
years old. A few patch-boxes of
Battersea enamel. Five papier-
mache snuff-boxes; a framed col-
ored print of "The Oriel," the first

aeroplane, published bv Ackerman
& Company, London, 1843.

Offered 12257. Bruno guitar
and case; music rack; sheet music;
instruction book; guitar is thirty-
five years old, tone mellow with
age, fine condition.

Offered 12260. For sale or ex-

change six genuine antique dav-
enport dinner plates; six davenport
tea plates; six davenport tea cups

all perfect and I know their his-

tory.

Wanted 12261. Antique grand-
father clock; banjo clock, Curtis
make preferred; or Terry shelf

clock, or what have you?
Offered 12262. John Alden

couch, eight-legged, cane seat,
movable inlaid headpiece, price
$250 ; eight-legged Sheraton sofa,
$175; Sheraton card table, $60; five

Sheraton chairs, $75 apiece.

Offered 12263. Eight Colonial
mantels, built some time prior to

1820, by John Joachim Dietz, who
was the founder of the Dietz fam-
ilv and also of the Dietz Lantern
Company of this country, all hand
carved, some elaborately, and are
considered very rare and hand-
some. Will sell singly or will
make special price of $1.000 to a

buyer who will take the lot.

Your All-Year Garden

(Continued from page 48)

a single plant. Mercerau, early, and

Erie, main crop, are good varieties.

Grapes The greatest recent

achievement among grapes is Caco.

Concord, Catawba (which are the

parents of the variety just men-
tioned), Delaware, and Pocklington
are excellent universal favorites. Of
currants, Perfection, red, Lee's Pro-

lific, black, and White Grape will give
a good assortment. A new variety,

Everybody's, is particularly robust

and healthy, with first quality fruit.

Gooseberries have been "coming
back" for the last few years, because
of the new varieties which are more
mildew-resistant. Among these is

Carrie ; with fruit not quite so large
as the popular Red Jacket, it never-
theless yields almost twice as much.
Downing, pale green, Red Jacket and

Industry, are other excellent sorts.

THE NEW FLOWERS

The descriptions of new ornamen-
tals and flowers are more dependable
than those of vegetable novelties

;

furthermore, one does not risk so
much in trying them. The last few
years have seen a great many valua-
ble additions among shrubs, annuals
and perennials not merely improve-
ments, but quite distinct, new crea-
tions. For instance, there are the
new buddleias or summer lilac, the
new giant marshmallows, Weigela
Eva Rathke; lobelia, Tenuior; portu-
laca, Parana ; double flowering morn-
ing glories; the red "sunflowers" and
the new dwarf, early flowering tri-

tromas, and the new white oriental

poppy, Mrs. Perry's White.
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Have
Home Grounds
As Handsome
AsThese A

II. n'. tin NVw Book that tells

how you can accomplish It. How
V'n ran nestle your big or little

home amongst a harmonious group-

Ing of stalely tries; graceful shruti-

licrv nml handsome hedges. This

remarkable book has been just published

something new, different! Send for

It. From It learn that. If you want to

beautify your home grounds, the

Cost Is Less Than You Imagine
The book will delljht you filled with repro-

ductions of beautiful ornamental Treee. Shrub

bery. Hoses and Hednes- printed In exqulilte

tints. Get this book. It's FKEE for your
name and address.

TO S Nurser 'es a *

Louisiana,Mo.
NEW BOOK Since 1816

"Secrets of Ornamental Planting"

Every page shows
br iiinfui homes
gives hints on how
to makf vtmrs as beautiful shows you how
our location enablei ui to sava you money.
our experts will also make

Free Landscape Plans
for your home grounds. No obligation to buy.

(JrsMji this opportunity to get the advice, the

assistance of exi>ert Landscape Architects
FREE. Send for tbe books and full details.

Box 92

Louisiana, Mo.

Landscape Architects and Nursery Men

FREE BOOK

BrO S

Green'sTrees
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DOUBLES THE GARDEN'S CHARM
harden be Small. a

/ Sun dial.Bird Font or GazingGlobe

adds the Essential touch.whileyour PUnls

will have NewBeauly in Artislic

GAIiOWAY Pots.BoxesandVasi

^AWealtK of
Suggestions

for

Makingyour Garden Attractive

will be found in our Catalogue

which we will mail upon request

GAUOWAY
I TERRA COTfA CO.
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An Ideal Two-House Layout

TO
say a thing Is Ideal, is

supposedly the last word
of endorsement. And such

Is our reason for calling the

general plan of this green-
house an ideal one.

It has attractiveness, prac-
ticalness, and economy, all

on its side.

How much better it looks,
for instance, than would one
unbroken, long house of the
same size.

How much more accessible
are each of the compartments
from the work room; reduc-

ing considerably the labor of

working them.
The heat has an even dis-

tribution, which Is also an
economy. Of course, anyone
could duplicate the layout;

but no one but the U-Bar
Company can build such a
greenhouse, having a com-
plete steel frame of U-Dars.
This construction may cost

somewhat more than others;
but you would expect that af-

ter comparing it with the

others, you would at once
recognize its distinct differ-

ence and appreciate why It Is

so lastingly durable, likewise
the reasons for the superior
growing conditions it makes
possible. You would expect
more and better flowers from
It. You would not be disap-
pointed.

If you want the best there
is In greenhouses send for

our catalog. Or send for us.

Or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
P1ERSON U-BAR CO

ONE MADISON AVI. NEW YORK.

Your Best "Help" In All Seasons
To obtain maximum results from your garden, use the Con-
tinuous Seed and Plant Forrer. Catches and stores the sun-
beams. affords perfect protection ;i gainst damage by cold
winds, rains, frost. Forces your plants to grow rapidly and
sturdily, putting you weeks ahead of your ne.chlxn-H. Rend
for illustrated price-list or Sample Forcer, 13c. Address Dept A.

THE CLOCHE COMPANY, 131 Hudson Street. New York

Jfloto
We are the largest growers of

I lardy Perennial Plants in this coun-

try. We have issued a special cata-

logue of these, giving name, color,

height and time of flowering of

nearly a thousand species and va-

rieties. Also a number of

PLANS OF HARDY
BORDERS

together with list of suitable plants for

sun or shade; and full instructions for

planting and future care. We will be

glad to send you a copy free. Please

mention this magazine.

( >ur 1916 Catalogue has

148 pages brimful of u-o-

ful information for Farm
Garden Lawn .

It contains description of

the latest Novelties and Spe-
cialties In flowers and vege-
tables, as well as Standards,
which can be grown in your
own garden.

All plants described are
grown from superior strains,
selected from types that we
have tested with splendid re-

sults.

Special Offers
Tile following specials are offered to

prove to you the high quality of our seeds:
The Klni Aster One packet earn of IJT
i-n.l.T King. 1'ink King. Violet King.
White King and Row King. 15 packets
In alii ................... Me. prtlalil
Salpl0lostl One |>acket earh of 1'urnllsli
U..I.-I. I'nik. Light Mine Ivelned golil).
(iolden Yellow. Hrarlet. Ilrown and u.ihl
<6 ps.ki'ln In all) ........... SOe. prtpald
Giant Sweet Sultan ICentaurta Inpiralls)

(IMP packet each of While. Pink. Pur-
ple. Lilac and Rose. 15 packets In
all) ........................ Me. prepaid

Combination Offer $1.00
One collection each of Asters. S;il

|)iu!"ssls and (Jiant Sweet Sult;ni>
<10 packages of seed In all), which
If purchased separately would <-'-'

I :.o. M nt prepaid :in>hen- In the
I'ulted Slates fur $1.00.

A copy of our I9U Sprint eatalotni
sent rrt-e ujion rniuent. Kindly mention
"Houn 4 Garden" ulirn u-rlllng

30 & 32 Barclay Street

New York

Poultry Pointers
Are you desirous of Increasing the varletr of
your slock? Then are <ozeni of new breeds
or fowl which perhaiu you have nner heard
..f. TVII us In detail all your needs and re-
(luireinents. Perhaps we can aupply all your
uantft. Hnuae A Uarden keeps In touch with
the best breeders and dealers of Poultry

Tkt /Wlr, VW
HOUSE 4 GARDEN. 440 Fourth Am.. N. Y.

HENRY A. DREER Hardv Ptant
Specialis t Philadelphia, Pa.

|

It ftvea detailed di-
rections as to plant and
flower culture, showing
how the beat result* will t

obtained In different loci
liea. Itulsfs aeeda hate
fainoua among vegetable ajid flower gar-
d.'ii.-ri kince 1828thty grow.
This year, we make the following stur
nliiit offers:

lit Kor ererr dollar purchase In packets
ml i.un.-ea we will flr you an .'

.o oenu worth In packets and
-1UIII-.-S.

2n -In addition to the above, we will
nclude Fnt. Flvo I-aoketi ..t .,ur lln.,t
l..wr aeed. all of easy culture, fluwerii.f

ROBERT BUIST COMPANY
Dpt. D. 4-S. F.ont St.. Philadelphij. Pa.
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They
Come in

Bundles

Creosoted,

Stained

No Waste

OU cannot improve upon the

value of "old-fashioned-quali-

ty" shingles preserved and
stained by our new process.

CREO-DIPT
STAINED SHINGLES
17 Grades 16, 18, 24-inch 30 Colors

Write for Book of Homes
and Sample Colors on Wood

Name of Architect and Lumber Dealer Appreciated

STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO.
1012 Oliver St. No. Tonawanda, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for Western Trade.

Cowee's Gladiolus
include only the varieties that I have
selected from twenty-five thousand or

more sorts tried at Meadowvale
Farms. This is the reason why I can
assure you that you will not be dis-

appointed when you grow them in

your garden.

The Glory of the Garden
is the tille of my booklet for 1916. It

contains cultural directions, many illustra-

tions, and descriptions of nearly a hundred
choice varieties of Gladioli. Send for a

copy today I will gladly mail it without
cost to you.

Arthur Cowee, Meadowvale Farms
Box 173, Berlin, N. Y.

TOWNSEND'S
The Greatest
Grass Cutter on

Earth.
Hundreds sold dur-

ing 1915.

TRIPLEX
Cuts a Swath
86 Inches Wide.
Send for Catalogue

of all types of
mowers.

FJRAWX by one horse and operated by
** one man, the TRIPLEX will mow
more lawn in a day than the best motor
mower ever made, and cut it better at a
fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by
one man, it will mow more lawn in a
day than any three ordinary horse-
drawn mowers and three men.

S. P.TOWNSEND & CO.
17 Central Avenue Orange, N. J.

Every Home-owner can note afford

Meehan's Own-rod American grown

Japanese Maples
We offer this season an Americanized, acclimated,

absolutely hardy strain of the popular Japanese Maple in

all its charming varities the crowning success of 40 years
of careful selection and effort.

These Maples are broad, bushy, symmetrical specimens,
are all growing on their own roots and are essentially dis-

tinct in other desirable particulars from the ordinary,

imported, grafted kind.

Last year grafted Japanese Maples, 2 to 5 feet high,

sold everywhere at from $3 to $10 each. This year, you
can get from us the choicest, most brilliant sorts, of our

American grown. Own-root strain, 2 to 5 feet, at from

$1 to $5 each. In Tree-form up to $7 each.

Your address on a postal card will bring you a descriptive price-list of all varieties and form

illustrated in natural colors. Better write today.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6740 Chew Street Germantown, Philadelphia, 1

The Way Davenport, Iowa, Did It

(Continued from payc 31)

Perhaps the proudest of the win-
ners in last year's contest was the

young colored woman who had con-
verted her cottage into the show place
of her quarter of the city. Her home
is located on a street which runs

along the bottom of a ravine, and the

conditions with which she struggled
were not the most encouraging in the
world. Rut she cooped up her chick-

ens and set her husband at work
building a new walk around the
house. Then she planted the vines
and flowers which speedily converted
her home into one of the most attrac-

tive places in the city.

The interest in the contest over in

the wealthy residence section was
just as keen. One wealthy woman
whose home was regarded as the
most beautiful in a district where
none of the residences cost less than

$40,000, employed a landscape artist

and force of gardeners to make over
her lawn. It soon became the most
beautiful yard in the city, and for
several Sunday afternoons she threw
her grounds open to the public, per-
sonally conducting the visitors

through the dreamland of flowers and
shrubbery.
A new spirit of co-operation has

existed in the city as one result of the

yard and garden contests. Those
who do not have the money to buy
the seed and shrubbery plants needed
to beautify their homes are supplied
with the articles required by members
of the club. The cost of the contest

averages about $1,300 a year, practi-

cally all of which is raised by Rotar-
ians.

One little girl grew such beautiful
sweet peas that her garden became
the mecca for visitors from all parts
of the city. There was no special

prize for her class, so members of the
club contributed enough money to

buy her a handsome watch. Another
enthusiastic winner last year was a

ninety-year-old man whose little gar-
den was a marvel considering his

age. The fact that he was one of
the fifty-eight prize winners in a con-
test in which 2,500 homes were repre-
sented made him the proudest man
in the entire city as he marched
across the stage to receive his money
and the certificate of award.

WHAT OTHER TOWNS CAN Do
The yard and garden contest has

proved highly contagious in the short
time it has been tried out in Daven-
port. In one small Iowa town the

women, stirred to activity by the river

city's work, built a bandstand and
equipped their park with tables, seats,

swings, and an enclosed sand pile.

Later they built and equipped a tennis

court for the young people, and en-

couraged the planting of flowers and
shrubs by the awarding of several

prizes each year. Free seeds were
supplied to all of the contestants.

Soon they began offering prizes to

the students in the schools who could
write the best essays on "Streets and
Alleys," "The Playgrounds," "Civic

Pride," and "Flies and Flowers."

Equally important has been the

work of the women of Boone, Iowa,
a city of 10,000, where a system of in-

spection of streets and alleys has been

inaugurated. A vigorous cleanup
campaign has accomplished wonders
in beautifying the city. Sentiment
for the planting of better trees and
shrubbery has been fostered, and the

creation of a fifteen-acre park has
been attributed to the activities of the
women who got their inspiration
from Davenport's example. They
have provided playground equipment
for several of the schools and have
enlisted the support of the city offi-

cials in laying out new streets on
city beautiful lines. The Young
Women's Christian Association was
the winner of the special prize for
the greatest yard improvement made
last year.
An echo of the Davenport con-

test has made itself a factor in the

beautifying of Charles City, another
Iowa city. The club women rented
a vacant, unkempt lot and converted
it into one of the town's most beauti-
ful parks. They utilized the county
prisoners in the jail in the work of

cleaning up the square and installing
the playground equipment. One of
the prisoners, a good carpenter, was
given the job of making the' benches
and seats. The club women have
undertaken the task of beautifying
the banks of the river which runs

through the city, and already have
succeeded to such a degree that their
work has attracted favorable atten-
tion over the entire State.

Perhaps the most important move-
ment, the origin of which may be
traced back to the Davenport yard
and garden contest, is that under-
taken by the Iowa State Federation
of Women's Clubs. Beginning this

year a survey will be made of the
natural beauty spots of the State, and
then will follow the launching of a
movement to have these places pre-
served for future generations. More
than 15,000 women have given their

pledge through the State Federation
to get back of this movement, and
important results may be expected
within the next few years.

The Non-Hunting Bird Dog

It is an old axiom that the special-
ized dog, bred and trained for genera-
tions to do some particular task and
do it well, is at his best when busy
at his own peculiar vocation. We
find this to lje true in many in-

stances, but whether or not it is the

case that this concentrated effort

along one line has developed and im-

proved the dog's character and intelli-

gence, it is also true that certain of

the specialized breeds also produce
excellent general-purpose dogs.
Prominent among the examples of

this fact are the setters, especially the

strains of the English breed which are

known to gun men as the Laverack
and Llewellyn. Bred primarily for

field work on birds, the English setter
is also one of the best family dogs
imaginable. Highly intelligent and
with a disposition at once gentle,
courageous and aboundingly cheerful,
he is an ideal companion and play-
mate for children and grown-ups
alike. In the matter of appearance he
takes second place to none, his size,
coat and bearing being a fit ornament
to any place that is large enough for

anything but a toy. Those who are in

search of an ideil dog of good size

may well consider the setters, on
whose qualities an interesting side-

light is thrown by the staunch parti-
sanship of all who have come to know
them well.
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The Chinese Woolflower
INTRODUCED

by us last year it has proved a great success every-
where and a most wonderful floral novelty. Not since we intro-

duced the "Golden Glow Rudbeckia" (a hardy perennial) has
such a truly valuable and glorious garden flower of any sort come
to light. Its ease of culture and long continued season of bloom
(early July until frost), together with its massive bunches of wool-
like flowers and glowing color, combine to make a most showy as
well as a very odd and novel flower.

Plants grow two to three feet high, the bloom starting early with a central

globular head, which often reaches the immense size of two feet in circumference.
Scores of branches are thrown out, each bearing a ball of scarlet wool. All these
branches support numerous laterals with small heads of bloom mixed with fresh

green foliage, so that a plant looks like an immense bouquet splendidly arranged
and set in the ground. None of the blooms fade before frost, but all continue to

expand and glow with a deepening richness of color, a dark crimson scarlet.

The Woolflower (Celosia Childs) has been exhibited at many flower shows and
never failed to create a sensation, and has received many certificates of merit, in-

cluding one from the N. Y. Florists Club.

SeedlOcts. per pkt., 3 pkts. for 25 cts., together with New Trailing
Petunia and Annual Sweet William (fine novelties) and Catalog, free

DTIR IQIfi PAT A I OH I IF of Flower and Vegetable Seeds,V^UK. 131D ^/\lAL.V^ViUE. Summer- flowering Bulbs, Win-
dow and Bedding Plants, Hardy Perennials, Vines, rare new Flowering Shrubs,
and the greatest new Fruits and Berries, sent free to all who apply. Scores of

Sterling Novelties.
We are the largest growers of Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias, Lilies, Iris, etc. Our

gardens at Floral Park and Flowerfleld comprise more than one thousand acres.
We are headquarters for all Summer-flowering Bulbs, and our stocks are large
and complete.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS OF BEST BULBS
Being the largest growers of Gladioli we can make the following

attractive offers for finest bulbs and best aorta

5 Grand G. Childsi for 15c.

Here are 5 of the most popular
Gladioli Childsi for only 15c. 5 col-

lections for 60c.

America Finest pink.

Columbia Orange scarlet, blotched.

F. L. Oakley Scarlet white throat.

Mrs. F. King Finest of all scarlets.

Rosy Spray White sprayed rose.

5 of the Newer and Finer

Gladioli for 25c.

Every sort in this collection stands

high among the very finest sorts of

to-day. The 5 for 25c.

Klondyke Light yellow, crimson cen-
ter.

Snow Cloud white, suffused pink.

Baron Hulot Fine blue.

Attraction Rosy scarlet, white cen-
ter.

Halle Orange pink; very large.

6 Sorts Cheap for Extensive

Bedding or Massing
We will furnish the following well-

known popular Gladioli, fine bulbs
at $2.50 per 100; $20.00 per 1000.

America pink; Augusta white;
Brenchleyensis scarlet; Ceres
white; Mrs. King red; Mad. Mon-
neret pink.

Finest Mixed Gladioli

All colors and varieties, 25c. per
doz., $1.75 per 100, $15.00 per 1000.

German Iris

Finest sorts mixed, 50c. per doz.,
$3.00 per 100.

New Dahlias
10 splendid sorts named, for $1.00.

New Cannas
10 extra fine sorts (mostly new),
named, for $1.00.

ALL ABOVE COLLECTIONS BY MAIL POSTPAID

Seeds and Bulbs for School Children Superior Flower and Vegetable Seeds (90 sorts) at 1 and 2
cents per packet. Best Flowering Bulbs iper packet. Best I* lowering Bulbs at 2 and 3 cents each

ALSO STRAWBERRY PLANTS,'ASPARAGUS ROOTS, PRIVET, PAPER FLOWER POTS, RESURRECTION PLANTS, ETC.

The demand for inexpensive seeds and bulbs for educational and experimental
purposes among school children is now so general that we have organized a de-
partment to meet this want with seeds and bulbs of some of the new and highly
improved varieties, at 1, 2 or 3 cents each.

Teachers or representatives of Civic bodies, women's clubs, etc., are invited to ap-

ply for illustrated list of varieties, which aljo contains full instructions for or-

dering.
We will send as many copies as can be used to advantage among the pupils of

any school.
In writing ask for School Children's List of Seeds and Bulbs.

The Schoolmate Monthly Magazine Special Offer
THE SCHOOLMATE, inspired and named by John Burroughs, Dr. Clara Bajrus,

and John Lewis Childs, is now a year old, and is meeting with a great reception.
From every quarter come letters of warmest praise and appreciation for the little

magazine which was started primarily for children, but which has delighted and
charmed adults as well. It is just what children have long needed, not only for
its entertaining qualities, but for stimulating their love for nature and gardening,
birds, beasts, insects, wild flowers, etc.

It is full of garden helps and is the official organ of the SCHOOL GARDEN AS-

SOCIATION of AMERICA. It also gives its readers Stories, Travel, Adventure,

Sports and Pictures. The editors and writers, among whom are .To'.m Burroughs,
Luther Burbank, Dr. Clara Barrus, C. G. Childs, Lora S. LaMance, John Lewis

Childs, L. W. Brownell and many others, are all specialists in their line.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE is only 25 Cents a year for single subscriptions,
but to get it introduced in schools, and families where there are children, it is

offered in clubs of twenty or more (to be sent to one address each month for dis-

tribution) at only 10 Cents a year. (Send subscriptions to John Lewis Childs.)

Order at once. These offers will not appear again

Address JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc., Floral Park, N.Y.
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AT YOUR SERVICE

*I Readers of HOUSE & GARDEN have at their

command a staff of competent architects, land-

scape gardeners, practical farmers, kennel ex-

perts, poultry raisers, interior decorators, an-

tique and curio experts and shoppers of whose
services they can readily avail themselves. In-

quiries will receive prompt replies. Landscape
gardening questions requiring a drawn map and
a planting table are charged $10, payable in ad-
vance.

<J Addresses of where to purchase articles will

be sent by mail without charge. The HOUSE &
GARDEN Shopping Service will purchase any
article shown on these pages.

<J The Editor is always pleased to examine ma-
terial submitted for publication, but he assumes
no responsibility for it, either in transit or while
in his possession. Full return postage should

always be enclosed.

<J The address of subscribers can be changed as
often as desired. In ordering a change, please
give both the new address and the name and
address, exactly as it appeared on the wrapper
of the last copy received. Three weeks' notice
is required, either for changing an address or
for starting a new subscription.

You will see this in the Little Port-

folio of Good Interiors in the April

THE SPRING BUILDING NUMBER
<I It looks as though prosperity had come home
to roost. Money is cheap and the builders have
been revived. The time to think of your sum-
mer home is now. That is why the April HOUSE
& GARDEN is devoted to Spring Building.

<JAs there are twenty-six articles in that is-

sue four more than hitherto only a mention
of their names is possible : Fashions in Country
House Architecture, Planning a House by the

Compass, Kitchens for the Summer Home, The
Modern Gladiolus, Making New Gardens, The
Small Book Room, Ornamental Birds, Fox Ter-

riers, Shrubs for the Small Place, A Little Port-

folio of Good Interiors, Gardening for the Kid-

dies, Houses with Their Backs to the Street,

American Handicraft Lace, and well a lot of

others. This means a larger magazine with a fresh

source of inspiration at every turn of the page.

H Readers of HOUSE & GARDEN who are ac-

customed to buying their copies on the news-

stands had better put in their orders ahead of

time. The December and January editions were

completely exhausted and many readers forced

to do without.

W. B. BECKERLE. TREASURER. SUBSCRIPTION: $8.00 A YEAR IN THE UNITED STATES CO LO Nil S AN D
orriTE AT NEW YORK r IT T

IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES: SINGLE COPIES. 25 CENTS. ENTERED A3 SECOND CLASS HATTER AT



Photograph by Johnston-Hezritt Studio
A glimpse of an old-fashioned garden by an old-fashioned house

the residence of Mrs. Henry C. Coe, at Southampton, L. I.

Other photographs of this house will be found on pages 36 and 37
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IN A COLLEGE GARDEN
ARTHUR CHRISTOPHER BENSON

Decorations by Allen Lewis

THE
old garden of Magdalene College, Cambridge, does

somehow contrive to combine, in a singular degree,

charm, use and historical association. Although it lies

in close proximity to busy streets and houses, it is yet strangely
secluded. A much- frequented road passes along by the north-

ern wall of it, but few of those who go by are aware of what
a reposeful and embowered place lies hidden close at hand,
for it is screened from the road by a dense row of ancient

lime-trees. To the east it is bounded by the garden of an old

house belonging to the college. Along its south side the

river Cam passes by, with all its ribbons of trailing weed.

It is true that the Electrical Supply works border the river

on the other side; but here again the garden is hidden away,
behind a lofty row of elms and alders, while to the west and
southwest it is again concealed from the busiest of streets by
college buildings.

Part of the garden is assigned to the Master, a lovely old

lawn, fringed by a low gravelled terrace, and full of close-

grown shrubberies where the birds sing loud and clear in

the evenings ; and the little vista is closed by the ivied wall,

with traceried windows, of the college chapel. The rest of

the garden consists of a carelessly-ordered pasture, where the

grass grows high in the summer, and the white cow-parsley

spreads its fans of bloom. Dotted about in the grass are old

apple-trees and pear-trees, rich in flower and fruit. One
ancient apple-tree is very conspicuous. It was blown down

years ago, but the roots were protected by a mound of earth,

and the stem has rooted itself afresh so that the tree now
flourishes, with ruddy-globed fruit, above a gnarled and pros-

trate trunk.

The great feature of the garden
is a high steep bastion of rough

turf, once part of the fortifications

of the old Castle, whose green
mound rises high above the inter-

vening houses. This is planted with

ancient yew-trees, which cast out

their pale seeds, like puffs of smoke,
when the trees are buffeted by

spring winds, and here in sheltered

corners the earliest primroses blow.

There is little attempt at elabor-

ate flower-growing. There are a

few borders of old herbaceous

plants, some rose trellises, a rich

bed of lilies-of-the-valley. In one

place some small and dainty daffo-

dils are spreading themselves.

I was staying in the English
Lakes with a friend some years ago,

and we were walking in a secluded

bay of Ullswater, near Gowbarrow Park, when he told me that

it was the scene of Wordsworth's poem of "The Daffodils."

The owner of the ground gave his consent to my transplant-

ing a few bulbs. They took very kindly to their new home, and
now the direct descendants of Wordsworth's daffodils toss their

heads in the breeze in the College Garden, as blithely as they did

beside the lake when the poet saw them a hundred years ago.

THERE
are a few curiosities. At one place there are

some little gravestones with quaint inscriptions commem-
orating the dogs and cats that lived a happy life at the

lodge during the tenure of the mastership by the late Lord

Braybrooke, who held the office for over fifty years; for

Magdalene has a curious feudal tenure. The great house of

Audley End, some twenty miles from Cambridge, was built

by Lord Audley, Chancellor to Henry VIII. He attached the

right of appointing the Master of Magdalene, not to the family,
)ut to the owner of the estate of Audley End; the Masters
have been always so appointed, and many members of the

family, now represented by Lord Braybrooke, the inheritor of

Audley End, have held the office.

In another corner stands the ancient chapel pinnacle, taken

down as ruinous, and rebuilt in the garden. For modern use

there is a lawn-tennis court, under the old bastion, where the

Fellows refresh themselves from their labors by a game with

nimbler undergraduates.
But for the greater part of the day the place lies almost

unvisited and unsuspected, a pleasant spot to stroll in on a

spring morning, on the path that winds in and out among the

shrubberies thick with budding
leaves, or sweeter still in the cool

summer evenings, when the garden-

alleys are full of wandering scents,

and the bells sound softly from the

towers of the town.

A strange and beautiful legend is

connected with this garden. When
St. Etheldreda, once Queen, and

afterwards Abbess of Ely, had be-

gun to prove her sanctity by the

many miracles wrought at her tomb,
the monks decided that she must
have a statelier sepulchre. One of

them had a dream of sacred import,

as a result of which they took a big
flat-bottomed boat, and rowed up
the Cam till they came to a place

where an old grass-grown fort

stood high above the stream. Here

the river divided, and they took

the channel which led up among
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the reeds to the bastions of the fort.

The monk who had seen the vision said

that this was certainly the place. They
landed, and there among the thickets

stood an old stone tomb, ready to their

hand. This they conveyed to the boat,

it was re-erected at Ely, and the Saint

was buried in it. So says the old legend
of the Book of Ely. But where was the

place and the dividing of the river?

NOW about a century ago an old

cupboard was taken to pieces in a

little house at Ely, and it was found that a part of it had been

made out of a painted mediaeval panel, containing a repre-
sentation of the tomb of St. Etheldreda, which was destroyed
at the Reformation; and it is undoubtedly a Roman sarcoph-

agus, with circular plaques of mosaic. That was the first

confirmation of the story.

A year or two ago an archaeological society got leave from
the college to dig a trench across the garden from the bastion

to the river. They began by finding many Roman remains,
and a little paved causeway, which went some way into the

orchard and then suddenly stopped. Then for some yards
there was nothing but gravel and fresh-water shells ;

then the

Roman remains began again. The mystery was explained.
We had found the missing channel. The little causeway was
a landing-place for boats, and the space of gravel and shells

was the" old river-bed, where it divided.

This then was doubtless the place where the tomb was
found ; on the flat ground below the bastion there had been a

Roman cemetery, as the many fragments of urns clearly testi-

fied. The ruined fort was the Castle; and it was no doubt

in the College Garden itself that the monks landed and obtained

the sepulchre for the royal
Saint! ^B

Moreover, the old name
of the garden was the

Pond-yard, and it is clear

from old maps that there

was once a long piece of

water in the orchard, used
as a fish-pond by the Ben-

edictines, when they first

settled at Magdalene, and
built a hostel for their

novices to attend Cam-
bridge lectures a build-

ing which was included

by Lord Audley in his

college when he founded
it a century later. This

fish-pond was what was
left of the old channel.
That is a strange and

fascinating little bit of his-

tory to be included with-
in the walls of our se-

questered garden. It links

the old and the new to-

gether, and touches to

light dim and far-reaching
memories.

IN
old days, when I was

a Fellow of the Col-

lege, I lived in ground-
floor rooms in the building
which holds the wonderful

library left us by Pepys,
where the famous diary is,

and the navigating-chart
of Francis Drake and
many other treasures. My
low mullioned rooms
looked out on the garden ;

I was writing my book,
the College Window, and
on moonlit summer nights
I used to let myself out
into the garden by a pri-

vate door, walk up and down on the turf

over the shadows of interlacing boughs,
and watch the moon rising above the sil-

vered roofs and high chimneys of the

beautiful little College. A homely spot,
with its orchard and shrubberies, and the

river softly lapsing past the privet-

fringed bank.
It was a strange rapture, not unmixed

with melancholy, to feel oneself for a

short space the inheritor of all those

clustering memories, and to look forward
to a future, still rich in life, in which one's

own past, that seemed so full and active now, would be pre-
served at best in a half-remembered name!

IN
such an hour, in such a garden Nature would seem to

draw aside the curtain of her silences that there be re-

vealed to us some glimpses of her mystery. Ear may not
hear nor eye behold. Rather, in our poor comprehension, are
we linked spiritually to all those growing things. Rather are
we gathered up, as in the arms of an infinitely tender mother
whose word brings surcease and relief. And into our souls
enter the abiding strength of the wind-embattled oak, and the
tenderness of fragile blossoms. A whiteness as of lilies de-
scends upon us to cleanse and purify. Upon our torn spirits
is poured out the fragrant balm of countless flowers and they
know the soothing touch of gently stirring things.
Doubt then grows very far away, and grief becomes to us

but the ghost of a memory. We tread the silent paths, re-

joiced, as one who has looked upon terrible things unafraid.
At such a time there comes what, for all its sadness, is yet

a consoling and sustaining thought, that each one of us belongs
to the scene and surroundings where our life is lived, more

than the scene and sur-

roundings belong to us.

That it is the place, and
the life of the place, which
is the more permanent,
not the hand that labors

and the brain that plans,
or even the very heart that

loves it all
; we can but

give our best and pass on,
thankful if we have faith-

fully handed on the old
tradition and enriched the

growing experience; and
grateful, too, to have
been intertwined with it

all, exactly in that little

space of rain and sun, of
summer and winter
weather, before we depart
like the home-seeking bird
for our journey over the
wild waste of sea.

The three Benson brothers:
E.F., of the delectable
"Dodo" fame, on the right;
the late Monsignor Hugh
Benson, like-wise author of

novels; and to the left,

Arthur Christopher Benson,
whose essays of rare charm
are known the world over.
The paper above has pecu-
liar interest, in that it de-
scribes the garden which
gave A. C. Benson the in-

spiration for that book which
first brought him fame on
this side of the Atlantic:
"From a College Window"
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A HILLSIDE GARDEN IN NEW ENGLAND
Prentice Sanger, Landscape Architect

ELSA REHMANN

Design for the
gate to the service

court

IN
the steeply sloping residence section of

one of those charming old New England
towns is a certain remodeled place where
the problems of a peculiar location and a
successful treatment have been solved at

one and the same time. From the rather

crude planning which characterized the fit-

ting of the old house to its site has been

evolved a scheme wherein all the natural

advantages of the site have been retained,

the former defects remedied, and the sepa-
rate features of the place united in a har-

monious and pleasing whole. Here is the

story of how it was done.

In the beginning there were three deter-

mining factors in the rearrangement : a

sharp double tilt of the property to the south and west, a view
of distant hills to the southwest, and the position of the house
and barn. The first and second of these were unalterable;
the third must be retained if possible.

Taking the house and its immediate surroundings first, the

old entrance drive on the south, which detracted from rather
than added to the effect, was abolished. In its stead a new one
was built at the extreme north side of the lot, curving away
from the side of the front porch so that it would not spoil
the width of the front lawn. The drive as it now stands takes

up the least possible space consistent with generous room for

turning, and is in close and direct communication with service

court and garage.
Near the entrance of the drive on the lawn side, prairie roses

and prostrate junipers spread their branches over out-crop-

ping rocks. On the other side, the pendant branches of for-

sythia and the graceful growth of spirea bring the taller

shrubbery down to the ground.
Backing the service court, so to speak, is the garage, a build-

ing of real architectural worth as well as practical utility. Two
entrance doors are provided for it, and there is ample space for

two cars, as well as the usual outfit rooms, inside. The old

barn's stone foundation upon which the garage is built forms

good storage room below and provides a large additional space
at the back for an open balustrade platform.

THE SERVICE DRIVE AND GENERAL PLAN

While the principal connection from the garage to the house
front and the driveway is through the service court, yet it

was obvious that in rearranging the old place some separate

roadway must be provided to enable tradesmen's wagons, etc.,

to reach the service wing without being too much in evidence.

Accordingly it was decided to build a long, narrow drive-

way from the west corner of the service yard, down the hill

to the street which bounds the property
on the south. Properly screened as it is

from what might be termed the "living"

part of the house and grounds, this en-

trance is at once direct and easier to

negotiate than the steeper street on the

east.

With these two driveways and the posi-
tion of the house and garage established,
the rest of the landscaping plan followed the garden

e8' nfor *ma"
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At the west side of the flower garden is a semi-circular seat, backed

by hemlocks that throw the shadows of their delicate boughs across it

more or less as a matter of course. Quite logically the place
resolved itself into three general divisions ; to the east the front

lawn, to the south the flower gardens, and to the west the

vegetable garden and greenhouse. The first and second of

these deserve especial mention.
The front lawn is quite simple and in harmony with the

suburban character of a New England town. The old trees

just inside the wall, which extends along the street, give
abundant shade and a finished appearance to the planting,
while the stiff line of the wall is broken by a mass planting of
laurel under the trees. Two old maples, fortunately inherited
from the original place, stand on either side of the path
entrance, making an unusually fine setting for the gateway and
emphasizing its sunken position between the stone posts. The
tree and shrubbery planting which frames in the south side of
the lawn disguises somewhat the steep slope and has an added
value in helping to enclose the flower garden.

THE TERRACED GARDENS
The slope immediately to the south of the house is terraced

probably the only way in which it could be successfully
treated, under the circumstances. Here, the lawn in front of
the living-room and its tile piazza is on the highest level, the
formal flower garden occupies the lowest level, while in be-
tween is another terrace. The house is divided from the front
lawn by a planting of Abies concolor, prostrate junipers and
Rosa nitida. These are particularly interesting in autumn and

winter when the red of the

rose stems makes a contrast-

ing note with the grey green
of the spruce. Juniferus ta-

tncriscifolia, one of the num-
erous forms of the prostrate

juniper, plays a delightful
little part planted at intervals

close against the brick steps.

Dividing the house lawn
from the lower terrace is a

wall surmounted with a balus-

trade, in front of which is a
flower border. Three stairs

with connecting paths lead

down through the second ter-

race to the garden and give

easy access to it. An added
convenient entrance is a small

gate which opens on a path to

the service road, and connects

with the rest of the grounds.

THE BOUNDARIES

The heavy plantation of

evergreen and deciduous trees

disguises somewhat the ir-

regular slope of the ground
which drops away from the

garden in three directions.

This planting forms a gen-
erous boundary for the gar-

den, the dark green of its

white spruce, cedars, Scotch

pine, white pine and hemlocks

making a pleasant contrast

with the flowers, while the

flowering trees add to the

bloom of perennials. The
blossoms of Amelanchier, red

bud, dogwoods, locust, yellow
wood, horse-chestnut and
catalpa continue from early

spring into the summer.
The contrast of Abies con-

color and Rosa nitida on the

house lawn is continued with

Ghent azaleas against arbor

vita on the terrace, while in

the garden boundary the red

flowers of Pyrus atrosan-

guinea make a brilliant effect

against white spruce.
The hawthorn hedge which

encloses three sides of the garden is another interesting feature

of the boundary and the stone wall on the fourth side is an

especially fine piece of retaining masonry. The privacy gained

by a good enclosure is very essential in the success of a garden
as an out-of-door room, and it is pre-eminently as an outdoor

The front lawn and entrance are kept quite simple and in

harmony with the suburban character of a New England town
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room that a flower garden is an

important part of the grounds.
The large semi-circular seat on

the west side of the garden proper
is a very inviting place from which

to view the flowers. When the

hemlocks at its back are tall

enough to throw the shadow of

delicate boughs across it, it will

grow in charm and seclusion.

Opposite to the seat is the per-

gola. It is unusually fortunate in

its position in front of the heavy

evergreen planting, and as soon

as the vines begin to cover it, it

will sink into its right place in

the garden and be a shady retreat

from which to look out on the

sunny flower borders.

THE FLOWER BEDS

The whole of the garden can be

seen at one time, so a certain uni-

formity in its planning was desir-

able. To a great extent this was
obtained by the four central

flower beds where Viola cornuta

and Arabis are used as edging

plants and iris, columbine, achil-

lea, Chrysanthemum maximum,
phlox and asters appear in a con-

tinuous succession of bloom.

These were chosen largely be-

cause of their long blooming
habits as well as their flower dis-

play, but of course, they form

only a small part of the planting.
The four beds form the borders

for the lawn space, and for the

pool in its centre, the oblong shape
of which conforms with the rec-

tangular outline of the garden. It

is interesting to note that the pool
is so constructed that the grass
can grow to the very edge of the

water, an effect particularly good
in preserving the lawn simplicity.
The central flower beds are

comparatively low and broad in

appearance, while the long side

borders give an enclosing high ef-

fect with many red and white

hollyhocks to make a particularly
fine effect in midsummer. The
continuous bloom of many varie-
ties is very effective when the gar-
den is viewed from above, and
adds an interest to the close in-

spection of the flowers when one
comes unexpectedly upon scat-

tered groups of them.
Taken as a whole, the garden is

an intimate part of the house, es-

pecially of the living-room. Its

sheltered position, its comfortable

seats, its shady nooks, its bright

color, all draw one out of the room
into its larger open continuation,
the garden.

(t

Design for the wall and gate into

the vegetable garden

The general plan shows the relation

between the various parts of the

property development

A heavy plantation of evergreen and
deciduous tree* disguise* the slope of

the ground from the end of the garden

One cannot look upon this re-

juvenated New England place with-

out admiring the effective manner
in which its various dissimilar fea-

tures have been drawn together and

harmonized. It is distinctly a

"home," with all the intimacy of

arrangement and effect which the

word implies.

THE LANDSCAPING PROBLEM

There is, indeed, far more to the

successful accomplishment of such

a task than merely planting for

ornamental effect. The real prob-
lem was not how to obtain this or

that individual combination of

color or strength of outlines, but

rather to create a real "home

ground,'' an organism in which the

subdivisions, while serving their

own peculiar functions, are united

in a definite, concrete whole. Hill-

side property is a subject with

which many others have to deal in

one form or another. The actual

situations to be met vary, of course,
in practically every case, but the

main principle is fixed : the practi-

cal conditions must be moulded into

a skilful design which is supple-
mented by a planting of decorative

value.
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Many good varieties are
available for the berry
patch. This one is

Jessica

STRAWBERRIES, HOME GROWN
A Berry Bed for the Garden Preparation, Planting and Care That Bring Results

The Best Varieties to Grow

ROBERT STELL

PEPPERS,
new peas, fresh egg plants why not home

grown strawberries as well ? They will thrive in practi-

cally any part of the United States, they are not over-particu-
lar in the matter of soil, and they are hardy. And this is the

time to start them.

The strawberry is essentially a plant that asks a spot for its

very own, and so it is usually grown in specially designated
beds. The best soil for it is a dark, sandy loam, fairly damp
but by no means mucky. Lacking this, strawberries will suc-

ceed quite well in any soil that will grow good potatoes or corn.

See that the bed is well drained and manured. If it lacks

richness, manure in the proportion of one load to 1/20 acre

should be added and plowed or forked in. As a top dressing
use a similar amount of well rotted manure, and harrow the

whole surface thoroughly.
The new strawberry bed is started with the runners from

matured plants. If possible, secure runners which were sent

out by their parent plants last fall, and after seeing that their

roots are light in color, long and thrifty looking, clip off about

1/3 of the root length and remove all the dead, withered leaves.

Do not let the sun strike the roots at any time.

THE FIRST SEASON

Set the young plants 2' apart each way a convenient

way of determining their position is to mark the bed length-
wise and across with 2' rows and set a plant at each inter-

section of the lines. Open the soil with one hand enough to

accommodate the roots in a vertical position, insert the plant
and hold it with its crown just below the

level of the surrounding surface while

you firm down the soil around it. Do
not, however, allow any earth to cover

the crown. If the weather is warm and

dry, a little water around each newly set

plant will help matters.

From now on, during this first season,
hand cultivation will be the best way to

check the weeds and keep the soil in con-

dition. When the blossoms appear, nip'

off every one the young plants must not

be allowed to bear until next year, for all

their energies now should be devoted to

growth.
Some time in July you will notice new

runners developing on each plant. As
soon as these are long enough, train them
out from the parent like the spokes of a

Pots may be used to hold the new runners,
where they quickly develop into thriving stock

wheel, so that they will be equally distributed over the surface

and their roots relieved of all crowding. A little earth sprinkled
over these runners will keep them in position.

By autumn the plants will be of good size and their runners
well established. Keep them well weeded always, and when
the ground has frozen cover them from sight with a mulch
of meadow hay or good, weedless straw. This covering will

serve as a protection against sudden changes in temperatuie,
and should remain in the spring until all danger from freezing

nights, with their resultant honey-combing and mounding of

exposed ground, is past.

CARE OF THE MATURE PLANTS

When the spring has really opened up the mulch had best

be removed entirely from the plants, lest it hinder their growth.
Sometimes this is not done, on the theory that the straw keeps
the fruit cleaner and free from the grit which otherwise might
lodge on it during rainy weather. In the case of unthrifty,

straggling plants this practice may be justified, but if the bed
is as it should be it will be so leafy that each plant will act

as the protector of its own fruit. There is no harm, however,
in scattering a little of the cover mulch over bare, exposed
places between the rows after the spring cultivation is over.

When the mulch is off the bed, a top dressing of well rotted

stable manure should be applied, in the same proportion as in

the original preparation of the soil. Wood ashes are an ex-

cellent, though often less easily obtained substitute, but they
should be used cautiously because of their rather concentrated

strength. Weeds, of course, must be

guarded against. A conscientiously
wielded hoe is the best protection from
them, but in using it be careful not to go
deeper than y2 ", else you may hurt
the roots of the strawberries themselves.

We come now to the blossoming and

fruiting season, and consequently to your
reward for all the watchful waiting your
strawberry bed has so far entailed. As
to the harvesting and use of the crop
nothing need be said, for the person who
does not know how to pick and eat a

strawberry would scarcely have reached
this point in the story. A few words re-

garding the future, however, may not be
out of place:
The first and second crops from a

(Continued on page 54)

Meadow hay or good, weedless straw makes
the best winter mulch to guard against frost

The properly home grown strawberry is far

better for table use than the fruit-store brand
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Biplane view of the estate of James Speyer at Scarboro, N. Y.

WHY NOT YOUR OWN NURSERY?
Suggestions for the Garden That Goes

Bald and the Garden That is Crowded

GRACE TABOR

ALL flowers have their faults

for gardeners are a fallible lot

and flowers unruly. Like people,
some are more faulty than others,

and, similarly like people, the faults

of one may perfectly well be the

faults of another. That is, the same
faults are common to all flower gar-
dens, even though some may not
show them.

Perhaps the fault most commonly
found in the average garden is a

bare spot here and there. By this

I do not mean a space left untreated,
but a real bare spot where something
is intended made bare through a

failure, or through a little neglect at

a crucial time, or through miscalcula-
tion of one sort or another the kind
of vacancy that calls attention to it-

self, and that the gardener apolo-
gizes for whenever he passes it.

Such spots are almost sure to ap-
pear even in well regulated garden-
ing; for some plants that have done
well in previous seasons fail unex-

pectedly and either die altogether, or

grow so poorly that they do not fill

the niches allotted to them. So there
is just one way to be sure of avoid-

ing them
; have a garden nursery

a place where flowers are raised for
the one purpose of filling in the

An old house with a proper setting of trees, shrubs
and vines the residence of F. S. Olmsted at Brook-
line, Mass. Here the natural and artificial features

are in their correct relation, supplementing each other

vacancies that are bound to arise.

THE HOME NURSERY

Growers of fruit always have
these nurseries; one is maintained

usually on a large estate for the pur-

pose of reinforcing shrubberies or

shade plantings, if accidents of
weather deplete these ; but I have
come across few indeed given over
to flowers. Which makes me won-
der, for though the flower garden
is of the summer only, and though
flowers may be grown quickly com-

pared to fruit trees or shrubs, surely
there is nothing that the gardener
ever wants more intensely than he
wants a good plant in the flower

garden, if a poor one develops.
Do not wait for the need ; antici-

pate it. Set aside a small space in

the garden, a border along its path,
or the space where the hotbeds are,
and get under way certain substi-

tute plants which may go into this

space when the weather permits.
One packet of seeds of the right

thing will assure plants enough to

do no end of substituting. It is not

necessary to have a variety for this ;

all that is needed is sturdy, sure

growth, of a floriferous nature
and bearing flowers not too strong
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or peculiar in color. Let the choice

be also a plant of rather upright habit

instead of spreading; then it may be

used in place of either form, whereas

if you choose a wide spreading kind

it cannot be introduced into the space
made vacant by the illness of a holly-

hock or a foxglove or other tall and

narrow growing specimen. And of

course, choose an annual.

The giant snapdragon (Antirrhi-

num), which grows about 3' high, may
be had in the pure colors white,

scarlet, yellow, garnet, pink and rose

as well as in a mixed packet is one

of the most satisfactory things the

gardener can grow, whether for itself

in the flower garden or for its merits

as a substitute plant to be cultivated

in the ''nursery.
" Sown out-of-doors

early in May it comes into bloom in

July; that is, in about ten weeks,
under good weather conditions. Sown
in a flat cigar box now, and kept in

a bright window until the first pair
of true leaves are formed, then trans-

planted to thumb pots or to a roomy
flat, to be moved thence to 2" pots as

it outgrows this, it will be within a

fortnight of bloom when put outdoors
into the nursery early in May and

blooming freely by the time you need
it in June or July.

How TO TRANSPLANT

Transplanting at such a time has
never been to me the dangerous opera-
tion some declare it. I have moved
perennial larkspur in full bud, and

they have never dropped their heads ;

and phlox in blossom and other things
too numerous to mention which peo-
ple say will die if you touch 'em. I contend that if it is

properly done, there need be no fear of consequences. But
be sure you do it properly. Which means doing it so carefully
that the plant really does not know it has been shifted. The
secret of it is a huge earth ball, of course, embracing all of
the roots and watering in after resetting.
Have a square of burlap to lay down beside the plant you

are to move, and insist that it be taken up with a pointed
nosed shovel, not with a square spade. Have your gardener
set this deep into the earth and dig

vertically all the way around the plant,

describing a circle a little larger than
the spread of the plant's leaves, before
he undertakes to do any lifting whatso-
ever. If it has not rained within

thirty-six hours, water the plant in

this narrow cut or channel, pouring
in gently as much as a pailful, and go
away until the next day. Then begin
again, plunging the shovel in verti-

cally to avoid cutting off the ends of
the rootlets, and gradually work
around and under the earth ball thus
set apart until it will lift intact. As
it is lifted free of the ground, slip the

burlap under it quickly and then let

the shovel be withdrawn carefully, not
to shake or jar it. Draw the burlap
up around the plant's trunk and secure
its corners, then set the whole lightly
on to a barrow or flat board or some
such thing, for transportation, remem-
bering always to avoid jars.

Dig a hole to receive it a little

larger than the hole it has left ; pour a

pailful of water into this; sift some
earth lightly over the saturated

ground as soon as this water has
been absorbed; set your earth ball

There is no excuse for a naked patch in

the garden, even though it be in a shady
place, as under trees or under an arbor

The rock wall garden is always interesting.
It gives a touch of color to the grey stones
and needs little attention from the gardener

down into this hole, loosening the bur-

lap after it is in the ground and then

raising it gently far enough to allow

this to slip out
;
settle it in place, fill in

around it, tamping lightly if it is a

light soil, pour gently another pailful
of water into the little depression
which should be left at the circum-

ference of the earth ball, and when
this has settled, level on the rest of

the earth. Shelter the plant from the

sun for the rest of that day if it is

shining brightly and is hot, and pick
off a few of its leaves from the inside

branches where they will not be

missed. Also if it is in full bloom,
cut away a third of the flower stalks.

VARIETIES FOR THE NURSERY

Quite as choice a plant for use in

this way is the stock gilliflower or

"stocks" as they are commonly known.
These have the advantage of being de-

lightfully fragrant, too. They also

may be had in the pure colors red,

blue, pink, purple, yellow and white,

or in mixture, and should be sown
now and handled exactly as the Antir-

rhinum. The strain known as "im-

proved large
- flowering ten - week

stocks" blooms a little sooner from
the seed than any other, being literal-

ly a ten weeks' plant, if properly
tended. I mention this condition be-

cause I once had a legion of these

little plants which were neglected, and
so far from being ten weeks' stocks,

they lingered along and persevered
and grew in spite of shameful treat-

ment until at the end of perhaps four

months they were rescued after hard

frost from the oblivion of a forgotten

overgrown patch of ground outdoors, brought into the house

and given a chance, and made so much of their opportunity
that in three months more they were in bloom and continued

so for weeks until spring once more had arrived.

A larger and more imposing form than the strain recom-

mended is that known as the winter or Brompton strain.

These grow to be about 2' high, and from seed sown now in-

doors will furnish blossoming plants by midsummer. This

strain is the one especially grown for indoor winter flowers,

and if you care to save seeds from it

during the summer and start them in

August or September, lifting and pot-

ting the seedlings in the fall, you will

have flowers in abundance practically
all winter.

In addition to these two species do

not overlook the possibilities of the

white zinnia as a substitute plant. It

is not of the form most desired for

this purpose, but the garden nursery
that harbors a few will be making no

mistake, for if they are not wanted in

the flower garden they will provide
no end of cut flowers for the house.

So, too, will all these nursery plants.

The flower garden proper cannot be

relied upon for cut flowers if many
of these are required, for cutting here

must be limited to passe flower heads

which are taken off only to induce

further bud and blossom. A cutting

garden is, therefore, as much of a

necessity as the nursery, but the two

may perfectly well be combined.

THE CROWDED GARDEN

Crowding is often as much in evi-

dence in the garden as the bare spots

(Continued on page 68)
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STARTING THE GARDEN INDOORS

Gets the Jump on Nature and Proves That Patience Is Not the Only Garden Virtue

What, When and How to Plant for Pre-schedule Results

F. F. ROCKWELL

THE
success of your veg-

etable and flower garden
for this season 'must be deter-

mined to a large extent before

a single seed goes into the open

ground. Nature, like the Devil,

takes care of her own, but as

man has presumed to improve

upon Nature and has changed
the character and the form of

her children, Nature has dumped
the responsibility of taking care

of them very largely upon man's

shoulders.

Furthermore, Nature is pa-
tient and man is not. It makes

very little difference to Nature
whether the first radish to reach

maturity grows in Mr. Smith's

garden or in that of Mr. Aren-

berowsky, but to Mr. S. and Mr.

A., who are representative gar-

deners, it makes a good deal of

difference.

For these reasons, wherever
there is a gardener the early gar-
den is a matter of great importance ;

and the early garden must, of course, be

started weeks before the frost is out of

the ground.
"Indoors," in the sense in which it is

used here, means anywhere out of the

weather the small greenhouse, the win-
dow garden or the hotbed. You can buy
such plants as you will need later, but it

is cheaper to start them yourself ;
then

you can get just the varieties you want,
and there is the fun of doing the work
and making all of the garden your own.

THE INDOOR NECESSITIES

First of all, then, you must have a

place in which to do the work green-
house, conservatory, hotbed, or warm,
sunny window. These are desirable in

the order mentioned ; but even
with the latter, quick results

may be counted upon, provided
conditions are favorable and

your equipment is adequate.
"Conditions" include tempera-
ture, light, moisture, soil, time
and good seed. Equipment
should include shelf, bench or

table, flats, seed pans, soil in-

gredients, drainage material,

glass for covering seed, clay or

paper pots, and, if necessary, a

starting frame or stand to sup-
ply bottom heat to obtain a

quick, strong stand of seedlings.
The temperature should be

sufficiently high to obtain a

prompt, strong germination ;
the

longer a seed has to stay in the
soil before sprouting the less

chance it has for making a strong plant. To germinate at their

best, most seeds require a temperature of 5 to 10 more than

that which will suit growing plants of the same variety. For
this reason, what is known as "bottom heat" is used where

possible. This is simply additional heat under the flat, seed

pan, or box in which the seed has been sown, or in the house

Though more pretentious than the
usual flat and pane of glass, this win-
dow starting frame is not hard to make

over a radiator or register. A
room temperature of 50 to 60
is sufficient for most vegetables
and flowers. Tropical or warm
blooded vegetables like toma-

toes should, if possible, be

given 5 to 10 more. There
is little danger of giving too

much bottom heat, so long as

you do not run the risk of set-

ting anything on fire
;
the soil

in the box absorbs and dis-

tributes the warmth.

Although seeds may be
started in absolute darkness,
the moment they push above
the ground they need an abun-
dance of light. And the nearer

it can come from overhead the

better, as the little seedlings
will "draw" toward the light so

quickly as to be seriously in-

jured in a day or two. Do not

attempt to start seeds in the

house unless you have a light

window, preferably a sunny
one which can be devoted to them ; a

bay window is, of course, better yet.

MOISTURE AND AIR CONTROL

Beyond any doubt the thing which
causes most failures in starting the

garden indoors is improper control of

moisture. Fix in your mind and re-

member forever these two facts : too

much water is as bad as too little
; dry

air is almost as bad as dry soil. In

wet soil seeds will rot quickly, and many
kinds are thus destroyed after they have

germinated. On the other hand, when
the tiny sprouting rootlets issuing from
the seed strike dry soil, they perish im-

mediately.
The usual method is to sow the seed

in a box of ordinary soil, water heavily
and put away to sprout. Re-
sult : some of the seed rots, part
survives and germinates, and by
that time the surface of the soil

has become dry so that the little

sprouts shrivel. What can you
expect from such a method ?

To get good results, the soil

about the seed must be moist,
and kept evenly moist until

after germination has taken

place. The little seed sprouts
as they first grow are very near
the surface; therefore, it is es-

sential to keep the surface very
moist. This is exceedingly dif-

ficult in hot, dry air. Seeds

grow better in a conservatory
or greenhouse because the air
is moist. If you attempt to start

seeds in the house, keep the air

as moist as possible by evaporating water in open pans on the

radiator, registers or stove.

From the day the plants get above the ground, fresh air is

another important requirement. Ventilation should be given
at least once every day, and incidentally this will help to keep

(Continued on page 76)

Vegetable seeds that are started in-

doors produce days or weeks ahead
of the regular open-air growing time

A pencil point is good for making the

tiny seed drills, and a ruler will help you
to get the rows straight and parallel
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TH E ultimate pin-

nacle of the gar-

dener's life is reached,

mes soeurs, when one attains that facility with Latin which

makes it possible for one to pass through her garden and

offhandedly call each bush and blossom by its classical, its

botanical name.

This is an astral plane, and one arrives there only after

patiently consorting with men learned on the subject or

with flamboyant garden labels and seed catalogues.

One must not stumble

over the names. One must

not hesitate and run down
the neuter of the second

declension or the feminine

of the third to find the

proper ending. Not at all.

One should be able to roam

through one's garden chat-

ting a Latin as far above

reproach as was Caesar's

wife. Pachysandra tenni-

nalis var. variegata, Sem-

pervivum tectorum (which

grows wonderfully in poor

soil), Erigeron Glabellus,

Calistephus hortensis (dear
old China aster!), Helian-

themum vulgare, Gnapha-
lium Leontopodium these

names should trip from

one's tongue as though,

really, well really one pre-
ferred Pliny to Ernest

Poole and Ovid's "Ars

Amatoria" to Dreiser's

"Genius."

BOTANICALLY SPEAKING the world over whether
Caesar be pronounced
with a C or a K. And

whether one understands it or not, the very use of the

language in the garden is a pass to that household of many
tongues and many customs.
Those of other minds have also their justifiable reason, and

one is tempted to say that in the garden sentiment is good
logic. These are the insurgents the Wycliffs and Luthers

(not Burbank) of the gardening world who have scant pa-
tience with a tongue not

understanded of the people.

MARCH NIGHT

The I'istacd concaves of infinity,

Star-vast, and archipelagoed with suns,

And gulfed with stellar space the luminous banks

Of the gigantic, straggling Milky Way,
The moon that takes the huge world at one glance,

Give me a winging sense of stars and space,

Dim-bodied shapes of unimagined Dream
Beat round me with a multitude of wings ;

Eternity's presence overshadows me,
And I reach out toward cverlastingness . . .

But now the moon's a ghost in silver mail,

As, blowing through a storm of stars, the earth

Dips doivnward into daivn, deluged with light

Sunlight which is the golden laugh of God!

The naked trees gaunt, sullen limbs a-creak

That shivered half-alive in the rushing air

Of Winter, dream of greenness and are glad;
The marching armies of the snozv have gone;
White blossoms soon will rain from windy boughs;
All Nature's little gentle things will wake,
And earth will grow a Wonder to the sky!

Harry Kemp.

WHAT a consoling
sense of universality

this Latin gives! One

speaks the same garden

tongue as the little Jap who
sucks at his three-puff pipe
beside a stone lantern in

Yamagani, the same as the

devout Moslem pulling on
his houkah in an Omar
Khayyam garden, the same
as some exquisite daughter
of La Belle France pulling
on a cigarette beside her

tapis vert, the same as Mrs.

Reginald Chomley-Brook-
hausen pulling on her gum
in her strictly proper and
formal garden at Wichita,
Kansas. Now you may call a spade a spade, and the Jap
call it a shovel, and La Belle France a bcche and the Turk
a cha'on, and Mrs. Reginald Chomley-Brookhausen a dig-

ging instrument, but to all American, Jap, Turk, French
and divorcee rosa must always be a rose.

And through the varying changes and chances of this

wicked world that nomenclature holds its own. Slavic ani-

mosity may rouse the Tsar to change Petersburg to Petro-

grad, Celtic rage may rename Le Boulevard Houssman Le
Boulevard Kitchener, British wrath strip the Garter off Wil-
helm's leg and the Star off his breast, yet, despite these rav-

aging wars, these soul-wrecking mutations, the humble
Tradescantia Virginiana var. coccinea remains the humble
Tradescantia Virginiana var. coccinea that gentle little

flower in the cranny of the wall, the red spiderwort.
Of course, there are eminently justifiable reasons for this:

the very work of classical scholarship forms a bond of unity
between differing nations and diverse peoples. Latin is Latin

R'
OBERT BROWN-
ING was a brave

man. He had the courage
to marry against the wishes

of a stern parent. He had
the courage to live over a

deep canal in Venice. He
had the courage to write

"The Ring and the Book."
But even greater courage
did he display when he

flung conventions to the

winds, tore up the botany
manuals as though they
were mere scraps of paper,
and descanted on the Span-
ish name of a flower. He
even went so far as to say
that he "must learn Span-
ish, one of these days,

only for that slow, sweet
name's sake."

Whether he did or not
is a matter for conjecture.
He may have taken out a

poet's license to say such

things. But there is the

vow, down in black and

white, in the third verse of

the first section of "Garden
Fancies."

It is a terrifying sight to

see a dignified old gentle-
man thus kicking over the

enthroned gods of Classical

Nomenclature. It makes
one tremble for the stabil-

ity of all things antique and
orthodox. One wonders
what would happen if gar-
deners rose in their might
and scourged forth the La-
tin name changers from
the Temple of All Growing

Things. Chaos, irretrievable chaos. Rosa would no longer
be a rose to all men. It would become as extinct as the Dodo
and the split skirt, as diverse a thing as the spade.

THERE
are a few other intrepid souls who face conse-

quences and cling to the names they love, names that

mean something to them. They walk down the garden of

their delight, and no rose ever bloomed so fair as where some
buried Caesar's Latin lies. To them rest harrow if they
chance to have it brings the vision of the field and the spot
where the harrow rested from its furrowing; to them wall-

flowers flash the memories of old secluded gardens that have

place in their hearts.

These are the old names gillyflower, primrose, cowslip,

forget-me-not, daisy, periwinkle, camomile, marigold, mi-

gnonette, mallow, hollyhock, foxglove, Sweet William, clem-

atis, honeysuckle.
Is there not slow, sweet music in such names?
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An old-world glimpse of a new-world house a detail of the
residence of Charles S. Walton, Esq., at St. Davids, Pennsylvania

D. Knickerbocker Boyd, architect
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For the aamp garden corner the old-fashioned board

walk is still the best type of path; instead ot

boards, cedar branches, like miniature logs, can b<

used They are more picturesque but less practi.

Apart from their picturesque charm stone steps are an

indispensable feature in the rocky garden. After con-

struction they can be covered with rock plants grown

in the crevices or with ferns banked along the sides

There should be a definite reason for the path curving.

Sometimes it avoids a large tree or skirts an em-

bankment, as here. This also is an example of a

concrete path treated with a naturalistic pebble nmsn

On a level stretch nothing is so satisfactory and lovely

as a grass path. It is a veritable part of the garden

and lends itself to the most charming treatments with

border beds. It requires, however, a maximum ot care

DOES NATURE ABHOR THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW PATH?
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A path must have a definite raison ftlrt; it must
lead somewhere and it must be part of the garden
scheme. Here the path leads definitely to the gate
and shares the construction characteristics of the wall

If concrete is used for the paths there should be found
some way to mitigate its mechanical nakedness. A
grass border or a flower border will help, and rose,

arches always enhance the inviting effect of anv. vist;i

Properly bordered with iris or phlox arranged in a

definite color scheme the old-fashioned gravel path
has few rivals. It is easy to the foot and after rain

gives that rich earthy perfume so beloved of gardeners

Of late years gardeners have seen the beauty and
wisdom of the Japanese stepping stone path. It is a

naturalistic treatment, when properly laid, easy to

walk on, and gives the garden an unusual interest

OR, IS THE STRAIGHT PATH THE LONGEST IN A GARDEN?
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Early in the spring, before growth starts, some of the oldest

currant shoots should be cut away at the ground line

A good trellis for blackberries and raspberries is made
posts between which lines of wire are stretched

ALL THE CANE FRUITS WORTH WHILE
Why You Should Grow Your Own Berries Instead of Buying Them Selection, Planting

and Culture of the Best Kinds for the Home Table

W. C. McCOLLOM

THERE
are good, sound, logical reasons why you should

set out a small fruit border. It gives quick returns ; you
need not plant with the sole idea of aiding posterity, because

you will get abundance of fruit the second season and a full

crop the third year after planting.
The cane fruits are all good, vigorous growers and do not

require coddling. No great skill is required in their pruning
or general handling, for being dwarf they are easy to get at,

and they occupy very little space in proportion to the return

they yield. One of the most important reasons for growing
them at home, however, is that their berries may then be picked
in the very best possible condition. Blackberries, raspberries,
etc., are poor shippers, and to avoid crushing and bruising
must be picked for the market while still firm. The home
grower, of course, need not gather his crop until it is luscious

and dead ripe.
All of the canes enjoy abundance of moisture at their roots.

Therefore, if you have a low spot in the garden it might be

given over to them. A special section can be devoted to them,
or they can be arranged in a narrow border around the out-

side. Even a single row border is satisfactory when your
garden space is limited, although, if you can afford the space,
the better place is a separate border adjoining the garden.

METHOD OF SETTING

Cane fruits demand abundance of plant food in the soil, in

order to have really high

quality fruit. The bor-

der should be trenched
2' or 3' deep. In prepar-

ing this trench or bed,
use about l

/3 well rotted

manure and 2
/z soil. Re-

place the soil in 9" lay-

ers, with the manure be-

tween. The same earth

that was removed in dig-

ging the trench may be
used for this if care is

taken to place what was
originally the top soil at

the bottom of the bed. A
border prepared in this

manner will last indefi-

nitely with no other

feeding save the cus-

tomary winter mulch.
Absolute sunshine is

not essential to the wel-

Two sprays of currants that show
far

f,

f th
f .P

lantS
- S-

the difference in fruit between eraI17 Speaking. A nice
cared for and neglected bushes SUnny location is desir-

able, but partial shade is very good if not too dense. One
thing to av.oid, though, is proximity to trees of a heavy root-

ing nature, as they will soon form enormous root masses in

the border and the soil would be impoverished.

Raspberries and blackberries should be supported in some
manner, else they sprawl over the ground, the fruit mildews,
and more space than necessary is occupied. Any kind of a
trellis will answer the purpose, one of the best consisting of

posts about 12'-20' apart and 4' high, with two or three lines

of wire. Stakes may also be used, a fairly stout one at each

plant to which the shorts can be trained. If you use wires

for training, be sure to get spring coil wire, which never

sags.
It is a good plan where possible to sow cover crops of a

leguminous nature during the summer and plow or dig them
in during late spring. Thus, they will act as a winter mulch
and also supply the element to the soil which the canes re-

quire. A winter mulch of manure is very desirable when no
cover crops are Sown, for the plants are generally inclined

to be surface rooters and so must be protected from the

cold.

Pruning is a very simple task, and can be practiced any
time before actual growth starts in the spring. Much depends
upon the condition of the plants ; the more vigorous the growth
the less pruning proportionately will be required, while poor,
weak growth needs heavy pruning to stimulate the plant.

RASPBERRY CULTURE

The raspberry is per-

haps one of the most

popular of all garden
fruits, but there is con-

siderable variety in the

types both as to quality
and flavor. There are

what we call early and
late sorts, but their dif-

ference is of days rather

than weeks. The moral

of this is, do not plant

any more than you need

during bearing season.

When setting out the

raspberry canes, cut the

shoot clearto the ground.
Leave an eye or two at

the bottom to start
growth. All the old

canes should be removed
at the ground line as ,

,. ... Oooseberries respond to proper
SOOn as the fruit IS

pruning and care by yielding

picked, for then the larger and more abundant fruit
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numerous young ones,

which will be the pro-
ducers for the following

summer, will be pretty
well advanced. Tie these

new canes to the supports,
and when they have at-

tained the height of the

trellis they can be pinched
at top to strengthen them
and start side shoots. In

spring a shortening of ap-

proximately
l
/3 of the

strong, healthy wood is

all the pruning required,
unless the growth is poor.

Raspberries are inclined

to be a little tender and

frequently winter kill.

Winter killing, I believe,

is caused by an unhealthy

growth, the result of im-

poverished soil. When
the plants are properly
nourished it is very rare-

ly that they succumb to

this danger, and a little

extra care of the soil is

far better than having to

take the canes down every
fall and bury them for

protection, as is often

done. Insects or diseases

seldom attack raspberries.
When they do, they are

usually the result of a

poor soil condition
; good

soil promotes a vigorous

growth that is rarely
troubled by any of these

things. Red rust is the

most troublesome of the

possible diseases
; it ap-

pears in the form of red

blotches on the foliage
and soon spreads until all

adjacent canes are af-

fected. There is no cure
for it, although Bordeaux mixture is a good preventive, com-

bined with a cutting out and destruction of all that may be

badly affected plants. Anthracnose is another foliage disease

which can be kept in check with Bordeaux mixture. Among
insect pests, borers may become annoying. The only remedy
for them is to cut out and destroy the infested canes.

As to varieties, personal preference figures largely, but for

good all-around sorts the

following will be found

satisfactory :

Cuthbert is the best

red raspberry to date ;
it

is of good size, fine

color, hardy, vigorous
and an excellent bearer.

King is also good, and

Perfection is a new

variety that has merit

and will surely be popu-
lar. Golden Queen is

the best yellow fruited

variety, very productive
and delicate in flavor, a

poor shipper, but just

the variety for the home

garden.
Cumberland is still

the standard of the

black varieties. Its fruit

is very large and the
Home crown berries can mature -

on the bush instead of in the
fruiterer's window

The cane fruit* are vigorous growers and need no coddling, in

winter, though, a mulch is advisable to protect their shallow
root system from freezing

Currants generally do best in a sunny situation, though
shade is by no means fatal to their success. A well ma

is desirable and worth while

/ i-

p f O d U C C S well.

Gregg and Black Dia-

mond are also good black

sort*. Among the pur-

ples Columbian is the best

all-around berry, with

Schalter and Royal Pur-

ple as substitutes. Do not

neglect to include a few

of the ever-bearing rasp-

berry St. Regis; it bears

early in the season and
will fniit again in the

fall.

BLACKBERRIES AND
CURRANTS

Blackberries require
the same treatment as the

raspberry. They do well

under the same soil con-

dition, they require the

same method of pruning,
and are subject to the

same diseases and attacks

of insects. Among the

best sorts may be men-
tioned :

Early Harvest, a very
good early variety whose
fruit is only medium in

size but very sweet and

juicy. Eldorado is a good,

large fruited variety that

is termed a late sort.

Rathbun and Snyder are

old tried and true varie-

ties that have stood the

test of public opinion for

a number of years. Ice-

berg is the best white
fruited blackberry, but

these are far behind the

black varieties in flavor.

Currants are very pop-
ular in England, but we
seem to think that outside

of being a good fruit for

jams and jellies, it has no
value. This is a mistake,
for when well grown the

currant makes an excellent table fruit with a peculiar acidity

of flavor of which one quickly becomes fond.

Currants are very easy to grow and are wonderful pro-
ducers. They require very little pruning, the best method

being to cut at the ground line each year a few of the very
oldest shoots. If this is done regularly, you will always have
a young, vigorous, balanced plant, capable of producing good
fruit in liberal quanti-
ties. In pruning always
remove wood that is sev-

eral seasons old, as it

ceases to produce re-

sults after that period.
The currant worm is

the most persistent in-

sect we have to deal

with, but any good
poison, such as arsenate

of lead or Paris green,
will destroy it. The

plants should be sprayed
in spring just as soon as

the leaves appear, and

again when the plant is

in flower, or the fruit is

setting. Sometimes San

Jose scale infests the

currants; any of the

soluble oil sprays on the

market will destroy this Whether red , black, purple or

pest if sprayed on when yellow, the
raspberry

is a justly

(Continued on page 68) popular fruit

partial
de bed
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The photographs on this page are two views of a Louis XVI bedroom. By keep-

ing the walls light in tone and having little furniture besides the few necessary

pieces, the size of the room is appreciably enlarged without loss of effect
pie

A combination of rose and yellow constitutes the color scheme rose curtains

trimmed with antique gold lace, cords and tassels, rose casement cloth; the

upholstery of the chaise .ongue and chairs is of striped yellow touched with rose
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A boudoir with furniture designed and made in America after the Secessionist

idea of abroad. The rug is blue, the upholstery black and tan striped velvet, the

pillows rose, the legs of the furniture black and the plain surfaces cream with

panels of blue

CREATING THE SENSE OF SPACE IN A SMALL ROOM
The Principles of Line, Color and Selection that Lessen the

Crowded Appearance of Limited Quarters

B. RUSSELL HERTS
Author of "The Furnishing and Decoration of Apartments"

WHENEVER
one tries to bring something into being

which does not exist, he has to work with all his might
and main. If, for example, one were trying to produce a sense

of intense light in a coal mine, he would have to leave no stone

unturned (figuratively or actually) to bring about the desired

result. An intense light is not very much rarer in the average
mine than unoccupied space is in the average apartment. It is

necessary to marshal every available element of line and color

to produce the sense of distance or height, of the spaciousness
needed for furniture, or the vistas required for viewing pic-
tures.

The consciousness of such a necessity, which has grown up
in the minds of decorators, of apartment builders and dwellers

alike, has had one unfortunate result: it has made a great

many moderate priced apartments look very much alike. There
has been a tendency to use much the same colors for ceilings
and for walls in one room after another almost without end.

Mantelpieces and mirrors have been employed in much the

same fashion in constructing every building, and, even in the

more personal element of furnishing, people have tended to

reproduce each other's effects.

There is a larger excuse for the lack of originality which
exists in the structural elements of an apartment house, for

the architect is confined to the use of stock mouldings and

woodwork, doors and mantels, lighting fixtures and the like;

although even in these it seems that many buildings are pro-
vided with fitments that are needlessly .ugly. When it comes
to the furniture, the selection of wall papers and of fabrics

for furniture coverings and curtains, there is less excuse for

endless duplication ; it exists merely because people have not

yet come to realize that they can employ the same principles
as their neighbors and yet reach altogether personal results.

People have not yet, in any large numbers, attempted to make
their homes individually expressive, and there are still thou-

sands of women who will search through a dozen shops to

obtain a hat which embodies exactly their idea of what they

ought to wear, to whom it never occurs to seek a chair or a

table for their own boudoirs which may be equally expressive.
It would be regrettable if a more universal study of the

principles behind the creation of a sense of space did not

make us more individualistic in our decoration and not less so.

THE EFFECTS OF COLORS

If we apply such principles as we have at hand to any par-
ticular room, we can see at once what a wide range of possi-
bilities they open up. For example, it is a well known fact

of physics that the light rays of certain colors travel much
more quickly than those of other hues. An example of the

rapidly moving type is red, the rays of which reach the eye
more quickly than those of any other color. A room, there-

fore, done in red appears smaller than it would in other colors,

while one in blue appears extremely large for its size. If this

fact had been more generally realized by the last generation,
we should not have had the widespread use of red wall papers
and window curtains, which existed in America a quarter of a

century ago. To-day we have not discarded red as an element

in decoration; we have merely determined that its use is de-

sirable only in very large rooms, where the effort is rather to

reduce space than to increase it; or in small objects such as

lamp shades, pillows, vases, etc., which are to be emphasized
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Green is the prevailing color in

this boudoir, the furniture being
soft green striped with black, the

curtains tan and green striped

taffeta, the rug and walls painted
a very deep ivory

more potently than their surround-

ings.
It may be supposed from this that

I am recommending blue walls and

blue curtains for every small room,

and one might reasonably tend to do

this were it not that such procedure
would conflict very violently with an-

other equally important principle,

which is that, if the stronger colors

are used over the large areas of a

room, the small,. important elements

in the furnishing will be rendered

unimportant. Just as we should use

red only for the creation of certain

spots of color, so we must use blue,

or any of the other primary or sec-

ondary hues namely, yellow, orange,

green or violet more or less spar-

ingly for wall surfaces, and certainly

not in anything like their full inten-

sity at any time for this purpose.

A few dignified pieces have given this foyer a sense

of space. Against the many-colored tapestry of the

chairs have been used velvet pillows

Small pieces make this small

Adam dining-room look large.

The rug is black with two tones

of tan; the curtains black and tan;

chairs rose. The stock fixture

is cleverly disguised.

We are confined, in most cases,

to neutralized shades of colors for

wall coverings largely because, if

we were to use intense shades, we
should find our backgrounds leap-

ing out in front of our furniture,

bric-a-brac and pictures. That is

why so many papers in the so-called

taupe or fawn color, or pale tan,

have been employed, and so many
carpets of the same sort. There is-

really, however, no adequate reason

why soft tones of blue and green

(which is also a size-increasing

hue) should not be used quite as

much, except that these are a little

more difficult to handle than the

greyed tans that are in vogue.
But color is not by any means

the only element that controls

(Continued on page 62)

Soft tones are used in this Chippendale dining-room:
a blue and gold Chinese rug; silvered fixtures and
mirror; curtains and chairs upholstered in blue velvet

A man's room in which the bed and the circular,

rattan panelled chiffonier are the principal objects,

since they serve most the needs of the occupant
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Apart from the two large objects grand piano and sofa the furniture of this living-

room is small, thus giving it a sense of space. The walls are finished in a glazed ivory

enamel, mouldings being used to panel. Tan and mulberry velvet forms the upholstery

The corner of a purely feminine bedroom, approximately 9' by 13', in which painted

peasant furniture has been successfully used. The general color scheme is green,

relieved with colored accessories a black painted shade and pillows of various hues
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PAGE OF GARDEN AIDS
Implements and Accessories That Make
for Convenience and Greater Production

This wicker basket with its

berry trowel, transplanter,
rose gatherer, pruning
knife, scissors, twine and

pocket scissors costs $8.50

Every good gardener
keeps an eye on the
weather. The little

windmill always tells

the direction of the
wind and adds a
touch of quaintness
and a bit of action on
breezy days. $2.50

Five real gardening
aids. Planting dibble,
30 cents; asparagus
cutter, 50 cents;
weeder, 15 cents;
trimming shears, 50
cents; combination
soil loosener and
scuffle hoe, 25 cents

hold the pruning knife and
gatherer, trowel and

To
shears, rose

spool of twine, a calfskin roll lik

this is excellent. The motorist who
likes to gather wild flowers finds it

especially useful and handy. $6.75

\

For applying the powder
poisons to plant pests a

good bellows like this is in-

valuable. It throws a fan-

shaped cloud and costs $2

From Japan comes a paper-covered
box containing garden scissors,

pruning saw and knife, and heavy
knife for graft cutting. The tool
handles are natural wood with ivory
rims, distinctly original. $3 complete

These portable forcers, true traps
for sunshine, embody simplicity and
real effectiveness. Fifty of the size

shown here will cover a row 34'

long by 1' 3" wide and cost $9.33

Three sizes and two kinds of water-

proof labels. White celluloid pro-
tected by mica cover. Plant labels
with wires, 25 cents to 75 cents per
dozen; garden labels 15 cents each

Here are sixteen portable frames,
glass covered and substantial. The
assortment costs $ I 3, and is good for

forcing single plants, plants in rows,
and melons for extra early ripening
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COLLECTING
ITALIAN MAIOLICA

GARDNER TEALL
Readers of House & Garden who arc

sted in antiques and curios arc
untiled to address any inquiries on these
subjects to til,- Collectors' Department,
House Sf Garden, 440 Fourth Arcane,
.\Yv Yark, \ . )'. Inquiries should be
accompanied by stamps for return post-
age. I-oreign correspondents may enclose

postage stamps of their respective
countries.

The

Maiolica plate, gold lustre and blue,

profile portrait (subject unknown).
Deruta, circa 1510-1520. Victoria

and Albert Museum, London

WHETHER
one is a general col-

lector or a collector of pottery
and porcelain in general, Italian maio-

lica (one may also spell it majolica)
will be found to be one of the most

interesting of "lines," historically as

well as intrinsically. Pottery, both

soft and hard, is distinct from porce-

lain, although the term "old china" is

commonly used to embrace the whole

field of ceramics unfortunately, I

think, as it is of importance to the

collector to be precise in the matter of

definitions.

Pottery, as distinguished from por-
celain, is formed of potter's clay with

which marl of an argillaceous and
calcareous nature and sand in varying

proportions have been mixed. The
wares usually designated in England
as earthenware are soft pottery. Its

characteristics are that it may be
scratched with a knife or file, and it

is, generally speaking, fusible at por-
celain furnace heat.

Soft pottery may be divided into

four sorts: unglazed, lustrous, glazed
and enameled. Nearly all the ancient

pottery of Egypt, Greece, Etruria and Rome was unglazed, lus-

trous or glazed, while the centuries later maiolica of Italy was
of the fourth sort; that is, an enameled or stanniferous glazed

ware, the art of which was originally learned, we may suppose,
from either the Moorish potters of Maiorca (one of the

Balearic Islands) or perhaps from certain Persian sources

THE SOURCE OF MAIOLICA

Italian maiolica was originally called

maiorica, a name which later gave way
to maiolica, as the Tuscans more often

wrote it that way, even when refer-

ring to the Island of Maiorca, as one

may guess from the rime of Dante
where is to be found reference to "Tra
I'isola di Cipri e Maiolica." The
coarser ware of half-maiolica messa-
maiolica is not to be confused with
the true maiolica, which is a tin-enam-
eled pottery, lustered. It is more

proper to limit the term maiolica to

these tin-enameled, lustered wares.
The Italians ascribe to Luca Delia

Robbia the discovery of the tin-glaze,
some time prior to 1438. We have no
dated piece of Florentine or of Tuscan
maiolica antedating 1427, and of this

year but one dated example. The next

earliest dates 1507 and 1509 appear
on maiolica of the Caffaggiolo fabrique.

"Virgin and Child, with two kneel-

ing figures of the donor and his
son." North Italian, 1 5th Century.
This passed from the Cavet Collec-

tion to the Morgan Collection

of Orazio
Urbino

Maiolica bowl; subject, "Samson
Slaying the Philistine." Urbino, I 6th

Century, by Orazio Fontana. Now
in the Morgan Collection

Maiolica plate, blue and white; sub-

ject, "Amorino on a horse," ara-

besque dolphin border. Deruta,
1530, Victoria and Albert Museum,

In the 18th Century,- as Chaffers
tells us, Italian maiolica was called

Raphael ware "on account of an im-

pression which existed that Raphael
himself condescended to paint on some
of the ware. The idea probably orig-
inated from the fact that many designs
were reproduced on maiolica by the

ceramic artists from engravings by
Raphael and other great masters. The
best period of this pottery was, how-
ever, subsequent to his death, which
took place in 1520." The accompany-
ing illustration of a Caffaggiolo mai-
olica plate of early date depicting Ra-

phael and La Fornarina watching a

maiolica decorator at work suggests^ I

think, that had Raphael himself taken
a hand at maiolica painting that fact

would have led the artist of the plate
to have shown Raphael at such occu-

pation instead of portraying him merely
as an onlooker. Again, Raffaelle Colle,
who designed maiolica for Leonora

Gonzaga, wife of Guidobaldo I, Duke
of Urbino, may have been confused

by early students with Raffaelle Sanzio,
the great Raphael.

Of the development of maiolica in Italy, Fortnum, an English
authority, says the Twelfth, the Thirteenth and the Fourteenth

Century native Italian wares were produced in various places.
Some of these wares still exist in the towers and facades of

churches, and of a palace at Bologna. These are lead-glazed,
rudely painted or with single colors, and in some instances

graffiato, proving that the use of a white

slip or engobe was known in Italy at

that period, as affirmed by Passeri, who
further asserts that in 1300 the art as-

sumed a more decorative character
under the lords of Pesaro (the Mala-

testas).

THE COLORS USED

Having thus attained an even,

opaque, white surface the development
of its artistic decoration steadily ad-
vanced. The colors used were yellow,
green, blue and black, to which we
may add a dull brownish red, noticed
in some of the Pisan bacini. Passeri
states that the reflection of the sun's

rays from the concave surfaces of these
bacini at Pesaro was most brilliant,

and hence it has been wrongly inferred
that they were enriched with metallic

luster, an effect that may well arise
from iridescence on the surface of the
soft lead glaze, easily decomposed by
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the action of the atmosphere in the

neighborhood of the sea.

For many years after the discovery

or at least the application of tin-glaze

to pottery in Italy, large works and

such pieces as the portrait bust and the

Madonna and Child, here illustrated,

were popular. But before the end of

the first half of the 16th Century

this practice had lost its vogue. There

was, on the other hand, an increased

demand for the tiles, plates, etc., of

the maiolica, an encouragement that

led to the establishment of numerous

maiolica potteries throughout northern

and central Italy, Romagna and Tus-

cany leading, and Urbino

and Pesaro rising to impor- Maiolica plate;
tance in the manufacture "Raffaelo and La

of this enameled ware. Both Fo,ina
^

watch-

Pesaro and, later, Gubbio, aecorator." Caf-

had attained fame for the faggiolo. Victoria

pearly, the golden and the and Albert

ruby luster glaze given
their wares, that of Gubbio proving the

finest in this respect. Deruta has also

laid claim to the introduction of the

admirable madreperla luster. Some

years ago the writer visited this tiny,

out-of-the-way village to inspect the

botega of the modern maiolica makers,

and well recalls the ingenious argu-
ments advanced by the gifted director

in support of Deruta's claim, which

left one convinced until Pesaro sa-

vants in turn sought to appropriate the

glory for their own town.

Fortnum tells us that the Piedmon-

tese and Lombard cities do not appear
to have encouraged the potters' art to

an equal extent in the 15th and in

the 16th Century, and that neither

can we learn of any excellence at-

tained in Venice till the establishment

of Durantine and Pesarese artists at

that city in the middle of the latter

period. Perhaps commerce did for the

Queen of the Adriatic by the importa-
tion of Rhodian, Damascus and other

eastern wares what native industry

supplied to the pomp and luxury of the

hill cities of Umbria ; for it must be

borne in mind that the finer sorts of

enameled or glazed pottery, decorated

by artistic hands, were attainable only
by the richer classes of purchasers,
more modest wares or wooden trench-
ers and ancestral copper vessels con-

tenting the middle class. The art of
maiolica was also encouraged in the
northern duchies of Italy Ferrara,
Rimini and Ravenna. The Umbrian
potters probably did not adopt the use
of stanniferous glaze before the end
of the 15th Century.

THE GLAZES

isw- O4-AJXJVT, cs * \+s iya

Marks on early Pesaro maiolica

Maiolica plate;
subject, "The
workbench of a
maiolica - potter."
Caffaggiolo. Vic-
toria and Albert
Museum, London

Marks on early Caffaggiolo maiolica

Federigo, who succeeded to the

duchy of Urbino in 1444,
was a patron of the arts

and a great collector. After
his death, in 1482, his son
Guidobaldo continued Fe-

derigo's patronage to the

ceramic artists of Urbino.
The introduction of the

maiolica enamel did not, happily, lead to

the abandonment of the metallic colors
and prismatic glazes of the potters. As
we learn from the Maiolica handbook
of the 'Victoria and Albert Museum,
the retention of these metallic col-

ors and prismatic glazes appears to

have stimulated a development in the
artistic productions of other places, the
wares of which, before that period,
were less attractive. The botega of
Maestro Giorgio at Gubbio seems to

have been at this time the great cen-
ter of the process of embellishment
with the golden and ruby metallic lus-

ters
;
and indeed, we have little or no

knowledge of artistic pottery produced
at that fabrique which is not so en-

riched. From some technicality in the

process of the manufacture, some local

advantage, or some secret in the com-

position, almost a monopoly of its use
was established at Gubbio, for we have
the evidence of well-known examples
that from the end of the first to the

commencement of the last quarter
of the 15th Century many pieces
painted by the artists of Pesaro, Ur-

(Continued on page 78)

Marks on early Deruta maiolica

Maiolica portrait bust, subject
unknown. North Italian, late

15th Century. Morgan Col-
lection

Maiolica plate. Pesaro. Maiolica plate, "The Lion
Date of make and name of San Marco." Caf-
of artist are unknown faggiolo. 1 5th Century
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1

Full Instructions in Detail and Tabular Form on

Diagnosing Flower Ills and Combatting Garden

Insect Pests

GARDENING GUIDE

A List of the Best Flowers and Vegetables.

Together with Directions for Planting, Cultivat-

ing and Harvesting

SPRAYING TABLE
Abbreviations: AL Arsenate of lead; P(. Paris green; H Hellebore; Nic. Nicotine preparations; MO Miscible oil; KE Kerosene emulsion; \V-\Vater, hot (for
dipping); BM Bordeaux mixture; LSs Lime Sulphur; AC Ammoniacal solution copper carbonate; SF Sulphur, floweri of (for dinting). a After; b Before; d
Days; f Follow up in; B Blossoms; O Open; F Fall.

INSECT on DISEASE. I
ATTACKING. REMEDIES. |

HOUSE AND FLOWER GARDEN
REMARKS.

Aphis

Aster-beetle

Mealy-bug
Red-spider

Rose-beetle
Scale
Thrips
White Flies

Mildew, powdery. . . .

Leaf spot, rot or rust.

Various plants, mostly indoors

Asters mostly
Coleus, soft-wooded plants, inside
Roses and other plants, indoors

Roses, out-of-doors

Ferns, palms and hard-wooded plants
Various, mostly outdoors
Various, mostly indoors
Roses and others
Various

Nic.; KE

AL; strong
KE; W
Syringing

AL; PG; strong
KE; W
AL; PG: KE
Nic.; KE
SF
BM

Two or three applications several days apart will be necessary to get the plants clean;
avoid shade, dryness and crowding.

Usually appear quickly in large numbers; quick work is necessary to save the plants.
Hide in leaf axils; if only a tew appear kill with match stick and alcohol.
Avoid dry atmosphere; apply water with as much force a* possible several times a week

to foliage.
Use hand picking into can of kerosene and water in connection with spray.
Dipping is most effective treatment; rinse carefully afterwards.

Very small ; they eat the leaf epidermis leaving the skeleton.

Avoid any sudden shock, such as a cold draft from a window, etc.

Before spraying remove and burn all affected leaves or plants carefully.

VEGETABLE GARDEN
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Cut out these pages and
mount them up in your green-
house for reference. The
tables have the complete gar-

dening story set down in the
most concise form

3
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THE RESIDENCE OF
MRS. HENRY C. COE
AT SOUTHAMPTON,

LONG ISLAND

A Consistent

House and Garden

Photographs by Johnson-Hewitt Studio
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The house has been remodeled and en-

larged from its original Colonial shape and
size without entirely losing the old atmos-

phere. Wide verandas and a judicious
growth of box have given a livable air

to both the house and its surroundings

You can often catch the spirit of a house
from its door. This house was to hold a

collection of Colonial furniture. The door

conveys that idea. Note the lights beside
and above the panelled door, and the old

lanterns that have been put to modern use

Look at the frontispiece and you can stroll

up the box-bordered path to this view of

the bricked porch, where the steps are
old millstone and the roof a grape arbor.
This is consistently fitting a house to its

setting and fitting the setting to a house

The success in furnishing a modernized
Colonial farmhouse dining-room depends
upon the merit of the individual pieces
and their arrangement in the room. Here
the merit of the antiques is undeniable and
their disposition seemly and comfortable

The mantel treatment in this room and
the one next form an illuminating contrast.
Here the mantel garniture is informal,
varied, whimsical almost, in its prim bal-
ance of samples, lamps, mirrors and vases.
The tiles give an added note of interest

In the parlor (parlor is the word for a
Colonial farmhouse), there is the same
home-made atmosphere in the rag rugs
and embroidered portieres, but the mantel
and its garniture have been kept strictly
formal as is proper in this type of room
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THEIR WINDMILL GARDEN
A New Idea in Garden Design Adapted to Special Requirements
The Circular Plan and How it Worked Out in Actual Practice

ESTHER MATSON

The design was a triumph over difficulties, the problem being
to secure a driveway without spoiling the garden plot, and also

to include the windmill within the latter's limits

THEY planned it

together -the
Philosopher and the

Artist as a winter

evening's serial story.

The design that re-

sulted was a triumph
over difficulties, the

problem being so to

cut the space of

ground to eastward

of the house that a

necessary driveway

might be secured

without spoliation of

the desired garden
plot and so that the

selfsame garden
should include in its

area the windmill.

Now the road must
wind up to the east

door in order to util-

ize a certain bridge
between the windmill

and the house as a

protection for the main entrance. Moreover, the main garden
must be on this east side, because that was the sunniest ex-

posure to be had, and there also stood the windmill ready at

hand for granting the irrigation that is so essentially a sine

qua non of garden success.

Added to such material considerations they grapple with

another more sentimental problem. The gar-

den, in short, must be linked so closely to the

house that to step out among the flowers for a

breakfast al fresco would be as simple as the

stepping from one room to another within

doors.

THE REAL BEGINNING

What beating was there then of brows and
what travailing of spirit ! And as for the

number of different formal garden shapes
that were investigated only to be discarded

far be it from the chiel a-takin' notes to

give away the secret ! Suffice to say that

at last, little by little, a solution unrolled it-

self. It should be, in short, a round garden;
its circumference determined by the curving
of the drive, and the windmill included in

such wise that one of its vine-clad sides

might serve as background for a bird pool.
The driveway, alack, must be of dirt, but
the boundary between it and the garden beds
should be of close-cropped turf outlined with
a slim clipped hedge.
How dj'd the artist's head teem with math-

ematical lore and what high talk was there

then of axes, foci and radii, till at length
there sprang into being a mighty diagram.
And after the diagram the carrying of it out !

That was no less a feat to perform. It fell

to the Philosopher, while the March winds
blustered their protest around every corner
of the house, with measuring rod and pick
and spade, and with heroism worthy a Her-

cules, to achieve the transference of the plan
from paper to solid earth.

It was another story to complete the out-

line of the picture by a firm brick edging
around the tiny paths and to fill those in

with their winsome mosaics of beach pebbles.

A scheme this, by-the-

bye, which brought

every home-comer
from a picnic, laden,

not with Captain
Kidd's treasure-trove,

but with ponderous

bags and baskets full

of the whitest pebbles
which the ocean
waves had seen fit to

polish and the sun to

bleach.

It had been such a

comparatively simple
matter to plant on

paper the border

beds with old-time

foxglove, hollyhocks
and phlox, and the

eight formal beds

which rese-mbled
pieces of pie, with

roses, iris and every
one of the old-fash-

ioned posies we had
learned to love in poetry and romance ! But how different in

actual working out. For when it came to realization it was
discovered that the coveted garden of perennials and hardy
flowering plants requires time in which to mature. So it came
about that the not-to-be-daunted Philosopher set to work forth-

with, pragmatically, filling in every interstice with temporary
compromises in the guise of annuals.

That is how it chanced that while the fox-

gloves, the canterbury bells, the hollyhocks
and the bee-larkspurs were getting their

start for the future all unnoted, a host ot

the less serious among the flower folk

poppies and petunias, asters and snapdragon
and marigolds, with a-many more of happy
disposition assembled in this garden's
bounds. As for the enclosing box hedge,
that, too, proved a feature to exercise

patience upon. But following the example
of the Philosopher, the Artist found out a

way to temporize with her garden limita-

tions. Bethinking her of the wattled fences

in certain winsome old storied tapestries,
she concocted a fair semblance of one out
of bamboo fishing poles woven in and out

along the hedgerow till that should grow
more sizeable. And over these wattles,

winding likewise in and out, went clamber-

ing honeysuckles, coral-tinted and cream,
and the quick-growing, joyous morning
glories.

How THE GARDEN DEVELOPED

Now the roses, chosen for grace of

foliage and glossiness of leaf as carefully as

for beauty of blossom, took a fancy for

growing at an amazing rate. It actually
became embarrassing to have some of them

reaching a height of 12' all unexpected-

ly. Nor was the tenseness of the situation

lessened by the fact that their pergola had
not yet materialized beyond the dream stage.

Wherefore, again, was recourse had to the

Japanese bamboo, and temporary arches

were contrived with a result of veritable

lightsomeness and charm. Again a triumph
of mind over matter, a happy solution of

tiny bird pool which had once
done duty as a church font
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another much discussed problem!
As luck would have it, the

honeysuckle, the woodbine and the

kudzu vines were already lush

upon the windmill, and nestling

against this background the tiny

bird pool, which had once done

duty as a church font, enticed

many a songster hither for a daily

morning plunge even tempted
some among them to loiter here at

odd times of the day to preen
themselves. By happy chance,

too, there grew behind a bench

that lured away from work, a

head-high row of heretofore-

planted grapevines, barberries and

prim milady hollyhocks. Shall

we add that they set an admirable

tone, sufficiently staid but in no
wise stiff or sombre, for the gay
flowers of the foreground !

And what a pageant did these

others make, fit for dazzling royal-

ty itself. A procession indeed

that grew only the more brilliant

as the days went by. Of a truth

the flowers of lesser reserve, the

golden zinnia, the white petunias,
the Iceland poppies, the nastur-

tiums and the marigolds, (which
last dwelt by themselves in the

northwest of the garden-plot),
took special delight when they
could glow in the sunset light and grew ever tne more gorgeous
as the summer advanced. By that time of year when cosmos,

"chiny asters" and chrysanthemums make their triumphal entry
the pageant was in fullest swing. Possibly the late comers were
a bit riotous. Certainly the edgings of brick could not begin
to restrain their revels. Nor could these flowers be con-

strained to keep their purple and gold in the places planned
for them. On the contrary, they would insist on flinging their

royal largess over beds and pathways alike, till the tiny garden
glittered like a miniature Venice in high carnival time.

They seemed to revel in it all, to glory in the mere joy of

growing and blooming and nodding in the sunshine.

Starting out to be a garden to sit and muse in, it

has proved also to be a garden to pluck from

A little garden, confessedly it

was, forced by grim circumstance

to measure little more than 50*

in diameter, yet contrary to the

fears which were entertained, it

proved to be neither childish nor

lacking in dignity. Surely a mini-

ature is as like to be a work of art

as a full length oil portrait, and
this tiny garth, moreover, has

proven itself of a size precisely

right for tilling and tending; be-

sides it is of a dimension, as some-

one said of England, to be beloved.

THE REALIZATION OF THE DREAM

Starting out to be a garden to

sit and muse in, it has turned out

also to be a garden to pluck from.

That again has been one of its

pleasant unexpectednesses. Odd-

ly enough, too, the more numerous
the basketfuls of verbenas, pinks,

mignonette and roses for some

neighbor, so much the more pro-

fusely did the plants give bloom
for the Philosopher's contempla-
tion. And if occasionally that

Philosopher's critical eye espied
some particularly worldly beauty

flaunting itself to the detriment of

some slight, ethereal blossom, or

perhaps a glossy leaf quite hiding
from view some "modest wee-

tippet flower, even so she could scarce find it in her heart

to cavil. Nor could she muster the hardihood to cut back

from the pathways the overflowing bounty of blue and gold
and purple.

For after all, is not a garden which is enclosed in a green
circle exempt from the ordinary by-laws and humdrum regula-
tions of other gardens that are square or oblong or triangular ?

Is it not something like the magic ring on the grass the children

are always a-hunting? When found, as you know, one does

not even have to put on a wishing-cap, or eat fernseed. All

one needs do is to step within and yield oneself to the spell;

one's eyes will be open to faery folk and their ventures bold.

The formal beds, in shape not unlike pieces of pie, are edged with bricks and a mosaic of beach pebbles. Humble bamboo fish-poles serve new
purposes as flower arches and a wattled fence over which clamber coral-tinted and cream honeysuckles and quick-growing morning glories
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THE EARLY VEGETABLE GARDEN
What to Plant for Early Crops of Quality
The Culture and Characteristics of Sorts

to Grace Your Spring Table

ADOLPH KRUHM

Naumburger or Tender-
heart, perhaps the finest

early butter-head lettuce

f I ^ HERE is a peculiar
J. fascination in try-

ing to "beat" your neigh-
bor in having fresh

vegetables of one kind

or another before his are

ready. Those little

round radishes early in

May, the first green peas
and the brilliant red

tomatoes late in June
how we value them !

And they may all be

yours by a little planning
and scheming. For all

practical purposes, the

thing to do is to deter-

mine which classes of

vegetables are so hardy
that they may be sown

early, and then to pick out those sorts

which we know to be the most dependable

early yielders.

Vegetables that deserve the title of being

hardy are peas, lettuce, radishes, spinach,

onions and cabbage. Since cabbage, as a

rule, is not considered desirable as an early

vegetable because it has played an impor-
tant part on the bill-of-fare all winter, it

can safely be eliminated in our plans for a

real early garden. Onions in the early gar-

den are grown from sets secured at most

any seed store. Remember that the white

ones are the mildest, the yellow ones the

cheapest, and the red ones the "hottest"

but the best keepers, should you put out sets

from which to grow bulbs for winter use.

This, then, leaves
peas, lettuce, radishes

and spinach for consid-

eration in our hardy
vegetable garden, and,
since so far we have em-

ployed the process of

elimination in arriving
at conclusions, let me
eliminate spinach by
stating that I have only
found one worth-while

sort to grow for home
use and that is All Sea-

sons or Triumph, as

some seedsmen call it.

Of course, there are

other sorts. But none
will develop as fleshy,

juicy plants of good size

as quickly as this, and
those who are fond of

spinach greens will find

All Seasons the most
palatable of all. While
some gardeners persist
in growing this vege-

White Icicle is unsur-

passed among the early

producing long radishes

By June the really early garden
should be well under way. But it

needs careful planning and constant
attention to produce crops at this

date. Wise choice of torts it essential

table by broadcasting the seeds, better re-

sults will be scored by sowing in rows YJ"

deep, 18" to 20" between the rows, and by
thinning out the plants so that they stand 4"

apart in the row.

Peas, radishes and lettuce offer complex
problems to even experienced gardeners, be-

cause in every class are found sorts of spe-
cial value for different seasons. So let us

take them up one by one to find out which
sorts will best serve our purpose for an

early garden and what each of them is like.

THE EVER POPULAR
PEA

Peas may be divided

into .two broad classes

according to the kind of

seeds they have. There
are smooth-seeded peas
and sorts with wrinkled

seeds. In both classes

will be found extra early

sorts, though the wrin-

kled kinds should not be

sown quite as early as

the smooth-seeded, be-

ing more apt to rot in

cold, wet ground.
Foremost among the

smooth -seeded peas
which may be sown as

soon as you can get on
the ground, stands Pro-

lific Extra Early. In

this pea, we find earli-

ness combined with a

prolific character and a

good - sized pod, well-

Wayahead produces solid,

handsome heads that rival

Naumburger for table use

filled with large peas
of remarkable flavor

for a smooth - seeded

sort. Early in the sea-

son almost any green

peas taste good and

you will find Prolific

Extra Early, picked
when just right, a few
hours before cooking,
a great deal sweeter

than what you buy
from the commission
man or green-grocer.

In sixty days from
date of planting a good
strain of Prolific Ex-
tra Early will yield

75% of its crop, and a
few days later the bal-

ance will be ready, so that the ground may
be cleared to make room for successive

crops. In other words, if you sow two 15'

rows of Prolific Extra Early on April 15th.

you may safely count on being able to pick
from ten to twelve quarts of pods on June
15th, if the season has been at all favorable
for peas.
About a week after Prolific Extra Early

is planted, you should sow a few rows
of the sweetest extra early wrinkled pea
that grows Little Marvel. The only fault

I have to find with this sort is that it isn't

called Big Marvel. But since the word
"Little" in its name doubtless refers to the

height of its vines, let me state here these
are only 18" tall and that every vine carries

from seven to ten pods,

usually in pairs. They
are so tightly filled with

large, dark green peas
that they frequently
burst open at the end.

One wonders how the
short 3" pods can hold as

many as eight large peas.
Little Marvel is but a few

days later than Prolific

Extra Early, bearing the
bulk of pods ready for

picking in sixty-five days
after seeds were sown.
With Little Marvel

growing only 18" tall

and Prolific Extra Early
from 24" to 30", you
need not figure on

"brushing" them or pro-
viding trellis, unless you
want to. Personally, I

have found that even
the dwarf peas appreci-
ate support of some sort

or other. It keeps the

Fine radishes like these
are largely the results of

carefully selected seed
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pods and vines off the ground, makes pick-

ing easier, and the vines will be found to

be generally thriftier and more prolific,

especially on brush, than if permitted to

spread over the ground. In the home gar-

den, particularly where economy of space
and tidiness are the object, brushing of

peas is the thing to do.

THE BEST EARLY RADISHES

Radishes are without question the most

widely grown extra early spring crop and

among them we find extra early sorts of

different shapes as well as colors. The lit-

tle early round or "button" radishes are

without question the earliest of all, and the

seed breeders, in their striving after extra

early sorts, have truly scored wonderful

results. Among the little white turnip-

shaped sorts, Hailstone carries the palm for

perfecting table size

(1/4" in diameter)
roots in from eigh-
teen to twenty days
from date of sowing
seeds. Rapid Red,
a perfectly round,
red sort, will do the

same thing and both

it and Hailstone are

so thorough-
bred that you can

almost with certain-

ty count on "pull-

ing" radishes on

May 5th, if you
sowed seeds on

April 15th. In

watching these two
sorts for roots of

eatable size, don't be

governed by the

small tops in judg-

ing the readiness of

the roots. I have

frequently pulled
roots l/2" to 24" in

diameter that would
show only four
small leaves besides

the pair of seedling leaves. This char-

acteristic makes these two sorts par-

ticularly valuable for use in green-

houses, hotbeds and coldframes.

Looking around for further early
sorts among the small radishes we find

Rosy Gem and French Breakfast easi-

ly the most beautiful of all radishes.

Rosy Gem is the most perfect type of

Scarlet Turnip White Tip, while

French Breakfast is its olive-shaped com-

panion. These are the two sorts that make
such a show on the market table, and for

which as high as five cents for a bunch of

six are charged at fancy fruit stands and

grocery stores. Both these sorts generally

require from a week to ten days longer than

Hailstone and Rapid Red and they should

be planted at the same time as these for a

succession of crops. By the time all of these

four sorts are either used or past their

prime, White Icicle will be ready, and in

this white sort we have the acme of per-
fection in long radishes for early use in the

home garden. One never grows tired of

Icicle. It is always handsome, always crisp
and of mild, delicate flavor until long over-

grown.
In striving after extra early radishes with

all of the above varieties, I have found that

it pays to pick out the largest, plumpest

seeds and drop them one inch apart in the

row. The sorting of the seeds is easily ac-

complished by sifting them through a tin

pan in which small holes have been punched
with an awl. Make the holes just large

enough to permit the smallest seeds to go
through. This will leave the plumpest seeds

of even size in the pan. Or, if you con-

sider this too much trouble, sow your seeds

All - seasons or
Triumph spin-
ach is among
the best of the

early sorts

The olive-
shaped French
Breakfast rad-

ish matures
among the first

of the early sorts

-.-i

Sixty days after planting a good strain of Prolific

Extra Early peas seventy-five per cent of the

crop will be ready, the balance maturing a few

days later

thinly into the row and, in a week or ten

days, when the seedlings are 2" or 3" tall,

thin them out to stand 1" apart in the row.

Stir the soil between the roots as you go

along. It will stimulate their growth more
than any fertilizer.

BUTTER-HEAD AND LOOSE-LEAF LETTUCE

Among lettuces we find two distinct

types, both of which offer extra early sorts.

There are the loose-leaf sorts, which are

generally grown in greenhouses throughout
the country, and the head lettuces which, in

turn, are divided into butter-head and crisp-
head sorts. Since crisp-head lettuces are

principally late and summer sorts, we need
consider only butter-head and loose-leaf in

connection with the earliest crops.

Early Curled Simpson is the first loose-

leaf sort ready for the table. If you are

satisfied to pick it and prepare it when only
6" tall, you may enjoy lettuce from this sort

in twenty to thirty days from date of sow-

ing the seed, depending on the growing con-

ditions of soil and weather. But the real

lettuce connoisseur will never be satisfied

with those "greens" which hardly carry
lettuce flavor and require an endless amount
of picking and cleaning in preparation for

the table. Better let your plants develop
until they reach characteristic shape and

size, and then you will have something
worth while.

In our garden we thin out the lettuce

seedlings as soon as they get 2" or 3" tall,

to stand 3" to 4" apart in the row. As soon

as the little plants begin to crowd each

other, every other one is removed, until

finally they stand

10" or more apart in

the row. Grown by
this method, Early
Curled Simpson will

produce handsome

plants, 9" to 12" in

diameter, the first

week in June from
seeds sown the mid-
dle of April. Black

Seeded Simpson fol-

lows about a week
later, but will stand

more heat and con-

sequently last long-
er before going to

seed.

But to find the

real lettuce flavor

that you read about,
to get that rich "but-

tery" quality entire-

ly free of bitterness,

you have to culti-

vate the acquain-
tance of butter-head

lettuces. True, it

takes a little more
trouble to grow them

to perfection. But when you get them,

every head has wrapped within its

folds a quality that will make you for-

get that little trouble it took to produce
it. We are fortunate in finding among
butter-head lettuces hardy sorts which,
in earliness, rival Early Curled Simp-
son. There is May King, Naumburger
or Tenderheart, and Wayahead, all

three of which differ in texture of foli-

age and firmness of head, but very little in

flavor. Wayahead will produce solid, hand-
some heads the middle of May from plants
that were started in the house in March and
set out the middle of April. But to accom-

plish this, you must have a soil full of

humus, a reasonable amount of warm grow-
ing weather, and the young plants must
have been hardened prior to setting them
into the garden so that the growth will not
be checked seriously in transplanting.
A few days after Wayahead, May King

will become ready. Its heads are perhaps
slightly smaller and not quite as firm. But

May King is invaluable for first sowing
outdoors, since it will stand more unfavor-
able April and May weather than any other
butter-head sort without detriment to or
loss of plants. Naumburger will be ready
in another ten days or so, and it is well

worth waiting for.

Seven to ten

pods of excel-
lent peas ma-
ture on every
18" vine of

Little Marvel
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A gigantic evergreen with
branches tied back and ball

of earth preserved, en route
to its new location

OLD TREES FOR NEW SITES

How Large Trees Can Be Transplanted and Their Age Made to Fill a Present Want

MANY an ideal location for a home is

. temporarily undesirable because of

the lack of large trees. Without them the

best results from the architect's plans leave

something to be desired, for the building
lines appear harsh and unrelieved. Large
trees not only add to the beauty of the

landscape, but impart an air of stability and

permanence and give character to their sur-

roundings.
A new house may surpass the old in the

matter of modern improvements which

lighten household duties, may be better de-

signed and in every way more pretentious,
and yet lack the charm and the home-like
air that a lifetime's growth of trees and
shrubs has wrought about the old home-
stead. A profusion of small trees and
shrubs planted along drives and about the

place give promise of supplying in time the

want they are as yet inadequate to fill. Small
wonder the owner looks with covetous eyes
upon the well-formed trees in nearby pas-
tures or along the roadside. He cannot re-

press the desire to take a hand in rearrang-
ing nature's distribution of tree growth.

MOVING TREES A PRACTICABLE UNDER-
TAKING

If one is willing to pay the cost there is no
need of waiting for young trees to grow up.
The effects of half a century's development
may be secured in a single year. The trans-

planting of large trees has been rendered

practicable by combining an intimate knowl-

edge of their requirements with engineering
skill. The task is not light, but in the hands
of experienced and properly equipped tree-

movers it can be done readily and with as-

surance of good results. When we consider
the added attractiveness and comfort such
trees give, thereby enhancing the sale value
of the property, the money expended is

usually a wise investment.
An authority on this subject says in this

connection: "Planting large trees is not an

extravagance for the wealthy, a risky ex-
periment which only they can afford. A
house costing $6,000 has a porch costing
$300. It is quite in keeping to shade the

porch, connecting the house with its sur-

SAMUEL J. RECORD

roundings by planting a tree twenty years
old, 25' high, 15' spread and 7" diameter, at

$75. An investment in large trees will ac-

complish more than grading. In fact, grad-
ing can be done with trees and shrubs rather

than soil. That is, skilful disposition of

solid masses of foliage will obviate the

necessity for some grading."
It is a common belief that the chance of

failure in the transplanting of large trees

is too great to warrant the necessary trouble

and expense. Such is the case only when
the work is done carelessly and by un-
skilled hands. Anyone can move a small

tree and get it to live without much care
in the process, but once a tree has become

firmly established, with its extensive and

complicated root system ramifying for long

With small trees the root sys-
tem it carefully dissected and
both roots and soil tied in a

burlap container

distances in every direction, the removal
becomes a big but delicate surgical opera-
tion. The secret of success in moving large
trees is to take them up with a wide spread
of roots, cutting back the crown to balance,
and then planting in suitable soil that is

kept neither too wet nor too dry.

WHERE TO GET THEM

Large trees may be obtained from two
sources : First, the nurseries, some of
which specialize in such stock up to 30* in

height. Such trees are usually extra well-

rooted and can be shipped for long dis-

tances. Another source is to be found in

the trees growing naturally in the fields and
woods pastures. With good apparatus it is

feasible to transplant large specimens for
several miles. It is cheaper in the end and
more satisfactory to go a long distance and
obtain good trees suited to the desired pur-
pose than utilize inferior specimens merely
because they are conveniently located.

In moving a large tree it is essential that

the soil be of such a nature that the roots
can be freed without excessive damage to
them. On stony sites and rocky ridges this

is usually out of the question. As a rule

trees growing in wet places are more easily
moved than those on dry situations, as they
have a superficial and compact root system
while the trees in dry places develop a long
tap root and wide lateral in their search
after moisture. Trees that grow naturally

along river bottoms and in lowlands will

often thrive on upland soil of good quality
and not too dry. Trees to be moved should
be sound and healthy and preferably of

vigorous growth as indicated by the length
of the top shoots of the previous season.

Not all trees are moved with equal readi-

ness. Of the deciduous kinds those lending
themselves most easily to the operation are

elm, maple, birch, catalpa, willow, cotton-

wood, basswood or linden, horse-chestnut,

pin oak, wild cherry and dogwood. Species

offering greater difficulty are white oak, red

oak, black oak, beech, hornbeam, walnut,

hickory and red gum. All of the conifers

or evergreens can be moved provided a large
ball of earth is taken up with the roots. If
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deciduous trees are moved while

in leaf, the ball-of-earth method is

also necessary ;
when the leaves

are off, the roots are carefully
dissected out of the soil.

It is customary in nurseries to

root-prune trees a couple of years
or so before transplanting in order

to give a compact root system with
narrow spread. This is done by

digging a trench around the tree,

cutting the exposed roots, and re-

filling the trench. This expensive
operation is often advocated for

wild trees, but it has been proven
that the practice is of advantage
only with a few species such as

beech and hornbeam. Equally
good results can be obtained by se-

curing a wide spread of roots.

PREPARING THE TREE

The method followed in the case

of deciduous trees is to start 15' or

2(7 from the tree, dig a trench and
make an undercut below the roots.

The soil is then broken down with
a picking bar an iron rod three

feet long, three-quarters of an inch

in diameter and tapering to a

rounded point at one end. This is

pushed into the bank some 3" from
the edge, causing the soil to crum-
ble away and leaving the roots un-

injured. A digging fork with
rounded tines is also used in this

process.
The roots as freed are bundled

and tied up to the trunk out of the

way while the soil is shoveled
from beneath them. As the opera-
tion continues the bundles must
be untied, sorted out and tied up
again, keeping as many as possible
unbroken.

If the trees are to be moved a
considerable distance or shipped
each bundle of roots is wrapped
in wet moss, excelsior, straw or

' r \ i- uMI^H
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In digging out an evergreen the starting place is at the
edge of a circle marking the outer limit of the spread

of the crown

A deciduous tree with its root system separated and
packed in moss wrappings

burlap and the central mass is cov-
ered with burlap. These bundles

containing from fifty to 100 roots
each are as flexible as whalebone
and will stand much bending.
The ball-of-earth method is

necessary with large evergreens
such as pine, cedar, arbor vitae,

yew, hemlock, fir and spruce. Such
trees retain their leaves through-
out the year and as these are con-

stantly giving off moisture there
must be no interruption in water

supply. This ball is very heavy
and on that account the size of

evergreens which can be success-

fully moved is considerably less

than in the case of deciduous trees
which are leafless in winter, and
the cost is proportionately greater.
If, however, deciduous trees are
to be moved during the growing
season the ball-of-earth is neces-

sary. The diameter of the ball is

governed by the spread of
branches being roughly in the pro-
portion of 1 to 2. Thus an ever-

green with a 6' spread should have
a ball 3' to 4' in diameter; 8'

spread, 4' to 5'
; 10' spread, 5' to 6'

;

12' spread, 5' to 7'. The depth of
the ball should be 15" to 20".

MOVING EVERGREENS

In digging out an evergreen the

starting place is at the edge of a
circle marking the outer limit of
the spread of the crown. With a

spading fork the soil is loosened
and the roots dissected from the
soil up to the edge of the portion
to be left for the ball. The loose
soil is then carefully shoveled out
and the fibrous roots wrapped
around against the ball. This is

then covered with canvas and tied

up strongly and firmly so that the
soil will not fall to pieces when

(Continued on page 54)

The same tree with roots bent back to facilitate transportation and the more delicate center root system carefully pre-
served in a tarpaulin cover
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COUNTING THE COST OF FARMING V

The Final Summing Up Production and Profit Figures from the Book-Keeping

Department Inter-Crops and the Part They Played in Making the Farm Pay

FLORA LEWIS MARBLE

EVERY
tree that

was planted the

first fall lived through
the winter. During the

first summer three

were girdled by wood-

chucks, one was in-

jured by a plow, and
one died of no appar-
ent cause. This made
a loss of five trees out

of 429, or about one

per cent. None has

died since the first

summer.
The second fall

planting of 2,550 trees

found three dead the

following spring.
When the count was
made again in Octo-

ber, 230 trees were
dead or sickly, or

nearly ten per cent

loss the first summer.
This seemed exces-

sive, but the cause
was considered. Sev-

eral gangs of men
had worked to set out

so many trees, care-

less planting had resulted now and then. In

several places the dead trees were found

with their roots rolled tightly into a bunch

and thrust into the hole. These little care-

lessnesses had happened, of course, when
the overseer turned his back and things were
in a hurry.
The first spring-set orchard of 197 trees

lost three during the first year, or between
one and two per cent. The second spring

setting of 2,500 trees lost sixty-nine the first

year, or less than three per cent.

THE ORCHARD RECORD

A definite system of watchfulness was
established at once over the trees and a book
record kept. Each orchard record is kept

by itself. Beginning at one corner of the

orchard, each row is lettered alphabetically.
The rows using the letters of the first alpha-
bet are Plot 1. When Z of that alphabet is

reached Plot 2 begins. The end tree in each
row is tagged. Each tag is marked with the

necessary data to show the worker what was
needed on that row when last it was ex-

amined. For example :

Plot 2 Row N
Even, Spys Odd, Wealthy

29 dead 52 in row
That means to the caretaker that this is

plot 2, row N. Numbering from this end
of the row number 29 is dead. There are

fifty-two trees in the row. He can see at a

glance that, in ordering a new tree to fill the

vacancy twenty-nine, he must order a

Wealthy.
This data is also kept in a book that is in-

valuable for studying orchard conditions.
Another book is kept for photographs and
personal notes on the condition of the trees.

Photographs of one tree of each variety

Potatoes were grown in rows between the apple trees, far enough from the latter to allow
cultivation to be kept up. The returns from this crop helped out on the tree expense budget

have been made at intervals. The spot on
the ground where the camera stands by each
tree is carefully marked. When the tree was
set its picture was made. After it had made
a year's growth it was photographed again.
After the pruning at the beginning of its

second summer it was photographed, and

again after the growth of the year, and so

on. These photographs were submitted for

comparison and advice from time to time to

various men whose words were law on

things horticultural. The expense accounts
are kept in another, and more business-like

volume.
The expense of maintaining the first or-

chard the first year was for 429 trees from

February to September:

Pruning $5.00

Removing mounds about roots, tak-

ing off tree protectors 4.12

Plowing and harrowing 21.95

Fighting insects 1 3.45

Fall expense, plowing for cover crop 3.00

Sowing and harrowing cover crop. . . 4.00

Cost of J/2 bushel of vetch, Y^ bushel
of rye 5.58

Putting on tree protectors 2.00

Total $64.10

Potatoes were grown in rows between the

apple trees. They were planted far enough
from the trees so that cultivation could be

kept up about the trees and a cover crop put
in in strips where the trees stood before the

potatoes were dug. The potato expense fol-

lows:

Six barrels best seed $24.00
'/4 ton fertilizer 8.25

Planting, cultivating, spraying 31.29

Digging (by hand), carting 24.37

Total .$87.91

This was a season
when potatoes were
rotting. Farmers
flooded the market
with their stock to get
rid of it before it

spoiled. Buyers were

paying fifty cents a
bushel and refusing
much stock that was
offered at that price.
The return from this

planting was only 230
bushels, but thanks to
the good seed, there
was no rot. It was
decided to keep the

potatoes in the cellar

for seed to plant be-
tween the trees in the
third orchard the fol-

lowing year. If we
had sold it on the mar-
ket in the fall we
would have realized

only $115 which, de-

ducting the expense
of growing $87.91

left a profit of only
$27.09 to meet the

tree expense for the

year, which came to a total of $64.10.
The potatoes kept hard, firm and white

all winter. Through the following August
the family were still eating them because

they were better than those on the market.
This is proof enough of the efficiency of
the potato cellar.

Part of the second orchard, it will be re-

membered, is on steep, rather shallow, rocky
soil. It was thought best the first season to

plant crimson clover on this part to improve
the land and find out if this crop would stand
the climate. So the land was left open and
harrowed now and then until July, when the
crimson clover was planted. It did winter-

kill, however, and now we use rye and vetch
for cover crops in its place. The expense of

maintaining the second orchard the first year
follows :

Expert pruning $5.00
Spraying and material 4.50

Harrowing and working ground .... 4.00

Painting tree trunks, looking for
borers 2.63

Wrapping trees for winter 3.50
20 pounds of crimson clover seed. . . 5.50

Total .$25.13

On the part of the ground that we did not

plant to crimson clover we sowed the fol-

lowing crops between the trees, always leav-

ing room to cultivate around the trees :

Plowing between trees $4.50
One bushel Canadian field peas 3.50
Oats to plant with them 1.00

Harrowing, planting same 75
Cultivation 2.00

J/2 pound carrot seed 1.75

One pound mangel-wurzel 60

Harrowing and care of same 6.00

Total $20.10
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From this we received:

5 tons mangel-wurzel worth $5 a ton. $25.00
10 bushels of carrots selling at 60

cents a bushel 6.00

Green oats and peas, value for food. . 10.00

Total $41.00

This left a profit on this inter-crop of

$20.90 toward paying the upkeep expense of

this orchard, which was $25.13. These in-

ter-crops kept two Jersey cows in the top
notch of perfection. The oats and peas were
sown in rotation, so they were cut green for

the cows from the first of July, and lasted

through August. Then the beets were ready
to be thinned, and the small ones were fed

along. In November, five tons were stored

for winter. The carrots were also winter

food.

The third orchard of 2,550 trees cost the

following items the first year :

Expert pruning $21.45
Midsummer pruning 6.00

Removing tree protectors 10.25

Digging for borers, painting trunks,
etc. 63.94

Spraying 30.41

Half barrel lime-sulphur 6.00

Arsenate of lead 3.00

White lead and oil 5.68

Cover crop 20.00

Total .$166.73

One hundred and seventy-seven bushels

of the potatoes raised between the trees of

the first orchard the year before were

planted for an inter-crop in this orchard.

The inter-crop expense was as follows :

177 bushels of potatoes from cel-

lar, valued at $.50 $88.50
Commercial fertilizer 54.00

Plowing and harrowing 66.90

Sorting and cutting seed 41.55

Planting 49.98

Cultivating and spraying 59.50

Bordeaux mixture, a
'

commercial
brand 21.90

Digging and carting to cellar 146.10

Total .$528.43

Nine hundred bushels were harvested
from this work. The drought that killed

some of the apple
trees cut the potato
crop in two, but the

price offered as they
were dug was sixty-
five cents a bushel.

At this price we got
$585 for the work and
it cost $528.48 to raise

the crop, leaving a

profit of $56.57, which
reduced the upkeep
expense from $166.73
to $110.16. But this

is not the whole story.
The last orchard of

2,500 trees had no

inter-crop. Its main-
tenance cost was as
follows :

Pruning $26.00

Painting,
h u n t i ng
borers, etc.. 63.94

Spraying 30.00

Half barrel of

lime-sulphur 6.00

Arsenate The farm ha. esth
of lead 3.00 in th

Harrowing, picking stones, etc.... 54.30

Work with cover crop 75.50

Seed (rye and vetch) 28.43

Total $287.17

Compare this expense with the tables for

the third orchard and it is plain to see that

much of the work done on an inter-crop
must be done anyway to keep the ground
between the trees in condition, so an inter-

crop turns in a larger dividend than the fig-

ures seem to show. Here are the tabulated

results from all four orchards :

Inter-crop Net Eipenie
Profit of Upkeep

$27.09 $37.01
20.90 4.23

56.57 110.16

287.17

Orchards No.Treci Total Upkeep
Expense

1 429
2 197
3 2,550
4 2,500

$64.10
25.13

166.73

287.17

5,676 $543.13 $104.56 $438.57

ITEMS FROM THE BOOKKEEPING DEPART-
MENT

Fixed Investment

Cost of land (140 acres at $40 an

acre) $5,600.00

Building road 491.80

Making pond 95.50

Potato cellar 783.78

Barn 3,264.96

Two farm cottages with water-

works 4,775.41
Shed 212.74

Orchards set 3.383.32

Total $18,607.51

Farm Equipment
Team, wagon, harness $800.00
Tools and machinery 432.48

Total $1,232.48

Maintenance Account

Upkeep of private road $25.00
Net upkeep expense of orchards

for first year 438.57
Teamster and horses 1,000.00

Total $1,463.57

In the maintenance account the expense
of the team is listed at $1,000.00. In our

locality team work can be hired at $4.00 a

day. There are about 300 working days in

etic as well as practical features. Here is some of

wood lot, where, in late June, it makes a wonderfu

a year, but only an average of 1 50 of these

are spent on actual operations on the or-

chard land. Many days are stormy, and

during the winter there are only odd jobs
about the farm to attend to. In all the lists

of operations here given where team work
is used, the farm team has been charged in

the account at $4.00 a day, so that about

$600.00 should be deducted from the main-

tenance account for the team as direct re-

turns from the team to accounts we have
considered. So far in the farm develop-
ment we have found it cheaper to hire other

team work by the day, or growing season,
rather than to keep more than one work
team on the place, for we have only enough
chore work in the winter for one team.

The expense of maintaining the orchard
for the first year is all that is considered
here. We cannot see how this expense can
be lessened for any year until the filler trees

begin to bear, unless the inter-crops can be

made more profitable as the soil begins to

get in better shape. The returns which we
hope for when the orchard comes into bear-

ing are only dreams as yet.

The expenses of running the barn and our

house and gardens are not counted in here.

This is a statement of the business end.

THE FINAL RESULTS

Yet it would be perhaps unfair to the

enterprise and to those who have followed

its development in these pages to omit all

mention of the health, the fun and experi-
ence which we have gained on the farm.

In these days much is written of the bene-

fits of going "back to the land," but too

frequently it is of an unpractical nature.

The inspiration of a return to more natural

conditions, the freedom and sunshine of the

country as opposed to the city these are all

very well, but they are not of the pocket-
book.

We have tried to look at the whole ex-

perience as a strictly business proposition,
and to consider all the elements that af-

fect it as such. The far-sighted business
man or woman considers more than actual

coin of the realm. By no means is the
condition of the coiner to be omitted from
the summing up. Even though the money

returns be reduced,
the enterprise may be
considered successful
if its close finds one
in better condition,
with more actual
earning power, than
in the beginning.
Our farm has done

this for us. It has
been fun and down-
right hard work. We
have gained in health
and in working ca-

pacity. The experi-
ence of new things
has been stored away
and capitalized, and
it will increase in

value as the farm de-

velops. These things
are real assets ; they
are a part of the busi-

ness end of the game
as well as of the

inspirational. They
should never be omit-

the laurel blooming ted in counting the

1 display cost of farming.
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SEEN IN THE SHOPS
The addresses of shops where the articles

shown on these pages can be procured
will be furnished on application. Pur-
chases can be made through the House

& Garden Shopping Service.

For a few of the
smaller cut flowers
comes this vase of

white Venetian glass,
4 1/2" high. It costs $6

Some of the newest Doulton tableware in Colonial

shapes* mellow cream body color and soft tinted

flowers. The prices range from $3.25 a dozen for

bread-and-butter plates to $1.25 each for meat platters

I

-'

Topped with natural
colored fruit and
leaves, the cracker

jar of Venetian glass, -

8" high, sells for $9

A Venetian

glass rose

jar w i t h
natural col-

ored leaves.

White, $8;
green or
amber, $9.

Height, 7^/2
"

Part of another attractive table set in definite, harmo-
nious tints. The fruit saucers cost $1.50 a dozen; oat-

meal saucers, $4.20 a dozen; twelve soup plates, $4;
and the large meat platters, 1 0" long, are $ 1 each

The complete breakfast set and tray are always desirable. This one is of American
porcelain with wreath design in variegated colors. The tray is made of birch stained

mahogany color, and measures 15" x 2 1 ". The complete set, with tray, may be had for $5

ittfa MM MM

ill
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Ambitious birds can perch
at any height in this tall

cage. Wire, enameled any
color, 32" high, with hooks
for night curtain, $4.75

Some specially priced glass-
ware for country houses.
The costs are from 80 cents
a dozen for small saucers
to 65 cents for the half-

gallon ice - water pitcher
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For the birds' table these Peter
Pan cups are now available. One
for food and the other for water,
2 1/2' high, with imitation bird on
the water tin, 75 cents each

This outside lantern of cast

bronze, fitted for candle* or elec-

tricity, is hand-finished and serv-

iceable. Antique green, glass

easily removable for cleaning, $ I 5

Ivory enamel dressing table upholstered in blue silk

figured armure ard with swinging mirrors, $40. Chair
to match, $9.50. Blue damask-covered table set, $19

TTT: JJ-LJL

Sunflower seeds to use on the birds'
lunch counter comes now in attrac-
tive green cloth bags tied with straw.
The bag and contents cost 35 cents

Very fine crystal glassware with a
cut line and border design. The
special prices for the different types
are from $5.75 to $6.25 a dozen

For the small flower bed comes this

green English watering can, with long
spout to reach the roots of the plants.
Made of painted tin and costs $2

The Colonial design slat-back chair
is in perfect keeping with braided
rugs. Black enamel with colored
scenic decorations on slats, $11.25
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YOUR ALL-YEAR GARDEN
Opening the Spring Campaign in Greenhouse, Frames and Out-of-doors Garden

Preparedness and What It Really Accomplishes Vegetables, Flowers, Shrubs and Fruits

F. F. ROCKWELL
The Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' questions pertaining
to individual problems connected with the gardens and the

grounds. With inquiries send self-addressed stamped envelope.

THIS
month's activities in the greenhouse and

in the frames take precedence over every-

thing else.

The first thing to be done in the greenhouse
after the early seeds are carefully

sown, tagged and covered with glass

and put in a warm place to germinate,
is to make a general overhauling of all

plants which have been carried through
the winter. A plant that is about to

begin or has just begun new growth
is in an ideal condition for re-potting,

cutting back, trimming into shape, di-

viding or whatever treatment it may
need. Plants of the sort which can
be kept for many years in the green-
house or house, such as ferns, be-

gonias, rex leaved begonias, fuchsias,

palms, etc., should be re-potted once a

year, using until they have attained full

size, a pot 1" or so larger in diam-
eter than the old one. Usually a

plant which has not been kept too long
in the pot in which it has been grow-
ing will slip out quite readily when
the pot is inverted, the plant held be-

tween the fingers of the left hand and
the edge of the pot rapped sharply
on the edge of the bench or table. If

this fails to bring it out, give it a thor-

ough soaking and try again after

several hours when the surplus water
has drained off. Always avoid break-

ing the ball of root in getting the

plant out. In the case of old plants
which have to go back into the same
sized pots, loosen up the ball of roots

carefully with the fingers, shake off

or wash off the soil, and re-pot. If it

is necessary to use the same pot, wash
and scrub it thoroughly inside and
out.

Almost as important as the re-pot-
ting in the case of branching, semi-
hard wooded plants, such as geraniums,
is the thorough pruning or cutting back
at the time of re-potting, to induce the

production of new growth which
should be kept as near the base as

possible in order to avoid a scraggly, top-heavy
plant. I often cut them back to a bare stub leav-

ing perhaps a branch with a few leaves, and cut

that branch back later after the other new

When pot-started seedlings are well under way,
transplant them to larger quarters, being careful

not to injure the roots or expose them unduly
during the operation

growth has started and fresh leaves have formed.
BEGINNING THE SPRING CAMPAIGN

The various summer flowering bulbs, cannas
and dahlias which you may wish to start

early, and the tenderer things, such
as calladium, "elephants' ears," and
tuberous rooted begonias, should be
started now. With these it is best to

start the bulbs slightly before potting
them up; then you will be sure which
are alive and also sure of getting them
right side up. For extra flowers put
a few gladioli also in small pots. To
start the bulbs, put them between two
layers of damp moss in a flat and place
them over hot water pipes or in some
other hot place. The bulbs will usually
start before the roots, but do not de-

lay the potting long after the growth
has once begun. All of these things
need a good deal of moisture ; the pots
should, therefore, be sunk in the soil

or packed in moss so that they can be

kept sufficiently moist. Care should
be exercised, however, to have them
thoroughly hardened off before they
are put out-of-doors, as a 'light, late

frost will spoil their looks even if it

does not kill them back to the ground.
As soon as these things are attended

to, see that you have on hand plenty
of the things you will need when seed-

lings, cuttings and bulbs are ready for

transplanting and potting off. Get in

your soil, manure or bone, mix it to-

gether and sift it ; it will be much
better for having been prepared thus
a week or two in advance of the time

you want to use it.

As the seedlings, cuttings, bulbs, etc.,

start into growth, they should be given
a temperature sufficiently high to keep
them growing evenly and rapidly, but

in addition to this they need abundance
of sunlight or else they will not be

"drawn-lip." Plenty of fresh air is

also essential. If you have to make
a partial sacrifice of any of these con-

(Continued on page 80)

Early started lettuce, beets, cauliflower, etc., can
be set out in the frames as soon as danger from
frost under the glass is over. Ventilate by rais-

ing the sash at midday

Attend to all necessary prun-
ing before the warmer weather
starts the sap. Later on the

tree would "bleed"

If you have not yet made up the hotbed, no time
should be lost in getting at it. Straw mats or
other covering should be provided as protection

on extra cold nights

In pruning with a saw make a
preliminary under-cut so that
the branch will come off

cleanly and not "strip"
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THE TELLING TOUCH OF SHADES AND SHIELDS
AGNES FOSTER

Questions on house furnishing and decoration will be ansu'ered promptly and
without charge by this department. Readers desiring color schemes will kindly
state exposure of the room. Fabrics and- articles shown here can be purchased
through House r Garden. A self-addressed stamped envelope should be enclosed.

THE
ultimate telling touch is given a room

by lamps and shades. They act as the

jewels to a costume, enlivening and enrich-

ing, accenting the general scheme by small brilliant

color spots. This color note can be strong, accent-

ing whatever color one desires to bring out in a
room ;

or again, may soften the general effect. In
whatever capacity they are the magical, final es-

sential to a perfect interior.

Red and green lined wicker shades, which once
predominated, have been supplanted of late by
subtle combinations of silk, of chiffon, of cre-

tonne, of vellum, and even of tin.

USES FOR SILK SHADES

Silk shades have a dual career:

they may be one thing during the

day and another at night. Thus a
shade of grey gauze is quiet and un-

obtrusive during the day's hours, but

lit, an unexpected glow of color is

shed over the room, due to the rich

orange lining. An inkling of this

transformation of colorful light is

given by a plain scalloped band at the
bottom edged with orange. This
takes the place of a fringe, and is an
unusual and engaging substitution.

Such a combination is excellent for
a grey room. The usual choice in a

grey room is rose tan being pro-
hibitive but sometimes rose will not
work out with the rest of the color
scheme. So the grey and orange
combination is a pleasing variation. The lining
must be heavy and a full value of color. A
black or orange lacquered standard suits admir-
ably such a shade.

Striped silks are full of possibilities for shades.
For the bedroom comes a striped dull robin's egg
blue or yellow or sage green combined with deep
cream and narrow lines of
black. These shades may
be made six-sided with the
silk drawn over the top to

hide the bulb and ugly
wires. The covered top
throws a softened shadow
upward, but reduces the
amount of light. The bot-
tom of the shade may be
edged with a narrow uncut
silk fringe ; at the top edge
the fringe may be cut

away, leaving only the

heading. If carefully
sewed on this will not
ravel. At the center top a
little rosette may be made
of the fringe. As a suit-
able standard, use a
wooden candlestick o f

deep cream with stripes of
blue or green as the case
may be, and with a tiny
line of black to give it the
desired "snap." The use

For a drop-light in the dining-
room comes this shade painted
in ivory and delft blue. $60

A black-
b o r d ered
-hi. -Id that

Light en-
riches the
brilliant
plumage of
the bird on
this shield.

$1.50

gives an in-

teresting sil-

h o u e 1 1 e.

$2.50

of a small amount of black on a shade is always
good, as it keys up any color combination.

A library shade can be made of striped Shiki

silk combining mulberry, gold, cream and black,

with a gold and black fringe. Used with a

greyish-white crackle bowl, this makes a very
handsome ensemble. Striped taffetas in pastel
shades make up well for bedrooms or boudoir

lamps when finished with a small ruche of the

same silk.

Plain taffeta of rose with a chiffon stretched or
shirred over it also makes a good boudoir shade.

There is something very feminine about taffetas

and chiffons.

TYPES OF EDGING

A straight double fold of the chif-

fon showing the selvage edge is a
new finish in place of fringe. It

always saves a great amount of
bother and expense if a shade can
be finished by a ruche or ruffle or
such a band, as we well know the

difficulty of matching fringes and

guimpes. One may always resort to

the metal galoon, but this cheapens a

shade and gives it a department store

look.

Stiff taffeta pinked on either edge
makes an attractive ruche. A fine

quality of sateen may be treated in

the same way, and applied to a linen
or cretonne shade, the color desired

being brought out by the plain col-

ored sateen. Metal laces and insertions may be
made more interesting and unusual by running
through them several strands of heavy silk floss.

On a pale gold silk shade put a gold insertion
and run through it strands of brilliant green and
one of black. This gives just the smart finish

needed in the effect

COLOR COMBINATIONS

There are several com-
binations of silk that pro-
duce an indefinable but
attractive coloring. Cham-
pagne lined with pink, yel-
low, rose or orange; grey
lined with any of these;
buff combined with strong
blue always excellent in

a Colonial room; and yel-
low and mulberry make
an excellent combination.

Shades should never be
lined with dead white un-
less the greatest light

power is essential. Use a
cream or any of the neu-
tral tints that harmonize
with the silk selected. It

is well to put a cheese-
cloth interlining. It adds
to the richness and pre-
vents the bulb from show-

(Continucd on page 72)

Intricately and exquis-
itely made, this shade
suits its painted base.

Shade, $12; base, $10

In the center above is

a lamp of unusual shape
for the dressing table

Mulberry, black and
gold silk with black and
gold fringe. Shade, $12:
crackleware jar, $15

A rose shade shelters a
bit of old Chelsea fitted

up as a bedroom lamp.
Shade, $10; base, $15

The dressing table lamp
shown above is done in

ivory and delft blue. $60

Peacock chintz on vellum.

Shield, $3; standard, $4.50

A richly glazed Chinese

design chintz goes well
with a deep cream bowl.

Shade, $10; bowl, $12
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Spring Building

WOULD
you like to

see pictured and de-

scribed some of the

newest ideas in cosy, artistic

cottages and bungalows?

Would you like to study

room-arrangement, decora-

tion, color-schemes, furni-

ture, rugs, draperies and a

thousand and one other sim-

ilar suggestions?

If these subjects interest

then surely you will want
the forthcoming April

Spring Building Number
This attractive issue contains,

in addition to its unusual valuable

suggestions for the summer home-

builder, a host of illustrations

and text about home-furnishing
and interior decorating garden-

ing, rose, shrub and vegetable

planting dogs and birds, an-

tiques, etc., etc.

Each article and picture is se-

lected as if especially for you
with a view to beautifying your
home and securing more comfort

both indoors and out.

You need this April number.

You will find it an excellent ex-

ample of what is offered each

month. A small investment of $3
for a yearly subscription (twelve

exceptional numbers) may save

you $300, or even $3,000 or more,
because of its many valuable sug-

gestions on building, which are

practical ;
on gardening, which

pleases, and on decorating and

furnishing, which harmonize and
make your home attractive.

Special Introductory Offer

Or, if you prefer, you may take

advantage of our trial subscrip-
tion offer (to new subscribers)
for six forthcoming issues, at the

special introductory price of $1.

You will find House & Garden
brimful of helpful suggestions.
Because of its helpfulness, you
will find it indispensable in sup-

plying your every-day needs.

Let your subscription start

with the April Spring Building
Number. It is not necessary even

to write a letter. The coupon is

easier and quicker.

Send the Coupon today.

Read "At Your Senice," opposite column

Introductory Coupon Offer

House 8: Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York
As per your introductory offer please send
me the next five numbers of HOUSE & GAR-
DEN beginning with April (Spring Building
Number). On receipt of bill I will remit
trial subscription price of $1. (Regular
subscription $3.)

Or, I enclose herewith $1, for which send me
the next six numbers, beginning with April.

Name
nd adrlrfm very plainly. )

Address

.City and State
H G 3-16

OUR
readers are urged to study and use this index as a buying guide. Yo't will find each

o/er stands jor quality, dependability and value that your wants, at all times, will receive

prompt and courteous attention Jrom the advertiser. // there are any other subjects in wftich

you are interested and you do notfind them belou -do not hesitate to 05^ us. Whateaer in-

formation you may desire, to meet all requirements, ice iill gladly supply.
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At Your Service

DO you want informa-
tion about building,

lighting, heating or

ventilating systems?
About roofing, wall-

board, painting, flooring,

drainage, fireplaces or ce-

ment?
The hundreds of modern

ideas constantly being sug-

gested by leading architects

for improving the home

making it more comfortable
and livable are yours for

the asking.

Helpful Information

Whether you are planning a

home or have already built, you
will want to know more about all

new appliances and methods.

House & Garden, through its

service, will keep you well in-

formed and may be the means of

saving you many costly mistakes

besides adding to your comfort.

We have found a way to answer
all your questions. Without ex-

pense you can secure information

on any of the subjects indicated

in the coupon below or others that

you may select.

Check the subjects that interest

you. Others will suggest them-
selves. We will answer as many
questions as you choose, relating
to all phases of building, re-

modeling, repairing, gardening,

decorating, furnishing or refur-

nishing in fact, everything per-

taining to the subject of the

home and its surroundings.
Our only consideration is that

you are sincere in your desire for

information that you will advise

us whether the service supplies

your wants and meets all your re-

quirements.

Your Question Answered

You may enclose the coupon be-

low in an envelope, or paste it on
a postal. Or, if you prefer, you
may write a letter.

We will see that you are sup-
plied witli the kind of information
that may possibly save you many
dollars surely time and energy,
perhaps ill spent.

Let House & Garden Informa-
tion Service solve your every liv-

ing problem.

Send the Coupon Today
Read "Spring Building" opposite

Free Information Coupon
House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

I would like to know more about the subjects
checked or outlined In the letter attached. Please
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Fine carved Walnut Settee covered in NeedleworR of the early 18th Century

Furniture Covered with Old Needlework
The model illustrated is quite interesting, as here the sofa form is

seen to have become more pronounced than in earlier settees, the back
being now quite low.

The carving of these sofas -was sometimes partly gilt, giving a very
rich effect, which -was enhanced by the mellow tones of the woodwork.
The needlework covering, largely gros point, with fine petit point panels,
in seat and arms, -was much used at this time. It became the vogue,
owing to the prominence given to it between 1690 and 1695 by King
William's Consort, the artistic and industrious Queen Mary. Many pieces
worked by her own hands for furniture at Hampton Court Palace were
on exhibition there for years.

The obvious advantage of making selections from the largest collec-
tion of very fine Furniture in America is further strengthened by the
availability, here, of genuine Needlework of late XVII and early XVIII
Century origin for covering Chairs, Settees and other pieces contem-
poraneous in style.

W. (B. J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Furniture Makers

Floor Coverings 6 Fabrics

Fifth Avenue and Forty-Seventh Street New YorK
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YOU can have a Garden like this IN JUNE THIS YEAR

If You Plant Meehan's Evergreens

Shrubs and Hardy Flowers this Spring

Put Your Planting Problems

Up to MEEHAN
Meehan Service personal, individual

service superior because it is the result

of sixty years of cumulative experience
is at your command.

Expert Advice Free

No matter whether your home-grounds are large or limited

in area, write us, question us freely. If one acre, or less,

your letter will be assigned to, and answered by, an expert

plantsman, who has studied your section, knows its climatic

and soil conditions, and will give you practical and helpful

suggestions accordingly. This preliminary advice is offered

you without charge and without obligation.

The Landscape Department
For properties of more than one acre, or those presenting

unusual or intricate problems, correspondence should be

opened direct with the Landscape Department, Thomas

Meehan & Sons, Mt. Airy, Pa.

Meehan's Japanese Maples
We offer this season, at greatly reduced prices, an Amer-

icanized, acclimated, absolutely hardy strain of the popular

Japanese Maple in all its charming varieties- the crowning
success of 40 years of careful selection and effort.

These Maples are broad, bushy, symmetrical specimens,
all are growing on their own roots and are essentially

distinct in other desirable particulars from the ordinary

imported, grafted kind.

Note this big reduction in cost

Last year grafted Japanese Maples, 2 to 5 ft. high, sold

everywhere at from $3 to $10 each. This year, you can

get from us the choicest, most brilliant sorts, of our Amer-

ican-grown, own-root strain, 2 to 5 ft., at from $1 to $5
each. In tree-form, up to $7 each.

Thousands of Charming Homes
All over the country owe their beautiful setting of
Trees, Shrubs and Hardy Flowering Plants to Meehan
service and Meehan stock. It may be wise, therefore,
for you to learn about us before deciding what you
are going to do to make YOUR home beautiful.
Better write us at once TODAY. If you say so,
we will send you our Hand-book of Trees and Hardy
Plants, for 1916, FREE.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
THE PIONEER NURSERYMEN OF AMERICA

6740 Chew St., Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Old Trees for New Sites

(Continued from page 44)

moved. After the ball is clamped
tight, it is undermined and one edge
of the strong platform inserted and
the ball pulled up on to it and fas-

tened. It is then ready to transport.

How THE MOVING is DONE

The transportation of a tree is

purely a mechanical problem, and
upon the apparatus available depends
the size of the tree which can be
moved. If a tree is to go only a

very short distance a platform can
be forced under it and the whole
moved on rollers by means of block
and tackle. For longer distances

various specially designed heavy
trucks are employed. The largest
now in use is of all steel construc-
tion and has an estimated capacity of

thirty tons.

In the case of evergreens the plat-
form upon which the ball of earth
rests is drawn up on the truck and
fastened with ropes. If too tall to

go under wires or bridges they are
laid down with the trunk supported
by a cradle. For deciduous trees

without leaves there is no need of
the platform. Over the four wheels
of the truck is a cradle upon which
the trunk of the tree rests, raising
the roots from the ground and let-

ting the top trail behind. The trunk
is well protected from injury at

points of contact with the cradle by
means of burlap and wooden cleats.

The cradle is securely attached to'

the standing tree which is then pulled
over by tackle and screw. For small-

er trees a two-wheeled truck of very
simple design is used.

SUCCESS IN REPLANTING

In planting, the process of loading
is reversed. The central part of the

hole should be about 15" deep, the

outer part about 6". The tendency in

planting is to set too deep. If the

ground is poor it should be excavated
to a depth of 2' and refilled with

good soil.

One of the essentials of success in

planting is to avoid a serious disturb-

ance of the balance between root and
crown. Since in moving a tree con-

siderable injury to the roots cannot
be prevented, even with the most

painstaking methods, it is necessary
to reduce the top to conform. This

is more important with deciduous

trees than with evergreens as the lat-

ter are removed with a ball and re-

quire less moisture than broad leaf

trees.

One of the best ways to prune a

crown, though by no means the easi-

est, is to cut back the tree from 1

to 4' all around and then thin a

little from the inside. This results in

dense growth all over the outside of

the tree. If the top shoots grow too

rapidly in proportion to the lower,

they should be nipped back in May
or June to give the others a chance.

If several shoots sprout out from
the pruned limbs all should be re-

moved except the thriftiest in order

to restore the natural appearance of

the crown.
It is essential that transplanted

trees should have water enough dur-

ing the summer, but on the other

hand if the soil is kept saturated for

a considerable length of time the tree

will be killed. The latter condition

is very likely to occur where trees

are planted in low, swampy ground,
or near the shore, or in soil under-
laid with stiff clay or hardpan. The
remedy in this case is proper drain-

age. Trees moved with a ball of

earth need close watching to prevent

drying out, as the ball gets dry

quickly. The soil should be examined

every two weeks during dry weather,
and care taken to keep it mellow and

only slightly moist.

WATERING THE TREE

The most satisfactory way of get-

ting water into the ball of earth is

to make a small mound just inside

the edge of the ball and fill this

shallow basin with water. About 2"

of water should be applied at a time.

To keep the surface of the ground
from baking it should be finely culti-

vated to a depth of 2" or 3". A layer

of leaf mold or manure on top will

serve as a mulch.
The success with moving large

trees requires careful and painstak-

ing work and constant attention to

detail. If the work is poorly done,
the tree will either die outright or

never recover its former vigor and

beauty. For the man who is willing
to wait for trees to grow or cannot
afford the expense of moving large

trees, the planting of smaller sizes is

recommended. But for the person
who desires immediate results or

wishes to fill the void caused by the

loss of old trees from storm or dis-

ease, the modern methods of tree

moving afford a satisfactory solution

of the problem.

Strawberries, Home Grown

(Continued from page 16)

strawberry plant are the best, and so

the old stock is usually discarded after

two or three bearings. The best way
to do is to take, every year, fresh run-

ners from the mature plants, thus re-

plenishing the stock and keeping some

always coming along. Pots may be

sunk under the new runners in June
and July, and they will soon be filled

with thriving roots that are excellent

for fall planting. Such a plan, con-

sistently followed out, makes the

strawberry bed a permanent, self-re-

producing thing from year to year.

Care must, of course, be taken to

maintain the proper proportion be-

tween bearing plants and the non-

producinR runners. .
This is not a

difficult thing to do if you remember
the principle of the thing, which, af-

ter the bed is well established, is sim-

ply to keep enough runners on hand
to replace those old plants which
must be discarded every year. This is

the best way to keep the crop fully

up to standard. If the bed is allowed
to run down, either through poor soil

or the age of its contents, it ceases to

deserve a place in the garden.
The matter of the best varieties to

plant in the home berry patch is large-

ly a question of individual preference.

Many excellent sorts are listed by the

supply houses, and one can hardly go
wrong in selecting almost any of them.

For the sake of definiteness, however,

special mention might be made of

Early Ozark, Chesapeake, Early Jer-

sey Giant, Late Jersey Giant, and
Fendall.
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What is

an Internal Bath?
By R. W. Beal

UCH has been said and
volumes have been writ-

ten describing at length

the many kinds of baths

civilized man has in-

dulged in from time to

time. Every possible re-

source of the human mind has been

brought into play to fashion new
methods of bathing, but, strange as

it may seem, the most important, as

well as the most beneficial of all

baths, the "Internal Bath," has been

given little thought. The reason for

this is probably due to the fact that

few people seem to realize the tre-

mendous part that internal bathing

plays in the acquiring and maintain-

ing of health.

If you were to ask a dozen people

to define an internal bath, you would

have as many different definitions,

and the probability is that not one

of them would be correct. To avoid

any misconception as to what consti-

tutes an internal bath, let it be said

that a hot water enema is no more
an internal bath than a bill of fare

is a dinner.

If it were possible and agreeable
to take the great mass of thinking

people to witness an average post-

mortem, the sights they would see

and the things they would learn

would prove of such lasting benefit

and impress them so profoundly that

further argument in favor of internal

bathing would be unnecessary to con-

vince them. Unfortunately, however,
it is not possible to do this, profitable

as such an experience would doubt-

less prove to be. There is, then, only
one other way to get this informa-

tion into their hands, and that is by
acquainting them with such knowl-

edge as will enable them to appre-
ciate the value of this long-sought-
for, health-producing necessity.

Few people realize what a very
little thing is necessary sometimes to

improve their physical condition.

Also, they have almost no conception
of how a little carelessness, indif-

ference or neglect can be the funda-
mental cause of the most virulent

disease. For instance, that universal

disorder from which almost all hu-

manity is suffering, known as "con-

stipation," "auto-intoxication," "auto-

infection," and a multitude of other

terms, is not only curable but pre-
ventable through the consistent prac-
tice of internal bathing.
How many people realize that nor-

mal functioning of the bowels and a
clean intestinal tract make it impossi-
ble to become sick? "Man of to-day
is only fifty per cent, efficient." Re-
duced to simple English, this means
that most men are trying to do a
man's portion of work on h?1f a
man's power. This applies equally to
women.

That it is impossible to continue to
do this indefinitely must be apparent
to all. Nature never intended the
delicate human organism to be
operated on a hundred per cent, over-
load. A machine could not stand
this and not break down, and the
body certainly cannot do more than a
machine. There is entirely too much
unnecessary and avoidable sickness in
the world.

How many people can you name,
including yourself, who are physically
vigorous, healthy and strong? The
number is appallingly small.

It is not a complex matter to keep
in condition, but it takes a little time,

and in these strenuous days people
have time to do everything else neces- I

sary for the attainment of happiness
but the most essential thing of all

that of giving their bodies their

proper care.

Would you believe that five to ten

minutes of time devoted to systematic
internal bathing can make you
healthy and maintain your physical
efficiency indefinitely? Granting that

such a simple procedure as this will

do what is claimed for it, is it not
worth while to learn more about that

which will accomplish this end? In-

ternal Bathing will do this, and it will

do it for people of all ages and in all

conditions of health and disease.

People don't seem to realize,

strange to say, how important it is

to keep the body free from accumu-

lated body-waste (poisons). Their

doing so would prevent the absorp-
tion into the blood of the poisonous
excretions of the body, and health

would be the inevitable result.

If you would keep your blood pure,

your heart normal, your eyes clear,

your complexion clean, your mind

keen, your blood pressure normal,

your nerves relaxed, and be able to

enjoy the vigor of youth in your de-

clining years, practice internal bath-

ing and begin to-day.
Now that your attention has been

called to the importance of internal

bathing, it may be that a number of

questions will suggest themselves to

your mind. You will probably want
to know WHAT an Internal Bath is,

WHY people should take them, and
the WAY to take them. These and
countless other questions are all an-

swered in a booklet entitled "THE
WHAT. THE WHY and THE
WAY OF INTERNAL BATHING."
written by Dr. Chas. A. Tyrrell, the

inventor of the "J. B. L. Cascade,"
whose life-long study and research

along this line make him the pre-
eminent authority on this subject.

Not only has internal bathing saved

and prolonged Dr. Tyrrell's own life,

but the lives of a multitude of hope-
less individuals have been equally

spared and prolonged. No book has

ever been written containing such a

vast amount of practical information

to the business man, the worker, and
the housewife: all that is necessary
to secure this book is to write to Dr.

Chas. A. Tyrrell at Number 134 West
65th Street. New York City, and
mention having read this article in

HOUSE & GARDFN, and same will be

immediately mailed to you free of all

cost or obligation.

Perhaps you realize now, more
than ever, the truth of these state-

ments, and if the reading of this ar-

ticle will result in a proper apprecia-
tion on your part of the value of in-

ternal bathing, it will have served its

purpose. What you will want to do
now is to avail yourself of the oppor-
tunity for learning more about the

subject, and your writing for this

book will give you that information.
Do not put off doing this, but send
for the book now while the matter is

fresh in your mind.
"Procrastination is the thief of

time." A thief is one who steals

something. Don't allow procrastina-
tion to cheat you out of your oppor-
tunity to get this valuable informa-
tion which is free for the asking. If

you would be natural, be healthy. It

is unnatural to be sick. Why be un-
natural, when it is such a simple
thing to be well? (Advertisement)

His Favorite Remedy
These days physicians prescribe Home Billiards

to keep the whole family rolling in health/ All that

the doctor calls for now is to take his own medi-

cine on the Brunswick "Baby Grand." This

famous home table brings 33 carom and pocket

billiard games. Year-round sport that banishes

brain fag, aids digestion and puts new blood into

folks u'ho work all Jay!

Send for our catalog at once, and join this

movement for "home preparedness."

BRUNSWICK

Home Billiard

Tables
Now $27 Up Pay lOc a Day

Whether mansion or cottage
there's a grown man's Bruns-

wick made to fit your home.

Brunswick "Grand", and "Baby
Grand" are made of genuine San

Domingo mahogany richly in-

laid.

Our "Quick Demountable"
can be set up in a jiffy anywhere,
and taken down quickly when
not in use.

"Convertible" Brunswicks
serve as perfect dining and

library tables when not in play
for carom or pocket billiards.

Scientific Qualities

Every Brunswick is a scien-

tific table with ever-level bil-

liard bed, celebrated Monarch
cushions life! speed! and ac-

curacy ! Why be content with

a toy billiard table when We a

dav buys a genuine Brunswick!

Balls, Cues, Etc., FREE !

Complete High Class Playing
Outfit included without extra
cost Rack, Markers, Balls,

Cues, Cue-Clamps, Tips, Chalk,

expert book of 33 games, etc.

30-Day Home Trial

Accept our trial offer and let

the Brunswick win every mem-
ber of the family. Factory

prices, easy payment plan and
all Brunswick Home Tables

shown in our handsome color-

book "Billiards The Home
Magnet." It's FREE. Write or
mail the coupon today.

This Brings Billiard Book FREE

The Bruiuwick-Balke-Collender Co.

| D,pl. 29 T. K3-M3 S. W.b.ih A.enue, Clik.,o

Send free, postpaid, your color-book

"Billiards-The Home Magnet"
and tell about your free trial offer.

Crand" Combination
C?rom and Pocket Table

.

' '
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Garden Equipment
WHATEVER

is necessary for the care of

the Garden from the Dibbler for Plant-

ing to the Basket for Gathering may be ob-

tained in its most approved form at this store.

A few of the implements individually and in

sets are shown below. The complete line is

in an illustrated booklet which we will gladly
send you on request.

GARDEN BASKET
of willow in
oak or dark
green, lined
with leather-
ette and con-

taining every
requisite for
proper care of
t h e garden.
Price complete,
$10.50. Other
baskets fully
equipped from
$6 to $19.

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS
/. Dibbler, jot plant-

ing.
- ... 25c

2. Bulb Planter,
With leather sheath. $1

3. Garden Trowel, 30c
with long handle, SOc

4. Garden Fork, SOc
with long handle, SOc

5. Grabber, for weed-

ing.
- - - - S6c

LONG HANDLED TOOL SETS
of four pieces as shown. Three
sizes, No. 4, $3.38; No. 5, $5.25;
No. 6, $6.

A substantial oak case
containing the nine neces-
sary implements for cor-
rect and comfortable
gardening, $9. Similar
set in heavy cardboard
case, $6.50.

It Pays to Buy The Bus I

45th Street and 6th Avenue, New York

To the left, a detail study of Banksia roses; to
the right, peach blossoms; both of which ap-

pear this month in Southern gardens

IN SOUTHERN GARDENS
JULIA LESTER DILLON

Inquiries for this department receive prompt attention. Please en-
close a self-addressed, stamped envelope for reply.

With peach trees covering the or-
chards with dainty pink bloom, plum
trees showering their snowy petals
on the hillsides, Banksia roses filling
the gardens with masses of primrose,
yellow flowers that fill the air with a
delicate fragrance like freshly culled

violets, and all the spring bulbs and
shrubs radiant with blossoms, it

would be easy to forget that March
is the time for much garden work.

Seed sowing comes first, and if the
orders have not gone in, it is high
time to send them off. Go over the

books carefully. Go over the borders
more carefully. Then make out the
list of annuals and perennials that

can be used. Certainly it is hard to

make a list short enough to come
within the usual one-tenth acre of

ground that is allotted to most city
and suburban gardens, but by prun-
ing it can be done.

NASTURTIUMS AND VERBENAS

Nasturtiums are for the sunny bor-
ders with alyssum, snapdragons and
verbenas for early summer bloom,
zinnias and helianthus for the mid-
summer days, and petunias and mari-

golds, if there is room, as well as

asters and salvias, cosmos and agera-
tum for the autumn days.
The mammoth varieties of ver-

benas in rose, white, pink, deep pur-

ple and pale lavender will give blos-

soms in the borders for many months.
Planted in March in boxes, they may
be transplanted in May and will be-

gin to bloom in June, going on stead-

ily until frost, and then, if separated,

coming into bloom the second year

very early indeed sometimes in Feb-

ruary and March. By planting a few
kinds each year, one is certain of

fresh stock and of keeping the colors

true.

The Antirrhinums also require
March planting in the boxes for early
summer bloom. Nothing can be love-

lier than the pink and white varieties

mingled with the deeper crimsons
and maroons. The yellow and orange
and scarlet tones are equally effec-

tive, but these, as well as all other

crimsons and scarlets, must be kept
far apart. The snapdragons are as

desirable for their fragrance as for

their brilliance. They easily winter

outdoors and bloom the second

'spring.

The seed of Salvia splcndens, burn-

ing bush and bonfire, needs especial
care in planting and until germina-
tion takes place. They are too well
known to need commendation, for no
plants are more used and none more
abused. They are thoroughly reli-

able and effective and have a very
long season. When used with the
darker shrubbery backgrounds they
are much more distinctive than when
massed in heavy groups at the base
of buildings or along drives and bor-
ders. The color is so strong that the

green of the foliage intermingled with
the glowing flower spikes makes a
far more attractive picture than if

they are planted alone.
For early bloom the rich coloring

and brilliant effects of the nastur-
tiums cannot be equaled by any other

plants. They are tender and the cold

nips them easily, but March is the
time to plant. They do not require a

very rich soil, but must have the sun-
shine. The dwarf varieties are better

for edging borders or for bedding,
the tall ones for climbing and to

cover rough ground. These are the

only flowers I know that may be

safely planted in mixed colors. The
velvety richness of their lovely flower
faces never clashes. The nasturtiums
must be planted in the open and if

the trench system is used the root
formation is deeper and they are bet-

ter able to withstand the heat and
dry weather than otherwise.

ZINNIAS

Dwarf large-flowering zinnias in

scarlet are most attractive for border

edgings where there is plenty of

green and an unknown quantity of
white all around. They should be
planted where they are to bloom and
thinned out as they require more
room. The giant varieties in white
and scarlet are good and there is one
salmon pink that is charming in color
and outline. Once with a marked
accent I succeeded in bringing true
to name the crimson variety in these
flowers. They were wonderfully rich

in color and marvels in size. Since
that time all my crimson zinnias have
had a marked magenta tinge and have
therefore had to be uprooted. I try
them no more the scarlet and white
are enough for close quarters. Where

(Continued on page 58)
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Whatever
is worth growing
either in flowers or

_
vegetables you will find

listed in Dreer s Garden Book
for 1916 all the standard, tested

varieties as well as the season's best
novelties. Full instructions as to what
to plant, when to plant, how to plant
are included, making it an invaluable

guide-book for the amateur or profes-
sional gardener.
It contains cultural articles written by ex-
perts ; 288 pages ; four color and four duo-
tone plates.
The newest Roses, the best Dahlias, and
Dreer's Improved Hardy Perennials are given
special prominence.
It features a number of noteworthy special-

i
ties in Vegetables, Sweet Peas, Asters and
Phlox.

[Mailed fret to you if you mention this publication.

tm.

Dreer's Orchid-Flowered Sweet Pea with
immense wavy flowers in sprays of 3 and 4
blossoms each. Our mixture contains & full
range of colors, 10 cents per packet, 20 cents
per ounce, 60 cents per % pound. Garden
Book free KiUi each order.

?'

HENRYA.DREER
714-716 CHESTNUTS!..

PHILADELPHIA

Formerly an, abarulonecL

farm, the house
pictured

is now aninvituuj ancb

charming country home.

The same
<Mf

Jiugkwilh>M/furtuturc can be seen, at
our interesting salesrooms & we. invite your visit-

or iPyou are far away and will write vis ofyour needs,

suggestive
sketches will follow free oFeosfc - - - -

jalmcsjpr Curtains and.Paperjjor Walls. will also he sampled}
on.

receipt
a fa. dennitt reauest

specifyingyour requirements.

, r.
J- At Riflhr ,

At Lot C~Di>nnutrcak C*ar {7*
Rtueommon Cage $lei sP <^Ac*4rmic iittli, iVS
Cake oftht Woods Ckair tlO . Kntft ftfuertSW tlO?

JOSEPH-P-M9HUGH &SON
Original Designers and Actual Makers

New York-

PETERSON ROSES
possess the individuality and
character which go with SU'

periority, and today they are

acknowledged the standard

of the world.

They're the result of over

twenty years of enthusiastic

and yes, loving effort.

They're born and
reared (from 2 to 3

years) out of doors
have never even

seen a greenhouse.
That's one of the

reasons why they

produce such mar-
velous results.

"A Little Book About Roses "
(a catalog and more)

a gem of the printer's art, also possessing the stamp of character
and individuality, tells you the whole story.

It's sent free to intending purchasers to anyone, without obliga-
tion to purchase, for 10 cents in coin or stamps.

Farmers' & Merchants' Bank,
Catoosa, Okla.

Your rose catalogue is the best
I have ever seen. It is a work
of art and the illustrations are
true likenesses of the varieties

they represent. If 1 had had a

copy of your "LITTLE BOOK"
when 1 first began to grow roses,
and adopted it for my guide, I
would have saved myself manv
disappointments and

'

much ex-
pense. A. E. HENRY.

1575 Sherman Are., Evanston, 111.,

Feb. 20, 1915.

During the past 12 years I have

purchased from practically all of

our leading rosarians, including

some which I have imported. I

have at no time received any such

stock as that which I get from

J. W. WORK.

GEORGE H.
Rose and Peony Specialist

PETERSON
Box 30, FAIR LAWN, N. J.

Beautifying Your Property with Fiske Iron or

Wire Railing and Ornamental Entrance Gates

Wrought Iron Railing

Entrance Gales

Wire Tenting

is an ethical courtesy to neigh-
bors and would be a source of

constant satisfaction to your-
self.

Don't make any selection of

Fencing, Gates, Lamp Stand-

ards, Grill Work, Fountains,
Vases, Settees, Arbors, Tennis
Court Enclosures, etc., until

you have sent for and read our

catalog.

J. W. Fiske Iron Works
74-86 Park Place New York
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LfiiyeltB Luck

Promote Good Health and Happiness*
They Succeed Where Others Fail.

Joy The best nr.d biggest Blackberry-
Van Fleet Hybrids The best Strawberries.
Jumbo and Brilliant Best Raspberries.

Everybody's Currant Best for everybody.
Carrie and Oregon The best Gooseberries.
Caco and Ideal The best Grapes.

MY CATALOG NO. 1. an illustrated book of 64 pages, tells all about them and describes
with prices all "the good old varieties" of Small Fruits as well. It gives instructions for
planting and culture and tells about the beautiful new Hose I am giving away. It is free.

Large plants for Quick results a spe-
cial feature. 200 acres ; 38th year. J. T. LOVETT, Box 189, Little Silver, N.J.

\f _ +- This ad appears only once
I w/^Ylr^ *

\
'

'"J^ri*
''" /^*

1 iv/lp* in this publication;Cut it

out NOW!
not intend to

paint
this seaspn,some

dayyou will,and^oull be glad to have
this to refer to when making/our plans.

Special Offer
To the first house
owner in each town

painting with Zino-
lin after reading this

ad. we offer 10% re-

duction on the cost

of the Zinolin used
a n d unciualifledly

guarantee Zinolin to

be just as revolution-

ary in every respect
as claimed in our de-

scriptive LEAFLET.

This LEAFLET is yours for the asking. Write for it.

Inform yourself about Zinolin, the "Wonder Paint,"
before you paint. Know why Zinolin saves you money
why its brilliant luster lasts indefinitely, making your buildings always

look newly painted. Know why Zinolin protects better why Us da/xling
whiteness cannot be duplicated hi any other outside paintwhy its colors
never fade no matter how delicate the tint when colors are us-d. Know
these things It wilt take bat one second it will cnst but one cent to
write and know the greatest achievement in all paint history. Then you'll
realize fully why you shnu'd use

"Arnold-ized"Zinc paint
Years before putting Zinolin on the market even before we tried it out
along the seacoast where the climate is most Revere on paint we knew we
had an uminual product. Hut we, ourselves, were surprised to find how
completely revolutionary Zinolin is. Zinolin has caused a genuine sensa-
tion. No one thought cracking, chalking, peeling and fading could be en-
tirely overcome. No one thought the life of paint could be nearly doubled

or perhaps they didn't think about it at all. but just asked their painters
to "paint" without specifying any particular paint. That's why you owe
it to yourself to write for our LEAFLET to learn all about Zinoiin and
to specify this wonderful paint made only by the Arnold secret process
the only all "Arnold-ized" Zinc Paint in the world.

KEYSTONA another of our prod-
ucts. Winner of the highest award
at the Panama Exposition. The
first-created, washable, flat-tone fin-
ish for walls and interior woodwork.
Imitated but unsuccessfully. Just-
ly famous for its soft artistic color-
Ings, extreme durability and big
covering capacity. Costs slightly
more by the gallon but less for the
number of square yards covered.
Economical. Hysenic. Use it in-
stead of wall paper.

CERTIFIED PAINTERS. We have
arranged with dependable painters
In nearly every town who will not
substitute other paints when you
ask for Zinolin or Keystona. and
who know just how to apply them.
We will gladly give you the name of

our CERTIFIED PAINTER in your
town, if we have one, or will com-
municate with your painter if you
send us his name.

WRITE NOW. Don't delay or you may forget and this whole matter of
paints is most vital to you. Send fur complete information giving us your
painler's mime, to-day.

ZINOLIN and KEYSTONA are always obtainable
at all Paint Stores and most Hardware Dealers

KEYSTONE VARNISH COMPANY
Established 1828 N. B. Arnold, Prts.

1660 KEYSTONA BUILDING, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

In Southern Gardens

(Continued -from page 56)

there is room for a bolder color

scheme, the yellows and oranges in

these plants are very fine.

The dwarf varieties of the helian-

thus are also very effective and strik-

ing where glowing masses are needed

among the shrubbery or where a low
screen is desired. They are apt to

grow scraggly with age and must be

uprooted relentlessly if the garden is

to be as neat as it should be. Plant
these also where they are to flower.

For sunny situations, in boxes, on
the porches and in the windows, in

the borders or in the gardens, the pe-
tunias should now be planted. They

asparagus roots that they use in their

planting.
Perennials for spring and summer

bloom should be put out as early in

March as possible. Gailtardias, Shas-
ta daisies, coreopsis lanceolata, holly-
hocks and phlox will immediately
adapt themselves to new surround-

ings and quickly prove their worth.

For continuous bloom of many
months the gaillardias and coreopsis

yield unstinted measure of glowing
yellow, deep orange and flaming scar-

let flowers that light up shrubbery
masses and brighten the borders most

attractively.

Banksia roses, yellow or white, produce
flowers in graceful drooping clusters.

The scent of the white variety is not

unlike that of violets

are perennial and evergreen, but those
that have gone over the winter are

already in bloom and will be ex-

hausted by the time the new plant-

ings are ready to blossom. The sin-

gle varieties should be used and while

they bear transplanting it is better to

put them where they are to bloom
and then thin them out. This also

applies to the cosmos and ageratum
for fall borders. Alyssum for the

four seasons, and Marvel of Peru
and Ricinus for those who need and
want them.

THE BEST VINES

Vines to cover the bare spots along
the walls and fences need not wait

another day. For the heavy trellis

and thick growth the Dolichos, the

hyacinth bean, the scarlet runner, and
the Humulus japonica, the Japanese
hop, will give excellent results. For
more delicate effects the wild cucum-

ber, Echinocystitis lobata, and the

Cardinal Climber may be used. Noth-

ing is lovelier than the Ipomaea jap-
onica for the morning blossoms and
Bona Nox and grandlflora for the

sweet-scented evening bloom. The
rose-colored Sctosa, the Brazilian

morning glory, is a marvel of quick

growth and brilliant flower. All of

these should be started at once.

Get the seed bed ready now for let-

tuce, radish, tomato, pepper, egg
plant, and other seed for the stock

of the vegetable garden. Asparagus
growers choose a dry time in March
for the setting out of the one-year

Shasta daisies do not extena over

such a long season, but are most ef-

fective when in flower. They require
more room than the other plants
named.

SOME HARDY PERENNIALS

Most satisfactory and lovely of all

summer flowers are the hardy peren-
nial phlox that are being improved
in color and form from year to year.

They are unquestionably the most
beautiful of all Southern summer
plantings and the earlier they are put
out the better showing they will make.
One hundred white phlox, twenty-
five each of the tall, early Mrs. Jen-
kins ; tall, late Jeanne d'Arc

;
medium

Von Lassburg, and the dwarf Frau
Anton Buchner will glorify any gar-
den and make beauty and fragrance
all summer long.
Of the colors, Alme. Paul Dutrie,

tall, and Elizabeth Campbell, medi-

um, are exquisite shades of rose and
salmon pink. Some of the newer in-

troductions in these phloxes show
wonderful coloring. There are rich,

harmonious reds, mauve and violet

shades that are deep as pansies in

their velvety refinement, and laven-

ders and pinks that are as delicate

and dainty as orchids in their love-

liness.

These latter cost $20 for a hundred
plants ; the other perennials men-
tioned can be purchased for from $8
to $15 the hundred, while the average
price of the seed named is 10 cents

the packet.
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-Sow Your Seeds NOW
BE independent of weather and seasons. You can sow early

even in March with every assurance of success, if you
use the CONTINUOUS SEED AND PLANT FORCER.
Made of class, with two wire supports. Gives the maximum
benefit of the sun's rays, while protecting plants from dani'

age by frost, cold rains, winds and birds. Send for price
list. Sample Forcer IS cents. Send for Efficiency Vege-
table Garden Chart SOc.
THE CLOCHE COMPANY, Dipt. D, 131 Hudxm Str~l, N.W Yrfc

"This is how weather
destroys an unpainted or

poorly painted house 9

Look over your house. Is the bare wood

exposed anywhere? If so, decay has

already started, and nothing but paint

will stop it. Do not put off this impor-

tant matter. The cost is small the saving
enormous.

There is on sale in your town a paint that

has been protecting houses for 50 years.

Your painter knows it as

SWP
(Sherwin-Williams 'Prepared Paint)

Ask him to use it. He will like the way it

spreads and covers. You will like the way
it wears and holds its looks.

A FREE BOOKLET TO SEND FOR
Ask for new, free, helpful you how to paint, varnish,

booklet, "The ABC of stain or enamel any sur-

llome Painting." It tells face.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS & VARNISHES

Address all inquiries: to 627 Canal Road, N. W.. Clereland, 0.

Showrooms New York, 116 W. 32d St.: Chicago. People's
Gas Bldg.; San Francisco, 523 Market St. Sales Offices and
Warehouses in principal cities. Best dealers everywhere.

1J Equip Your New Garage with

Stanley Garage Hardware
Complete "Trim" for Garage with Double Door*

Writ* for I>r -riplive Circular "H"

THE STANLEY WORKS New Britain, Conn.

Cretonnes and Chintz Hangings
of the "upstair" rooms are daintier when con-

trasted with White Enameled Woodwork. Few
homes these days but have at least one bed cham-

ber done in

| White Enamel
The success of this treatment depends on the kind of

wood beneath the paint.

| Arkansas Soft Pine
has proven its adaptability to white enamel, due to per-

fect absorbing qualities and the certainty that it will not

stain the white surface from underneath. Moreover
this wood has the decided advantage of

Moderate Cost
Due to an abundant supply

Our interesting little white enamel booklet contains full informa-

tion, including formula. Prospective builders should have our

new book on home building, as well as stained samples. Any
of the above will be sent complimentary on request to Depart-
ment G.

Arkansas Soft Pine is trade marked and"
the one you patron-
us know promptly.

sold by deafen. If Ike one you patron-
ise hasn't it, let

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU
Little Rock, Arkansas

1

|

1
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America's Nursery

Authority- FREE
1916 Catalog Ready Send

Today Plant Early!

Gorgeous Flow-
ering Trees and
Shrubs, Ornamen-

tals, Inviting Shade
Trees, Vines, Fruits,

Roses, Plants, Seeds,

etc., fully described

and beautifully illus-

trated with half - tone

plates. No agents.
Save mone y buy direct

from America's leading

nurserymen 62 years'

expert experience.

Hardy, Lake Erie

grown stock, vigorous,

symmetrical, free of

disease. Seven kinds of

soil, over 1200 acres,

60 acres of roses, 48
greenhouses.

Up to 450 carloads

shipped annually.

Safe arrival and satisfaction

guaranteed. Thousands of

regular customers
everywhere.

Why run unnecessary
risks when you can deal
direct with America's
foremost growers? Get
our catalogs avail
yourself of their valu-
able information, sace

money and disappoint-
ment. See our special
collections of Seeds,
Plants, Trees and
Shrubs.

WriteToday!
-

what, when and how to

plant; acquaints you with
numerous new and dis-

tinctive varieties; quotes
low direct prices. Send at
once for our general cata-

log No. 2 for Trees, Plants
and Seeds, or for more de-

scriptive Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees, No. I. They
are free! Address today,
Dept. 252.

MARCH POULTRY WORK
Remember that this is

thc_
best month for hatching^ chickens.

Don't feed the young chicks for at least thirty-six hours after they
hatch.

Clean coops and brooders before putting chickens into them.
Get the brooders warmed up to 90 before the chicks are introduced.

Fifty are as many as should go into the ordinary brooder.
Most of the stove brooders do best with about 250 chickens in them.

If hens are used for hatching, set at least three at the same time.

Select turkeys for breeding this month, and use males that are three

years old.

Keep clean litter in both the poultry houses and brooders. Cut alfalfa
makes good litter for chicks.

Watch for rats. Thousands of newly hatched chickens are lost every
season through neglect of this warning.

Doubtless many poultry fanciers

who read HOUSE & GARDEN are plan-

ning to use the new stove or colony
brooders this season for the first

time. Nearly a dozen of these

brooders have been put on the mar-
ket and promise to mark a long step
forward in the brooding of chickens.

All the different kinds have the same
general principle. A small coal stove

is surrounded by a metal hover,
which deflects the heat to the backs
of the chickens on the floor. Some
of the brooders are made with cur-

tains around the hovers, and some
without. When curtains are used it

is best to remove them after the

second week, for a considerable

amount of heat is to be felt some
distance outside the hover, and the

chickens instinctively move in or out

as the}' feel the need for more or

less warmth.

USING STOVE BROODERS

No kind of brooder ever devised
makes it so easy for the chickens to

gratify their physical needs as these

stove brooders, and none is so eco-

nomical of labor. Most makers claim

that their brooders will accommo-
date from 500 to 1,500 chickens, and

they will at first. The fact that the

chickens will need twice as much
space in two or three weeks is ap-

parently not considered. Few of the

brooders will do satisfactory work
if more than 500 chickens are put
into them, and with most kinds the

best results are obtained when the

number is limited to 250.

Of course the poultry keeper who
raises only a few chickens will have
no use for brooders of this charac-

ter, but the smaller types will prove
very useful, even if no more than 200
birds are raised. It will be necessary
to get all the chickens out at once,
of course, but that is really the best

plan in any event, for it is much
easier to raise one large flock than
several small lots of different ages.
When the number of chickens to

be raised is limited to fifty or 100, it

will be better to rely on one of the
smaller brooders, or, better still, on

one of the portable hovers, which
can be set down in any building and
removed when the hatching season is

over. These hovers are found espe-
cially useful by the amateur, for he
can place them in a colony house
and allow the chickens to grow up
there, the brooders being taken away
when the necessity for supplying
artificial heat is over. Some people
are using electric brooders with suc-
cess and a great saving in both time
and labor. The operating expense is

much less than might be expected,
and naturally there is much less dan-
ger of fire than when oil lamps are

depended upon for heat.

This is the best month of the year
to have chickens hatch, and usually
broody hens are plentiful in March,
making it possible to bring out a

limited number of chickens, even
without incubators. On some plants
several hens are set at the same time
the incubator is started. Then,
about ten days before the date of

hatching, the fertile eggs are taken
from under the hens and transferred
to the incubator to take the places of
the infertile eggs which have been
tested out. That plan gives a ma-
chine full of chicks, and the latter

will be free from vermin for some
time, at least. When hens are relied

upon wholly, it is best to set at least

three at one time and to test the

eggs after seven days. Then the
fertile eggs can be doubled up, if

many clear ones are removed, and a

good-sized flock will be hatched
out.

CLEANING THE COOPS

Brooders and coops should be well

cleaned before the chickens are put
into them and the brooder floors will

need a covering of litter after two
or three days. Cut alfalfa is excel-

lent, but one of the commercial lit-

ters will be found preferable to any-
thing else for small brooders, and
will keep the brooders sanitary with

very little cleaning.
If setting hens are being used,

they must be dusted thoroughly with

(Continued on page 62)

Electric brooders can be used successfully.

They save time and labor and almost elimi-

nate danger from fire.

If You Expect to Build

Don t Miss This Offer

At the time you are

planning that new
home and naturally de-

sire to study the ideas

of several leading archi-

tects who specialize on
residences of the mod-
erate-cost type you can

get valuable sugges-
tions from the many
beautiful designs, plans
and details shown in

eight issues of

The National Building Publica-
tion with a Monthly Circula-
tion among Builders, Archi-
tects and Owners.

The information contained

in Building Age, both in

the editorial and advertis-

ing pages, is of the keenest

interest to home builders,

and will enable you to in-

troduce numerous features

in your new home that add
to the convenience, com-
fort and value without ma-
terial additional cost.

Building Age also contains

data that should sai'e you
many dollars.

Our Special Offer
The price of these eight num-
bers is $1.60. We will mail a
set to you for special price of
$1.00 if you order at once and
mention House & Garden.
Don't delay, as the supply is

very limited.

THIS $1.00 SHOULD
SAVE YOU HUNDREDS
BUILDING ACE, 162 39th St. Building

New York City
For enclosed $1.00 send at once

the set of eight numbers according
to special offer in House Sr Garden.

Name .

Address
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Mott Bird Fountains

IN
some cool, quiet corner of

your garden a Mott Bird
Fountain will attract a host of

thankful, chirping visitors.

All Mott Fountains can now
be equipped with self-supplying
motor pumps. The water puri-
fies itself by continual circula-

tion. No water waste.
We issue separate catalogs of Dis-

play Fountains, Drinking Fountains,
Bird Fountains, Electroliers, Vases,
Grills and Gateways, Settees and
Chairs, Statuary, Aquariums, Tree
Guards, Sanitary Fittings for Stable
and Barn.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Ave. and 17th St., New York

Greater Comfort,

and better health, too

when the Yale Door Closer

closes your doors.

Relief from the noise and

jar of noisily closed doors,
freedom from half open doors

bringing in chilly drafts and

windborne odors, when this

trustworthy mechanical serv-

ant takes your doors in charge.
You will enjoy a new luxury
when your hardware dealer

attaches one, on trial a. luxury

you will keep.

Yale Door Closer* are made
by the makers of Yale House
Hardware, Night Latches,
Padlocks and Chain **-H-T

See the name Yale or you
won't get Yale.

Write lor "A HoW oiou( Yalf

The Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co.

9 East 40th Street
New York

Rustic Cedar

Bird Houses

^9F *P H| "1B RIRDSshouldentcr

largely into your
R.bi N...O WN.N.. B!N..

garden planning this

Spring. We like to be in front of the procession in a good
movement of this kind so the offers illustrated are made.

Martin houses from $4.00 to $20.00. If you need a sparrow trap,
we will supply the best one made at $4.00 actual cost.

Your Choice

for $1.25

Any Three

for $3.50
Wr.n No. 23 Woodpecker No. 25 Blue No. 2 1

Booklet, Bird Architecture, free with every order while the edition lasts.

The

Crescent Co.

"Birdvilb"

Toms River,

N. J.
No. 11 No. 12 No. 13

Moons'HardyTrees and Plants

for Every Place and Purpose

EVERGREENS, SHADE TREES, FLOWERING
SHRUBS, ROSES, VINES and PERENNIALS

You get enjoyment from Moons'

plants. They grow thriftily and

give luxuriant foliage or abund-
ant bloom.

In the planting illustrated they have
been used to screen the service parts
of a lawn.

Your need of plants may be different.

No matter, our assortment is large,

and from our 500 acres, plants suitable

for any landscape are available. Tell

us if you intend a planting of any
kind. Investigate our facilities and
ask for catalog.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
MAKEFIELD PLACE, MORRISVILLE, PA.

Philadelphia Office

21 S. Twelfth Street

The Moon Nursery Corp
White Plains, N. Y.
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Ifyou want birds be
sure to get Genuine

Dodson Bird Houses

(he kind the birds look for

Birds are coming I Place a Dodson
douse in your garden. It is easy
to win birds to live near you
bluebirds, wrens, martins, chicka-
dees, flickers, etc. Dodson Imilds
lioust's for all kinds prices $1.50
to $12. Uird baths, $6 and $12.
Write for Free Book, telling how to
win native birds, and illustrating the
2O styles of Dodson Bird Houses,
Shelters, etc.
Doilsrm Sparrow Trapno otlior tr:ir> liki-

thisautomatic dropand double funnel ,$6.
Tlit: bt-st set of books about birds is

Nature Neighbors. Mr. IVikon will M-IK!

you.frw.Eipt.-tmv.-f bud in natural colors
with a description of these beautiful
books, of which John Burroughs, wrote

"Astonishingly good."
Write for five booklet, or order your

bird houses at once.

JOSEPH H. DODSON
731 S. Harrison Ji

"Paint

my house,

too"

Would you like a better

neighborhood?
Set the example. A good
neighborhood is a collection

of good homes. Do yourduty,
first. Paint your house

plant grass and flowers and
watch the

' '

neighborhood
improvement spirit" spread.

HIGH STANDARD
LIQUID PAINT

is paint that insures both
beauty and proper protection.
It's paint of time-tested, years-

proven quality and durability.
Withstands sun, wind and wet
for years keeps its color fails

only by gradual wear leaves a

good surface for repainting.

FREE
booklet and color plates

of attractive homes

Write for "The House Outside
and Inside." Pictures 18 homes
in actual colors, with description
covering finishes, curtains, rugs,

draperies and illustrates the
uses of I<owe Brothers paints,

varnishes, stains and enamels.

3he GawQ. Brothers Company
464 E. Third St., Dayton, O.

Boston New York Jersey City Chicago
Kansas City Minneapolis

Lowe Brothers, Ltd., Toronto, Canada

The stove brooder is fed from the top, the
heat reflecting on the backs of the chicks

March Poultry Work
(Continued from page 60)

a good lice powder several times
while they are on the nest, and once
a week after they begin to run with
the chickens. No doubt thousands of

broody hens die on the nest each

spring just because they are eaten
alive by vermin. It is true that this

is not a very nice subject about
which to write, but it is exceedingly
important.
Not only are the hens sacrificed to

vermin, but thousands of chickens
are lost from the same cause. Newly
hatched chicks that are to run with
a hen should have their heads

greased lightly with lard or vaseline,
and lice powder should be dusted
over their bodies or else on the under

part of the hen, where they will not

rub it off.

Another reason for many failures

in chicken raising is found in the

indifference to all warnings against
the plague of rats commonly shown
by amateurs. If the value of all the

chickens destroyed by rats each sea-

son could be totaled up, it would

amount to a vast fortune. Brooders
should be made rat proof at night or
else be used in rat proof houses, or

else traps, cats and dogs should be

provided in anticipation of the com-
ing of these pests.

Newly hatched chickens require no

feeding for at least thirty-six hours
and no harm is done if they go two
days without being fed. If hatched
in an incubator, it is best to leave

them there until they are thoroughly
dry, but in the meantime the brooder
should be made ready and heated up
to 90.
There seems to be renewed interest

in turkey raising, which is well, for

the number of these birds has been

decreasing rapidly of late. When
turkeys are to be hatched, the breed-
ers should be selected this month, and
it has been found best to use males
which are three years old. The early

hatching of turkeys is not advised, as

the youngsters do much better if they
do not come out until after the

spring rains are over.

Creating the Sense of Space in a Small Room
(Continued from page 28)

spaciousness. Just as in all art, we
have to deal with line as well. And
so we come upon the obvious prin-

ciple that upright lines tend to in-

crease height while horizontal lines

tend to diminish it. This is partic-

ularly important for apartment dwell-

ers to take into consideration, for

almost every room, except in duplex
apartments, is low-ceilinged, even

when, as in a few cases, the floor

is of considerable dimensions. In

certain buildings on Park Avenue,
New York, there are living-rooms
and dining-rooms 30x20, but their

height is practically the same as that

of the usual room, 10x14. Here it

would be necessary to create as much
height as possible by introducing ver-

tical lines in all feasible places, to

avoid valances across the top of the

windows, and chandeliers which
would make the rooms look lower.
In connection with the windows par-
ticularly, it is desirable to preserve
vertical effects by running the side

curtains down to the floor and avoid-

ing the box-pleated lambrequins
above them. This can be done most
readily by covering the pole stretched

across the window with the fabric

of which the curtain is made, and
thus providing a certain amount of
finish across th,e top of the window

without resorting to a deep valance.

Such curtains, hung on a covered

pole, cannot be made to draw, and so

it is generally desirable to have a

sash curtain of silk underneath, or

casement cloth or gauze, which can be

provided with pulleys and cords, and
which gives an additional upright
line against the glass panes.

In the same way the pictures hung
on the walls of a large but low ceil-

inged room can be selected more or

less with a view to creating vertical

lines and the furniture can be high
and narrow rather than low and
broad. Where pictures are to be pro-
vided for a room that is small, the

sense of size will be enhanced by
selecting those which are reticent in

color and design and which do not

stand put so strongly that the walls

on which they hang are brought into

the foreground.

SPACE SAVING DEVICES OF MERIT

In some western cities, notably Los

Angeles, certain mechanical devices

have been adopted for creating space
which may appear before long in our

smaller New York apartments. In

the Far West, for example, one may
rent a four room apartment in which,
in a sense, there are no bedrooms

(Continued on page 64)

The Ball

Secdand
Plant Forcer

Makes
Your
Garden
weeks

ahead.
Cheap

enough to
use 'em
by the
1000.

Pat. Ap'tl For

Send for my beautifully illustrated

FREE BOOK
"HOW TO GROW

Bigger and Better Crops
Earlier Than You Ever Had Before"
It shows you the marvelous results obtained

by the use of my methods.
Don't miss this great book. Let me send you

your copy now.
THE BALL MFG. CO., Dent. V, Glenside, Pa.

'MONROE

The ideal of refrigeration requires s
100% perfection in these five points: g
7 Cleanliness.
2 Coldness and Dryness of Air. H
3 Circulation of Cold Air.
4 Tight-Fitting Doors.
5 Ice Conservation.

Some refrigerators have a high per- 1
centage in one of these features: =
some in another some in two or B
three. But the high average in all

j=
five points goes to the

"MONROE"
\

Refrigerator j
Cleanliness is assured by its food H
compartments of solid porcelain m
over an inch thick with all corners n
rounded. No enamel to chip no H
cracksorcrevices. Easytokeepclean. g
Low temperature and dryness of H
air is assured by "cold tight" con- |

struction, Monroe "many thickness" =
insulation and by doors that lock g
automatically when slammed and =
fit tightly. No hot air can get in. g
Special construction features, bas-

1 on scientific principles, provide m
for adequate circulation of aii a H
necessity tomaximum coldness in all i|
fopdchambers. Eachoftheabovecon- H
tributes to maximum ice consump- H
Han, which means small ice cost, g

Plan for Summer Now!
The Monroe is built like fine furni- g
ture. The price is not the lowest. H
But the low ice consumption and ser- ^
vice it gives, make it by far the most H
economical. Write for our compli- s
jrnentary book on refrigeration.

v lt tells many important "hot weather" H
food facts and how you can have a s

n your home for 80 s
ore you can see why s
ny particular house- =3
s prefer it. There s
no oblipation. Your ==

lame and address will s
'

iring the book,

ti Address

Monroe

Refrigerator Co. 1
43 Benson Street

Lockland, Ohio
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MYERS =- PUMPS
FOR HOME WATER SUPPLY
A Myers Electric House Pump

will supply water in ample quan-
tities for any household. The
cost of operation is low for they
consume very little current.

When equipped with the Auto-
matic Switch, the outfit will

practically take care of itself,

for this device will start and

stop the pump and motor at just
the proper time. Made for open
or hydro-pneumatic pressure
tanks, and for shallow or deep
wells.

Write for our catalog of Home
Water Supply Systems.

F. E. MYERS & BRO.
350 Orange Street ASHLAND, OHIO

THE SE
SUCCESS EN

lies largely In the way in which
you Insure your blossoms, ber-

ries, fruit and foliage against
bugs, worms, scale and blotch.

D'EMINGKSfi
in all types and sizes for the
home garden or large orchard,
give you the benefit of 35 years
of study on pump and spraying
problems.
Our new 32-page catalog
(above) with complete descrip-
tions of over 25 spray-pumps,
will show you the sprayer that
meets your particular require-
ments, whether they call for a
small bucket-sprayer, a barrel
type or a power-sprayer. It is
free on request.

THE DEMING CO.
238 Depot St. Salem, Ohio

Choose

ENAMOLIN
for its looks

for its wear

Whiteness

Put Enamolin
to this test -

pour a few drops
on any white
woodwork in

your home. The
woodwork will

look yellow or

gray by compar-
ison.

Durability

Choose Enamolin for its wear. Rely on the

word of the best authority your decorator or

painter. He will tell you that you can use

Enamolin anywhere on the inside or outside of

your house that it will not crack, peel or check
under the severest test. If it becomes soiled, it

can easily be washed to its original porcelain-
like whiteness with soap, Sapolio or Pearline.

And think of it the same Enamolin, which dis-

criminating architects specify for the most delicate

interior work, is equally adapted to use on the hulls

of great sea-going yachts. Hot sun and salt water,
oil or grime, cannot hurt Enamolin.

Shows no brush marks or laps on

wood, plaster, iron, cement, etc.

Send for these:

We have a miylity interesting little book, "The
ll'hite Spot," which we will gladly send on

request, together ivith sample panel and our

sample can, "The Famous Brushful." ,-lddress

Home Deft.

A FLOOR FINISH
worthy of use in the same
room with ENAMOLIN is

FLOOR FINISH

EMIL CALM
KSTABI.ISII K.I)

lOOWiJIiam St..

S-COt
KSTABI.ISII K.I) IN IgiO

With an inspiration

from nature we are the

exclusive makers of

Willow bird houses,
nesting shelves, etc.

WHIP-O-WILL-O
FURNITURE Co.
348AdamsAve.,Scranton, Pa.

Catalog and price list

mailed on request

Greenhouses Give
Plants Pleasure Profits

Why shouldn't YOU enjoy the benefit

of a greenhouse f The cost is no
longer prohibitive. The Cnllahan Duo-
<;ia/.(Ml Sectional Greenhouses offer to

the garden lover unsurpassed facili-

ties for gratifying his or her taste at
a minimum Initial coat.

These houses are on investment. They
give you a healthful recreation, flow-
ers the year round, or will supply your
tnhle with luscious vegetables fresh
from the soil.

And they will grace any estate. Built with
double layer glass sash, of Eelwted Louisi-
ana Red *'y press, of flue finish aiid strong
construction, they are thoroughly practical
and beautiful In thrlr very nlmpllcUy, and
they are eaaily and woncmiit-ally erected.

Prices ? Isn't the house shown above a
beauty f Yet It cmts you but $234.00 an
11 ft X 12 ft sunken path model but
$138.00. A ca*t Iron beater adds but $26. 75.

Quo SjLLJ?
Makes Hotbed Gardening Easy
Duo -Glazed Sash
no blankets or
ri'U'rintCH becaus
dead air spa<
makes the
frost - proof

ensures re-

matured .___
table* one to
two month*

;

-

.

method of
culture.

We have a catalogfor you. May we send it?

Callahan Duo-Glazed Sash Company
1418 Wyandol Street DAYTON, OHIO
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Going to build, remodel
or repair this Spring?
Send for a copy of "Roofing

Facts and Figures." This little

book gives information and in-

teresting data on roofing ques-
tions.

CON-SER-TEX
is a perfect material for a roof, porch
covering, or porch floor

;
on sleeping

balconies, garage roofs, etc. In the
suburban sections of the towns and
cities throughout the United States
you will find hundreds of attractive
and artistic homes where CON-SER-
TEX is largely used it renders con-
tinued satisfaction.

Unlike untreated canvas, CON-
SER-TEX is not affected by the action
of the sun, wind, rain, snow or frost.
It is a high-grade roofing material,
which is economical and durable. It
will not rot, stretch or shrink. It is

WATER-PROOF, WEATHER-PROOF
WEAR-PROOF

^Investigate its merits. Send us the
dimensions of your roof, porch floors,

sleeping balcony, or the surface you
want covered. We will mail you
samples showing quality, width,
weight, and free illustrated copy of
"Roofing Facts and Figures."

WM. L. BARRELL COMPANY
8 Thomas Street New York City

Chicago Distributor:
Go. B. Carpenter & Co., 43O-40 Wells Street

California Distributors:
Waterhouse & Price Co., Los Anles

The Pacific Building Material Co.. San Francisco

Creating the Sense of Space in a Small Room

(Continued from page 62)

Planet Jr
does most of the work in a

kitchen garden
Why work hard with old-fashioned

tools? This inexpensive Planet Jr

implement makes gardening quick,
easy, pleasant. Gets bigger, better

crops, and cuts down your living ex-

penses; also fine for plowing up
chicken-yards.

No. 16 Planet Jr Single Wheel Hot. Cultivator.
Rake and Plow is the highest type of single wheel
hoe made. Light and durable can be used by
man, woman or boy. Indestructible steel frame.
High, easy-running steel wheel. Costs little ; lastg
a lifetime. 24 other styles of wheel hoes various
prices.
New 72-page Catalog (184 illustrations) free!
Describes over 70 tools, including 12 entirely new

ones, and improvements to our Seeders, Wheel
Hoes, Horse Hoes, Harrows, Orchard-, Beet- and
Pivot- wheel Hiding Cultivators. Write for It today!

S L Allen & Co BoxlllOK Philadelphia
Whether you cultivate the smallest door-yard

'

'patch' 'or the
largest market-garden you can't afford to work without
Planet Jr.

whatever. The rooms that are used
at night for sleeping purposes are

provided with enormous closets with
doors which revolve on a center axis.

Against these, on one side, a bed is

fastened, which, when not in use,

lodges with all its bedding complete,
inside the closet, and which can be
turned around at night and lowered
without difficulty on to the floor of

the room. Inside this closet, also,

are a dressing table, a mirror, with
the necessary electric light, and very
often a window, so that the toilet is

performed outside the sleeping cham-
ber, which need have no bedroom
furniture whatever, and may be

equipped exactly like an additional

living-room. A bed of this sort rep-
resents a considerable advance over
the old-fashioned folding bed, for it

may be in all essential respects ex-

actly like the usual wooden bedstead
with similar bedding, etc. The sys-
tem does not make any provision,
however, for the people who really

enjoy bedrooms and delight in fur-

nishing them attractively, and who
are taking advantage of the gay col-

ors and pleasing designs which are
now being offered in such profusion
for bedroom use.

CHOOSING THE FURNITURE

Whether or not one proceeds to

the introduction of particular de-

vices, like the one just mentioned,
one must realize that perhaps the

most important element in creating a

sense of space is that the furniture

should be limited in size. Some
people, in moving from a large house
into a small apartment, or small

house, provide themselves with a
smaller number of equally large

'

tables and chairs. The rooms of
these folk are not apt to appear
crowded, but empty.
A wiser procedure would be the

adoption of smaller pieces of furni-

ture and a larger number of them,
for an effect of size can be created
in a small room by having in it a
number of small tables and chairs and
lamps and benches or settees, all of
which take up a very limited amount
of space, but provide accommodation
for numerous guests. A small chair
can be made very nearly as com-
fortable, if not quite as luxurious, as
a large one, and some of the caned
and carved wood pieces of the pres-
ent day are much more attractive
than the heavily upholstered ones
which are inherited from another
generation. Of course, there are cer-
tain pieces of furniture which un-

questionably require room. One of
them is the overstuffed davenport ;

another, the comfortable table desk.
The only answer to the demand for
these is that they should be used
either in a fairly large room with

plenty of smaller furniture, or in an
extra room entirely by themselves,
where their function is utilitarian
rather than decorative.

SOME CONCRETE EXAMPLES

When we examine the photographs
which accompany this paper, we find
illustrated in them certain of the
points I have suggested. For ex-
ample, the panelled living-room con-
tains a small grand piano and a large
overstuffed sofa. But outside of
these two pieces, the dozen or more
other articles of furniture are of
fairly diminutive area. The over-
stuffed armchair is not very large.
The kidney shaped desk is compara-
tively small. The tables are small

and the chairs, although all of them
are comfortable, are far from heavy.
In this room, a valance is resorted

to because its use is indicated, not

only by the fact that the ceiling is

a good height, but also because of
the recessed simple window, the top
of which requires a special treatment
not necessary in most flat windows.
The walls of the room are finished

in a glazed ivory enamel, giving the

effect of wood from floor to ceiling,

although, as a matter of fact, they
are only made up of small oblongs of

wood moulding placed directly on the

plaster. Certain of the pieces are

covered in a tapestry of many colors
;

others in tan velvet
;

still others in

mulberry velvet ; while here and there

are bits of black and touches of blue,

introduced, for example, in the Cloi-

sonne vases on the mantel, in the

inset painting over the mantel, in the
tassels of the lamp shade and the

polychrome effect administered to

the lamp, in the sofa pillows and
table cover, in the decoration applied
to the kidney desk table, and in the

rug. The effect of size is, I think,

very apparent.
In the tiny boudoir furnished in

the style of the Regency, with pieces

painted in soft green, striped in black,
one finds furniture small enough to

go into almost any room with sensible

effect. The upright tan and green
striped taffeta over curtains are sim-

ple and straight. The double sash
curtains of casement cloth have more
vertical suggestion than horizontal.

The tall pieces in the room are more
apparent than the squatty elements.
Green is, of course, the pervading
color, but the rug and walls are of

deep ivory and the pillows have a
number of hues.

AN ADAM DINING-ROOM

Again in the Adam dining-room,
a sense of space is created by the

use of small pieces. The size of the

silver closet is indeed somewhat ex-

aggerated by the photograph, but the

table, the chairs and the sideboard

appear as they are serviceable, but
not emphatic. Out of the picture are
the serving table and the remainder
of the chairs, as well as the striped
velvet curtains of black and two tones

of tan. The rug is black with the

two tans in the border ; the chairs

are old rose. The silk shades cover
the hideous lighting fixture provided
by the apartment. The only wall

decoration in the room, outside of the

very rough stippled finish of the

panels, is the flower painting which

hangs over the sideboard. Economy
of size in the manufacture of the

chairs was afforded by the fact that,

except for the legs, no woodwork is

visible, the chairs being upholstered
entirely in velvet with small gold
nails, so that every inch of space
is used.

It may seem that the one wall

shown in the Louis XVI bedroom is

rather under furnished, but, as a

matter of fact, it has all that is

needful for the room, except the beds

which are on the other side, the

valet chiffonier, somno and chaise

tongue, all of which appear in the

second photograph. Here we have
rose curtains trimmed with antique

gold laces, cords and tassels, and rose

casement curtains, because the rose

of the room is not very colorful.

To prevent an overdose of this one

tone, however, the beds are treated

with lace spreads instead of taffeta

ones. The chaise tongue and chairs

are covered in a stripe of yellow
with a little rose.

(Continued on page 66)

Are you going to

build that ideal,

personality home
this year? Let
these books helpyou

The Colonial House
(A New Volume in the

Country House Series.)

By Joseph E. Chandler

There is no type of

architecture more popular
with the builder of the

country home than the pure
or the modified Colonial.

Mr. Joseph E. Chandler,
the Boston architect, has

given much time to the

study of this style of archi-

tecture. In this book he
describes in detail the Co-
lonial House of the past
and present. His clear ex-

position of his subject, and
the many plans and photo-
graphs which illustrate the

book, make this an invalu-
able guide to all who con-

template building a house
of this type.

8vo. Illustrated with many
pictures and plans, $2.50. Post-
age 20 cents.

THE LANDSCAPE
GARDENING BOOK
(New and cheaper edition)

By Grace Tabor
Author of "Old Fashioned

Gardening," "The Garden
Primer," etc.

The prospective home
builder will find nowhere
more adequate and practi-
cal advice on the setting of
the large or small house,
the proper planting of trees,

shrubs, flowers and vines
and the judicious laying out
of walks and garden spaces.

8vo. Illustrated from many
photographs and diagrams.
$1.50 net. Postage 14 cents.

Your Building Problems
Let Us Help You Solve Them
Put a check mark opposite the sub-
jects in which you are interested and
fill out the attached blank and mail
to us. Interesting information will
follow by return mail.

How to

Name the Country Place

Build a Modest Home
Build a Bungalow
Build a Stucco or Concrete

House
Build a Half Timber House
Build a Dutch Colonial House
Make an Old-fashioned Gar-

den
Plant Shrubs and Trees
Plant a Home Vegetable Gar-

den

Name . .

Address

ROBERT M. McBRIDE & CO.
NEW YORK
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4*LOCKED !

Bishopric Board
h:\-i iniTonsed the popularity of the

stiirc-n flniilii'il himic. hern use It if

the one bndtcruund for stucco or

, ,. M iriii that hulils without cracking or

crumbling :i* limR iis the house stands.

It contains no metal to rust and fori'iik.

(;,! fr sample and book "Built on The
Wis.lnm of ABM."

THE MASTIC WALL BOARD &
ROOFING CO.

750 Este Ave.. Cincinnati, O.

Everything for

Yard and Orchard

RIPE,
delicious fruit in

season ! What gives
more pleasure than an or-

chard of your own? Our
sure-bearing fruit trees em-
brace many varieties and
every one of them is guar-
anteed good!
Our plan for Improving lawns
and landscapes la both unique and
effective : With absolutely uo ex-
pense to you, we will make, upon
request, a complete design for
your home grounds. In case you
approve, we nill immediately nend
highest tirade shrubbery and
flowers In time for spring plant-
ing. For sixty years our house
has stood for quality in yard and
orchard trees and flowers. Send
for i:'ii. catalog and see why.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Dept. K, West Cheater, Pa.

S37500p

Going to Build
Remodel or Repair?

\7OU
can actually

save from $5.00
to $500.00 on your
building material bill,

so write today for

,

these two free boohs
and see and judge for

yourself.

Our Building Mate-
rial Catalog shows 8,000
price bargains and our
PI mi Book shows splendid views
and floor plans of 50 modern
homes and bungalows. You can re-

mutii'l. rt-palr or build new for much
less than you expecti-il.

We ship everywhere everything In
the way of high-grade lumber. floor-

Ing, roofing, doors, windows, storm
sash, mouldings, porch-work,
screens, hotbeds, building hardware,
paints, wallboard. plumbing. heat-

Ing and water supply outfits, ce-
ment machinery and Interior

woodwork ALL AT
WHOLESALE PRICES
DIRECT TO YOU.

- - - - i I>on't plan tn build, ro-
lf 1 jiair or overhaul until you

I see these two creat book:
Quality, safe delivery

anil satisfaction abso
nit, -i- guaranteed.
Wr-tf f,,. themti.day

{ Chicago Millwork

Supply Co.

tH87W.J7USL A'

io, . ^
Boohs
* &f J

lani: forImmediate Effect
Not for Future. Q*?i\er-tiorxsr =

CTART with the largest stock^ that can be secured ! It takes

over twenty years to grow many
of the Trees and Shrubs we offer.

We do the long waiting thus

enabling you to secure trees and
shrubs that give immediate results.

Price List Now Ready.

>ORRfl HuRSDtttS SSL**":Wm Warnr Harper Pn,r <,- Box H

The Charm of
Old English Gardens-

THE
delightful floral border

shown above is a glimpse of the

garden of England's Lord Chief
Justice Lord Reading who re-

cently visited the United States.

Every flower is a simple "old-fash-

ioned" kind, and all of these same
flowers can be grown from Button's
Seeds.

For instance, look at the striking-

ly noticeable blooms of these lovely

Ray Asters on the right. They are
one of our productions that were so
much talked about last year. Per-

haps you looked upon them in your
neighbor's garden with envy. You
will surely want some of them this

season.

Button's New Garden Guide tells

the whole story of Aster Successes.
It likewise shows how you can du-

plicate England's charming floral

pictures.

This Guide is so elaborate and
expensive to produce, that you will

readily appreciate why we make a
small charge of 35c for a copy; but
this is promptly refunded with your
order for $5 or more.

Royal Seed Establishment, Reading, England

Winter, Son & Company
64-E Wall Street, New York

Sole A|enlt Bail of Rocky Mounlaini
with whom m k>cMte<l Hr. H. S. C-'tt

ihu fafiKHM Uolf CuunWj Architect

The Sherman T. Blake Co,, Sole Agents
SV.-t of Rooky Mountain*

429 E. Sacramento St., San Francitco, Cl

Attract the Birds

.

oJom

to your lawn
by giving
them plenty
of water In a

Sharonware Bird Bath
designed upon human* principle*. The birds
biillit' in water from - deep without
!,!.... r of drowning. Tlie baili emi'tli* iuwlf
itery 24 bouri. tberrhy nmki,. it sanitary. IT

UTOM. tf In. high, wrlghl 30 lb.. In varioiu
ve, prirtU-aL
K o It. N. V. Crating charge
30c. extra on out of town -.r<i.T*.

There'll in Intermllng story behind Hharonwarc.
iir new. fnwi i n if ertinclal tmr Bend for
particular* ami dewrliitlve prlro Hit of window
buitt>, flower i>ou. gank-ii bt>ifba. Mo.

Sbaruiwar* Workshop, 8t UiinfUn Aw, New Yrfc

Cowee's Gladiolus
you have never grown Gladi-

olus from the
bulbs produced
at Meadowvale
Farms you
cannot know
the full beauty
of these glori-
ous flowers.

My 1916 Catalogue

lists nearly a hun-
dred superb Gladl-
>11 of my own in-

troduction. Includ-
ing "Peace," the

-~^_- new white Send
today for a copy of this booklet free on
request.

ARTHUR COWEE
Meadowvale Farms

Box 174 BERLIN, N. Y.

WINFIELD RASPBERRY
A MARVEL IN PRODUCTION

THIS
grand, new blackcap

originated at Winfield,
Kansas, and after ten years

of testing has proved itself the
"King of Blackcaps." In hardi-
ness and productiveness it Is

unexcelled by any other vari-
ety. Has never winter killed

through ten seasons' fruiting,
and stands extreme drouths.
The fruit is of enormous

size, single berries often cov-
ering a quarter. Four to six

great clusters are produced on
each cane, averaging from
three to six quarts to the plant.
Fruit is firm, sweet, rich and
juicy; seeds very small; fine
flavor.
Bush is healthy and very

vigorous, malting robust stocky
canes, easily supporting their
heavy loads. Not troubled
with rust or anthracnose.
Ripens ten days earlier than
Kansas and continues until
Kansas is gone. Succeeds on
all soils.

Its firmness and size make
it unexcelled for market. Easily
sells for 5Oc to $1.00 more a
crate than other Raspberries.
Bring higher prices than any
other fruit ; is easily grown ;

bears quick, never misses a
crop.

Your copy of our Orchard Book, telling
about thi* BerryandotherFruitmam well
i* waiting for you. Send for it today.

WINFIELD NURSERIES
WINFIELD -:- KANSAS
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ENCOURAGE BIRDS TO LIVE
INYOUR GARDENS

Use our successful bird

houses for Wrens, Chick-

adees, Blue Birds and
Purple Martins. Strong-
ly made well painted, to

resist weather. Prices 35c to

JIO.OO. Design illustrated

$1.50. Our reliable, wire
Sparrow Trap endorsed by U.
S. Government $3.00 f. o. b.

Dubuquo.

WriteI'orfreeillustratedF'older No. SSSE.
FARLEY & LOETSCHER MANUFACTURING CO.

Dubuque, Iowa.

HOU;
No.

Real Lawns

OUR
seed is com-

posed of a variety
of the best real

lawn grasses, such as

imported poas, fescues,
etc. It grows real lawns,
as contrasted to those

grown by ordinary hay-
grass mixture. 25 cents
the pound in quantities.

Wrilc for folder wM full
particulars of lawn making

EslaklMcJ at Leicester, Enf.. In IHO'J

J. W. BARWELL
Waukegan : : Illinois

GALLOWAY'S <#LDMEDAL\iHLLvsrmi
>>, MIXTURE

Gladiolus
Contains althe

Kings
and Queens
of the
Gladioli
family. A

ixture of tha
.atest and must

.- beautiful
varieties.
For beauty

and Quality of
flowers, this
mixture is un-

surpassed. Do
>t fail to have them in you

12 tor 25 Cents
TO for SO Cents
,'5 tor $1.OO
All post paid

With each order we will s.-nd
our big FOUR-COLOR, 116-
PAGfcTCATALOG. It con-
tains the latest and best

if seei's, plants nnd-
illustrat-
for the

bu!bH--beautifu!ly illustrat
ed. Send an order for tht
GLADIOLUS, or mail ua a

Box 2094, Waterloo, Iowa

PUP SEED

In Your Building Plans
for the spring, make provision
low for IS;' lighting fixtures.

Believing that if you
use an S&A fixture in
one room, you will want
one in every room in the
house we are offering
here at a special price a
fixture eminently suited
for the bed-room, small
reception room or hall.

Harmonious, comfort-
able, congenial, wired
omplete as shown

$9.75
Beautifully fin-
ished in Old
Brass and
Black.

RDER from
your dealer.

If he cannot
furnish, we will

Black. Length s u p p 1 y y u
direct.

Mail orders
filled.

Hundreds of other artistic designs in bracv
ets, fixtures, and portables on display In our
showrooms.

Call to inspect them at your convenience.

WHITE TODAY FOR HELPFUL CATA-
LOG. FREE O.V KKUUEST.

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
2O Warren St., New York City

This is No. 2515 E.

and
36 inches,- Spread
14 inches, wired
complete $9.75.

O

Creating a Sense of Space in a Small Room

(Continued from page 64)

The chiffonier with the circular

caned panel may seem like a large

piece of furniture for the little room
in which it is placed, but, as a mat-
ter of fact, this chamber is devoted

entirely to the use of a man, and the
chiffonier which occupies so large a

part of it is certainly the chief es-

sential to his comfort. There are a

small desk and chair which are not

seen, and an inlaid mahogany bed-
stead which has a linen coverlet.

One sees the feminine hand, how-
ever, in the selection of fancy net
curtains instead of the plain ones
which masculine instinct might have
been trusted to provide.
Completely feminine, on the other

hand, though dignified and spacious,
is the other bedroom in peasant
painted furniture. Here again green
prevails in coverings and wood alike,
with just a suggestion of other colors
in the soft colored print over the

mantel, which latter has some Ruskin
pottery upon it ; and the painted flow-
er panels. This room is approxi-
mately 9 x 13.

The unfortunate prominence given
by certain photographs to some fea-
tures of a room, not at all conspicu-
ous in themselves, is illustrated by
the dining-room with Hepplewhite
furniture, in which the figure of the
blue and gold Chinese rug stands put
so plainly, and the center chandelier,
which is not all that might be de-

sired, can be seen first of all things in

the room. An interesting feature is

that not the slightest gold appears in

this chamber, for the chandelier, the
mirror and all the hardware are of

silver, like the candlesticks and the
service. The French draped window
shade is of soft mulberry, the curtains

and chairs, blue.

The foyer presented a problem
completely coped with by the client

herself. The selected furniture was
not so small as to he undignified and
yet not massive and cold. The charm-

ing many-colored tapestry of the
chair and sofa she combined with
velvet pillows and foot stool, and
velvet and casement cloth curtains.

The effect is all that any decorator
could demand.
Last of all one comes to the mod-

ern boudoir furnished with pieces
designed here in America, but sug-
gesting the Secessionist movement
abroad. The fabric is a black and
tan striped velvet, the rug on the floor

blue, the strange legs of the furni-

ture are in black, and the usually
plain surfaces have a scalloped effect

in cream, while the vaguely seen pan-
els of blue blackground are painted
with rose-colored flowers. The tea

set and many of the pillows are in

rose. Everything is small, including
the room, and there is plenty of room
for everything.

All the Cane Fruits Worth While

{Continued from page 25)

the plant is in a dormant state.

Borers also hecome troublesome at

times, particularly with neglected
plants. Cut out the canes that are
troubled and destroy them. Rust and
anthracnose will sometimes appear,
sut yield to Bordeaux spraying; pick
sadly dis-

eased leaves.

Perfection
s the best
currant to

date ;
it is a

wonde r f u 1

producer of

exceptional
-

y heavy
clusters of

large red

fruit. Cherry
and Fay's
Prolific are
also good
red varieties.

White Grape
s the best

white fruit-

ed type, very
mild and less

niquant than
the red vari-

:ties. Black

Naples is the
best black
sort, but its

fruit is little

used except
for u n e x-
celled jam.

THE
NEGLECTED
GOOSEBERRY

The goose-
berry is not

nearly as

popular as it

deserves to
be. I am
speaking
now of those

In pruning gooseberries, remove snoots

at the ground line so that the plant will

grow open at the top

large English varieties which are as

big as plums and just as delicious. In

England the gooseberry is a very
highly prized fruit, and the interest

has been so keen that numerous vari-

eties have been introduced here in

America. These large, fuzzy sorts of

English ori-

; gin are a

very fine
fruit in their

raw state,
and we
should en-

courage the

growing of
them.
The secret

of growing
gooseberries
successfully
is to prune
the plant so

it will be

open at the

top. This is

done by re-

moving en-
tire shoots

right at the

ground line.

Take off
several
every s e a -

son, and try
to keep the

plant open
so that air

and light
may circu-

late freely.
Do not tip

back, and
bear in mind
t h a t a few
shoots pro-
ducing high
quality fruit

are far bet-

ter than an

( Continued
on page 68)

Every Home Builder
should have bonk 'Modern Dwellings.' /'rice tl.Stf
or with a numhrr of bu,.- prints. [Yir..^.oo. linthshowit
m.ml.,Tof i,hn uml c-xtcrinr views of Colonial. Eng-
lish, Bungalow and other types.

BARBER & RVNO, Architects, Knoxville, Tennessee

Mathews
Garden Craft

Havealiveableattractivegarden.
Mathewa Garden Decorations

will provide the cozy eummep
houses and arbors, the comfortable
seats, theattractivepcrgolas, and
all the lattice, trellis, arches, etc..
you will need for the decoration
of your garden and the protection
of your valuable vines and shrubs.

A 60-page portfolio showing our
garden cnift products in their
natural environment will be sent
without obligation.

Mathews Garden Craft Products willbo shipped t all parts of the U. S.
freight prepaid.

The Mathews Manufacturing Co.
942 Williamson BIdg. Cleveland, O.
Pasadena.Cal. Branch: Colorado and LosRoblesSfc

Tasteful Mural Effects
Add beauty, charm and distinctive-
ness to your home. Give to it an air
of cultured refinement by having your
walls finished in the latest offerings of

Fab-Rik-O-Na
Woven Wall Coverings

An almost unlimited variety of beautiful
tones, shades and designs afford unique
color scheme. Unequalcd in rich simplic-
ity and durability. When in New York,
visit our exhibit at the Craftsman Home
Builders Permanent Exposition, 6 East
39th Street.

H. B. WIGGINS' SONS CO.
218 Arch Street Bloomfield, N. J.

Send for Booklet
"Art and Utility in Decoration**

and Samples

Sunken Path House Bench House

Your Garden Needs Immediate
Attention ! Give It First Aid !

Glass in tho form of hot-beds, cold frames
or a small, ready-made greenhouse must be
provided promptly if ynu would have early-
vegetables or early flowers, for home use or
to sell, when they are worth most.

Sunlight Double Glazed Sashes
aro the best, quickest and least expensive to
operate. They last a lifetime and are com-
plete in themselves. The air space between
the two layers of plass eliminates the need
for mats and shutters and makes earlier and
stronger plants.
Shipment is made the day your order is

received.
Get our free catalog If you want Prof

Massey's Booklet on Hot-Bed and Green-
house Gardening, enclose 4 cents in stamps.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.

944

E. Broadway

Louisville

Ky.
Hot-beds

and Cold frame-
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Guaranteed To Kill

Every Scale

It Reaches. ^j
What?

Guaranteed

LAWN SEED
After several years' experimenting we nre

able to furnish our Lawn Seed so free

from weed seeds, waste matter and grains

that will not grow, that we absolutely

guarantee It, and will replace free of

charge any seed that does not GROW.

We have tried hard to get it right. All

the seeds are large and well developed.

Every batch is tested. We know that they

will (Terminate, and that this seed will go

at least 25% farther than the average run

3f grass seed. 3 Ibs. for $1.00; 10 Ibs.

for $3.00. Postage paid and insured.

Special prices on larger quantities.

O. M. SCOTT & SONS CO.

412 Main St. Marysville, Ohio

MOULDER'S

Landscape Plans
A Correct Guide for Mak-
ing Ground* Beautiful

Original dMln for jrour own place made
direct by correspondence from Information

you send on blanks, and i>nxif furnished.

Personal Inspection not necessary, except for

largo plans. W1U\ my plans It 1 unnecca-
a r y to

employ x-

per ti totake
charge of

your work

Do Your Own
Landscape
Work

And Save
Half Uaual

Coat

Tou know exactly what to order from this

nursery. agents or cataloxues ; exactly wnere

and how to plant It to develop a perfect

landscape picture.
Plana as low aa J5.00. Estimates free.

CEO. B. MOULDER, Boi 45, Smith. Grow, Ky.

Grow Flowers for Profit

as Weil as for Pleasure

Without previous experience in grow-

ing flowers you can start a good paying

business with an investment of $25 tc

$100 in our Show Garden Bulbs and

Plants, and our money-making show

garden plan. No greenhouse neces-

sary. Our immense business was started

under this plan. If at the end of the

first season you desire for any reason

to discontinue the business, you may
return to us the stock with its increase,

and we will refund every cent you paid
us for it. We will sell a Show Garden
to only one person in each Community.
Write today for plan and illustrated

folder.

NATIONAL SHOW GARDENS
Sptcialiiti In Dahlias. Glajhlia. Altai (9 Proniis

"Two" Lovers Lane Spencer, Ind.

INSUPE

DIAMONDBRAND
COMPOST
Well Rolled Hors. Manure D,!. r.ronnd. odorlc,
It IE free trom weed Bti'iia. largely Humus and
rich In plant fnmla whii-h art- imm,.cliau>lv
available. Give your lawns a roatinx of Com-
rost this Spring netd not be raked off It will
hold the rnoutan during the Summer and
keep the xrass uri-en. Use It In y.mr Texetalile
and flower Hardens. A Lame (IrmvtT aiiilv
says: "Stahle Manure Is the only thlnx that
supplies all the n.rds for truck gardening
greenhouses and lawns, with one application."

rut up In hairs. 10(1 :bs. each
Write for Circular "II" and prices
N. Y. STABLE MANURE CO.

^ Ua^hington Street Jersey City, N. J.

KNOCKERS
Massive ones for large entrances. Graceful

Colonial patterns from historic originals. New
diminutive knockers for guest room doors. Send

for circular.

P. & F. CORBIN
Division

The American Hardware Corporation

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
P.&F. Corbin P. &F. Corbin P. & F. Corbin Division

of Chicago of New York Philadelphia

Are You Interested in Poultry?
Are you desirous of increasing the variety of your stock? There
are dozens of new breeds of fowl which perhaps you have ntver heard of.

Tell us In detail your needs and requirements. Perhaps we can supply your wants.

House & Garden keeps in touch with the best breeders and dealers of Poultry.

The Poultry Yard. House & Garden, 440 Fourth Ace.. New York

A Terra Cotta -E ROOF
offers the only perfect shelter. It also adds to the architectural

heuuty of a building and Increases Its selling value as an Investment.

It affords a protection which Is absolutely leak-proof tnkes up no moist-

ure on the under side to cause decay and lasts forever Is the only
roof which fs absolutely fire-proof. Border of advt. shows more clearly
detail of French or German style used In roof on this beautiful home.

Our illustrated booklet "The Roof Beautiful." printed in

colors, contains views of many beautiful homes with
roofs of Terra Cotta Tiles, and is sent free upon request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.
Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles

General Offices: 1107-1117 Monroe Buildine. CHICAGO. 1L1

INDIANA LIMESTONE

Garden Furniture
AND

MANTELS
Original and Exclusive Designs

EASTON STUDIOS
Dept. C.

BEDFORD. INDIANA

Don't Let the Wind Slam Your Shutters

Lock Them Automatically
March la the month of hcry wind* tnd your

shut ten ar ur* to l> alainnird back and forth.

making a terrible racket and brrakltiK w<d
work ami wlndowpaiios unlm* yuu do oiutf-

Uiing to prevent It Install the

Mallory Shutter Worker
on all your ..button MM! do away with thto old annoy -

'"NV^t'SlX'wh.t po..t,, th. .butt.., m.y b..
the Mftllury ShutterWork-
er hold* thrm fait tn ih
*t n>nv<*t wirnl- -tncy can-

Anil ittiUa permit* roar
Oppnintf.cl..nni>r.)juV-
fn than from On- limul*-

Without riin* tho u,nh.

Vi-ry eay t.. mr]l. tho
emit { tnltinti, th con-
venlcncw \iT\iT\*\tm

|>ri>u ua |Mial-c*raM
drtmilod Informauon.

255 Main M.
FLEMINGTON, N. J.

INGEE
Sturdy u Oalu

Our rvmwt or* >trngl and b *t,

Alwajra rawn_on their own

r.-h plant: that fact t

yimr ruarantttc of Mii*.
tion. Saf* delivery

^_.i drpetut ongfttiiiic
It AC rat- in y-rf.-cl
condition. Write fur

Our New "Guide to Ro se
Culture" for 1916 Freo
Thi 1> rnnra than a cataloy-lt la th*
txiiifi >Jwn, lifetime t-xporR-nce f UM
iiMi-it [ M-u- ifruwiiiii houiM* in Ami-nra.
am) th moat pn-ottcal wi.rk un r.*- uliui

liul.lithi-i! ITofiiM-ly nioatratafd in natutai
and dt-ncribtra ovtsr IOOO varU-U. of ro

oth*T fliiwem Nnd mUf hnw t<

-

in roM cultu
..
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your cppj/rr^VawLr

WE have one aim al-

ways in view when
preparing our beautiful

catalog of flower and veg-
etable seeds each year to

make it of the utmost value
to you in the selection,

planting and care of your
garden.
This year's copy exceeds all

previous efforts. It contains a
wealth of good advice, of care-
ful description, of beautiful
pictures, and of clear, simple
cultural directions which you
will find invaluable.

Your copy is waiting for you.
Ask for it and it will be

mailed to you free.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
S3D Birrl.jr St., through to 54 Park Plat.NEW YORK
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Inexpensive Decorative Furniture. Com-
liinatinns of lacquer and saffron finish for

the Dining Room in Colonial themes.
Desijtn themes of Chinese inspiration, ap-
propriate for sun rooms, dining and liv-

ing rooms. Painted Furniture cannot be
purchased from stock. We give you your
choice in color harmonies. Send samples
of cretonne.

HANERSK
DECORATIVE FURNITURE
Write for booklet "A"

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
" 2 West 47th Street New York

All the Cane Fruits Worth While
(Continued from page 66)

Modern Gladiolus
A Printer's Blunder

No, I don't send
25 gladioli for 25c.

That was a copy
of a seven-year-
old advertise-
ment. But I do
send, postpaid,

fifty carefully se-

lected flowering
size gladiolus
bulbs of the best
sorts for 50 cents,
with instructive

catalogue. People
who buy my bulbs say they are
the best they get. You try them. I

have the best new sorts. Blue
Jay, Golden King, Mrs. Pendle-

ton, Princepine, Pink Perfection,

Hiawatha, Europa, War and
others. All American grown.
If you live beyond Fifth Zone,
send 60c and I will add 200 or
more bulblets.

Geo. S. Woodruff
Box H Independence, Iowa

Catalog

Ellwansjer
&Barry

TREES-SHRUBS PLANTS-ROSES
The most complete nursery
stock in America ornamental
and fruit bearing. Every speci-
men well rooted, vigorous, true
to name, perfect condition.
Save agent's profit buy direct
from us. A 76-year success must
mean superiority and integrity.

This Planting Guide Free
Not only a catalog but a useful
handbook, with valuable cultural
directions, indispensable to

planters. Send postal today.

Ellwanger & BarryM t. Hope Nurseries, Box 205
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

overcrowded plant causing all kinds of
trouble. Early spring is the best

time to prune. The plants are very
hardy and require no winter mulch,
but the soil must not be run down.
The currant worm also attacks the

gooseberry, and the plants must be

sprayed in the same way as the cur-

rants. Borers and San Jose scale are

troublesome at times, and must not
be neglected lest they quickly destroy
the plants. Handle these pests the

same as if they were on currants.

Mildew, that bugaboo of the goose-
berry, can be controlled by a very
little effort, using a spray of one
ounce of potassium sulphide, dis-

solved in two gallons of water. Spray
the plants at the first indication and

every ten days during the fruiting
season.

In regard to varieties, the large

English sorts are head and shoulders
above our own in quality, and the

only excuse for not growing them is

their supposed susceptibility to mil-

dew. If you want the best, grow the

English varieties and fight the mil-

dew; try Industry, a large, red,

downy fruit that is high in quality.
Crown Bob and Red Jacket are also

good red varieties. Columbus is a

good large fruited yellow berry.

Downing is the best of the American
varieties. It is a very large producer
and is grown largely for canning or

preserving, for which it has no equal.

Dewberries are what we might term
an extra early blackberry, and have

become very popular in the last few

years. They add variety and length
of season to our small fruits and are

certainly worthy of a place in any

garden. They should not be given as

rich a soil as the other cane fruits,

else their growth will be soft and in-

crease the liability of winter killing.

The best method of growing dewber-
ries is to let the plants sprawl on the

ground, and throw a little salt hay or

other protecting materials over them
in the fall. In spring the best shoots

can be tied to a trellis and cut back
to about 3' or 4' of stem. After the

fruiting period cut the old canes off

at the ground line. Lucretia is the

best and most popular variety.

ANOTHER VARIETY

The Loganberry is supposed to be a

cross between the raspberry and

blackberry, and if appearances count
for anything this is its true origin.
Its flavor is a peculiar mixture of
the two mentioned fruits, while it

grows very like the dewberry, spread-
ing all over the ground. It is advis-
able to let it lie in this condition over
the winter, covering with a little litter

to prevent winter killing. In spring
the plant can be tied to a trellis and
pruned, shortening the shoots accord-

ing to the condition of the plant.

Why Not Your Own Nursery?
(Continued from page 18)

and it is as unpleasant in its way
as barrenness is in its. Of course,
it is much more easily corrected, but
it is my experience that gardeners
are loathe to do the heroic -I am
using the term "gardeners" in the

generic sense, let me hasten to ex-

plain, and not as applied to working
gardeners, who seldom show any
reluctance when it comes to destruc-
tive activities ! Don't be afraid to

root up and out. Give things the

room that they need, but do not give
them any more room than they need.
This should be the aim. Do not let

paths become crowded by encroach-

ing of plants along their borders, so
that these borders have the effect of

bulging with their contents. Few
things are more destructive of beauty
in a garden than this stuffiness. But
do not think to correct it by taking

put the border plants alone
; indeed,

it is not often necesary or wise to re-

move them, for many times they
themselves are not responsible, but
are actually crowded forward and
over by the pressure from behind.
Relieve this, if it exists, first; then

perhaps you will find that the front
row of plants is none too near the

edge ; or if they are a little too near
it will be necessary only to slide

them back a few inches, without

actually taking them up.
BEDS AND BORDERS

Garden design of the exact and
formal type is utterly destroyed b>'

the use of tall growing species in its

planting. And garden design that is

not formal suffers if tall growing
plants are allowed to approach too
near to each other in separate parts
of the scheme. Main lines of the

design should never be planted out,
as they will be if tall and rank
growing vegetation bounds them.
Always work from the ground up
and back along every path and open
way, unless you wish to hide that

path or that way. This rule is in-

variable
; and, save along a half wild,

twisting footway through a half wild

garden, I would never advise allow-

ing a plant over 20" high to approach
nearer than 24" to the walk's edge.

There are plenty of little dwarf
growing things to form ribbons

along the line between walk and bor-

der, so there is no excuse for per-

mitting this line to be obscured.
It is extremely difficult to plant

permanently the beds which go to

make up the formal garden in its

most highly developed state. And,
indeed, I do not know that it is ever
desirable to try to plant it with per-
manent growth ;

for such a flower

garden must be perpetually in fullest

flower if its full decorative value is

to be realized ; and there is no plant
in the world that will blossom all

the season through, beginning with

spring and keeping it up until frost.

Judicious selection, however, will go
a long way toward making the work
of maintaining the classically formal

garden less arduous and less ex-

pensive.

UNITY OF SCHEME

It should be considered as a unit,
and planted for unity, under the

usual circumstances of its develop-
ment. Therefore, one variety of

plant or at most, two should be
used at a time in it, and this should
be repeated in every bed or section.

The lower the growth the better ;

therefore, let us name the lowest

growths first. There are pansies,
verbenas, ageratum and alyssum ;

all practically carpeting plants. In

beds of these the little bulbs of tube-
roses may be effectively scattered,

every fortnight until July, thus pro-
viding an endless supply of these

spikes of fragrance lifted above the

lower growing flower all summer
long. A massing of the beautiful

blue of ageratum, for example, with
tuberoses is effective with almost

any low growth, however, so agera-
tum need not necessarily be the

choice for the bedder.
Geraniums it seems useless to say

very much about, for everyone
knows all about them already. One
of their most disagreeable faults to

me is their legginess when seen from

anywhere but above. This is over-

(Csntinued on page 70)

Wirrei Shinn's tight Veir Asparagus Riots for Immediate Effect

Eat Your Asparagus this May and June

Don't Wait Three Years Before Cutting
Plant my 8-year-old asparagus roots snd

cut your asparagus ttiia May and June. If you
plant a two-yoar-old root you will wait 3
years for your crop- -It requires time to pro-
duce ait asparagus bed that will cut plentifully.
I save you these years by shipping you 8-year-
old asparagus roots, full of growing eyes
waiting for the warm rains of spring. Plant 8

inches deep and 2 by 3 feet in your outdoor
garden. Read this testimonial:

Vineland. N. J.

I bought 200 eight-year-old Asparagus roots
of Warren Shinn. ('ut one month after plant-
ing and until July, which was very satisfac-

tory, six in family, ate Asparagus nearly every
day and all that we could use.

MRS. A. H. MICHAEL.
Wltloof Chicory or French Endive roots if

planted now outdoors will force the most
luscious tops during April and May. I have
thousands of these roots together with roots of
the rare Pink Chicory, forces an artistic pink
color.
I am headquarters for 1, 2 and 3-year-old
Asparagus roots, Rhubarb and Horseradish
roots for spring planting. Have a few thou-
sand roots of asparagus for which I paid $4
per Ib. for the seed.
French Globe Artichoke Roots. Frost Proof Cabbage
plants, parsley and lettuce plants. All vegetable
plants in season. Grafted English Walnuts ard Pe-
cans. Huckleberry 'plants. 1OO.OOO Everbearing
Superb variety Strawberry plants. California Privet
and all smal

riety Straw
all fruits.

WARREN SHINN - Woodbury, N. J.
Please mention this mnitazinc in your reply

Send for catalogue of rarities

Sprayer, Chopper, Shears, Knife and Saw

5-piece Pruning Set $1.50
To acquaint you with our Service- by-mail

Department, we shall aend postpaid this five-

piece pruning set for $1.50. If after three

days it is not satisfactory, return and we
shall promptly refund your money.

Write for Vantine's Catalog

Mailed postpaid out -of- town on request.
Illustrates and describes numerous distinc-
tive and unique Oriental articles for the
home, garden, etc. Write- now, as the edi-
tion is limited.

Address Department 44.

-A-A-VAMTIHE-O-CO-lnc-
Fifth Avenue 39th Street . Mew York

YOUR GARDEN
c'n 'VSaSUUSMtt BBJSS?*"

1*
SPECIAL OTFERS

CREGO ASTERS
These are the finest Asters for cut flowers
growing 2 feet high, well branched.

Pkt. Pkt.
White $0.10

.10
Ro fO. 10

pink .....:;.;; .10 *.~rii ......... .16
Lavender 10

I
Crimson 10

The above collection of 6 varieties. 50c.

BURNETT'S GIANT ZINNIAS
I These magnificent Zinnias are of enormous

size, measuring 4 to 6 in<irhcs in diameter.

Pkt.
Gt. Flesh Color. $0.10
Giant Yellow... .10
Giant Scarlet... .10

Pkt.
Giant White... JO. 10
Giant Crimson. . .10
Giant Purple... .10
The above collection of 6 varieties, 50c.

Antirrhinum Majus Grandlflorum.
SNAPDRAGON Pkt.

Cottage Maid. A very handsome pale
pink, with white throat lOc

Fairy Queen. Rich orange, salmon or
terra cotta, with white throat 100

Pink Pearl. White, shaded peach blos-
som lOc

Rose Dore. A lovely new shade. A
pretty self-salmon rose, shaded gold lOc

Brilliant Rose. The shade so desirable
for decoration lOc

Venus. A lovely pink shade on white
ground, with pure white throat 100
The above collection of 6 varieties, 50c.

COMBINATION OFFER The three collec-
tions Including a packet of 17__ i r\t\
ourfamous "Liberty" tomatoes rOr .JH.UU
With carh order we will mail copy of our Spring Cata
log showing Shadow Lawn, tb summer ho
President Wilson.

-

of

BURNETT BROTHERS, Seedsmen
8S CHAMBERS STREET . NEW YORK
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T
REES and SHRUB

sPORTER'S HIGH QUALITY STOCK
lUu-tnUxl Price Lilt lr*. Write
for copy today.

FOR TER'S NURSERIES, Boi 260, E..mion. III.

NOTE Bi| Slock of Lir|e Spctimea Ntrwiy Miplei
al Low Prices

)WARF
TREES

arc best for the home

garden: they need less

room. BEAR QUICKER,
and produce finest fruit. You
can grow them as bushes

pyramids,
cordons or espalier

forms as described in our FREE
PMCM" CATALOUE.

Ihl VAN DUStS NURStBlf s. W. I Drily. PtH.. B.l I. fastn, N.Y.

DAHLIASTHAT BLOSSOM
Alexander's U-lo-Date Dahlias Lead the World

htH-ause they are beautiful
in color, perfect in type and
sliaiw, anil most Important
of all Free Flowering.
The Dahlia of to-day Is

of unsurpassed beauty as a
single flower, exquisite for

private gardens, charming
masses, and ideal for

planting a g a i n it
si i rubbery.
Our many customer* are

iu(it><-<l: tht-y receive
Ifood rntoek; true to name,
and best of all---Guar-
anOed to Grow.

AH Flower Uivers arc invited to (tend to the
" Dahlia

Kir.*
" fur hi* latent Fro* Illustrated Catalog, which

contain* IMlpfol QMenpCfaM an.t valuable cultural hints
i.n Dahlias, Gladiolus. Cannat, Peoni*>. Phlox. Iru.
Hardy Plant, forth,- olil-fitHhioru-il (lar.len.nn.l a Gen-
eral line of Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs.

J. K. ALEXANDER
425-435 Central^St. Eat Bridgwater. Ma.

J. K. ALEXANDER
"The Dahlia Kin"

A SPECIFIC REMEDY FOR INSECTS
ON HOUSE AND GARDEN PLANTS-
EFFECTIVE IN ITS ACTION EASILY
APPLIED FREE OF THE DISAGREE-
ABLE FEATURES OF MOST INSECTI-
CIDES.

s .1,1 by dealcri in Horticultural Supplies

Aph.ne Manufacturing Co.. Madison, N. J

COMMERCIAL

FOR YOUR LAWNS AND GAB DENS
'' BETTERTMAN THE BEST'
TEN 100" BAGSFoR5
COMMERCIAL HUMUSCo.,

FIREMANS BLDG,

NEWARK.N.J.

) SCND FOR DCMMITIVC UTIRATUHT

SEMEME* THE NAME COMMERCIAL HUMUS

YOURS FOR
THE ASKING.

This book will

solve the prob-
lems of your

flower and vegetable
gardens, whether you

are an amateur or professional.
It contains a list of all the
standard and specialty farm
and garden seeds, as well as poultry
supplies, and will greatly assist you
in your Spring planting.

Write to-day for your copy
it's FREE.

W. E. MARSHALL & COMPANY
166 West 23rd Street New York

invested in

VOGUE
will save you $200

BEFORE you spend a penny on your Spring
hat or clothes, before you even plan your

new wardrobe, consult Vogue's great Spring
and Summer Fashion issues, beginning with the

Spring Patterns andNewMaterialsNumber*
The gown you buy and never wear is the really expensive gown!
Gloves, boots, hats, that miss being exactly what you want,

are the ones that cost more
than you can afford!

Why take chances again this year
when by simply sending in the

coupon, and at yourconvenience
paying$2 a tiny fraction of the
loss on a single ill-chosen hat or

gown, you can insure the cor-

rectness of yourwhole wardrobe?

Vogue is a beautifully illustrated

magazine; the acknowledged
authority on what is worn by
well-dressed American women.
Here are your twelve numbers
(and one extra):

Spring Pattern*
and New Material* March i

Working models for one's whole Sprint
and bummer wardrobe.

Par! s Opening* March 1 5
The complete story of the Paris Open-
ings establishing the mode.

Spring Fashion* April 1

*0ur Special Offer
The Spring Patterns and New
Material* Number is already on

the newsstands. If
you

enclose the

$2 with the coupon below, we will

send you, with our compliments,
this authoritative display of the new

patterns, making 13 numbers in-

stead of 12. Or, if more convenient,

send coupon without money. Your

subscription will then start with the

Paris Openings number, and con-

V tinue through the next 11 numbers.

\ "Nine out often women
\ copy what the tenth
-%-

does; the tenth

f

The List word on Spring gowns, waists
and accessories.

Smart Fashion*
for Limited Income* April 15

First aid to the fashionable woman of
not unlimited means.

Bride* and Summer Homes May 1

A journey "thro* pleasure* and pal-
aces." News for the bride.

American Travel May 15
Places in our own country well worth a

visit at least.

Summer Fashions June 1

Thermal showing of the Summer modes
that will be.

In the Country June 15

'*/..

''

'. NkV. f/?'&$.'/*'

Society takes to sports and life in the

open.

Hot Weather Fashion* July 1

The correct wardrobe for all outdoor
sports.

Hostess July 15
The newest ideas in Midsummer enter-
tainments.

London and Pan* August 1

War stricken Europe retrains her bal-

ance and sends us new and fresh ideas.

Children'* Fa*hion* August 15
Outfits for the infant and for the school

boy and girl.

Forecast of
Autumn Fashion* Sept. 1

% Advance modi-Is gathered at
\ Ihe great Paris Fashion

i Openings.

IMillMI WAINUIS GROWN IN YOUR bARDtN BlIlfK

. ..

Mrrfy tr. .1

Sirt twni-in* 4 TMre iraiiy <. iu-r inrirtatnirlilW wMnttoo*. W* mm
, ..-: . . . : "v
<Uf*ctfrom into ddrvM.

DANIEL N. POMEROY 4 SON.
The Kiiglihh Walnut <lr< hanK l,.-k;.-rr, N. T.

THE NEW DAHLIA
"Mary Pickford"

And many others described in

"Dahlias and How to Grow
Them" for 1916, sent free

for a postal.
TRIAL ORDER 10 larf* Dahlia

roott by mail /or $1.00

J. MURRAY BASSETT
Box 412 Hammonton, N. J.

CATNIP MOUSE
Lot* of fun for the whole family.

FOR KITTY
The mouse is stuffed solid with first quality cat-

nip. It will make your cat playful, happy and
healthy. 2 for 25c postpaid with our catalog of
1,000 thoughtful gifts. Book alone sent for 6c
la stamps. Solves all gift problems.

POHLSON GIFT SHOPS
120 Bank Bid*;. PAWTUCKET, R. I.

KING'S
FLOWER S
Selection of 15 varieties such

as Hollyhocks, Phlox, Lark-

spur, Foxgloves, etc.

Send for catalog NOW, and take

advantage of offers for early orders.

SILVER. N.UJ

Jacobs Bird-Houses Win the

Birds and Last a Life Time
Freight Prepaid !

Send 10 cents lor our
latest illustrated book-
let drsrritint, our 12
beautiful deMgns of col-

ony houses (or Purple
Martin.. 1 to 78 rooms.

Individual nest-boxes

for Wrens. Bluetirds
and other specie*.

Bird Feeding Devkes
and Drinking Foun-
tain*.

Genuine Government
Irvknttmtrd Sparrow Trap*.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE Co.. W.> ne.hurf. P..

This Book
On Home

Beautifying
Sent Free

Contains practical
n* on how to make

your home arll*llc. cbeerr and Inciting.

Explains li"w >u ran easily and economi-

cally kw ili woodwork, piano and furni-

ture In l>erfect condition.

BUILDING ?
This book will tell you of neweat. moit at-

trartln color combination* for Interior deco-

rating I' rou wish we will also lend FREE
our beautiful colored dellar tx>rtfolio show-

Ing- panels of all popular woods finished

with Johnson's Wood Finishes Take this

ad to your dealer or write Dept H-O. 3.

S. C. Johnaon & Son, Racine, Wis.
"Tlu n'ood FinilMnf AvtnarWtt"
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BERRIES, 2c. qt.
or less, fresh from your own
Harden, May till October.

COLLINS'
. , Fruit Guide, FREE
\\>

shows this remarkably pro-
, ductive. easily-grown, lonu-

,. season group of strawberries and

IP-- raspberries in natural colors. Onl.v

requires garden space 12 feet SQUare.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Box Gl, Mooreslowti, N. J.

liable.effic;
|7t satisfactory power buiiimi
IT engines. Why not pump."

irrigate, launder, li^ht

Blt kimiaand xtys. *ng\ne*
T

from
to IBh.p- "it money -savimr direct- from- Kev.M-6
nOfeOEVVD***** prii-es. Catalog free.

.Wni. Galloway C . Box 2665 Waterloo. Iowa

OSES of NEW CASTLE
is the title of the greatest book on
the culture of roses and other plants
ever published; gives expert experi-
ence of a lifetime free. Exquisitely
illustrated in natural colors; offers

and tells how to grow America's
most famous collection of high grade
own-root rose plants. This beautiful

book FREE. Write today.

HELLER BROS. CO. Box 352 New Castle, Ind.

Hill's Evergreens Grow
1 Beautify yonr home. Plant Fill's

'

Evcntrecns. Wo are evergreen pe-
l-Julian, not only in growinx but in

planning artistic effects. Prices low-

i-Hl--qunlity conHiikTt-d. Don'trlsk
failure-Get Hill's Free Evergreen
Htok write to-day.

Expert advice frw!
D. Hill Nursery Co., Evergreen Specialists

B30H DUHPtE, III

WHAT IS IT?
Tt IB the Glass Onward
Sliding Furniture Shoe in

place of casters. It saves

floors and coverings, and
beautifies furniture.
Made in 110 styles and
eizns. Write for circular.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
Don!. A

Menasha, Wis., and
Berlin. Ont., Canada

WHITE MOTOR CARS
Custom Designed

The WHITE COMPANY, Cleveland

"Strawberry Plants that Grow"
"PROGRESSIVE" the best of the Fall-

Bearers, also all Standard June sorts,

including our Wonderful New Seedling,
"COLLINS," and also the best varie-

ties of Raspberry, Blackberry, Currant,
and Grape Plants.

Our New Catalogfor 1916 describing
all these, willbe sent FREE.

C. E. Whilten's Nurseries, Box 25, Briilgman.Mich.

BIG MONEY m FRUIT
Raplant your orchard. Plant your roadside.

Hardy fruit trees, vines and shrubs at low

Wholesale Prices Now
Direct to you from our nurser-

^s. Big 4-color, new. differ-

ent, original fruit book and

laniing guide FREE,.
GALLOWAY BROS. & CO.
Dept. 2096

Waterloo, low*

TREE DENTISTRY
Private Estates a Specialty

Booklet on
"
Tret Culture" sent Free on request

Strictly High Class Work, No Students
or Novices Employed

DICKENSON TREE DENTISTRY CO.
1233 Sherman St. S. E., Grand Rapids, Michigan

Iris, Lilies and Japanese
Garden Specialties

"We have one of the largest stocks of Iris,

etc., in this country. Nearly 500 varieties of
Iris. March to May is the time to plant
Order early for early shipment. Send for
Catalogue.

iommerce Bldg.
lesotaRainbow Gardens ""uf.

YOUR House Deserves the Most Modem

Building Material. Find Out About

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF-ECONOMICAL-SANITARY

NATIONAL FIREPROOF1NG CO.
340 Federal St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Why Not Your Own Nursery ?

(Continued jrotn page 68)

come in most satisfactory fashion,
however, by using them only in beds
which are bordered with boxwood or
some low, dense, formal little growth
like it, which hides their shortcom-
ings. They almost cease to seem
'ke geraniums when given such a
Betting as this; and, really, it is too
bad that they do not more often
find their way into the hands of
those disposed to deal with them
thoughtfully, for they are splendid
plants en masse, quite unrivalled in

their particular field. We despise
them only because they are usually
despicably treated. In white or a
faint pink "Mme. Becamier" for the
former and "Berthe de Presilly" or
"Jean Oberle" for the latter massed
in the midst of boxwood's rich green
outline, there is nothing finer.

THE PROBLEM OF SOILS

Many flower gardens fail, or fall

short of what is expected of them,
because of soil peculiarities which
have not been taken into considera-
tion. Usually the common garden
flowers will grow in "good garden
soil" which is presumably the soil

common to all gardens, generally.
Unhappily for the gardeners, how-
ever, it is not common to all gar-
dens, and where special earth faults
exist they must be met by a selection
of plants especially adapted to them.
Of all soils in the world the most

discouraging and disgusting is clay.

Unresponsive, sullen and antagonis-
tic, clay seems to defy you to make
it yield ;

and its defiance is successful

beyond question, in many instances.
There are things that will not grow
in it; and you might just as well

resign yourself to this sooner or
later. Indeed, you might better, for
when you do the chances for secur-

ing something that will grow rise.

There are different kinds of clay ;

and, perhaps, I ought not to lump it

all off together for condemnation.
But many years of struggling with
it have made me pessimistic, and I

must confess to being almost re-

luctant to admit that there is such a

thing as a rich, a favorable clay,
which no less a plant that the rose

delights in. If clay is your garden's
lot, therefore, turn attention to roses

;

specialize in the many kinds of this

unrivalled flower which especially
thrive in clay, and let the splendor

The Matter of Grooming

of these compensate for the lack of

variety in your flower garden. Cer-
tain bulbs may do well there also ;

and perhaps certain other perennials ;

but it is hard to say just which ones.
For myself, I have grown superb
larkspur, splendid fox-gloves, Can-
terbury bells beyond desire, spice

pinks in unlimited quantities, dear
old yellow day lilies hermerocallis

speciosum lilies, hardy pompon
chrysanthemums, Sweet Williams, iris

of the Germanica strain of magnifi-
cent quality the Japanese not at all

successfully all kinds of roses in

greatest abundance and of fine qual-
ity, and just one kind of annual the
California poppy. Daffodils and tulips
also have done fairly well. Other
bulbs die out.

Hollyhocks, phlox, shasta daisies,

many of the other lilies, and practi-

cally every other flower in the list

of possibilities, have lived to give
me hope for a season perhaps and
then vanished from the face of the
too hard earth. So I would suggest
the plants named in the paragraph
above as perhaps the only ones cer-

tain to live and give satisfaction in

a heavy, clay soil of the yellow and
particularly unfavorable type. This
does not mean that these plants pre-
fer this soil, by any means ; but they
have seemed to be able, with me at

any rate, to adapt themselves to it

and that without any more care or

fertilizing than has been given to

the other things that have died out.

Go SLOWLY !

To everyone who is this spring
beginning a flower garden I would
like to say, earnestly and with
solemn emphasis, "go slowly." Do
not try to have too many kinds; do
not try to have too large a garden.
A garden is like a house, anyway,
improved by being added to now and
then not, of course, without pre-
vious consideration, but along lines

which this previous thought may
have opened up and made possible.
I sometimes think the charm of the

old house and the old garden is that

they are the work of one generation

coming after another ; thus .they
have endless vitality and spirit

in

their design, instead of being the

monotonous creations that altogether
too many of our modern houses and
their complete gardens are.

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY
under soil and climate advan-
tages, Steele's Sturdy Stock is

the satisfactory hind. Great
assortment of Fruit, Nut, Shade
and Evergreen Trees, Sir all-
fruit IMants, Hardy Shrubs,
Hoses, etc. Fully described in
my Beautiful illustrated De-
scriptive Catalogue it's free!

T. E. STEELE Pomona Nurseries

f Palmyra N. J.

While the average dog owner sel-

dom has aspirations of a bench show

tendency, and consequently is not es-

pecially interested in the tedious

grooming methods employed to put

dogs in exhibition trim, yet he should

by no means neglect the care of his

own pet's coat. Regular combing and

brushing will result in greater satis-

faction to both parties to the trans-
action.

There is more to practical dog
grooming than many people realize.
For example, a short coated dog can
be "dry cleaned" as well as a horse.
An occasional bath is of course neces-

sary, but systematic brushing will

largely take its place. You cannot,
however, get satisfactory results with
any old brush that happens to be

handy. A regular dog brush must
be used, one that will get to the very
roots of the hair. There are many
such on the market, but few of these

are better than the metal bristle type
in which fine, blunt pins are set in a

flexible rubber base which in turn is

fastened to the back of the brush.

This does very well for most of the

work
;
when it comes to polishing the

coat, so to speak, use a softer brush

or one of the specially made rubbing

pads.

Long haired, thick coated breeds

like collies and chows need a good
preliminary combing in order that

the brush can do its work properly.
Get a heavy, rather coarse, comb for

them, as it must be able to straighten
out the tangles in the hair without

breaking.

HOWARD STUDIOS,

5W.28lbSt!,'N.Y.City

Henches, Vases
Pedestals, Statues

Fountains
Mantels

Garden Decorators_NEW CATALOGUE. 25C

"Seeds with a Lineage"
Send for catalog "Garden and Lawn."

Carters Tested Seeds Inc.
127 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

Boston, Mass.

TESTEDSEEDSCARTERS
LARGE EVERGREENS
give warmth and cheer to the winter land-
.ecape and lend soft greens to contrast har-
moniously with the summer foliage of other
trees.

PIONEERS In the growing and moving of
large trees, we offer the finest selection in
America for lawn and garden planting.
Our nurseries cover ranre than 600 acres

Write for Catalogue D.
STEPHEN HOY I'S SON COMPANY, New Canaan Conn

Tel. 333. Established 1848.

Cold Weather Plants
and Flower Seeds Ask for new catalogue offering

all the best hinds of
'

that Grow
_ shrubs,

trees, fruit stock, lilies, old-
fashioned flowers, the kinds you
need to buy if you live in a
severe climate. Don't fail to see
it before placing spring orders.

F. H. HORSFORO
Box J Charlotte, Vt.

RHODODENDRON
CAROLINIANUM

New American Species
CLEAR PINK

ABSOLUTELY HARDY
Send for prices and full description, and Catalogs
of the only large collection of Hardy Native Plants

Highlands Nursery HARUN P. KELSEY, Owner
Boxford Nursery >alem, Massachusetts

s
Farmer's 1916 Bargain List

TRAWBERRIES
and other small fruits, shrubs, plants, vines.

Not cheap stock, but a rare chance to get the test a,

uonderful bargain prices. Don't miss it.

L. J. FARMER, Box 692, Pula*ki, N. Y.

Dwarf Trees for the Home Garden
These specimens are eight years old,
root-pruned, and have borne fruit in
the nursery; ready for early shipment

send for special list. We have all

good varieties of standard and dwarf
Apple, Pear and Peach trees. Write
for our general catalogue.
SAMUEL FRASER NURSERY, INC.

179 Main Street Geneaeo, N. Y.

VICK'S .r5fc , GUIDE
Now F r 67 years the leading For

Plants and Bulbs. Stnd for jrtc copy
y

JAMES VICK'S SONS
18 Stone Street Rochester, N. Y.

Smoky

Firepl

No payment accepted
unless successful

Also expert services on

genera! chimney work

FREDERIC N.WHITLEY

tO I Engineer and Contractor

219 Fullon S ""'. BroolKn. N. T.

TREES
Ornamental trees and shrubs
at half Agents' prices. ]>ire<'t
from certified growers for 25
years. Guaranteed. Send for
catalogue.

Wm. J. Reilly Nurseries
Ossian St., Dansville, N. Y.
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Keep the Iceman OuUide

?1

-'

ti)!(i ni '

I

McCray
No. *"*'

Opal Gin

Snow White Opal Glass
If you are thinking of buying a refrigerator for the old or new home, you will

want to know about McCray Sanitary Refrigerators. The food compartment* are

lined with white opal glass nearly one-half inch thick practically unbreakable
the cleanest and most sanitary lining known.
McCray Refrigerators are srU-r.ii fli-ally insulated and have a continuous circula-

tion of cold dry air that keeps food fresh and healthful. They may be arranged
with outside icing door. Etery MeCrs-y la guaranteed.
* |^ l?*fwi*r^wal-rte *re M'd ^y at * McCray Afenciea in

IVlCl^ray IVeirigeratOrS ,he Principal CUiesamlDirect from Factory

Our very complete line of large and' small sizes meets almost every requirement,
but fnr special needs McCray Refrigerators are built to order in accordant* with
ar-'hitn-ts* sjKTlfiVatlnns to conform lothe hnuse plan and match the Interior finish.

McCray Refrigerators are built also in all sizes fur every requirement of hotela,

clubs, restaurants, florists, institutions, grocers, markets, etc.

Write for Catalog and Address of the nearest McCray Agency
ff0f 92 for Residences No. 74 for Florists No. 70 for Grocert

pjOf fit for Markets No. AH Built to Order for Residences
ff0f qp fO r Hotels, Restaurants, Public Institutions, etc.

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO. 616 Lake St., Kendallvtlle. Ind.
Chicago 1000 So. Michigan Are. New York, McCray Bid?., 7-9 West 30th Street

Agencie* In Alt Principal Citie*

1616 1916

The Theatre Magazine Announces
That its April number will be largely devoted to Shakes-

peareana in order to commemorate the

300th Anniversary
of the greatest poet and playwright April 23rd, 1916.

The Theatre is making this the greatest issue it has eyer published
an issue that will live long in the -libraries of scholars and theatre

lovers. From all over the world rare engravings and old woodcuts,
v pertaining to the intimate and public life of Shakespeare have
\ been gathered.

\ Six full page engravings of scenes in Shakespearean plays
tt?' \ from the famous Boydcll Collection.
The Mr. Horace Howard Furness, Jr.. will con- prompt-book of "M 8 c b e t h."
Ttmtre tribute an article on the nloves of Shakes- Other contributors are. Mr.
Magazine. \ ware his closest, personal relics nhicu William Winter. etern critic.

Id w h ''^ 'are in llis liossession. Professor Grander Matthews, of

Street
' NY N

' Mr- Cl''les Rann Kennedy, author Columbia rnlveralw. Robert
reel, H. T.

, ..^^ Sena ,, t , u |he HouM .. Manlell and EdlUl Wynne
Please send me Tho s will Tite of Henry Irving's Matthlson.
Theatre for a year. \
lH>Rintlill(r with March. \ Sittn an<liiili)r<.sthe coun<nnd we
8ei,dbillfor$3.50Ai.rillst. \ "HSfaWJ S5K?Jffl'S

N UarchiMue. We win and y
J

N
v _bill on the flrat _of i

N
N bill on the nrnt of April.
N for JS.SO -- the full year's
\ '

obKflption.

The Theatre Magazine

ofElmer Or*y. Architect, Pmmmdenm

For permanence and beauty
-build of concrete and finish with

Bay State Coating
This coating (which has stood the practical test of 16

years) prevents the ugly blotches caused by rain and

snow; it produces attractive, artistic effects in white or

tint. It dries as part of the wall, absolutely weather-

proofing it. "Bay State" insures the permanence of con-

crete it is for all kinds of buildings. For interiors, too.

Will you try it ? If you are planning to build, we
will send you sample can of "Bay State" free.

Say what tint you prefer and ask for booklet 2.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND
Paint and Varnish Maker*

NEW YORK OFFICE:

& CO., Inc.
BOSTON, MASS.

Architects' Building

Take Care of Your Climbing
Roses and Vines

Aren't they worth considering 1 Their beauty

depends on what you do for them. Give

them the right support and you can lead

and train them anywhere to beautify your
home. Make up your mind now to take

care of your climbers, not only next year,
but for many years, by buying

RUST JR.OOF*
Trellises and Arches

They are "Rust Proof" in name, rust proof in fact.

We galvanize by dipping after the trellis is woven
that's vTldely different from usual galvanizing. The
wire is so thickly coated, no slighted corners or bare

spots, rust cannot get started. Excelsior Rust Proof

Trellis lasts. Inquire of your hardware dealer about

Excelsior Rust Proof Trelltses. Trellis Archu, Tret

Guards, Bed Guards and Fence, Write us for beauti-

fully illustrated catalog C.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.

I",
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SUN DIALS
REAL 6RONZCC010NIA1 DESIGNS

from $3.50 Up
Also full line of Bird

Fountains and other gar-
den requisites.

M,,uj,i,lnrc<llia

The M. D. JONES CO.
71 Portland SI., Boston, Miss.

Senil for illustrated catalog

ROSES!
IF you are interested in

rose growing, plant roses

that will bloom from June
to November.
My catalogue describes the

most complete list of varieties

in America with directions how
to grow them. Send for it !

M. H. WALSH
Koxc Specialist

Woods Hole, Mass.

SILVER LAKE A
The Standard Sash Cord

(The name stamped indelibly on every
foot.)

The man who builds a house
without asking about the sash-

cord to be used is laying up
trouble for himself. Insist that

the specifications mention Silver

Lake A. Its smooth surface

offers nothing on which the pul-

ley can catch. Guaranteed for

twenty years. Write for booklet.

Silver Lake Company
94 Nevada Street

Newtonville Massachusetts

" GREEN VELVET "

LAWN GRASS MIXTURE

Our special Lawn Grass "GREEN
VELVET" is a mixture of recleaned
Grasses especially selected to with-
stand the heat and drought of the
Summer. It will produce a good lawn
during the entire season.

PECK, $2. BUSHEL, $6, PREPAID
Send for catalogue.

ANDREW R. KENNEDY, INC.
Formerly Kennedy & Hunter

Importers Garden Seeds and Bulbs

LAWN GRASS SEED A SPECIALTY
152 West 34th Street, New York City

The Telling Touch of Shades and Shields

(Continued from page 51)

MARBLE MANTELS
BENCHES

CONSOLES
S. KLABER & CO.

126 W. 34th ST., N. Y.

Established 1849

ing. A charm-

ing effect may
be had by inter-

lining with a
soft orange or
rose or yellow
cheesecloth.

A figured cre-

tonne or silk

may be overlaid

with plain silk

gauze. When
unlit the shade
is plain ; but

when lit the

figures come
out in a rather

delightful u n -

certainty. This
is always inter-

esting for chil-

dren's rooms.
It could be
worked out, us-

ing a black silhouette

paper of Mother Goose.

A new idea from
Paris is to insert be-

tween two layers of

gold silk gauze brilliant

colored tissue papers
cut out in floral designs
rather futuristic in

feeling. The tissue
flowers are made of

various petals overlap-

ping, so one gets an in-

teresting gradation of

color. The colors are

full normal, that they

may carry through the

gauze. As the beauty
lies in color spotting,
one must be an adept
to accomplish such a

shade.

USING CRETONNE
Cretonne may be

quite transformed by
applying many coats of

shellac, and thus it

serves as an excellent

material for shades.

For the hallway, a

lamp of red lacquer
and yellow, the hang-
ing lamp of parch-
ment with Chinese

flowers. $130

lends itself admirably
to this style of shade.

The same effect is had

by using old Italian

hand-printed paper
sheets. The finish is

smooth and antique
and the printing irregu-
lar enough to be inter-

esting. All these ma-
terials require to be
made on a flat surface,
not a rounded one.

VARIATIONS OF VELLUM
Hand painted vellum

shades are serviceable,
artistic and have the in-

disputable charm that

all hand work has for

us. Baskets and
bunches of fruits and
flowers on a soft tone

background such a

lampshade finds i t s

metier in a thousand

places. A parchment
shade which completely
hides the bulb hangs
suspended from a

standard, serving for a

hall light where no di-

rect light is needed.

Half the interest is in

its fascinating silhou-

ette. Stretched ivory

silk, hand painted, is

used for the basis of a

wonderful many-sided
dining-room drop-light.
A shade combining

vellum and chintz can
be made by combining
cut-out chintz figures to

watercolor paper and

lacquering it. This is

inexpensive and can be

done by an amateur
who knows nothing of

painting.
Empire lampshades

of painted tin are an
innovation. Unfortu-

.

The shellac fills up the pores and nately their best time is daytime, as,

renders the surface smooth, hard and of course, we get no glow through

translucent. This treatment, which the shade. The inside being painted

makes the fabric waterproof, is also white, a good light is shed for reading.

SUITABILITY IN SHADES

Shades should not only suit the

style of a house and period of a

room, but they should suit as to num-
ber and size the dimensions of a

room. How many times have we seen

an enormous center drop-light over
the table in a small dining-room.
Resplendent in gaudy green glass

(Continued on page 74)

If the shade is sufficiently antiqued
and finished with a mixture of orange
and white shellac, the surface looks
like old vellum. A black and white
Chinese chintz thus treated and made
up on a frame of Chinese lines has

quite an oriental look to it. It should
be given sufficient coats to produce a

hard, waxy finish. Yellow chintz

This shade, de-

signed for a read-

ing lamp, is deco-

rated with Chinese
flower baskets.

$40

"ARIBR9.NZ"PRODUCTS
Maho Distinctive fiifts for All Occasions

BOOK ROCKS. STATUARY,
BOUDOIR LAMPS. ASH TitAYS.

PAPER WEIGHTS. PORTABLES, ETC.
Ranging in Price from $1.50 Up.

Catalog illustrating 200 Art Subjects free
Mention House ^Garden

KATHODION BRONZE WORKS
001 Fifth Ave. New York

Garden Accessories
Plant Stakes Seed Markers

Garden Tools with Painted
Handles

Gathering Baskets for Flowers
and Vegetables

Bird Houses Outdoor Furniture

Sfnd25c, coin or stamps, for a bird plant
stick and an illustrated catalog showing

our garden furniture and fittings

THE WOODCRAFT SHOPS, Inc.

Morristown, New Jersey

_^^;y ' *'r
.-z^_ \

flyVffi'Hp^^i \
wh>.<Y>&' \

STANDARD
Underground

Garbage Receiver
In Use 12 Yean

LOOK FOR OUR TRADE MARK
Sold Direct Factory Send for Circular

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
20 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

Is Wizard Brand Concentrated, Pulveri/.ed
Manure. Not only plant food but soil food.

Contains all the elements needed to stimu-
late rapid and continued growth.

WIZflRh*
CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
is richest natural fertilizer in pure, high-
ly concentrated form. Freed from weed
seeds, dried, sterilized, screened and
pulverized.

Use it for lawn, flowers, vegetable garden,
trees, shrubs, fruit and grain crops.

Write for prices and freight rates.

PULVERIZED MANURE CO.

25 UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO

SOLVAY
GRANULATED CALCIUM CHLORINE

Clean Odorless Efficient

Shipped direct to your station in

air-tight packages ready to apply

Stock carried at many points
Write for illustrated Road Book

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.
406 Milton Ave., Solvay, N. Y.
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Rare Water -Lilies

can be grown in any gar-

den or conservatory as

easily as other plants. A
few half-barrels or an arti-

ficial pool is all that is

needed. For many years I

have specialized in Water-

Lilies and know the vari-

eties that can be grown by

anyone, .anywhere.

My 1916 Catalogue |

lists these special varieties, giv-

ing full descriptions and many
j

pictures. It also tells of the I

many plants suited to a water
j

garden. Write for a copy.

I
WILLIAM TRICKER
Water-Lily Specialist

Box G, Arlington, N. J.
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renton Potteries Co
flath rooms of Character

THE
Sl-wel-clo suppresses a noise

you do not want heard and do
not want to hear

If you are building a home or re-

modeling, give to your bathroom this

gentle attention. Install

The Trenton Potteries Company

SI-WEL-CLO
Silent Closet

Its Mirf.Kv is hifihly glazed. It does not
absorb grease stain nor discolor will not
crack nor petl.
You will never be proud of a bathroom

that contains a noisy closet If, through =
oversight or indifference, you permit a 3
noisy closet to be put ii., you subject your- |aiuiaj' I-.UBCI. m UK |tut in, Jim -mujeci your-
self to much embarrassment, and self-re-
proach later on.
The 8i-wel-c!o Is made of vitreous china.
Your architect or plumlwr knows the 8i-

wel-clo. Speak to him about it.

Booklet M-8
"Bathroom* of Character"

Shows just how you can make the most
of your bathroom space
and gives estimates on the
cost of different Installa-
tions. SeiiU for it.

The Trenton
| Potteries Company

Trenton, N. J.

I Largest Makers of Sanitary

Pottery in U. 5. A.
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Plaster Your Walls for Permanence

Don't be sorry when the cracks come in the

walls of the living room that you were so proud
of when your house was new.

Be sure of walls of permanence by insisting that

Mno-fturn
Expanded Metal Lath

goes under the plaster.

Plaster won't crack if it forms a perfect bond with the

base it is laid over and the fine mesh of "KnoBurn" always
imbeds itself so firmly in the plaster that it can never come loose.

"Practical HomebuiWing."our book on building in general, give* you comparative
cost figures and a dozen more reasons why "Kno-Burn" makes the plaster stick.

S*nJ lOc la cover c<u/ of ma./int am/ <uA for

North Western Expanded Metal Company
.Manufacturers of all ktnds

of Expanded Metal

937 Old Colony Bid,
ChlUfO. Ill

Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains.
W. P. Seaver. Architect, \ew York

That Bungalow
which you intend to build next

Spring will need the soft, ar-

tistic tones of

Cabot's Creosote

Stains
to make it complete and har-
monious.

Paint doesn't suit bungalows.
It forms a hard, shiny coat
that is foreign to their char-
acter and "atmosphere." The
Stains produce deep, rich and
velvety colors that harmonize
perfectly with the style of

building and surroundings.
They are 50 per cent cheaper
than paint, and the Creosote
thoroughly preserves the wood.

You can get Cabot's Stains all
over the country. Send for
free samples of stained wood
and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.

Manufacturing Chemimtm
11 Oliver Street, Boaton, Maaa.

Your New Home
and The

Architectural Record

IF
you are planning to build, you

will find The Architectural

Record invaluable for its helpful
ideas and practical information.

EACH
month it presents a careful selection of the best

work of leading architects with 100 or more illustra-

tions, including exterior and interior views and floor plans.

From these photographs and plans you are sure to get
valuable suggestions regarding attractive appearance, con-

venient arrangement of rooms, appropriate furnishings
and harmonious landscape effects.

In the business section you will also find described the latest

and best building materials, as well as the furnishings and
specialties which add so much of comfort, convenience and /
value.

Special Nine Months' Offer

For only $2 we will enter your subscription for

nine months, starting with the attractive February,
1916, number. (Regular yearly price $3.00 f

i

single copies, 3Sc.) ,'

To accept this special offer please mail
the coupon promptly

The Architectural
Record

B.C.
,' 3-16

f

Tin
- Architectural

Record.

119 Weit 40th
Street,

New York City.

/ Send your February.
,' 1916. number ajiii enter

,' my subscription for the
' next eight months. Enclosed

find $2 in full payment (for

Canada, add 1.45: for Foreign.

MfJ.

eautify the

Garden

AN
English bench in an ob-

scure comer, a comfortable

chair in a picturesque spot.

or an eld-fashioned settee with

chairs and table invitingly set for

lei or cards, go far to make the

garden what it really should be

a beautiful spot to enjoy a place

of rest and quiet.

Our garden furniture is unique in design
and workmarahip. It is thoroughly well

built and can be made up to harmonize
with stone or shingled houses.

Send for our catalog showing f real variety
of benches in rustic and painted furniture.

It will aid you in beautifying your garden
and will be gladly sent upon request.

North Shore FerneriesCo.
BEVERLY. MASS.

New York Agents:

THE GARDEN GATEWAY
31 East 48lh Street
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Baur's New
Catalogue
Full of Garden Truths-
sound advice that will enable

you to plan your home
grounds intelligently. Each

plant is described with full

respect to its best uses. It

answers the many questions
that the layman naturally

asks, such as adaptability to

soil, wet or dry places, sun

or shade, and many other

points too numerous to men-
tion here.

Roses, Shrubs, Trees

Evergreens, Perennials

Vines, Gladioli, Dahlias

You should not delay ordering

trees, shrubs, etc., for this spring's

planting. Early planting means
a well established garden before

hot weather. It means roots deep
down near the cool moist subsoil,
where the hot sun does not pene-
trate.

Our long experience in plant
growing is at your service free
for the asking, and our prices will

be an agreeable surprise to you.
Send for this catalogue today.
Your name and address on a postal
card will bring it by return mail.

15 E. Ninth Si., Dept. E, Erie, Pa.

With its gay tas-

sels and unique
outline, this rose-

colored shield
would find a suit-

able place in any
bedroom. $2.50

The Telling Touch of Shades and Shields

(Continued from page 72)

panels it dwarfs everything else. In ber, yellow and rose in combination
fact, it is a really unusual occurrence may be worked into enchanting
when a dining-room is not ruined by shades. They give one the same ex-
an ill-proportioned and ill-chosen quisite feeling of color subtleties one
lighting-fixture. This seems to be the gets in a tea-rose,

commonest failing in house decora- . r
tion. And it is so easily remedied. The
shade itself has only to be replaced As a test for such elusive color

by a flat empire shade of a soft, neu- combinations hold up two bits of silk

tral-toned silk with a plain fringe, in the spot where the shade or shield
There are many more original and is to go. We can soon feel whether
pleasing variations than this but the colors are right. Very often in

Hide Those
Unsightly Buildings

Barns, garages, and out

buildings should be hidden by
shrubs and ornamental trees.

A few dollars rightly invested
in this way will enhance the

beauty and increase the value
of any home.

Trees and Shrubs
at Half Price

Buying direct from us saves

you the middleman's profit

fully one-half and gives you
fresh stock, true to name, and
sure to grow.

Send for Free Book
More than a catalog full of helpful
hints. Makes selection easy, and
fully explains how we save money
for you. Send postal today.

RICH LAND NURSERIES
Box 254, Rochester, N. Y.

We prepay freight on 95.00 order*

this is safe and proper.
Even a large wicker

shade can be used for

such a purpose in a
summer house. The
ordinary lining may be

replaced by a vari-col-

ored silk one combining
rose, green, blue and
any yellow or orange
on a black background.
The colors are very
rich and clear, and the
effect when lighted is

novel, but not gro-
tesque. The shade is

inexpensive and dur-
able.

If a shade is of bril-

liant hue, it must be
smaller than of neutral
tone. It is always well
to keep to bright colors

in small shades, not
in large ones.

BEDROOM SHADES

In a bedroom, have
the dresser and bed-
side light shades match..
It creates a feeling of

unity and restfulness so
essential in a bedroom.
Put six-sided rose
shades on the candle-

sticks, and a larger one,
but of the same propor-
tions, on the bedside

lamp. If side wall fix-

tures are used, put ob-

long shields on them. A
soft rose is preferable
to a strong, else they
will be too strongly sil-

houetted when used

against the wall. Am-

A black and wHite
Adam shade would
lend contrast in a
Colonial room.

$2.50

and
little

In dull blue
old rose, this

Chinaman is ex-

quisitely painted on
ivory silk. $4

a lavender or a mul-

berry room the ques-
tion of color for shades
is difficult. With either

of these dull gold will

be successful and the
color of the room may
be repeated in the

guimpe and trimming.
One must feel that the
shades are tied to the
room by a mutual color

if merely brought out
in the trimming.

SETTING THE SHADE

Quite apart from the

questions of shape,
size, material or deco-
ration is the matter of

placing the shade so it

will not fail to serve
its right purpose.
Shades give color spots
to rooms, as was ob-

served, they can tone
down or enliven the

general air of a room
both when lit and unlit,
but if they are to serve
an avowedly practical

end, nothing should
stand in the way of at-

taining it. Thus, if a

lamp is to be used for

reading, see that the
shade is so set that
sufficient light be
thrown in the right
place. Good decoration

presupposes common
sense and a pair of eyes
is more valuable than
all the shades in the

world, no matter how
decorative they may be.

The Collectors' Mart

Offered 12244. Covered Chinese

temple jar, height \d l
/i"; antique

Chinese bronze vase, flattened ri-

form, height 18"; formerly part of
the collection of the late William
Churchill Oastler. Will sell at a
low figure.

Offered 12245. Three melo-
deons for sale, rosewood cases;
two piano cases, spindle octagon
legs; one spinet, folding style;

dishes; platters; pitchers; mahog-
any mirrors; mahogany parlor set;
six parlor chairs; one large chair;
one mahogany tete, etc.

Offered 12265. 1 very fine hand-
woven bedspread ; brass pewter spoon
mold

; pewter swinging or ship lamp ;

small miniature pewter porringer ;

sewing bird.

Offered 12266. 2 rare embroid-
ered very odd and original pieces
of drapery (or lambrequins done in

colors, suitable for arch or over

doorway or over unidon curtains).
None like them anywhere; 4 real

oil paintings (portraits), large, with
broad gilt frames.

Offered 12233. Two Sheffield

table spoons with shell handles, three

antique thread lace black veils, 42"

square ; flowered white silk shawl,
old-fashioned white lace hand worked
collars ; cream-color silk veil, hand
worked, 25" long; lot of Godey col-

ored fashion plates ; white tufted bed

spread ;
Silhouettes ; small antique

portarit frames
; wooden salt cellar ;

small bead bag ; antique ironing
stand ; Lowestoft chocolate cups ;

Lowestoft tea caddy ; blue cup plates ;

pair of genuine Sheffield toasters ;

old green glass wine glasses.
Offered 12234. 1812 war relic:

Mahogany drop-leaf pedestal din-

ing-table with drawer in each end.

Feed

Your Soil

Healthy Food
All soil contains some

Humus, but seldom enough
to grow beautiful green
lawns and luxuriant plants.
Soil needs

Yeast of the Earth

a wonderfully beneficial, health-
flying food for Lawns, Plants and
Shrubbery.

It is rich in the elements of

plant food, absolutely odorless,
clean and pleasant to handle. All
the objectional features of barn-
yard manure eliminated, yet a per-
manent plant food and soil builder.

It gives renewed life to starved
vegetation.

Hex Humus is being used by
mun.v country estates, golf courses,
suburban gardens with excellent
results.

Try it and prove its value.

Six 100 Ib: Bags, $5:00
$10 a Ion in bags; $7 a ton by carload

Our experts are always ready and will-

ing to advise you. Write for pamphlet.

PETERSON, SINCLA1RE
& MILLER, Inc.

25 West 45th St NEW YORK

Garden Full

rladioli

Jor$fOO

,

"y

The Gladiolus

one
[
^

most satisfac-

ry flowers

grownbecause
.-> it blooms con-

tinuouslywhen
'

J' it is cut and

put in water,

just as well as

when in the

ground.

There is no reason why every family
i cannot enjoy this grand flower, for the

I
simple reason that it is as easy to grow
as the potato.
You can have them in bloom from

July to frost if you plant a few bulbs

I each month from April to July.
For only ONE DOLLAR we will send

75 Bulbs of our Grand Prize Mixture,
which covers every conceivable shade in

the Gladiolus kingdom.
.Last year we sold thousands of these bulbs

and have received numerous testimonials as to

their merits.

ORDER YOUR BULBS NOW
so as to have them to plant when you begin

making your garden.

Simple cultural directions with every package.
Write today, mentionHouse & Garden, and se-

cure this splendid collection of Gladiolus Bulbs
for only $1 .00 prepaid to your home, anywhere in

the United States, with our 1916 Spring Catalog.

30 & 32 Barclay Street NewYork
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Conservatory erected for Joy Morton, Lisle, 111.

Preparedness
YOU

are busy planning (or you ought to be) your outdoor
work for the coming season. Your greenhouse is not ex-

actly "outdoors," but it is pretty close to it. You must take it

into consideration in laying out your garden and other buildings.

How much nicer it would be if you could have your garden
all year round. The greenhouse is the thing that put the "den"
in garden as it is the "den" to which you retreat during the

cold weather.
It is too late in Fall to think about a greenhouse. Be pre-

pared, get our sketches and estimates now. They are cheerfully

given to you free of charge.
We are a firm that has been at this business for years, our

factories cover an entire city square block. Moninger green-
houses are scattered all over the country. No matter how large
or small your proposition is we can take care of it and at a
minimum cost.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO

210 Bluckhawk St.
CINCINNATI

2309 Union Central HI, la.

NEW YORK
Marbrldge Bide.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GREENHOUSE

On the Estate of Mrs. Douglas Alexander, Stamford, Conn.

the commonplace to the in-

'*
teresting is after all but a short

step. The ordinary garden can be

given charm and grace often by the

addition of a bit of statuary, a sun-

dial or a bench. The photograph
above owes much of its attraction

to the statuary and simple floral

vases furnished by us. Study the

possibilities of your garden or estate.

Our catalogue illustrating many of

our models executed in Pompeian
Stone for use outdoors or in the
hall or conservatory will provide
valuable suggestion*.

To those desiring marble orna-

ments, we offer special facilities, in-

suring reasonable prices and prompt
service.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Factory Astoria. L. I. 226 Lnington Ave. ,N. Y.

Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

II

NEW YORK

1|
H. KOOPMAN & SON

ORIGINAL WORKS OF ART
== =

Old iron garden seats, in line

and ornament of the classic iron

work found in the beautiful old

gardens of England and France.

Sixteen East Forty-sixth Street
Opposite the Ritz-Carlton Hotel

1 =
lIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIllUIr: =:

WRITE TO-DAY FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE ENTITLED

THE WORLD'S BEST DAHLIAS
accurately describing all the best, new and standard varieties In

Cactus, Decorative, Giant Flowering, Show, Fancy, Pompon.

Paeony, Duplex, Collarette, Anemone, Century and Single. Nat-

ural color reproductions of New Decorative Dahlia "Minnie Bur-

gle" and New Paeony Dahlia "P. R. Austin." Beautifully illus-

trated. The leading Dahlia catalogue.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS, BERLIN, NEW JERSEY
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Bobbink & Atkins
Nurserymen - Florists -Planters

ROSES
SHADE TRE.E.S

FLOWERING SHRUBS
HARDY OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS

RHODODENDRONS
EVERGREENS
FRUIT TREES

and 150 other specialties

300 acres of Nursery 500,000 feet under glass.
We plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens everywhere.
Visit our Nursery, only 8 rniles from New York or write for out
illustrated Catalogue No. >H

Rutherford.

New Jersey

'orld',

ChoU est

seryfiCt

oducts

I

The Cardinal Climber
Whoever first beholds this lovely Vine stands

fascinated by its Brilliancy and Grace,

ITS LIFE AND BEAUT.Y
To begin, a small black

seed: Sow NOW in the

house; by April strong

plants to be set out after

Frosts are over. 15 to

20 ft. high during the

summer till fall.

FOLIAGE Glossy bright
green, fernlike, enchanting.

FLOWERS In rich masses
like miniature Morning
Glories.

COLOR A dazzling, fiery,
cardinal scarlet.

For rustic posts, arbors, old
trees, a dress of flaming gor-
geousness.

COST small, results GREAT.
5 seeds 10 cents

1O seeds 15 cents

20 seed* 25 cents

DO YOU LOVE YOUR GARDEN?
Do not deprive it of this "Beauty's" crown.

Order early. This seed is always scarce as it forms few
seed pods. Other attractive Flowers are described in

our 1916 Garden Book. Send for it. A postal brings
it to you.

H. H. BERGER & COMPANY
70 Warren Street

(Established 1877)

New York

Starting the Garden Indoors

(Continued from page 19)

the moisture content of the air up to

normal. There are but two rules you
need to keep in mind about ventila-

tion : the more fresh air the better

as long as the plants do not get too

cold
;
avoid direct draughts on the

plants and sudden changes of tem-

perature.

SOIL REQUIREMENTS

The soil in which the seeds are

started should be loose and gritty

enough to let any surplus water that

is in it pass through readily, so that

it never gets wet. It should be light

and "spongy" enough to retain all the

water possible without becoming wet
;

and it should be so light and friable

that the little seedlings, once they
have sprouted, can push up through
it readily.

WHEN TO Sow

"Time" is a double barrelled item
;

it refers both to when the seeds

should be sown, and whether you will

be able to take care of them properly
or not To do the latter will not

take a great deal of time daily, but it

must be given every day; regularity
is of the greatest importance. In re-

gard to the former, or when to sow
the various seeds, grouping may be
as follows : February 15th March
15th : beets, broccoli, Brussels sprouts,

cabbage, cauliflower, celery, lettuce,

and onions. March 1st April 1st:

corn, cucumbers, egg-plant, melons,
okra, pepper, squash and tomato
(corn and the vine crops are usually
started in individual paper pots or in

dirt bands) ;
of flowers, the hardier

or earlier things such as pansies,

daisies, asters, marigolds, zinnias,
and early flowering perennials which
are wanted to flower the first season
can be started with the earlier vege-
tables, and the tenderer things such
as begonias, cannas (started from
seed), salvias, cosmos, coleus and so

forth, started later with the later

vegetables.
Use only the best seed which you

can possibly procure ;
a single small

packet will be enough for most of the

things which you want to start, and
will furnish all the plants required.
Do not, therefore, waste time with
old seed of which you are a little un-

certain, or by buying seed which may
have been in stock for the last four

years in some local grocery or hard-

ware store.

The soil to be used is extremely im-

portant. If you have none available,

the quickest way and probably the

cheapest in the end will be to buy a

bushel or so from some greenhouse.
If you have to prepare your own,
mix your richest and lightest garden
soil, sifted leaf mould from the

woods, and enough medium coarse

sand so that the whole cannot be

squeezed in the hands into a lump
that will not fall apart when released.

Old compost that has been in a hot-

bed that is thoroughly spent and
which is free from fungus or weed
seeds makes good soil in which to

plant. "Cocoanut fibre," or commer-
cial humus mixed with garden soil

will give a combination of the right
kind. But do not plant until you do
get your right soil, even if it involves

several days' delay.
In addition to these soil ingredients

get some sphagnum moss, the fluffy

screenings from leaf mould, or ex-
celsior (although the latter is not so

good) to put in the bottom of your
seed flats and pans to ensure perfect

drainage. The soil should be sup-
ported by this strata of porous stuff

so that the surplus water can imme-
diately drain off. Get also a number
of panes of glass sufficiently large
so that one or two of them will cover
a flat.

Having the various things which
you will require ready, work can be

begun at once. First, prepare your
flats and seed pans by putting in a

layer of drainage material and over
this enough of the prepared sifted

soil to come within y2 " or so of the

top after it is lightly firmed down and
made perfectly level and smooth. Be
careful to get the soil well packed in

at the corners and the edges. Mark
off the rows for the seeds 2" to 3"

apart, according to their size and the

space you have. These little drills

should be very shallow, just enough
to be perceptible. A pencil point is

as good as anything to make them
with, and a ruler will enable you to

get the rows straight across the flat

and parallel. Scatter the seeds thinly

}4" to 1" apart, but just as even as

you can get them. Don't put in the

entire contents of a package just to

use it up ;
if the plants are too thick

they will be poor from the very
start; and besides, if your first plant-

ing does not come up it is well to

keep some in reserve.

COVERING YOUNG PLANTS

After the seeds are sown, press
them into the soil very lightly with
the edge of the ruler or something
similar, before covering; they should
not be pushed down into the soil, but
merely pressed level with it. They
should then be covered very lightly
and the whole surface pressed down.
The covering should not be much
more than l

/%" for the larger vege-
table seeds such as cabbage, cauli-
flower and beets, and 1/16" for let-

tuce, celery and small flower seeds ;

while very fine flower seeds, such as

begonias, should be barely pressed
into the soil with shreds of leaf
mould or soil moss put over them to
shade them slightly from the light
until they are up.

Celery and parsley seeds which are
rather slow to mature will come up
better if soaked for a day or two in
hike warm water before planting.
Hard shelled seeds, such as some of
the sweet peas and cannas, are better
if they are slightly notched with a
knife or file before planting.

CARE OP FLATS

The soil should be fairly moist be-
fore the seed is sown. After sowing,
water lightly with a fine spray, being
careful not to pack the soil or wash
it away. It is better still partly to im-
merse the newly planted flat or seed
pan in a sink or tub and let it soak up
water until the surface begins to get
moist. This will thoroughly saturate
the soil without permitting it to run
off and without getting it wet about
the seeds. The boxes will go for a
long time thereafter without water-
ing.
The boxes of sand should then be

covered with the glass, leaving a small
crack at the end of each to allow the
air to circulate. The purpose of this
is to confine the moisture evaporating
from the soil so that the surface will
not quickly dry out. The boxes should
then be put away to germinate, and,
if possible, given bottom heat as al-

ready described.
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The Kins of Ai.ing or American evergreens
The very foundation of ornamental and commercial tree planting

WHITE
PINE

1,000 Trees

(No. 1 Quality)

For $200.00

10 Trees. $4.50

CSB WHITE PINE FOB
screens, borders, avenue
LiUnUiig and otherwise

beautifying an estate; for

rui-iiver lands ; for sandy
<iili and other bare, un-

i>ri)ilurtive, u n s 1 g h t 1 y

places; for worn-out pas-
tures ; for lands useless

for other purposes; for

undel-planting In shady
places In woods where
chestnut trees have died
out. Plant groves of

White pint for restful-

nesi.

2 to 3 Foot
TWICE

Transplanted
Root Pruned

100 Trees

(No. 1 Quality)
For $24.00

All prices f. 0. b. Fram-
ingham. Mass.

LET Ol'R MKX I'LANT
YOUl TICKKS FOR YOU.
Many of our foremen and
men have been with us
for ten or twelve years
and with their scientific

training and years of val-

uable experience are
versed in all matter* per-
taining to trees and tree

planting. These men are
at your service and we
should be pleased to not
only furnish you with
trees, but also to plant
them for you. Write for
Service Bulletin No. 3
sent free which tell* all

about the kinds of work
we do.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR NEW 1916 ILLUSTRATED TREE
CATALOG in which are listed twenty million forest, shade and orna-
mental trees. All grown at our nurseries from hardy seed, the very
best at the lowest prices. Evergreens, hardwoods and shrubs in all

desirable species. Each order is dug fresh upon receipt, carefully
packed and promptly shipped.

ILittle <Err e Jfarm* of America (liear JSoston)

NURSERIES OF

American Forestry Company
Division Kl, 15 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

The First Breath of Spring
brings the beautiful magnolia into bloom and turns your grounds into a
veritable wealth of sweet-scented perfume.

We are especially proud of this year's stock of hardy, verdant magnolia
trees, and offer them to readers of House & Garden with a feeling of confi-

dence that they will uphold the name we have established through years
of careful and successful growing.

WOMEN READERS
will be interested to know that we have designed a special map and cross
section of a valley showing exactly the conditions under which magnolia
trees produce their best beauty and most luxuriant growth. We also give
accurate color information direct from Color Standards, Ridgway.

Hicks trees are guaranteed to grow satisfactorily or replaced. "We take so
much earth with them they don't know they're moved/'

Annther important point Our magnolia free* ave .you nom
year* of growing Our shade free* and evergreen* gave you ten

StnJfor cotahguet on Evergreens. Rhododendrons and Hvr

Hicks

I

Fottler-

Fiske-
Rawson

Co.
Seed Annual (or

1916 Is compiled
especially for those
interested in Gar-

dening.

Some of special
features:

SUMMER
FLOWERING

BULBS
It takes 42 pages

to describe and il-

lustrate them with
features.

DAHLIAS & GLADIOLUS
We are specialists in these, having the largest list In this country; It takes

34 pages to describe these with 54 half-tone Illustrations.

six pages are devoted to Asters and Sweet Peas and 33 page* to Flower
Seeds, comprising the very best in existence.

Vegetables require 60 pages to describe and illustrate with half-tones.

Thirty pages are devoted to our Plant and Shrub Department ; this includes

Roses, Perennial Plants, Shrubs, Vines, Hedge Plants, Evergreens, Fruits.

Twenty-four pages we devote to Fertilizers, Insecticides. Spraying Imple-
ments, Lawn Mowers. Sundries, etc.

Seven pages to Poultry Supplies.

Franklin Park Lawn Seed
Free from Chaff The cleanest The highest Purity Tot

The highest in price The cheapest in the end

If you will mention this Magazine we

will mail the Seed Annual free to you.

Pettier - Fiske - Rawson Co.

Faneuil Hall Square Boston, Mass.

SPECIAL OFFER
Thu year rvery one

planting and rightly

"AMERICA"
a beautiful pink imincnte

size waxlike texture.

100 bulbs $ 1.50

1000 bulbs . $12.00

Glad flowers of the
Summer Garden brill-

iant showy effective-
soft alluring dainty
every shade that blows
and grows !

Masses of color out of
doors. Unsurpassed for

house and table deco-
rations.

Cedar Acres bulbs bloom.
Beautiful illustrated Bookie t free.

Describes new varieties and give* full

planting direction*.

B. HAMMOND TRACY
Box 17 WENHAM, MASS.
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Wyomissing Irises

Win the Gold Medal

MY COLLECTION OF
IRISES exhibited at San Fran-

cisco received the highest award the

Panama-Pacific Exposition Gold Medal.
The collection embraces the cream of the

standard varieties, the finest European
novelties, and my own seedlings raised

here at Wyomissing pronounced by critics

to be of distinct and rarest beauty. You
can have a display of equal beauty in

your own garden, if you make your selec-

tion from my catalogue, which describes

hundreds of kinds.

The New Roses
I offer a carefully selected list of de-
sirable Roses, especially adapted for out-
door culture, including the best of the

novelties, Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas,
Wichuraianas, Ramblers, Baby Ramblers, all

in two-year-old field grown plants.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
(edition of 1915-16) accurately describes the Irises, Roses,
the most complete list of Peonies in existence, Hardy Asters,

Phlox, Anemones, Delphiniums, many other perennials, and
the finer shrubs, especially Lemoine's new Double and Single Lilacs,

Philadelphus and Deutzias in fact, the best herbaceous perennials
and shrubs for general planting. If you do not have a copy of

the 1915-16 book write for it today.

BERTRAND H. FARR, Wyomissing Nurseries

106 Garfield Avenue, WYOMISSING, PA.

Do You Want A Dog?
There Is no companion and protector like a faithful and good-tempered dog.
Glance through The Dog Show in this number. The very dog you wish may be

there. If not, write us, stating your preference as to breed, the approximate amount
you wish to pay and we will put you in touch with just the dog you desire. We
recommend trustworthy animals of many breeds.

The. Dog Show, House & Garden, 440 Fourth Act., New York

Garbage Receiver I and Cellar Window
The Sanitary Way to Keep Garbage Protects the House and Grounds

It is buried in the ground close J
I It prevents your house, lawn,

to the kitchen. Only top and cover /.:.< r-%. walk, flowers and shrubs from being
is exposed, is convenient but never
unsightly. It is water tight snow

littered up and ruined with coal dust
and stray lumps. A glass door serves

and frost proof emits no foul odors as a window, when coal is not being
and keeps away flies, mice, dogs and received. It locks from inside and

is absolutely burglar proof. Can be
, ,

cats. Always closed, can easily lifts

out for emptying. Dumping door
opens with foot lever, closes itself.

put in already built home or built

into a new one.

Write for Catalog of These Two Home Necessities

These two Majestic specialties meet the present day demand
for sanitation and cleanliness in the home. Send for the catalog
and get the whole Majestic story. Ask your dealer to show you
Majestic Specialties.

The Majestic Company, 603 Erie St., Huntington, Ind.

manufacturers of Coal Chutes, Garbage Receivers, Milk and Package Receivers,
all-metal Basement Windows, Rubbish Burners, Street and Park Refuse Cans,
Metal Plant Boxes, Pit>e and Pificless Warm Air Furnaces, Hose Reels, etc.

IN ~ ^

Collecting Italian Maiolica
(Continued from page 32)

bino, etc., were taken there for the
luster embellishment.

In Urbino the manufacture of mai-
olica reached its culminating point
in 1S40, in which year Orazio Fon-
tana, Urbino's greatest maiolica art-

ist, entered the service of the Duke.
Passeri states that Orazio Fontana
had no equal in the execution of his

paintings for maiolica, the distribu-

tion of his colors, and in the calcu-

lation of the effect of the fire upon
them in the' production of his wares.
From 1580 Urbino Maiolica declined.

There are exceptionally fine ex-

amples of early Italian maiolica in

the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, and in other public and
private collections in America that
the collector may study to advantage.
While the pieces of supreme import-
ance, like the canvases of the old

masters, are not to be had for a song,

still "finds" are possible, and even
later pieces of maiolica are beautiful

and fully worth while. Such pieces,

too, with the interesting history of

the earlier objects that inspired them,,
should appeal to the collector. Per-

haps if Italian maiolica were more
studied and understood in this coun-

try it would be more popular with

collectors, but just because so few of
them are versed in its evolution the

advantage accrues to the collector

who is wide-awake enough to look
about him in time. In passing it

should be noted that there is much
one may well say quantities of mod-
ern maiolica to be found in the shops.
Much of this is very beautiful, but
the collector will soon have no trouble:

in distinguishing it from the old,
even when the modern happens to-

reproduce the forms and designs of
the early pieces.

Answers to Inquiries

Readers of House & Garden who are interested in

intiques and curios are invited to address any in-

quiries on these subjects to the Collector's Depart-
ment, House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New

York, N. Y.

J. B. W. An 1864 Confederate
note is not rare, and can be bought
for 1 cent. The 1838 $1.25 note is

also not uncommon and also exists

in quantities. Its value averages
from 5 cents to 10 cents. A card

case such as you describe of tur-

quoise shell inlaid with mother of

pearl if in perfect condition would

only have a value of from $2 to $5,

as there is no demand for articles of

this kind, except as a relic or curio.

A. D. M. The story that explains
the Willow pattern used on old Eng-
lish china is as follows :

In this design a castle is shown
on a hill surrounded by beautiful

gardens and nearby a tower is seen,
severe in outline and suggesting a
tomb.

In the castle is supposed to have
lived an old man of great wealth
and power and his daughter, and in

an adjoining castle the daughter's
lover lived. He acted as secretary to

the lord of the estate, and when not

serving him devoted his attention to

the daughter in ardent lovemaking
when her father was asleep.

Their meeting place was a grotto
in the garden and all went happily
until a mischiefmaker told the old

father of the lovers' rendezvous. He
then surprised them at one of their

meetings, and took his daughter and
locked her in the tower a prisoner.

Her lover undaunted by this suc-

ceeded in sending a note planning
her escape to his sweetheart in the

tower which she drew up on a silken

cord, and likewise a silken ladder

was sent her in this way by which

means in the dead of night she es-

caped from her prison. The lovers

then went to the foot of the hill where
an old woman aided them in their

escape. They soon sailed out in a

small boat down the river until they
came to a beautiful garden, and here

they landed and built a cot and lived

happily for many years.
But "the irate father after persistent

search found out where the lovers

had gone and pursued them. When
he came upon the little house un-

discovered he set it afire, and in the
fire the lovers perished. From the

ashes, however, two beautiful white
doves escaped symbolizing the pur-
ity and consistency of their affec-

tion. The old man then disappeared.
This is the myth as it is told in the

poem entitled "The History of the
Willow Pattern," by A. N. Burgess,
publisher unknown, and is no doubt
the rhyme which you referred to in

your letter.

. Hobson and other experts on Chi-
nese porcelain and old English china,

however, claim that the willow pat-
tern as shown in the old Stafford-

shire wares was simply the English
adaptation of well-known Chinese
decorative motifs the willow tree

signifying long life, and the land-

scape and river being also exten-

sively used as significant Chinese
decoration.

E. H. D. An exhaustive search

through Brayley's "Complete History
of the Boston Fire Department, from
1630-1889," in which the names of

all its members appear, shows no
reference to B. Burke.
The number on the bucket, No. 1,

is the number of the engine, and
it was also required that the first

letter of the first name should ap-

pear with the surname of the fireman.

No doubt B. Burke was a member
of a volunteer fire company, in some
other New England city or town,
such as Salem, and that you have
been misinformed.
Should you still wish further in-

formation, we would suggest that

you write to the Bostonian Society,

Boston, Mass., or the Massachusetts
Historical Society, Boston, Mass.,
where there may be data in which
the name of B. Burke may appear.
We cannot tell whether your table

is a duplicate of the table said to be

at the Hermitage near Nashville,
without seeing it, but would suggest
that you send a photograph to the

Her litage for comparison. As the

table you describe is evidently an
extension table, it was probably made
about 1810, when tables of this type
were quite common.
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You Can Enjoy
Beautiful Roses

In your jmrden, upon your lawn,
or screening the fence and grac-
ing the pergola, rose* Eire the
distinctive touch of refinement.
You will flnd among our 400

varieties a rose for every need and for every climate. For
more than half a centurv, we have heen "doing one thing
\M II." C. & .1. Roses are all so carefully grown that they
are guaranteed to grow and bloom.

Our handsome 1916
Rose and Floral Guide

contains 98 pages with 85 Illustrations, 14 In
natural colors. It describes nearlv 400 of
the World's choicest roses Nature's

best, gathered from many lands.

,
To make selection easy, 101 of
the very choicest are marked
with a -it Exquisite Tea.
hardy Rugosa, aristocratic
Tree Roses, and graceful

1 Ramblers. Whatever
1 your taste or need, you

will flnd the right
roses listed in our
Guide. It's free.
Send forit now.

/
The CONARD
& Jones Co.

Box 126

West Grove, Pa.

Rote Special,; I,. Backed by
SO years' experience.

Our specialists have prepared a rose lover's manual, "How to Grow Roses,"
Edition de luxe, 14 full pace plates in natural colors, 26 other beautiful Illus-

trations, handsomely bound. Tells just how to select, plant and grow superior
roses. Gives "Rose Lover's Calendar of Operations." A pleased reader says,

"Somehow I felt as If the people who compiled It really cared for roses."

Trice, $1.00, but you may deduct $1.00 from the first order of $3 or more from

our 1916 Guide. Send to-day for "How to Grow Roses" and free Guide.

KELSEV
HEALTH HEAT

Why You Feel Its Comfort
Without Feeling Its Heat

ON
the coldest winter day you can go from the out-

side, into a Kelsey Health Heated House. W!I.TO
the temperature is up to 70', and still not feel the

heat; but at once be conscious of its delightful warmth
and comfort.
You don't feel it, because it is fresh air heat. Just as

fresh and pure it is, as the sunshiny outside air you
have just come from.
Teeming, it is, with Oxygen, and mixed with just the

right healthful amount of moisture.
At least every fifteen minutes (oftener. if you want

it) the air in each Kelsey heated room in your house can
be completely changed.

It's not the cold air outside that gives people colds;
it's the drafts inside. It's because of the vitiated air,
devoid of Oxygen, that our systems run low, and are
susceptible to every little draft. Any doctor will tell

you that.

With the Kelsey Health Heat you secure heat and
ventilation in one.
Abundant ventilation without drafts.

Ample heat, full of health building oxygen, and just
the right amount of moisture.
With a surprisingly small additional expense, you

can convert this heating system for your winters into
a cooling system for your summers.

It burns less coal than any heat, and we can prove it.

Send for Booklet "Some Saving Sense on Heating."

THL
I WARMWARM AIR

237 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

CHICAGO
103-K I'.-.rk Avenue

NEW YORK
2767-K Lincoln Avenue

The Luxembourg Museum and Its Treasures
/TVHE great demand for reproductions of Luxembourg paintings
* has found its expression in Charles Louis Borgmeyer's beauti-

ful book entitled: "THE LUXEMBOURG MUSEUM AND
ITS TREASURES."
This contains over two hundred priceless engravings supplemented
with two hundred and twenty-four pages of text and illustrations

printed on the best of plate paper, bound in morocco leather, flex-

ible covers, with gilt edges and embossing in fact, it is an Art
Work De Luxe. Size %Y* x uY*.

Written Under the Shadow of the War
This is not a work compiled second-handed, but every illustration and every

description was procured in Paris by Mr. Borgmeyer during the summer be-

fore the outbreak of the war. In fact, through his enthusiasm for his work,
the author found himself shut up in Paris in that memorable month of August
when the Germans made their onslaught upon the Greatest Capital of Art the

world has ever known.

The publishers have reduced the price of "THE LUXEMBOURG MUSEUM AND
ITS TREASURES" to readers of House and Garden from $8.00 net to $5.50

FINE ARTS JOURNAL,
Suite 806-7 Michigan Boulevard Building
30 North Michigan Avenue. CHICAGO

SENT POSTPAID UPON RECEIPT OF CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
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From Frost
To Flowers
ONE

of the big steamship lines ply-

ing to the tropics, has a slogan

which runs "forty hours from

frost to flowers." You can beat that

by a margin of thirty-nine hours,

fifty-nine minutes and some odd sec-

onds ; because all that you need with

a TJ-Bar greenhouse, Is just time

enough to open the door, and in a

moment you are in a tropical fairy-

land of j'our own.

The most remarkable qualities of a

U-Bar greenhouse, are its marvelous

lightness and the airy, bubble -like

sense of grace and beauty, due to Its

unique construction.

Every curved U-Bar is a unit of

strength and durability. Its dual
structure of steel and cypress gives
the necessary rigidity, without the

support of cumbrous framing mem-
bers, so that every stray sunbeam
finds its way inside and gets busy
at once.

A U-Bar house will last a life time.

Send for our Catalog, or send for
us or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIER5ON U-BAR CO

A House and Garden by H. T. Llndeberg

Another example of the type of distinctive home which
it is a delight to read about and of which numerous ex-

amples find their way, in the course of a year, into the

pages of

'he International
Studio

FOR OVER 18 YEARS THE STANDARD ART MAGAZINE IN
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND STILL KNOWN AS THE

"most beautiful magazine printed!"

50 Cents a Copy $5 a Year
Trial subscription of three months for $1.00

JOHN LANE COMPANY,
1112 Cuyler Building, New York.

Gentlemen: For the enclosed
(|I'QO)

send the INTERNATIONAL STUDIO

for (3 months) Commencing to

IIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIilllll!lIllllilllIII!IIIIIillllllllllI

Your All-Year Garden

(Continued from page SO)

ditions, let it be that of temperature. In the spring, leave the sash off in

Better a small, slow grown, stocky the middle of the day and, as soon

plant in good health, than a rapid as the milder nights come, at night,

growing one which is weak or sickly. The early things have to take some

When your little plants are ready
chances with light frosts after they

for handing over into large quarters,
are set out but they will come

don't delay the operation. The time through if they have been properly

for doing it, in the case of seedlings,
hardened first

is as soon as the second or third true U" 1 ' 1 y" Set
,

enough bright, hot

leaf appears; with cuttings, when the weather to dry the ground off quickly

newly formed roots are 54" to y2 " and to ke P *e P Ia"ts growing rap-

long- with bulbs, as soon as they 'dly, water only in the morning. As

have started 1" or so, when you are the Plants require more moisture,

satisfied that thev are capable of mak- watering once a day will be none too

ing strong, vigorous plants. The soil ?*, .

and where this seems to be

for all may come out of the same insufficient, water at night instead of

pile.
in the morning as less is then lost

.. . , , . . , through evaporation.
Good garden soil with which has

been mixed about an equal quantity WoRR WITH TREES AND SHRUBS
of compost from an old hotbed will

make an excellent combination for

general purposes. are
..

Outside of the activities described
- ... above, the most important work is to

course, some plants which have inch-
finish up wha{ prun ;ng and spraying

vidual preferences geraniums, for may rernain to be done before the
instance, prefer a rather heavy, com-

sap starts in the trees After that _

pact soil, while begonias prefer a
it is not safe to use the winter or

lighter one but these are differences dormant sprays which are the most
which the gardener who grows a effectual for combating such a thing
small number of plants may well as the San jose scalej for they are
leave until he has met the more im- much stronger than the summer solu-
portant details. t;ons This is a good time also, to

Vegetable plants, if many are scrape old fruit trees. If you have
wanted, are usually transplanted into no regular tree scraper an ordinary
flats. The earlier things such as cab- hand weeder with a sharp blade will

bage, beets, lettuce, cauliflower, etc., do the work. This scraping is to re-

can be transplanted directly from move the old, dead bark which is

these, while tomatoes, peppers and a safe harbor for insects and dis-

such things are better if transplanted ease spores. A neat whitewashing
again from the flats into individual afterwards will finish the process of

pots. If you want but a dozen or so sterilization. If you object to the

plants of each, pots may well be conspicuousness of the whiteness, a
used for them. For seedlings little brown coloring matter can be
and cuttings pots are the best to added without injury. All stumps of
use at first. If put into the large limbs that have been pruned over an

pots first they will not do so well, be- inch or so in diameter should be
sides taking up a great deal more painted. Be sure, also, to saw every
space than they require. In potting branch close up to the trunk or limb

off, see that the little plants are han- from which it is growing. A stub
died as gently as possible and that will always mean a weak spot and
they are not out of the soil longer probably a wound and decay later

than can be helped. Have soil, pots on.

and everything else ready before they
are removed from where they have
been growing. Any weak or sickly

ones should be ruthlessly discarded; _. ^__._ o __
the chances are that they will prove pends largely upon the manure and
worthless in the end after causing fertilizers you make use of. The
you much extra trouble and loss of fact that you may have put on a lot

time. Avoid watering and also hot ] ast year and gotten good results

sun for several days after potting does not let you off from furnishing
up until growth has been renewed. a good supply this year. Get as much
Some of the bulbs will require 3-inch manure as you can

;
if enough to make

or 4-inch pots. It is well to put a a layer 3" thick over all your
little manure in the bottom of each ; garden, so much the better. If you
it should be dry and spongy and will cannot get enough to go all around,
then serve to help the drainage as spread it out and make it go as far
well as to be fertilizer. A piece of as it will, supplementing it with a
broken flower pot, hard coal cinders, high-grade fertilizer. Potash will be
or something of that kind should be very scarce and exceedingly high-
placed in the pot bottom, before the pr iced this year. Scrape and save
soil is put in. Be careful that the every bit of wood ashes you can get,

drainage hole is not plugged up. especially unleashed ones from hard
wood. In addition to the potash they

IN THE FRAMES contain, these also have considerable

lime, and their physical action on
In case one has no greenhouse, the the soil is always beneficial. Nitrate

work such as that described above o f Soda, even at the high price at

will have to be performed in the hot- \vhich it is selling this spring, will
bed. Early started plants of lettuce, pay wen if used wjth good judgment,
beets and, if you have room, cauli- Only a very little should be used at

flower, can be set out in the frames a time, especially for top dressing,
now, or extra early melons and rad- for what the plant cannot take up
ishes. Carrots in alternate rows in within a short time after it has been
the frame will also be ready long be- applied is very largely wasted. By all

fore any sown outdoors. means do not make the mistake of

From the greenhouse or house re- deciding that because prices have
move the transplanted flats of vege- gone up you must use a lower priced

tables, cabbage, lettuce, etc., as soon brand this year. If you must cut

as there is no dancer of their being down the expense, get the higher
frosted with the sash on the frames, priced kind and use less of it.

As TO FERTILIZERS

The success of your garden de-
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What Muriel Learned
for $2

**

How a Little Bird Told Her 1,000 Secrets

MRIEL
is a thu year's

ebutantc. You can see

latfor yourselfby look,

.ng at the clever sketch

which our artist has drawn of

her. Muriel's eyes are measur-

ably wide open. She can usually

find her way home in the dark.

She knows precisely who's who in

New York, also what's what, and

approximately when's when, and

usually how's how. She needs no

Baedeker, or pocket compass, or

tufted homing pigeon to show her

the way to the opera, to Sherry's,
to the best music, the prettiest

frocks, the newest motors, the

most amusing costume balls, and
even the most sinister cabarets.

New York is her oyster. She

always carries an oyster knife

ready to open it. The entertain-

ing side of New York life is an

open book to her. Observe her

sunny smile, her wayward curls,

her bold, bright eyes.' The red

wheels of the hansoms on Fifth

Avenue are not more bright than

are her carmine lips. The gleam-
ing facade

of St. Patrick's Cath-
edral is not more white than is

herpretty, powdered nose. Muriel

is. in short, a self-starter an in-

dubitable eight-cylinder girl.

Ten of the 1,000
Secrets

1 How long to second a
girl can keep a young man
waiting for a luncheon engage-
ment without infuriating him
to the point of chucking her.

2 Why Cezanne and Arthur
B. Davies have helped to revo-
lutionize modern painting.

3 How many quarts of cham-
pagne 400 men will drink at a
fancy drew dance at Sherry's.

4 How to enter an opera box
without embarrassment, and
leave it without stumbling.

5 Why the growing vogue of
futurist music has been built
up on so-called dissonances.

6 How, at a Broadway caba-
ret, to tell a lady from a chorus
girl.

7 What scrapes the Freudian
theory of dreams can get a
good girl into.

8 How to get into the Domino
room at Bustanoby's. after
three A. M.

9 How to work your way, un-
derground, for the four blocks
separating the Park Ave. For-
tal of the Belmont Hotel from
the Manhattan Hotel's 43rd
Street entrance.

10 What is being talked
about today in the grandest,
gloomiest, and most marble-
and-gold society of America
and England.

This

LITTLE MURIEL.THE DEBUTANTE.
AND HER HIGHLY-TRAINED BIRD

BUT,
reader, perhaps you

will ask : "Who is Muriel's

little Bird?" Well, that's an

easy one. The little bird is only a

symbol a symbol ofknowledge,
of wisdom, of omniscience. Its

real name is Vanity Fair a mag-
azine that is forever on the wing,
that flies everywhere, that un-
locks every secret, answers every

question, solves every dilemma,
satisfies the needs of every yearn-

ing soul. It is published monthly
at 25 cents a copy or $3 a year. It

is a mirror of American life, orig-
inal and picturesque ; informal,

personal, intimate, frivolous, un-

conventional, but with a point of

view at once wholesome, stimu-

lating and refreshing.

Take the cream ofyour favorite

magazines of the theatre, sport,
books and art. Add the sprightly

qualities of such publications as

The Sketch, The Tatler and La
Vie Parisienne with something of

"""i

VANITY FAIR, 149 Fourth Ave., New York City j

Please enter my subscription to VANITY FAIR i

for the rest of 1016, beginninR witli the current i
issue, at the special $j rate offered to readers of 1
this magazine. Mail me the current issue at =

once. I enclose the $Z herewith (OR) I wi 1 1 remit i

|i on receipt of your bill the first of the month.

.Vame .

I

ers and you have a gen-
eral idea of Vanity Fair.

And, best, of all, a very

special introductory offer

places this big, breezy
journal of unalloyed joy-
ousness on your reading
table for the rest of 1916

nearly a full yeat for

only $2.

HjiG.3-16 I

Eliminate Door Troubles

at the Outset

can overcome all the dissatisfac-

tion, annoyance and unnecessary

expense of poor doors in building your
new home, or in remodeling your pres-

ent home, simply by specifying

E
MORGAN

For beauty, distinctiveness, thorough con-

struction and economy Morgan Doors have
no equal. The big variety in which Morgan
Doors are made conforming to every archi-

tectural style the wide range of choice ve-

neers from close, delicate grains to bold, dash-

ing grains, meet all tastes and all require-

ments, whether for a modest home or mansion.

The All White Pine Core, the foundation upon which

Morgan supremacy rests, is an exclusive Morgan fea-
ture. This core, together with improved methods of

manufacture, prevents the peeling of the veneer, and
gives a door that does not shrink or swell with weather

changes. Once hung, Morgan doors give permanent,
perfect service. They always
open and close freely. They
don't rattle today and stick to-

morrow.

For your protection every Mor-
gan Door is stamped "MORGAN"
on the top rail and is guaranteed
perfect in material and workman-
ship. Be sure your architect and
contractor specify and furnish

only Morgan Doors.

Send now for our handsome free

booklet, "The Door Beautiful."
It i* full of valuable uggestion* for
exteriors and interiors and contains
important door facts which every
home-builder should know.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR CO.
Department A-29, CHICAGO

Factory: Morgan Co., Oshkosh, Wis. Eastern Branch: Morgan Mill-
work Co., Baltimore. Displays 6 East 39th St., New York: 309 Palmer
Building, Detroit. Building Exhibits: Insurance Exchange, Chicago;

Soo Line Building, Minneapolis.

Handled by Dealers Who Do Not Substitute
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s THE GARDEN THE ESSENTIALTOUCH
Tke Su.vdial.that old Friend of the Past.will find

:oiw,enial Refuge inyour Garden Some favorite Spot
IP eufivenetl by the

twittering,
of Birds splashing in me

Font Flower Pois and Boxes .Vases. Benches. Ga-z-

Glol'es. hWmes and other interesting Pieces will re-

gall the Charm cifihe Old World Gardens

Our Catalogue t'f Caj-don Pottery, winch will-

IF
you are planning to build a home you will find

it to your advantage to read this booklet before

you decide on the material you are going to use.

It is beautifully illustrated, full of valuable sugges-

tions, and gives a short, concise statement of the

merits of

WHITE PINE
Three centuries of building in America have

proved that no other wood so successfully with-

stands exposure to the weather as White Pine. And
it is more than simply durable ; it holds its place

perfectly for more than a lifetime, without warp-

ing or checking or opening at the joints. This long
and satisfactory service makes it the most economi-

cal wood for home-building.

Despite an impression of its scarcity, White Pine is still

abundantly available today, as it always has been, in any
quantity desired. If your lumber dealer is unable to supply
it, we would appreciate the opportunity of being helpful
to you in securing it. Send for booklet now. There is no
charge for it to prospective home-builders.

Address, WHITE PINE BUREAU,
1319 Merchants Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Representing
The Northern Pine Manufacturers'
Association of Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Michigan, and The Associated
White Pine Manufacturers of Idaho

A grouping from "Good Taste in Home
Furnishing"

A Row of House & Garden Books

Good Taste in Home Furnishing. By nothing of mere sentiment or theory
Maud Ann Sell and Henry Blackman jn it. "Boiled down" might justly be

Sell. John Lane Company. used here as a descriptive phrase, for

alj
non-essential matter has been

After all, consistent good taste in eliminated. It is a book of state-

the furnishing and decorating of the merits and cold facts, useful to the

home is largely a matter of the per- beginner or the old-timer who wants

sonality of the individual. We say information without the necessity of

largely instead of

principally, because
the ability to choose
and apply tastefully
can be cultivated
through intelligent

study of good books

dealing with the sub-

ject in a practical

way. In the present
volume we have just
such a helpful ally, a

book that should be

in the possession of

all who are going to

furnish or who wish
to improve on the

furnishing they have

already done. It is a

practical, basic-princi-

ple guide to colors,

furniture, draperies,
and the like. The il-

lustrations and deco-

rations in line by
Howard R. Weld are

at once charming and
instructive, visualizing
the principles covered

wading through
many rambling pages
to discover its hiding

place.

Walter Dyer, author
of "Early American

Craftsmen"

Wine, Water and Song.

By G. K. Chesterton.

Methuen & Co., Ltd.

Being the comple-
tion of that trilogy
of which the other

two volumes were
"Eat and Grow Thin"
and "Drink and Be
Sober" or a counter-

irritant, however you
may take it. These

rollicking ballads,
culled from "The Fly-

ing Inn," are admir-

ably presented in a

pocket size, which can

oe carried about to

be produced on such
occasions as demand
virile protest against

^.^ The Somewhatness of

in "the text and" setting a new Stan- the All, Cremation, the Anti-Tobacco

dard for work of this sort. Crusade, Vegetarianism and other

world movements against Orthodoxy.

Continuous Bloom in America. By Louise

Shelton. Charles Scrihner's Sons. $2.00
The W elLCons-dered Garden. By Mr,.

Francis King. Charles Scnbner s Sons.

C o n t i n u-

ous Bloom in

America is pri-

marily a book
of instruction in

flower garden-
ing, a book of

where, when
and what to

plant. There is

Of late years there has developed
in this country a gratifying interest

in the problem of color in the flower

garden. The old idea so aptly de-

scribed by the expression "riot of

color" is giving way before the ad-

vance of those thoughtful gardeners
who appreciate the fact that magenta,
yellow, blue and red, massed against
a background of lilacs or rising in

milk- cur-

Hdling
ranks

from a bor-

der of pur-
ple irises,
is not hor-
ticultural art.

A cottage
g r o M p from
"Goori Taste in

Home FurniaK-

ing"
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[How to Grow Fruit FREE
Write t . foi DUI i-'k mure than a catalog. Tells what to plant
in \.-isr totality, huw tu plant, trim and spray. Describes and pictures
our immense stock of Apples, Cherries, Peaches, Pears, small fruits, etc.

all "\\.HK! Quality" stuck. Also our big stock of ornamental trees,

shrubs and plants for beautifying your home grounds. We sell direct

(,/., a t i
,,j tt'.tnu-y stii'iny prices. We will send this book absolutely free.

Don't faU to write for a copy return mail brings it.

IWOODLAWN NURSERIES, 935 Carson AT. Rochester, N. T. Allm L. Wo.

Flowers
\VIII make your home grounds a perfect picture. We

trow everything from little violets to sturdy oaks. Our
roses are runout frum coast to coast.^ Free delivery everywhere In the U. S. at prices that

~"! surprise you.
We aagist In planning ground*. Our ex-

perience Ht your ncrvlce free.
Our catalog will help In creating attrx-tlvi-

surroundings whether yours 1 a city lot or
an etilute.

Write today for Catalog 108.

Wagner Park Nursery Company
BOX 882, SIDNEY, OHIO

Nurserymen Fiorittt Imdrcapt Garjenen

Strawberries, April to December. (North May to November)

lull. iR-ura full
iiiiiaiili-i- .n,l I

'.ink' >u-lil. aiul loo iiui

nil nil kn.clh .it liulu mil i

y a* the lickiNEVEK. STOP, our great wer tearer. rli**ns regular
rap 1

100 iiUnm |:;.oo
9 Uook. almuillit I'

llflll.lt. All clfll

Modem Methodi In Fruit Growing .MI....U, ml K
IVafhe* In MUcfmaiuu May to November. ui*rl> Ho^a and mtirgrwn Hedge

i. etc.. etc., wrlto for free i-aulog.
CONTINENTAL PLANT COMPANY. 112 R. R. ST., KITTRELL. N. C

.^ituofeJ in a Natural
Nurtery Ktimn. trea anj plants ffoun tirrr bear immune

trofa offinejiu/t In allpat/i of Hie lounliy. Nmtk at u ill at SouUt.

g uf a
noiiey nfuiiil-il. Atf-'iiu'i-

i >'UU llolV to
''! fn*. If tntvrrNt.d In

. 1-. JuilM tu OflulMT,

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiimimimiiiimimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiminiiM

j
PYRAMIDAL OAKS
The best trees for screens and windbreaks. Far su-

perior to Lombardy Poplars. Fine trees, 6 to 14 ft.

reduced to $1.50 to $3.50 each.

BALL FORM PRIVET
Much used along driveways and walks, as frequently seen on beau-

tiful residences along the famous North Jersey Coast. 2 ft. $10.00
per dozen.

WRITE FOR .CATALOGUE

THE MORRIS NURSERY CO.,
WEST CHESTER,

PA.

Miiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiii

NOWis IdealTin

START
your

care riqht this season.

Have the Ideal ready for

the very first cutting.

The Ideal Power Lawn
Mower meets every turf

trimming requirement
insures a consistently

beautiful sward. It elim-

inates the nuisance of a

horse drawn contrivance

on your lawn, or the ex-

pense of a squad of hand

propelled machines. Gives

double the care more effi-

ciently and more econom-

ically.

The 1916 Ideal offers new
refinements and improve-
ments simple, reliable clutch,
automatic throttle control,
g e a r 1 e s s differential. It

stands unsurpassed in

field of lawn mowing
chines.

Write us for full particulars
now, while making your plans
for a beautiful lawn.

THE IDEAL POWER
LAWN MOWER CO.

R. E. OLDS, Chairman

403 Kalamazoo Street

LANSING, MICHIGAN

Residence of
Dr. A. L. Kennedy,
Denver, Colorado.
Biscoe fr Hewitt

I A HOUSE IN PERFECT HARMONY
WITH ITS NATURALSURROUND1NGS

Tl
1 AT can be said of practically any white con-

crete house. It fits its environment and at the

same time has a distinctive and individual ap-

pearance. Houses made with MEDUSA WATER-
PROOFED WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT
keep their good appearance permanently. They
remain a rich, stainless white. The waterproofing

keeps out the rain and snow and prevents discolora-

tion without affecting the strength, durability and

hardening of the concrete in any way. It keeps the

walls dry makes the houses damp-proof.

Medusa White has every property required in a

high testing portland. Medusa White Houses are

strong, durable, fire and weather-proof. Medusa
White is now recognized by modern architects and
home builders as the material which combines per-
manence of construction with adaptability for the

most artistic treatment in architectural design. It

is unsurpassed as a medium for exterior and in-

terior stucco decoration of all kinds.

Let us send you "The Medusa White House." It is a little

booklet showing what many home builders have done with
Medusa White Portland Cement. Sent free on request.

WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT
The SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

Room N2, Engineers Building



The Sure Way

To Surely Have

An Early Garden

THE
most troublesome trouble with

gardens, just as it used to be with

Automobiles, is in getting them
started.

Dame Spring has such an exasperating

way of luring us on with warmish days
full of hope; and then playing us with

some of the most exasperating varieties

of weather, that just knocks gardening

progress galley-west.
So to have that coveted early garden, we

must get the running jump on Spring, by
starting our seeds, and growing good husky,
stocky plants in cold frames.

Happily for you, we have at least six dif-

ferent sizes of frames to fit your needs, as
well as your pocketbook.

For example, there are the tote-about sizes.

You can buy ten of them for so little as $6.56.

Five Melor Frames cost $4.62.

Or a two sash Junior Frame 68" long by
38^" wide for $8.40.

Then if you want the big frames with their

sash 3x6 feet, we can sell you any length.

Don't put off ordering. Every day's extra
start now means several days ahead, later on.

Send for Two P's Booklet for further facts

and figures.

NEW YORK
42nd Street Bldg.

CHICAGO
Rookery Bldg.

SALES OFFICES
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

Tremont Bldg. Franklin Bank Bldg.

ROCHESTER CLEVELAND
Granite Bldg Swetland Bldg.

FACTORIES
Irvlngton. N. Y. St. Catharines, Canada.

TORONTO
Royal Bank Bldg.

MONTREAL
Transportation Bldg.

Des Plaints. III.
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Dreer's
Dahlias

WE offer and
fully de-

scribe in our
Garden Book /
this season four
hundred and
forty-seven of the
choicest New and
Standard varieties,

which include all

types and colors of

this favorite Fall
flower, every one
having been care-

fully tested and
found desirable. If

you have never
grown Dahlias you
should begin by get-

ting a free copy of

Dreer's Garden
Book for 1916

Write for it to-day, and
mention this magazine.

please

P;eony-Flowered Dahlia

HENRY A DREER, Dahlia
Specialist

714-716 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

HOUSE & GARDEN

A Row of House & Garden Books

(Continued from page 82)

Color as well as form is Coming Early American Craftsmen. By Walter

into its own, and no one can read A. Dyer. The Century Co. $2.40.

Mrs. King's book without feeling that The vogue of Americana is ever
here indeed is something to ponder increasing, because more and more
over. the skill, artistry and honesty of
The "Well-Considered Garden" is spirit of the early American crafts-

primarily a book of color harmony, men are becoming more apparent.
Therein lies its chief value to the That they must have been remark-
flower gardener, and its inspiration, able men is a conviction forced upon
too. For it is inspirational there is everybody. But hitherto, though
no denying that. Without didacti- much has been written about their

cism, and yet instructively, the author work, little attention has been paid
gives us the impulse
to make our gar-
dens the color har-
monies they should
be. "I have," she

says, "a new pro-
fession to propose,
a profession of spe-
cialists ; it should
be called that of the

garden colorist. . . .

The garden colorist

shall be qualified to

plant beautifully, ac-

cording to color,
the best- planned
gardens of our best

designers. It shall

be his duty, first,

to possess a true
color instinct ; sec-

ond, to have had
much experience in

the growing of flow-

ers, notably in the

growing of varie-

ties in form and
color

; third, so to

Martha Foote Crow, au-
thor of "The American

Country Girl"

to their personal
characters and stories.

This need Mr.
Dyer's book fills.

While conveying an
immense amount of
detailed information
about their work he
also tells about the
men themselves. Even
the names of some of
our most distin-

guished craftsmen are

scarcely known to

most Americans:
Duncan Phyfe, for

example, maker of

exquisite furniture,
who adapted and im-

proved the Sheraton

style; or Samuel Mc-
Intire, master carpen-
ter, who learned arch-
itecture out of books
and built in Salem so

many delightfully
proportioned houses
with interiors incom-
parably carved ; or the
romantic Baron Stie-

Foote Crow.

$1.50 net.

In this book Mrs. Crow seeks to

make his planting
plans that there shall

be successive pictures of loveliness gel, inventor of stoves, ironmaster,

melting into each other with succes- and creator of beautiful glassware,
sive months ;

and last, he must pay, who lived like a feudal lord in Penn-
if possible, a weekly visit to his gar- sylvania, fell into a debtor's prison

dens, for no eye but his discerning and ended his life as a bookkeeper,
one will see in them the evil and the These with Paul Revere, silversmith,

good." engraver and bell-founder are a few
So Mrs. King shows how we may of the personalities in Mr. Dyer's

all become garden colorists to the book, which is also a very complete
'

best of our abilities. She gives us survey of their work,

many of the planting schemes she has

worked out in her long experience;
The American Country Girl. By Martha

she tells of garden accessories, gar-
Crow - Frederick A. Stokes Co.

den expedients, garden books and

garden clubs. Her book is much
more than an introduction to the sub- show the opportunities which are

ject of color in the garden; it is a open for the country girl to make
her own life and the lives of those
about her more cheering, helpful
and optimistic. To get to the root

Poultry Husbandry. By Edward Brown, of the matter and learn, if possible,
Longmans, Green & Co. $2.40. the outlook upon life which the coun-

try girl really holds, she has corre-
When a book by Edward Brown sponded extensively with the girls on

is announced, poultry keepers all farmsteads in many districts, and
over the world are interested, for no out of the mass of material thus
greater authority lives. Although he obtained has drawn conclusions that
writes as an English breeder, he is are anything but gloomy,
familiar with the poultry industry The book is written avowedly for
in almost every land, for he has vis- the country girl herself, and as such
ited nearly every country in Europe, is inspiring and optimistic. The slu-
as well as Canada and the United dent of sociology, too, and those who

and practical are interested in any form of the
"back - to - the - land"

reference work of merit and charm.

States. His large

knowledge has

made it possible for

him to produce a

volume which cov-

ers every feature of

poultry keeping, and
with an accuracy of

detail which should

prove of no little

value to amateur
and professional
alike. Both as a

text-book in schools

and a reference

book in the home
library, Poultry
Husbandry should
find high favor as a

volume of authori-

tative information.

movement, will find

here considerable il-

luminating reading;

yet we cannot but

wonder whether the

composite picture pre-
sented of the country

girl is truly represen-
tative of the six mil-

lion and a half such

persons now living in

the United States.

Garden fans will ap-
preciate "The Gar-

den Bluebook"
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POMPEII AN BRONZE SCREEN (LOTH
LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE

For Permanence and Beauty
Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth eclipses all other screening materials. ||
It is absolutely rust proof; in (act. it is permanently proof against any fr
and all climatic conditions. Once installed in your screens, it never need* ||
painting or renewing, its bare, solid bronze wires successfully defying =F~

time's ravages. It is strong and does not sag or
"
belly

"
as do its copper ^

substitutes. You can easily tell Pompeiian Bronze from all other screen* H
ing materials, because we weave a red string into the selvage. So ask ||

your dealer for Pompeiian Bronze, and identify it by the red string. ^
Don't forget, a string that is red, not a wire or coated selvage.
The beauty of Pompeiian Bronze^ (a rich brown hue) lend* to any House added

attractiveness. Send for our booklet
'*
Permanent Protection."

All good hardware dealer* handle Pompeiian Bronze.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
69 STERLING STREET. CLINTON. MASS.

First weavers of wire by power in the world. Makers of Clinton Wire Lath the
'. first metal lath produced and the best to-day for stucco and inside work. 1 atcreating
book, of "Stucco Houses," showing many types, sent upon request.

Poultry Pointers
Are you desirous of increasing the variety of your stock? There are
dozens of new breeds of fowl which perhaps you have never heard
of. Write to our Poultry Yard, stating in detail all your needs and
requirements. Perhaps we can help you and supply your wants.
House & Garden keeps in touch with the best breeders and dealers

House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York.

MINERAL WOOL
The Modern House Lining

iinimiiiiimuiiiimiiiii t inn iimiiiliiliiiiiliiimiiMliiimimiiimiiimimmmi

Samples and Circulars Free
iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiitiiiiitiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiuiiiHiMiniii'iiiiuuiiinniHi

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

Send for

Catalog
No. 23

Hanging
ATTRACT THE BIRDS. YOU CAN HAVE THE WRENS
AND BLUEBIRDS ENTERTAIN YOU IF YOU HANG
UP A FEW LANSING BIRD HOMES IN YOUR GARDEN

LANSING CO., Lansing, Mich.

Fl I I III II I I I I II I 11 I II II I I I III III I II 111 II I II HI II ITTT
I I 1 I I 1 1 I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

MOTT
Sinko/
unusual

FOR glistening cleanliness, inside

'and out, this sink is made of

solid porcelain. Its 2-inch thick-

ness assures strength and durability.

Made in one piece, it has no dirt-

collecting crevices or cracks. Mere

rubbing with a damp cloth keeps it

in spotless condition.

And what convenience! Dishes

may be washed in one compartment
and rinsed in the other. Several

inches of water may be retained in

either compartment no separate re-

ceptacles are needed for vegetable

washing.
"MODERN PLUMBING." a 112-page book,

describes various styles of Mott kitchen and

pantry sinks at a wide range in price; also

26 model bathrooms with floor plans and hints

on tiling and decoration. Sent for 4 cents

postage.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York

1828 Eighty-eight years of Supremacy 1916

Thit Swinging
Nossle supplies

hat, cold or

mixed water to

either compart-
ment. When
moved towards

the center the

water is auto-

matically shut
off no splash-

ing when it is

turned front one

side to the other.

'Boston 41 Pearl St., Cor. FraukUu
I'illnlmrjh Peoples Hull. ling

< dill-inn 104 8. Michigan Are.

Mlnnempolln Bullden' Exchange
Atlanta. -IVUTs Bide.. 7 1'earhtree St.

(Philadelphia 100 Filbert St.

s.aille 4M White Hulldinu
Cleveland 848 Lemder-Newa Bldg.
1 1. 1 1 . ill I'enobucot Hide.

tDem Molnn 203-211 W. Court Are.
tToIedo 4.30-434 Huron St.

t Showrooms equipped

Portland. Ore.. Showrooms.
Sherlock I'.liln.

tWashington. D. C Woodward Bldg.
Columbia. S. <'.. Showroom*.

l.V,:> Main St.

New Orleans 621-630 Baronne St.

Denver 1834 Blake St.

Han Fraiii'lxii 133 Kearney St.

sv Ixnils Century Bldg.
Kanaai City N. Y. Life Bid*
Montreal. Can 134 Bleury St.

San Antonio 431 Main Ate.

with model bathrooms

;i,i, l.l.i.l. 1,1114,1,1,1,1,1,1, 1,1

I'l'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'rYrYf
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Dreer's Roses

For the Garden

STRONG,
two-year-

old, pot-grown Rose
Plants that will

give a full crop of

flowers this season is

one of our most im-

portant specialties. In

our Garden Book for

1916 we offer and de-

scribe over two hun-
dred of the choicest

varieties, including the

latest introductions of

the world's most
famous Hybridisers.

Special: The "Dreer Dozen" Hybrid-Tea Roses, a collection

of high-grade sorts that always do well for $5.00.

Or, send for a copy of the Garden Book free, and make your own selection.

Please mention this magazine.

HENRY A. DREER Rose
Specialists

714-716 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Serves more people in

more ways than any
Institution of its kind

in the world.

COVERS
THE CONTINENT

A Roof of Fire-proof Shingles
Every argument against short-lived, fire-

inviting wooden shingles is an argument for

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles
These shingles offer positive fire protection. They

are more than fire-resistant they are fire-proof and
take the base rate of insurance. They never warp,
curl or split but actually toughen with age, outlasting
the building. Lighter and less expensive than tile or

slate cost little more than wooden shingles and their

first cost is the only cost.

Supplied in a variety of shapes, colors and sizes to

meet every artistic requirement. Easily laid by your
carpenter, roofer or slater and backed by

J-M Roofing Responsibility
Through a system of roofing Registration which this

company alone maintains, you can place your J-M
Roofing permanently in the care of this organization,
which accepts the responsibility for the satisfactory
service of every J-M Roofing sold.

A Roofing for Every Purpose
J-M Asbestos Built-Up Roofing for flat roofs, J-M Asbestos

Ready Roofing for sloping surfaces and J-M Regal, the best

rubber-type roofing. Lay your roofing problems before us and
we will help you solve them. Address your inquiry to the

Roofing Service Dept. of the nearest J-M Branch.

J-M Asbestos Roofings are examined, approved, classified and
labeled by the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., under the
direction of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

H.W. JOHNS -MANVILLE CO.
Akron Button Columbus Dulatt) KknsniCity Minneapolis Om*h* St. Louit Syracti

AUJ...V Buffalo Dkllsu Gnlvexton L<uAm.l* Nashville Philadelphia St. Paul Toledo
AlUntft Chicago Day.on Houston Louisville Newark P.Mtbureh -Salt Lftkc City Tutu.

Baltimore C.ncinMt. Dnver HoiMton Mmph. NPW Orleam Portland Sn Frnc.tco W>tM
BirminKhnm Clev*Und Dcl.ii lndi.i.i>olU M.lwaukoe New Yor

THE CANAWAN H W. JOHNS MANVILU CO.. LIMITED; Tarn

G. K. C., whose "Wine, Water and Song"
makes a fine companion book to "Eat and

Grow Thin"

A Row of House &. Garden Books

(Continued from page 84)

Interior Decoration. Its Principles and entrusted a share in the making of
Practice. By Frank Alvah Parsons, their home.
Doubleday, Page & Co. $3.00.

The Decoration and Furnishing of Apart-
Far too many people, unfortu- men ts. By B. Russell Herts. G. P. Put-

nately, still regard interior decora- nam's Sons. $3.00.

Ever since the firsttion as an amiably
innocuous and per-
haps, femininely
whimsical occupation,
fit only for dabbling
dilettanti and the idle.

If anything, short of

dynamite, can dispel
this stupid mid-Vic-
torian obsession and
convince them that in-

terior decoration is an
art of the utmost
practical utility, and
that its practice is

based upon logical
and clearly defined

principles, it will be
a careful examination
of the recent volume
by the president of the
New York School of
Fine and Applied
Arts.

Mr. Parsons has

not, it is most grati-

fying to note, given

cave dweller scratched

rude drawings on the

walls and roof of his

primitive lair, interior

decoration has been a

subject of deep inter-

est to each succeeding
generation. It has
been virtually synony-
mous with home mak-
ing. Quite the latest

of its manifold phases
is the specialized
treatment of city
apartments set forth

by Mr. Herts in his

recently published
book.
Mr. Herts has

"Continuous Bloom opened a clear path

in America" is useful
for both the amateur
and the experienced

gardener

Rochester Seattle Wilkct-Bai
,1. Wiaaixi. V.r,,.j.rr Youn.stow,

where hitherto a trail

was scarcely blazed,
and he may be sure of

an attentive and in-

terested following of
us one of the ephemeral faddish vol- readers from among the yearly in-

umes on interiors that appear periodi- creasing number of urban apartment
cally in the bookshops, and nauseate dwellers. The volume is notably
the reader with their scented superflu- comprehensive as well as richly sug-
ities of "perfectly lovely" chintzes gestive and makes a wide appeal, for

and "quite charming" taffetas or the it covers both the treatment of the

like. It is in facts rather than in little two-room suite and the spa-

adjectives that Mr. Parsons deals, cious duplex or triplex,

and from his facts and examples he

deduces principles of permanent ap-

plication. This feature gives the

book a lasting value to the profes-
sional decorator, to the student and
to the decorator's clients who wish
to co-operate intelligently with the

man or woman to whom they have

A third of

the score-

odd excel-

lent groups
in 'Good
Taste in

Home Fur-

nishing"
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The Soul of a Tired

Business Man
u
I read Collier's because it is

balanced to suit the needs of

the average tired business

man. There is some fiction

which is good, there are some
timely articles which during the past

year have been positively gripping
and the editorials contain just the proper

amount of clean philosophy and good humor
to keep the doors of one's soul pleasantly

ajar to the better things of life." F. E. B.,
*

Butte, la. - -

_^m^f^ ftp
^r^^^ ^j " copy

Collier's
THE NATIONAL WEEKLY

4.16 West jjifi Street. New York City
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Marian C. Coilin

Canterbury bells and kiddies. Madonna lilies and a little lake a

heaven no bigger than a yard. The yard is attached to the house

of Mrs. J. Clifton Edgar at (Ireenwivh, Connecticut, and it was
designed 'by Marian C. Coffin, who makes beautiful gardens
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In simplicity, not grandeur, lies the charm of the modern country home. It may be Italian, as here, or Tudor, or half-timber,
but it must serve the needs of a simple countryside life

THE CHOICE OF A STYLE FOR A COUNTRY HOUSE
Which Shows That a Man Does Not Have to Build

Three Houses Before He Gets One That Suits Him

GARDNER TEALL
Photographs bv Jessie Tarbox Btals

f
I""1 HE architectural style of a house for a site in the country
_L is a thing that cannot be determined by an}' such pro-

cedure as that governing the arbitrary rules which, for in-

stance, dictate fashion in dress.

There should be no such thing as fashion in home-building,
notwithstanding the fact that occasionally certain styles for

exteriors and certain styles for interiors become, for the

moment, the obsession of builders, now and then of architects,
and of decorators. To paraphrase a commonplace (madden-
ing to the heart of an artist), "I know nothing of art, but I

know what I like," one might well interpret the philosophy of
certain house-builders to include the confession, "I know noth-

ing of architecture, but I know what I like."

The countryside still continues to suffer from the depreda-
tions of such people. "Why do you like it?" you feel like

asking Mr. Wellington Blank, who is building a battlemented

cottage (first story Gothic, second story Georgian, and third

story Mongrel Mediaeval) down in the valley. Perhaps Mrs.
Trivial Rutt, who once paid
a visit to Stratford-on-Avon,
insists on a half-timber style
for a country house almost
vast in proportions and for-

mal in intentions, because
she cherishes the memory
of Henley House.
Of course these are ex-

treme cases, for it is doubt-
ful if any real architect of

to-day would consent to

carry out a set of plans
and a design so obviously
anachronistic in the one in-

stance, and so unsuitable as
in the second, by reason of
the damage his reputation
would be apt to sustain in

either case. The builder, of

course, could go ahead with

anything more's the pity !

THE TRUTH ABOUT
BUNGALOWS

Perhaps few architectural
ideas have proved more pop-

** most
,

0/ the tim
,

e '*
/?T'

'

?,"
,,i_, -.1 is a real necessity. It should.
ular with country dwellers

than that of the bungalow. The artistically designed and con-

veniently planned bungalow, well fitted to its site and amply
sufficient to the needs of its occupants, is an idea with which
we need not quarrel. On the other hand, it is doubtful if any
other form of dwelling has been more abused through its

adaption to unsuitable sites and localities or through attempt-
ing to adapt it to purposes for which its simplicity was never
conceived. The idea of the bungalow has, in turn, been en-

dowed with much that, perhaps, it does not possess, as the
name alone so bewitchingly suggests an epitome of cosy
comfort that it has even been sentimentalized by song writers.

THE RIGHT THING IN THE RIGHT PLACE

Now there can be nothing cosier, more comfortable or more
desirable than the right bungalow for the right family in the

right place. But let any one application of this thrice-used

adjective be substituted by the word wrong, then, as in the

case of any house for the country dweller of any sort, you will

instantly realize that there

must be no faddism in

house-building, that one
must not build a bungalow,
a Georgian cottage, a

Dutch colonial or a half-

timber house just because

any one of these styles is

enjoying a vogue in some
other place, or is receiving
much attention and illustra-

tion in print.

Many of our masters of

domestic architecture

there is not a better desig-
nation for dwelling-houses
in good taste specialize in

the Georgian, the Dutch
Colonial, or in some other

architectural style. This
does not mean that, if a
half-timber house is really
the best suited to the coun-

try dweller in some definite

locality, the architect who
specializes in the Georgian
style is not an excellent

adviser, designer and plan
in n'ulili/. be another living-room
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Whether there shall be much shade or very little is a matter

of taste and of luck in choosing a site. Thus, for some this

type of emboioered cottage is vastly preferable to the solitary

Italian house on the previous page

ner for the country home-maker in some other locality to

whom a half-timber house, in turn, would be but an archi-

tectural white elephant, so far as his personal requirements or

the community contact was concerned. I think many people

approach the problem of a house in the country burdened

with traditional fears inspired by the wretchedly misleading

old saying that a man must

build three houses before

he can arrive at one that

will suit him.

True it is that some
home-makers have lived in

(one might with accuracy

say through) not only

three, but half a dozen

houses before accepting
one as being suited to

their needs. But such are

the exceptions, and one

cannot conceive why, with

intelligence, thought and

forethought, the first house
cannot at the same time be

the only house, and that

from choice and content-

ment. After all, satisfaction

may follow common sense.

For the moderate purse no form of country house excels the

bungalow. It should lie comfortably roomy, but not so large

as to require much work in caring for it. Other types of

bungalows can be seen on page 35

This belief in the theory of experience being the only re-

liable teacher in the school of house building is bad enough, but

there is also another thing which is apt to lurk in_the
minds

of prospective country dwellers. Somewhere back in the dark

ages there originated the myth, as deeply rooted as Igdraysl,

that if a man was told by his architect a certain house would
cost $5,000, that house was
sure to cost $8,000 before

the home-maker was

through with it. Ergo, the

opprobrium of the suspi-

cion came by custom to be

heaped upon the head of

the architect.

I suppose few home-
makers planning to build

in the country realize how

prone they are to desire or

to require changes in the

plans of the house during
the progress of the work
of building. Such changes

are, almost always, added

expenses. Again, the inex-

perienced home-b u i 1 d e r

may expect to save a

goodly amount by letting

The square Colonial style Icnils

itself to a country setting
and is roomy and comfortable

Equally attractive is the Colonial

farmhous" set beneath large trees

and surrounded with shrubbery

Rounded arches along the first

story give a country house a

desirable sense of spaciousness
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The truth about the bungalow is this: that no type, is more popular, because cheap and
convenient, for summer living; and no type of architecture has been more thoroughly
abused. But it must be the riflht bungalow for the right family in the right place. It

should be part of its site, as is this rustic, treatment

the building contract to some bidder, about whose work or

integrity he knows little, just because the bid was lower than

one entered by a reputable builder whose bid was, in itself,

within the architect's estimate. Then when the building of

the house had progressed, the owner would find the dishonest

or incompetent contractor substituting materials, or obliged to

demand changes, etc., all of which annoyance, expense and

disappointment, let it be remembered, might and should have

been avoided by sensibly letting the building contract to

builders known for their responsibility.
House-builders in general have, fortunately, been educated

to an understanding of the true service that can be rendered

them by the architect, a service as deserving the customary

recompense as is that of the physician, though, like the doctor's

bill, there often seems a disposition to consider it beyond
the pale of the reasonable. This all has to do with the choos-

ing of a style for a house in the country more directly than,

perhaps, one might think, for there can be no doubt but that

the home-builder who has not had building experience, or

who has not given study to the problem of the suitability of cer-

tain styles to certain sites, should turn to the architect for

consultation and enlightenment. This is not to say that one

should' not have preconceived ideas on the subject, yet though
these may be excellent, advisement may bring about their

modification, even in minor phases, that will render them far

more acceptable than the original conceptions to all concerned.

HARMONIZING THE HOUSE AND THE SITE

There are two methods of procedure common to home-
makers about to build. One is the choice of a house to suit

a chosen site, and the second is the choice of a site that will

(Continued on page 78)

Three elements decide the kind of house you trill build: the kiixl f liun.ii' i/mi iraiit. the sort of site you want to place it on. and
the nature of the life you are to lead there. Thus, this house here is built for comfort and hospitality. It is a product of its site
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THE GARDEN AT "KRISHEIM," RESIDENCE OF
DR. GEORGE WOODWARD, ST. MARTINS, PHILADELPHIA

OLMSTED BROTHERS, Landscape Architects

The recessed pergola stands

on the right of the house,

shown opposite, its rear wall

being a continuation of the

house wall. This view is

what one sees looking along
the cross axis of the garden

It is remarkable what a

touch of thick thatch and
wistaria will do to give the

garden a feeling of old Jap-
an not a mere adapted feel-

ing, but the real genus of
the floiccry kingdom gardens

Some day American garden-
ers will learn the beauty
that lies in the dogwood
tree and will use more of it

in their gardens. Here it

lightens the darker trees and

gives a bit of rare charm
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The main axis of the garden fronts the house a straight brick path
lined with small arborvitae and edging plants and broken midway by
the pool. Tall cedars stand about it. but the pool's the thing. It is

the garden's mirror, and no garden is so small or purse so poor but
that it can afford a pool

Visualize this first as nothing more than just a wall,

stones, mortar and bits of moss. Then see it as it is here,
with rock plants grorcing out of the crevices and ferns
in the crannies. That's the secret of successful garden-
ing to make the little unsuspected corners glimpses of

unusual beauty

Garden seats are nothing more than part of a decorative

scheme unless they are pleasing to look at. comfortable
to rest in. and placed where one can command a view
or catch a glimpse. When they are all that as they
are by this ponlside they prove indispensable to those

who appreciate gardens
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"I settled down to Jive
in that street and evi-

dences of its mental de-

rangement were soon
forthcoming"

HOUSES WITH THEIR BACKS TO THE STREET
A Serious Dissertation in the Interests of Privacy

ROLLIN LYNDE HARTT
Illustrated by HERB ROTH

A MILE or so from the Harvard Yard there are two fine

houses with their backs to the street, and I well remem-
ber my astonishment when I first saw them. They reminded
me of what the painter Gerome once said to a pupil of his :

"Oh, my dear young lady, six toes on one foot? Somebody
is mistaken, either I or you, or the model !" In exactly that

mood I cried out, there in Brattle Street, Cambridge, "Some
one is crazy, either I, the houses, or the street !"

As I am still at large and the houses still there I think the

craziness was the street's. Besides, I have more convincing

proofs. I settled down to live in that

street and evidences of its mental de-

rangement were soon forthcoming.
At three in the morning huge, four-

horse market carts began thundering

through, the drivers yelling at their

nags and shouting at one another.

If I opened a window in rising, dust

poured in; gasoline fumes likewise

All day this continued, yes, and till

far past bed-time. Later on came
the honks and ear-piercing squawks
of automobiles returning from the

Country Club. Before a week was
out I ceased laughing at the houses

with their backs to the street and
wished that my own had been built

that way.

TRANSPORTATION vs. TRANQUILLITY

It was an extreme case, granted;
but even when you scale it down to

the ordinary experience, do you not

find that the growth of cities, the

new developments in transportation
and other changes that have come
over our American life within recent

years unite to make the street less

and less agreeable to look out upon?
If houses have begun to show it their

backs, it is because in a sense figura-

tive, but none the less grave on that

account, the street has turned its back on the houses,

longer smiles and sings. It snarls.

In the old days there was music in the cheery clatter of
hoofs and the sociable rumble of carriage wheels. One liked

to "see the passing," which consisted of acquaintances then
and now consists largely of strangers. One could sit on a
front piazza, not only in comfort, but with undisguised pride.
It was pleasant to indulge in a kind of innocent posing, as if

to say, "Observe my prosperity as exampled in this tasteful

mansion, the well-kept lawn, the flower beds, and all that,"

The garden view of a house with its

back to the street, the Cambridge resi-

dence of Allen W. Jackson, architect

It no

In our newer cities some one is sure to draw you aside pretty
soon and whisper, "For heaven's sake don't tell who told you,
but the truth is, this town is just a great, big overgrown vil-

lage." And yet "the truth" is rapidly losing its truthfulness

even there. Not only have noise, dust, gasoline and social

changes spoiled the village idea, but a new development in taste

has made it seem well, not ridiculous, exactly, but no longer

quite becoming.
This new development in taste began when it became the

custom for Americans to visit Europe. They were disgusted
at first with town houses that made
no show and with village houses that

had high stone walls to conceal their

front yards and with country houses
invisible from the road. It seemed
that the owners had deliberately set

out to cheat "the passing." And
when they beheld French houses
built with their backs to the street,

it was proof positive. But presently
it dawned on them that perhaps
there might be something fine and
delicate and eminently civilized in

just this. It bespoke modesty for

one thing, a delight in privacy for

another. It raised the question,
"Whose is a house, anyhow the

owner's, or the public's?"

IT WAS IMPORTED

Returning home they were amazed
at our American ostentation and the

strange lack of sensibility it ex-

presses. They could pardon Mr.
Barr Ferree's rather caustic remark,
"America has not yet found out the

sort of house a gentleman would like

to live in." They viewed the garish
chateau of James Vandeventer

Smith,, the soap man, and contrasted

it with the house his Grace the Duke
of Wressex had built for himself in

London, utterly plain outside, filled with Rembrandts, Titians

and Veroneses inside. They wondered if maybe his Grace

were not the better gentleman. Six weeks later, of course,

they forgot wondering, and yet the idea had taken root deep
within them.

Recently another development has tended the same way
the development known as "modern efficiency." We have over-

hauled our factories, our shops, even our colleges, to see where
waste of effort and material and space occurs, and how to

stop the waste.- Why not tackle our houses? Why not
and the pose was taken in good part by "the passing." People demand that they yield the last iota of practicality and ful-

i
* 1 1 * / m* i -r f -t.-t-NtTn f- . 1

were not inclined to poke fun. They knew you. If you put
a Rogers Group in your drawing-room window or erected cast-
iron stags, divinities and philosophers on "the grass," they
kept a straight face and enjoyed the show. For a long time

things went on in that style. There are traces of them still.

fill their purpose completely? What are comfort and cheery

brightness unless they are built upon a foundation of uri-

wasted effort ?

Here and there some pretty startling absurdities will come
to light. At Mr. James Vandeventer Smith's, for instance.
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"Theoretically, at least, Bridget
rise in her wrath and leave.'

The street and its noises and prying eyes arc cut

off from this house because its living quarters have
faced the garden in the rear

In order to obtain a spacious front

lawn, Mr. Smith has planted his chateau

far back on the lot, but how does the

spacious front lawn benefit Mr. Smith, or,

for that matter, Mrs. Smith and the girls?

They cannot sit there. It is too noisy, too

dusty at times, and at intervals invaded

by unwelcome fumes, to say nothing of the

publicity. All the Smith family derive
from it is "eighty feet of respectability."

Meanwhile, observe their back yard. It is

not big enough for a garden, and small as
it is, it belongs to Bridget. Indoors, the
same disregard for efficiency. The quietest, wholesomest, most
livable rooms downstairs are given over to "service." In a
word Mr. Smith has built his chateau the wrong end to.

Now suppose that for the sake of good taste, privacy, effici-

ency and by way of demonstrating that his house is his own,
Mr. Smith should turn his philosophy upside down and his

house around and his yard also. There is precedent for that.

Frenchmen have done it. So have those little masters of good
taste, the Japanese. Besides, there are the two fine houses
with their backs "fronting" Brattle Street, Cambridge, while
other examples are to be had in America besides those. The
number increases. In years to come the arrangement may
cease to attract attention, radical though it still sounds. Let
us cast the balance and discover what the Smith family would
gain and lose by the venture.

LOSING A FRONT LAWN AND A COOK
Obviously, they would lose their front lawn. A strip of

^^M__ aaBii>_H^_^_^^_^ green would remain
;

the room for flowers,
too ; but the house
would be close to the

sidewalk. And it is

clear that they would

lose, for the most

part, their view of

"the passing." With .

the rest they Would
sacrifice their idea of

a house as a show-

case; they would no
1 o n g er be parading
their prosperity for

outsiders to stare at.

Finally, they would
be robbing Bridget of

her back yard. Theo-

retically, at least,
Bridget would rise in

her wrath and leave,

"Mrs. Jones, who nsed to run across indignation oozing
the lawn whenever Mrs. Smith op-

trom ner bllIgi"iT tm
peared. has ceased Tier visitations" hand trunk.

Jitut because the house has its back to the street

does not militate against its architecture. This i

the street view of Mr. Jackson's house

Practically, however, Bridget likes noth-

ing better than a house with its back to the

street, for if "the passing" is a nuisance
to her employer, it is a source of perpetual

delight to Bridget. It relieves boredom.
At the same time it relieves the sense of

ostracism. Instead of feeling herself a

pariah, looking out at other pariahs from
a rear window, she has a box seat for the

show and, in her happy innocence seems
almost a part of it. Is she, though ? Not
too literally. Her kitchen has high-silled

windows; you might go by it a hundred
times and not know it for a kitchen any more than you would
know the laundry for a laundry.

OPEN FACE DOMESTICITY
So the reversed house, with its service end to the street,

agrees not to insult that thoroughfare by presenting a "Mary
Ann back." Smith's architect can make it as handsome as he
likes. The great difference is that Smith surrenders his liking
for what, in a less solemn mood, I could term "open-face

domesticity," and goes in for a quiet, reserved and (once he

gets used to it) agreeable seclusion.

Which brings us to the points he has scored by turning his

house and lot around. First and foremost, the garden. In-

stead of a useless lawn in front of his abode, he now has a

genuinely serviceable private park behind it. From mid-spring
to mid-autumn the garden is his open-air living-room dining-
room, even. A sensible fellow, Smith has taken over the

French idea of a garden. Shielded by the house on one side

and by vine-clambered

walls on its other

three the enclosure

affords complete pri-

vacy. It is his at all

hours, weather per-

mitting, and he takes

a hint from the

French as regards
that. At least a part
of his- garden he
covers with gravel,
which dries quickly
after rain, so that

there is no need to

stay indoors because
of wet grass after

rain.

Mrs. Smith de-

plores the walls at

first. They seem un-

neighborly. But she
finds that this has its

advantages. What
(Cont'd on page 90)

"A sensible fellow. Smith took over
the French idea of a garden. He

has a walletf-in private park"
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THESE
lines are writ-

ten as an answer

(for I haven't the cour-

age to make it face to

face) to an Hibernian

handmaid who recently

THE BATTLE OF BRIDGET AND
THE BOOKS

SOME
books are like

measles they are

perfectly permissible in

childhood. The man who
indulges in measles at

fifty, however, is consid-

spring-cleaned the library. Not that she will ever see them, or ered positively immoral. This is wrong. We should cling

understand, should she see them ;
satisfaction must be gained to our measles books our fairy stories and Mother Goose and

in the expression. The brute (she really was) wiped all the Br'er Rabbit and Slovenly Peter. They have a great meaning
dust off the books, put half of them back on the shelves up- for us. Take one down and glance through it. Here are the

side down and then had the effrontery to say that she didn't ends attained in the stories the weak conquer the strong, the

see why we kept the old truck anyhow. dull of wit overcome the learned, the innocent are delivered

Returning the books upside down one can forgive and rec- out of the hands of their enemies, light is given to them that

tify ; mixing un-Comstocked Boccaccios and unctuous Matthew sit in darkness, the mighty are put down from their seats and
Arnolds and renegade Arabian Nights is only a venial sin

;
the humble and meek exalted, the hungry filled with good

wiping off the dust of many years' silent, patient accumulation things and the rich sent empty away.
is regrettable nothing more

;
but to call books truck, to infer School books we keep from sentimental association, from a

that one ought to throw them out because one rarely touches sense of economy, thinking that they may do for our children

them, to state that one grows out of them in the same way or because we make a vague promise to ourselves that some
he grows out of knickerbockers and shirt bands and boots day we will re-study these subjects. Of course, we never do.
this is past comprehension. For the library is the only instance But there they stay, awaiting the moment when we will want
where one can pour new wine into old bottles without the to turn aside from work to brush up on the English kings or
accustomed results. Besides, whether one does or does not do sums in cube root,

grow up in books depends on one's attitude. A thi ,.d kind which we seem to grow up in are the Qnes we
TTT,^^, bought in our esthetic, decadent, swashbuckling days. Some

qpHERE are two attitudes one can hold toward books; two
of us read Swinburne to barmaids and some Oscar Wilde;1 and a shadowy third. One can look upon them as having SQme smoked scented c igarettes, and some wore cravats and

decorative value, like a length of beautiful fabric, or a candle-

stick or a chair, which is the aforesaid shadowy third; one

can consider them from the viewpoint of Bridget on a ram-

page of spring cleaning that they are an abominable nuisance ;

or one can cherish them as part of one's self flesh of the flesh

and bone of the bone. What we think of books doubtless

means very little to the books
;
a cat may look at a king. But

what we think of books does mean a great deal to the rest of

the world, because it is a fairly reliable index of the way we
look upon life, upon other men and women.
The man who considers books a decorative asset things

to be bought by the yard to fill an allotted space may seem
crude and unlettered, but he is not to be dismissed with scorn.

He may not appreciate but he tolerates, and toleration is the

threshold to the abiding place of understanding. True, this

is a poor attitude, but better than none at all.

Or one can be concerned with books as the product of

human endeavor, the consummation of an author's striving and

sacrifice, the crystallizing in verse or narrative or exposition
of some splendid pain, some riot of laughter or some night of

prayer. We may rarely turn a page and still creep in under
the low gate of those who love books. We may maintain a

purely passive attitude toward them. Then some day we may
drain that same chalice of life and catch a glimpse of that

same glory, and thenceforth the book and we are one.

Bridget, on the other hand, considers books as things. I

socks to match. Whatever the form it took it was a glori-
ous consciousness of self fine ribald laughter, nonchalant

rioting through the House of Life, heedless, happy, hectic, hot-
blooded.

And these three types represent necessary ascending stages
in the evolution of the youth ;

his glimpse of truth in the ideal,
his study of truth in the application, his testing of truth in an

unfolding life of "instincts immature" and "purposes unsure."

TO journey at fifty with Alice in Wonderland, to re-learn

Euclid, to fling our mental roses riotously with the

throng, for just such purposes do we keep "this truck" that

Bridget would cast away. For Bridget is wrong. We do not

grow up in books, we grow up to them. To throw even one
of them away would make us as immoral, as inconceivably
immoral as a drunken archdeacon.

And there we are, back at the reason why, when the Hiber-
nian handmaid person wanted to throw out some of my books
in the spring cleaning, simply because I never read them, I

rebelled. And there they will stay, although she will never
understand why because they are my literary G. A. R. who
fought valiantly with me through the campaigns of childhood
and youth. They were my battle units the intrepid scouts

that led me safe into strange lands, the tireless sappers that

dug a way through the lines of my enemy, the nurses and
would consider books as friends brothers in binding. Bridget, doctors that soothed and healed my wounds when I dragged
the iconoclast, believes that books can get worn out, that one
can grow up in them.

back from conflicts with relentless men and commerce awearied
and sorely hurt.

>' "Mil lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini illinium] iiiimi i limimmilimimimilllll IIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIMI IMIIMIIIMIIMIIMIIIMI I iimlimiiin I "in iiiniiilii minimi inn i mil ,

IN A GARDEN OF GRANADA

The city rumor rises all the day
Across the potted plants along the wall;

The sun and winds upon the slopes hold sway,
Tossing the dust and shadows in a squall;

The sun is old and weary weary here

Upon the aging roofs and miradors,
The broken terraces and basins drear
Where each old bell its ancient echoes pottrs,-

Ringing what memories to ring to those
That linger here the Heard and the cat

That haunt these solitudes in state morose
Through the long day, their habitat,

Untroubled save when in the moonlight steals

Some voice in song across the lower wall,

And sudden magic each old rafter feels
The while the echoes round it rise and fall

For, as the wail of love or sorrow rings

Along the night, soft steps are on the stair

And pathway: in the broken window things
Are stirring; and white arms are lolling there;

And that old rose tree lifts its head anew;
And there is perfume o'er the hills afar

From where Alhambra's crescent cleaves the blue

To where agleam Genii and Darro are.

O, Voice! what is thy necromantic word
That all Granada waits adown the years?

Is it the sound some love-swept night has heard?
The cry of love amid the cry of tears?

THOMAS WALSH.



The infinite uses of cement and tile for interior finish and decoration,
and even for built-in fitments, are graphically shown in "Font Hill,"

the residence of Charles Chapman Mercer, Esq., at Doylestown, Penn-

sylvania. The Columbus Room, one of the numerous bedrooms,
boasts a tessellated tile floor and arched tile ceiling that give the

feeling of real Italia,
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WITH MUCH TASTE AND LITTLE MONEY
Lattices, Window-Boxes, Paint, Flowers and Bird Sticks with Very Slight Architectural Changes Made

This Deserted Old Long Island Cottage Into a Veritable Picture House

MARY K. FORD

GIVEN
the services of

an architect and

ample means wherewith to

carry out his plan, the re-

construction of an old

house to suit modern needs

and tastes is a simple

thing. But many who de-

sire a country home have

little beyond their ingenu-

ity and taste to rely upon,
and I should like to tell

such people of a recent

successful attempt at "do-

ing over" a rather un-

promising little cottage.
A New York business

woman found on the south

shore of Long Island, out-

side the commuting zone, a

forlorn little house with

some seven acres of land.

Undisturbed by the dismal

prophecies of her friends

she bought the property
and set to work to make
the cottage habitable. It

stood under two enormous
walnut trees very close to

the highway, with its side

to the road, and consisted

of the original buildings
and a small addition. The
main portion of the house
was divided into two small

bedrooms, a sitting-room
with an unceiled attic

above. The one-story ad-

dition contained the dining-
room and a minute kitchen,

hardly more than a closet.

The space over the main
house served as a servant's

The soft effect of the white cheesecloth hung walls made a charm-

ing background for the furniture and gay cushions

The first thing the new
owner did was to have the

foundations strengthened,
and such portions of the

floors as were too uneven
were removed and new
floors laid.

Across the rear end of

the cottage she built a one-

story extension which con-

tained a small store closet,

a screened-in bricked porch
for the servants, and a

small elementary sort of

bathroom with a station-

ary washstand and tub.

There was no system of

plumbing the water was

brought in from the pump
by hand, but it was al-

lowed to run out upon the

grass.

THE NEW WORK
At the side of the house,

in continuation of the roof

line from the extension, she

built a large screened porch
which opened out of the

dining-room. This porch is

about 8' x 16' and makes
a charming open-air sitting-

room and adds consider-

able seating capacity to the

house. The floor is of con-

crete mixed with Venetian

red, which gives it a soft

pinkish tone. A large
white canvas hammock of

the Cape Cod variety was

placed across one end of

the veranda and was piled
with pillows of white can-

room and was reached by a rickety flight of steps leading from vas trimmed with linen striped in blue and yellow. The chairs

the kitchen. Not a prepossessing outlook, to be sure, and yet one and tables on the veranda were also painted dark blue, and

in which lurked evident possibilities of future attractiveness, the cushions matched those of the hammock. Quick-growing

The dining-room opened onto the screened porch floored ivith pale
orange-colored cement

Like all old houses the little cottage possessed a good, simple fire-

place with a chimney closet
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vines were trained to

screen the end of the

porch that looked

upon the highway.
The outside of the

house was given two

coats of white paint,

and the tin roof one

coat of red.

Flower boxes were

placed at every win-

dow filled with pink

geraniums and orange
colored calendulas.

Over the front door

she built a small lat-

ticed entrance porch
and added a lattice

across the front of the

roof line in order to

add width to the

eaves. Two windows
on the south side were
also enclosed with

the lattice and a lit-

tle red brick walk was
laid from the roadway
to the front frtoop.

Two trim little box-
wood trees in red

pots were set at the

end of the walk in

front of the stoop.

THE GARDENER'S
TOUCH

A space at the back

was enclosed in a lat-

tice-work and quick-

growing plants and
vines were set out to

screen the drying-

ground, the rain bar-

rel, and other unor-

namental proper-
ties from public view,
for the cottage stood

close to the highway.
The grape-vine on the

front of the house
was pruned, the long
neglected hedge
trimmed, and the

grass cut. A bed of

hollyhocks and other

old-fashioned flowers

was planted under the

sitting-room windows,
and the house that

was once a desolate

shell on the South

Country Road is now
a dwelling-place of so

much charm that al-

most every motor car

that passes the door
slows down so that

the occupants may get
a longer view of the

quaint little cottage
which looks exactly like

Inside the house, the

light ful effect with very

The screened veranda at the back
was the only architectural addition;
all the other transformation was
wrought by the foliage of the old

grape-vine that draped itself grace-

fully over the windows and doors,

and by the little white flower-boxes

filled with salmon-pink geraniums,
orange-colored calendulas and nas-

turtiums

Two views of the shabby little

"Nutshell" as it was when purchased
hint March

The south front just three months
later. Latticing was used as a cor-

nice across the roof to bring the

line down and as a decoration around
the windoics and at the side. The

cheerful little red brick walk, the

gay painted bird sticks and the riot-

ous hollyhocks made a brilliant mass

of color against the freshly painted
white house

a cross-stitch on a green background,
same simple taste has produced a de-

inexpensive furnishings.

A SOLUTION FOR OLD WALLS

The walls were in bad condition, the plaster so broken and

cracked that it was hopeless to think of papering them, and

as the owner was anxious to get in as soon as possible, re-

plastering was out of the question. She solved the problem

by buying several bolts of white cheesecloth, cutting it into

(Continued on page 86)
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FOR THE FLOWERS THAT BLOOM IN THE SPRING
Have something to do with the vase! The

vase_ you can buy through the HOUSE & GARDEN
Shopping Service; for the names of the shops write HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 4th Are., New York

*
-St-

An unusual
centerpiece that

lends itself to

simple flower ar-

rangement is a

Florentine
candelabra of the

"fired in" ena-
mel metal so

popular. It is

y e II o iv with a
black beading
and stands \0 l

/z"

high. $7.50.

Flowers by
Stumpp

Distinctly Japa-
nesque is this

crescent hang-
ing bo w I of
cream colored
earthen-
ware from
which trail long
sprays of mi-
mosa. A dragon-
fly adds a touch

of realism. The
crescent is 10"
10 i a e. $2.50.
Flowers by

Stumpp

Three perfect Ophelia roses delicately flushed
with color seem the fitting complement of
a tall Greek vase of Wedgwood ware. It

stands 11" high and sells for $8. Flowers
by Stumpp

For the boudoir or morning room
comes a fan-shaped vase of Move ware,
7V2

"
high. $7. Flowers by Max Schling

For a compote, but best for flowers
is this boicl of Aurene glass. It is 10"
wide. $9. .

Flowers by Max Schling

In a low dish of

Capri ware may be

effectively arranged
every sort of field
and garden flower.
It is 17" long and
5" high. $12. Flow-

ers by Stumpp

Cool and delicate
and most pleasing
in effect are, long
stemmed freesias.
in an urn-like vase
of creamy Wedg-
wood ware 8" high.
$12. Flowers by

Stumpp

For a centerpiece
of orchids, roses
and feathery mi-
mosa comes this

plate of opaque
ichite glass on a
24" decorated . col-

umn. Tray 16" wide.

$10. Flowers by
Schling
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YOUR WOODLAND ANNEX
Co-operate with Nature to Restore Its Greatest Charm and Develop Its Latent Attractiveness The Prob-

lems of Replanting, Locating Paths and Drives, and the Application of Intelligent Forestry Methods

SAMUEL J. RECORD

MANY
owners

of l.eautitul

timberlancls find
their profit not in

the value of the

timber produced
but in the joy of

possession. I*" u 1 1

possession means
more than owner-

ship ; it involves

appreciation of the

natural beauties

and the delight of

intimate acquaint-
ance with wild life

in its various
forms. But only
when the woods
are at their best

does the greatest

enjoyment come.
Different forests

and different parts
of the same forest

convey distinct im-

pressions ;
there is

a different atmos-

phere or spirit that

pervades them.
The wide-spread-

ing tree in the

glade invites lazy

repose in its shade
or conjures up vis-

ions of a picnic.
The open broad-
leaf stands with
their abundant
flowering shrubs,
and the vines with
their bird and bee
and butterfly asso-
ciates have an air

of cheerfulness and

industry. The ma-
t u r e r hardwoods
impress with their

grandeur and quiet
gladness. The tow-

ering pines,
spruces, firs and hemlocks are more somber and silent; there
is a general absence of birds and other wild life.

// you would develop all your woodland's latent possibilities, you must work in harmony
with nature. The materials are at hand in tke native flowers, shrubs and trees, as
here in this California forest where lupines throng beneath the towering evergreens

WORK IN SYMPATHY WITH NATURE
But too many of the woodlands in this country are mere

tattered remnants of the virgin forest which have survived , __ __

the woodsman's axe and the ravages of fire and flood. Left ridge-berry, wintergreen, and the clambering bitter-sweet
alone and unhindered, Nature would in time restore her handi-
work. For those who can wait, this method is the simplest.

must work in sym-
pathy with Nature,

must make ac-

quaintance with
her material and
her methods. The
materials are at
hand in the native

flowers, shrubs,
vines and trees.

Reserve the ex-

otics for the lawn
and home garden,
if you will, but

keep them out of

the wild garden if

you would not
spoil its natural-

ness. There is no
need to seek afar

for materials, for

indigenous to

every region is a
wealth of forest
flora that requires

only selection and

adaptation to site

and surroundings
to produce splen-
did results.

SELECTIONS FOR
REPLANTING

Proper selection

involves acquaint-
ance with the char-

acteristics and re-

quirements of each

plant to be used.

If you do not al-

ready know these

traits, careful ob-

servation for a

season will reveal

them to you. One
does not need to be

a botanist or even
to know the names
of the different

plants in order to

see their beauties

and learn their whims. You will find that some shrubs and
trees are distinctive because of their mass of springtime bloom.

Such are the flowering dogwood, the shadbush, hawthorns,
wild plums, elders, rhododendron, buckeye, catalpa, and the

black and clammy locusts. Others like the wahoo or burning-
bush, some of the dogwoods, the sumacs, mountain ash, part-

are prized because of the fruit which adorns them in the fall

_
, ,

and winter. The witch-hazel is interesting on account of its

But even then fire must be prevented, grazing and browsing autumn flowering, and the pussy willow because its catkins
animals excluded, and vandals warned away. are harbingers of spring. Many owe their charm to the color

Nature left to her own designs is slow and prodigal. It of their foliage during the growing season as well as in autumn.
is here that opportunity is afforded man to assist, to direct
the natural energies in such a way
that delightful results can be quickly
attained. The better the final result
the less will it reveal the guiding
hand, the less the appearance of

artificiality and formality.
If you would restore to your

woodland its lost beauty or develop
to the full its latent possibilities vou

ON JANUARY 3rd a subscriber to House & Garden
wrote to us asking for information on bow he
could beautify his woods. He had several hun-

dred acres at Lenox, Mass., with a large staff of men
to take care of it. But he wrote us. We referred the
letter to Mr. Record of the Yale Forestry School. The
answer is this article. It applies to one acre of woods
as well as to this subscriber's hundreds. It also is an
example of the House & Garden Readers' Service.
Have you ever put your individual problems up to

House & Garden? Why not give it a try?

Still others command attention because of the striking beauty
of their stems or bark or the peculiar

pattern of their branches.

It is important to know well the

shrubs, the vines, and the small trees,

for they are plastic materials out of
which delightful effects can be
molded. It is not enough, however,
to know merely how they look

; one
must seek further and find what
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each requires for its best de-

velopment. Some grow only
in the open, where there is

abundant sunlight ;
others

fringe the woods or dot its

openings, while still others

seek the seclusion of the

shade. The deep shade lovers

are less plentiful than the

others, but all the greater the

importance that attaches to

finding them. The ground
hemlock or yew, the flower-

ing dogwood, the laurel and

rhododendron, and some
azaleas come to mind as

dwellers in the deep woods.
Some plants prefer the

sphagnum bog or skirt its

edges. Here in the acid muck
one finds the tamarack and
black spruce, the high-bush

blueberry, the button -
ball,

the cranberry, the bilberry,
and the swamp laurel. The
aiders; willows, elders, and
an innumerable host of others

crowd the banks of streams

or revel in the rich, moist

bottomlands, while in the

marshy meadow the meadow-
sweet, steeple-bush and iris

abound. On the drier sites

and sandy places are blue-

berries, huckleberries, sumac,
sweet fern, bayberry, sand cherry, the dwarf rose and the kin-

nikinic. The lists, which vary with each locality, might be

extended indefinitely, but those mentioned will suffice to call

attention to the wealth of material at hand with which to con-

duct the restoration of abused woodlands. Some plants are

much more exacting in their requirements than others, but

even the less exacting have their preference, which it is wise

to know and respect if you would attain the best results.

WHERE TO USE THEM

There are many places in the woodland where shrubs and

University
of Illinois

Often the wild azalea is the first choice among the flowering natural shrubs, espe-

cially in fairly open woods where low-growing masses are desirable to cover the
otherwise rather bare ground. In spring its blooms are surpassingly beautiful

small trees and vines may be encouraged or introduced to ad-

vantage. They serve to unite the high woods with the fields

outside or the meadows, glades, pools and roads within. They
serve as appropriate borders for streams and ponds or cover

whole slopes. What more delightful picture than a steep hill-

side abloom with rhododendron in a setting of deep green?
What more intimately pleasing than a blossoming hawthorn,
or wild plum, or flowering dogwood standing sentinel-like in

some natural gateway of the forest? Or a beautiful elm stand-

ing apart with a wealth of vines clinging to its bole, vines like

the Virginia creeper, whose autumnal coloring is so wonderful ?

One of the charms of the

forest is its mystery. Partial

concealment and beauties

hinted at entice one from the

beaten paths to explore what
lies beyond. The open woods
which one can see through at

a glance, such as so many of

our unromantic woodlots are,

leave nothing to the imagina-
tion. The proper disposal of

shrubbery is the solution ; it

is in this wise that it plays its

most important role. But the

work should not be done so

thoroughly that a shrubbery
border obscures everything,
else its purpose is defeated.

Wherever conditions are

favoring the natural forest

teems with wild flowers

hepaticas, bloodroot, phlox,
anemones, bluebells, colum-

bine, violets, adder's-tongue,
trillium, trailing arbutus, win-

tergreen, Solomon's seal, and
a host of ferns. The list is

long and varies, of course,
with the region and site.

Given a chance, those already
present will multiply and
others will gradually come in.

Like many of the shrubs theyPerhaps the finest blue flower of the spring woods is the American bluebell.
Its sky-blue trumpets have a perfect foil in the pink buds. It is well
adapted to restoration work, and where conditions are suitable is often used

show to best advantage in

(Continued on page 86)
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The tall spears of gladiolus are alwat/n welcome in the garden

GROWING THE MODERN GLADIOLUS
New Sorts of an Old Flower That Are Worthy of Any Gardener's Attention-

Color Schemes and Growing Habits of Some of the Best Varieties

M. EMERSON MAIN

FOR
the lover of beautiful flowers who has

scant time to put in at cultivating them, the

gladiolus of to-day is preeminently the flower to

grow. Not only are they exquisitely beautiful :

they are also exceedingly obliging. They will grow
in almost any soil, though it is conceded that a

sandy soil suits

them best, and in

any place except
extreme shade or

among the roots

of trees. A great

many bulbs can be

planted in a lim-

ited space if nec-

essary, and there

is endless variety
to choose from in

both low and high

priced kinds.

There are early
and late bloomers,
tall and dwarf growers, and

by planting judiciously and in

succession they may be had in

bloom from late May to cut-

ting frosts. It is quite possible

Pink Perfection and
>r h it c Europa are

among the most de-

sirable modern sorts

'Niagara, an exquisite yel-
low glad, blooms pro
fusely. Notice the prom-
ising buds on these stalks

to have them in bloom in the

window garden during the ground where he lies, feet up.

winter months, the Colvillei "playing 'possum." But the

being used mostly for that purpose, and there are

at least three sorts to be had at twenty-five or thirty

cents a dozen.

In planting out-of-doors, the only enemies to be

feared are the cut-worm in the spring and t bl-

aster beetle in the fall. Cut-worm ravages can be

guarded against

by placing around
each spear as it

breaks ground a

handful of sweet-

ened bran with

which a little
Paris green has

been mixed. If

one has hens that

run at large the

bran may be used

without the pois-

on, for the worms

prefer it to the

plants. The aster

beetle will have to be hand-

picked and dropped into warm
water and kerosene. He's a

cunning chap, and if he hears

or sees you coming he will

have to be picked off the Among the large salmon
/links. Mrs. Frank Pendlc-
ton should not be over-
looked in the garden plan
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beetle rarely troubles the plants unless

they are near fields of asters or golden
rod.

QUALITY BULBS

Bulbs, or corms, as some prefer to

call them, should be bought as early in

the season as possible, for then there is

more certainty of getting what one

wants, particularly if one wants the

newer and scarcer kinds. Catalogues
are out in February, as a rule, and many
growers have them out in January. It

is best to buy of a specialist, even if one

gets but a few bulbs, for then one is

sure of securing bulbs of quality at

prices that are right. It is utterly use-

less to put money into wornout bulbs

or inferior stock and expect to get good
results, nor is it advisable to get mixed
sorts unless the very best quality is pro-
cured. If one is to put in valuable time

caring for them it is best to get what is

worth caring for, and something that

will pay for growing on from the in-

crease. Named sorts give the most sat-

isfaction in the end, for once you start

out on the road you get the "glad"
fever.

We get fine flowers only from fine

bulbs, and those two years old are generally considered to be
the best. American stock is the stock to buy for results, and
there are a number of reliable growers here in the East. Hol-
land stock is frequently "homesick" and fails to flower the
first year. If one buys from a reliable grower he may be sure
he is getting good stock, but if cheap bulbs are purchased from
dealers who buy their supplies the stock is quite likely to be
Holland grown. Widespread dissemination of this sort of
stock is partly responsible for lack of appreciation of the bet-

ter sorts.

There are many, many people to-day who think the gladiolus
is the same uninteresting red thing it was in their grand-
mothers' day. Say dahlia to them and they at once are alert,

but mention gladiolus and their faces are a blank. A librarian

to whom I took an armful remarked, "These are like the ones
we read about, and never see." The varieties were such as

Attraction, Princeps, Blanche, and Peace, none of them very
costly, but all of them sorts that will be worth growing as

long as the gladiolus is grown.

How TO PLANT

Bulbs may be planted as early in

spring as the ground can be worked.
I have planted from the second week
in April, here in Connecticut. Plant

at least 5" deep, 6" is better, unless

in the case of very small bulbs. They
may be planted as close as 4" or 5"

apart in the row, and the rows run
6" or more apart. Where they are so

closely planted the soil should be fre-

quently stirred. Ground where they
are to be planted should be spaded or

plowed to a depth of 12" or more.
If fertilizer from hen house or stable

is to be used it should be spread on
in the fall. Fresh manure must not
come near the bulb. Chicken manure
will heighten the coloring of a flower

considerably ; I have had Peace come
almost pink after this treatment.
Wood ashes are a good fertilizer, and
I use them broadcast on the land, but
for direct use by the bulb I give com-
mercial fertilizer for potatoes, a
handful scattered around the plant

just before a rain and hoed in later,

two or three times in the growing
season. Weeds should be kept down
if it is possible, but if the plants get
a start before the weeds do they will

Flame-colored, is perhaps the best

adjective to describe the large ef-

fective blooms of Mrs. Francis King

America is superb with its handsome
flo'icers of light pinlc glossed over with a
lavender sheen, unexcelled for cutting

best them and furnish fine flowers. The

gladiolus is mightily obliging on that

score.

When planting it is well to mark with

variety names on field labels, and it is

also desirable to have them properly
listed in a note-book in the manner of

planting, if one wishes to keep the sorts

separate. It is best to keep them sepa-

rate, because some kinds are more pro-
lific than others, and if there is a pre-

ponderance of any one variety it will be

readily known.
In cutting the flowers do not remove

any more leaves than necessary. The
bulb needs them to assist in its ripening.
If the spikes are cut when the first buds

open, their stems cut off a bit every day
and the water changed, every bud will

open. Treated in this way a vase of

gladioli will last ten days or two weeks.

There could be no better argument in

their favor as a cut flower.

CARE OF THE BULBS

The bulbs can be left in the ground
until after hard frosts. Dig them out

on a sunny day, using a spading fork

and turning the chunk of earth bottom-

side-up. Then, if you want to save the

bulblets, take the bulb out carefully and cut off the top (prun-
ing shears are fine for this job) within 1" or 2" of the bulb and
leave it to dry a while in the sun before removing to whatever

place you cure them in. Mine are placed on tables in a cellar

with the windows out. After they are well dried off pack them
in boxes or anything convenient to use and keep in a frost-

proof place.
The bulblets used to give me heaps of trouble with their

tardy germination until I thought out a method of getting the

better of their hard shells. I mixed them with dirt, put them
in boxes and soaked the dirt with hot water in March. By
planting time in April the little black fellows had sprouted, and
burst through their jackets. I planted them in trenches 3" deep
and 6" wide, and they were up in a week, by the hundred. I'll

never again go back to the old method of soaking them. From
the good-sized bulblets of Peace I had stalks with six and

eight blooms on them, and they kept coming on until cut by
frost I have never had such results from the old plan.

THE BEST VARIETIES

If one feels obliged to limit one-
self to the best ten or twenty, the

matter of varieties is a moot ques-
tion. It can best be decided by study-
ing diligently the various catalogues
and then selecting the sorts person-
ally preferred. In the list given be-

low there are some especially good
sorts named, and they are not so ex-

pensive that the flower-lover need
hesitate at starting out with them.
Most of them are good producers of
bulblets.

Among the large-flowered sorts are

America, Attraction, Glory of Hol-
land, Cardinal, Cracker Jack, George
Paul, F. L. Oakley, Glory, I. S.

Hendrickson, Intensity, Lizzie, Mrs.
Francis King, Peace, Rosella.

Of the smaller flowered sorts the

good old Brenchleyensis is one of the

finest for massing where a blaze of

color is wanted. Then we have other

very desirable sorts in Independence.
De Lamarck, Emma Thrusby, May,
Madame Monneret, Mephistopheles,
Hollandia, Baron Hulot, Klondyke
and Canary Bird. All of these are

low priced at hundred rates, and

splendid of their kind.

(Continued on page 58)
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THE
GENTLEMAN'S

TERRIER
WILLIAMS
HAYNES

The typical thoroughbred has a
long, lean head with small.

V-shaped ears set well up

A CENTURY ago the fox ter-

rier was just what his name
says he is. "Terrier," coined from
the Latin terra, means literally a

<iog to go to earth, and a fox ter-

rier is or rather was, for he has
lost his original job a dog used
to hunt foxes in their underground
dens.

In those days fox hunting in

England was not only good sport,
but real hunting as well. Reynard
was drawn as he is to-day; the
hounds thrown on his trail

;
the

hunters following in the thrilling
'cross country race. But the
hounds and the horses were not
so fast then, and the sly rascal
was often able to make good his

escape. So, lest he multiply to
the extermination of all poultry,
a sturdy little terrier, with in-

structions to bring him out dead
or alive, was sent into his den
after him.

But times and hunting customs changed. By careful selec-

tive breeding the speed of the foxhounds was increased, and
the infusion of Arabian blood produced the lithe, fast, thor-

oughbred horse. The chunky little terrier was either trampled
under foot, or, if he dodged the flying hoofs, he would be left

far behind before half a dozen fields were crossed. He could
no longer keep up with the hunt, so his friends set to work
to follow the hound breeders' example and breed for speed.
They succeeded only in developing a lank, greyhoundy sort of

terrier, fast enough, but lacking in stamina and much too big
to dp the work that was formerly expected
of him underground. Moreover, foxes were

becoming less and less plentiful, and if one
did hole up when hard pressed by the pack.

Cockier of Notts, an example of
n earlier strain whose blood
runs in modern champions.

The fox terrier is an ideal pal for healthy, active
children, for he is full of "pepper." intelligence

and abounding high spirits

he was left safe in his haven, free
to run another day. The fox ter-

rier had lost his job.
But because he was an attractive

dog, a splendid companion and
useful, too, as a rat catcher and
night watchman, he did not sink

into oblivion. The mad 'cross

country race, which the fox hunt
had become, having been given up,
fox terrier breeders settled down
to develop a sensible type. They
did not return to the extremely
chunky original, but they did get

away from the lanky wastrel
which the craze for speed had
created. They found the happy
medium, approximately the fox
terrier we know to-day, a lithe,

clean-cut dog, but small enough
to be a real terrier. Ever since that

time, fifty odd years ago, the breed
has been perennially popular.

His TRAITS AND POPULARITY

Nimble wilted, game as a pebble, cheerful, affectionate, im-

pudent sometimes, but always a plausible little rascal, the fox
terrier is a dog after many men's hearts. His high spirits

may bubble over mischievously on occasion and the wanderlust
in his inquisitive soul may take him roaming sometimes ; but
he is so clever and so winning in his ways that it is quite im-

possible to resist him. He is just the best dog of all to win
over the chronic dog-hater, for he embodies all the dog's pro-
verbial devotion with a little more than his share of other

dogs' intelligence, and he is decidedly good looking. He is a

wholly delightful combination of the saucy,
self-reliant cleverness of the street dog with
the nice instincts and perfect carriage of

(Continued on page 88)

The whiskers and shaggy eyebrows of the
wire give him a fascinating, quizzically alert

expression of rough and-rcadiness

A wholly delightful combina-
tion of cleverness and ttior-

oiiohbrert instimts

The smooth coated fox terrier is a little

patrician, a clean-cut young gentleman of the
beau monde, neat and trim
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THE BEST SHRUBS FOR ALL PLACES

Their True Value in the Landscape Scheme of Various Grounds Desirable Sorts and Best Arrangements
for Boundaries, Masses and Single Specimen Effects

GRACE TABOR

THE
ideal conception of

domestic grounds, un-

less they be very small, in-

deed, and in a thickly popu-
lated section, regards them
as space upon which growth
both large and small has

been pushed back in all direc-

tions, more or less irregu-

larly, to provide opportunity
for the buildings needed. In

other words, they represent
a glade cleared in the midst

of forest growth, and both

trees and shrubs should be

planted along such general
lines as are thus suggested.

This is not, of course, to

say that only outer boundary
planting should be made, but

boundary planting is cer-

tainly the first that should be

planned for and the first

done. The lesser boundaries

and special groups will be-

taken up in turn.

LAWN DIVISIONS

Immediately it becomes

apparent that certain kinds

of shrubs will be better

suited than others to the

rougher growth, if I may call

it that, of outer boundaries.
Some shrubs naturally dupli-
cate more readily than others

the effect which this clearing

up process produces, though
any shrubs chosen with dis-

crimination and planted at a

suitable age will grow into

pleasing natural thickets.

The looser, grosser types are

undoubtedly closest the ideal.

Within the outer confines

of the boundaries there come
into existence, as soon as the

buildings are built and walks laid out and constructed, a series

of smaller units of ground space, each requiring its individual

boundary treatment. Every division of lawn, for instance, is

in itself a unit, a little glade within the greater clearing where
the growth has again been pushed back. It is this conception
of lawn division which permits the planting at the edges of

driveways and walks, not the fact that driveways and walks

require concealing. To conceal a walk, indeed, is not always
desirable.

It is to be understood that the foregoing applies to large
or fairly large plots of ground only, and not at all to small
suburban areas. These latter would be manifestly absurd if

treated in imitation of the forest glade. Landscape planting
does not belong to the suburban plot, and no greater mistake
can be made than to introduce natural effects or attempts at
them within such circumscribed areas.

THE PURPOSE AND USE OF SHRUBS

The purposes of shrubbery are numerous, of course the
utilitarian purposes, if you please, as distinguished from the
esthetic but whatever may be the reason for planting a group
at any given spot, arrange it as if its only purpose were the
esthetic one, as if it were being planned solely to carry out
this conception of a shrubbery glade. Failure to do this with
a group planted as a screen, for example, may make its utili-

Ttie lilac is associated with out

and ire cannot exclude it from
old friends, it

tarian purpose so apparent
that it is a failure from the

esthetic standpoint because
it calls attention to the fact

that it is hiding something
instead of hiding it so suc-

cessfully that no one sus-

pects anything is behind it.

Plant shrubs for screens, by
all means, but never let the

purpose of such a group be

apparent. Select and ar-

range it so that the beholder

recognizes in it simply a

pleasing bit of the general
frame of the space before it.

THEIR TRUE VALUE

The all-pervading fault in

the use of shrwbs, as we find

them planted ordinarily,
arises from a misconception
of their true character. Rare-

ly are they found in a state

of nature growing as soli-

tary specimens ; nearly al-

ways they are thickets. And
it is in thickets that they will

always be most effective, al-

though it is not by any means

necessary to duplicate Na-
ture's ways in order to pro-
duce a rich effect. In a

natural growth we find one

variety usually matted to-

gether in a tangle that can-

not be reproduced save by
Nature herself.

Thickets of enough varie-

ties to ensure bloom for the

longest period possible ; va-

rieties selected and arranged
according to their possibili-
ties of harmony ;

and finally
all specimens small enough
when they are planted to

give them a chance to grow
together and actually to form a thicket these are the ideals

which govern successful shrubberies. Never think of shrubs
as individuals ; always think of them and visualize them in the

mass, unless you are confined to a typical suburban plot.

PLANTING ON SMALL PLACES

Suburban garden schemes are a thing quite of themselves.

In design and execution they should follow lines distinct from
those that guide larger plantings and schemes. In the very
nature of things the suburban garden must be very formal in

atmosphere and more severe in line, and attempt both of these

without sacrificing one iota of charm and individuality. Gar-

den making, wherever it may be carried on, is never the best

that is possible, unless it is the most suitable.

Shrubs suitably planted on the suburban plot may very well

be planted as individuals and I would say that this is about

the only place where they may be so planted except for those

instances always developing at the deep points of the mass on

large plantings where one or two are dropped away from it as

islands drop off a promontory that juts into the sea. These
can hardly be called specimens, however, for they are actually
a part of the mass, although detached a bit from it.

Select for such specimens as are allowable for a plot 50'

by 100', let us say, only those varieties that are distinguished
for a pleasing habit of growth when planted by themselves.

earliest garden recollections,
our plantings of to-day. Like
"wears well"



Here is an example of variety in the foundation
shrubbery planting, where six sorts are well selected

and arranged to present a pleasing diversity

Though of very different effect from the planting in
the adjoining photograph, this almost unbroken

mass of Van Hmitt's spiraea is as attractive

This is very important. Also it is important to select the

very choicest from the point of bloom and foliage and winter
effect as well. One of the delights of winter outdoors is the

tracery of branches against the snow. Where only one shrub
is to be used, or perhaps two or three, and these as speci-

mens, the character of the branches' growth and their winter

effect are as worth considering as the other features.

DESIRABLE SORTS

Where there is space for a spreading and rugged specimen,
a rugosa rose is one of the most picturesque growths. Per-

sonally, my choice is the common variety in the white flowered

form, the great starry blossoms gleaming brilliantly against
rich foliage, and yielding a fragrance equal to that of any rose

in the world. This is Rosa rugosa alba of the catalogues. Its

height is about 6' when fully grown and its breadth very nearly
the same, if it is allowed to fol-

low its own devices.

The common barberry, Ber-
beris vulgaris, is lovely at its full

development, although it is not

very showy in bloom. It makes
up for this by having very deco-
rative berries strung in masses

along the tips of its arching
branches; and if the green form
is not as distinctive for such a

specimen as you might wish,
there is the purple variety,
which is about the only plant of
an abnormal color that is toler-

able. Really, the purple barberry
is a beautiful thing, purple in

leaf and branch and berry.
Hydrangeas everyone knows.

As specimen plants there is per-
haps nothing equal to them for

show, while they are in bloom.
But they are sad looking affairs

The best use of hydrangeas is evidenced by single

specimens or somewhat distant mass plantings of

fifty or more bushes

at most other times and have,' nothing to recommend them as

specimens except their monstrous flower heads. If one likes

that sort of thing, it may be worth while to plant them. Per-

haps their best use is in a somewhat distant mass planting
where as many as fifty or more may be set.

Azaleas are as lovely a specimen as one may plant for bloom.
Their habit does not render them particularly attractive at

other times, but the fragrance of Azalea aborcsccns, together
with its exquisite blush white flowers, goes a long way in its

favor. This variety is the best for all-round appearance.
Particularly picturesque in growth is the Japanese snow-

ball, Viburnum plicatuin, which may be had in standard form
as well as in the shrub, if a formal plant is wanted. Viburnum
tomentosum is another beauty of this species. A variety espe-

cially recommended for snecimen planting is Viburnum tomen-
tosum Alaricsi, which is of spreading habit. This should not.

therefore, be used where such
habit will be inappropriate; but
where there is space, it is a very
fine selection. Another fine spec-
imen is the red chokeSerry, P \riis

(or , Iron/a) arbutifolia, which
also has red berries. This is not

adapted to very small space.

SMALL TREKS

Two others remain almost,
indeed, the two that should be

put first in a list of specimen
varieties, but which are left to

the last because they classify as

small trees rather than as shrubs.
One is the fringe tree, Chionan-
thus Z'irginica, which has par-
ticularly lovely foliage, dark and

glossy and gracefully carried,
and is literally buried in its curi-

ous white fringe blossoms in

(Continued on page 70)
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For a large family or

for one with many
guest requirements a
built-in work counter
with everything with-
in easy reach is the
b e s t arrangement.
More space is pro-
vided, steps and
energy are saved, and
the individual needs

are amply met

30001 WCCH fOCL 60X "j

The provision for fill-

ing both the refriger-
ator and the fuel box
from, the porch will

save much dirt and
confusion in the
kitchen. For the small
house an oil stove may
be sufficient, or where
gas is available, a gas
stove has many points
of recommendation

Designed solely for summer use, this kitchen almost approaches perfection in equip-
ment and arrangement. The walls are stucco board. Deep shelves hold the kitchen
dishes. The pots are hung on a frame that makes them easy to reach. A gas stove
serves for cooking all the year round. Designed by Mrs. Gerrit Smith, decorator

Finnt&s
caout

MWS.T

The stove, sink and the table are within easy reach of a person sitting on the
high stool, and the utensils most frequently used are conveniently grouped about.
The sink should be 35" high, so as not to require stooping while washing dishes.
Where a window is planned above the sink, the sill should be of slate or glass

In planning a kitchen it is necessary to

consider the arrangement of all the furniture.
Remember that it is a culinary laboratory
and not a family thoroughfare or washroom

PLANS FOR A SUMMER HOUSE KITCHEN
Designed by Cecil F. Baker, Architect
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THE BOOK'S THE THING
And After That You Need in Your Library Roomy Chairs, a Writing Table,
A Color Scheme to Quiet Your Nerves and a Fire to Make You Think

ABBOT McCLURE and H. D. EBERLEIN

A HOUSE without books
is like a person without

brains. Without a library or

book room, a house, no mat-

ter how large or how sumptu-

ously furnished, savors of

provincial narrowness ; with

it, if it be really used be it

never so small and modest
there comes at once in the

atmosphere a pervading sug-

gestion of breadth and cosmo-

politan urbanity. We may
carry our simile still farther

and say that just as it is offen-

sive to have the fact of a per-
son's mental equipment and
erudition thrust gratuitously
at every chance comer, so it

is in exceedingly bad taste to

have the library, either by its

placing or arrangement, ob-

trude itself upon everyone en-

tering the house. It should
have a privacy and be regarded as one of the more intimate

portions of the home. Incidentally, one may add that either

the library or the small book room is apt to indicate the
owner's personality to a marked degree.

THE ELEMENT OF COMFORT

The practical side of furnishing the book room presents some
definite points that must be considered if it is to prove either

The bookcase in the corner started life as a closet.
Then the door was taken off and shf'lvrs fastened

in to fit the varying sizes of the books

comfortable or useful. In the

first place, the books must be

so shelved that they are all

within reach and easy to get
at. The cases must also be so

set that there is light enough
to see what books are on each
shelf. In the second place,
the furniture should be ar-

ranged with an eye to the

maximum of informal and
domestic comfort, and the

seating furniture, such as

chairs, settees, sofas and the

like, ought not only to be put
where their invitation to be
seated is obvious and hospit-
able, but their shape and meas-
urements should be carefully
calculated to ensure the great-
est physical ease. A chair

that may answer admirably
for short occupancy during a

call in a drawing room may
become a means of veritable torture in a library. A library
that is not comfortable to sit in and read, so comfortable that

it is certain to be much used ; a library where the books are
so stowed away that it is inconvenient to get at them, is noth-

ing but a book prison, and the space it occupies might as well

be given over to storage purposes.
Whether there be a fair sized library or only a diminutive

book room, the question of background is equally important.

// books are worth keeping, they are worth kcrninrt safe. This means safe from
fire and erudite mice. The steel bookinsf n-ith adjustable sin ln-s is one of the

solutions. In this room, it has been designed to fit into the general finish of the
room. Hewitt rf- Bottomley, architect*
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If one leans toward
natural finished wood,

panelling of oak, fumed

chestnut, butternut,

gum or sundry other

woods may be appro-

priately employed. If

light walls or light

woodwork and panel-

ling make a stronger

appeal, they are equal-

ly suitable. It may be

suggested, however,
that unless abundant

light pours in through
ample sized windows, it

will be best to have

light walls and wood-
work and so make up
as far as possible for

the natural deficiency,
for book backs en

masse are apt to as-

sume a somber tone.

BOOKS AS DECORATIVE
UNITS

Bookcases or shelves,

either built-in or free

standing, will naturally
be the most conspicuous and most

important feature of the furnish-

ing. Book racks have a strongly
decorative value of their own, and
even when the plainest of shelves,

quite devoid of any architectural

pretense, form part of the room's
fixed equipment, the wall space oc-

cupied by the books will not at all

lack interest. It is for this reason

that the library is one of the easiest

rooms in the house to furnish taste-

fully if one exercises moderate dis-

crimination in choosing what else

to put in and, more important still,

what to keep out.

Permanent bookcases and shelves

may be given a considerable degree
of decorative character of an archi-

tectural sort which enhances their

furnishing value, but, of course, the

decorative possibilities
of the free standing
bookcase are much
greater. In point of

style it may be made to

conform to any of the

historic mobiliary types
or it may be designed
to meet some special
wish of the owner.
There is also wide

liberty of choice in the

color and kind of wood,
the carved or moulded
ornament and any other
sort of decoration that

may be desired.
, The

free standing bookcase,
either in its composite
form with writing ac-

commodations or in its

single role as a book

receptacle, permits
more flexibility in fur-

niture arrangement and
occasional c h a n g e of

placement. It fits

equally well into either

a formal or an infor-

The open built-in bookcase affords an intimacy irith the books, and it

collects dust and most book lovers like to tunk the dust off their
books. Glass covers, however, are safer for precious volumes, and the
modern unit system of bookcases lends itself to excellent arrangement

A picture, a length of rich fabric, a pair of
gingerjars and you have sufficient mantel gar-
niture for the small book room. Edmund B.

Gilchrist, architect

mal scheme. To be

This and the picture, above constitute the two vieics of a country
house library in which are included all the desirable features of com*

fort and utility. Mellor d- Jilcigs, architects

seen to advantage,
however, and to allow

space enough for other

furniture, three or four

free standing bookcases
need a fairly large
room. When the book
room is small, it is,

therefore, better to

h a v e fixed shelves
which are more eco-

nomical of space and

permit adequate fur-

nishing without a sense
of crowding.

SPACING THE SHELVES
Whether fi x e d or

free standing bookcases
are used, certain con-

siderations for the sake
of convenience ought to

be taken into account.

First is the spacing of

the shelves. This must
be gauged by the ordi-

nary sizes of books.
There should be an
inch between the tops
of books and the bot-

tom of the shelf above them. In-

cluding this inch of free space, make
allowance for 13" for small folios

and quartos, 10y2
"
for octavos (this

includes large octavos) and 9" for

duodecimos. If possible, have ad-

justable shelves; if not, the fore-

going measurements will be safe to

follow. In depth the shelves should
be from 8^" to 10". Nine inches

is a good medium, unless folios

have to be considered.

It will generally be found desir-

able to have at least some of the

cases arranged so that the lower

part, for about 2y2
'

up from the

floor, projects 3" or 4" beyond the

upper part and is fitted with doors,
thus making cupboards for maps,
prints, large books and various
other things that it is not convenient

to have lying about
loose. The bottom shelf

of cupboards and book-
cases ought to be raised

on a plinth or base 3"

or 4" above the floor.

Whether shelves

shall be open or closed

in with glazed doors
must depend upon per-
sonal preference. There
is something to be said

in favor of either ar-

rangement. It is best,

though not always pos-
sibleto have the
shelves no higher than
one can comfortably
reach while standing on
the floor. For shelves

that are built-in, an ex-

cellent height is 4j/' to

5'. This leaves plenty
of free wall space for

pictures or any other

wall decoration.

In selecting the rest

of the furniture, re-

member to provide ade-

(Continued on page 72)
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.1ii Ipswich home in
which lace was made
in the early days and
where it may still be

seen to-day

EARLY LACE-MAKING IN AMERICA
Which is a Phase of Colonial Handicraft Neglected by Writers on

That Subject Also a Footnote on Hand-woven Bed Quilts

MABEL F. BAINBRIDGE

IPSWICH,
situated on the Massachusetts coast some thirty

miles north of Boston, is the one place in the United States

where in the early days bobbin or pillow lace makers settled.

That they came from the Midland counties north of London
is proven both by the town records and by the kind of lace

which they made, a lace peculiar to that district.

Their hands were empty of implements to ply their craft,

but were skilled as are only the hands of generations of lace

makers. Nothing thwarted, they made their own "pillows,"
the sort known as a bolster pillow. Lacemakers' pillows of

this type were some 12" long by 25" in circumference. These

cylindrical pillows the early Ipswich lacemakers stuffed with

hay, pounded very hard, using a heavy hand-woven linen as

a covering. The upper part of a stocking was slipped over
the pillow to keep it clean. The homespun covering and the

stocking were gathered at the ends, but not completely closing
them, as openings were always left to facilitate turning the

muff-like pillows. The more fastidious

lacemakers pressed sweet-scented herbs

into the ends of the cases. The pil-

low, when not in use, rested in a basket
which kept it from rolling, as will be

seen in one of the accompanying illus-

trations, which shows a lacemaker's pil-

low resting in an old Malay measuring
basket. This pillow, according to extant

records, was used by Lydia Lord Lake-
man who was born in 1781. On it He

some of the old parchment lace patterns,
and the pins used in making the lace are

rusted with age. A little bag was pinned
on the back of the pillow to hold the lace

as it was finished and a cover of bright
printed Indian cotton was always thrown
over all the work.

THE IPSWICH BOBBINS

In the Midland Counties, the English
home of the Ipswich settlers in Massa-
chusetts, the bobbins were distinctive and very decorative. They
were made of bone or wood prettily carved and often inlaid

with silver or pewter, and had one feature absolutely unique

bright beads hung from their ends. Ardent youths carved

them for their sweethearts, and the history of the bobbins on

a single pillow would fill a small volume. Apparently our

forefathers did not bring any bobbins with jhem, evidently

A bobbin lace pillow used by Lydia
Lakeman in the late IXtlt Century,
resting in its basket in which it was

kept when not in use

adhering to the Puritan principles which, in guiding them to

our shores, disdained provision for "finery." Later they fash-

ioned for themselves simple bobbins of bamboo. These were,
as one may see in the illustration, bamboo of varying sizes, cut

about 5" long, with a wide groove whittled out below the head
to hold the thread. These bobbins make the most fascinating

clicking sound imaginable as they are "thrown." They are

hollow, and being of different sizes have many notes.

Nowhere in the world, so far as the writer knows, is an-

other bamboo bobbin to be found. If we recall that Ipswich
was one of our important ports in those days, and that the old

town was filled with Oriental treasures brought back by sea

captains, we can understand how our lacemakers were able to

get bamboo as a material for bobbin-making. It doubtless came
with the exquisite china, embroideries, carved ivories, etc.,

which sailor husbands and lovers brought to their dear ones

after the return voyages from the Orient.

THE PATTERNS

The original lace patterns or "prick-

ings" as they are called, I have reason to

believe, came from England. They are

of sheepskin parchment such as is used
for drumheads. Sometimes a "pricking"
is made from a single strip of parchment
and again the long strip is made by piece-

ing every few inches. I have seen writ-

ing and figures on patterns showing that

old deeds were utilized for them. The
holes pricked in the pattern directed the

placing of the pins which were to make
the pattern. The two rows of pin holes

in the pricking here illustrated indicate

that that pattern was made in two widths.

Note also that there were no pins to hold
the mesh ; that seems, to the ordinary
modern lacemakers, an almost impossible
method. The pins used were fine lace-

makers' pins. In early days, of course,
such pins were all handheaded.

How THE LACE WAS MADE

The method of making lace, as followed by the early lace-

makers in America, was that followed, generally speaking,

everywhere in making bobbin lace, whether made in the native

wilderness of Colonial Massachusetts or in the doorway of
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Oxfordshire's most ancient edi-

fice. The pillow having been

stuffed and pounded hard, a parch-
ment pricking was pinned around

the center. If possible the pat-

tern was joined so that it could be

worked continuously. The bob-

bins were wound with the thread,

generally by hand, although there

were reels in which a bobbin could

be inserted and a handle turned to

facilitate a tedious process. A slip

knot was then tied so that the bob-

bin did not unwind as it hung from
the pillow, but so tied that the

thread could be lengthened by
pulling the bobbin. The required
number of threads were tied to a

few pins, and the weaving was be-

gun. The stitch was simply an
over and under weaving with extra

twists to form the meshes. After

every stitch a pin was set, the

position of the pin, as stated

above, determining the pattern.

THE IPSWICH LACE

The heavy outline thread, which
is a characteristic of Buckingham-
shire lace, the kind that was made
in Ipswich, is a loosely-twisted
flax. Some thread of this sort

that was never used is in the

writer's possession, and it shows

plainly the irregularity of a softly
twisted hand-spun thread. The
early settlers were obliged to de-

pend on home spinning. In 1656,
records tell us, "The Selectmen
are to divide their towns into

classes of five, six and ten, and
appoint a class leader, for the pur-
pose of spinning. Each family, which can furnish one spin-

ner, shall spin thirty weeks in a year, three pounds of linen,

cotton and woolen, monthly. . . . The commons are to be
cleared for sheep. The seed of hemp and flax is to be saved."
This proves beyond doubt that the early Ipswich lacemakers
made their own thread. ,

The early Ipswich lace was always made in stripes, never
in set figures. Although there are some wide pieces in exist-

ence, most of the lace is narrow. This lace was extensively
used on baby clothes, and later lace of this sort was known
to our grandmothers as "English thread lace." If you are
fortunate enough to possess a garret, seek out the dear little

linen shirts which your great-grandmother made for her babies,
and more than likely the handmade lace which trims them, if

not made in Ipswich, is the same type of lace, exquisite, dainty
and yet durable. A christening dress will almost surely be
ornamented with such lace, and caps both for the babies and
the grandmothers were finished with more or less elaborate

edges that are most interesting.
The lacemakers' pins were used over and over again. As

A piece of early darned net lace. The pattern,
which was taken from bobbin lace, was darned

in after the net was made

This and the piece above, both darned net, were
made in 1827. The work is similar to that made
in Ireland and called Limerick lace, and in

Italy and called Sicilian

a laceworker progresses she takes

out the first set of pins, and the

lace held by these pins falls fin-

ished into the little India cotton

bag. Bobbin lace used to be com-

monly known in England as bone

lace, and although the reason has
never been definitely ascertained,
it has been suggested that the use
of small fish bones to hold the pat-

tern, in the days when pins were

very dear and almost unprocur-
able, may account for the name.

UNIONS IN THOSE DAYS?

A certain Aunt Mollie Caldwell

(so history tells us) collected the

Ipswich workers' lace once a week
and took it to Boston by stage
coach, railways being unknown ;

in exchange she brought back
French calico, sugar, tea, coffee,

etc., and surreptitiously little

packages of most-desired snuff.

It wasn't alone the lacemakers
who were not paid in currency, for

the town records as far back as
1640 read that "No persons are

compelled to pay future debts in

cash, but corn, cattle, fish and
other articles." Mrs. Caldwell not

only disposed of the workers' lace,
but was clever enough to buy a
bit from a peddler, and prick off

a pattern from it and give it to

one of the workers to reproduce.
Felt's History, published in

1834, states that "Lace of thread
and silk was made in large quan-
tities, and for a long period by
girls and women. . . . Black as
well as white lace was manufac-
tured of various widths, qualities

and prices. The females of almost every family would pass
their leisure hours in such employment. In 1790 no less than

41,979 yards were made here annually."

THE COMING OF MACHINES

Let us go back a little that we may understand the sudden

appearance of an entirely different sort of lace. In England,
about 1809, a Mr. Heathcoat perfected a machine that made
a very good hexagonal mesh, so that a yard of yard-wide net

could be woven in the time it formerly took to make six inches

of inch wide net on a pillow. The pillow lacemakers naturally
resented this very keenly, so they banded themselves together
and took drastic measures to destroy these machines. So
much damage was actually done that many operators were
driven out of employment, and in 1818 to 1822 emigrated to

our Massachusetts Ipswich to be relieved of the constant an-

noyance they suffered in Nottingham and several other cities.

The English government, realizing this danger to her textile

industries, if these skilled workmen could get machines, put

(Continued on page 64)

A sample of the bobbin .lace made in Ipswich about 1880 Parchment patterns on which the bobbin lace was made
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Grey cobblestones, dark red clinker brirk and cream-tinted stucco comnrise the masonry work,
dark brown stained shakes cover the walls and shingles painted a soft green shade constitute

,ttie roofing, while the trimming is done in creamy white. The main front door opens directly
into the living-room, but from the veranda also lead two pairs of French doors one into a
den and the other into the music-room. These three rooms, occupying the front of the house,
are connected by broad colonnade openings. Approximate cost, $3,500. F. A. Brown, architect

TWO BUNGALOWS OF
INTERESTING LINES
AND MODERATE COST

i"i ti i n t
DOOW- -U- '-' -"

','-

..-*

Built in California but
Ideal for Summer Homes

Anywhere

"Whoever contemplates
building a bungalow
will find the design
here shown well worth
consideration, for this
is indeed a charming
little six-room home.
Its chimney and three
veranda pillars are of
white cement, and the
siding and all finishing
timbers are painted
white, while the
shingled roof is light
grey. A veranda,
partly roofed and
partly covered with
pergola beams, extends
across the front, and
on one side is a
screencd-in pergola
porch, reasonably se-
cluded and affording
an excellent outdoor
retreat. The rooms
are living-room, din-
ing-room, breakfast-
room, kitchen, two
bedrooms and the
bath, and the usual
rear screened porch.
Approximate
cost 13,000. R. 0.

Young, architect
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MAKING NEW GARDENS

Selecting New Sites and Making Them Produce This Season Flowers,

Vegetables and Small Fruits in Place of Stones and Cluttering Weeds

F. F. ROCKWELL

SPRING
is the natural time for new

activities. The whole world is re-

making, remodeling and replanning now.

Even the new garden, in spite of all that

can be said for making it in the fall, is

generally started in the few weeks fol-

lowing the final departure of Jack Frost

if you take the time to make it right,

as a nightly visitor.

Your spring-made garden, even if it is

a brand new one, can be made successful

Unless you do that, you are certain to

encounter failure, to a greater or less

degree. With the materials that may be

required on hand and a helper or two
to assist with the heavy, rough work, a

good sized new garden may be made in

a day under ordinary conditions. But
it is better to delay the planting of the

garden a week if necessary and to have
it prepared just as thoroughly and care-

fully as you know how, than to give it

"a slap and a lick."

ESSENTIALS FOR NEW GARDENS

Plants may be grown for appearances
but cannot be grown on them. The most

experienced gardener can never guaran-
tee success ; but there are some simple

principles and rules which even the en-

thusiastic beginner, with all his prover-
bial luck, must follow to make his

chances of success probable. It is the

everyday essentials of gardening which
are given in the following paragraphs,
and he who ignores any of them is in-

viting disappointment if not failure.

Where a choice is to be had, a slight elevation is preferable
for the garden, because both the air drainage and the water

drainage will be better than on any adjacent low-lying ground,
and also because the garden will show up to better advantage.
This is especially important in the growing of roses. If the

First of all thr boundaries of the nrti'

garden must be laid out with a good
line and marker

humor him and go on with the work.
When the burning is finished, spread

on your manure, first, of course, having
marked off the size of your prospective

garden plot, being careful to get the

corners at -true right angles. If you
can't trust your eye, measure with the

diagonals, which should be equal. Have
the piece plowed, if possible. It is best

the first season to use a garden of this

kind only 'for potatoes, corn, vine crops
and things of that kind. If it is neces-

sary to prepare it for all your garden

vegetables, and if the sod is so thick or

the plowman so poor that he cannot get
all the sod under, it will pay you to

resort to the process of "skinning" it

or working it up. Start along one edge
and take off the sod in squares of a con-

venient size to handle and just thick

enough to hang together. For this work
an edger to cut out the pieces and a spade
or .a sod tool to cut under them should
be used.

The sod removed should be stacked in

a square pile, the grassy sides of each

two layers being placed together. Start

the pile on a level place and bind it

carefully. For convenience double piles

may be made at the ends and edges. The
sod roots left in the soil will furnish

plenty of humus for the first year, and
this material after it rots up during the

summer will make ideal compost for use

in the frames, greenhouse, gardens made
in less favorable places, or to put back

into the same garden next year. The

ground should be worked, whether plowed or spaded, as deep
as possible that is, down to the subsoil unless the latter is

10" or 12" below the surface. In case the subsoil is only a few
inches below the surface, plow or spade up 1" or so of it,

mixing it thoroughly with the other soil. Such soil should be

garden is to be a thing of beauty in itself, and not merely a worked about 1" deeper each year until it is 6" or 8" deep. The
place in which to grow beautiful flowers, its situation should
be selected with the idea of having it visible from the porch,
living-room, or dining-room if possible. If the garden is

wanted to be a part of the home, instead of a show place, large
or small, the point of visual approach should be from the house.
The garden site should be chosen also for convenience. This

is true whether you expect to grow sweet peas or garden peas,
sweet corn or corn flowers that is, if you expect to do your
own work and really enjoy your garden. Many people have
the feeling that the vegetable garden should be somewhere
entirely out of sight. This is a great mistake. With very little

additional trouble it can be made just as attractive as any
garden on the place. It is no ruling of nature that keeps
flowers out of the vegetable garden.

addition of some manure and any other available organic mat
ter is particularly beneficial to shallow soil. Very light, sandy
soil should be worked rather shallow. If the subsoil also is

sandy, it will pay you to give the garden a good rolling after

it is manured or plowed or spaded, before preparing it for

planting. A new garden always needs and should have more
manure than a garden that has been used for several years ;

but it is of particular importance, also, that the manure used
should be old and well rotted.

THE FLOWER GARDEN

The flower garden generally has to be made where it is

wanted rather than where the soil may be best. Remove the

sod, if any, in the same way as described above. If the soil
- ^

. i *i , 1*11... ti..*ii , 1 * 1 TrTo take up the practical details of making a new garden, is poor, bring in good soil to fill and build up the beds. If

one of two conditions is likely to be found existing where it is

to be established: an old, tough sod where grass has grown
for years such as part of a lawn, or the edges of a hay-field,
or just wild grass or the bare, uninviting grounds about the

newly built house. The former is preferable.

STARTING THE VEGETABLE GARDEN

As the vegetable garden is usually the first to be made in
the spring, we will consider that first. If there is a tangled
mulch of dead grass and weeds over the surface, burn it off
as clean as possible before you begin operations. Your scien-

tific garden friend may inform you that this is a waste of poten-
tial humus in the soil : it is, but as you have the work to do
and will also have the weeding to do you can afford to

necessary, take out and remove part of the poor soil from the

beds, adding the new. The beds should not be elevated more
than 3" or 4" above the surface after they are made. Where
the new flower gardens are to be made on an already well es-

tablished lawn, so much of this work will not be necessary ;

but if the lawn surface is also "built," it will probably not be

deep enough, and 2" or 3" more of the soil must be added to the

bed. The various annual plants and flowers do not require as

deep a soil as the perennials, and there is also the opportunity
of enriching it thoroughly each season.

MAKING A PERENNIAL BED

The garden for hardy perennials is a permanent investment

and it will pay to take care in making it. The best way to
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prepare the beds is to excavate to a depth of

at least 2', throwing the good soil to one

side and the subsoil and gravel to the other.

Break up the bottom with a pick, put in a

6" layer of cobblestones, clean, hard cinders,

coarse gravel or other drainage material, and

over this soil thoroughly mixed with plenty of

manure. Then finish off with 4" or 5" of

clean, unmanured soil. This is the ideal bed,

though many of the perennials will do well in

poorer and shallower soil.

A very generous amount of the coarsest

bone should be worked down into the soil, as

many of the perennials spread so quickly that

there will be little chance to get well below the

surface after the first year or two of growth.

Though a number of the perennials require

particular conditions of soil in order to reach

their most perfect development, the majority
of them may be grown satisfactorily in the

same border under the same conditions.

PLOTS FOR SMALL FRUITS

In preparing the garden plot for small fruits,

cane fruits, and the shrubbery border, it is

often a common practice merely to dig a hole

for each plant, applying the manure or ferti-

lizer locally and letting the soil between go
with little or indifferent treatment. This is

always ?. great mistake. If it is possible, have
all the soil in the patch plowed or spaded up
thoroughly and manured and enriched. Plants

of this character, after the first season, will derive as much
benefit from plant food added to the soil in between them as

from that in the immediate vicinity. Besides this, their roots

will spread much farther and faster in the soil that has been

freshly prepared and contains some available plant food, so

that the feeding capacity of the individual plants will be very

greatly enlarged. These are points which should never be over-

looked, for they have a very direct bearing on the future sus-

tained success of the planting.
In the setting out of ornamental trees, fruit trees, hardy

shrubs, single specimens and so forth, though it may not be

practical to make more than a local preparation, dig out a

hole several feet wide at the least, and for the large trees

still wider. If the ground is heavy or the subsoil hard, a light

Tile irheel-hoe is the garden cultivator's ablest ally. It accomplishes mure
in half an hour than all the forks, hoes and spades you could operate, and

is primarily a saver of labor and back muscles

.Vo old, worn-out soil can be expected to produce anything much more edible
than two stone fences to the acre, unless you enrich it. Bee to it, therefore,

that manure or other plant food is supplied

charge of dynamite will work wonders in loosening up and
in making possible for the trees a rapid, vigorous growth.

PRE-PLANTING CARE

In spite of doing all that is possible in advance, rt frequently

happens one's plants cannot immediately be set out upon re-

ceipt from the nurseryman. It is very important to keep them
in such a way that they will not be injured during the interval

between their arrival and the planting time. Even plants grow-
ing in soil in flats may be seriously injured by a day's neglect;
the mere shock of moving them around and the breaking of
such roots as may have reached through to the soil often cause
them to wilt badly- Keep all plants in flats or pots in a place
where they will be shaded from the direct sun, and water fre-

quently; in sunny or windy weather, twice a
--< day will usually be required to prevent them

from getting dryer than they should. If plants
in clay pots are to be kept more than a day or

two, plunge them to the rim in loose soil.

Plants that have been shipped from a dis-

tance should be opened up immediately,
loosened up, if they have been pressed tightly

together, and the roots examined ; if they are

beginning to get dry, give them as much water
as they will readily absorb. This may be done

by placing them temporarily in a shallow pan
or tub and putting in a little water, or by
saturating sphagnum moss similar to that

packed around 'the roots and placing it close

about them. Such plants should be kept in an

airy shed or in a sheltered corner of the

veranda, protected from the sun and wind.

Shrubs, small fruit and similar nursery stock

shipped with little or no soil on the roots

should be unpacked and "heeled in" as soon as

received. Just dig a narrow trench, a foot

or so deep, and bury the roots in moist, fine

soil sufficiently deep to cover them; for con-

venience they are usually placed at an angle
of 45 or so, close together. Plants that have
been removed from the pots just before ship-

ping and wrapped in paper to keep the root

ball intact should be slipped into pots of simi-

lar size, adding a little fresh soil if necessary
and in this way kept for a week or two if

watered frequently enough.
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THE HOUSE AN ARCHITECT
BUILT FOR HIMSELF

Being the Residence of Pierpont Davis, Esq.,

at Los Angeles, California

In the choice of a style
and treatment the archi-

tect was governed by
the picturesque country
cottages in the garden
cities of England, with
the result that there is

a close relation of the
house to the grounds

One enters directly into

the hall. From this

door is a long vista

through a hall and
breakfast room, which
has a window opening
on the garden. At the

right the door opens
into the, living-room

The living-room is con-

sistently finished: the
walls faced with mahog-
any panels, and the fur-
niture chosen to fit that

background; the fire-

place of black and gold
marble. The doors lead

to the dining-room
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A quiet paper, mahog-
any trim and the lew
pieces of furniture give
the hallway the inti-

mate domestic feeling
so characteristic
of English cottages.
This excellent grouping
might well be copied

Beyond the sun porch
is a little formal garden
ending in a pool and
this arbor, built sub-

stantially with an
arched roof and holding
in its recesses two com-
fortable seats. The pool
is bordered with brick

The door to the house
at the other end of the
formal garden is almost
completely glass, afford-
ing plenty of sunlight
within and a good view
without. The window
boxes and casements
add to the intimacy

At either side of the
house is a service gate,
a simple treatment that
makes it a part of the
house itself. When
grown with ramblers it

will rival the other
part of the property
in its picturesqueness
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EFFICIENCY STANDARDS FOR THE TOMATO PATCH
The New Method of Culture and the Results It Brings Eliminating

Waste by Proper Pruning and Training The Best Sorts to Plant

ADOLPH KRUHM

NEARLY twenty per cent, of all tomatoes, which nature

puts on the vines, go to waste. This is not the fault of

the weather, nor the climate, nor the soil, but the fault of the

methods now employed in growing the crop. True, a slight

percentage of-fruits will go to waste every year because of an

over-supply of moisture or an early frost or an inherent disease

of the plant. But that loss is small as compared with the waste

due directly to cultivating methods.

THE PRACTICE OF STAKING AND PRUNING

In countries offering the correct climatic conditions, the

tomato plant thrives as a perennial. In South America we
find it making an enormous growth, with vines trained over

arbors, not unlike grape arbors with us. It is the inherent

tendency of the tomato plant to grow, grow, grow vines at

the expense of size and quantity of fruits. In studying ways
to counteract this natural tendency of the tomato plant, gar-
deners found it to be a pay-

ing proposition to cut off or

prune some of the super-
fluous foliage and branches.

Soon it was discovered that

a plant with two or three

strong branches, well culti-

vated, would produce just as much fruit, pound for pound, as

a plant with two or three times as many branches bearing a

multitude of undersized specimens. Gradually, the practice
became more general, especially in tomato growing sections.

To-day two methods are widely employed, which do not differ

in principle but simply in application. These two methods

may be described as the "wire trellis" and the "individual

stake" methods. Of the two, the latter proves to be more

advantageous in the home garden, while the wire trellis method
is the one to employ in field and market garden culture.

THE WIRE TRELLIS METHOD

Set stout fence posts about 2CK apart in long, straight rows,
with 2>

l

/2 between the rows, so that horse-cultivation may
be employed. Half way between every two posts, set a 4' or 5'

stake of l l/2 " lumber. Then connect the posts with lines of
8 or 10 gauge wire, stapling these wires to the stakes as well,

which prevents the wires
from sagging later in the

season when they are loaded
down with fruits. Five lines

of wires, one above the

other, 10" or 12" apart,

(Continued on page 82)

This is the sort of fruit the wire
trellis method produces. A clus-

ter of Comet, the only blemisfi

being indicated by the cross

Especially in the garden where space is limited the individual
stake method of growing tomatoes is strongly advised. Under
favorable conditions thirty-six fruits to each plant are often pro-

duced by this essentially intensive system

The old method, where the plants
were practically unpruned and
untrained, resulted in small sized

and often imperfect fruit

For tomato culture on a larger scale the
wire trellis plants the best. It has many
of the individual' stake's real advantages

Prune the suckers at the base of the
plants, thus conserving the vine's strength
and throwing it into fruit production

Stout posts set 20' apart in the row sup-
port the lines of wire to which the vines
are tied. Allow 12" to 18" between plants
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS
In these riors of beautiful and unique rooms the reader trill Jiiul many valuable xiiij<>< stums
for furnishing her otm interiors, l-'or iiiforiiiatimi mi the <il>ii-<-ts xhtnrn 1,1 thi-ne room*.

a rite tlie Shopping Serrice, HorsK & GARDEN, 440 Fourth .\remie. .V. \,,,i.

Photo by Ttbbs

The day bed has become an almost indispensable adjunet to the boudoir.
It is a eomfortable piece of furniture and pleasing to look upon when up-
holstered in a gay fabric and -piled high with an interesting assortment of
pillows. This view is from the residence of Wm. H. Karhardt, Esq., New

York City. Addison Mlzner, architect

Draw this table back a foot or so, place between it and
the fireplace a large overstuffed davenport, and you have
an ideal arrangement for the library. As it Is, the fire
can be looked at, but not sat by, unless one draws up a

chair. The davenport obviates this

Photo by Tebbs

White walls and
white woodwork,
silver fixtures and
mahogany furniture
make a dining-room
combination hard
to excel. It gives a
cheerful, clean at-

mosphere, and is

especially adapted
to C olonial in-

teriors. Less silver
on the sideboard in
this instance icould
have been prefer-
able. Nelson & Van
W a g e n e n, arch-

itects
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A gallery is a lovesome spot, God wot! It has Romeo and
Juliet possibilities. It dispenses with the dark hallway and

gives a unique atmosphere to both upstairs and down. No
doubt you have seen this gallery in many pictures of children,

for it is in the home of Jessie Wilcox Smith, Chestnut Hill, Pa.

At the farther end of this galleried hall is a fireplace that for
line and garniture serves as an excellent example of what to

put on a mantel shelf and what not. A Sevres vase and two
candlesticks are sufficient, the lines of the mantel and the chim-

ney breast being architecturally interesting just in themselves

A third view
of the home of
Jessie Wilcox
Smith shows a

glimpse of the

library. Built-
in bookcases

flank the fire-

place. Below
them are cup-
boards for
p o rtf o lio s.

White w o od-
work through-
out gives a
sense of spa-
ciousness and
bright sunlight
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The photographs on this page are from the residence of Francis V.

Lloyd, at Edgemont, Pa. Originally an old farmhouse, it was
restored by Mellor & Meigs, architects. These are views of the

combined living and dining-room, the above being the living end

Through this doorway, which is at the corner of the dining-room
end of the big room, you pass to the library shown on page 32.

Note how the atmosphere of the old house has been preserved in

the rough cast walls, the beamed ceilings and the original hardware

The view below is of the dining-room end. It is a large room fur-
nished with antique pieces such as one picks up here and there

from time to time, and it shows how such pieces can be assembled
in harmony to make, a comfortable, livable and wholly artistic room
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BEAU BRUMMELS OF THE POULTRY WORLD
Add the Touch of Animate Life that Completes the Picture of Perfect Grounds Pheasants,

Peacocks and Ornamental Waterfowl Their Raising, Care and Characteristics

E. I. FARRINGTON

FLOWERS,
trees and

shrubs have their place
in making the home

grounds attractive, but the pic-

ture is never wholly complete
unless something animated is

included among the decorative

features. A bit of life lends

much to any landscape, and
even a few bantams roving over

a broad lawn will add the fin-

ishing touch to Nature's can-

vas.

There is good reason for the

growing appreciation of orna-

mental birds, both those that

live on the land and those that

seek the water, and that the

demand for these decorative

birds is fast increasing is indi-

cated by the number of great

breeding farms which are be-

ing established all over the

country.

THE BEST PHEASANTS

Doubtless pheasants
first in the list, and
it is not surprising A
that they have be-

come exceedingly

popular, for the

male representa-

tives, at least, of all

the different breeds

are wond e r f u 1 1 y
handsome. Several

kinds are compar-
atively easy to care

for, thrive in captiv-

ity and may be com-

fortably accommo-
dated in smaller and
less expensive
houses than are re-

quired for common
hens, although they
need larger yards.

Ring-necks are bred
in the largest num-
bers, and as thou-

sands of them are lib-

erated each year, they
have become very
common in some
parts of the country.
The other pheas-

ants commonly raised

are the goldens and
the silvers, both strik-

ingly beautiful. The

golden pheasant is

smaller than most of

the others, but mar-

velously marked and
colored ; indeed, it is

one of the most bril-

liant birds known to

man, and it is a for-

tunate fact that this

variety is among the
best for the amateur
and the small aviary

African geese inth their

young. In the tack-

ground, two Canadas

Pelicans are highly
amusing and interest-

ing T)irds, easily tamed

A young Egyptian
goose, somewhat pug-
nacious tut popular

On large_estates the peacock reaches his greatest value as an ornamental
bird of remarkable beauty and long life

Golden pheasants lay only about
two dozen eggs a year, while
silvers will lay between thirty
and forty, and ring

- necks,
which are the most prolific of

all, up to sixty.

Although silver pheasants
never become as tame as the

goldens and have a rather dis-

agreeable cry, often heard
about the time the milkman
calls, they are exceedingly

hardy, very easy to raise and
are greatly admired, the upper
part of the body being white,

delicately marked with black

stripes, while the tails are 2'

long.
Two other varieties likely to

be coveted and eventually pur-
chased are the Reeves and Lady
Amhersts. The Reeves pheas-
ant is the largest member of

the true pheasant family and

impressively beautiful, espe-

cially when the tail is in good
order. Tails 4' long are not

unusual, and the late

Homer Davenport
once showed a

pheasant of this

breed which pos-
sessed a tail meas-

uring 6' 1". A Reeves

pheasant in flight,

darting forward at

extreme speed and
then coming to a

startlingly sudden
stop, is a wonderful

sight. Reeves pheas-
ants lay about twen-

ty eggs a season.

LADY AMHERSTS

Like the Reeves

pheasant, the Lady
Amherst comes from
China and is very

beautiful to look
upon. Indeed, few
birds in existence

have more wonder-

fully colored plu-

mage, and it is very
difficult to tell the

young birds from
those of the golden
variety, unless one
knows that the little

Lady Amhersts have
blue legs, while those

of the diminutive

goldens are yellow or

sage green. Lady Am-
herst pheasants are

somewhat larger than

goldens, and yet

weigh only from 2 to

2^2 pounds. They
are about as easy to

raise as the more com-
mon kind.
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When pheasants are

grown they are perfectly
hardy. This one is a male

Reeves; in winter

If pheasants are to be given some
measure of liberty, they must be pin-

ioned, which means taking off one

wing at the middle joint, or else the

wings must be clipped at intervals.

It is better, though, to keep them
confined except on large estates,

where they can have wide range. The
yards must be covered with wire, but
the houses need not be large, as most
of the time, day and night, will be

spent in the open air; and there is

no need of windows, although large
openings may be cut in the front
wall. High houses are not to be rec-

ommended, for the pheasants may
be injured by flying against the top.

PHEASANT YARDS AND HOUSES

The model house is 6' high in front
and 4' at the rear. It is 18' long and
6' deep and is divided into two pens. A
double yard with a partition down the mid-
dle is 18' x 2CC and 10' high. The house is

made of single boards, but is covered on
the back and sides as well as on the roof
with a pebbled roofing paper that never has
to be painted. There are no fixtures in the
house except a high perch, but the bottom
is covered with sand several inches deep,
which is renewed about once a month. The
feeding dishes, as well as the water foun-
tain, are placed in the yard, where there are
also several perches. Pheasants will roost
in the open, even during the coldest nights,
unless a high wind is blowing or a severe
storm is in progress.

This house, as well as the yards, is port-

Th-

t(i

1 1,, i n nil value

able, roof and walls being put together with

bolts, and it costs $150. It will accommo-
date thirty birds in winter, but of course

only one mating can be kept in each side

during the breeding season, as two cocks

would fight if penned together. The house

is quite as large as the average amateur
needs. Of course a very satisfactory struc-

ture of the same size could be built at a

much lower cost, but this building looks

well enough for any estate, while it is not

too elaborate for a suburban back yard.
It is always best to have an aviary on

high, well drained ground and facing the

south. If the ground is at all damp or there

is danger from rats, it is well to have a

cement foundation extending well below

Sicans there should tie if a

good-sized pond is available.

They are too large to look
well in ordinary pools

the frost line. Sometimes cement
floors are used, but they are satisfac-

tory only when a deep layer of cin-

ders under them provides good drain-

age. Even a cement floor must be

covered with sand ; better still, soft

coal ashes. In localities where high
winds are frequent, or where many
people are moving about, it is well

to board up the yards 14" or 15",
and for convenience it is desirable

to have a gate in each yard, as well

as in the end of the house. About
the only furnishings required, apart
from the perches, are water foun-

tains and feed dishes, but the latter

should include hoppers for grit, oys-
ter shell or charcoal, all of which it

is wise to have before the pheasants

y at all times. The yards are usually
covered with wire, having a 2" mesh.
But there is one distinct advantage in

using a 1" mesh, even though it costs

a little more it keeps out the sparrows.
In mating, silvers are commonly paired,

while goldens are mated in trios, and three

to four ring-neck hens are used with one
male. Silver males are likely to develop
an exceedingly ugly disposition at breeding
time and fight among themselves or with
other birds, if allowed any degree of lib-

erty. One cock to two hens is the propor-
tion when mating Reeves pheasants, but
three hens may be used in a Lady Amherst
breeding pen.

RAISING PHEASANTS AND PEAFOWL

As a rule, pheasant eggs are laid be-

tween three and six o'clock in the after-

(Continued on page 74.)
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LEADERS IN THE INTERNATIONAL FLOWER SHOW
NEW YORK

Six Recent Examples of the Nurseryman's Skill

Photo by Edwin Levick

Prominent among the bulbous

plants is a new amaryllis with
red petals, shading inside to

greenish yellow. It is most de-
sirable for growing indoors

A charming arrangement of yellow Sunburst roses, white daisies and primu-
las, with artificial birds as decorative adjuncts, is exhibited by Stumpy.

It forms a superb table centerpiece

The new Ophelia rose, culti-

vated by A. N. Pierson at Crom-
well, Connecticut, is one of the
star attractions of the exhibi-
tion. It leaves little to be de-

sired in foliage or blooms

Another of Mr. Stumpp's exhibits is

the new cream white freesias,
daintily arranged with maidenhair
ferns in an etched glass vase and

exquisite for the dining table

The hardy perennial Japanese
windflou-ers open prettily in

artificial light, showing rosy
'

purple and carmine blossoms
mixed with white and yellow
centers. Plants cultivated and

dish designed by Stumpp

Freesias are adapted to fall and
winter blooming in the hothouse.
Their bulbs are also grown in water
as regular house plants, and may be

dried out for summer keeping

The orchids are led by the new Queen of Belgians, a magnificent sort

for which Mr. Edward Harkness paid the sum of $1,000. Grown by
Clement Moore, Hackensack, New Jersey
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LET THEM HAVE A GARDEN!,
OLIVE HYDE FOSTER

Why should the children not have a garden of their oicn, one which they themselves have planted, cared for and brought to it* per-
fection of leaf and blossom/ In it they will find occupation, health, a desirable feeling of responsibility, and. an introduction to the
wholesome charm of Nature. The article which follows is intended for children, and it deals with children's gardens. Read this
article to your boys and girls. If you, dsire further information, address the Editor, House <t Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York.

APRIL
has come around again, its warm

winds and singing birds reminding you
that now you must get busy with your beds

if you are going to have any flowers. And,
of course, everybody wants flowers, only
some people won't take the trouble to find

out how they should be grown. But oh !

what a perfect delight is the growing !

Four steps must be taken before you start

actual work :

1st Find out what space you can have
for your garden.
2nd Learn something about its soil, sit-

uation and surroundings.
3rd Make a list of the seeds, bulbs,

vines, etc., you would like.*

4th Decide on planting so as to get the

right heights and colors.

As to the first step, find out just how
much ground you can have for your gar-
den. It makes a good deal of difference

whether you can have the whole back yard,
a plot along the walk, a round bed in the

center of the lawn (better only than none
at all !) or a window box. You really can-

not decide on a single plant until this is

settled.

As to the second step, learn all you can
about your new possession. Is the ground
rich or poor? If it is light and sandy, you
can grow such flowers as nasturtiums and

mignonette and California poppies. By
adding fertilizer you can have roses and
dahlias. If the ground is heavy and stiff

with clay, you can still have your roses
and dahlias if you will add both sand and
manure. So find out what kind of earth

you are going to have to work with. Quite
poor soil will grow sweet alyssum, coreopsis
and geraniums, while rich soil is needed
for asters, larkspur, zinnias and marigolds.
Next think about your location, as a dry
spot is necessary for such a plant as portu-
laca, while a cool, moist place is necessary
for lily-of-the-valley. And last, but not
least, think whether your garden is sheltered

and warm, or exposed to the chilly winds.
Even a desert can be made to blossom if

you only know how.
As to the third step, make a list of the

seeds, bulbs, roots, vines, shrubs, etc., that

you particularly want, with the idea of hav-

ing some flowers in bloom the whole sum-
mer long. If you are lucky enough to have

Flowers must be looked after just as regularly as

if they were pigeons or tame rabbits or canary birds

Ready to fight the weeds which are

always trying to kill the flowers

Several of you can own a
one can do part of the work

garden together. Then each
and have some of the

a kind friend or relative who will give you
some they will probably be good and come
up as they should. If you have to buy,
though, be sure to go to a first-class, reliable

dealer, for you don't want to waste your
time and money on old things that won't

grow.
Last of all, decide on your planting from

your chosen list with a view to height and

color, so that you will plant to the best ad-

vantage the nasturtiums, which climb, for

example, are best for the back of the bed

against a wall or trellis, while the dwarf

variety should go at the front of a border.

BIG WORDS FOR COMMON THINGS
To select your flowers intelligently,

though, you must know something about
their nature, habits, and tendencies, and
certain words always found in seed cata-

logues and garden books may be puzzling
to a beginner.

Annual, for example, refers to plants that

live only a year or a single season.

Biennials, however, continue for two

years before they die, making roots and
leaves the first year and flowering the sec-

ond.

Perennials are the kind that continue for

more than two years.
Deciduous refers to the shrubs and trees

that lose their leaves in the fall.

Evergreens are those that keep their

leaves the whole year round.

Herbaceous plants may be annual, bien-

nial, or perennial, but they have a stem that

does not become woody, and they die down
after flowering.

Hybrids are plants produced by "cross-

ing" or mixing two different varieties.

All plant life, you must understand, re-

(Continued on page 56)
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GARDENERS KALENDAR

APRIL, 1916

Morning Star: Jupiter Evening Star: Venus

SUNDAY
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.*, R.C M < T Z. c. T

/( is an adaptation of the lines and general
treatment of the English cottage or lesser

country house to an American suburban
environment, the suburb being Hartsdale,
New fork. The treatment includes brick,

hand-hewn timber, stucco and a slate roof.

Groups of casement windows make an in-

teresting fenestration for the lower floor.

The contract has been let for $9,500 and
the house is building

property plan shows a
kitchen garden and a flower gar-
den on the axis from the porch.
A dining porch for summer use
or all year is included in the first

floor plans

The detail of the doorway shows the use of heavy hand-hewn timber
for the supports of the entrance roof. A bench is to be placed on

either side of this porch

On the second floor the unusual
imposition of the eaves provides
room for closets. An enclosed

sleeping porch completes one
suite, and a large dressing room

the other

A SUMMER HOME OF ENGLISH PRECEDENTS

To Cost Under $10,000

CARETTO y FORSTER, Architects
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SEEN IN THE SHOPS

The addresses of shops where the articles shown on these pages
can be procured will be gladly furnished on request. Purchases

may be made through the HOUSE & GARDEN Shopping Service,
HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

A novelty and a practical light-

ing fixture combined is this

wrought iron hanging candle

light, after Elizabethan design.
It is 29" in diameter and sells for

$10 complete

Cocktail tray with flamingo de-

sign and verse, black, yellow and
old rose, $5.50. Fac-simile shrap-
nel shell as cocktail shaker and
server, loaded with glasses and

silver stand, $10

The lusciousness of prime fruits is made
more attractive in anticipation when
contained in this dainty Italian dish.

"Fired in" green enamel with Roman gold
trimming, or in several other color combi-

tions, $9.75

A mirror is a mirror so far as reflections
are concerned, but the frame makes all

the difference in the world. This attrac-
tive panel style, 50" long and 9" wide, is

of yellow lacquer with black decoration.
It costs $37.50

Hot water vegetable dish of porcelain, in

nickeled container with faucet at one side,

$2.25. English jet ware teapot, four to

eight cupfuls, hook-on cover, 39 to 98
cents. Syrup jug or cream pitcher, re-

movable metal top, 75 cents

Part of a patchwork quilt package containing
water color of quilt, one finished square,
marked and cut applique designs, white
squares for applique, bands for border, cot-

ton, silks and instructions. $7 $17

Occupying considerably less space than the

panel mirror shown above, this circular one
with the red silk tassels on either side meas-
ures 15" x 15". It is framed in black and

yellow lacquer, and is priced at $35

For the real sportsman's stable a little

Pickwickian type of foxhunter is ready to

tell whether or not the wind is favorable
for following: the hounds. Made of metal,

3' wide and hand decorated, $25
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To Increase the ease of the easiest
chair a round cushion of corded
silk mull may be had in rose, blue
and gold. It looks especially well

with wicker furniture. $1.85

This closely woven willow
table with natural wood top.
26" x 48", costs $25. Mahog-
any base lamp, 28" high, 18"
silk shade. $5; the lamp may
also be had with burnished

gold base, white enamel or

ivory finish. Fern dish or flow-
er bowl, 3" x 5", brown art

metal with cam-eo medallions
and inner pottery bowl, $3.50

Color harmony between con-

tainer and contained is quite

possible in the case of this

round bird cage of wicker-
work. It can be had in any
color of enamel desired, with
contrasting silk tassels. For
example, you can have yellow
rage and red tassels, or a
green one with red tassels;
17" high by 16" wide, $12.50

To hold the garden tools and prevent their be-

coming lost, strayed or stolen or wrecked by ex-

posure, this substantial oak or black walnut chest
is excellent. Put together with wooden pegs and

fully stocked, it is priced at $25 and $50

With these tico baskets
the gardener is prepared
for either planting or

plucking. Gathering bas-

ket sliding on oak stake,

$3.50; irillow tool basket,
chintz lining, $5

Five garden tools deco-
rated with floicer designs,
finished in weatherproof
Itaint and of practical util-

ity. $5 a set. Simpler ones
can also be obtained at

someu-hat lower prices
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YOUR ALL-YEAR GARDEN
April Activities Among the Vegetables and Flowers Work in the Greenhouse, Frames and

Out-of-doors Putting the Hardy Border in Trim for the Growing Season

F. F. ROCKWELL

The Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' questions pertaining to individual problems
connected with the gardens and the grounds. Please enclose self-addressed, stamped envel-

ope, and address your inquiries to The Editor, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Ave., New York

LAST month I urged the necessity of having
everything ready so that you could take

advantage of the first possibility for actually

starting work. So if your garden is big enough
to be plowed, you should have a man engaged
and ready to come just as soon as the soil is

dry enough. If it is a medium sandy soil with

good sub-drainage, you can determine this time

by running a hoe handle or crowbar down into

the ground. This will prove whether or not the

frost is all out. If the soil is clayey in character
or if it remains wet because you have not
drained it properly, you will have to wait a little

longer since such soil takes longer to warm up.

OUTDOOR WORK

radish and sea kale, may be set out now.

Among the flowers, pansies and English daisies

are about the first to be set. Hardy perennials

may be put out as soon as they are received from
the nursery; if you have any of your own that

need moving or dividing, the sooner you can
attend to them, the better. Small fruits and
fruit trees should be planted as soon as they are
received from the nursery. If you have dormant
roses, it is essential to get them in as soon as

possible. Later on in the month plant deeply
second early cabbage plants, cauliflower, lettuce

(both plants and seeds), leek for subsequent
transplanting, mustard, parsley, wrinkled peas,

The soil should not be

plowed or forked until it

will crumble readily when
worked over instead of re-

maining in heavy clods or
slices. But even so you
need not delay all your op-
erations. Dig up a row a few
feet wide in the frames
or some sheltered spot,
where you can sow a line

of smooth early peas, a few
radishes, some onion sets or

large onions, if you have
any left over that are be-

ginning to sprout. These
old sprouting onions will

break up into several small
ones and grow with aston-

ishing rapidity when placed
in the ground.
Many gardeners make the

mistake of breaking up only
as much ground at one
time as they need to use for

planting. It is far better,

both on account of the time
as well as of the work saved
and the results obtained, to

do all this preliminary work
at one time, if possible. If you get all the surface fine,

every drop of rain that falls will be readily absorbed

and evaporation of the moisture will be reduced to

a minimum. Consequently, your reserve water sup-

ply, when the dry days come, will be much greater
than it would have been had the ground remained
untouched. This is no mere theory. It will make
so great a difference in the condition of the soil later

on that it may well prove to be the deciding factor

between success and failure.

The first vegetable to be planted besides those just
mentioned will be extra early beets, sown quite thick

because they will not all come up now. It will be
well also to put in cabbage plants, kohl rabi, a first

small sowing of lettuce, spinach and early turnips.

Vegetable roots, such as asparagus, rhubarb, horse

potatoes, rutabagas, salsify, summer spinach and
second early turnips. Hardened-off rose plants
from pots can be set out when danger from hard
frost is past.

IN THE GREENHOUSE
While these outdoor activities are occupying

your time and attention, do not overlook the

many important things still to be attended to in
the greenhouse. During this month many plants
and seedlings started in February and March will
need

_
re-potting and transplanting. More atten-

tion in the way of air and watering should be
given them and they should be moved out-of-

doors as fast as they are

^^^__^. ready to be hardened off

^^ preparatory to transplant-
ing.
The greenhouse work is

by no means done when the

early stuff such as cabbage,
lettuce, beets, etc., is out of
the way. Tomatoes, egg-
plants, peppers, melons and
squash will have to be
looked after carefully if

you want to have them ready
for setting out at the proper
time next month. The for-
mer will need potting and
re-potting until they are

strong, sturdy plants in 5"

pots. The things to be
grown in paper bands, such
as sweet corn, should be
sown in rich compost from
four to six weeks before
you will want them. Three
to four weeks is plenty for
sweet corn. Take pains,
also, to plan for the things
with which you will fill

your greenhouse benches
and beds or coldframes af-
ter the garden plants have
been removed. Extra early
crops of melons, cucumbers,
etc., could be grown as well
as not in greenhouses and
frames that are left empty
from May until September.

These plants will require only a foot or so of space
when they are first set. The idea is to have them
coming on so they will occupy the greater space by
the time it is vacated by the other plants.

In the greenhouse at this time of the year
you will do well to keep a particularly sharp
lookout for insect pests. Thorough and frequent

fumigation and the use of good insecticides and fungi-
cides will dp much to enable you to keep things in

good condition.

(Continued on page 70)

The spring-bloom-

ing border is a re-

sult of careful plan-
ning and work

In setting out the cane fruits and
other wooded things the soil should
be well firmed down around their roots

As soon as the condition of the

ground permits, work over the
soil in preparation for planting

The hole should always be large
enough to admit the roots in their nat-
ural position and without crowding
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FABRICS AS FRESH AS
SPRING ITSELF

AGNES FOSTER

Are you in doubt as to what color schemes to use in your new
rooms, or what fabrics and furnishings in your spring refur-
bishing? Ask Miss Foster, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth
Avenue, New York. She will serve you without charge.
Fabrics and articles shown here can be purchased through

the HOUSE & GARDEN Shopping Service

yellow and black pheasants on guard over a
tall palmetto tree in purple and black. A butter-

fly and tree are carried out in old rose. The
whole is decorative and interesting in the extreme,
as well as most usable in any large room either

on furniture or as window hangings. This same

for a man's room, a linen

depicting The Canterbury
Tales; 50" icide, $2.85 a yard

NECESSITY
has again proved the mother

of invention many inventions. A short
time ago one heard on every side com-

plaint about the scarcity of spring fabrics for

hangings and upholstery. The prices of imported
materials soared with a rapidity disheartening to

even the most affluent home decorator. But mean-
time this very restriction was working to the

advantage of American-made textiles, and we
have produced unusual quantities and qualities
of fabrics that are the direct outcome of the

shortage of foreign-made goods. Ingenuity
stepped into the breach. The result? New ideas
in American fabrics, and such imported materials
as we have made up in quality of design for

meagerness of quantity.

VIRILE DESIGNS
The general tendency in this spring's fabrics

seems to be toward conventional pictorial designs.
Tlie naturalistic flowering, indeterminate patterns
will always have their place, especially for bed-
room furnishings, where a restful general-toned
effect is desired. But for living and dining-rooms
and porch use, striking, daring pictorial designs
have been introduced and accepted with much ap-
preciation. The country house dweller wants to
be amused, even as to window hangings.
One unusual window hanging depicts in a virile

direct manner the landing of Sir Walter Raleigh.
There is an invigorating zipp and a swing to the
fulled galleons. Therefore with his admiring fol-

lowers including a properly posed dog Raleiph
plays bowls. There are fish, gulls, lions and dra-

gons, all of the heroics. The colors are a strong
definite blue, green and orange. It is just the
fabric for a library or living-room of a country
house.

Along the same decorative lines, suitable for a
man's bedroom comes a pictorially interesting
design of the Canterbury Tales. The monk and
knight, the friar and the bagpipe player, each is

done in direct simple outline and flat color. The
material as a whole is a well spaced and well-
.colored ensemble. It is only upon close examina-
tion that we discover the house to be piebald, and
that the bagpipe player is almost bursting with his
efforts.

Another strikingly decorative linen has two

"-".
.

'

A heavy cretonne suit-

able for wicker; 50"
wide $3.75

L
)

-

A Sir Walter Raleigh linen in

blue, green and tan; 50" wide,
$2.75 a yard

Linen again with crude bird
and branch designs in vari-

ous colors; 31" wide, $2.75

idea of flat pure primitive color with convention-
alized decoration is shown in a small bedroom
cretonne where all the primary colors are com-
bined in an all-over pattern, interesting points of
accent being given by vari-colored jackdaws.

BLACK FOR ACCENT
Black still holds a high place in decorative

schemes, perhaps not to quite the extreme extent
of last year, but there is scarcely any porch fabric
that does not have much black worked into the

design. This is easily accounted for: black brings
out any color combination to advantage and does
not fade. For country and seashore houses this

is a real asset.

One of the most artistic fabrics of the season is

a natural colored linen with orange flamingos. The
foliage is of clear green and blue, a softening
effect being given by a touch of grey, but the
fabric is made really irresistible by well-placed
touches of black that bring out the design. Used
for hangings in a grey room with other spots of
orange and a few pieces of black furniture, this

drapery would find its precise metier.

DESIGNS FOR WICKER
Wicker lends itself to every possible combina-

tion of stain and coloring. A branched design of

graceful wistaria and long-tailed birds forms an
excellent chair covering. A delicate small-potted
design gives to the weave of the wicker a full

credit. Heavy covered designs, when used with
wicker, take away from the light and airy feeling
that wicker should have. Therefore, select some-
thing graceful that has the same underlying feel-

ing as the wicker itself. Stain the wicker grey,
and use a covering of grey, blue and dull greens.
There are several stunning and inexpensive

cretonnes for porch use. One has a tan back-

ground and a broken stripe of black against which
are thrown large vivid bunches of flowers. These
are so placed that the fabric will cut to advantage
for furniture covering. Also, with the light com-
ing through them the bouquets are effective when
hung at the windows. A smaller design has a

quasi-Poiret flower bunch in yellow, orange, blue
and green, against a small broken black stripe.
The design has a striking decorative effect. These

(Continued on page 92)

A formal patterned cretonne
with black background and
rich dull colors; 31", 45 cents

Heavy linen, 36" wide, with
hand-printed black conven-
tional flowers. $2.25 a yard

Another hand-printed linen,
36" wide, with designs in

green, yellow and blue. $3.60

An excellent porch cretonne
that comes in various color

combinations; 31", 60 cents
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Home Needs

WHY
not sit down

leisurely and look

through a complete

catalog of the many practi-

cal and helpful things you
will need?

There are rattan and wil-

low furniture, summery cur-

tains, grass rugs all make
for coolness and comfort.

Then there is the arrange-
ment of a delightful room
for a dainty miss, the guest
room for week-end visitors,

and all the myriad re-

minders one needs to be

ready for a truly happy
summer.

Summer Furnishing Guide

is a complete catalog for the

summer cottager. Nothing
is forgotten the house, the

garden, the grounds all in-

doors and out well-chosen

examples of how they may
be made charming and prac-

tically pleasing are all

shown.
Each article and picture is se-

lected as if especially for you
with a view to beautifying your
home and securing more comfort.

You need this May number.

You will find it an excellent ex-

ample of what is offered each

month.
A small investment of $3 for a

yearly subscription (twelve ex-

ceptional numbers) may save you
$300, or even $3,000 or more,
because of its many valuable sug-

gestions on building, which are

practical; on gardening, which

pleases, and on decorating and

furnishing, which harmonize and
make your home attractive.

Special Introductory Offer

Or, if you prefer, you may take

advantage of our trial subscription
offer (to new subscribers) for six

forthcoming issues, at the special in-

troductory price of $1.
Because of its helpfulness, you will

find House & Garden indispensable in

supplying your every-day needs.
Let your subscription start with

May the Summer Furnishing Num-
ber. It is not necessary even to

write a letter. The coupon is easier

and quicker.

Send the Coupon today.

Read
"
Your Service," opposite column

Introductory Coupon Offer

House &Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

As per your introductory offer, please send
me the next five numbers of HOUSE & GAR-
DEN, beginning with May (Summer Fur-

nishing Number). On receipt of bill I will

remit trial subscription price of $1. (Regu-
lar subscription, $3.)

Or, I enclose herewith $1, for which send
me the next six numbers, beginning with

May.
Name

(Please write name and addrees very plainly.)

Address

.City & State
HG4-16

OUR readers are urged to study and use this index as a buying guide. You will

find each advertiser offers a product of quality, dependability and Value

that your wants, at all times, will receive prompt and courteous attention. If there

are any other subjects in which you are interested and you do not find them listed

below do not hesitate to ask "* Whatever information you may desire about the

home, whether it concerns plans of building, decorating the interior, or the making

of a garden in fact all indoors and oulule will gladly supply.
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Your Service

DO you want informa-

tion on the arrange-
ment of the rooms;

their furniture; the decora-

tions for walls, windows and

doorways; rugs that are

unique in pattern yet har-

monious and serviceable ;
the

choosing of a beautiful sil-

ver service, or china, or linen

in fact, every appoint-
ment that makes the mod-
ern house a veritable home?
Do you want to know

about the hundreds of de-

lightful and artistic articles

that makes your home more

cozy and attractive?

Your Questions Answered

This information costs you noth-

ing yet it may save you hundreds

of dollars. After all, the things

you buv and grow tired of or

never use at all, are really the

most expensive.
We have found a way to answer

all your questions. Without ex-

pense you can secure information

on any of the subjects indicated

in the coupon below or others that

you may select.

Check the subjects that interest

you. Others will suggest them-

selves. We will answer as many
questions as you choose, relating
to all phases of building, re-

modeling, repairing, gardening,

decorating, furnishing or refur-

nishing in fact, everything per-

taining to the subject of the home
and its surroundings.
Our only consideration is that

you are sincere in your desire for

information that you will advise

us whether the service supplies

your wants and meets all your re-

quirements.

Send the Coupon
You may enclose the coupon below

in an envelope, or paste it on a postal.
Or, if you prefer, you may write a
letter.

We will see that you are supplied
with the kind of information that may
possibly save you many dollars sure-

ly time and energy, perhaps ill spent.
Let House & Garden Information

Service solve your every living prob-
lem.

Send the Coupon Today
Read "Home Needs," opposite column

Free Information Coupon
House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

I would like to know more about the sub-

jects checked below or, those outlined in
the letter attached. Please arrange to have
free information sent me promptly.

...Andirons
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A Bedroom with Sloane Furniture in Chippendale Style

Faithful Reproductions and Adaptations of

Rare English Furniture
The above illustration shows a perfect reproduction in the finest mahog-

any of a genuine Chippendale Bed made about the middle of the Eighteenth
Century in which the French influence is apparent. The Chest of Drawers,
Dresser, Table and Triple Mirror In blacK lacquer, were made to order to

complete this interesting suite.

One of the great charms of Sloane Furniture is the absolute fidelity -with

which authentic old pieces are reproduced.

The Hangings and Coverings in gray and rose figures over a violet

ground are Cretonnes imported from England. The Chenille Rug in two-
tone violet, the gray wall paper and the English prints in black frames with
ripple-gold mouldings, complete a charming bedroom ensemble.

w. J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Furniture Makers

Floor Coverings 9 Fabrics

Fifth Avenue and Forty-seventh Street New YorK
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Let the Old Oaken Bucket
Still hang in the well but,

only as a memory
'""T'lME was when the old oaken bucket was a

J- necessity in the household of every suburban

family. With it, water was drawn from the well or

spring and carried for domestic use. Today, in the

minds of very many suburbanites the recollection of

the old oaken bucket lingers only as a memory, for

with the improved machinery and equipment which

we offer, any one having an available source ofsupply
from well, spring or lake can have a water

supply system offering to the suburbanite all of the

opportunities and advantages which the

city family now enjoys. From the big
line of

EUREKA
Water Supply Systems
may be selected an outfit which may be

operated by electricity, gasoline engine,
kerosene engine, water

pressure or by hand, to

supply an adequate volume

of water, and at the desired

pressure, to meet all re-

quirements. On this page
we illustrate one of the

many "Eureka" outfits, and

typesofpumpsandsystems. No . 2799
" EUREKA ELECTRIC

If you are not enjoying
AUTOMATIC WATER SYSTEM

t 1 r Our most popular electric outfit. It

the many advantages Ot Si isself-controlled startingand stopping
t 1 automatically uses a very small amount

gOOd Water Supply System, of current, and has a capacity of 150
./- | gallons per hour. There are other simi-

Or it yOU have a System Ur "Eureka" systems for use where a

I I larger capacity is needed.
which is not giving proper

service, we request that you fill in and mail to us tne

coupon below, for catalog, and suggestions as to the

proper kind of system to meet your needs. This

will not obligate you and we will welcome the

opportunity of submitting a plan.

The Bishop-Babcock-Becker Co.
Manufacturers

Branches in New York
St. Paul

General Offices, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Chicago St. Louis Cincinnati

San Francisco Denver Atlanta

FILL IN.DETACH AND MAILTHIS COUPON, NOW!
The B. B. B. Co., Cleveland Please mail complete catalog of "Eureka" Water

Pumps and Systems. I am interested in a HDpump, [jsystem to be operated by (check which).
OElectricity DGas Engine DWater Pressure DHand Power.
Our daily water consumption is about gallons.

Name
, _

Address

H. SC G. 4- 1 6

I
the ground gets very dry you must

always give the garden a drink of water

Let Them Have A Garden!

{Continued from page 47)

quires five things : warmth, light, air,

water and food.. But plants differ

as much as people, and some need
more of one thing than they do of
another. Some grow best in sunlight,
others in shade ; some in sand, others
in rich soil. You will have to find

out what each kind requires and in-

structions always come with what you
buy. The foods needed in the soil

have some big names, too : nitrogen,

potash and phosphoric acid, all of
which are found in the different farm
manures.

PLANNING THE GARDEN

Right here is the place to stop and
draw a map of your garden, and
mark off the space for your chosen

plants. Thus, you can be sure of

placing the different kinds where
they will look and do the best. You
can draw half a dozen plans, and
choose the most suitable. Only nev-
er forget the simple rules of a fa-

mous landscape gardener :

1 Plant in masses, not isolated.

2 Avoid straight lines.

3 Preserve open lawn centers.

Next coax some one stronger than

yourself to dig up the ground thor-

oughly and spade in some fertilizer,

preferably manure. Plants live on
what they draw out of the soil, and
it must be well pulverized and free

from stones so that the tiny rootlets

can work their way through.
For quick results from the seed,

plant annuals ! Some will blossom
within six weeks and if you can

help out your garden with some
transplanted roots and bulbs, you will

have flowers in even less time. Here
are some annuals that can be planted
outdoors late in April, as far north
as New York, in ordinary seasons :

two latter can be bought very cheap
in full bloom, and afford flowers at

once, while waiting for seeds to de-

velop. Frequent picking, too, will

make them bloom much longer. It

has been said that no stingy person
is ever a successful gardener ! Moun-
tain pink, also, can be bought in

flower at the same time.

A MORNING GLORY PLAYHOUSE
A morning glory playhouse will

prove a source of delight all summer.
Persuade your big brother to drive

a few long stakes in the ground, from
the top of which you can fasten heavy
cords to pegs driven in the earth in

either a square or a circle. Then,
after soaking the seeds over night,

plant so the vines will climb up and
over. Being shade lovers, the blos-

soms will hide under the thick, green
leaves, lining the whole inside of your
house with fresh flowers, like stars,

ever}' day. The hyacinth bean can
be used the same way, as well as the
scarlet runner, which latter also gives

you a nice bean for the dinner table.

A FEW FAVORITE PERENNIALS

While you want all the flowers

you can have the first year, be sure

to get all the seeds, roots and bulbs

you can put in the ground this season
to come up next year by themselves.

These are the perennials. At the end
is a short list of old favorites.

THE WINDOW Box
If you live in the city, and can

have only a flower box in a window,
or along the rail of a porch, cheer

up ! There is still a chance for you
to have blossoms all summer. After

having it filled with good rich soil on
top of a layer of broken crockery or
stones (for drainage) you can plant
the running nasturtiums along the
outer edge for a hanging vine. In-

Name
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MISS SWIFT
11 EAST 527TH HTREKT

YORK

INTERIOR
DECORA.TIXG

KURXITITRE
9IATERIA.L.H,FLOOR C30VKKIXCJ8

BXCEITIOXAX,IY RA.RE
ANO BEAUTIFTJl. FTJKMIHH
TAJPESTRIES OF1 THE 17TH

> 18TH OKXTITRIES
Tapestry in Miss Swift's Foyer

P/ay

Portable
HOUSESHODGSON

If you want a cottage at the shore or in the mountains this summer, get a Hodgson
Portable House. Erect one on your own grounds, too, as a playhouse for the children
or a lounging place at your tennis-court. If you need any adjunct to your regular home,
buy one of the many styles of Hodgson Portable Houses.

Made in sections that interlock for rigidity and constructed so simply they can be quickly
bolted together by unskilled workmen, they represent the quickest and least expensive
method of erecting a small house. Thoroughly practical for any season or climate.

Our catalog shows you the great variety of purposes that Hodgson Portable Houses
are made for. Address

E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 226, 116W..hington StreetBo.ton, M..
6 East 39th St., New York City
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0. J. Olsen's Residence. H'atliratosa. His.. ArchitcclC. C. Hosmer. Milwaukee. Wit.

Does Your Roof Add to the

Safety of Your Home?
Sparks from your own or a neighbor's chimney
or fire brands from a nearby fire cannot ignite

the roof built with

Transite Asbestos Shingles
Fire-Proof and Everlasting

Made from Asbestos fibre and Portland Cement two
materials that cannot burn. J-M Transite Asbestos

Shingles will not rot, warp or split. They never need

staining. And because of the variety of their shapes,
sizes and colors, they permit great flexibility of treat-

ment, lending themselves to practically any architec-

tural scheme.

Lighter and less expensive than tile or slate and more readily
adapted to the average type of roof construction. Cost little

more than ordinary wood shingles and the first cost is the only
cost.

When laid by the American method as shown above, these

shingles are entered as Class "B" material by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters and take the lowest existing rate of
fire insurance. Your carpenter, roofer or slater will lay them
and your satisfaction is definitely assured by

Johns-Manville Roofing Responsibility I

the principle of fulfilling every obligation implied by honesty !

and fair dealing to J-M Roofing users. We will give you a guar- j

antee if you want it, but in place of this we offer you the oppor- ;

tunity of registering your J-M Roofing with us and putting it i

permanently in our care. Under this exclusive system of Roof-
i

ing Registration no J-M Roofing user is ever refused an adjust-
ment of any reasonable claim.

J-M Roofing Includes Roofing for Every Purpose

J-M Asbestos Built-Up Roofing for flat roofs J-M Asbestos Ready :

Roofing for sloping roofs J-M Regal Roofing, the best rubber-type i

roofing and J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles as described above. J-M \

Asbestos Roofings are examined, approved, classified and labelled by the Underwriters' Laboratories. \

Inc., under the direction of the National Board oj Fire Underwriters. The Roofing Service i

Department of the nearest J-M Branch will advise with you, your archi- :

tect or builder on any roofing question.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
4 Executive Offices, 296 Madison Avenue, N.Y. City

1 Atlanta Galveston New York
|

Baltimore Indianapolis Omaha
I Boston Kansas City Philadelphia
= Buffalo Los Angeles Pittsburgh
% Chicago Louisville Portland
| Cincinnati Memphis St. Louis
| Cleveland Milwaukee Salt Lake City
| Columbus Minneapolis San Francisco
^ Denver Newark Seattle
= Detroit New Orleans Toledo

1 THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., Ltd.

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

COVERS 1

THE CONTINENT^
Serves more people in more
ways than any institution
of its kind in the world.

Let Them Have a Garden!

(Continued from page 56)

taller plants say pink and white

geraniums, with a few ferns. An-
other pretty hox could he made by
putting Wandering Jew, or "inch

plant," along the edge for the droop-
ing vine, then the seed of the blue

ageratum for your edging, with next
a row of the lovely pink begonias.
As it takes a number of weeks for

any seeds to grow and come to flower,

you had better save your candy pen-
nies and buy a few blooming plants
from the spring peddler. They will

gladden your heart while waiting.
All kinds of green add to the ap-

pearance of these little boxes, and
all the white flowers soften and help
to blend the bright colors. The China
asters, white, pink and lavender, look

very well in a window box, and if

started in shallow trays or old pots
in the early spring, can be trans-

planted later. Then when your first

crop has seen its best days, you can

take it out, put in your asters, and

they will be lovely all fall.

Name
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TRe Greatest Gfdss-cutter

on Earth

Cuts an 86inch Swath

OWNSENDS
TRIPLEX

Floats Over the Uneven Ground as a Ship Rides the Waves
One mower may be climbing a knoll, the second skimming a level, the third paring a hollow

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, the TRIPLEX will mow
more lawn in a day than the best motor mower ever made, cut it better

and at a fraction of the cost.

Drawn by one horse and operated by one man, it will mow more lawn in

a day than any three ordinary horse-drawn mowers with three horses
and three men. (We guarantee this.)

Does not smash the grass to earth and plaster it in the mud in springtime,
neither does it crush the life out of the grass between hot rollers and hard,
hot ground in summer as does the motor mower.

Write for catalogue illustrating all types of Lawn Mowers.

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO., 1

NOT
only the most complete catalogue in America, but a dependable

guide for the flower and vegetable grower. More than 200 cultural

instructions by famous experts. Dreer's Garden Book for 1916 de-
scribes all the worthy novelties and selected strains of practically every
variety of flowers and vegetables worth growing. It contains 288 pages;
four color and four duotone plates. Special departments devoted to

Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias, Roses and perennials.

Mailed free if you mention this publication

Dreer's Superb Asters. Selected strains of finest varieties
for garden decoration or cutting. Packet of eight best colors
mixed containing enough seed to produce more than one
hundred plants ten cents per packet. Dreer's Garden
Book with each order.

HENRYA.DREER
714-16 Chestnut St., Phil<
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TShades
1916 MODEL

VUDOR
PORCH SHADES are

made from flat, perfect slats of

kiln - dried basswood, woven to-

gether with rot-proof, fish-net twine,
and they are indelibly stained with

VUDOR oil stain (not paint) in many
pleasing colors. We make VUDOR
Shades for Bungalows in "Bungalow
colors" in shorter drop, which are less

expensive.

Exclusive VUDOR Features for 1916

Two double sets of reenforcing warps, at each edge
New VUDOR Cord Slides (take the place of pulleys)
double the life of the roll-up cord.

VUDOR Safety Wind Device prevents Shades from

flapping in the wind.

Cool Comfort on Your Porch

VUDOR Porch Shades will lower the temperature of

your porch.

VUDOR Porch Shades on a porch mean a new room
added to your house cool, airy, secluded.

VUDOR Porch Shades make a porch a perfect sleep-

ing porch at slight expense.

$3.25 to $10.00 will equip the average porchVith VUDOR Shades.

The only way to be sure that you get VUDOR Porch Shades
is to see that the

Aluminum Trade Mark exactly like the above is attached to
top and bottom moulding.

It saves you from imitations and counterfeits.

Write for Booklet and Name of Nearest Dealer. Except in a few
cities, we sell only one single store. Write us for name of that store

and get the genuine^ "lastjor years" VUDOR Porch Shades.

Hough Shade Corporation
261 Mill Street Janesville, Wisconsin

The white sprays of spiraea, massed in the

shrubbery beds and borders, are in their full

glory this month

IN SOUTHERN GARDENS
JULIA LESTER DILLON'

Southern readers who desire information on their gardens will be served

promptly and without charge. Address Readers' Service, House & Garden,
440 Fourth Ave., New York City

APRIL PLANTINGS

T TNQUESTIONABLY April is the

\J most beautiful month of the year
in this section. Then it is that the

spring-blossoming shrubs are in full

flower, the bulbs are still glorious,
Darwin tulips, iris and lilies show
all their exquisite loveliness. The
dogwoods star the roadsides, wood-
lands and gardens, the dropping
racemes of the wistaria hang from

every trellis, screen and porch.
Golden-hearted Cherokee roses send

out spicy fragrance on the soft and

balmy air.

EARLY PERENNIALS

The blue sky and warm sunshine

of noontide alternate with the chill

of the midnight air, and so this is

the accepted time for planting the

seed of those perennials which will

not germinate in the heat of the later

days. Few Southern gardeners plant
the early perennials which are the

one thing lacking from the radiant

glory of April bloom. All Southern

gardens, where there is room, should
know the dainty loveliness of the

aquilegias, the soft-hued campanulas,
the stately digitalis, the wonderful
colors of the platycodon, and the

fairy-like delphiniums. These flow-

ers are not only well worth while in

themselves, but they fill the long gap
between the spring flowers of the

shrubs and bulbs and the blossoms of

the annuals that do not bloom until

later in the summer.
All of these perennials are valua-

ble for the shaded situations found
in every garden and which are usu-

ally bare because so few things will

grow even in half shade. The heav-

enly blue tones found in the campa-
nulas, delphiniums, platycodons and

aquilegias are also unusual in the

garden picture.
Fill the flats as usual, plant the

seeds very carefully, and as soon as

the plants begin to crowd transplant
into a shaded corner of the garden.
Leave them there until the late fall

and then place them in permanent
positions. For two years at least they
will repay you for your initial trou-

ble, your careful watching and pa-
tient waiting.
Of the columbines, the Aquilegia

cocrulea, in blue and white, and the

hybrida of the same will be found

satisfactory. This plant is exceed-

ingly decorative from the foliage

standpoint as well as for the blos-

soms. If cut, the latter will continue
for several months.
The Japanese bellflower, Platy-

codon grandiflora, in blue and white,
is charming and effective when com-
bined with the Hemerocallis flavax or

(Continued on page 62)

Golden-Hearted Cherokee roses somewhat suggest the wild
rose of the North and fill the air with their peculiar spicy

fragrance and charm of color
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A Year 'Round Garden
Don't lose the beauties of your garden when
summer ends. Build a conservatory an all-

year garden, where you can have a wealth of

flowers throughout the winter, as well as in the

warmer months.

Now is the time to plan your conservatory and to get
its construction under way. Let us help you work
out the details by submitting sketches and estimates.
The name "Moninger" stands for the best in grten-
house design and construction. We have been for
over half a century builders of greenhouses, both large
and small. Our long experience and wide knowledge
of green house requirements will be of value to you.
No matter how modest your plans are, it will pay you
to consult us.

John C. Moninger Company
EVERYTHING FOR THE GREENHOUSE

CHICAGO
910 Blackhawk St.

CINCINNATI
2309 Union Central BIdg.

NEW YORK
807 Marbridge Building

anewr you are buildinghome this Spring
remo

deling your present
one our illustrated Look of

FINE HARDWOOD FLOORING
will assistyou in deciding
the best floor

covering
to

.use-Acopy of this book
and explanation ofour free

sketching
service will besent

toyou without obl^ation
on request.

i

Tke
Interior Hardwood Co.

1302 Beecker St.

Indianapolis,
Indiana

The Holland Situation
Becoming

VERY SERIOUS
for the Nurserymen and Bulb Growers

Holland, the greatest flower producing

country in the world, cannot find a

market for her plants in Europe.

They Must Be Sold in
America

Every ship that comes in from Holland these

days brings us mammoth consignments of Rose

Bushes, Rhododendrons, Evergreens, Box-

woods, Bulbs and Plants of Every Description.

We are selling them at

AUCtlOn and at

Private Sale.
Write tor

Information

Regarding
These

Mammoth
Shipments

Three Rare Rose Collections
$1 .00 per Collection of Six Plants Each

Thi* offer
} rood only when HOUM & Garden
u mentioned in ordering.

These collections are made up from Holland's latest and
choicest varieties. Field-grown two-year-old plants that

will bloom profusely the first season. Rose Bushes
crafted in tree form. Collection of five plants for $2.00.

Send for list of varieties. No plants sent by mail.

The Mac Niff Horticultural Co.

52, 54 and 56 Vesey Street
Near Greenwich St.. N. Y.

Tke Lariat Horticultural Auction Room in the WmU.
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Residence at Oak Park, III. C. E. White, Architect.
C-H Casement Adjusters.

The Casement the Window Beautiful

The out-swung English Casement gives a charming in-

dividuality to the exterior, while its artistic groupings
lend themselves to beautiful interior arrangements of cur-
tains and draperies.
The Casement is not only for expensive homes, it is the
window for all better homes.

This little booklet, beautifully illus-

trated and intensely interesting, is

chuck-full of practical sugges-
tions. You really can't afford

to build without it.

Free to You WriteNow

The Casement Hardware Co.
IS. Clinton St. CHICAGO, ILL.

siiiiiii'immiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiMiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiii
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<i This can't happen to your
machine if you have a

StanleyGarage Door Stay;
Prevents garage doors slamming

Easily Applied. Write for Booklet "H"

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn

"Brighten Up"means beautify

and more

Women are beginning to look beyond
the mere beautifying of their homes
with paints and varnishes. They see

the results of decay when painting is

delayed and the unnecessary cost of

frequent paintings when poor paint is

used.

Brighten.Up Finishes
not only add beauty to home surround-

ings, but also durability and real pro-

tection. For all surfaces in and outside

the home there is a Sherwin-Williams

finish to be had in any quantity, in all

colors and all ready to apply.

Get This Book: "The A B C of Home Painting"

It contains complete painting instructions for the

home owner; tells in simple language just what to

use for every surface and how to use it. Sent free

on request.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS VARNISHES

Addreis til inquiries to 627 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland. 0.

Showrooms New York, 116 W. 32d St.; Chicago, People's
Gas Bide.; San Francisco, 523 Market St. Sales Offices and
Warehouse' 'n principal cities. Best dealers everywhere.

HOUSE & GARDEN

In Southern Gardens

(Continued from page 60)

fulva. The campanulas, carfatica and largely a matter of individual taste.

pyramidalis, the Chimney bellflower, The early-branching varieties, in

with the cup and saucer of the Can- white, the mid-season in pink, and

terbury bells, give another set of blue the late-branching in lavender give
values in the garden color scale, the three best colors. For a pink
These may also be planted in rose garden, the three varieties are easy
and white. to find. They come in single and

The foxgloves, Digitalis gloxiniae- double, in quilled and curled, and in

flora, are wonderful when they can large and small. All are good, ex-

be successfully grown. They must cept the muddy rose-reds and the

have a cool start for seed germina- violet-blues that so many gardeners

tion, shade through the summer plant in close proximity,
months and sheltered position for the B RAMBLER RosES
winter. This done, they begin to

bloom in February and for six weeks For a planting that promises the

are glorious anywhere. Planted minimum of work and the maximum
among the broad-leaved evergreens of results, both for cut flowers in the

so generally used in the South they house and for blossoms in the bor-

are more effective than when seen in ders, there is nothing that will equal
the gardens of other sections, per- the many kinds of baby rambler

haps because to see them blooming so roses. Many people confuse these

early is such a surprise. In these, with the Wichuraiana hybrids and

my favorite colors are the rose and the rambler roses, and pass them by
white, although in the catalogs

blue, so heavenly The blossoms of daffodils help .
from a

,
c
f,

nter

an azure as does to make April thc most leau. lawn, and there

the Delphinium tiful month of the who ie was not a sm-
belladonna A Southern year ^, da

/
*rof

clump of these mid - April to

d e 1 p h i n i
- Christmas that

urns planted in the foreground of the those little bushes were not masses

shrubbery border, or in a border of of soft pink clusters of the baby

perennials framed in grass walks, Dorothy Perkins roses. The catalog
with the clear sun shining through name is Anchen Muller.

the petals of the lifted flower stalks The Catherine Zeimet is the white

that rise at least 2' above the ground, of this rose. Louise Walter is the

is achievement enough to satisfy the softest of flesh pinks, with a cup-
heart of a gardener through many like individual bloom, and the outer

weary days. edge of the petals lined with a

Other perennials of easier growth deeper touch of pink. The full clus-

and more widely known than those ters look like the bunches of baby

just enumerated are the candytuft, roses that we put on the hats of the

Iberis sempervirens, the golden Core- tiny little girls. They are also clean

opsis lanceolata, for all summer and fragrant and absolutely ever-

bloom, the hollyhocks, in many shades blooming.
and varieties, and the Physostegia Of the reds, the Erna Teshendorff

lirginica, the false dragon-head, is the reddest, while Madame de Her-
This begins to bloom very late in bert Levavasseur is the color of the

August, and continues steadily until crimson rambler. All of them are

December. The colors are pink and good. Cecile Brunner is a dainty,

white and a soft lavender. fairy-like rose of not quite so robust

Plant one package of each of the a habit as the other varieties men-
seeds just given, follow carefully the tioned. The color is a soft saffron,

directions, and for each dime that like the Tausendschon without the

you invest in seed you may count on rose tints. George Elger is a poly-

having a harvest of at least one-hun- antha like the Cecile Brunner, but

dredfold of joy, beauty and frag- gives the yellow note in these plant-

ranee in your garden. ings. The Etoile d'Or is another yel-

-r,
low polvantha that promises good re-

ANNUALS FOR SUMMER BLOOM
su ,ts

p
Jhe pdce {M these

fc

roses is

It is not yet too late to plant the $30 and $40 a hundred. Smaller

annuals needed for the summer, and quantities will, of course, be a little

this is the best month to plant the more proportionately, but they are

aster seed. Best results are found to the most satisfactory of all plantings
be obtained if the seeds are planted for sunny situations and spring, sum-
in the garden, the plants thinned out mer, fall and winter bloom.

|

as they grow larger and left, in most Yes, be sure you do not overlook
cases, where they were first planted. the roses. Your Southern garden
From the bewildering collections of can be beautiful without them but it

asters offered by the seedsmen it is cannot be the very best. And perfec-

very hard to make a selection. It is tion, of course, is what you want!
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See the Duplex-ALCAZAR
Before You Buy a Range
Here at last is a kitchen range that is really modern. It is made in two
types one burning coal or wood and gas. the other using coal, wood and ofl separ-

ately or at the same time. The Duplex-ALCAZAR Range is complete all in one-
ready to burn the fuel you choose at any and all times.

You can make the change for different fuels with Mi range in a second's

time and the Duplex-ALCAZAR conforms with your requirements. It's the "year
'round range" keeps the kitchen cool in summer warm in winter suits the season 8

in between and cuts fuel bills as well as insuring better cooking results.

The Duplex-ALCAZAR in every detail and particular
reflects the spirit of the most progressive stove factory in America.

It is manufactured in styles designed to fit every requirement
and need the world over. It is to be had in cast iron steel and

porcelain construction.

The best stove merchant in your town Is now displaying
a line of Duplex-ALCAZAR Ranges in the type best fitted to the

need of your section.

Write us for Descriptive Litera-

ture. Gladly sent tt request.

Alcazar Range & Heater Co.
364 Cleveland Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.

Write For
Details

Send your name
end we will for-
ward complete
descriptive lit-

erature.

Wrecked by a.
fV-shaped crotch !

The V-shaped crotch is so weak structurally that

inevitably wind strain splits it, water enters the
crevice thus made, and decay starts, continuing
until eventually the tree becomes an easy victim
for any severe storm. Are YOUR trees menaced
by this and other hidden agents of destruction?
There is only one safe place to find out, go to

Davey Tree Surgeons
Tree surgery, as they practice it, is scientifically

echanicallyaccurate and m ,

ly perfect. John G. Jen-
nings, of the Lamson & Sessions Co., Cleveland,
O., writes: "This is the second season's work
you have done for me, and I am glad to assure
you that it is very satisfactory." The U. S.
Government chose Davey experts as best. Every
year of neglect adds 10% to 25% to the cost of

g trees. Write today for free examination
illustrated

savin
and

.

ed booklet.

The Davey Tree Expert Co.
132 Elm Street, Kent, O.

(.Operating the Davey Institute of Tree
Accredited Representatives

.

Surgery.
available be-
tween Kansas
City and Bos-
ton.

Keep the Iceman OuUide

>E
nil nickel plated

ntr*. illutit rAtd
i built

n
pvcici

order o ^ _ ^
Snow White Opal Glass

If yon are thinking of buying a refrigerator for the old or new home, you wUl

want to know about McCray Sanitary Refrii-eratori The tood
cpmpar

il i are

llncMl with white opal glass nearly one-half Inch thlck-practlcally unbreakable

the cleanest and most sanitary lining known.
McCray nefriucrulors are scier.tiflc-ally Insulated and hate a contlnuoua clrcula-

lion of cold dry air that keeps tood fresh and healthful. They may be arranged

with outside icing door. Every McCray is guaranteed.

>f ^^ l^^f..* vA*>n fr^h**0 ^** *^ *^7 ** ^** McOay Agencies in

JVlCl^ray l\.eirlgeratOrS ibe Principal GtMiandDirKl from Factory

Our very complete line of large and small sizes meeta almost every requirement,

but for special needs McCray Refrigerators are built to order In accordam-e with

irchltects' specifications to conform to the house plan and match the Interior finish U
McCray Refrinerators are built aim) In all sizes for every requirement of hotels. =Z

clubs, restaurants, florist*, institutions, grocers, markets, etc.

Write for Catalog and Address of the nearest McCray Agency
No. 92 for Residences No. 74 for Florists No. 70 for Grocers

No. 61 for Markets No. AH Built to Order for Residences

JV0- 50 for Hotels, Restaurants, Public Institutions, etc.

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO. 1 Lke St., Kendallville, Ind.

Chk.To iKl Michi, Ate. New York, McCra, Bid, ., 7-9 We.l 30th Street

Agencies In All Principal^Cities

Look"
The just pride home owners take in the beauty
of their Morgan Doors is matched by the satis-

faction of knowing Morgan Doors must give lasting
service. For Morgan Doors have an All White Pine
Core that prevents warping, swelling and sticking.

are the only doors thus fortified against weather changes
the only doors that must fit and stay fit the only doors insured

against an aftermath of trouble. So great is the variety of

Morgan Doors that you are sure to find the right design for

your home your taste your price desires.

Morgan Doors are standard quality whatever
their price. Value is guaranteed by the name
on top rail worth looking for worth insisting upon.

"The Door Beautiful" Book FREE!
If you're a home owner or intending builder,
write for this delightful door book full of

inviting suggestions for charming homes.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR CO.

Dept. A, 29 Chicago
Factory: Morgan Co., Oehkosh, Wis. Eatttrrn
Branches; Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore.

Dttplny*: 6 E. &th St., Nork York; 809 Palmer
Building, Detroit. Building Exhibit*; Insurance
Exchartge- Chicaffe; Soo Line Bldg.. Minneapolis.

Ifyour Dealer hasn 't Morgan Doors, write us.
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Increase Your Garden's Beauty
With plants and shrubs from our nurseries. Let us

plan and plant your garden our experts visualize it as

it will look in after years and do the work for immediate
and lasting results.

Our Service consists of everything from the selection

of the proper plants to the completion of the actual work.
We do everything to your satisfaction.

Our New Catalogue is Free
It gives many suggestions for improving the effectiveness and

appearance of your gardens, large or small.

It tells about our service to the small gardener, the home builder

and the large estate. Your name on a post card will bring it.

G. E. M. STUMPP
761 Fifth Ave., Dept. H
NEW YORK, N. Y.

M

Natco
Hollow Tile

Residence with
Stucco finish.HENRY E.

HAUGAARD, Architect

Note the air cells,

the extra strong
patented "web" inside

the tile; the outside sur-

face with deep dovetail

scoring which provides strong
mechanical bond* for the stucco.

The Clang of the Engines
hoarse shouts the sound of running feet. You awake
with a start, terror gripping at your heart, big with the

image of the laddie in his crib at the other end of the

hall. And then you remember that you have built

throughout of

NATCO HOLLOW-TILE
and you know it is time for sympathy, not fear. Yes,

it was the beautiful new house across the road whose
owner was paying a heavy penalty just for lack of fore-

sight.

Easily and economically he could have built of fire-proof
Natco. His house would have been as beautiful as the one above,
and as safe. Natco is a material for all buildings, even the least

expensive. Its quality accounts for its wide use in great sky-

scrapers and structures where only the best is tolerated. But its

economy of construction makes it available for the most inex-

pensive types of buildings and for your home, where safety and
comfort come first.

The wise man who thinks of buildings finds out about Natco.
It is more than a fire-proof, sound-proof and temperature-proof
modern material which lends itself wonderfully to beautiful con-
struction.

It is a service free to all architects, builders, engineers and
to you. Send today for the book "Natco Houses" enclosing ten
cents in stamps or coin.

Natco saves thousands of lives and millions of dollars every
year. Let it save and serve you.

NATIONAL - FIRE - PROOFING - COMPANY
284 FEDERAL STREET, PITTSBURGH, PA.

23 Factories Throughout the United States. Al.o at Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Early Lace-Making in America

(Continued from page 34)

an excessive export duty on the ma-

chinery, together with a 500 fine or

a long term of imprisonment for the

offender who broke the duty law.

Despite all this, the important parts
of the machinery reached our shores,

hidden, I have read, in tubs of York-
shire butter.

In a short time, an excellent qual-

ity of net, both black and white, was
being produced in Ipswich. This net

own, with more attenuated designs.
The second illustration shows the

more open and naturalistic design ; in

both, however, the workmanship is

excellent. These two pieces were
wrought by Miss Elizabeth H. Rich-
ards and by Mrs. Stephen Baker in

the old lace factory on High Street

as early as 1827. The work is simi-

lar to that done in Ireland under the

name of Limerick, the same sort be-

A coverlet woven in 1847,

of dark blue in a peculiar
ridged weave

The chariot wheels" or
church ivindows," popular

before the war

The Whig Rose pattern in dark blue and
white, a favorite design ivith Tennessee
weavers of the middle of the 19th Century

was the foundation or background
for the second kind of lace, a lace

produced by darning in the pattern.
The factory or headquarters for the

laceworkers was in one of the lovely
old mansions on High Street; there

many girls and women spent their

working days ; more, however, did

the work in their own homes.
The bobbin or pillow lace was a

distinctly local industry, but the

"point net lace" ("point," because
the size of the mesh varied according
to the size of the points on the ma-
chine) or Ipswich lace, as it was
called, was also done in many neigh-

boring towns.

DARNED NET LACE

The net was stretched on a large
frame

;
the pattern darned in with a

glass-like thread, and the centers of
flowers and many other motifs filled

in with fancy stitches. The first pat-

terns, as you notice in the illustration

of a piece of the first darned net lace,

were taken from the bobbin laces,

they were very good copies top.
Later they developed a style of their

ing made in large quantities in Italy,

and called Sicilian lace.

Our bobbin lacemakers, with their

well-trained hands, were at once

pressed into service on this new
work, and seemed quite ready to drop
their pillows for the needle. Large
quantities of net were darned, and
today there is hardly an old family
in Ipswich that cannot show some
of their ancestors' work. The net

adapted itself to a variety of shapes,
and besides the edges of every known
width and style, there are exquisite
caps both for babies and old ladies,

kerchiefs, collars and cuffs, wed-
ding veils and gowns. A straight
veil that hung from the brim of the
hat must have been fashionable, for
I have been shown several of these.

The gowns were divided into breadths,
and even then were a long, tedious
task. The finishing of a large or-
der was considered ample excuse for
a village festival, bedspreads were
hung from the windows, and the
lacemakers made merry.
The darned net lace is really lovely,

but incomparable in a craftsman's
(Continued on page 66)
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ANCHOR POST RAILINGS and GATES
Many attractive stock designs for Entrance
Gates and Railings of moderate cost, as well as
more elaborate and expensive ones made from
special designs are shown in our catalogue.

ANCHOR POST FENCES
for Lawns, Gardens, Tennis Courts, Poultry
Runs, Kennel Yards, etc., of the lasting galvan-
ized Anchor Post Construction are thoroughly
illustrated and described in the several cata-

logues issued by us. Tell us what your require-
ments are and we will send the one de- _4
scribing the fences that meet your needs.

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
Lawn. Ttnnis. GarJen and SpecialFences

Entrance Gata and iron Railings

11 Cortlandt Street (13th floor)

New York

WROUGHT IRON RAILING, ENTRANCE GATES,
LAMP STANDARDS, WROUGHT IRON LAN-
TERNS, GRILL WORK, FOUNTAINS, VASES, SET-

TEES, ARBORS, TREL-
LISES, WIRE FENCING,
TENNIS COURT EN-
CLOSURES.Wrought Iron Railing

Entrance Gates

Wire Fencing
Whatever you need in these

lines, our suggestions and de-

signs to harmonize with any sur-

roundings, are yours for the

asking.
Why not start your investiga-

tions early and have plenty of

time to decide? You would find

our free descriptive book a big

help. Ask for copy.

J.W. Fiske Iron Works
74-86 Park Place New York

Bobbink S Atkins
Nurserymen - Florists - Planters

r
~

*
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Special Features for Spring Planting

Roses Vines

Flowering Shrubs Shade Trees

Rhododendrons Evergreens Climbers

Hardy Old-fashioned Flowers Fruit Trees

Our Giant Flowering Marshmallow
and 150 other specialties

300 Acres of Nursery. 500,000 Feet Under Glass. We Plan
and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere. Visit Our Nursery
Only 8 Miles from New York or Write for Our Illustrated

Catalogue No. 40.

RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY

Iron Art Works

from the classic

old gardens of

England and

France

Wrought

Iron Well

Top

nth

Century

H. Koopman & Son
16 East 46th Street

Opposite Ritz-Carlton Hotel
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MEYRS nEKft,c PUMPS
For Home Water Supply.

Have soft water in the kitchen
and bath. Myers, Electric, Hy-
dro-Pneumatic Pumps will supply
it, without labor or attention, for

they are equipped with an auto-

matic switch, which takes care of

the pump and motor, keeping just
the right pressure in the tank. An
outfit of this kind is very conven-
ient and the cost of operation is

surprisingly low.

Write for catalog showing Myers
Water Supply Systems for City and
Suburban Homes, Summer Cottages,
Club Houses, etc.

F. E. MYERS & BRO.
350 ORANGE ST., ASHLAND, OHIO
Amhtand Pump and Hay Tool Work*

Lasts

Longest
GARDEN HOSE seldom wears out it usually*J dies and falls to pieces. "Bull Dog" hose lasts

longest because there is plenty of live rubber in it.

Here is an
actual

experience:

Read
this letter

Chicago, 111., April 29, 1915.
Gentlemen : "I believe you will be Interested In my

experience with a piece of your Bull Dog hose which I

purchased in Scranton, Pa., about fifteen years ago.
When I moved to Chicago in January, 19(15, I brought
the hose with me, and it has been rolled up and tied
with a rope for ten years, as I have been living in an
apartment. This Spring we have moved into a house,
and were about to discard the hose, but thought I would
test It and see if by any possibility It would hold water.
There is not a crack in It anywhere, and it Is apparently
as good as new.

"I find I need about 50 feet more, and will appreciate
it if you will tell me what dealers in Chicago or Evans-
ton. III., handle youf goods." (Name on Request)

"Bull Dog" 7-Ply
Garden Hose

Made % in. with % in. connections loC 3. lOOt
in 25 and 50 ft. lengths

If a popular price
hose is desired, our
Good Luck brand at

1 0c a ft. is your best

selection. It is the pop-
ular priced expression
of the "Bull Dog"
standard. There is no
better hose at the price.

Your hose will serve

you best when
equipped with a "Bos-
ton" Spray Nozzle. It

is easy to use, cannot

get out of order and
gives you a shower,

spray or mist. 50c at

your dealer's.

Our practical booklet,
"
Hou> to Ma^e Your GarJen Crow,"

ii full of helpful suggestions. Send 4c to Dept. H

Boston Woven Hose
& Rubber Company

The World's Largest Manufacturers of Garden Hose

Cambridge, Mass.
Orderfrom us direct if your dealer does not sell our hose

Early Lace-Making in America

(Continued from page 64)

eyes with the earlier work of the

bobbins ;
the machine-made net lend-

ing a commonplaceness to it that an
entirely handmade article has not.

That infinite skill and patience are

required to make the bobbin lace, one
feels as well as knows.
At the present time, no net is

darned in Ipswich, that industry hav-

ing succumbed to the entirely ma-
chine made lace that one buys so

cheaply. The pillows, however, have
never been totally relegated to the

past. Fifteen years ago, the writer
found several women who still loved

their pillows, even though the work
they were able to do was very in-

ferior to what had been done a hun-
dred years before. We formed a
little industry and interested other

workers, who attempted more elab-
orate designs, but the old lace re-

?uires
top much patience to gain a

oothold in our busy American lives.

There are, however, many kinds of
bobbin lace that can be made and used
in this everyday world that do not

require either endless time and pa-
tience, and that are still very much
worth while.

Handwoven Coverlets

GARDNER TEALL

The collector who has been fortu-
nate enough to make a pilgrimage
through the villages of New England,
visiting the antique shops in search of
adornments to the shrines of their
hobbies will recall the occasional
handwoven coverlet that chanced to
be displayed as the background to the
ensemble of odds-and-ends.

icier of coverlet-lore, Eliza Calvert

Hall, wrote "Whoever tries to trace

the rise and progress of art in the
New World will see in the colors and
designs of the hand-woven coverlet

the first faint stirrings of that

spirit which breathes full-awakened

through the sculpture of St. Gaudens
and Borglum, and the architecture of

"Bird of Paradise"
pattern, showing

both sides

A composite design
popular with South-

ern weavers

The double "chariot wheel" or "church win-
dow" pattern with a double weave in blue

and white

But one finds fewer and fewer of

these old-time examples of handi-

craft. There have been eager but

quiet collectors industriously seeking
them out. Nevertheless, the collector

has always a chance of coming upon
an early woven coverlet, particularly
in those remote quarters where local

auctions (occasioned by momentous
events and not merely foregone con-

clusions) still disclose the hidden
treasures of yesterday and bring them
within reach of the moderate purse.
An enthusiastic and reliable chron-

Richardson and McKim, and glows
in the canvases of Whistler, Furness,
Sargent and Abbey. 'Art is the wine
of life,' says Richter, 'and the hand-
woven coverlet tells that the humblest
artisan who kneels at the altars of

Beauty receives from the hand of the

god his share of that draught."
From Colonial times the art of the

handwoven coverlet was practiced
wherever wool and industry sug-
gested. The overseas traditions were
faithfully carried out by the house-

( Continued on page 68)
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An Incombustible Steel Ceiling

WHICH LOOKS LIKE WOOD
We are not only manufacturers of, but are contractors and
decorators in Metal Ceilings.

Let us have your problem, and show you how to obtain a
good effect.

Hundreds of pleased customers prove that our Metal Ceilings
are not only durable, but are a desirable decoration for

private residences, when intelligently handled.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
40 CHERRY STREET, NEW YORK

Telephone, 1481 Beekman)
Samples may be fteen at

ARCHITECTS' SAMPLES CO., Park Avenue and 40th Street
COUNTRY LIFE EXPOSITION, Grand Central Terminal

I

View of Dining Rvum. W. L. Milner'i Residence. Toledo. O.
D. L. .vim

, Architect

F you appreciate moderate economy, attractive-

ness, convenience and the advantage of wonder-
ful durability

Metal Casement Windows
should be specified in the plans of your new home. They
are absolutely weathertight and will positively open and
close, easily, at all times. You will find them in the
modest as well as the palatial homes, in office and banking
buildings, in universities ; in fact, wherever economy, per-
manency and attractiveness were considered.

WHU to Deft, a for complttc Information [CRITTALI

Crittall Casement Window Company
Manufacturers of Solid Steel and Bronze Windows

Detroit, Michigan
I UN FVFR^AI

Cromwell Gardens
Pot-Grown Roses

If these plants are set in your gar-
den this spring you may reasonably
expect to have blooms in June.
Pot-grown Roses do not require cut-

ting back at transplanting time, have

plenty of roots to feed
the plant and make it

grow into a strong, vig-
orous bush.

All the New Roses

ready after May 1

These are two-year-old plants,
grown in large pots, full of
roots, just the kind of plants
that make the Rose-fancier
happy. The list includes such
sorts as Red Radiance, the

premier Rose for garden plant-
ing, Admiral Ward, Crimson
Champion ( Silver Medal
Rose ) , Primrose, H a d 1 e y,
Pritish Queen, Mrs. Wallace
Rowe, and many others. The
complete list is given on pages
26 to 41 of

Cromwell Gardens
Handbook

which includes the best of all recently introduced Roses, Shrubs,
Hardy Plants, and Bedding Plants, as well as those that have
become favorites through years of garden associations. We will
be pleased to" send you a copy on receipt of your name and address.

A. N. Pierson, Inc.,

CROMWELL GARDENS
Box 14, Cromwell, Conn.
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New residence ol Spencer Kellou. Jr.. Buffalo. N. Y. Booted with H".
"Smooth thick." 18* i 10"

Monson Lustre Slate
The strongest, highest priced, and most beautiful blue

slate known. Color, an unfading, "lustrous," deep water

blue-gray ; admirable with gray stone, white stucco, etc.

The roof is the most conspicuous and most vulnerable

part of every house to use a substitute for the best, is

poor economy.

"Never put a cheap roof on a good house"

If Interested for simples, picture! of other roofs, etc., address

Monson Lustre Slate Company
Successor* to Maine Slate Co. of Monson

198 D'evonshire Street Boston, Mass*

llltlllllllllllllllMIII lilllllllllimilllllllllfllllir
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iiyjs THE GARDEN THE ESSENTIALTOUCH
Suri-Jial.tKat old Friend of tke Past,\vill find

genial Refuge in your Garden Some favorite Spot
'vened by t lie twittering of Birds splashing in me

Flower Pols and Boxes .Vases. Benches, Gaz-

^
Globes, ilerinos and other interesting Pieces will re-

5l the, Cham i of [ho Old World Gardens

of Garden PoHery.

The All Steel

Kitchen Cabinet
The "Royal Ossco" Kitchen Cabinet, of electric-weld-

ed steel with heavy coat of white enamel baked on, com-
bines the highest development of the attractive, the

sanitary, and the practical in this essential luxury of the

modern kitchen.

Its graceful proportions and
splendid finish give it a most
pleasing appearance.

Its glistening, non-absorbent
surfaces are thoroughly proof
against all stains and odors, and
immediately betray the least trace
of dust or dirt.

It is free from all cracks or
crevices that harbor insects, and
can be cleaned just as easily and
just as thoroughly as china.

Its doors and drawers never
stick in any weather.

It provides a place for every-
thing wanted at the work-table
within easy arm's reach.

The "Royal Ossco" is equipped with glass knobs, padded
noiseless doors, friction door catches, softly sliding drawers,
and a disappearing table top of highly polished nickelene or

opalite (opal glass). As shown it is also furnished with ample
flour bin, assorted cannisters, rolling pin and board, and other
convenient accessories.

In economy of space, durability, sanitation, and service, the

"Royal Ossco" Kitchen Cabinet is just as much superior to the
old style racks and "built-ins" as the modern skyscraper is to
the bulging frame factory buildings rapidly becoming obsolete

Four styles, at $42, $44, $45 and $48. Booklet on request.

It pays to buy the best.

Home Furnishing*

45th Street and Sixth Avenue

New York City

Hand-Woven Coverlets

(Continued from page 66)

wives of New England, and then
Southward. There came to be modi-
fications in the old weaving patterns
as the ingenuity of those skilled in

this handicraft developed. Indeed an
enormous variety of patterns were
evolved. Proportionately few of the

very old hand-woven coverlets have
survived precious they are to the col-

lector of household antiques ! but
even these show remarkable pattern
variations. Of course, the time came
when machine-weaving supplanted
handwork and before long coverlets

hand-woven were of the discarded

arts, so far as the New England states

were concerned. A few years ago,
however, the industry of the hand-
woven coverlet was revived for the
art had, in a measure, continued in

the Southern mountains of the coun-

try. Many of the old-time coverlets

were carefully copied and hundreds
of new patterns also were devised.

These later hand-woven coverlets are,

many of them, of great beauty and
intrinsically worth having even when
one can also acquire the earlier speci-

mens, for the modern hand-woven
coverlet is, more often than not, indic-

ative of the same artistic spirit with
which the Colonial housewife en-
dowed her work.

Blue and white is the usual combi-
nation in the old coverlets, though
many of them introduced other colors,
brown being the most commonly used
after blue. This blue was home-dyed,

indigo, and time has lent to many
of the old coverlets a coloring com-
parable with that of the blues of
Chinese porcelains.
With the aptitude for the determin-

ing details of fabrics of which every
woman seems intuitively to be pos-
sessed, the woman collector will, in all

probability, be able to distinguish a

truly old coverlet from one of modern
fabrication. In a few instances some
unscrupulous antique dealer may
claim antiqueness for an obviously
modern coverlet, but the discriminat-

ing collector will be comparatively
safe.

The collector will find old coverlets

interesting as hangings, lounge-covers
and for portieres as well as when put
to their original uses. Fortunate in-

deed is one who chances to acquire
a signed and dated example. Such a

discovery leads the happy collector to

haunt genealogical libraries until he
has unearthed the mystery of its

owner's place in history (for in the

good old days the weaver was prob-
ably the owner as well).

Answers to Questions on Antiques and Curios

Readers of House & Garden who are interested in antiques
and curios are invited to address any inquiries on these sub-

jects to the Collectors' Department, House & Garden, 440
Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Inquiries should be ac-

companied by stamps for return postage. Foreign corre-

spondents may enclose postage stamps of their respective
countries.

I. W. P. Figures as well as flow-
ers and insects were introduced as

decorations of Chelsea, those mod-
eled in relief being acquired and
painted before the first firing, then
enameled and fired again.

Owing to the fact that your tea

service, however, does not bear the

anchor, the Chelsea mark, or marks
of any kind, it could hardly be iden-

tified as Chelsea, although the pieces

really would have to be seen to de-

termine their origin, as their decora-

tion, coloring glaze and weight
largely determine this.

There is no china that we know
of that can be termed "penciled
china." From your description, we
assume that your saucer is a piece
of transfer printed ware, namely,
decorated by transferring a printed
paper design on the saucer after it

was glazed, this design for decora-
tion being taken from a copper plate.

The piece was then glazed or
enameled in the kiln the second time.

This decoration resembles an engrav-
ing or, as you say, as though it had
been drawn by a pencil in black out-

line. Liverpool ware was decorated
in this manner.

L. M. S. There was no one pot-

tery that made the well-known Willow-

ware, although the Staffordshire

potter, Riley, excelled in artistic

excellence in the reproduction of this

pattern. The Coughley pottery was
the first English pottery to make
this ware about 1780. It then be-

came so popular that all other works

throughout Staffordshire used it in-

discriminately as a decoration for

stoneware, pottery and porcelain. It

was adopted from a well-known
Chinese motif of decoration.

E. I. M. The value of an old brass

warming pan in perfect condition

would be from $10 to $15, depend-
ing upon its size and decoration.

Spinning wheels and flax wheels at

present have only a sentimental

value, as they seem to be in a very
slight demand.
The swifts and hetchel would like-

wise only be regarded as relics of a

former time, and would, therefore,

really have no commercial value to-

day.
Your description of the large chests

with drawers stained red, suggests
that they might be Hadley chests,
an early American chest used by
brides for their trousseau and linen,

but these usually were carved with
the initials of the bride, or even the

name of the owner and date.

L. M. S. The platter you speak
of, is of modern make, that is, since

1891, as the word "England" was
applied as a mark to the English
china and pottery after the passage
of the McKinley bill which regulated
importation of this character and de-
manded that this imprint should ap-

pear with the other marks.

W. G. T. The old flax-wheel
which you say is not in perfect con-

dition, and the old spinning wheel
have but little value today, as there
is very little demand for wheels of
this kind, even for decorative uses.

Some ten years ago they could be
sold for from $10 to $25 each in good
condition, but as their popularity has
somewhat waned as decorative ac-

cessories, it would be difficult to say
just what they would bring now,
possibly only $5 to $10 each.

J. T. E. From the description of

your old china, we would say that

the Ridgeway pitchers (early 19th

Century) about 1814-1830, would be

(Continued on page 70)
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Lawn and Flower Bed Guards
You not only give protection but add beauty to the

bed by using Excelsior Rust Proof Guards. They are a

permanent flower-bed investment because you can use

them for years. Excelsior Guards are galvanized so

heavily that they do not rust. The silver color harmon-

izes with the flowers and enhances their beauty.

To beautify your home and grounds you may need such other

Excelsior Rust Proof products as Trellises, Trellis Arches, Tree

Guards and Fence. Ask your hardware dealer for the Excelsior

line and write us for catalog C.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.

The Beauty of Concrete
For homes, as well as for other buildings, concrete

is a near-ideal material. It has strength and per-
manence. And it can be beautified.

Bay State czf* Coating
makes possible a variety of rich, artistic effects in white and seven attrac-
tive tints. This coating makes concrete and stucco absolutely weatherproof.
It preserves the distinctive texture of the walls. Made for interiors, too.

"Bay State," the original, has been tested by architects and builders every-
where for sixteen years.

If you plan to build of concrete or stucco, send for free sample can
of "Bay State." Say what tint you prefer and ask for booklet 2.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & COMPANY, Inc.

Boston, Mac*.New York Office:
2 Architects' Building

Point and VarniiH
Maker*

EXCLUSIVELY

GLADE8T flower of the summer gar-
den. Beautiful as orchids, a thousand
shades and colors. Masses of gorgeous
bloom in the garden, perfect for house
and table decoration. Require little

attention and no special soil, abso-

lutely free from insects and blight.

Select a small sunny spot or a few feet of

border In your garden, plant a hundred bulbs

or even less this spring, and the summer blooms
will make you a gladioli enthusiast.

My special collections this year are most care-

fully selected. Every bulb will bloom, every
blossom repay you many times. Don't l*t th

spring go by without planting Gladioli.

Amateur Mixture: Choice varieties from tie collections of

the beat hybridizers and growers of America and Europe:

harmonizing colors; a most Interesting and satisfactory mix-

ture. (5 per hundred. 140 per thousand.

Cedar Acres Mixture An endless variety of color, striped,

variegated, mottled, and fine clear colors with beautiful

throat markings. $1.50 per hundred, 12 per thousand.

Florlits' Prize Mixture: Light colors, whites, creams, light

rose and dolicate pinks, many with beautifully marked or

penciled throats. A mixture of exclusive Quality. $3 per

hundred. $25 per thousand.

Gilt Box: A selection of choice varieties chosen to create a
love for Gladioli : a pleasing assortment of colors : a most
attractive gift for your suburban friend. Shipped prepaid
with cultural directions and your personal card. 12 bulbs.

50c. 23 bulbs, $1.00.

Be Patriotic Plant some bulbs of glorious "AMEBICA."
tl.50 per 100. $12 per 1.000.

Writ* for my beautifully illuttrattd
Gladioli Booklet. It it free

B. HAMMOND TRACY
Box 17 Wenham, Mass.

Rain From a Clear Sky
When the long, hot, dry days

of midsummer come, with cloud-

less skies and burning sunshine,

your lawns and gardens will

welcome the gentle, drenching
showers that Rain Ooud nozzles

can provide.

The Cornell Overhead and
Underground Systems, equipped
with patent Rain Qoud nozzles,

provide thorough, scientific, eco-
nomical and effective ir-

rigation where and when
it is wanted and do away
with the inefficient and
troublesome garden hose.

Note the illustration of the

Underground system in op-
eration on a country house
lawn, giving the effect of
fountains rising naturally out
of the grass. The piping and
nozzles are buried, but so

arranged that they will not
clog, although any type of

mower, large or small, may
b used without interference

with the system or the proper mowing
of the lawn.
The Overhead System shown on

the right ia notable for the absence
of unsightly overhead piping which
interferes with the cultivation of

crops and which contains smalt holes
likely to become clogged.

Rain Cloud Nozzles supply a gentle
rain at the turn of a valve, giving
exactly as much water as your garden
needs, and no more, at the time and
spot desired.

Cornell Systems are inexpensive
and economical in operation and rep-

resent a distinct saving in
water consumption and cost
of labor, by reason of even
distribution and simplicity of
control, the turning of a
valve being the only opera-
tion. They can be installed
at any time without injury
to lawns or gardens.
OUR SERVICES include

a survey of your property,
together with plans and
estimates covering the com-
plete installation of our ys-

tain Cloud terns also water supply
Nozzle used on and pumping plants. Write
White Houae to-day for descriptive

Grounds. matter.

Underground System for Lawns Overhead System for Gardens

W. G. CORNELL COMPANY
Engineer* and Contractor*

UNION SQUARE NEW YORK
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Dreer's Roses

For the Garden

STRONG,
two-year-

old, pot-grown Rose
Plants that will

give a full crop of

flowers this season is

one of our most im-

portant specialties. In

our Garden Book for

1916 we offer and de-

scribe over two hun-
dred of the choicest

varieties, including the

latest introductions of

the world's most
famous Hybridisers.

Special: The "Dreer Dozen" Hybrid-Tea Roses, a collection

of high-grade sorts that always do well for $5.00.

Or, send for a copy of the Garden Book free, and make your own selection.

Please mention this magazine.

714-716 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.HENRY A. DREER Rose
Specialist

It's Your Season.

Spring !

You who feel the call of Mother Earth who yearn for

your own yard and door-step; you who would get into

your old "duds" and plant roses, digging into the frag-
rant soil with your bare hands you who are weary of

apartments, hotels and rent receipts

BUILD NOW WITH

Arkansas Soft Pine
IT IS A RELIABLE WOOD

Let us help you. Homebuilders Book, samples. Reliable Ad-
vice all free to those really interested.
Address Dept. G.

We have a dealer in your town. Be sure to ask
him for Trade Marked Arkansas Soft Pine

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

HOUSE & GARDEN

Answers to Questions on Antiques and Curios

(Continued from page 68)

worth about $10. The small deep
plate which you assume to be mod-
ern is probably of a minor French
make, and as such would have little

value to collectors. We would have
to see the plate before placing a
value on it. The Staffordshire
saucer is probably early 19th Cen-

tury, and would be worth possibly
$2.

E. V. V. The two engravings,
"Lady Washington's Reception," en-

graved by Ritchie, and "Washington
Standing on the Steps of Mt. Ver-
non," would be worth about $10 each.

The small engraving of Yale Col-

lege would have a market value of
about $1.00, and that of the Pierce

Academy, Middleboro, Mass., prac-

tically none, as it would only be of
interest to a graduate of the acad-

emy or someone associated with it.

The small sampler, signed and dated

only with the day of the month,
would be worth from $5 to $8 in that

size. The Hepplewhite card table if

an original would date from 1790,
and would be worth from $50 to $75,

depending upon the condition. The
tall mahogany secretary seems to be
late Georgian (late 18th Century)
as well as we can determine from
the photograph, and will be worth
from $125 to $150. The mirror if of

English make would be of the late

Queen Anne (1715-1727); if of
American make, and a copy of
this type, it would probably have
been made about 1790-1800. We
would have to see the mirror, how-
ever, to actually determine its ori-

gin. Its value would be about $23
in either case.

The Best Shrubs for All Places

(Continued from page 29)

June. One of these suitably placed at

the side of the lawn is as lovely a

thing as you can choose for the su-

burban plot. And it is lovely all the

year through, for it is of sturdy
growth, agreeable even when no
leaves cover its frame.
The other is the variety of crab

known as Bechtels, Pyrus loensis

Bechtcls, a trim little tree in form,
but actually no larger than many
shrubs. Its beauty when in bloom
is quite beyond words

;
if pink ram-

bler roses grew on trees and all

blossomed at once, they would not
be more delightful.

VARIETIES FOR NATURAL MASSING.

Shrubs to be massed au natural
will be of the more spreading type of

growth than those just mentioned.

Starting with the viburnums, vari-

eties molle, opulus, prunifoliiim, Icn-

tago and lantana, are all of easy,

flowing habit and well suited to back-

ground use. The very largest are the

last two, and plants of these used at

the back of a mass will not need to

be nearer together than 4'. Of the
cornels there are the red branched
Cornus sanguined, the silky Cornits

sericea, which blooms later than the

others, Cornus paniculata, which has

attractive foliage rippling distinctly
at the margin, and Cornus siberica,
which is perhaps the brightest red in

branch of all. Of these the first is

the largest in growth, ranking pretty
well up with the two large viburnums.
Hawthorns should find their way

into every group, likewise to the edge
of every group where they will show
a spot of color now and then against
the solid mass. Crattcgus carrieri is

a good variety which holds its leaves
until late. Its flowers are large and
turn from their pristine white purity
to a pink as they mature. Scarlet
fruits follow them. Old-fashioned
sweet syringa, which is not syringa
at all, but Philadelphus, lilac being
the true syringa, can never be over-
done if one is fond of its fragrance.

Lilacs are at their best when form-
ing a thicket of just themselves, and
I do not use them ordinarily amongst
shrubbery masses. Use as many as

you can of the ordinary Syringa vul-

garis at the back, Syringa persica
against this (and, of course, some-
what intermingled) and Syringa josi-
kcra, which blooms last. Other good
shrubs are bush honeysuckles, Lotii-
cera tnorrowi and Tartarica ; spiraeas

Thunbergii and Van Houttci, the first

blooming before its leaves are fully
out and the latter in early June.

Your All-Year Garden

(Continued from page 52)

If wet or cold weather keeps you
from getting the early stuff out as
soon as you expected, and the frames,
consequently, become over-crowded,
make temporary ones in a sheltered

place, using old boards, boxes or
almost anything to keep out the cold
and wind. These temporary frames

may need covering at night, but pro-
tection during the day is seldom

necessary at this time of year. Old
sash covered with blankets or rugs
or frames covered with cloth will

keep off several degrees of frost at

night and that is all that is necessary.
Do not, however, forget to water
the plants in their makeshift quarters.

They will dry out much more quickly
from having been moved than they
would have done before. Loosening
up the ground in a temporary frame
and setting the plants tightly in it

will help somewhat in this respect.

ROSES AND OTHER HARDY THINGS
If your rose garden was properly

protected last autumn, there will be
no long branches and shoots that

have whipped around during the

winter and become broken and beaten
down onto the soil. If such a con-
dition should exist, however, the first

thing to dp is to go over the bed
now and give it a preliminary prun-
ing sufficient to make each bush stand

separately so that you can get at it

and around it. Do this before you
disturb the mulch.
The mulch can be removed from

hardy beds and borders now. although
in the case of tenderer things it will

be well to wait until later on. If a
manure mulch has been used, simply
shake out the rougher part of it with
a fork, leaving the finer parts of it

to be dug into the bed. If it is a
straw mulch, remove the straw care-

fully ; any of it left around will be
a nuisance and an eye-sore. Since
the hardy border furnishes its own
shade during the summer, it is un-
necessary to keep this mulch for use
later on as is usually desirable in

the case of the rose garden. Give
an early forking up such roots as

may
_

be broken or cut now will be
less injurious to the plant than would
be the case later on after vigorous
growth has started.

A great many borders become over-
crowded after a few years. If you
have any such that were not newly
planted last fall, get after them at
the earliest possible moment.
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NO SPLITTING OR ROTTING
The entrance to this beautiful home will never

be marred by splitting or rotting of the columns.

These defects which you so often notice in wood
columns are entirely overcome by using

UNION METAL COLUMNS
"THE ONES THAT LAST A LIFETIME"

Union Metal Columns are made from galvanized, open-
hearth steel pressed and fluted into shape.
The designs are architecturally correct in every respect and are made
in all sizes up to 30 inches diameter and 32 feet in height.

ASK FOR COLUMN BOOK No. 14

THE UNION METAL MFG. CO., Canton, Ohio

KOWisldealTinv

START
your lawn

care right this season.

Have the Ideal ready for

the very first cutting.

The Ideal Power Lawn
Mower meets every turf

trimming requirement
insures a consistently
beautiful sward. It elim-

inates the nuisance of a

horse drawn contrivance

on your lawn, or the ex-

pense of a squad of hand

propelled machines. Gives

double the care more effi-

ciently and more econom-

ically.

The 1916 Ideal offers new
refinements and improve-
ments simple, reliable clutch,
automatic throttle control,
gear less differential. It

stands unsurpassed in the
field of lawn mowing ma-
chines.

Write us for full particulars
now, while making your plans
for a beautiful lawn.

The Ideal Power
Lawn Mower Co.

R. E. OLDS, Chairman

403 Kalamaioo Street

LANSING, MICHIGAN.

distinctive, modern, and ar-SL
tistic appearance of your home, as well

as its health and comfort, will be in-

creased by the use of

WILSON
VENETIAN AWNINGS AND BLINDS

Insure maximum Summer coolness;

are quickly and easily adjusted to meet

every .desire for light and shade and

air
; permanently attractive and far su-

perior to the old-fashioned fabric awn-

ings and shades which fray and fade in

rain and sun, flop in the wind, collect

dust, prevent free circulation of air,

have no control over light, and do not

keep out the heat.

Ask your Architect. Wilson Venetian

Awnings and Blinds have been specified for

the most notable homes of the country for

more than 40 years.

A porch or piazza equipped with Wilson Venetian Blinds may be

converted into an ideal sleeping room at night.

Write today for illustrated and descriptive booklet, "Wilson Venetian

Awnings and Blinds." Address nearest office.

WILSON
Something for Every Building"

ParttUm
Su*i SMini Door, mj Shuttai
RounJ Houa Ooor,

CorrufoW Stttl KolUni floor.

Automatic Rolling Doon
Write for booklet covering the WlUon
Product in which yet* are Interested

THE J. G. WILSON CORP.
8 West 40th Street New York
Branches in Near Orleans, American Sheet Metal Works and J. T. Mann & Co.;
Pittsburgh H. H. Charles; Denver, Colorado Bldrs. Supply Company; Philadelphia,
L. H. Myrick; Seattle, S. W. R. Dally and Galbraith, Bacon & Co.; Spokane, S. W.
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KING GREENHOUSE
as this one we built at Como Park, St. Pan', Minnesota, or any other style that
appeals to you down to a hot frame.

Tell us what you have in mind. Send today for Bulletin No. 47 and let our experts
prepare a sketch incorporating your ideas.

KING CONSTRUCTION CO., 296 Kings Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

The HOUSE
THAT STAYS BEAUTIFUL

PERMANENCE
and beauty these are the

qualities which you will find in every
Medusa White House. They are durable,

fire-proof and have all the beautiful effects to

be obtained by the use of pure, stainless white

color.

MEDUSA
WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

is the first pure white Portland cement ever
manufactured. In strength, resistance to ex-

posure and every other respect excepting
color it has all the qualities of the best gray
Portland cement. It passes all the requirements
of the American Society for Testing Materials
and of the United States Government.

Ask your architect or contractor about Me-
dusa White. It is the one building medium
that stays beautiful. It lends itself to the best
in architectural design and always fits in with
its natural surroundings.

Medusa White gives beautiful effects in all

sorts of interior and exterior stucco decora-
tion steps, railings, columns, doorways, etc.

Send for booklet "The Medusa White House."

It shows what others have done.

IWATERPROOFE
WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Room N-3, Engineers' Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Residence of H. S. Walker,
Denver, Colorado,

Biscoe and Hewitt, Architects

THE
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Information and Service

OUR
Service will send you complete information about

what to use in building or decorating, remodeling or re-

furnishing your home
also about planting and arranging your garden and grounds
about dogs, poultry, real estate and where to buy the articles

pictured and described in "Seen in the Shops" or on any page
in the magazine
State particularly what interests you whether it pertains to

your house or your garden ; your kennel or your poultry yard
and we will see that the best advice available is sent you im-

mediately by those who know best how to answer your ques-
tions and supply your wants. Just address

Information Service, House & Garden, 440 Fourth Ave., NtwYork
If you choose you may use this coupon

HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Ave., New York.
Please have information sent me about

Name Address
Hit a 4-i

VINCA
Kennedy's Special

Bedder
The plants are quite

dwarf and very free flow-
ering* We recommend
this Vinca to everyone
who wishes a nice bed of
flowers that will last all

tinually. Sow the seed
in hotbed, or about May first

in the open garden. Fine cut
flower, opening quickly when
placed in water. Large Pkt.

"GREEN VELVET"
LAWN GRASS MIXTURE _^
Our special Lawn Grass "GREEN VELVET" is a mixture of re -cleaned
Grasses especially (elected to withstand the heat and drought of the
Summer. It will produce a good lawn during the entire season.

PECK, $2. BUSHEL, *6, PREPAID . Send for catalogue.

Importer. Garden ANDREW R. KENNEDY. Inc. 152Wt 34th St-
Seed* and Bulb*

ANDREW R. KENNEDY, Inc.
Formerly Kennedy & Hunter New York < . t

y

The

Gorham Galleries

COMMENCINGMonday, March

20th, and continuing

daily for four weeks

(Sundays excepted),
there will be on view a

most interesting and

noteworthy Exhibition

of Sculpture suitable

for Garden and Con-

servatory Decoration,

by eminent American
Artists.

All interested in the

progress of American
Decorative Sculpture,
are cordially invited to

see these current

examples from our
native artists.

Fifth Ave. at 36th Street

New York

A Hy-lex Cottage, South Sid*, Chicago

Sweet Briar Lodge,
Wildwood, E. N.

Dearest Peggy:

You must come to see its at once ! We've got the sweetest

little room for you in your favorite opal blue, overlooking the

garden! But I'm not going to spoil your first impressions by

saying another word.

Jack and I are so delighted trith our new little home that we

use up all of our spare time going from room to room, trying

all the doors and windows, and poking into every closet and

corner. We feel just like eating it all; it looks so good.

And then the outside! You can't imagine how lovely it ist

It is brick, to be sure, but it isn't just brick; they call it

Hy-tex funny name, isn't it! A fine young, manly fellow told

us that it meant the standard of quality in brick and that his

company made every kind of facing brick known.

Well, he took all sorts of pains to help us select just the

color-tones we wanted and then to have it laid up in varied

shadings so that everything harmonized all around, the trees, the

shrubbery, and everything. He's a dear Jack and I hare

nearly adopted him.

I never knew before that brick could be so beautiful. Ours

is a rough sort of thing in dark reds and browns that seem to

shade off into bronzes and greens and purples. You must just

tee it! md in the sunlight!

Lots of love to you if you come to see us immediately!
and to your Mother; and don't ever forget Toodles!

Always your

February S9, 1916. Afarjorie.

HYDRAULIC PRESS BRICK COMPANY
SAINT LOUIS

Bend ten cent* for a beautifully illustrated booklet in color on
"Genuine Economy in Home Building,

' '

and please address Dept. G-44

LARGEST MAKERS OF FACE BRICK IN THE WORJ.D



Pieony-Flowered Dahlia

HENRY A DREER,

Dreer's
Dahlias

WE offer and

fully de-

scribe in our
Garden Book
this season four
hundred and
forty-seven of the
choicest New and
Standard varieties,
which include all

i types and colors of
- this favorite Fall

~~
flower, every one
having been care-

fully tested and
found desirable. If

you have never
grown Dahlias you
should begin by get-

ting a free copy of

Dreer's Garden
Book for 1916

Write for it to-day, and please
mention this magazine.

714-716 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dahlia

Specialist

House of George McBride, Esq., Highland Park, III.

Robert F. Seyfarth, Architect, Chicago, 111.

BUY
lumber as you buy other materials

for the specific purpose for which
it is to be used. For the outside covering of

a house no other wood gives such long and

satisfactory service as

WHITE PINE
It does not shrink, swell, crack, twist, warp or rot ;

and once in place it "stays put," after years of ex-

posure, even in the closest fitting mitres and in deli-

cate mouldings and carvings. It takes paints and
stains perfectly.

Investigation of the merits of White Pine will well repay
anyone seeking a wise choice of building materials.

If your lumber dealer is unable to supply White Pine, we
should appreciate the opportunity of being helpful to you
in securing it.

"White Pine in Home-Building" is

beautifully illustrated and full of
valuable information and suggestions
on home-building. Send today for
this booklet free to all prospective
home-builders.

"The Helen Speer Book of Children's
White Pine Toys and Furniture" a
fascinating children's plan book, from
which a child may build its own
toys and toy furniture. Prepared
by Helen Speer, the toy expert. If
there are children in your home, sent
free on request.

Address, WHITE PINE BUREAU
1419 Merchants Bank Building,

St. Paul, Minn.

Representing
The Northern Pine Manufacturers*
Association of Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Michigan, and The Associated
White Pine Manufacturers of Idaho

HO USE & GARDEN

Beau Brummels of the Poultry World

{Continued from page 45)

The black neck
and white collar

of the Canada
are distinctive

Don't omit the

silver, one of the
handsomest of all

the pheasant tribe

Muscovy
ducklings,
hungry,
healthy and
growing
like weeds

An excellent model pheasant house, 18' x 6' on the floor,
with covered double yard. The whole affair is portable

and costs about $150

noon, and it is a wise plan to keep

everybody away from the aviary at

that time of day. For if they are

frightened or excited, the hens are

likely to cease laying entirely. Nests
are sometimes made in the sand, but

often the eggs are dropped promiscu-
ously, sometimes from the perches.
It is often recommended that hiding

places be made by throwing evergreen
branches in the corner of the house,
but the birds are more likely to ignore
them than to lay their eggs there. As
pheasants often develop the pernici-
ous habit of eating their eggs, it is

wise to gather them promptly each

day. Laying commonly commences
early in April and may be continued

through July.
The eggs may be kept safely for

two weeks before they are set, and

those laid by the ring-necks can be

expected to hatch well after being
shipped by express. This is not true
of most other breeds, however.
Pheasant e-ggs are best hatched under
bantams or the funny little hens
called Silkies. The latter are much
liked because they are not much
troubled with vermin. Incubators are
sometimes used successfully and it is

not a bad plan to take eggs from
under a hen and put them in an in-

cubator a week before hatching time.
Then the poults can be raised in a
brooder and there will be no lice to

prey on them, at least for a time.
The danger from lice must be em-
phasized, because poults are not

strong enough to resist "the ravages
of these pests, and quickly succumb

(Continued on page 76)
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"CREO-DIPT^
STAINED SHINGLES

Homo in \Vltlt unstown, Mass.

AMiftwt. E. llarwood NeaL
"I'RKO-IHPT" Stained Shin-

gles one color on roof and an-

other on ilde walla.

The Color ofThese Shingles Doesn't Fade
or wash out in streaks. Both the beautiful colors and shingles themselves
last, last, LAST! That's because of our special factory process which forces
the stain and preservative deep into the wood. We uae only cedar shingles
sawed from live timber no stumpage. no sappy wood; all parallel widths, no
waste. Colors made of best earth pigments ground twice in best linseed oil.
It will mean money in your pocket to investigate. Write for Book of *'CREO-
DIPT" Homes and Samples of Colors on Wood.

STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO., 1012 Oliver St., N.Tonawanda.N.Y.

Factory in Chicago for the West

Parr's Hardy Plants
(edition of 1915-16) presents in an unusual way
the merits of nearly 500 varieties of Iris (includ-

ing my own \Vyoinissing Seedlings), Delphi-
niums, 1 1.inly Chrysanthemums, Anemones, As-

ters, with accurate descriptions of over 500 va-
rieties of Peonies the largest collection in

America. The New Roses (Hybrid Perpetuals,

Hybrid Teas, Sweet Briers, Rugosas), and the

finer Shrubs, especially Lemoine's new Double
and Single Lilacs, I'hiladclphus, and Deuuias,
are also included in this list. Twenty-four
pages of illustrations, with twelve in all of na-
ture's colors and tints. If you do not have a

copy of the 1915-16 edition, write for it.

BERTRAND H. FARR,
106 Garfield Avenue Wyomissing, Pa.

Planning thr Garden. So many have aaked me tit help them plan Hu-lr
pa nit-tin Iliat I )tu\c four,. I it nwtttwarv ti> fnrn a K|M>C-,JI, ilt-jmrtiiu-nt
in charffo of a skilful Itiiularaiw dr*timer and plantaman. Ho will ba
triad to assist you in any WAV dealml, whether by offhand UIIK*-
tlnni or by ad.U-e. which will lw cheerfully given without chargo.
Fur the preparation of detailed plans a charge will be made.

A U. S. Naval Station Fence

THE GOVERNMENT BUYS THIS FENCE
IT MEETSJHE MOST EXACTING REQUIREMENTS

IF
it will meet the exacting

government requirements,
it ought to come pretty close

to meeting yours.
It provides the most durable
effective protection, does not
shut off the view, and costs

but little more than the so
called "cheap"
wire fences.

If desired it

can be made
with a top

American Fence
Construction Co.
100 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK CITY

overhang consisting of arms
and two or more strands of
barb wire, making it abso-

lutely unclimbable. A brief

description of your needs will

enable us to send you prac-
tical suggestions and prices

right along with catalog show-
ing half a
hundred styles
of Iron and
Wire Fences,
Gateways, etc.

Look for the Lawn Girl

This girl has a beautiful 32-page book
lawns to give you. You will find her in your
dealer's window, and her book is worth

having.

WAT ROl ,ERDUNHAM
Ask the dealer to show you this roller.

It can be filled with water to regulate
the weights for soft lawns, firm turf or

drive and tennis court. When emptied
the roller is light for storing away.

Her
Bearings make
lawn rolling

easy with this

Dunham Roller.

The Dunham

Company
114-144 First Are.

BEREA, OHIO

(Suburb of Cleel.nd)

If your dealer hasn't the
Lawn Book write, giving
his name and we will tend
book FREE.

"Suggestions
for Effective Planting"

CJA catalog in which botanical arrangement is

superseded for your greater convenience by

listing in groups, those plants best adapted
to varied uses on the quiet country place, sub-

urban grounds or for achitectural effects. This

booklet will be sent only at your request.

*I Rhododendrons, Evergreens,
Trees, Shrubs and Hardy Plants

"Andorra Grown" plants are of the highest

quality, in wide variety of species and sizes.

Large Trees and Evergreens for immediate
effect are a specialty.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOX H.

Vaughan's
Gladiolus
Flowers

We arc growers of the bulbs of these magnificent flowers
on our own farms, and the 191 S acreage was double that
of former years.

Flowers All Summer for $1:22
There is no flower that is so easily grown and blooms BO

readily as the Gladiolus, and by repeated plantings a con*
tinned bloom may be had all summer long. The long
spikes are graceful and fascinating in their great array
of colors; cut as first flower opens and placed in water,
the flowers develop for a week, even to the last bud.
Commence planting in April and repeat at 10-day intervals
until the end of June, and you will have flowers until
late Autumn.

Vaughan's "Homewood" Gladiolus
75 Fine Bulb., man; kind, miied, I. $1 .00 MAILED FREE

to customers within fourth postal zone from Chicago or
New York. For further rones add 16 cents in stamps.
MRS. FRANCIS KING.Vrrmilin Starlrl.'lhf Grcaltsl of ill Dennli.e Glid.oli

Large Bulbs, doz., 3Sc. postpaid; per 10O, $1.75 (Exp.)
Medium Size, doz., 2Sc, postpaid; per 100, $1.50 (Exp.)

For Children'* Garden
Gladioli)! Bulblets "Kenwood" Mixture 25 prepaid for
20c. "How to Grow," with every order. "Special Gladiolus
List" mailed free.

Write for our big 180-page Catalogue FREE

CHICAGO
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A Terra Cotta TILE ROOF
has every point of superiority in its favor: Architectural beauty,
perfect protection from fire, "leaks, moisture and weather changes

wonderful durability without repairs, and therefore eventua
economy. It gives a building character and increases its selling
value. We show more clearly in border of this advt. detail of
the Closed Shingle Tiles used on roof of this handsome residence.

Our illustrated booklet "The Roof Beautiful/' printed in

colors, contains views of many beautiful homes with
roofs of Terra Cotta Tiles, and is sent free upon request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.
Manufacturers of Terra Colta Roofing Tiles

General Offices; 1107-1117 Monroe Building, CHICAGO, ILL

Beau Brummels of the Poultry Yard

(Continued from page 74)

Are You Interested in Poultry?
Are you desirous of increasing the variety of your stock? There
are dozens of new breeds of fowl which perhaps you have never heard of.

Tell us in detail your needs and requirements. Perhaps we can supply your wants.

House & Garden keeps in touch with the best breeders and dealers of Poultry.

The Poultry Yard. House & Garden, 440 Fourth Ace., New York

Sow Alphano in the rows
with your peas and beans.
It will inoculate them
with the nitrogen-gath-
ering bacteria, increasing
growth and yield.

Dig it around your flow-
ers. It quickly stimu-
lates growth. Holds
moisture in soil.

For Your Lawn and Garden
Use Alphano

BRIEFLY
and pointedly

use it, because it contains

all the plant foods ; all the

vitalizing elements ; and all the

beneficial bacteria necessary for

a perfectly balanced, fertility-

producing soil ration. To say
it still more briefly : it is an all-

in-one soil builder. It is a

combination of both the long
and short result producers. Let
us explain this statement. The
readily soluble chemical foods
it contains, such as phosphate
and potash, act as an immediate
growth stimulant. The gradual
liberation of its humus nitro-

gen continues to supply for a
long time the most vital ele-

ments in plant growth. The
teeming billions of nitrogen
gathering and soil mineral di-

gesting bacteria, which govern-
ment analysis proves it so lib-

erally contains, still further
continue fertility production.
Its being odorless ; its freedom
from weed seeds ; its velvety
black, finely granulated condition
are all still further facts in its

favor. Put it on your lawn and
rake in. Dig it around your shrubs,
flowers and vegetables. Use it every
place and any place where you
want richer soil and better results.

Send for Booklet "Lawns and Golf Courses Their Care and Fare."

5 Bags for $5
$12 a ton in bags

$10 a ton in bags by carload
$8 a ton in bulk by carload

AlpKano Cot
ESTABLISHED 1905

17-E. Battery Place, New York

to their attacks. Setting hens need to
be dusted once a week with insect

powder and as soon as the poults are
a day or two old, the tops of their
heads must be touched with a little

vaseline.

The best nesting box is one with
high sides all round or else a low
one with a circular wire netting 1'

high all round it. One reason for
this is found in the fact that when
young pheasants hatch they almost
pop out of their shells and in a short
time are running about. Unless con-
fined, some of them are almost cer-
tain to stray away and be lost.

It is wise to keep young pheasants
under cover several weeks, although
if hatched as late as the latter part
of May, they can be put outdoors in

coops right away. They must not be
allowed to get wet or chilled, how-
ever, or their earthly existence will

be brief. Also, they must not be

placed on tainted ground, that is,

ground where poultry have been run-

ning, unless some green crop has been
grown there. Poisoned soil, damp-
ness and vermin constitute the fatal

triad responsible for the untimely de-
mise of most pheasant poults that fail

to grow up.
All sorts of complicated methods

of feeding pheasants have been advo-
cated and many breeders keep mag-
gots on hand for them all the time.

This is quite unnecessary. Hard
boiled eggs, stale bread soaked in

milk and squeezed dry, oat flakes and
dry bran with finely ground Hamburg
steak three times a week will keep
the poults thriving until they can eat

the same kind of rations that the
chickens get. There must be no lack

of green stuff, however, from the
first. It is even more important
than when chickens are being raised

and there must be grit and charcoal
as a matter of course. Although deli-

cate at first, pheasants are exception-
ally hardy when well feathered.

Of course, prices vary in different

parts of the country and in different

seasons, but it may be said in a gen-
eral way that ring-neck pheasants
are worth about $8 a pair, while

goldens and silvers sell for from $15
to $18. About $25 is usually obtained
for Reeves pheasants, while Lady
Amhersts sell for as much as $35 a

pair when in full plumage. The price
is usually reduced several dollars

when the birds are not in feather.

Although peafowl are closely re-

lated to the pheasants they have more
domestic habits and have been kept
in this country for generations. Few
birds are more beautiful or better

acquainted with the fact. Indeed, his

vanity is one of the things that makes
a peacock interesting. On every large
estate there is a place for a peacock
or two, but these birds resent con-
finement and must be allowed to

roam. They subsist readily on regular

barnyard fare and spend their nights
in the trees. As peacocks do not get
their trains or fans until the third

year, they should not be bred until

then. The peahen will set on her own
eggs and bring off a brood in about

twenty-eight days. Peacocks live for

twenty-five years or more, so it is not

necessary to buy new stock very
often.

THE WATERFOWL

Coming now to the waterfowl,
which surely deserve consideration on

every country place of any size, the

beginner finds a long list of interest-

ing and attractive birds offered by
the breeding farms. Comparatively
few are to be recommended to the

amateur, and the rarer kinds, as well

as those difficult to manage, will not

be mentioned here.

Doubtless the mallard is the best of
all water birds with which to make a

start, for it is one of the easiest to

raise. Mallards have been hatched

successfully in incubators for some
years and reared with equal success

in brooders. In their wild state they
are supposed to mate in pairs, but
when domesticated they soon become
polygamous and breed very freely.
A few of these ducks may be kept
around the house with only a tub for

water. They do no harm in the

garden, but, on the contrary, consume
a vast number of flies, mosquitoes
and garden pests, and they are dis-

tinctly ornamental as they roam
about. Old ducks may be kept at

home by pinioning them, and the

young will usually stay close by in

any event.

RAISING WOODDUCKS

Woodducks- are not so easy to raise,
but there are several reasons for

working with them. In the first place,
the wood drake is one of the hand-
somest creatures that wears feathers,

carrying many colors, including
purple, green, black, white and chest-

nut. In the second place, it is wholly
an American bird, summering and
wintering within our borders, and was
well on the way to extermination be-

fore united efforts to save it were
undertaken. Woodducks may be in-

duced to breed on large estates by
putting up nest boxes made to repre-
sent hollow logs. In their wild state

the ducks nest in trees and often

carry their young down to the water.
When woodducks are kept in an

aviary in a small place, a moderate
sized pool will answer their needs if

the water can be kept fresh, and a
wired yard 8' x 10' will accommodate
half a dozen of these wonderfully
handsome birds. The yard must be
wired over if the ducks are not pin-
ioned, and a box with a few evergreen
boughs thrown over it will provide
all the shelter needed, even in winter.

Curiously enough, mandarin ducks,
which come all the way from China,
closely resemble our native wood-
ducks, and it is difficult to decide
which is the handsomer. They may
be cared for in the same manner, but
the mandarins require the greatest se-

clusion in order to breed freely. It

used to be supposed that mandarins
must have a warm house, but that is

not the fact. They need dry quarters,
though, and shelter from the wind.
Of course, the ideal aviary for any

of these birds is one with a good sized

pond or pool and shrubs growing
around it. It is not difficult or very
expensive to make a pool with cement,
for it need be only 2' deep. Even a

tiny aviary is a joy and pleasure when
stocked with woodducks and manda-
rins, but if other ducks along with
Canada geese, Chinese geese and pos-
sibly swans can be kept, it will be still

more attractive. Among the easiest
ducks to raise are Indian runners and
muscovies, which are thoroughly do-
mesticated and may be allowed full

liberty if there be no garden for them
to trespass on. Both are handsome
as well as useful, but the muscovy
sometimes becomes rather domineer-
ing. Woodducks and mandarins are
not cheap, costing about $25 a pair.
From $4 to $6 will buy a pair of mal-
lards, while Indian runners and mus-
covies are still cheaper.
White Chinese geese, which cost

about $10 a pair, may well be classed

among the ornamental waterfowl, al-

though they serve utilitarian purposes
as well. Doubtless the white variety

(Continued on page 78)
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Win the Birds to

Your Place
All the feathered songsters will make

their home with you if you invite them with
several of our unique houses, shelters and
baths.

Various birds have different tastes in
houses. We have styles that will suit the
birds and you and add a quaint charm to

your grounds.
"The Garden Unique" shows many original de-

signa. Write for cow today. You can hare a
number of bird families on your place this year If No. 120 Colonial
ynu order at once. They'll delight you by their uatn

~No. 3 Villa you orucr IIL ninv. i iirj 11 ueiigui, you i

1 1. 'ii Mr wren house; flne SOUK, and clear your garden of insects.

ni-e. Brackets fur- check or money order today.
: Pole extra. 6 true- r* ADns?iM i TMH-.I TE*

to 16 ft. *o or- THE t>AKOt.IN UNIQUE.
eta. ft $2.25 3162 Iviaon Avenue BKRWYN, ILL.

4. i,,, 1,1-

1'rlce m
high.

$7.50

1"

1

1

=
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PYRAMIDAL OAKS
|

The best trees for screens and windbreaks. Far su-

perior to Lombardy Poplars. Fine trees, 6 to 14 ft.

reduced to 1.50 to $3.50 each.

BALL FORM PRIVET
Much used along driveways and walks, as frequently seen on beau-

tiful residences along the famous North Jersey Coast. 2 ft. $10.00

per dozen.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
WEST CHESTER,

PA.THE MORRIS NURSERY CO.,
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Everything/or the Home Grounds
We are situated in a most convenient locality to do work in

the residential section of Eastern and Southern Connecticut, and
all through Westchester County, N. Y.

Within this radius all stock is delivered freshly dug, by auto

truck, the day needed.
We have all kinds of ornamental trees and earnestly solicit your

patronage. You would enjoy a visit to our Nursery to look over and
select from our stock.
We will make you

a planting plan, and

five
you any help

esired in laying
out your place. Let
ua hear from you
before the rush sea*
on. Send for our
new Catalogue *'D."

THE STEPHEN
HOYT'S SONS CO.
New Canaan, Conn.

Telephone
333 New Canaan
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Median's Mallow Marvel
is an absolutely hardy perennial of surpassing beauty

the sensation of the plant world the most beautiful

flower creation of the last quarter-century.
Its gorgeous, satin-petaled white, pink or crimson blossoms fairly

vover the tall, symmetrical bushes, from July to September.
Every yard or garden should have at least one Mallow Marvel
of each color more if there is room. Planted singly, or in masses,
it is decidedly the most conspicuous and decorative feature of
the place.

Price* for Mallow Marvel* Order Early
As we originated the Mallow Marvel, dependable plants, true to type, can

be obtained only from us.
Crimson Marvel: 2-year roots, 75 cents; 3-year roots $1.OO
Pink or White Marvel: 2-year roots, 50 cents; 3-year roots .75
Mixed Colors: 2-year roots, each .35

Our Handbook of Tree* and Hardy Plants
is unique and unusual. You will appreciate a copy and we will be glad
to mail you one on application.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
6740 Chew Street

lllllllimiiiiiHiMluiiiiiiiiiiillliimili

Germantown
iiiimiimiimiiiiiiiiimiiini

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Note Its Extreme Lightness

It Means Better Flowers

And More of Them

THE
only reason why

U-Bar houses pro-
duce such surpassing

quantity and quality of

flowers is because of their

surpassing lightness.
The U-Bar house is as

light as it is because of the

U-Bar used in its construc-

tion. No one else can use
the U-Bar in greenhouse
construction; so no other

house is as light, as safe,

or has the proven endur-

ance and freedom from re-

pairs.

To you who are inter-

ested in having the best

there is to have the U-Bar
house holds a lively in-

terest.

Send for our Catalog.

Or send for us. Or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES^
PItRSON U-BAR CO

ONt. MADISON AVt. NtWYORK.

POMPEIIAN BRONZE
, SCREEN CLOTH ,

I LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE I

Permanently Fortify Your Home

DONT
five the fever-breedin flie* and maUria-carrying

moaquitoe* a chance to reach your family and yourself.

P*iun Br*MM S<rt Cloth aaaurea permanent protec-

tion againM all forma of insect pesta. it ia strong (it* copper
substitute* an not). It ia unaffected by the wont climatic condi-

tion* encountered. PsBaeiiaa Brsai* Ser**a Oath ia woven
from solid bronze wirea. It never nd painting never rusta

out need* no renewing, aave when damaged by accident. We
weave a Red String into the selvage of every yard of genuine

Pompeiian Bronze making it easy of identification. Ask your
hardware dealer for it. In*iat upon setin the Red String.

Send for our book
"
Permanent Protection" of vital inlereat

to every houceholder.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
69 STERLING STREET. CLINTON, MASS.

Fir* weaven of wire br power in me world. Maken of Canton Wire
Lth the 6nt metal Uth produced nd the be* to-d*^ for tfucco

and iiuKte work. lnteraitt book of "Stucco HOUMK. 'Wrawinf

naoy type*, tent upoo reqtwrt.
I
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fidmans
House, 28 Rooms.
Price. $10. F. O.

I 11. Chicaso. 26
Rooms, $8.50.

Shipped Direct from Factory Lowest Prices

Will last a lifetime. Attract the birds. Provide cozy
little homes for them. There is no better way of get-

ting tree and shrub insurance. Birds will work for you
free of cost every day in the year. Edmanson Bird

^UIMIU
Houses are used by thousands of Ameriea's foremost House

Martin lovers of birds endorsed by the Audubon Societies. Price,
n 50OO Bird Houses in Stock-Already Seasoned I '. O.

Ready for Immediate Use-Birds Arrive This Month
We have been manufacturing Bird Houses for 20

years. Our prices are lowest. Bluebird House, $~>.00.years, uur IBUMB ttrv UJWOVL, DUIVUUU -nun.-, <p<

Houses for Purple Martins $8.50; for Flickers, $3.00;
for Chickadees. $0.70 ; for Swallows, $2.50. Cc-neiit Bird

Bath,$11.00. .The famous Edmans:m Sparrow Trap, elec-

tric welded, automatic, none better. $1.75.
Bird Books by recognized authorities. We can save you
money on books. Handsomely illustrated catalog free.

Write for it today.
E. E. EDMANSON & COMPANY

^ 624-634 S. Norton Street Chicago, Illinois

Beau Brummels of the Poultry World

(Continued from page 76)

Edmanson Feedery.
Price. $1. F. O.
B. Chicago. Feeds
grain, also suet.

THE FORMAL GARDEN
There is a charm and a fascination about

the formal garden that cannot be gainsaid.
One feels always that it reflects the mind of

the designer in the careful arrangement of

every detail, the fine sense of proportion be-

tween architecture and landscape, between
verdure and stone.

The renowned gardens of Italy owe much of their

interest to the superb sculpture that adorns them.

Our collection of models made of Pompeian Stone
cast in perfect reproduction of these Old World mas-

terpieces contains just what you want for your
garden.
To those who desire marble ornaments, we offer

special facilities, insuring reasonable prices and
prompt deliveries.

Our handsome illustrated catalogue of sundials,
fountains, statuary and benches sent on request.

ERKINS STUDIOS
Factory, Astoria, L. 1. 226 Lexington Avenue, New York

The Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

Mott Bird Fountains

By the installation

of a Mott self-sup-

plying, motor-driven

Fountain, the ex-

pense of piping is

eliminated. Only
occasional replenish-
ment of the water

supply is necessary,
as it purifies itself

by continual circula-

tion.

Write for detailed de-

scriptions of these mo-
tors and their application
to Mott Fountains.

We issue separate

catalogs of Display
Fountains, Drinking
Fountains, Bird

Fountains, Electroliers,

Vases, Grills and Gate-

ways, Settees and

Chairs, Statuary,
Aquariums, Tree

Guards, Sanitary Fit-

tings for Stable and
Barn.

Address Ornamental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue and 17th Street, New York

is the handsomest and its most dis-

tinguishing characteristic is a large
knob on the head. Egyptian geese
are commonly given a place among
the ornamentals, but they are even
more pugnacious than the Muscovy
ducks and are almost sure to start a

wholesale slaughter if placed in an

aviary with a lot of miscellaneous

birds.

Naturally everybody who thinks of

ornamental waterfowl gives swans a

place near the top of the list. Swans
there should be, as a matter of course,
if a fairly large pond or pool is avail-

able. They look out of place, how-

ever, on any water that is less than
50' across. The common mute or

royal swan is the variety to be recom-
mended and a pair will cost about $40.
It is a common belief that swans need
more or less coddling, especially in

winter, but that is a mistake. They
are quite as hardy as geese, though
more stupid, for they will sometimes
allow their feet to freeze to the ice.

No housing is necessary even in the

coldest weather, but a rough shelter

may be sometimes sought. One feed-

ing a day of ordinary mixed grain
from the poultry house will keep them
thriving, especially if they have a lake

or stream in which they can find

various kinds of vegetable and animal
life to their liking.

Although cranes are not really

waterfowl, they are commonly classed

as such and love to wade in the water.

They are fairly hardy and may be

kept through the winter with only a
little shelter to protect them from
storms. This applies to most varie-

ties, but a few kinds like the Stanley
and crowned crane need warm houses
and are best omitted from one's list

unless conditions are entirely favor-

able for them. Pelicans are highly
amusing and interesting birds and so

easily tamed that they soon become
great pets. Unfortunately, they can
be kept only where they can have
heated quarters in winter. The birds

named are probably the best to begin
with when an aviary is being stocked,
but in time others like green-wing
teals, black East India ducks, pin-tail

ducks, dusky mallards and redheads,

costing from $8 to $18 a pair, will

doubtless be added. Indeed, when
one becomes thoroughly enthusiastic

over the keeping and rearing of orna-
mental land and water fowl, he sel-

dom knows where to draw the line

and adds to his collection as fast as
his pocketbook will allow. Few hob-
bies are more fascinating.

The Choice of a Style for a Country House

(Continued from page 13)

fit a projected house of preconceived
architectural style. One is not al-

ways free as to the method, for ob-

Jvious
reasons and limitations. It is,

'however, a pleasant thing to picture
in the mind's eye the sort of a house

you would like to live in and then to

set about selecting a site that would
be ideal for just such a house. In all

this the architect can be a great deal

of help, if you will take him into

your confidence.

But even before you start to

imagine your house, you should take
into account just the sort of family
life it is to accent. Some small

families live in large houses and
some large families in even smaller

houses. Where a house is sufficiently

commodious for the family itself, it

may still be too small for much or
for any entertaining. After all, un-
less a man is a hermit, he does not
build his house for himself alone.

He is a member of the society of
human beings, and that fact causes
him to take into account the factor

of sociability that will enter into his

life and into that of his family. And
in the country, quite as much as else-

where, he will have this impressed
upon him.

Let him think of this, then, when
he starts out to think up the sort of
house he will have. Perhaps he goes
to live in the country to enjoy nat-

ural surroundings and to be free

from the tyranny of town. Well and

good; but he will wish to enjoy

country life in communion with his

fellow-beings, and not as a recluse.

Questions of hospitality, then, will

enter the alembic of his plans for a

house, even when projecting a little

cottage. Already he knows he must
have good chimneys ;

a large, dry cel-

lar, a tight roof and sound architec-

tural structure.

THE YEAR ROUND HOUSE

Not only must he consider how the

house will feel in winter as well as in

summer, but he will also wish to

know how it is going to look at all

seasons of the year, particularly if he
is to spend the year "round in the

countryside. Then, too, his house must
fit the landscape, just as the house
must fit him, the individual. In olden

days a cottage dweller was thought
of as a poor man. In our own day
the cottage type of architecture,
evolved along the lines of various
architectural styles, has come to be
the typical type of the home of the

well-to-do.

PvEGARDING ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

The modern house in the country
(this is excluding from considera-
tion the palatial show-places of a

modern Midas) seeks a character de-
void of pretense, without sham and
free from the superfluous. Simplicity,
not grandeur, is the charm of the
modern home in the country. The
matter of economy in space has of

necessity been much more studied by
the present-day architect than by his

predecessors. This, again, is a mat-
ter for consideration in settling on a

style for a house. Fortunately the
various styles are compounded of
features that permit an almost in-

finite variety of effects which, though
the ensemble may immediately be
recognized as Georgian, Tudor,
Dutch Colonial, or whatever it may
truly be, may be rendered adaptable
to the site and to other considera-
tions through the skill of a good ar-
chitect who has a mastery of their

handling.

Broadly speaking, there are those
who consider the Georgian or the
Colonial styles formal, the half-
timber style informal and the Dutch
Colonial a combination of both qual-
ities. However, dignity of aspect,
such as we find in Colonial archi-

tecture, need never freeze to formal-
ity, nor need the half-timber style
ever preclude formal use any more
than it did in Elizabethan days.
That there is current much theory

on the subject, both in print and in

practice, is to be found by the in-

quirer, but after all the main thing
to seek in choosing a style for a
house in the country is the ability of
that style to endow the house with
an added sense of homelikeness.
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Gladioli
A Great Bargain in

Finest QualityBulbs
Do you want nmrie real Dutch Gladioli Ilulbs this year? Fat, solid ones

pr.iwn by H0U*Od*l Krisulcst exiwrttt.

The emitimmure of Iho war made It necessary for tho Holland (rawer* to
sell their entire tTop In America. I purchased lumdrrds of Uiousaihis of
n,f . Hiiii-H i, r M ;\ tcii.ir. Th.' pri' .- have advanced Lncc bul the ndrmn-

i .IKU is yours If you order at once, at the prices quoted below:

America, finest pin*.'
00 I(l'"> ARCOLA GARDENS COLLECTION

flower! 11.50 $12

Augutta, wlilte slashed
with carmine 1.75 14

Baron Hulot, beauti-
ful rich blue 2.00 18

Bronchleyeiuli, brilliant
i.-rniili.iM i-arlet 1.50 12

Halley, hrinht ahiiiui pink 2.00 18
Mrs. Francli King, II. L

roliiso urarlet. large 2.00 18
Pink Beauty, peach blow
pink, early 1.50 12

Prlncept, rich crimson
s.'iirlrt. larse and brilliant 2.00 18
Annie Wlgman. beautiful
acift yellow 2.00 18

Fault, rlrh magenta rnl.

larite 2.75 25

Ten Each of the Above, 100 Bulbs $2.00

I have stvurr.l u Um.ttM -iu,n
of the following varU-tk-s, which f

gracefulness of form, hannnny o
color and commanding beauty, ar

Klwtra. Eroprera of India. KII-

rope. UoMen West. Liebt*feuT
liveliness. Niagara, Panama. Peare.
Scliwabeii, Hieger, Pink Perfection.

Fire of each variety, packed by
themselves; 60 BU.UM, $.1.

Pr-tres of Individual varieties on
application.

Niagara Soft, primrose yellow, very
large ................... $7 per 100
Panama Rich, glowing pink, large
and beautiful ........... $7 per 100

If you would not be diaappointed, send
your order with remittance today.

174 Broadway Paterion, N. J.

Helpful Information

Y\7"HETHER you are planning a home or

have already built, you will want to know
more about all new appliances and methods.

Through the Information Service you will

keep well informed. It may be the means of

saving you many costly mistakes besides add-

ing materially to your comfort.

Your Questions Answered

We have found a way to answer all your questions. With-
out expense you can secure information on any subject you
may select. Tell us the things that interest you.

We will answer as many questions as you choose, relating

to all phases of building, remodeling, repairing, gardening,
decorating, furnishing or refurnishing in fact, everything
pertaining to the subject of the home and its surroundings.

Our only consideration is that

you are sincere in your desire for
information that you will advise
us whether the service supplies
your wants and meets all your
requirements.

We will see that you are sup-

plied with the kind of information
that may possibly save you many
dollars surely time and energy.
Let the Information Service solve

your problems.

Information Service HoUSC & Garden 440 Fourth Act.,N.Y.

-II iimnnm mm I mmi mini Ill

Jfashtoneb

We are the largest growers of

Hardy Perennial Plants in this coun-

try. We have issued a special cata-

logue of these, giving name, color,

height and time of flowering of

nearly a thousand species and va-
rieties. Also a number of

PLANTS OF HARDY
BORDERS

together with list of suitable plants for
sun or shade; and full instructions for

planting and future care. We will be
glad to send you a copy free. Please
mention this magazine.

HENRY A. DREER "**>?

MINERAL WOOL
The Modern House Lining

iiiimmiiiiiiHiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiimiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiHiimiiiiitiNiiiiiiiiiiiMiiHiiitiiMiiii

Samples and Circulars Free
miiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiifmiiiiiiimnntim

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

Moons' Hardy Trees and Plants

for Every Place and Purpose

EVERGREENS, SHADE TREES, FLOWERING SHRUBS
ROSES, VINES and PERENNIALS

You can't help admiring this home that

so attractively blends in with the sur-

rounding landscape, due to the planting
of Moons' Shrubs and Evergreens about

it. A similar planting about your home
will give you twelve months of enjoyment
and greatly enhance your realty value.

With Moons' assortment, any garden

problem can be readily solved. If you
anticipate a planting of any kind, write

us about it and we will send you our

helpful catalog.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
MAKEFIELD PLACE, MORRISVILLE, PA.

^Philadelphia
Office

21 S. Twelfth Street

The Moon Nursery Corp
White Plains, N. Y.

I

Philadelphia, Pa. I
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me-
Rigid Metal Lath

Walls and ceilings that have Herringbone as their
hnckti.ine wiil ni-ver crack or peel. Hi-rnntrhnne homi-a
resist fire, decay and ki-up down coat of repairs. Hcr-
rmiclione does Kivf th<- K.TVH ..... that's why It's the
rh.-liiirxt lain fopyrair home. Get all the facU about
H.TimKbuni write us today.

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING CO.
330 Logan Ave. Youngslown. Ohio

"Seeds with a Lineage"
Send for catalog "Garden and Lawn.'

Carters Tested Seeds Inc.

127 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Boston, Mass.

TESTEDSEEDSCARTERS

"Le Dernier Cri"
"The Show Shop" magazine for gifts.

Features only the smartest, latest, and most
seasonable novelties. Decorated flower pots,

garden sticks, trellises, decorated lacquer ware,
and many other .novelties. Free sample copy.

LE DERNIER CRI
Dept. H. GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

TreesReadyToBear Fruit
Eight years old. several times transplanted; can

be set this spring in your home orchard or garden.
Write for list of varieties.

ERASER'S FREE BOOK Hats fifty kinds of

Apples, many varieties of Peaches, Pears, and

other fruits. Send to-day for a copy.

SAMUEL FRASER NURSERY, INC.
179 Main Street, GENESEO, N. Y.

Evergreen Royalty
Rosebays. Kalmias. Azaleas. Hollies, Leu-

cothoes. Carolina Hemlocks and many other

royal materials for garden making are de-

scribed in our new booklet of this name. The
younger nurseries sometimes attain full growth
by giving larger values. Sample box of twelve
6-12 inch plants by mall for $1, Larger sizes

by express carefully burlapped.

ROSEBAY NURSERY, Garden City, N. C.

Leavens Furniture
For the discriminating purchaser

artistic in effect, good solid oak con-
struction, stained to suit the indi-

vidual taste, moderate in price.

Send for illustrations and color chart.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO., Inc., Manufacturers

32 Canal Street Boston, Mass.

Iris, Lilies and Japanese
Garden Specialties

We have nearly 500 varieties of Irises, the

outdoor orchid flower, the most "beautiful hardy
perennial, all colors. March to May is the
time to plant. Order early for early shipment,
Send for Catalogue.

Rainbow Gardens %

Gorgeous Garden Gladioli

12 Large Gladioli Bulbs, total value. $1. post-
paid 30c. 2 each Yellow, Blue. Pink. Cream,
Rose. Red. all named, properly labeled. 4 lots,

48 big bulbs, 8 of each color, total value $4,

postpaid $1. Bi'iiulii'ul book mi Cladioli. .Dah-

lias. Hardy Chrysanthemums, FREE.

JOE COLEMAN^Grou?cr, Lexington, Ohio

Tested Trees, Seeds

Roses, Plants, Vines
Write for 192-page Photo-Catalog Amer-

ica's Nursery Guide and Garden Authority.
Pictures and describes thousands of choica
varieties. Sent FHEE1 Write today.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Dept. 319. Painesville, Ohio

Hill's Evergreens Grow
Beautify your home. Plant Hill's

but in
i planning artistic effects. Prices low-
I est- -quality considered. Don't risk

.

Expert advice free!

D. Hill Nursery Co., Evergreen Specialists

Box 30 14 DUNDEE, ILL

oe
Free delivery everywhere in the U. S.
We assist you in planning your grounds.
Our years or experience at your service
free. Our instructive catalog will guide
you in creating the moat artistic and
attractive surroundings whether yours
itt but a small city lot or a vaat estate.
Write today for catalog 101.

Wdg.ier Park Nursery Co., Box 874, Sidney, Ohio

POULTRY WORK FOR APRIL
Keep the chickens dry.
Give them plenty of greens.
Above all, keep them free from lice.

Pen the ducklings in a low yard made of boards.

Try raising them on dry mash, if the flock be small.

Set guinea eggs toward the latter part of the month.

Watch for the first pheasant eggs this month and remove them.

Set turkey eggs under hens, the turkeys being allowed to sit later in

the season.

Che the turkey breeders free range if possible, but shut them in their

houses at night.
Put down eggs while they are plentiful and the price low. Water glass

is the best material to use.

IT
is the best thing in the world for

chickens to he out on the ground,
but it is not a good thing for them to

trail through grass wet with dew.

They need dry houses and dry yards.
If they are to be kept growing stead-

ily, they must be fed and watered

faithfully and must have an abun-
dance of green food. Chickens on a

grass run will eat the young grass, of

course, but those confined need let-

tuce, spinach, grass clippings or even

sprouted oats. No matter how good
care they get, though, they will not

thrive if pestered with lice. Coops
must be kept clean, too, or the red

mites will multiply into millions.

April is the month to hatch the

winter layers in practically all the

Mediterranean breeds, which com-
prise Leghorns, Anconas, Campines,
etc., etc., as well as for show pur-
poses. In fact, some of the largest
breeders hatch their greatest winners
in Wyandottes, Reds, and Rocks this

month, as the weather is ideal for the

purpose and it is Nature's own period
for incubation.

DUCKLINGS, GUINEAS AND TURKEYS

Young ducklings with a hen are

best confined in yards made of low
hoards over which the hen can fly.

The ducklings really have but little

need for the hen, except for a heat-

ing plant. With only a small flock,

it is a good plan to raise the duck-

lings on dry mash, feeding it three

times a day.
Guinea chickens are delicious ta-

ble birds, being offered in the restau-

rants as a substitute for game. They
are easy to raise with a hen, though
they will follow her until full grown.
It is worth while raising a few

guineas just for the table. Twenty-
five days are required for hatching
the eggs, and incubation should start

the latter part of the month.
It is hardly worth while trying to

hatch turkeys before April, and eggs
set this month would best go under
common hens, the turkey hens being
allowed to sit later in the season.

The incubation period is twenty-
eight days. Turkey hens should have

The Dog That Chews

How often do we hear the lament :

"That puppy tears up everything he
can get his teeth on ! I don't dare
leave him alone in the house for a

minute, for fear he'll chew the ends
off the rugs or swallow half the di-

van cover. Last week he tore open
a sofa pillow and spread its feath-

ers all over the living-room. Is there

any way to cure him?"
As an actual fact, almost every pup

that has ambition enough to grow in-

to a worth-while dog passes through
a stage of development wherein he
seems unable to resist an opportu-
nity to exercise his teeth on what-
ever comes handy. Often whippings
and scoldings have little effect ; when
the culprit again finds himself alone
within reach of a dangling table-

cover or an up-curling rug well, he

Majestic
Underground

Garbage Receiver

waiter tiKht: emits no
odors and keeps con-
tents safe from mice,
.I..KS. mis. N.-ihiT.K ex-
posed but the cover.

Write for Catalog
THE MAJESTIC CO.

603 Erie St., Huntingtori

Smoky

Firepla

a wide range but should be shut up at

night.
SAVE THE EGGS

It pays to put down eggs for win-
ter at this season, when they are

plentiful and cheap, and the water-

glass method is the best. One part of

water-glass - from the drug store is
j

mixed with nine parts of fresh boiled
!

water. The eggs are placed in a

stoneware crock and the water-glass
solution poured over them. It is im-

portant to have the eggs fresh and
'

clean. They may be added to the
crock from time to time as gathered,
but there should always be at least

2" of fluid above the top layer of

eggs. If the crock is kept in a cool

place the eggs will be found in ex-

cellent condition six months from
now, but if they are to be boiled a
needle hole should first be made in

one end.

BROODY HENS

Broody hens are no longer ducked
in the horse trough and otherwise
maltreated in order to break them
tip. Instead, they are placed in open
coops with slatted bottoms, on which

they do not enjoy sitting. If the hens
are two years old, the most profitable

plan may be to sell them as soon as

they get broody.
This is a good time to give the

poultry houses a thorough cleaning.
The manure is excellent for grass
land if mixed with its bulk of earth
before being spread, and it may be
used to advantage in growing corn
if placed in the bottom of the hills

or drills and covered with an inch of

earth before the seed is sown. \Yith

artificial fertilizers abnormally high
this year, it pays to save all the nat-

ural manures.

Baby chicks purchased this month
have unusually good prospects, be-

cause the weather is mild and they
can be kept out-of-doors much of the

time. A broody hen will often accept
such chickens if they are put under
her at night. It is wise to experi-
ment with one or two of the young-
sters, however, in order to ascertain

the old hen's intentions. She may
try to kill them.

just listens to be sure nobody's
about, considers a moment, and

"goes to it."

For the consolation of all chewing
puppy owners it may be stated that

in the great majority of cases this

destructive habit is outgrown. It

may last for a week, a month or a

year, but don't lose hope. Punish the

pup when you can catch him in the

act, and remove the temptation or
the dog, whenever possible, before
the damage is done. Do everything
possible to discourage the chewing
and tearing of things, and never en-

courage the pup to such activities by
inviting him to grab the south end
of an old glove or rag, while you
violently agitate the other, somewhat
after the manner of a runaway aero-

plane. R. S. L.

No payment accepted
unless successful

Also expert services on

DC Beneral chimney work

/CO FREDERIC N. WHITLEY

tO Engineer and Contractor

219 Fullon Slreel. Brooklyn, N. Y.

WHAT IS IT?
3 It is the CUs* (inward
Sliding Furniture Shoe in

plane of castera. It saves
floors and covering, and
beautities furniture.
Made in 110 styles and
aizps. Write for circular.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
Dept. A

Menasha, Wis., and
Berlin, Ont., Canada

BIG MONEY in FRUIT
Replant your orchard. Plant

your roadside.

Hardy fruit trees, vines and shrubs at low
Wholesale Prices Now
Direct to you from our nurser-

ies. Big 4-color, new, differ-

ent, original fruit book and

planting guide FREE.
GALLOWAY BROS. & CO.
Dept. 2O96

Waterloo, Iowa

GROWN IN NEW JERSEY
under soil and climate advan-
tages, Steele's Sturdy Stock Is

the satisfactory kind. Great
assortment of Fruit, Nut, Shade
and Evergreen Trees, Small-
fruit 1'lants, Hardy Shrubs
Roses, etc. Fully described in
my Beautiful Illustrated De-
scriptive Catalogue it's free!

:
I.E. STEELE, Pomona Nurseries

;' Palmyra N. J

INGEE
Sturd, ,.
Dingee ropea are always grown on their
own roots--and are absolutely thebcet for
the amateur planter. Send toilay for our

("New Guide to Rose Culture" for 1916
--it's free. It isn'tacataloflr--it'a a prac-
tical work on rose growing. Profusely
illustrated. Describes over 1000 vurirti,-*
of roses and other flowers, and tells how
to grow them. Safe delivery guaranteed.

w Established 1850. 70 greenhouses.

W DINCEE 2 CONRAD CO., Box474, West Grm, P,

T
REES and SHRUB

suPORTER'S HIGH QUALITY STOCK
Illu-troted Price List free. Write
for copy today.

PORTER'S NURSERIES, Box 260. Eranslon, III.

NOTE Big Slock of Large Specimen Norway Maples
at Low Prices

THE CLIPPER
There are three things that
destroy your lawns Dande-
lions, Buck Plantain and Crab

m the Clip-

_._ theni
if he has not drop us a lii

and we will send circular at
rices.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.

Dixon. 111.

The MODERN GLADIOLUS
I will send postpaid for 50 cents

Fifty flowering size Gladiolus Bulbs in fine

assortment, including several of the best

named roots with instructive catalogue. You'll

get no better bulbs. Beyond 5th Zone send 60c.

GEO. S. WOODRUFF
Box H Independence, Iowa

TREE DENTISTRY
Private Estates a Specialty

Booklet on
"
Tree Culture" sent Free on request

Strictly High Class Work, No Students
or Novices Employed

DICKENSON TREE DENTISTRY CO.
1233 Sherman St. S. ., Grand Rapids, Michigan

"BILLIARDS The Home Magnet" FREE I

A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick
Home Carom and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual

colors, giving easy terms, prices, etc. Sent Freel

Writefa ItloJiy.

The. Brunwick-Balke CoIloncUr Co.
DEPT. 15 W, CHICAGO
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Rurpee'sSeedsQrow
Send for Burpee Annual, the Leading
American Seed Catalog. A book of
1 82 pages, fully illustrated. It is

mailed free.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
PHILADELPHIA

Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias, Lilies

We ro the larjpmt irrowt-ra of theae in the world, and
rehei)quartt-rn for new claMua. new forms, new colon.

The choicest and best at lowest pr
:ce

AND VK4.KTAHLK SKKDS. Social atock*
'''' iUwtJinf Nov*ltie.
S. Th vi-PLANTS. FRUITS.Th very newest, choicest

Row*. 1-Vrna. Shruba. new Everbearing Straw-

Large lllustraleJ Catalogue Free

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc. Flocal Park, N. Y.

GLADIOLI
Very Finest Varieties

20 bulbs Mrs. PemlletOD. only $1.40
L'li bulbs Panama, only 1.00

20 bulbs Niagara, only LOO
100 bulbs Fine Mixture, only 1.50

SUPERB ROSES
10 large two year bushes finest varieties $2.00.

IU- sure and write for catalog.

M. S. Perkins & Co., Dunvers, Mass.

Do You Wish a Dog?n
There is no companion and protector like a

faithful and good-temjwred dog.
Glance over the advert(semen te in this num-

ber. The very dog you wish may be there. If

not. write us. stating your preference as to

breed, the approximate amount you wish to

pay and the purpose for which you wish the
dog. We will then put you in touch with just
the dog you desire. We recommend trust-

worthy animals of many breeds. Address

The Dot Sfmo. House & Garden, 440 4th Ace.. N. Y.

1

many foremost
be depended upon
styles in

A s engravers 1

families, we may
for authoritative

INVITATIONS. ANNOUNCEMENTS. AT HOME CARDS
and other Wedding stationary. Write for t*a

showing- the supe.ior quality of our enam
THE JOHN B. WIGGINS COMPANY

Establish- 1867 12OS. Michigan Blvd., Ch.cago

SILVER LAKE
GARDEN LINES
CLOTHES LINES
SASH CORD

THE STANDARD
94 NEVADA ST. NEWTONVILLF.. MASS.

SUN DIALS
81 At BUM COIONIAl DESKftS

from $3.50 Up
Also full line of Bird
Fountaiiuand other gar-
den requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
71 Portljid St., Boston. Miss.

Before the Stork Arrivea
Bay Baby and Mother this I

KlDDIEtfOOP

P^-- \

Crib, Play-Pen and BAS-

IC baby--uvea mother time
nil worry. Safety acreencd
idea. S{irint(!t mill mattrrsn

,. .sin.- as deaired. Folds
I Instantly to carry any-
where, i'atinted, accept no
substitute. Writ* for free
folder and 10-day trial offer.
Dealor'a narnv appreciated.
E.M. TRIMBLE MFC. CO.
19Cirtte M., RfKicstrr. N.Y.

-Trimble Mf. Co.
-.ronto. Canada.

"Orchard
Success"

i a small pamphlet of big Ideas that

you should send for at once. It tells how
thoroughly, quickly and cheaply you can rid

your orchard of all scale, larvae, eggs and
fungi. It describes "Scalecide," the our grviit

dormant spray, which mixed 1 to 15, Is guar-
anteed to kill every scale it reaches. On--

barrel equals throe barrels of lime sulphur
and there is no spray more simple, safe or
effective.

Our Free Service Department
i for your special benefit, question us nl>.

any orchard and k-;irdi-n sprayn nm] toots
Our lifi'tim.- axnerlMMM is voars f-

the asking. Write TO-DAY.
B. G. Pratt Co. Dept. 2

50 Church St..
New York City

Enamolin is the final finish

As you put it on, so it stays immaculately
white smooth and hard as tile washable
with soap and water, Sapolio or Pearline.

Sanitary This is the reason why St.

Luke's, Bellevue and Mt. Sinai Hospitals
use it.

Enduring Because it resists weather, sun
and salt water and does not soil, James Gor-
don Bennett chose it for his yacht, "Lysis-
trata" the largest steam yacht in the world.

Immaculate The Plaza Hotel, New
York, used Enamolin because of its porce-
lain-like beauty and perfect whiteness.

Economical Enamolin will spread over
600 feet to the gallon, and one coat covers

marvelously.

Send for the "Famous Brush-

ful" the "White Spot" booklet
and finished panel. Prove that

"Enamolin u<ill make a white

spot on any other white enamel."
Address Home Dept.

The Floor Finish worthy of
use in the same room with

Enamolin is

FLOOR FINISH

EAilL CALMAN PC
KSTAHI.ISMKI) I .S iflv

lOOWilliainSt .. N

V.Y.Y.-.Y,

THIS BOOKLET
FREE

"BATHROOMS OF
CHARACTER"

It CU,-s i|. !,. ,1 I,. |,,f,,r

matlnn to thoM about to

i.mid ur rriui.ilrl houses.

The Trenlon Potteries Co., Trenton, N. J.

Going to(YALE?
Ill]lid Then wnte for our in-

tcresting book written

just for prospective builders.

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.
SE. 40th StrMt, New York.

THE NEW DAHLIA
"Mary Pickford"

And many others described in

"Dahlias and How to Grow
Them" for 1916, sent free

for a postal.

TRIAL ORDER 10 large Dahlia
roof* by mail for $1.00

J. MURRAY BASSETT
Box 412 Hnmmonton, N. J.

ENCOURAGE BIRDS TO LIVE
IN YOUR GARDENS

UM our iucreful bird

house* for Wren*. Cblck-
ileen. Blue Hlr.li and
Purple Martini. Btron*-
ly made well painted, to

rwlit wealtor. Price* S5o to

$10.00. Detlfn Illustrated

Jl MI Our reliable, wire
Hparrow Trap endoraed by U.
8. Gorernment $3.00 f. o. b.

Dubuque.

WHIc/orfreeUliulralrilPoUer.Vo. tSSB.
FARLIT * LOtTICHIR MANUFACTURING CO.

Oubuque. low..

No. t

"While Life is given Use it"

For the

House

Nineteen

Inches

High

Country
& Garden

Wide

CONCRETE WALL SUN DIAL
Mosaic numerals in Red or White or Green

The Bird Box WEST CHESTER. PENN.

Simplex Weatherproof Labels

Are Permanent

Prices; Postpaid, Including Copper Wires,

No. 1 Size 3x!/2 inches, 25c. doi.
$2.00 per 1OO.

No. 2 Size 4x' . inches, SOc. doz.
$4.00 per 1OO.

STEWART & CO., 7 Cortlandt Si., New York

Open and Close Your Shutters

From the INSIDE
It Isold-rub oned. Inconvenient, dangerous

and unnecessary to lean out of the window to
open or clone the shutters If you Install the

Mallory Shutter Worker
Oprraud tram the liuUt

, to
eort. . little

onHmrr Autl.;and ntchrf. ant)

ly* for .!* f .lone
mnd taa

the n

5 .

MAIICRT NANVrUIURIMCO.
25S Main St.

FLEMINCTON. N. J.
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For 1916 For 67 years the leading au-

M-.,., thority on Vegetable, FlowerrNOW and Farm Seeds, Plants andpj Bulbs. Send for free copy
AvGclCly todav

JAMES VICK'S SONS,
18 Stone St., Rochester, N. Y.

EASTER GIFT BOX
OF GLADIOLI

Make this Easter one to be

remembered by having our

special Easter Gift Box of

choice Gladioli bulbs sent to

yourself and friends.

A fine collection of fifteen carefully
selected bulbs in an attractive box.

Fifty cents pott paid to any addrett

Annie R. Blanchard
17 Hillside Avenue, MELROSE, MASS.

BYZANTINE

FOUNTAINS
also

Attractive
Bird Baths

in Concrete

From $10. up
Jardinieres. Vases

Window Boxes
Garden Benches

Fireplaces, Mantels

P. SARTI & CO.
113 E. 34th St., N.Y.Gty

EVERYTHING FOR
YARD AND ORCHARD
HAVE you arranged to make

your yard individual and
attractive this spring? We will

design it free, if desired, or you
can order from our catalog for

Immediate attention.
Our 800 acres of fruit and flowering
trees, flowers, vines and shrubs, etc.,
offer a varied list that will please
everyone. 60 years of satisfied cus-
tomers have proven their quality.
Write f<;r c-atalog at once.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.

Depl.K, West Chester. Pa.

ter

or ft
and

try Homes
descriptive Catalog 56

MOSS CO.
BOSTON. MASS

DAH LIASTHAT BLOSSOM
Alexander's Dp-lo-Dale Dahlias Lead the World

because they are nt-autiful

in color, perfect In type and
shape, and most important
of all Free Flowering.
The Dahlia of to-day Is

of unsurpassed beauty as a

single flower, exquisite for

private gardens, charming
in masses, and ideal for

planting against
shrubbery.

antisfic'i: thev r- ee've
K<iod stuck: tru- to n;niif,
and best of all--Guar-
anteed to Grow.

All Flower Lovera are Inviteri to a-nH to the
"
Dahlia

KinK " for his latest Free Illustrated Catalog, which
contains helpful drscriptions and valuable cultural hints
< n Dahlias. Gladiolus. Cannas, Peonies. Phlox, Iris,

Hardy Plants for the Ol<i-fashioneil (Jarden. ami a Gen-
eral line of Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs.

J. K. ALEXANDER
425-435 Central St. E*t Brldgwater. Mass.

J. K. ALEXANDER
"The Dahlia King"

Efficiency Standards for the Tomato Patch

(Continued from page 40)

usually serve the purpose. If the means to deprive the plant of a

setting of crown clusters proves un- source of food supply badly needed

usually heavy later on, it pays to just then to ripen early clusters and

string an extra wire between the first develop later ones,

and second lines, causing the first

three wires to be 6" apart. This en- THE CHOICE OF VARIETIES

ables the grower to tie the heavy .

clusters to wires as well, a support When embarking in the business

often badly needed, especially with of growing tomatoes for either home

he larger fruited sorts. use or market, ask yourself, 'What

Under the wire trellis method of do I want? There are pink or

cultivation, plants are set 12" to 18" purple sorts, bright reds or scarlets

apart in the row, depending on how yellow sorts and a large number ot

rich the soil is. The richer the small-fruits kinds. The last two are

>round, the closer together may the of small value from a commercial

ilants be set. When the plants have standpoint. Yellow tomatoes are

nade sturdy upright bushes, say 2' comparatively tasteless. So be sure

ligh with plenty of branches, then is to decide for what purpose you want

the time to prune and tie. The the fruits, and then choose your sorts.

>lants are reduced to two of the Some markets pay a premium for

strongest and most promising purple fruits, others demand bright

branches, and the branches nearest reds. All markets pay most for the

to the base of the original center extra early fruits, regardless of

stalk are always given the preference color.

for the reason that they are the clos- The foremost purple sorts may be

est to the "source of supply." In divided into early, midseason and

other words, plant foods travel late. We now have perfectly smooth

quickest via the shortest route. Even sorts of uniformly symmetrical

if stouter branches farther up on the shape in each division, although June

plant should claim your attention for Pink, the standard extra early, still

preference, cut them out and give shows a tendency to produce some

the "nearest home" branches the rough-skinned fruits on the crown

preference. clusters. But since June Pink, to-

gether with Earliest Pink, a strain

WORK BEFORE HARVEST of it in great favor in New Jersey, is

absolutely in a class of its own for

From the time this initial work is earliness, this deficiency may be over-

done, to the first week in September, looked.

the patch should be gone over about Closely following these two we
once a week, oftener in fine grow- have Livingston's Globe, a great fa-

ing weather. Remove all side shoots vorite in the Middle West and the

or "suckers'
1

which will appear at
,-ea l standby of Southern growers for

both the base of plant and the leaf shipment to Northern markets. Sev-

joints. They all deprive the plant of
enty-five per cent of all tomatoes

energy needed most in the develop- which reach us from Christmas to

ing of clusters, while the flowers Easter are Globes grown in the

which they bear develop into mar- South. This is a very handsome,
ketable fruits only in rare cases almost globe-shaped sort of beauti-

during exceptionally long seasons. fu ] color and great solidity. It is

Beginning early in August, when the firmly "fixed" in all its desirable

plants reach the uppermost line of characteristics and matures the bulk

wires, begin to prune the center of o f its crop in from 120 to 130 days
the main stalks as well, so as to from date of sowing seeds. Under
throw the strength of the whole plant the individual stake method of cul-

into the fruit already set. tivation, Globe furnishes surprising
The individual stake method dif- quantities of fruit of highest char-

ters from that just described by hav- acter. It is now grown successfully

ing the plants set 2^' to 3' apart from Florida to central New York
each way. A stout 5^' stake is and from Massachusetts to Missouri,

driven within 1" of base of plant as Truckers' Favorite is, perhaps, the

the time for the first training and best known pink main crop sort, ex-

pruning draws near. Then prune as cepting Ponderosa, which takes the

directed above, but where a plant has prize for producing extra large fruit.

2y2
' x 3' space in each direction, it But the tendencies of late have been

will develop three branches just as away from the mammoth kinds. It

well as two under the wire trellis is an established fact that the waste

method. Prune your individually in connection with some of the extra

staked plant to three branches, there- large sorts is enormous. But Pon-

fore, and you may expect, on an derosa is, perhaps, in a class of its

average, three clusters of four fruits own for solidity and flavor,

each on every one of the three Sparks Earliana, already mentioned

branches, or a total of thirty-six as being the favorite in Eastern mar-
fruits per plant. Of these thirty-six kets, is the bright red standard for

fruits, under careful cultivation and earliness throughout the country. Like
in favorable seasons, thirty-three its brother, June Pink, among the

should reach marketable size in due purple sorts, it has a distinctly lacin-

time, and quite a percentage should iated foliage, which gives the sun-

command premium prices, depending beams free access to the fruits. As a

upon the time of maturity of the result, they ripen while those of

fruits. later sorts, with heavier foliage, are

Before passing on to the choice of still small and green,
varieties, let me say a few words Bonny Best is one of the newer
about cultivation. Early in the sea- bright red sorts that have won the

son, hoe quite close to the young approval of growers throughout the

plants. In fact, it pays to keep the country in an incredibly short ti:ne.

patch or field free from weeds all It is within a week of being as early
the time. But along in July, when as Sparks Earliana in outdoor trials,

the first clusters have developed and and far surpasses that sort in sym-
the plants have reached the top of metrical shape and smoothness. A
their supports, keep farther away large percentage of the fruits show a

from the plants. The soil for a foot decided tendency to be round. All
in each direction around the base are thick through, averaging 2V?" x

I of plants will be found literally un- 3" in diameter, and this uniform
dermined with fine feeding roots. To size is maintained throughout,
disturb these seriously by either Rivaling Bonny Best in beauty, and

I hand-hoeing or cultivator teeth, (Continued on page 84)

Corbin Builders' Hardware
Outlasts the building on which
it is used and gives satisfactory
service every moment of the

time.

Ask your hardware dealer.

PLANT KING'S HARDY
OLD FASHIONED Flowers

The old favorites Colum-

bine, Larkspur, Hollyhocks,
Foxgloves, Sweet Williams,
Phlox and many others ;

planted once, they come up
each year and increase in size

and beauty. Write for special
offers and beautifully illus-

trated catalog, describing more
than 170 varieties. It's FREE.

W. E. KING, Box 327, Little Silver, N.J.

GLADIOLI
THE FLOWER BEAUTIFUL

BLOOMS
from July to Novem-

ber. Get this collection of
choice bulbs for your garden.

40 America, large flowers. Color:
soft lavender-pink.
30 Mrs. Frances King, large flow-
ers. Flame-pink.
10 Baron Hulot, deep, rich violet-
blue.
10 Niagara, primrose yellow, pen-
cilled carmine.
10 Glory of Holland, many flow-
ers. Pure white with lavender
anthers. All for $2, delivered.
Half collection for $1.15.

Sold on a money-back guarantee.
Send for our price list.

ASTHlDALt GARDENS.201 Stimbau?hBld?.,YoHsstown,Ohio

STANDARD
Underground

Garbage Receiver
In Use 12 Years

LOOK FOR OUR TRADE MARK
Sold Direct Factory Send for Circular

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
20 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

CALIFORNIAVl
GAR.PN-CITY*HOMES

K FOR HOME-BUILDERS
en-ONE*DOLLAR*Put p*a

GARDEN-CITY-CQMPANY-tfF-CAuroiiNiA
l^-LXCHANGL-BLDG-LO! ANGELES'.CALIFOR.1

COMMERCIAL

FOR YOUR LAWNS AND ARDEIJS
"BETTERTHAN THE BEST
TEN 100"BAGSFoR5
COMMERCIAL HUMUSCo..

FlRCKANS BLOC.

HEWARK.N.J.

SSND FOB OescwuTive LITIR

COMMERCIAL HUMUS
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GEOFkGE H. PETEKSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Catalogue upon application

Box 30 Fair Lawn, N. J.

PRODUCTS
JlaUo Distinctive Glfti for AH Decisions
BOOK ROOKS. HTATUAUY

IIOrDOIK I. AMI'S. ASM THAIS
I'AI'KIl VVKICIITS, I'dlil AI'.I.IOS. ETC.

Ranging In I'rirn from SI.50 Up.
Catalog Illustrating UO Art Subjects stntonrr
ceipt of ic i stamps. Mention Home \3Garden

KATHODION BRONZE WORKS
601 Fifth Ave. New York

LEARN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

CPECIAL summer course begins
^ June for owners of private es-

tates, students in professional
schools and all interested in gar-
dening and out-door life.

Lake Forest College, near Chicago,
on beautiful Lake Michigan, co-

operates with University of Illinois.

Students use excellent arboretum
for plant study. Opportunity to

study private estates, gardens
and public grounds. Corre-

spondence invited.

Descriptive circular free.

Summer School of Landscape
Architecture

Lake Forest College
Lake Forest, 111.

Garden Tool Chest
Complete $12.50

GardenAccessories
Plant Stakes Seed Markers
Garden Tools with Painted Handles
Gathering Baskets for Flowers

and Vegetables
Bird Houses Outdoor Furniture
Stnd 25c, coin or stamps, far a bird

ptant^jlick and an illustrated catalog
shovjingour gardenjurniture andfittings

THE WOODCRAFT SHOPS, Inc.
Morristown New Jersey

''Oh! for boyhood's painless play,
Sleep that wakes in laughing day,
Health that mocks the doctor's rules,
Knowledge ncz'er learned in schools."

-WHITTIER.

A Summer Camp
for your boys or girls?

Thinking about what's
best for them next sum-
mer? Then turn to the
Summer Camp Section of

Harper's Magazine
for it is in Harper's Maga-
zine that you find the an-
nouncements of more
summer camps, as well as

private and preparatory
schools and colleges, than
in any other publication
the widest, the best, and
the most dependable se-

lection.

"All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women
merely players"

SHAKESPEARE.

THE THEATRE
MAGAZINE

the magazine
for playgoers

Is devoting practically its

entire April issue
1616-1916

Shakespeare
-the world's greatest playwright and

poet, who will have been dead just 300

years on April 23rd.

This issue, printed on special heavy paper, will be one

of the finest ever published by The Theatre.

Distinguished Shakespearean scholars and
actors have contributed articles that will

make enjoyable reading. Among them are-

Mr. Horace Howard Furness, Jr., will

write on the gloves of Shakespeare his

closest personal relics which are in his

possession. Other contributors are Mr.
Charles Rann Kennedy, author of "The
Servant in the House," Mr. William Win-
ter, the veteran critic, Professor Brander

Matthews, of Columbia University, Robert
Mantell and Percy Mackaye.

To interest lovers of real art The Theatre

Magazine has gathered from all over the

world rare old wood-cuts and engravings per-

taining to the intimate and public life of

Shakespeare.

Six full page engravings of scenes in Shakespearean
plays from the famous Boydell collection.

A beautiful cover in color showing Edith Wynne Mat-
thison as "Rosalind" in "As You Like It.

This issue will be necessarily
limited and we expect many or-

ders for the Shakespeare Num-
ber that we will not be able to /.
fill. We therefore suggest that /'.;.

you place your order now. /\. ^

On Sale March 28th

The Theatre Magazine
We will be glad to enter you as a sub- / '

scriber to The Theatre beginning /' ^'
with the April issue if you will /^y ~^

sign and address the coupon at /'^y ^^
the side. We will bill you
May 1st for the year's sub- /
scription, or you can /'X
send us your check for /'*.

$3.50 if you prefer. /'<*%r

'+

Send 4c for Mott's 112 page "Bath-
room Bonk," allowing 26 mmlel kith
rooms, floor pinna, descriptions and
prlrt'S of modern bathroom fixtures.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenur and 17ih Street, New Yutk

Antique Lovers ! Listen !

Out In Jamaica. Lone IiUnd. there'! * IK-
11*. old. Aiilniui- Blion whiTO they ti.ve KKA1.
A.VTIQI'KHI Treuui-M of old Mhiny.
(iiiii.. Mirrors, rioriu. J'owttr. Branca, etc..
KHilitrtxl a piece here and tin-re from all paru
ol Uie country. Send fur 11M and tell lu whit
ynu want; v ba It or can et It for you.
l'orrci)ondence a vleuure. Vlaltora mlcomo.
IHE ANTIQUE SHOP, 272 Hill,i.A..J.iM.N.T.
THICK ! WtUt fir lit lilllt trni uji ky Itt rub*.

Jacobs Bird-Houses Win the

Birds and Last a Life Time
Freight Prepaid I

Send 10 centi lor our
latctt illuit rated book-
let deacribinc our 12

beautiful design* of col-

ony houae* for Purple
Marttru, 1 to 7ft roonu.

Individual not-bom
for Wren*. Bluebird*
nd other ipccie*.

Bird Frrding Device*
an<] Drinking Foun-
tain*.

Genuine Government
JnJenemcnt Sparrow Trap*.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE CO.,Wyncibiir*. P..

44LOCKED!

Bishopric Board
hns Inorcnsed the popularity of the

Stucco-finished home, because it U
the one background for stucco or

cement that holds without cracking or

crumbling as lone as the house stands.

It contains no metal to runt and brenk.
(let free sample and book "Built on The

Wisdom of Ages-"

THE MASTIC WALL BOARD &
ROOFING CO.

760 Este Ave., Cincinnati, O.

No. 14 Wren-Bluebird House $1.35

A SCREW-DRIVER and a
* minute's time will turn

this House from one to

the other. Have been

urged to get this invention

patented, but I am averse

to have a patent on any-

thing pertaining to the

noble Bird Cause.

A. P. Greim, "Birdville" Toms River, N. J.
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\ FQR.GER
For SetAa //a.nd\ Pla

>uik

/TT Your garden four weeks
^4 ahead of your neighbor's, if

you use the "G R O Q U I K"
forcer NOW. Send for descrip-
tive pamphlet learn what it will

do for you.
Sample 15c. Efficiency Vegetable Gar-

den Chart 50c.

THE CLOCHE COMPANY
131 Hudson St., Dept. J, New York

I Count None But
Sunny Hours

yet add new Interest to

your garden even on
gloomy days, for there
clings to me the delight-
ful sentiment of times
long past

SHARONWARE

Sun Dials
The pedestal, 37 inches
high, is made of frost-

proof concrete, the dial
of bronze, and both are

practically imperishable.

PriceComplete, $15.00

There ia an interesting
story behind Sharonwnrr.
Uie artificial stone for
garden furniture. Send
for particulars and illus

trated catalog.

Sharonware Workshop
84LeiinglonAvc., NewYork

No. 4, $36.00

CARRARA MARBLE
BENCHES, FOR THE
GARDEN AND HALL.
MARBLE MANTELS
CONSOLES

S. KLABER & CO.
126 W. 34th ST., N. Y.

Established 1849

"Hour-Glass Chairs

Efficiency Standards for the Tomato Patch

(Continued from page 82)

even surpassing it in yield per plant,

we have Chalks Early Jewel. Of
about the same season as Bonny
Best, it grows to even larger size

and has a longer season of bearing.
This causes it to outyield Bonny Best

considerably, but its fruits are not as

symmetrical, nor does it maintain its

larger size as well toward the end of

the season.
Stone is without question the most

widely known and grown scarlet

main crop sort in cultivation to-day
It is the standby of canners and

gardeners throughout the country,
more seeds of it being needed to

supply the country's demand than of

all the other tomato sorts combined.

Solid, smooth, averaging large size

from first to last of picking, depend-
able in a great variety of soil and in

widely varied climates, we have in

Stone the acme of dependability in

scarlet main crop tomatoes.

Stone has just one competitor, and
that is Coreless. In color and sea-

son of maturity, it is exactly the

same, but its handsome, globe-shaped
fruits average even heavier. It is of

ideal color and exceedingly solid.

The waste at stem and blossom end
has been eliminated, for which
reason housewives will get five slices

out of it, as against three off the old

sorts. Coreless is only about ten

years old!, but it is bound to super-
sede Stone, popular as that standard
is to-day.

Your Woodland Annex

(Continued from page 24)

masses and colonies. Thinning out

the trees here and there to let in

light enough to encourage the flow-

ers, but not enough to encourage the

grass, will usually produce results.

The work of Nature in restoring the

wild flowers can be supplemented by
sowing broadcast the seeds of desir-

able species, which can be readily col-

lected in the neighborhood or pur-
chased cheaply from seedsmen. The
work should be carefully done, but

with avoidance of formality. Here,
as with the shrubs and trees, due

regard must be had for the soil, light,

and moisture requirements of the

plants. It will probably be a year or

more before much bloom is obtained

in this way, for perennials usually
do not bloom the first year from seed.

The use of plants rather than seeds

has many advantages, though it in-

volves more trouble and expense.
Sometimes it is easy to get bulbs and
root-stocks of such plctits as jack-

in-the-pulpit, squirrel corn, Solo-

mon's seal, and bloodroot, for plant-

ing with quick results. Where plants
are used they should be scattered

about in desirable places, where they
will eventually develop into colonies.

THE VALUE OF TRANSPLANTING

The use of plants is particularly
desirable in the case of shrubs, vines

and trees. If there is an inadequate

supply on the premises it is usually

easy to find other sources in the

neighborhood. As a last resort they

may be obtained from nurserymen.
Early in the spring and late in the
fall are the best times for transplant-

ing, though the work can be done

successfully during the growing sea-

son, if sufficient care is taken in

removing a large ball of earth with
the roots and trimming back the tops
to compensate for root injury.

Transplanting work, at least at

first, should be limited to the points
of especial interest. These are at

vantage points along the roads and
trails, or by spring or brook, or about
the pool, or to cut off some portion
of the view. It should be remem-
bered that it is by crowding in

masses that our shrubs of brightest
blossom produce the most superb ef-

fects of spring. The tendency to

plant in stiff and set or too regular
masses is to be studiously avoided.

All woodlands of considerable ex-
tent have their springs and streams
and possibly a pond or a bog. In
some places drainage may be desir-

able to make the woods more health-
ful and pleasant. In others the nat-
ural beauty may be increased by mak-
ing miniature lakes or cleaning out a
slough. A bog garden with pitcher
plants, hardy orchids, cranberries,
pale laurel, wild rosemary, cassandra,

and with a yielding floor of sphag-

num, is one of the most interesting

features of the forest. Trees such as

tamarack, black spruce and white

cedar will grow there too, along with

some of the hardwoods.
The margins of ponds can often

be improved by breaking up the mo-

notony of the vegetation around
them and introducing variety by

planting hardy aquatics here and
there. If the bottom is not rich

enough for water lilies, they can

often be started by putting in rich

earth at certain points. Besides the

pond lilies white, pink and yellow-
there are cattails, arrowhead, iris,

marsh marigold and others to occupy
their favorite places in the water or

along the banks. The brooks and

springs, and even the larger streams,
offer manifold opportunities for the

artist's deft touch with flowers,

shrubs, ferns and mossy stones.

A DEFINITE PLAN ESSENTIAL

The work of restoring the beauty
of a woodland should proceed ac-

cording to some general plan. The
tract should be gone over carefully

many times and the latent possibil-
ities considered. There is need for

imagination, for nothing should be

done by rote. One of the first things
is to provide for protection of the

property. Fires are an unnecessary

evil, and measures should be taken

to prevent their occurrence. Grazing
animals should be excluded. If

woods pasture is necessary, it is bet-

ter to fence off a portion for that

purpose and preserve the remainder.

Fences should be adequate but not

conspicuous. The appearance of the

woods from the outside should be

taken into account, and the view
from the house or grounds made as

attractive as possible and the en-

trance to the tract inviting.
The interior of the woods should

be made accessible by roads for

riding and driving and also hauling.
The location of drives should be de-

termined with care, to get the best

views the place affords. The line of

easiest grade should be followed with
few straight lines and no mathemati-
cal curves. Groups of fine trees are

seen to best advantage when off a

little to one side of the drive and
without too much young growth and

saplings intervening to obscure the

view. The nodes or principal turns
in the drive should be made partic-

ularly attractive by bold groups of

hardy plants or by the opening up of

vistas or spots of special interest

within the woods or to points out-

side. If a road must pass near un-

sightly objects, they should be
screened by planting. If natural

(Continued on page 86)

TRUE ORIENTAL
RUG TEST

Many of my customers have loaned
to museums in different parts nf the
country. Such exhibitions naturally at-
traot the best pieces in every community.
Without exception every rug that it has
beon my pleasure to find and dispose of
to others has been worthy of any exhibi-
tion; and the real satisfaction to me ia

that these rugs are also selected for
their good condition I do not believe
in rugs that are not capable of service.

Through several sources I am confi-
dent that I have the best rug values for
sale today; no new trash, no relics, no
thin, ragged, dull or faded rugs.

L. B. LAWTON, MAJOR, U. S. A., Retired
3 LEITCH AVE., SKANEATELES, NEW YORK

Slue Bird House

Attract the Wild Birds

to Your Premises
Sendfor Catalog

WHIP-O-WILL-O FURNITURE CO.
352 Adams Ave. Scianton, Pa.

Garden Seeds

IF
you want your gar-

den to be a real suc-

cess this year (and of

course you do) send for

our big spring catalog.
The "collections" of

flower and vegetable seeds

on pages 11 and 12, rang-

ing in price from $1.00

upwards, will specially in-

terest you.
Write today. A postal addressed
to us will bring it: free.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
Established 1802

53D Barclay St., through to 54
Park Place, New York

Sunken Path House tiencii House

Your Garden Needs Immediate
Attention I Give It First Aid !

Glass in tho form of hot-beds, cold frames
or a small, ready-made greenhouse must be
provided promptly if you would have early
vegetables or early flowers, for home use or
to sell, when they are worth most.

Sunlight Double Glazed Sashes
arc the best, quickest and least expensive to

operate. They last a lifetime and are com-
plete in themselves. The air space between
the two layers of glass eliminates the need
for mats and shutters and makes earlier and
stronger plants.
Shipment is made the day your order Is

received.
Get our free catalog If you want Prof.

Massey's Booklet on Hot-Bed and Green-
house Gardening, enclose 4 euts in itamps.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.

944

E. Broadway

Louisville
___ Hot- beds

and CokHrame* Ky.
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This Book
On Home

Beautifying
Sent Free

85

Contain* practical
fis on how to make

your home artistic, cheery and inviting.

Explains how you can easily and economi-
cally keep the woodwork, piano and furni-

ture in perfect romilliou.

BUILDING?
Thla book wilt tell you of newest, most at-

j

tractive color combinations for Interior deco-

rating. If you wish we will also semi KKEE
our beautiful colored dollar portfolio show-
ing panels of all i'<>pii!ar woods finished
with Johnson's Wood Finishes Take this

\

ad to your dealer- or write IK-pt. H-G. 4.
,

S. C. Johnaon & Son, Racine, Wia.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

INSUPE

By-\

DIAMOND BRAN:

COMPOSt
Well Rotted Her** Manure Dried. Groand, Odorless
It IB free from weed seeds, largely Humus and
rich In plant foods which are Immediately
available. (>lve your lawns a coating of Com-
post this Spring need not be raked off It wlli
bold the moisture during the Summer and
keep the grass ttreen. Use It In your vegetable
and flower gardens. A Large Grower aptly
aays: "Stable Manure is the only thing that
supplies all the needs for truck gardening,
greenhouses and lawns, with one application."

I'm up in bags. 100 Ins. each.
Write for Circular "B" and prices.

N. Y. STABLE MANURE CO.
'3 Washington Street Jersey City, N. J.

Beautiful
Rose-Gui de

Describes nearly 400 wonderful
Roses. 101 of the very choicest
are marked with a -fc. to assist you
in selecting. Contains 98 pages, 85
Illustrations, 14 in natural colors.

Get acquainted with

"The Best Roses for America**
We nave Rosed for every climate and
purjH.so Climbing, Everbloom ing. Tea
and Tree Roses.

Send todayfor this handsome
bookFREK

The CONARD& Jones Co.
Rote Specirtlimtf

Backed by 50 Yean' Expatmct
Box 12*

_ West Grove,^
P..

Contains all
t b
Kings

and Queens
of the
Gladioli
family. A

mixture of the
latest and most

beautiful
varieties.
For beauty

and quality of
flowers, this
mixture is un-

surpassed. Do
l to have- them in your
i tii-\ t summer.

SO Cents
75 lor Si. 00
All post paid

varii'tienof IM-^OI

bulba- -beautifully illustrat-
ed. Send an order for the

DIOLUS. ..r mail u
tal card today for your
copy.

B.i>:'09(. Waterloo. Iowa

VANITY FAIR
The most successful of all new magazines

Every Issue of Vanity Fair Contains:

f you want to be in (Ac
ocial and artistic swim,
ear off the coupon In the

ower left hand comer of
this pagfond mail it

motfa^eh

THE STAQCi First night and behind -the-scenes

views ol the newest pUyi with portraits.

THE OPERA AND MUSIC) Stories and por-

traits of the new singers, composers, conductors

and whatever is new about the old ones.

THE ARTSi Illustrated news and criticisms ol

pictures, architecture, books and sculpture.

HUMORi The most original and amusing works
ol our young' writers and artists.

PEOPLE t Striking: and unusual portraits of celeb-

rities who help make New York a brilliant, fasci-

nating merry-go-round.

SPORTS. An Illustrated panorama of golf, ten-

nis, football, racing, polo and a dozen other out-

door and indoor sports.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: By intellectually

stimulating essayists and critics.

PARIS AND LONDON: The latest diverting
news from the European capitals.

DANCINat Outdoor dances, indoor dances,

rhythmic dances, cosmic dances.

FASHIONS) from Paris London and New York
lor all discriminating men and women.

DOGS AND MOTORS! Photographs of the

best-bred dogs and the best-built motors, with

descriptions and timely discussion ol them.

SHOPPING: An index to the b*st shops what

they sell; and a shopping offer that is bound
to interest alert men and women.

Ifyou want your brain
kept powdered and well-

groomed for six monthtjutt
tear off, fill In and mall the

little coupon below

Don't Be a Social Back Number

If you are out of step with the whirling progress of our

time ; if you are removed from its magnetic influences;

if, despite your youth, you are becoming an old fogey,

or an old maid, or an old bachelor, or an old bore ; if

your joie de vivre is dying at the roots then you must

read Vanity Fair, and presto! you will be nimble-witted

and agile-minded again the joy of the picnic the life

of the grill-room sunshine in the home.

Six months of Vanity Fair will enable you
to ignite a dinner party at fifty yards

Don't settle down comfortably in the ooze. The world is moving,

moving on all eight cylinders some folks are even moving on

twelve and you might just as well move along with them.

Don't stall yourself on life's highroad and be satisfied to take

everybody else's dust. Hop up and take a little joy ride on

the red and yellow band-wagon Vanity Fair's band-wagon.

Try a Little Dollar Diplomacy !

You think nothing, in your poor deluded way, of paying $2.00

for a theatre ticket, or for a new book, but for only $1 you can

secure six months of Vanity Fair, and with it more entertain-

ment than you can derive from dozens of sex plays or a shelf

full of problem novels.

v
%Sr*. v

, 4, '*
J.. / 'o '4

, -m

We Promise Ton, Solemnly
that Vanity Fair is not

Just one more magazine, or
even a new magazine of an
old kind but an ALTO-
GETHER NEW KIND OP
MAGAZINE. It's an en
tertainine Magazine for

Moderns.

We are not going to print
any pretty girls' heads on
its covers. We are going
to spare you the agony of
sex discussions. We shall

publish no dreary serial
stories. No diaries oftravel.
No hack articles on pre-
paredness. No gloom. No
problem stories. No arti-

cles on tariff, or irrigation,
or railroad rates, or pure
food, or any otfier statist!

cal subject.

Conde Nast, Publisher

Frank Crowninshield
Editor

25 Cento a Copy
Three Dollars * Year

Garden Furniture

Decorations
in Reinforced

Cast Stone

BIRD BATHS

Sun Dials Fountains

Vasts Settees

Flower Boxes

Benches

SmJ for

Price Lot

J. C. KRAUS CAST STONE WOR KS, Inc.

1ST W. 32nd Street New York

YOURS FUR
SB0* THE ASKING

-,...;-
-

This book will

solve the prob-
lems of your

flower and vegetable

gardens, whether you
are an amateur or professional.
It contains a list of all the

standard and specialty farm
and garden seeds, as well as poultry
supplies, and will greatly assist you
in your Spring planting,

Write to-dav for your copy
it's FREE.

W. E. MARSHALL & COMPANY
166 Wt 23rd Street New York

FAB-RIK-O-NA
Interwovens
The Newest Addition to the

famous FAB-RIK-O-NA
line of Woven Wall Coverings

Have all the qualities of the rest

of the Fab-rik-o-na line. Dur-
able, color-fast, sanitary, strong,

crack-proof. Stand hard usage.
Will not shrink and open at

seams. Economical.

They appeal to those who want
the daintiest as well as most
serviceable wall covering. Every
taste can be satisfied in the great

variety of tones and patterns.

Sand for sample* . Our teroicf de-
partment will halp you with your
decorating problem* andput you in
touch with dealers in yourown city.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
Arch Street, Bloomficld. N. J.

Gaunter

eccry-

uAere

At
,

tba

GAUMER GUARANTEE)!
; LIGHTING FIXTURES

Unusually beauti-

ful designs with
a finish that docs
not tarnish- sub-

stantially built for

life-time service.

GAUMER
FIXTURES.

7 .
Look for IKe
GUARANTEE

TAG
bfore you by.

ngfiMt d**tgn*.
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is Wizard Brand Concentrated, Pulverized
Manure. Not only plant food but soil food.

Contains all the elements needed to stimu-
late rapid and continued growth.

CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
is richest natural fertilizer in pure, high-
ly concentrated form. Freed from weed
seeds, dried, sterilized, screened and
pulverized.
Use it for lawn, flowers, vegetable garden,
trees, shrubs, fruit and grain crops.

Write for prices and freight rates.

PULVERIZED MANURE CO.

72 UNION STOCK YARDS, CHICAGO

Ifou could

dip iKis
house

'

iraier

- Stucco, concrete or brick walls absorb
I much water, becoming damp, unsanitary, -~ and disflpured. But they can be water-

proofed aud beautified with

= TRUS-CON =

S It will pay you to learn about Trus-Con~ Waterproofing I'rodu-ts. Write for full Z
information telling your needs.

~

S THE TRUS-CON LABORATORIES =
; 162 Trus-Con Building, Detroit, Mich. ~

Tiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiimimiiimiimmn

That Room You
Are Planning

not too many pic-

tures, just the ones you
like to havearound you ,

a comfortable room
,

a livable room, pos-

sessing the individuality

of your own good
taste and the whole
bathed and softened by
the mellow, harmoni-

ous glow shed forth so

restfully from the del-

icately tinted, exquis-

itely wrought S &- A fix-

tures. The model here

shown is of a partic-

ularly graceful design.

^Vired complete for

two lights beautifully

Antique

$10.80

Ask to see No. 3213 , . .-

FlDish, Antique Gold finished

Length, 36 Inches Gold-
Width. 20lnrhes

Wired complete Tor two
lights, $10. 80

Order from your dealer. If he cannot furnish we
will supply you direct.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Hundreds ofother artistic designs in brackets, fix-

tures, and portables on display in our showrooms

Call and inspect them at your convenience.

Write Today for Helpful Catalog E.
Free on Request

SHAPIRO & ARONSON
2O Warren St., New York City

Your Woodland Annex

(Continued from page 84)

vistas to the outside do not exist, it

is often desirable to make them, as

an occasional glimpse of some beau-
tiful portion of the outside world is

always welcomed. Such vistas should

appear as though accidental and not

a straight gash cut through the

woods. The woods should not be cut

up too much with drives. Other parts
can be reached by trails or mere

paths which require comparatively
little work to build.

INTELLIGENT FORESTRY

The average woodland will be in

need of some clearing. Such dead

timber, dying trees and debris as

make the place unsightly or add to

the fire hazard should be removed.
The leaves, old rotting logs, and
smaller litter, should usually remain
to add to the richness of the soil and

protect the vegetation. If brush is

burned in the woods it should be at

a time' when there is no danger of

the fire spreading, for even light sur-

face fires are destructive. If bird-

houses are constructed, they should
be of a rustic design that will blend
into the general scheme without

prominence.
Many woodland owners dislike the

idea of cutting any of their trees, and

yet the skilful use of the axe is often
the only way to attain good results.

Large spreading old trees may be

wholly obscured by a dense growth
of young saplings, which must be
sacrificed to bring the old tree into

prominence. The forester whose ob-

ject is utilitarian would cut these

spreading "wolf-trees," as he calls

them, to give the young growth a

chance. Which method is right de-

pends upon the purpose of the owner.
Even in a woodland where beauty

is the prime objective, a considerable

portion can be managed along scien-

tific forestry lines. Dense young
stands need to be thinned at inter-

vals, otherwise the trees will grow
tall and spindling and kill one an-
other in their struggle for existence.

Thinning them out gradually im-

proves the appearance of the stand
and leaves the remaining trees in bet-

ter condition for growth. In these

thinnings the finest specimens are al-

ways favored. The stumps should be
cut low and the brush removed if it

is unsightly or a fire menace. In

making a thinning the idea should
be to get an equalization of the crown
space and not uniform distribution
of the trees on the ground.

In all work of this nature it is a

good plan to make haste slowly.
The sudden opening of the dense
woods may result in the death of the
trees it was aimed to stimulate.

Thinnings should be made gradually
to give the trees a chance to beco~e
accustomed to the changed condi-
tions. Again, if openings are too

large the growth of grass is stimu-

lated, which is inimical to the forest

vegetation. Grass should be con-
fined to the meadows and glades.

With Much Taste and Little Money
(Continued from page 21)

lengths that would reach from floor

to ceiling, and using it on the walls.

The cloth was dipped in water and

wrung out by being twisted into a

tight rope, in which condition it was
allowed to remain for ah hour

;
it was

then shaken out, tacked in soft

folds along the top of the walls and
then drawn taut to the bottom of the

baseboard. In the bedrooms the tacks

at the top were covered by a 3"

frieze of chintz, matching that used
on the dressing-tables and beds

;

those at the bottom were hidden by a

strip of quarter-round moulding
painted white. In the living-room
moulding was used at both top and
bottom of the walls and in the dining-
room a frieze of blue and white
checked chintz matched the trimming
on the curtains. By soaking and
then twisting the cheesecloth a soft

crape-like effect was obtained that

was really charming.
The sash curtains were of cross-

barred muslin, and for the other cur-

tains and valances, hung on double
rods. Chintz was used in some of the

rooms, but in the dining-room white
Indian Head cotton, trimmed with
checked chintz. A golden oak dining-

table, too ugly to use and too good
to throw away, was painted in dark
blue enamel paint with a design of

i

conventionalized flowers in orange

j

and green, and a plate-glass top pre-
served the decoration and permitted
the absence of tablecloths. The
chairs were wooden, straight-backed,
but good in line; they were bought
in an unfinished condition from the

manufacturer and painted to match
the table, blue, with a little flower
decoration across the top, and striped
in green. The couch was covered
in green denim piped with white and
piled with orange and blue cushions,

I

while two blue and white plates and
',
a copper tray on the little shelf com-

1

pleted the decoration and added the

final touch to this charming room.
And what was the cost of these

improvements which changed 'a

laborer's cottage into one which has

proved perfectly comfortable for a
woman of simple tastes? A very
small one, compared with the results',

because the owner possessed both
taste and ingenuity. The cost of the

repairs to the foundations, etc., was
$158.16. A bill for $215.53 covered
the lumber and labor necessary for

the building of the little addition,
and the elementary plumbing used
for the little bathroom cost $18, the

tub and washstand having been

bought second-hand. Inside the
house inexpensive materials were
used. The sash-curtains of cross-
barred muslin cost about 20 cents a

yard and the outer white ones were
made of Indian Head cotton at about
18 cents, while the blue and white
chintz with which they were trimmed
cost 65 cents. The plate glass top
to the dining-table, probably the most
expensive thing in the cottage, cost

$8.50 and has vindicated its price over
and over again by its beauty and use-
fulness. Paint was used freely both
inside and outside the house, the bill

for it amounting to $39.10, but never
was money better spent.
The work was done by the village

carpenter on the basis of day's labor.

By this method the contractor's prof-
its were eliminated and in this case
the plan worked well, as the car-

penter was glad of the job and did his

best to give satisfaction The owner
did not leave everything to him but
was often in the village and when
there, constantly at the cottage, work-
ing herself and overseeing things

generally. The results obtained in

this little cottage should encourage
any woman to feel that a summer
home of her own is not beyond the

range of possibilities even should her
bank account not be plethoric.

EASTER SUNDAY fallson April 23d

I^HBEBB^^^B^^H Thousands
of homes have
been cheered,
the weary days
of thousands of
Invalids
and S h u t i n s

Lave been bright-
ened by watch-
ing the wonder-
ful budding and
blooming of our

Magic Lily

of Valley
which flowers In
1.V18 days from

time of planting in our 81'ECIAI.LY pre-
pared MOSSKII;EU.
Pure white, deliriously frasrant, the lovely

bells ri.iK out a JOYOUS EASTER GREETING
to your friends.

We send POSTPAID, with flber to plant
and directions how to grow successfully :

6 pips ..$0.45 20 pips .. 1.10
12 pips . . .75 50 pips . . 2.50

Send orders EARLY. Stock ia limited.

Our SPRING 1016 Gardcrboolc, frll of GOOD things
ia at your command. Send for it.

H. H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren Si, N.Y.

To Own a Greenhouse
The Wise Course

if you have a limited purse ia to
hire an organization which avoids
extravagance and features econ-

omy and speed.

The reputation we have gained in

forty-five years for fast work is

only to be equaled by our reputa-
tion for fine work, and the particu-
lar feature of our service is that
we can give both at the same time
at a minimum of cost.

Each Metropolitan Greenhouse is

built to fill individual require-
ments.
We ask nothing but the privilege
of conferring with you before you
make your decision.

We carry the largest stock in the

country of Single and Double
Light Hotbed Sash and Cold
Frames for immediate shipment.

We go anywhere in the U. S.

to submit plans and prices.

Metropolitan Material Co.
Patented Greenhouses

1400-1416 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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800 best Dahlias
All the finest varieties to date in

decorative, fancy, cactus, show, peony-
flowered, collarette, Century and

pompon dahlias

are described

and illustrated

HERBERT'S
1916 Catalog
Contains full
directions o n

growing any
amateur can
raise these fine

flowers.

Also includes the finest

Cannas, Gladioli, Lilium and
other summer-flowering bulbs.

Send today for your copy
it is FREE.

Cactus Dahlia
Johannesburg

$1 Dahlia Offers

10 cactus, named;
lOdecorative,
name<l; 10 show,
named. Any one
of these collec-

tions, our selec-

tion of varieties,
delivered postpaid
for $1.

DAVID HERBERT

AND SON

Box471,ATCO,N.J.

100 acres devoted to

dahlia culture the

largest plant in the
world.
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Water Lilies for Your Garden
You can grow these beauti-

ful flowers just as easily as as-

ters or sweet peas. A half-

barrel or a small pool is all

you need. 1 can help you with

your plans and in selecting the

right varieties.

My 1916 Catalogue
gives full instructions
for planting, with de-
scriptions of varieties
and pictures of tubs and
pools. 1 will be pleased
to mail a copy to you
on request.

WILLIAM THICKER
Water-Lily Specialist,
Box C, Arlington, N. J

Horsford's Cold
Weather Plants
And Flower Seeds that Grow

Bulbs, Plants,

Fruits

Our list of Ger-
man and other
iris alone
would furnish
material for a

hardy garden.

We have wild
flowers, hardy
ferns, lilies, peo-
nies, woodhlies,
foxgloves, wild
orchids shrubs,
trees and vines.

Illustrated

catalogJfree.

F. H. HORSFORD
Charlotte. Vermont

Water Your Garden

This Way
JUST

turn on the water,
then turn the water any

way you want it to water,
and let it water like the gentle
rains of the heavens.

One line fifty feet long will
water 2500 square feet, or a
distance of 25 feet on each side.

$11.75 buys just such a portable
line that can be attached directly
to your garden hose. It is

equipped with special coupling so
it can be quickly and easily moved.

Spray nozzles are of brass. Pipe
is galvanized. 50-foot portable line
$1 1.75. Delivery prepaid east of
Mississippi, if remittance is sent
with order.

An acre equipment costs so little
as $125.

Send for Portable Line Booklet.

THE SKINNER
IRRIGATION CO.
231 Water Street Troy, Ohio

cJhe Spriw
NUMBER OF

VOGUE

Vogue

is now on sale throughout
the United States

A profusely illustrated numberpre-

senting the complete description of

the Spring Fashions, the successful

creations of each couturier which ,

taken collectively, establish the

Spring and Summer mode. Vogue

suggests
that before you spend a penny on

your new clothes, before you even

plan your wardrobe, you consult its

great Spring and Summer Fashion

Numbers. During the very months

that these numbers are appearing

you will be spending hundreds of

dollars for suits, gowns, hats, etc.

$2 Invested inVogue may save you$200

The gown you buy and never wear is the really expensive

gown ! Gloves, boots, hats, that miss being exactly what

you want, are the ones that cost more than you can afford!

Why take chances again this year when by simply sending
in the coupon, and at your convenience paying $>2 a tiny

fraction of the loss on a single ill-chosen hat or gown you
can insure the correctness of your whole wardrobe?

Vogue is a beautifully illustrated magazine; the acknowl-

edged authority on what is worn by well-dressed American
women. Here are your twelve numbers (and one extra):

'Spec/a/ Offer
The Spring Fashion
Number is already on

the newsstands. If you
enclose the $2 with the

coupon below, we will

send you, with our com-

pliments, this first com-

prehensive description of

the fashions for Spring
and Summer, making 13

numbers instead of 12.

Or.if more convenient,

end coupon without

money, and we
will enter your

subscription
r'ewt>>. 'V. forthenext&&LW i2-""

Sprinf Fashions* April 1

The last word on Spring gowns, waists and
accessories.

\\V%.

Smart Fashions for Lim-

ited Incomes April 15
First aid to the fash-
ionable woman of not
unlimited means.

Brides and

Summer Homes May 1

A journey "thro*
pleasures and pal-
aces." News for the
bride

America*TraTtl May IS
Places in our own
country well worth a
visit at least

Summer
Fashiou June 1

The final showing of
the Summer modes
that will be

In the

Country Joe IS
Soc iet y takes to sports
and life in the open

Hot Weather

Fashions July 1

The correctward*
robe for all out-
door sports

Hoitess July IS
The newest ideas in
mid-sum rnrr enter-
tainments

London and Paris Anf. I
War-stricken Europa
regains her balance
and sends us new
and fresh ideas

Childre'i

Faihioni Aug. 1 5
Outfits for the infant
and for the school boy
and Rirl

Forecast of Autumn
Fashions September 1

Advance models
gathered at the great
Paris Fashion Open-
ings

Autumn

Millinery Sept. 15
The best one hun-
dred model hats Paris
has produced for the
Autumn

Paris

Openings October I

The complete story
of the Paris Openings
establishing the mode

"Nine out of leu women copy
what the tenth dues; the tenth

it a reader of VOGUE"

A 24

Kneeling rack
with cushion

(or weeding
garden.
$2.75

A 25

Work baket
lor flower
garden. with

tools.

$5.60

A 23

Work basket
'

and tools for

flower gar-
den. Thii
style is pat-
terned after

our English
flower basket.

$7.75

A 29
Kneeling rack with cushion.

$6.75

A 30

We allow $2.25 where
tools are not wanted with

garden baskets.

Send for catalog of gar-
den baskets and willow fur-

niture.

WHIP-O- WILL.O
FURNITURE Co.
352 Adams Ave., Scranton, Pa.
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Cover Your Porch
Floors and Roofs with

CON-SER-TEX
Above all things you are in-

terested in your home. You are

always willing to add to its

coziness and charm.
Here's an opportunity to make your

porch floors and roofs give satisfac-

tory service. Your opportunity lies

in the use of CON-SER-TEX, a
scientifically treated canvas roofing.

When properly laid it lasts longer
than tin or shingles and other roofing
materials. It is much easier and
cheaper to lay. It is mildew proof.
It deadens the noise of the rain and
stops the rattle of the wind. It les-

sens work and the cost of repairs.
The cold of the blizzard or the heat
of midsummer does not affect it.

It adds charm and neatness to your
home because it lays flat clings tight
and does the work. Generous samples,
price list and descriptive matter upon
request. Write today for our inter-
esting little booklet, "Roofing Fact*
and Figures."

WM. L BARRELL COMPANY
8 Thomas Street New York City

Chicago Distributor :

Co. B. Carpenter & Co., 430-40 Wells Street

California Distributors:
Waterhouse & Price Co., Los Angeles

The Pacific Building Material Co., San Francisco

The Famous

Cactus Dahlia

Golden Gate

TSIS
dahlia was used in preference

o chrysanthemums or other dahlias
'or decorations by the Suffragettes
)f Oyster Bay last fall. The best all-

around dahlia In existence; a tried

and true novelty and tlie most attractive gar-
den dahlia ever introduced.

Winners of numerous first prizes and cer-
tificates of meritcaused a sensation when
exhibited in New York and other parts of
the country Introduced by us in 1914, and
is now considered, by leading dahlia spe-
cialists and amateurs, to be the finest,

largest and best blooming dahlia ever intro-
duced. 3 to 6 giant blooms up to 10 Inches
in diameter will open at one time on each
3 to 4 ft. stems. Your garden is not com-
plete without this wonderful chrysanthe-
mum-like dahlia. The beautiful, dazzling,
golden yellow color of the flower will delight
and attract everyone. This dahlia is

drought-blight and insect-proof and will
bloom when others fail, and is to dahlias
what King Humbert is to cannas or Ameri-
can Beauty is to roses. We have hundreds
of testimonials confirming above claims.

We grow all of the best of the newer dah-
lias and are proud to boast that the Golden
Gate is still the best garden dahlia. Send
in your order at once as we have an enorm-
ous sale on this variety and may be sold
out later. Send your order now and have
Golden Gate blooming in your garden this
year. One large field root for 50 cents
postpaid. $5 per dozen. Our dahlias were
given three first prizes at the American dah-
lia Show. We carry all the good ones of
new and standard sorts, all free bloomers
that have made good for florists' use.

We handle all the new standard
sorts of Holland Peony Dahlias that
are so popular this year. They are
free bloomers of large artistic flowers
on long stems and are extra good
for either cutting or for the garden.
Send for prices.

No shy bloomers listed in our 1916
catalog that Will be mailed free on
application .

LONG ISLAND
DAHLIA GARDENS
Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

Small, compact "cat" feet are

among the points to look for

The Gentleman's Terrier

{Continued from page 27)

the best type of thoroughbred.
In America the fox terriers out-

number any other variety. The ca-
nine population recorded by the dog
license records of the cities show two
fox terriers to one dog of any other

breed, but most of these so-called fox
terriers are of more than doubtful

ancestry and very nondescript ap-
pearance. Every small dot;', mainly
white, splotched with markings of

black, tan, smutty brindle and what-
not, whose tail has been docked, is not
a fox terrier. Short, spindly legs ;

dumpy, shapeless bodies
; thick skulls

and snippy noses ; large pop eyes and
great, floppy ears are not the dis-

tinguishing physical characteristics of
the breed that has been well called

"the gentlemen of the terriers."

There are thousands of these cari-

cature fox terriers all over America.
It is quite bad enough that such un-

lovely looking dogs should masquer-
ade under the name of a good breed;
but it is far worse that their disposi-
tion and character or rather lack of
character should be charged up
against their thoroughbred name-
sakes. These counterfeits, to give
them their due, are usually bright,
but they are also usually yappy,
snappish little dogs, lacking in cour-

age and without any real personality.
The thoroughbred, on the other hand,
fairly teems with terrier character.
He shows his breeding, too, in every
curve of his outline, in every move-
ment of his lithe muscles.

ROUGH COATS AND SMOOTH
In either wire or smooth jacket the

fox terrier is a gentleman's dog, but
it is remarkable what a difference

the two coats make in his appearance.
The smooth fox terrier is a little

patrician, a clean-cut young gentle-
man of the beau monde; his rough-
coated brother is the young sports-
man of the family, no less gently
born, but fonder of the hunting fr!d
than of the drawing-room. The
smooth dog has a neat, trim, just-
out-of-the-bandbox appearance. The
wire seems preeminently rough and
ready. Their expressions, too, are
different. The former has a bright,
keen, varminty look, while the whisk-
ers and rough eyebrows of the latter

give him a fascinating, quizzically
alert expression.
Though the friends of the two va-

rieties find in each their favorite
characteristics which they cannot
discover in his brother, there is really
little or no difference in their dispo-

sitions. The smooth's supporters are

pleased to consider their dog some-

thing more of a gentleman than the

wire, in whom they seem to notice a
certain unseemly boisterousness. On
the other hand the wire dog's ad-

herents find him more gritty, less

given to barking, and not such a

tramp as the smooth. These fancies

are the offspring of imagination
and prejudice. The dogs that are so

very different may be full brothers,
for breeders not infrequently mate
the two varieties. If you like a
smooth coat best, the smooth fox ter-

rier is certainly more desirable and
attractive ; but if you prefer a rough
jacket, the wire is obviously the bet-

ter dog. There is simply no compari-
son between the two. The smooth
coat, it is worth while to remember,
is trim, neat, attractive with almost
no care, but it sheds badly in spring
and fall, while the wire jacket, being
a better protection against wet and
cold, makes a hardier dog, which, al-

though it does not shed, requires
much combing and trimming.

POINTS TO LOOK FOR
The points of the two varieties

are identical. Both dogs to be typi-
cal must have long, lean heads. To
avoid any suggestion of a "foxy
look," the skull must be narrow, the

cheeks clean, and the foreface must be
well filled in. This gives the much
desired "long, punishing jaw." The
ears must be small, V-shaped and

placed quite high on the corners of
the skull, for nothing spoils the keen
terrier expression more than low,

heavy ears. For the same reason

large, yellow eyes are barred. The
neck should be quite long, rising

gracefully from the lines of back
and chest, adding much to the dog's
aristocratic carriage. The "front" is

an important item in fox terrier per-
fection. It consists of smooth, slop-

ing shoulders, like those of a thor-

oughbred race horse ; a pair of front

legs as straight and even as a couple
of pocket rulers, ending in small,

compact "cat" feet. The back should
be short and level, the chest and
brisket deep, and the loin cut up,

though an exaggerated "wasp waist"
is a fault showing weakness. Strong
hind legs, with straight, well let

down hocks, giving him two power-
ful springs to drive him forward at

a racing gallop, are demanded by the
critical judge. The dog is topped off,

as it were, with a gaily carried tail.

{Continued on Cage 90)

Planet Jr Seeder and Wheel Hoe
at work in a suburban garden.

Grow Your Own
Vegetables

Cut down your living expenses. You'll
be astonished how easy it is to save time,
labor, and money, and get bigger and
better crops when you use

Planet Jr
No. 4 Planet Jr Combined Hill and Drill Seeder,

Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow include* practi-
cally every tool needed to plant and cultivate a
large or small garden and plow up scratching
yards. Can be used by man, woman, or boy.
Costs little and lasts a lifetime. Fully guaran-
teed. 30 oUier styles of seeders and wheel hoes
various prices.
New 72-page Catalog (184 illustrations) free!
Describes over 70 tools, including 12 entirely

new ones, and improvements to our Seeders.
Wheel Hoes. Horse Hoes, Harrows. Orchard- ,

Beet- and Pivot-wheel Riding Cultivators. Writ*
postal for It today!

S L Allen & Co BoxlllOK Philadelphia

KELSEV
HEALTH MEAT

Prescribed by

Old Doc

Common Sense

The very first thing

your own doctor tells

you when feeling a bit

laggy is
,
"Get out in the

air, fill your lungs.
Don't sit around any
more than you have to

in the usual overheated,-

poorly ventilated

rooms."
If it's fresh air you need

to get well Old Doc Com-
mon Sense says, its fresh
air you need to keep well.

That's why the Kelsey
Heat is called the Health
Heat. It ventilates while it

heats. The air in your
home can be just as fresh,
just as full of health giving
oxygen, as the sunshiny
outdoors air. And you can
heat any room in any
weather, no matter what
way the wind blows.
Burns less coal than any

other heats. We can prove it.

Send for Booklet Some
Saving Sense on Heating.

HLT
I WARM AIR GENERATOR

237 James Street, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
103-K Pirk Avenue 2767-K Lincoln Avenue
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The Countryside Handbooks
25 cts. each, 6 for $1.25, postpaid

SIX HANDY VOLUMES POCKET SIZE

MAKING A BULB-GARDEN MAKINGAROWER.GARD
PLANTING THE HOME GROUNDS

THEGOUNTRYSIDEHANDBOOKS ^- THE COUNTRYSIDEHANDBOOKS
THEGDUNTRYSIDEHANDBOOKS

J( "
4 l

XttWr.HOTBEDS AND COLD

THE COUNTRYSIDEHA

THE COUNTRYSIDE
HARRISBURG.

These Handbooks are 4}.{ x 6} (

'

inches; bound in flexible boards
with three-color imprint, printed from new plates

MAKING A FLOWER-GARDEN
This is a subject of interest to every man or woman

living in the country, regardless of the amount of land at

their disposal. This handbook contains 75 pages, fully

illustrated, and has a complete planting table for flowers,

including annuals, shrubs and perennials ;
also the garden

month by month showing the things one should do every
month from January to December.

MAKING A VEGETABLE-GARDEN
This handbook is fully illustrated, and contains a

planting table for vegetables. The chapters include

"Planning and Planting," "A Vegetable Garden for a

Small Family," "Nine Vegetables Every Man Ought to

Grow," "The Late Started Garden"
;
also a chapter de-

voted to the garden month by month, and discusses the

attention which should be given the vegetable-garden
every month in the year, and contains valuable sugges-
tions for the amateur gardener.

HOTBEDS AND COLDFRAMES
A handbook of 75 pages, freely illustrated, and tells all one

needs to know about making and caring for hotbeds and cold-
frames. This subject is now interesting thousands of people.
The chapters include "Hotbeds and Coldframes all the Year
Round," "The Construction of Hotbeds and Coldframes," "The
Advantages of a Hotbed," "Giving the Garden an Early Start,"
"Two Practical Small Greenhouses," "Things to Grow in a
Coldframe."

FIGHTING GARDEN PESTS
One of the most practical handbooks in this series

dealing with a subject about which an amateur gardener
knows very little. The instructions are given in the

simplest language, and no one can make a mistake if the

directions are carefully followed. This little handbook
includes a table of insects and diseases, with methods of

control, and also contains a final page of spraying memor-
andum for personal use, and complete spraying-table.

PLANTING THE HOME GROUNDS
One of the most complete treatises on the subject, con-

tained in a small compass, ever written. Nothing like it

has ever been published. As a guide for planting the

home grounds, it is alone worth the price of the whole set.

This handbook is uniform with the others, is fully illus-

trated, and covers the subject completely.

MAKING A BULB-GARDEN
A fully illustrated handbook, containing a planting-

table, together with diagrams showing the combination of

color so necessary in providing a beautiful display of

flowering bulbs. The best bulbs to use are recommended,
including tulips for display, exhibition hyacinths, and
other varieties. A table of cultural requirements, as well

as a planting-table, are also included.

These books will be forwarded on receipt of price by

THE SUBURBAN PRESS, 334 Fourth Avenue, New York City
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G arden
comfort

Your garden this summer will be

the most inviting spot in the world

ifyou make ita "ComfortGarden."

Place a curved bench in one corner,

an arbor seat in another and per-

haps a tea table and chairs within

its shelter and you will have an
outdoor living-room of comfort

and charm. Our Old English

garden furniture graces the finest

estates in America. Send for our

Portfolio Catalog, which will help

you to make the most of your

garden and lawn.

North Shore FerneriesCo.
BEVERLY, MASS.

New York Agents:

THE GARDEN GATEWAY
31 East 48th Street

Stained u>ith Cabot's Creosote Stains
C. M. Hart, Architect,

Bay Shore, N. Y.

Shingled Houses
are warmer in winter and
cooler in summer than

tiled, slated, clapboarded,
or gummed-paper houses.

They cover the surface

with three insulating layers
and non-conducting air-

spaces, and no other finish

does this. They are also

much more picturesque and
attractive, and they admit
of far more varied and
beautiful coloring than any
other finish.

Cabot's Creosote Stains
color them in beautiful tones
of moss - green, bark - brown,
silver gray, etc., and the creo-
sote thoroughly preserves the
wood and makes it less inflam-
mable.
You can get Cabot's Stains all over
the country. Send for stained wood
samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chetniiti
131 MUk Street Boston, Mass.

The Gentleman's Terrier

(Continued from page 88)

Color and markings, contrary to dog is predominately white, with

popular opinion, count for almost either black, black and tan, or tan

nothing in judging a fox terrier. An markings, he is correct. Brindle and

attractively marked dog in a show liver markings, in the old days a

ring will arrest a judge's attention sign of unorthodox breeding, are dis-

favorably, and a narrow white blaze qualified by the standard. They sel-

up the face will give the impression dom appear in any thoroughbred
of greater length of head

;
but if the family.

In c o n n e c -

tion with Mr.

Hqynes' article on
the "gentleman's
terrier," it is in-

teresting to note
that at the recent Westminster
Kennel Club show in New York the

prize for the best dog of any breed
exhibited was awarded to the wire-
haired fox terrier Matford Vic,
whose photograph is here repro-

duced. This splen-
did little dog won
the same honor at

the 1 !> 1 .') show,
which makes her
the second con-

testant that has ever received the

premier prize for two consecutive

years. The first case, by the way,
was that of another wire dog of
the same breed. Warren Remedy.

Photograph by Tauskey

Houses with Their Backs to the Street

(Continued from page 17)

a place to entertain in, and what a

refuge when she is determined not
to entertain ! Mrs. Jones, who used
to run across the lawn whenever Mrs.
Smith appeared on the side piazza,
has ceased her impromptu visitations.

If Mrs. Smith has a headache, or is

deep in a detective story, or wants to

write an urgent letter, she can take

to the open air without instantly at-

tracting Mrs. Jones. That estimable

lady still calls, but at more seasonable
hours.

Then, too, the Smiths have gained
a recessed porch, habit-

able despite showers, and
an adornment to their

"garden front." What
was Bridget's domain
once is now theirs. And
if the ash cans, clothes

line and that sort of

thing involves rather a

problem, it is solved by
a screen of hedge or
vined lattice. Even the
tradesmen's incursions
are provided for. In-

stead of visiting the back

door, as formerly, the
tradesmen apply at a

service entrance fronting
the street.

Indoors, everything is

gained, nothing lost. The
servants have the street

to look out upon and en-

joy it. The Smiths have
the garden to look out

upon and enjoy that.

Drawing room, living
room, library and their

chambers above face the
private park at the rear.

Meanwhile Smith's architect chuckles.
He had had the lark of a lifetime de-

signing that house two fronts in-

stead of one, twice the opportunity
for aesthetic effect, and three or four
times the usual test of ingenuity all

around.

Longer than most houses, as it fills

the entire width of the lot, Smith's
is proportionately shallower, so that
the arrangement of rooms calls for
niceties

_
less imperative elsewhere,

and besides there is Smith's automo-
bile to consider. A garage at the
rear would encroach on the garden,

while requiring a roadway under the
house. So be it. The roadway be-

comes the garage.

AMBIGUOUS ENTRANCES

Moreover, there is the question of
those two front entrances. Suppose
tradesmen should" present themselves
at the guest entrance, guests at the
service entrance? Mrs. Ole Bull's

house in Cambridge, one of the earl-
iest American experiments in the re-

versed style of building, was simply
an ordinary mansion turned right-

about-face. When you
received your first invi-

tation to a conference on

comparative religions
there, and hastened to

attend, you raged about
in a fever of maddened
perplexity for a bad five

minutes, and then taking
the bit in your teeth,
rushed in. Ten to one

you found yourself not

among Swamis and The-
osophists, but among
pots and pans. Even
French houses with their

backs to the street some-
times afford ambiguities,
and even after the visitor

has passed through the

guest entrance. Mr.
Stoddard Dewey, the ac-

complished Paris corre-

spondent, tells me that

he has never yet paid a

call at 21 Rue Vallette
without blundering into

the coal-hole. To pre-
vent such disasters, the

guest entrance must be
made both showy, to a degree, and

pronouncedly conspicuous, while the

broad hall it opens into must head

unequivocally to a reception room. It

is one thing to be retiring and pleas-

antly aloof from untoward bustle,

but quite another to shut oneself off

so completely that one's friends lose

their way 'twixt street and salon.

What does all this prove? That
every house should turn its back
to the street? No such thing. It

proves only that when conditions
make the plan attractive, it is entirely
feasible.

Miiiimiiimiiiiiiiiimimiimimiimiiiiiimiimimiimimiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiii'^

ROBIN REDBREAST
|

Has he a

I HOME IN YOUR YARD?
I

Here is a jolly
little red cedar home
for Robin. Hang it

on your porch or in

a tree. He will sing
you awake these
spring mornings.
House. No. 4, $1.00.

Other houses especial'y designed for Blue-
birds. Chick-a-dees, Wrens. Martins, Nut-
hatches. Swallows. Flickers and Titmice. AH
made of sound Red Cedar, weather and insect

proof. Prices, $1.00 up.

THISRED
CEDAR
CHAIR
$4.00

Built tor utility and comfort; rain
and borers will not injure it; solid
as a rock, yet handsome and decora-
tive. 40 inches high, with bark still

on wood. Chair No. 124, $4.00.

Please order these artMes by number and
enclose check, money-order or kills. Bird-

house or chair sent freight collect, un.ess

otherwise ordered.

We ship direct to you Only one profit!

By all means, send for our beau-
5 tiful illustrated catalogue of rustic

furniture. Our line is absolutely
complete.

| JerseyKeystoneWoodCo. i

Trenton, New Jersey
niiiiiiiiiiimimiimiiuiimiiiMimiiiiiimii niiiminiiHiitJiin.'r

Bird Houses at Mr. Stanton's Home. St.

Joe. Mich. On left, a "home-made" Martin
house, which stood three years without at-

tracting hirds. On riRht. a Dodson Martin
House which brought the Martins first week
it was up. Bluebird House in center. When
you put up Dodson Houses you get song birds
to live with you,

If You Want Birds Put Up

Dodson Bird Houses
Any Jack-Carpenter can make a box

imd call it a bird house. But he can't
win birds with it. For nearly 20 years I

have worked for American song birds. I

studied and worked for several years to

get my first two bird houses just right.
There are thousands of genuine Dodson
Bird Houses up and occupied in America
today.

It is not just a house you want;
it is song birds. Get Dodson Houses.
Send for the free book which tells how
to win birds. This book illustrates
the 20 styles of Dodson Bird Houses,
Shelters, etc., and tells how to win
and care for Wrens, Bluebirds, Mar-
tins, Flickers, Chickadees, etc.

Dodson catch ins thousands all over TL 8.

Sparrow ^ other tra P Iike l^s - Double
SC.. Funnel and automatic drop coui-
raP bined. Price, $6.

Nature Neighbors is the best set of
books about birds ever published. Free
folder and picture of birds in natural
colors.

JOSEPH H. DODSON
731 Harrison Ave., Kankakee, 111.

Mr. Dodson is a Director f the Illinois Aurtu-
bon Society, the American Audubon Associa-
tion, Life Member of the Missouri and Michi-
gan Audubon Societies, a Member of the Nat-
ional Audubon Society, the Massachusetts
Audubon Society, the American Bird Handing
Association, and the American Ornithologists'
Union.
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Coming and Going
four hundred motor worries can

attack four hundred motorists in a

day's trip.

Out of the host of letters from the readers of

Leslie's Motor Department who take their auto

troubles to Harold W. Slauson, Mechanical

Engineer, four hundred that touch on things
that could happen to anybody "coming and

going" have been bound together with their

answers in a booklet for your convenience.

This little collection of average motor worries and the way
to settle them may be of more use to you than you
think. It is yours for the asking. As we have only a

limited number of the books we must be sure that you
are a motorist so please indicate the name of your /
car on the coupon. / QU^U"

/ (own) a

Harold
'. Slauson, M.E.

ie's Motor Department
225 Fifth Ac,.. NtwYork

Leslies
Illustrated WeeUy Newspaper

225 Fifth Avenue New York

Please send me "Motorist's

booklet. I drive

car

Name .

Address. .
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EXQUISITE REPRODUCTIONS
of (010 JftigltBrt furniture

DANERSK DECORATIVE
FURNITURE

Write for booklet "A"
ERSKINE - DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street New York

Fabrics as Fresh as Spring Itself

(Continued front f>age 53)

THE ideal of refrigeration
requires 100% perfection

in these four points.
(1) Cleanliness.

(2) A strong and positive circula-
tion of cold, dry air.

(3) Coldness or low tempera-
ture.

(4) Ice conservation.

Some refrigerators have a high per-
centage in one of these features, some in
another some in two or three. But the
nigh average in all four points goes to the

"MONROE"
Refrigerator

Cleanliness is assured by its food com-
partments of solid porcelain ware over
an inch thick with all corners rounded.
No metal to corrode no enamel to chip
not a single crack, crevice or corner to
harbor dirt or germs. As easy to clean
and keep clean as a china dish.

Special construction features based on
scientific principles provide for a strong
and free circulation of cold, dry air.

Low temperatura is assured by heavy
and efficient insulation and "cold-tight"
.c.iistructiiin throughout, also liy tightflt-
ting doors that lock automatically when
shut. No leakage of cold air here to off-
set other economical features. This all
contributes to minimum lae consumption,
which means small Ice cost.

Ths "MONROE" is built like fine fur-
niture. The price is not the lowest. But
the low ice consumption and lifetime serv-
ice it gives make it by far the most eco-
nomical.

The "MONROE" is not sold in stores,
but shipped direct from our factory
freight prepaid on 30 days' approval w'ith
a guaranty of full satisfaction or money
refunded.

Write for Our Complimentary Book
<>n refrigeration. It tells many important
"licit weather" food facts and how you can
have a "MONROE" in your home on ap-
proval for 30 days where you can judge
fur yourself if It is not the only refrigera-
tor that will fully measure up to your re-
quirements. There is no obligation Your
name and address will bring the Book
promptly.

MONROE REFRIGERATOR CO.

44 Benson Street Lockland. Ohio

Embroidered by
hand and machine
on 36" ecru linen
are little green
floiver vases with-
in yellow ovals,
the flowers being
yellow, blue, vio-

let and red. $3.40.
Also made with

ovals in violet

"Ladybells" with
exceptional deco-
rative quality for
upholstering o r

hangings; an all

black embroidery
on a 36" linen of

ecru. $2.65

Another embroidered
36" linen with vari-

colored leaves, flowers
and birds, $4.50

Excellent for a
breakfast room or
porch is an ecru
linen, 36" wide,
embroidered with
black lines and
baskets of fruit in
worsted in soft
shades of brown,
green, orange and

violet. $3.65

Black and blue
bell flowers with
black and blue
stripes on a 36"
ecru linen give
this fabric an un-
usual note of dis-

tinction. $2.65

porch fabrics are as inexpensive as

they are effective.

HAND-STENCILED SUNFASTS

In addition to these regular com-
mercial linens and cretonnes are some
splendid hand-stenciled sunfast fab-
rics. The background is of rather

coarse-grained natural colored linen
of splendid wearing quality, and the

designs are direct, vigorous and of

good symmetry. They have a deco-
rative quality distinctly Viennese in

character. These fabrics are new and
have the interest that all handwork
possesses. Set bouquets of clear-
colored flowers, stiff black flowers
with a lined background, impossible
blossoms never seen on land or sea,
these are the designs. And they are

particularly adapted for summer
porch use, as the colors are fadeless,
and in summer, we can stand gcod
strong colors.

EMBROIDERED FABRICS

Peasant work has its especial ap-
peal, and the ideas are being carried
out in a new industry with promi ..ing
success. A linen cloth of homespun
texture has color patterns worked
out partly by hand, partly bv machine.

|
This combination lessens the cost of

production and the hand and machine
work are so cleverly combined that

it all looks like handwork. The de-

signs are splendidly chosen, one
"mille-fleur" with its varied odd flow-
ers scattered here and there has tre-

mendous decorative possibilites. For
bedspreads nothing could be better.

There are fruit baskets and garlands
of flowers suitable for window hang-
ings, chair coverings and pillows. It

is interesting to note that this work
is done by peasant women in a little

town near New York under the direc-

tion of a woman who has studied

peasant work abroad.

KNOTTED AND DYED FABRICS

Another new fabric of decorative

possibilities is knotted, dyed and batik

work. With this, too, is combined
stenciling. Costumes have been made
by this process for some time, but it

has only lately been brought within
the reach and to the notice of house
furnishers. The material, cotton or

silk, is tied in knots and dyed, the
knotted part remaining uncolored.
With the changing of the tightness
and position of the knots the effect

of the color is varied.

(Continued on page 94)

ATTRACT THE BIRDS
"JTIIS

beautiful garden piece as well as

hundreds of other exquisite Italian

OLD IVORY TINTED POTTERY
pieces are

shown in

our new
Garden

Pottery Catalog.
Shapely vases

and pots, graceful
sundials and
benches and many
other things are in-

cluded for indoor
or outdoor use.

Wheatley Pottery
i s weatherproof,
tough, hard and
very inexpensive.
Send for Catalog.
Order direct from
the Pottery. We
pay freight on all

purchases amount-
ing to $5.00 or
over East of
Denver.

POTTERY, 242? Reading Road. Cincinnati
Established 1x79

"Bird
Bath"
No.
319A
33 in.

high
Bow
22 in.

wide
Price
$13.00

WHEATLY

Interest Your

Children in a Garden
When the lure of spring is in the

air, and there is pure joy in simply
being out of doors, every childish heart
has a wish to "make a garden." For
the boy or girl who has this desire
there is nothing more appropriate or
useful than

The

Mary Frances

Garden Book
By JANE EAYRE FRYER
Authored "The, Mara France* Cook"*'* Mara Franc Sowing*. . _ . ranc* >f

Hook," and thr.
R
Mary Fran

l/lll"i> /.!' i

'

In the simplest possible
words and style, and in the
most fuscinating kind of
story, the Mary Frances
Garden Book actually
teaches children how to

grow all their favorite flow-
ers and vegetables how
to prepare the soil, how
to plant the seeds, how
to plant bulbs, the
name of parts of flow-

ers, how plants grow by
fertilization and repro-
duction, how to guard
against Insect enemies, how
to care for growing plants,
how to make a hotbed,
what flowers and vegetables
are best for children's gar-
dens, etc., etc.. and gives
an outline of each month's
work for a year, ft gives
the little reader a more In-

telligent knowledge of the '

processes of Nature, and of
how to direct them in gar-
dening, than the majority
of grown people possess.
It also instills a love
and appreciation o f

plant and animal life,
and of all Nature.

Colored Illustrations
on Every Page

SENT AI1 Charges
Prepaid for
Examination

Because we cannot ade-
quately describe the
charm and value of this
unique h o o k we will
gladly send It anywhere
on approval, all charges
prepaid. If It does not
exceed your expectations,
send it hack at our ex-
pense. If you want it,

simply remit the price.
$1.50, and 20 cents post-
ace.
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Daniels - By Henry

A letter from
Hartford Shock Absorber

to Metropolitan

"You have asked me why the Metropolitan was se-

lected as an advertising medium for Hartford Shock
Absorbers.

"A frank question merits a frank answer.

"We selected the Metropolitan because it is so inter-

esting, 'snappy/ and up to date, that we found our-
selves looking forward to receiving the next issue
of the Metropolitan, and we felt that it was reasonable
to stispect that possible, prospective purchasers of our
products were doing the same thing.

"Hartford Suspension Company,
"A Waterman,

General Manager."

The following automobile and accessory advertisers
used 3633 lines of space in the March issue of the

Metropolitan:

Thomas B. Jeffery Company
Electric Storage Battery Company
Timken Company
The White Company
American Chain Company, Inc.
The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company
Lee Tire & Rubber Company
Hartford Suspension Company
Klaxon Horn (Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co.)
On Pont Fabrtkoid Company

This is the March cover of the magazine that carries nearly four times

as much automobile advertising as any other general monthly magazine
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GRANULATED CALCIUM CHLORIDE
Clean Odorless Efficient

Shipped direct to your station in

air-tight packages ready to apply

Stock carried at many points
Write for illustrated Road Book

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.
406 Milton Ave., Solvay, N. Y.

PLUMBING FIXTURES

You who build or remodel this

ijear will want 'Standard" ecjuip-
ment for bathroom, kitchen and
lauiidru. I ou will want a

'Standard" Built-in Bath with

its graceful lines, its solidity, its

whiteness.

Aalc ijour architect or plumber

Standard" Flumking Fixtures, or see

tkem at amj Standard" showroom.

Identify tliem tij tKe 'Standard" green

Olid gold guarantee label. Mfrite to-

daxj for copy of "Modern Bathrooms."

Standard .Sanitaus IDfe- Co.

DEPT. 40, PITTSBURGH

You will be welcome at amj
of these 'Standard" Showrooms

NEW YORK 35 W. 31 ST
BOSTON 186 DEVONSHIRE
PHILADELPHIA 1215 WALNUT
WASHINGTON SOUTHERN BLDQ.
PITTSBURGH I OS SIXTH
CHICAGO 90O S. MICHIGAN
ST. LOUIS IOO N. FOURTH
CLEVELAND 44O9 EUCLID
CINCINNATI 633 WALNUT
TOLEDO SI 1-321 ERIE
YOUNGSTOWN N. CHAMPION
COLUMBUS 243-255 S. THIRD
ERIE 1 28 W. TWELFTH
LOS ANGELES MESQUITAT SEVENTH
LOUISVILLE 3 19 W. MAIN
NASHVILLE 315 S. TENTH
NEW ORLEANS 848 BARONNE
HOUSTON PRESTON it SMITH
DALLAS I 2OO JACKSON
SAN ANTONIO 212 LOSOYA
FORT WORTH FRONT & JONES
TORONTO. CAN 59 E. RICHMOND
HAMILTON, CAN 2O W. JACKSON

Fabrics as Fresh as Spring Itself

(Continued from page 92)

An excellent cretonne for the

dining-room, old rose, laven-
der and blue on cream; 31"

wide, 75 cents

A striking porch cretonne
with quasi-Poirct flowers in

green, yellow and orange; 31"
wide, 60 cents

Craft

Exquisite in design and col-

oring a linen with orange
cockatoos and green and blue

foliage; 50" wide, $4.15

A splendid dining-room linen
with green, yellow, mulberry
and blue in foliage; 50"

wide, $3 a yard

Bright bouquets
of brilliant floio-

ers printed on
heavy linen, an
excellent dining-
room fabric; 36",

Suitable for the country house
comes a cretonne. 31" wide.

of brown birds with stripes
of blue and rose in the back-

ground; 60 cents

Fresh and crisp, this cre-

tonne of black birds on a
white background with foli-

age in rose, yellow and blue;
31" wide, 45 cents

Garden Comfort Garden Beauty

Get solid comfort in your
garden this summer. Spend
all your spare time in the

fresh air. Have an outdoor

living room. Do it with
M a t h e w s Garden Craft
Products.
Our free portfolio tells how.

It contains many beautiful sug-
gestions for Summerhouses, Per-
golas, Lattices, Trellises, Furniture
and all other garden decoration.

The Mathews Manufacturing Co.

942 Williamson Bid*.. Cleveland, Ohio
Pasadena. Cal. Branch , Colorado& Los RoblesSta.

Far more
attractive

weather

proof
worth more

throughthe transforming power
of "High Standard" Paint

"High Standard" Paint will

make the same improvement in

the appearance of your home
give you renewed pride in its

ownership win the greater
respect of your neighbors
increase the value of your prop-
erty many dollars

And, in addition, every gallon
of the paint will pay for itself in

protection and saving of repairs.

HIGH STANDARD
LIQUID PAINT

is scientifically made from qual-
ity-proved materials, which the
test of service has demonstrated
best. Experience shows it with-
stands sun, wind and wet for

years keeps its color wears
away gradually and evenly
and leaves a good surface for

repainting.

1701717 Booklet and Color Plates
1 I\.J_iJ_i of Attractive Homes
Write for "The House Outside and In-

side,
" with 18 color plates illustrating

different uses of I,owe Brothers paints,
varnishes, stains and enamels in the
actual colors, -with description of rugs,
carpets, furniture, etc. An accom-
panying booklet gives valuable and
interesting information, about paint
and painting.

In writing, ask for the dealer's name,
if you don't know him

3he awe Brothers Company
464 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York Jersey City
Chicago Kansas City Minneapolis

Lcwc Brothers, Ltd., Toronto, Cur..
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H. G. Wells says:
in his new novel, "Mr. Britling

Sees it Through," "This story

is essentially the history of the

opening and of the realization

of the Great War as it happened
to one small group of people in

Essex, and more particularly as it

happened to one human brain."

"Mr. Britling" is undoubtedly one

of the biggest things Mr. Wells
has done. You can begin reading it in the

April 29th issue of

f*\ 11 5**

Collier's *
THE NATIONAL WEEKLY

416 West 13th Street, New York City
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FOR YOUR SERVICE

<I By addressing The Information Service,
HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Ave., New York
City, readers can freely avail themselves of in-

formation on architecture, building, furnishing,
decoration, vegetable and flower raising, land-

scape gardening, dogs, poultry, antiques and
curios ; in fact, all matters which pertain to the

making of the home and the garden. This serv-
ice is rendered promptly and without charge.
State your problems clearly and enclose a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

J Addresses of where to purchase articles will
be sent by mail without charge. The HOUSE &
GARDEN Shopping Service will purchase any
article shown on these pages.

*| The Editor is always pleased to examine ma-
terial submitted for publication, but he assumes
no responsibility for it. either in transit or while
in his possession. Full return postage should
always be enclosed.

<I The address of subscribers can be changed as
often as desired. In ordering a change, please
give both the new address and the name and
address exactly as they appeared on the wrapper
of the last cony received. Three weeks' notice
is required, either for chancring an address or
for starting a new subscription.

One of the hnndr
trations in th

d and ,1

June
t'cnty illn.t-

ii umber

GARDEN FURNISHING
<J The vogue for living out-of-doors has brought
about gardens that are not alone pleasing to
look at but comfortable to live in; and as reg-
ularly as summer comes, the housewife turns
IKT attention to making the garden living-room
attractive. For her has been planned the Garden
Furnishing number.

fl There she will see displayed all manner of
garden furnishings window-boxes, lattices, sun-
dials and bird baths, garden benches and nooks,
tables and lawn canopies, screens for the porch
and designs for arranging these into an at-
tractive garden corner. In addition will be ar-

ticles on Japanese gardens in America, limoges,
water gardens, aquaria, flowers for the seaside,
roses, and a dozen other topics pertinent to this

season. For the prospective builder are two
houses of individuality that will furnish scores
of ideas ; an article on "Houses Without Pic-

tures," by Rollin Lynde Hartt, who wrote
"Houses with Their Backs to the Street" in the

April issue, and a note on the decoration of
bare concrete walls. In all. there are abrupt thir-

ty-two separate topics in the June number, not
one of which the lover of houses and gardens
can afford to miss.

PCBLIfniD MONTHLY BV CONOR NA?T & CO.. ISC.. HO FOURTH AVE.. NEW YORK. CONDE' NAST. PRESIDENT: GEORGE VON UTAS3Y. VICE-PRESIDENT:
W. E BECKERLE. TREASURER. SUBSCRIPTION: IS. 00 A YEAR IN THE UNITED STATES. COLONIES AND MEXICO: 13.50 IN CANADA: (4.00



AN ENGLISH GARDEN DOORWAY
The English know how to make gardens they've been
making them for several hundred years complete gardens,
from the doonvay to the further wall. Some of their gar-
den doorways are especially worth copying in American
homes. This example, with the vertical sun-dial, is from
Morton House, Hatfield. of which A. Winter Rose was

architect
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A detail of the dressing table,

part of which is shown below.
The curtains are made by com-
bining three ivory silk Japan-
ese shawl*. Dressing table

sells for $155 and bench for
$22.50

INSIDE THE SUMMER HOUSE
Never Have the Summer Fitments Been So Filled With the Individuality of the Modern

Spirit, the New Colorings or the Real Conveniences of Thoughtful Construction

HENRY BLACKMAN SELL

SMART
lines; bright, rich color; soft, brilliant contrasts

and real convenience in every fitment of the home that,

in a sentence, is the spirit of modern decoration. It is as
well the essential spirit of the artistic rejuvenation seen at

every turning, for the dry dictates of precedent have become

passe and a new conception of decorative beauty has come to

guide us in their stead.

That one must "know" before he can "do" may seem a trite,

irrelevant statement, but in it lies the true reason for almost
a century of "period decoration" in this country when count-
less homes were furnished and fitted to the minutest detail

with relic and copy of this period or that. And this was
fundamentally necessary. How else could we have learned so

well the use made by the great designers of other days of the

limited materials at their command and of the beauties they

wrought despite the restrictions imposed upon them by their

royal and aristocratic patrons? How else could we have
learned so well the great underlying principles of composi-
tion, of arrangement, of ornament, of color in a word of

"taste?" The answer stands unmasked in the very question
itself in no other way.

But now, freed as we are by this long accumulating knowl-

edge we have begun to work beyond the rudiments of our
school books "the periods" and to find ourselves in the sheer

joy of expressing beauty wherever we see it, combining at will

the best of all the ages, creating new modes, reveling in joy-
ous color, in choice, simple pattern ; constructing, grouping
and arranging as best fits our needs and our whims this is

A Japanese summer bedroom. Walls are sea green, carpet grey and black, the furniture celestial blue body, striped with
pale green and dotted with coral. Bed covers are Japanese shawls. Beds. $100; bureau. $150; table, $47.50
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As sure as summer comes,
comes willow. The rug is

vari-colored. The furni-
ture is lacquered in gold
and coral, rubbed to a soft
dull finish. Chair by fire-

place, $21; winged chair,

$21; table, 5' 3" long x 3' 2"
wide x 2' 5" high, $64;

lounge chair by window,
$23; bird cage. $20; chairs

by door, $6.50 for rocker in
natural cane with scarlet

striping; armchair-like
rocker, $6.50

For the living-room of the
summer house comes this

set painted in dull sage
green, decorated with spots
of black and gold and cov-
ered with green and gold-
striped velour. Separate-
ly, the chair is $62; the
settee. $150; the table, $55.
The lamp has a gold shade
and a green-bronzed lamp

standard, $20

A cool color scheme is reed furniture in tinted iron/ lefiite against a mural background. The large rocker sells for $29-
the flower stand, $20; table, 4' wide x 2' 5" high. $46; chair by window, $13; chair by door, $20; rocker, $17.50; and settee. $60
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the spirit of the new
decoration.

And the home in sum-
mer? It is the very epit-

ome of all that is best

of this new spirit. The
decorated willow and

wicker, the delicately

constructed and daintily

painted furniture, the

freely designed cre-

tonnes and linens, the

bits of ornament and
brilliant objets d'art

laugh at slavish copy as

they lightly combine the

artistic elements of the

Orient and the Occident

for their greater en-

hancement.
Here is the filmy

finesse of Japan, there

the quaint spiritual pat-
tern of Russia; the

sweeping ornament of

China is often found on

a furniture piece whose constructive design is obviously Eng-
lish; France and Germany join beauty in a cozy chair, while

through it all runs clearly the co-ordination brought about by
our clever American artists, and the result can be called by
no name to be found in

the dusty books that

chart and catalogue the

rise and fall of king or

queen or dynasty.
Would you have your

home your home? Then
be an individual in your
decorative scheme.
Do you rely on Dame

Fashion's word ? You
may be assured, if you
do, that it is distinctly

vogue to set your own
styles in decoration this

summer.

For the porch comes a sturdy set in black and white.
It also can be had in red and black, green and gold
and yellow and cardinal. The table sells for $14; the

armchair for $5.25; the high chair for $4.50

cacy of line, the price of

Or look into the nursery,
winter as the summer home,
wide seat of salmon, pink and

Do you enjoy the dis-

tinction of being "dif-

ferent?" If you do you
are backed by the best

authority in your efforts,

for one injunction, and
one only is held immu-
table for the present

year, and that is "Be
Thou Thyself."

In the grouping and
interiors shown on these

pages is ample enough
opportunity for the ex-

pression of individual-

ity. There is the Japan-
ese bedroom suite, for

example, a remarkable
combination of Oriental

color and line celestial

blue, sea green and
coral. The upper parts
of the beds are blue and
the bottom green. Con-

sidering its exceptional

coloring and the deli-

the set is very reasonable.

It could serve as well for the

A circular sand box with a

yellow occupies the middle of

the room. The walls

have a mural frieze that

might have come out of

an Egyptian tomb,
whereas, in reality, it

can be had by the yard
with a stencil. Around
the room are various
kinds of animal coasters

and a play bench with
two cubistic clowns flat-

tened out on the seats.

Behind is a painted
rack for dumbbells and
wands quite a little

gymnasium, in fact.

The summer nursery can be a riot

of color and interesting toys. Here
the floor is dull grey; walls deep
purple; draperies gold and purple..
Borzoi coaster, $2; goat roller, $2.

These pieces are made especially for
this room. Pieces similar can be

purchased at special prices

An interesting cottage din-

ing-room set. The table is

black, gold and vermillion,
with chairs to match. The
table sells for $57.50 and
the chairs from $5 undeco-
rated, but painted in one
color to $20 with highly
developed designs in colors
to please the purchaser

The play bench shown in
the nursery above will pos-
itively not rock over. It is

of endless interest

For either porch or indoor
living-room comes this set
in decorated willow. The
settee is spotted with ver-
million and black. Table,
33" top. $12; settee. Eng-
lish shellac. $35; bnok-

stand $9.50
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The dining-room is paneled to the ceiling with
birch painted a light cream. Like the living-room,
the ceiling is finished with plaster in low relief.
Silver fixtures have been used. The door on the

left leads to the hallway and the one to the right
opens on the loggia which is pictured opposite

In the front of the house, lighted by two wide win-
dows, is the sitting-room. Its walls are plaster,
arranged in panels by moulding. White tone color
with red velvet curtains and mahogany furniture

THE RESIDENCE OF
CHARLES M. RICE, ESQ.,
AT ST. LOUIS, MO.

LEBAUM & KLEIN, Architects

All the woodwork in the master's portion of the
house is painted white, save that in the living-
room. Here the wood is birch, wainscotted to the
ceiling, and stained and waxed to resemble walnut.

The bookcases and radiators are recessed

In plan the house is simple, straightforward and
livable. Entrance is made through a loggia; to
one side is the house depth living-room; to the
other, the dining-room and study. A main hall is
in the center, well arranged for practical utility
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The site comprises some fifteen acres heavily
wooded, for the greater part with oaks of consid-

erable maturity. The house occupies the highest
point of the grounds. In architecture it is Penn-

sylvania Colonial, constructed of local cream-col-

ored limestone laid like a rubble wall

The lattice treatment of the loggia walls is inter-

esting. So sunny is the room that vines planted in

boxes at the back thrive enough to be trained up
the wall. To one side is a small cement fountain

A HOME
RECENTLY ERECTED BY
A HOUSE & GARDEN

READER

Vestibule, hall and loggia have all been floored
with 9" x 9" black and white encaustic tiles. The
stairs here are a remarkable combination of fine
line, detail and space economy. Behind a grille
beneath the stairs the radiator is concealed

Five chambers, a sleeping porch and dressing-room
and two baths constitute the second floor. On the
third are servants' quarters and the nursery. The
roof above is green slate; the cornice, mouldings,
etc., are a heavy cream, the blinds a sage green

3ECOHP TLiDft.: PLJtn
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Cobea scandens is unsurpassed for
rapidly and effectively covering a

large area

Plant the well known Elephant's Ear for conspicuous group
effects. Its enormous light green leaves look distinctly

tropical and striking

The cinnamon vine is one of the
most desirable tuberous rooted

climbers and grows fast

QUICK ACTION PLANTS FOR SHADE AND SCREENS
The Best Shrubs to Use Now for Prompt Results Characteristics and

Culture of Vines and Non-Climbers Adapted to Your Special Needs

D. R. EDSON

>TpHERE are three big purposes which often call for really ing vine is wanted that will grow very rapidly and cover a

JL quick-action growth of foliage plants : shade, screens and large area, nothing can be found more satisfactory than Cobea
tropical effects. They may be fulfilled by vines, certain non-

climbers, or a combination of the two. Well chosen and used,
these plants not only serve their ultimate ends, but become

positive
and intrinsically desirable additions to their surround-

ings.
The things which can be accomplished with these materials

scandens. Under normal conditions this will reach a height
of 4CK or even more during a season. It is a clinging vine and
asks little in the way of support. Its flowers are of the peculiar

shape which have given it the nickname of "cup and saucer"

vine, and are borne very freely. The variety usually grown has

purple flowers, but there is another with pure white flowers,
are limited only by the gardener's ingenuity in adapting the and, when they are used together, the effect is both striking
plants available to the conditions to be met. With special care and beautiful. The seeds are rather large and flat

; they
many of these plants will develop with a rapidity that is almost
unbelievable. Left to themselves, under ordinary conditions,
it will take them very much longer to accomplish the same
results.

should, if one wishes to start his own plants or to start the

vine in the open, be planted in very light soil and be pushed
in edgewise.

If you would prefer something new, distinctive and even
Quick action vines may be had from plants in pots, from more striking which would give a satisfactory screen but not

bulbs and tubers, or from seeds. Those from pots will, of quite as much shade, try a few plants of the new Cardinal
course, give the most immediate results, but some of the others
are capable of

catching up with
or even surpress-

ing them when it

comes to the pro-
duction of the big-

gest mass of vine

and foliage, say by
midsummer. As a

class, the varieties

that are usually
started in pots are
not as rank grow-
ers and do not fur-

nish as thick a
shade as some of
the others.

GOOD VINES FOR
VARIOUS PUR-

POSES

Among those
available in the
form of potted
plants are the fol-

lowing:
Where a showy,

handsome flower-

Climber. The foliage is something like that of the cypress
vine which is one
of its parents; but

this plant is a

vigorous grower,
reaching a height
of 25' or 3CK. The
blossoms are about
1y2" in diameter

and look something
like a flattened

morning glory.
But they are borne
in clusters of half

a dozen or so and
are unique in their

bla z i ng cardinal-

flower like color.

The vine is of

healthy growth and
flowers continuous-

ly during late sunv
mer and fall. While
the quickest results

are to be had from

pot plants, seeds
sown in the open
attain full maturity.

A properly placed specimen of banana Musa ensctc is the best Kill be the
most conspicuous note in the entire planting. It may be raised from seed or

bought for from 50 cents to $5
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maturity. The seed is quite hard, like that of some sweet

peas, and should be filed or notched and soaked before plant-

ing, to assure quick germination. If possible, plant in a warm,
sheltered place.
One of the most desirable plants where foliage alone is

wanted is the Japanese hop (Humulus). It is not only very

rapid growing, but will succeed under a variety of conditions,

standing extreme heat well and being practically immune from
disease and insects. There are two varieties, one with foliage
of a pleasant, glossy green, and the other a sort similar to

this type, but with the leaves beautifully variegated in silvery
white and yellow on a dark green background. Strong plants
from pots will cover a trellis or support to a height of 2ff in

a very short time. For porch work, the leaves are borne

densely enough to form a very effective but not impenetrable
shade.

For a climbing vine to use over arbors, trellises, pergolas,
and for the porch where a decorative effect rather than a screen

is desired, nothing surpasses the popular moon-flower. This

vine is an old favorite, but as with many of the old favorites

many gardeners do not know of the several splendid newer
varieties. In addition to the standard white moon-flower

(Ipomoca grandiflora), the newer sort, /. maxima, has flowers

which are very much larger, and it also bears them more

freely. In growth, this plant is a giant, attaining a height of

SO* or considerably more, if given proper conditions and an
abundance of water. Another variety has flowers which are

smaller, but of a beautiful blue color, so that the effect is

entirely different. The blossoms of the blue flowering sorts

are more substantial and will remain open on dull days.

VINES WITH BULBOUS ROOTS

There are several very quick growing, semi-hardy vines

which make an entirely new growth each year on bulbous roots.

These naturally start more quickly and vigorously than those

from seed. They are rank growers and luxuriate in a well

enriched soil. The popular mignonette vine is the best known
(Continued on page 74)

A black and white striped
cushion fabric with brown
trees, yellow flowers and
colored birds, 28 cents

liplpll

Another good material has
a black background with
flowers in blue, brown, wine
color and green, 85 cents

Black and grey square ar-

ranged in a diamond pat-
tern powdered over with
brilliant flowers, 48 cents

At the top, a round, black, buff and red, $1.65; below, a
round in black, yellow and cream, $1.25; on the floor,

round, $2; oblong, $1.75; round, $1; oblong, 24" x 13", $2

THE SUMMER CUSHIONS
COME IN SHOALS

And can be purchased through the HOUSE & GARDEN Shop-
ping Service

Closer views of
some crowded
above: a 20" square
of cretonne with
rounded corners,
$1.79; a 20" square
of heavy green and
white stripe, $1.19,
a square of green,
black and white
with flower ovals,

$1.79

Another little
shoal: the top cush-
ion is corded and
shirred, 18" wide,
of brick brown fab-

ric, $2; to the left

an oval of yellow
rep with medallion,
$1.50; a round cre-

tonne in black with
white dots. $1.35

cushion fabric in dull col-

ors, browns and&tans with
birds in dark green* brown

and black, 75 cents
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CELERY
Complete in Twelve Reels

Showing all the work required to raise

a plentiful home consumption crop

Photographed by

I. M. ANGELL

(1.) first prepare the bed. As celery is a rank feeder, dig in a

plentiful supply of well-rotted hone manure. Avoid a trench,
at this leaves air spaces through which water cannot be
drawn

(2.) When the soil is prepared, dig a trench 5" deep with the
wheel-hoe. Choose the seedlings having the stockiest root

growth. They come 100 for a dollar, and 100 i* enough. Set
them 6" apart

(3.) Having planted a late afternoon or a cloudy day in late May
or early June is the best time give them a thorough water-

ing. It is also well to clip off the tops of the plants to avoid

wilting

(4.) Next shelter the newly transplanted seedlings from the sun.
Use a strip of board, leaving plenty of space for air circu-

lation. If they are planted right you should not lose one
plant in a thousand

(5.) As the plants begin to grow, cultivate freely, gradually filling

up the furrow. Avoid getting dirt into the heart of the plant,
as this checks natural growth and also spoils the shape of the
stalk

(6.) Occasionally in summer, as a preliminary to "handling"
later, run the cultivator down the line with the hoes set wide
apart. This draws the earth close up to the plant and begins
the bank

(7.) About the 1st of September the plants will be ready to

"handle." Loosen the earth and draw it up further against
the plants with a hand or wheel-hoe set as shown here in

preparation for banking

(8.) Then gather each bunch in one hand, drawing the earth up
around the stalks and packing it in place. The object of
"handling" is to give the plant an upright, firm and compact
growth

(9.) Blanching, which gives the celery its desirable whiteness,
begins about October 1st. There are three processes earth-

ing, paper and board. In earthing the plants are packed to

their crownt

(10.) To blanch with paper either roll each plant in a piece of
building paper, tied with a string, or use a strip of tar paper
spread along the entire line and held in place by means of
wooden pins

(11.) Board blanching is the simplest and most satisfactory. Pin
the planks on either side of the row, leaving about 2" be-
tween the top edges. This is sufficient to keep the light from
the stalks

(12.) And three weeks or a month after blanching, the stalks are
ready to dig out, wash, and place on the table. In favorable
seasons, after early planting. Celery may be ready as early
as October 1st
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ser-

THIS
is a lay

mon for gardeners.
It is about The Street

Behind Yours. Not your street, for, of course, your street

this summer will be fragrant with all manner of burgeoning
blossoms. You, who have planned all winter long the gar-
den that is to be, need no sermon on how to make it beau-

tiful. Your planning, your planting, your work will bear

abundant fruit. But that is not enough. There is the street

behind yours. Will that, too, blossom this summer?
Time was when a man could say he was not his brother's

gardener. That-tjme has passed. It faded into the limbo

of bad customs together with the right to throw papers on
the public highway and the right, to ruin the looks of a street

by erecting a house in bad taste.

The street belongs to every man who lives in the town.

The appearance of every street depends upon that sense of

universal ownership and responsibility. And the street behind

yours means every street.

It is not enough that your garden adds to the meagre total

of the town's beauty. You, who are your brother's gardener,
can see that his plot also flourishes. The cuttings you throw

away in a year would start a dozen gardens. These you can

share with him, these and your information, your books, your

magazines. You can exchange seeds and plants and experi-
ences with him. You can join your town's garden club, or, if

it has none, you can start one. In other words, you can go
about doing good with flowers.

*
2*

IT
is as old as the Sierras, this, idea. A legend says that

when Eve was driven forth from the Garden the only
treasure she took with her was a rose plant, the like of which

has flourished in all lands ever since. Faithfully have the

daughters of Eve carried on the tradition.

It was a woman, Martha Daniell Logan, who a century
and a half ago wrote the first American book on flowers

and their culture. She also wrote a Gardener's Kalendar,
with the work laid out day by day, very much like the Kalen-

dar on another page of this magazine.
It was a woman who, twenty years ago, conceived the

idea of improving the gardens on the street behind hers.

She formed a circle of her friends, and the first garden
club came into existence. Today the membership of the vari-

ous women's garden clubs in America numbers over 10,000.

Later mere man approvingly put his shoulder to the wheel

and joined the movement. In towns all over the country
this year are being conducted garden and yard improvement
competitions support-
ed by men's clubs and
chambers of c o m -

merce.

Women started the

movement because
women have an in-

stinctive habit of

making the home and
its surroundings beau-
tiful. Men took it up
because they knew
that better gardens
meant better towns.

To grow flowers

where once was a

weedy wilderness

works the same mir-

acle of regeneration
in a town's soul that

contact with the

fresh-turned earth
works in the soul of

THE STREET BEHIND YOURS

man.

THE
sower in the

parable went
forth to sow. Some
of his lands were

IN PRAISE OF APPLE TREES

Our mountain firs are straight and tall;

And oaks there be with mossy knees

And pleasant shade; but, best of all,

For comradeship, are apple trees.

II

Waist-deep in fragrant meadow-grass,

A kindly company are they;

And what is richer than the mass

Of bloom that buries them in May?

Yes, elm and beech have stately charms

And so have sycamore and lime;

But apple trees have friendly arms

That beg a little boy to climb.

fertile, others not so

much so, some not at

all. Had he selected his

seeds according to the soils into which they were to fall, it

would have been a different story.

Every town has its fertile soil, for there are natural gar-
deners everywhere. Every town has its less fertile soil, and

by co-operation even the most apathetic can be made devotees.

Likewise has every town its soil which is not fertile at all

its neglected corners and for such is required more labor.

There is a busy railroad that courses its winding path

through the rock and graveled hills of New England. For

long years the right of way has cut unsightly wounds in

woodland and pasture that never healed.

Then came a railroad president who was also an idealist.

He saw the wounds. He resolved to heal them. In those

scars, where even weeds would not root, he dreamed the

velvety pink beauty of rambler roses. An appropriation was

made, totaling several thousands of dollars. Hundreds of

vines, with their own soil, were set out unsparingly between

towns and cities from one end of the line to the other.

Today the traveler looks out with amazement and admira-

tion upon this summer splendor, this work of a man who
found the street behind his. The man has gone his way, but

the lesson remains. He had chosen the right seed. He had

also chosen a neglected soil.

In developing our American roads we have been so intent

on making the roadbeds good for men to pass along that we
have neglected to make the roadsides good for men to look

upon. We neglect the streets behind ours because we think

we do not own them.

There is no such thing as personal ownership of flowers.

The winds scatter the seeds far afield, and what was your
treasured posession this year is your neighbor's next.

The road belongs to everyone, and the man who would go
about doing good with flowers might well turn his energies

to it. An early start for the train some morning would give

enough time to plant a dozen rambler cuttings to cover that

unsightly wall. A Saturday afternoon would see planted

enough seeds to make your passage and others beautiful

with flowers the rest of the summer.

THESE
are not flowers to pluck, but flowers to look at,

flowers that brighten up a barren corner and quicken

your blood when you pass. To plant them, of course, is a

private charity. Yet what man of us hasn't little secret kind-

nesses he does when
the crowd is not look-

ing?
Senhouse, the wan-

derer of Hewlett's

novel, was moved by
just such charity, and
he went about plant-

ing flowers in waste

places of England.
"Johnny Appleseed,"
stirred by the same

feeling, set out or-

chards along our
frontiers a hundred

years ago.
We cannot all

tramp the countryside
setting out orchards.
We cannot all gather
flowers from the ut-

termost parts of the
earth to plant in our

neglected American
meadows. But this

we can realize that

charity and gardening
only begin at home.
There is always the
street behind yours.

Ill

Your hemlock sighs of forest combe,

Your pine of rocky height or glen;

But apple orchards breathe of home,

Their trees have always dwelt with

men.

IV

Beneath their boughs the cattle graze,

Among their leaves the robins flute,

And bountifully autumn weighs

Their branches low with hardy fruit.

ARTHUR GUITERMAN.
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A NIPPONESE CORNER IN AMERICA

The vogue for Japanese gardens has grown
to such an extent that the garden* made here

recently bear favorable comparison with
their Oriental prototype. We have caught
the Nipponese spirit. Of this, the above

glimpse, showing Wistaria Chinensis in

bloom, is a witness. J. F. Street, landscape
architect
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A rich, satiny-pink color,

large size and fragrance
mark Mrs. John Laing

For years Fran Karl Druschki
has been a leader among
white hybrid perp etuals

No hybrid perpetual bed is

complete without U Irich
Brunner, a superb red sort

This is a bed of Frau Karl Druschki in its prime.
Compare the full-blown blossoms with the opening buds

in the upper picture

Captain H ay w ar d is a

bright scarlet "June rose"

of the most attractive form

THE BEGINNER'S ROSE GARDEN
Practical Instructions to Enable Anyone with a Bit of Spare Room in the Garden

to Raise Successful Blossoms

ROBERT STELL

SURELY
you can have one ! Roses are not restricted to

huge beds, a head gardener, five under gardeners, and a

general atmosphere of landed aristocracy. A 20' bed of them
will produce just as many and just as fine blooms per plant
as a twenty-acre one, and it is a great deal more homelike.

Forget the idea that rose growing is a delight for kings and
a delusion for ordinary mortals, and begin it this spring.

In setting down these hints for the inexperienced rosarian,
I am considering primarily the requirements of that large class

whose allotment of flower garden space is limited and who
wish to devote perhaps a large proportion of it to the growing
of other things. There is no necessity of sacrificing the

unquestioned pleasure of annuals and perennials of the rose

garden whim, no necessity for hybrid teas or hybrid perpetuals
to be the dominant feature of the

flower landscape unless you wish
them so. The general principles
here given would, indeed, apply to

operations on a much larger scale,
but that is not the point. What
we want to know is where, when
and for how much the beginner's
rose garden can be established.

THE MATTER OF LOCATION

Success in growing these plants

depends more than anything else

upon certain fundamental rules

governing the location and con-
struction of the bed. The subse-

Have you a strip in your garden, 30' x 2'f Would you
like to start a rose garden there? Properly planted it

would hold twelve two-year old budded bushes. The

bushes, which are high grade stock, sell for 75 cents

each, and the entire rose plot, including tools, powder
and spraying solution, and fertiliser should not cost

more than $10. We cannot tell you how many blossoms

you will gather from this bed, but we can tell you where

you can buy the plants, or, you may purchase them

through the HOUSE & GARDEN Shopping Service, 440

Fourth Avenue, New York.

quent care of the bushes pruning, the use of insecticides, and
other details will be of small service in producing abundant
bloom if the literal groundwork of the whole effort is faulty.

First, if you can, choose a place where the soil is naturally
well drained. Roses will grow on a windy hilltop or in a

fairly dry hollow, but such situations are not ideal because of

the undue exposure in the first case and the settling of cold

air in the second. A happy medium between these two ex-

tremes is the best, especially if there be added a generous
amount of sunshine and on the north the protection of a house
wall or dense shrubbery border. The sunny side of an ever-

green windbreak is often a good place for the rosebed, but in

every case remember that it must be located far enough from
other plantings so that the roots of the latter cannot reach it.

SIZE AND CONSTRUCTION

The specific dimensions and
form of the bed may to a great
extent be governed by circum-
stances. So long as 20" width is

allowed for a single line of plants,
and 4' for a double line, the shape
of the bed is comparatively unim-

portant. If it is to be viewed and
reached from one side only, it

should contain but a single row of
bushes ; if designed to face both

ways, plant it double. In no case,

however, is it advisable to have the
bed more than two rows wide, be-
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cause of the difficulty in gather-

ing the blooms which a greater
number would entail.

For the sake of definiteness,

let us assume that the area

available for rose planting is a

3(y strip along the garden bor-

der. Here a single row of the

plants is to be used to form a

background for the other flow-

ers, so the bed, when prepared,
need be only 20" to 2' wide.

Several weeks before plant-

ing time, which means as soon

as the ground is workable, dig
out the soil along the entire dis-

tance to a depth of 2', piling

the sods and top soil on one side

and the subsoil on the other.

Break up the bottom of the

trench with a pick and put in a

layer of stones or cinders to

form a definite, well-drained

bottom. On this flooring re-

place the subsoil mixed with
plenty of well-rotted manure,
break up the sods and add them,
and then the manured top soil.

Finally fill the remainder with

good, unmanured top soil until

it comes 2" above the general

ground level. After settling
the surface should stand about

1" below the surrounding soil.

The interval between finishing the bed and planting time

can well be devoted to selecting and buying the sorts you
will use. A few words of advice in this connection may be

valuable, although the variety of good roses obtainable is so

great that no hard and fast rules of choice can be set down.

THE CHOICE OF VARIETIES

Generally speaking, the best blossoms will be obtained from

plants that are grafted on a sturdy stock as distinguished from
those growing on their own roots. Such plants can be secured

from any of the reliable dealers, the two best combinations

being hybrid perpetuals on
Manetti stock, and hybrid teas

on brier. Self-rooted bushes
can be obtained at a consider-

ably lower price than the

budded ones.

The age of the bushes is also

important. Strong two-year-
old field grown plants cost

about three times as much as

the young pot-grown ones from
the greenhouse, but they have
the great advantage of yielding

satisfactory bloom the first sea-

son. A third size, about mid-

way between these two in di-

mensions and price, is listed by
many dealers.

In the matter of sorts you
can hardly do better than make
a selection from the following
lists. Your 2ff bed will accom-
modate twelve bushes set at

the standard distance of 30"

apart, and the final selection

should, in most cases, contain
some of each of the four

classes, hybrid perpetuals, teas,

hybrid teas and moss.

Hybrid perpetuals ("June
Roses") : Red General Jac-
queminot, U 1 r i c h Brunner,
Anne de Diesbach, Captain
Hayward, Prince Camille de

(Continued on page 60)

"Standard" roses, reinforced by
stakes, may be alternated with the

usual bush type

Moss roses there should be, if

only for their three hundred
years of history

A. terrace or other windbreak to

the north of the rosebett is often
a desirable protection
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THE BIRD CLUB MOVEMENT

What It Is, What It Means,

and What It Does

ERNEST HAROLD BAYNES

Utility and rustic attractiveness

combined; one of the many types

of nest-boxes. $2.50

A sheltered feeding tray in win-
ter and a nesting shelf for robins

in spring. $1.25

NOT long ago I was walking past a

farmyard near Meriden, New Hamp-
shire, and stopped for a minute to chat with

the farmer, who was watering a horse at a

trough. A lanky young countryman with a

gun over his shoulder was sauntering
towards us down the road, when a great
hawk swept round the corner of the barn
into full view. Up went the gun, but before

it could be fired the farmer had dropped his

halter rope and delivered a yell which ef-

fected an instant stay of proceedings.
"Don't you shoot that hawk!" And the

voice was menacing and eloquent of what might follow.

"He's after your chickens," responded the lanky one in an

injured tone.

"No he ain't, either," continued the farmer, warming to the

defense of the bird. "That fellow's a Marsh Hawk; you can

tell him by the white patch on his back. He never touches my
chickens. He's after the mice; that's what he's after, and he

gets 'em, too. I wouldn't have that hawk shot for twenty-five
dollars."

That farmer had learned something worth knowing; some-

thing which all intelligent farmers will know before long. He
had learned that hawks are not all alike in their feeding habits,

and that if a few are destructive to poultry, many more are

very useful as devourers of mice and other rodents. Further-

more, he realized the wasteful folly of destroying useful hawks
for the misdeeds of their marauding relatives.

I was especially interested because I knew that the man was
a member of the Meriden Bird Club, and that he had had his

attention called to the value of the birds of prey for the first

time at one of the monthly meetings of that club. And at other

meetings he had learned the value of other birds. He knows
that the presence of Swallows and Swifts and Flycatchers in

the vicinity of his farm buildings means fewer flies and mos-

quitoes, and consequently greater comfort for his family and

I HERE are over 500,000 men and
women, boys and girls in Amer-
ica actively enrolled in organ!-

zation* for the preservation of bird
life. There ought to be thrice that
number. This article tells what has
been done and what can be done. It

is by the man who put the movement
on the map Ernest Harold Baynes,
the Birds' Big Brother, who wrote
"Wild Bird Guests," and has organized
over fifty per cent, of the bird clubs
in the United States. If you want fur-
ther information about tbese things,
write The Editor, House & Garden,
440 Fourth Avenue, New York.

for his live stock. He knows that a single

pair of Rose-breasted Grosbeaks in his gar-
den will keep down the potato beetles on an
acre of potatoes, and that the Sparrows and
Finches are helping him in his fight against
the weeds which every year threaten to

choke his crops. Perhaps he does not as

yet appreciate to the full the moral and
esthetic values of the birds about the place,
but there are signs that he is beginning to

appreciate them. Even now he and his wife
are proud of the "Golden Robins," as he
calls the Baltimore Orioles, which come year

after year to the elm tree in his dooryard, and proud of the
achievements of their ten-year-old boy who attracts Chicka-
dees to the window-sill and who shows rather unusual ability
to imitate the notes of some of our commoner songsters.

In short, the attitude of this farmer and his wife and their

boy towards the birds is the right attitude, and, what is more
important, it is indicative of the general attitude of the com-
munity in which they live an attitude brought about through
the work of the local bird club.

And therein lies one of the beauties of the bird club move-
ment; its chief object is not the multiplication of laws, which
at best afford only temporary relief for the birds, and which
are liable to be repealed at any session of the legislature, but
the creation of an attitude of mind so friendly to the birds

that laws for their protection are scarcely necessary.

MAKING BIRD FRIENDS

The writer has long believed that the surest way to create
this attitude of mind is to establish intimate relations between
the people and the birds about them. And he has proved by
repeated experiment that as surely as this is done, so surely
will there result a mutual friendship which nothing is likely to

break. It remains, then, only to learn the gentle art of attract-

ing birds to the home grounds to accomplish the object of the

A Berlepsch box, the best imi-
tation of a natural nesting cav-

ity, and its Bluebird tenant.
In this size it costs $1.25

The Hairy Woodpecker, tail

propped against the bark for
support, enjoys the suet sup-

ply, especially in winter

A genuine "bird on the hand" is an ideal that can be
attained by anyone who adopts the right methods. This
is a recent photograph of Mr. Baynes and one of his

many "wild bird guests"
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For the colonizing Purple
Martina a nesting house with
many compartments is used

Winter in Henry Ford's bird
sanctuary. The gun is for ma-
rauding cats and other vermin

Pine Grosbeaks at a window feeding box in Meriden, "the
Bird Village." The photograph was taken from inside
the room and illustrates one of the tangible results of

the Bird Club Movement

Even the beneficial little
Screech Owl will avail him-
self of a convenient nest-box

bird club movement, and incidentally to

enter a fairyland as wonderful and
beautiful as that of Hans Anderson or

the Brothers Grimm.
Just think of having wild birds so

unafraid that they will sit at the table

and take breakfast with you; of having
them gather about you as you sit on the

ground in your garden or orchard,

alighting upon your hands, your head
or your shoulders. Think of having
birds accompany you on your walks in

the woods and pastures, alighting on

your camera when you stop to take a

photograph, and at noon hopping onto

your knee to share your lunch with you.
What would you not give to be on such

friendly terms with a wild song bird as
to be able to stroke her as she sat upon
her nest or pick her up as she perched
on the edge of it?

Mrs. Baynes and I have had every
one of these experiences and many
others, some of them a hundred times
over. And the best of it is there is no
mystery about it

; the reader himself or

anyone else can do the same things if

he will only adopt a friendly attitude
towards his feathered neighbors, invite

them to his home, and offer them in a
measure at least, the same kind of hospi-
tality which he would extend to his human guests. And as he

studies their needs he may be surprised to find how much those

needs resemble his own. The birds require and will appreciate
a liberal supply of good food and water, a quiet room away
from dangers and annoyances, with shade and fruit trees and
shrubberv nearby, and a pool of clear water in which to splash

The Toledo, Ohio, Boy Scouts
aided in putting up 3,000 boxes
in the public parks in one day

Economically and, esthetically
valuable, these young House
Wrens are now ready to fly

and refresh themselves in the hot

weather. Give them these things and

they will become your intimate- friends ;

this is not a theory, but a fact.

WHERE THE MOVEMENT STARTED

In the Village of Meriden, N. H.,
where almost everyone practices hos-

pitality of this kind, twenty-three dif-

ferent species come to the window-sills

for food, and seven species have come
to the hands and shoulders of their

hosts and hostesses. I have seen hun-
dreds of birds feeding at once in front

of one doorstep in the winter, and hun-
dreds more at the next door down the

street. In a single bird bath I have seen

twenty-five birds of several different

species, all bathing at once, while many
more sat in the bushes nearby awaiting
their turn. Last spring I had four

Berlepsch nest boxes on my house and
barn. Two were occupied by Blue-

birds, one by Tree Swallows and one

by Chickadees. One of the Chicka-
dees was a very old friend, and
would not only alight upon our hands,
but would allow us to stroke her and

pick her up. None of these birds

required any law to protect them.
If any outsider attempted to injure

one, there wouldn't be any law strong enough to protect
him.

What a bird club can do to create an active interest in the

welfare of the local wild birds, the reader would appreciate
if he were to visit that little New Hampshire village this spring
and see the many preparations being made to ensure a warm
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welcome for feathered

guests. Nest-boxes,

chiefly of the Berlepsch

type, for the accommo-
dation of tenants vary-

ing in size from House
Wrens to Pileated

Woodpeckers, are be-

ing erected in the
streets, in the wood-
land and on poles at

the edges of the fields.

Bird baths of many
types are being cleaned

and overhauled, and
down in the Bird
Sanctuary the superin-
tendent is busy setting
out berry-bearing trees

and shrubs and creep-
ers, and giving direc-

tions for the planting
of wheat and hemp and
millet and sunflowers
to provide food for the

hungry feathered folk

next fall and winter.

THE SPREADING

MOVEMENT
These activities might seem

until it is learned that Meriden

ing point of what is known as

"The way Davenport, Iowa, does it." The Academy Bird Club's exhibi-
tion of bird houses made by residents of the city is indicative of the

growing impulse and power of the Movement

to have merely local significance

,
New Hampshire, was the start-

"The Bird Club Movement" and

that this movement has

already spread to hun-
dreds of other villages
and towns scattered all

over the United States
;

if the reader were to

visit any one of these

places he would find

similar activities in

progress. And his re-

spect for the movement
would increase as he
discovered that the
work of caring for the

birds is not left to the

sentimentalists, but is

being carried on by the

sanest and most level-

headed people in each

community people
who have come to real-

ize that the Bird Club
Movement is a good
thing, not only for the

birds, but for the towns
and villages and the

surrounding farms,
and for the people who
live there.

Nor is it only in the

spring that this work is going on
; it is going on all the year

'round. Last winter I visited many towns where people were

(Continued on page 54)

The first and inflexible rule,
applying to Japanese flower
arrangement, is to group the
sprays and hold them so
closely together that they
appear to be a growing plant

In this winter decoration, con-

sisting of a dead branch and
dried berries, the Japanese
preference for delicacy and
grace of outline rather than
color, in floral decoration, is

strongly shown

The flowers are then arranged
to show three triangular
points the tallest, represent-
ing the Heavens, rises over
the center of the bowl; the
second, Man; the third. Earth

AS THE JAPANESE
ARRANGE THEIR

FLOWERS

Photographs by courtesy of the Yatnanaka Company

ne decorative value of a sin
gle flower is created by placing
it in a flower holder within a
bronze bowl with its leaves so
grouped as to give it the ap-
pearance of a single plant

When used in a vase, the
stalk is held to one side of the
opening, with a forked stick
or "Kubari" cut to fit diagon-
ally inside the neck of th<
vase. This practice is con-

sidered optional
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Good for flowers,
a green pottery
vase 9" high; 50
cents. Flowers by
Wadley <t Smythe

For the porch or lawn comes a

hammock, with sunshade, of deep
yellow duck bound in green. It

stands T T' x 6' 6" x 4' 3" and sells

complete as shown for $37.50. It

may also be had in white with red
trim and grey with green trim

Sister to that opposite, this ham-
mock comes in heavy duck striped
with an awning stripe in two
shades of green. It it T 1" long
x6'6" high x 4' 3" wide. It costs

$37.50 complete

In the country every man's his own
postman, and this decorated letter

box hung on the gate post helps
him and Vncle Sam. $5

Don't disturb the sleeping tabby;
she keeps the door open. With
black and white coat she costs the

same as in plain black metal. $5

In black and u'Jiite with ticisted scroll

design this set is seasonable. Chair and
settee specially constructed for lawns.
Table, $10; chair, $8.50; settee, $12; small
table, $5; top cushion, $2; hnn-i. $3.

Flowers by Stumpp

Helps for summer living black gloss
wheel tray, $10; cftair of rubbed enamel,

$2.75; in stain. $1.25; screen of specially
treated linden wood. $3.50; shade of same

material (4'x7'), $2.50; (8'x7'), $4.50

The willow chair to the left, without
cushion, sells for $8, cushion in tan and
cream, $1.25; table, woven willow top, $5.

Jardiniere of glazed pottery, birds and
flower design, $2. The chair to the

right, $5

IN THE OUT-DOOR LIVING-ROOM
The articles shown here can be purchased through the HOUSE &

GARDEN Shopping Sendee, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York City.
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The single blossom peonies have a peculiarly fragile beauty

HWA WANG--KING OF FLOWERS
As Eleven Centuries of Fame Have Proved the Peony to Be If Your Garden Does

Not Contain It, Here Is That Which Will Convince You

GRACE TABOR

NEARLY
two hundred and fifty years ago the historian

of an expedition into China which had been made thir-

teen years earlier, had this to say :

"In the province of Suchue, near to Ching King, grows a

certain flower called Meutang, in high esteem amongst them,
and therefore called 'King of Flowers.' It differs very little

in quality from the European rose, but is much larger and

spreads its leaves further abroad. It far surpasses the rose in

beauty, but falls short in richness of scent
;

it has not thorns or

prickles, is generally of a white color, mingled with a little

purple, yet there are some that are yellow and red. This flower

grows upon a bush, and is carefully cherished and planted in

all gardens belonging to the Grandees for one of the most
choice flowers."

THE PEONY'S GREAT
ANTIQUITY

For more than eleven cen-

turies, too, this flower has

been so cherished and planted
and who can say how much

longer? Records of the year
corresponding to 536 of our
Christian era tell of the Sho
Yo and the Mow Tan the

latter even then called "Hwa
Wang" (King of Flowers)
just as the former were
named "Hwa Seang" (the

King's Ministers) inasmuch

The double forms are
as they were a little less beau-

shoioier and generally last tiful and decidedly more coni-

longer than the single sorts mon than the others.

So clouded by the mists of antiquity is the origin of the

regal Meutang the great tree peony of China that no one

has been able to determine whether or not it ever grew wild

in the mountain fastnesses of the somnolent empire. Some
believe that its magnificence came gradually to be, as the re-

sult of skilful handling of the common wild form, and indi-

cations point both ways, as a matter of fact, so it is doubtful

if the truth will ever be known. Certainly Mow Tan which

you will have recognized, I am sure, as the PcRonia moutan of

modern nomenclature is never found now except in gardens,
and never has been found elsewhere since the records of ex-

ploration have been kept.

I have spoken of the Chinese Sho Yo and Mow Tan first

because of the unbroken

chain of actual record con-

cerning them, and because it

is to Sho Yo considered by
the Orientals less splendid
than the tree form, although
its name does mean "most

beautiful" that we are in-

debted for a vast number of

the finest modern varieties.

Sho Yo is the herbaceous

species, christened by our

botanists Pceonia albiflora

the medicinal plant of the

Chinese. It is more than a

medicine, however, for to this

day its roots are used as a

food by the Tartars. That we La TuHpe is a flesh pink
find it hardy in our severest shading to white, with car-

sections is not remarkable, for mine-tipped center petals
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1'iniitiin'nt iininnij tin' iluit

ble herbaceous .v^/v.s i.v tin'

flesh pink Grandiflora rosea

it thrives even in the northern-

most regions of Siberia.

The European Pceonia of-

ficinalis is of quite as ancient

lineage as the Oriental Sho
Yo. But unfortunately, rec-

ords were not kept in Europe
as they were in Asia, and tra-

dition and legendary tales

furnish its only history. It is

certain, however, that this

variety gave the genus its

classic name, for according
to the legend this plant is the

one received direct from the

hands of a goddess, by Paeon,
the physician who healed the

wounds of the god Mars, suf-

fered by him in the Trojan
war.

To sum it all up, this particular plant was regarded among
the ancients as one of the wonders of the whole creation and
that quite apart from its loveliness of bloom. In addition to

its physical curative properties it had marvelous occult powers.
A small piece worn at the neck as a charm protected the

wearer from the most potent enchantments, and all demons
avoided its locality with scrupulous care. And so to this day
more than one old dooryard is guarded by a venerable "piney"
that was planted long ago for the purpose of making the place
uninhabitable for this gentry and immune to all forms of be-

witchment.
But all of this is only the romance of this veritable flower

monarch, and helps not at all in the selection and planting and
care of any particular plant. To grow peonies we must know

peonies not just know yarns and tales about them.

COLORS AND CUTTING

Very well. Suppose we start with color, this seeming to

have been the earliest
distinction recognized, just

as it is today the most

important. How many
colors are there? And
what are they?

Through nearly every
shade of red to blush and
white we have them now,
and in exquisitely rose-

tinged mauves that show
the purple strain vitally ac-

tive. White, pure and glis-

tening, and white flushed

with pink so faint it is

scarce believable ; white
tinted with yellow ; pink
suffused with yellow ; yel-
low itself ; and salmon
shades too lovely to be de-

scribed all these are the

colors that have come to be
since the Sho Yo came to

our land and into the hands
of the gardeners of the
Occident.

Nearly all of the lighter and more delicate colors fade ap-

preciably after opening, if exposed to the heat and glare of

the sun's rays. For garden effect, therefore, it is wiser to

limit the selection to those varieties which are least susceptible
to this bleaching process. But for cutting this is not so im-

portant, because if the buds are cut at the proper time and

brought indoors, even the most delicate shades hold true as

long as the bloom is fresh.

Commercial growers of the peony consider the proper time

for cutting to be when the first petals begin to open back, and
their practice of instantly dropping the severed bud into a

bucket of water should always be followed, if best results are

expected. Have the water close at hand and set each flower

stem down into it. If it is deep enough to immerse the entire

stem, so much the better
; but of course the flowers themselves

should not be allowed to fall into it. No flowers are im-

The Japanese tingle white
shows the early stages of
double flatter development

Various steps in the transition from single to double
blooms are illustrated by these Japanese varieties

proved by a complete ducking.
The reasons for this instant

submergence are twofold : the

immense size of the flower
and its very open stem. By
reason of its size it gives off

a large quantity of moisture
in transpiration, therefore it

must not be deprived of moist-

ure for any length of time,
else this transpiring process
will take from the tissues

themselves. By reason of its

open stem air passes into it

as soon as it is severed from
the plant, and once its stem
and tissues are air filled the
flower is permanently at a dis-

advantage.
Buds cut at the proper

time and dropped into water immediately may be allowed to

open as they will indoors usually. Commercial growers open
them in a cool, dark place; but this is of course unnecessary
under ordinary home conditions. Please remember that the
time of cutting is not the same with all varieties, for some do
better if cut early and some if cut late. It is always safer
to err on the side of waiting a bit late than to cut prema-
turely, for a peony bud cut before its time, before it is prop-
erly matured, will simply stop where it is and never be any-
thing but a bud. Note, too, that for the plant's sake a great
quantity of leafage should not be cut when the flowers are,
for leaves are required by the plant in order that it may make
the robust growth each season, below ground, that is neces-

sary if it is to furnish the maximum quantity of flowers when
the next summer arrives.

Six DIFFERENT TYPES

The form of the blossom is regarded as more important
by peony authorities now
than the color, for as the

flowers have progressed in

doubling they have taken
on six distinct shapes.
So an artificial classifica-

tion into six types was
adopted in the exhaustive

experiments begun at Cor-
n e 1 1 University in 1904
and carried on for some

years.
First comes the "single,"

the anemone flowered

peony, familiar to us all
;

then the "Japanese," show-

ing a blossom wherein the

doubling process has just

nicely started, and little

remnants of anthers, still

showing at the tips of the

petaloids or small inner

petals, reveal the method
by which this process is

carried on namely, by the
transformation of filaments

and their topping anthers into regular petals.

"Bomb" is the third a distinct advance to the wholly
double flower, with never a trace of anther on petaloid tip;
"semi-double" comes next and is just a sort of general class

where everything that doesn't fit elsewhere is conveniently
dumped. The most definite characteristic in this division is

lack of uniformity in the transformation of the filaments into

petals, so that petaloids of all widths and sizes are present in

the same flower.

Following this general, all-embracing class comes that desig-
nated as "crown," a name suggested by the form of the flower

when the petaloids, though fully transformed, are distinctly
different from the true petals, and a crown results. And last

of all is "rose" the fully developed and regularly formed
flower the type most commonly chosen and therefore most

(Continued on page 58)
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Two women of the Bimsei Era (1818-1829). A color

print by Shunsho (1726-1792) who dominated Japanese
color print design during the 70's of the 18tft Century

The color print process, by Utamaro (1753-1806). The
figure in the foreground sharpens the engraving knife,
the other two work on the outline and chisel the block

"The Wave," a diptych from the "Thirty-six Views of Trigi," by Hokusai (1760-1849), the most popular Japanese
color print artist. During sixty working years he produced over 30,000 sketches and illustrated more than 500 volumes
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COLLECTING JAPANESE COLOR PRINTS

GARDNER TEALL

One peculiar phase of collecting is the way certain objects, without any apparent reason, creep into popularity.
That is the case of Japanese prints. Reports from dealers in various parts of the country show that the demand
for them has tripled in the past two years. And the vogue is growing. ]f you want to start a collection or

add to the ones you have, write The Collector's Mart, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, Hew York City

w HILE the canons of art

inflexible and en-are

during, fashion changes. There

are those to whom only cer-

tain phases or fashions of art

appeal to some only the art of

antiquity, to some that of mediae-

val or that of renaissance times,

while others find interest only in

current manifestations. Never-

theless, one owes it to the intel-

ligence to permit the mind to be

open to understanding, in little

as well as in great things. It is

not the knowledge a man puts
into his brain that wearies it,

but rather the abuse of the

means of acquiring it. Indeed,

there are those who almost make
it a profession not to cram the

head
; vacuity with such becomes

a pastime, again a fetish.

You, Gentle Reader, may
wonder what all this has to do
with collecting Japanese color

prints. It is this : that the study
of these color prints, the pleas-
ure one takes in collecting them,
and the certain joy to be had in

their possession is, in the first

place, founded on approaching
the subject with an openness of

mind that can conceive and can
measure a viewpoint which is,

perhaps, totally unlike one's own
preconceived idea of a thing.

THE MISSING THIRD DIMEN-
SION

Our own art having though
it does, form, color, composition
and perspective, presents to the
aesthetic appreciation works quite different in intent from
those of oriental artists. Japanese painting and Chinese paint-

ing, for instance, differ, to quote an eminent authority on the

"A Belle of the Yoshiwara," by Kersei Yusen (1792-

1848). This print exhibits the particular employ-
ment of shadows as independent notes when used by

the Japanese color printers

same time the extraordinarily

developed powers of observa-

tion in the Japanese enable them
to convey to their work an un-

usual amount of life and spirit.

This being so, one will realize

that an appreciation of oriental

painting, held by an occidental

mind, betokens an intellectual

development in that mind be-

yond the ordinary (which is to

say, the occidental mind has led

its intellect to weigh and con-

sider the oriental viewpoint that

has produced a work of art, and

so, in turn, can understand it

when such a work is placed be-

fore him).
The color prints of Japan of

the 18th Century bore stronger
marks of kinship to Japanese
painting than do those of the

19th Century. These early
works are, of course, held more

highly in esteem by the Japanese
themselves and by the advanced
collector. But as the very lovely
19th Century works are access-

ible to everyone (and to the

moderate purse as well), it is

this latter class of prints that

will probably engage the begin-
ner's attention.

The earlier prints were the

outcome of Japanese painting,
but likewise had their inception
as book-illustrations, later to oc-

cupy a position as independent
works.

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS

In all Japanese prints there

will be noted certain characteristics. Shadows, the play of

light and shade (chiaroscuro) have no proper place in the

Japanese color print (nor, indeed, in Japanese painting). The

subject, W. von Seidlitz, from modern occidental painting Japanese artist considers the shadow to be too ephemeral a

in this, that it deliberately forgoes all means of producing an thing to be worthy his consideration, though his skill could

immediate illusion. It knows nothing of the third dimension, easily master its intricacies. Some of the color prints by
but confines itself to decorative effects in one plane. At the Yeisen (1791-1851) prove this to be true. Again, the model-

"A Snowy Landscape," by Hiroshige (1796-1858), one
of the most popular color print artists of Japan

"Evening Glow at Siva," by Hiroshige. Fully 4,000 subjects
are credited to this artist, yet fine copies are scarce
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"A Girt by a Stream," the work of Moromasa, and typical

of the earlier Japanese color prints
"Swallows," one of Utamaro's most beautiful prints, ex-

quisite in both line and color

ing so dear to the occidental mind, is disdained by the Japanese
artist. He scorns to attempt "life-like fruit pieces." He

keeps his design practi-

cally and intentionally flat.

The Japanese artist treats

perspective when he in-

troduces it at all in ac-

cordance with the ancient

art-canons of Chinese
painting, as imaginative,
not as reproductive of the

precise idea of literal

actuality. Not ignorance
but intention leads the

Japanese color print art-

ist upon his deliberative

way. Again, oriental and

occidental ideals of hu-

man beauty differ greatly.

But even here the Japa-
nese artist seldom wishes

to produce actual por-
traiture. The faces he

introduces are, instead, to

be taken as conventional

symbols, and one almost

always finds them set at

the same angle. Occa-

sionally more literal por-
traiture is- attempted, as

in the rare portrait of

Hiroshige by Kunisada.

To the uninitiated this

might seem provocative
of monotony, but once the

intention of Japanese art

is understood an interest

will be quickened. Shu-

zan, a Japanese art-

writer, had this to say in

speaking of the art -of his

country in 1777: "Among
the various kinds of paint-

ing there is one which is "A Japanese Hero," by Kumjoshi (1800-1861)

called the naturalistic, in which it is thought proper to repre-
sent flowers, grasses, fishes, insects, etc., exactly as they ap-

pear in Nature. This is

a special style and cer-

tainly not one to be de-

spised; but since it only
aims at showing the forms
of things, without regard
for the canons of art, it

is after all merely a com-

monplace and can lay no
claims to good taste."

Thus we have an early

contemporary Japa n e s e

opinion of the naturalis-

tic in art. At the same

time, as von Seidlitz apt-

ly remarks, "The differ-

ential of Japanese art is

just this, that into per-

fectly conventional forms
is infused a content con-

stantly fresh-drawn from
Nature." Furthermore,
the marvelous mastery of

line which the Japanese
artists commanded en-

abled the designers of

color prints to convey the

sense of the spirit to their

work.

How THE PRINTS ARE

MADE

As
how
should increase one's in-

terest in it, the collector

of Japanese color prints
will wish to know how
these were made.

First the color orint

artist drew his design in

(Continued on page 66)

a knowledge of

a thing is made
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NEW SMOCKS FOR THE GARDEN
The names of the shops where these smocks can be
purchased will be gladly furnished on application.
Purchases may be made through the HOUSE & GARDEN
Shopping Service, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

A simple, serviceable galatea smock
comes in various colors with large em-
broidered dots on the collar, wrist
straps and on the smocking at the

front, $3. Bangkok straw hat, $4.50

Buff linen with black and white cre-

tonne applied irregularly on the skirt,

$10.50. The hat is of thatched straw
with blue facing and four links of rose
toned carved bone across front, $11.96

Adapted not only for garden but general summer
wear is this smock dress of crepe etamine trimmed
with gaily colored cretonne. With black border.

$16.50; hat to match, black satin crown, $5.50

A percale garden set in
various colors trimmed
with cretonne. Sleeve-
lets practical and apron
with many pockets,
feather- stitched b y

hand, $8 the set

Garden skirt of white habutaye
with black and white overpat-
tern and splotches of dull purple,
tan and blue, ?15. Hat and basket
are of rough straw lined with
cretonne and cost $5.95 each

.n ...

particularly ap-

propriate for a

garden hat o re-

alistic dragon-fly
of celluloid, $1

The latest smock is of blue and
white checked gingham gathered
onto a high waist and collared
with white linen. The hat is of

peanut straw, brim covered with
checked gingham. $20 the set
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Among the patterns for embroidered cushions is one with
a center of peacock blue linen bordered with brilliant

green thread. The vine is worked in tones of ivory, rose.

blue and yellow

Given a piece of rough, natural silk of a neutral tone, these

handicrafters embroider it with half a dozen striking

colors, in a new design and a table mat is evolved

The King, looking forth from his purple background,
observed that the dog had a mulberry coat that the

flowers were quite properly swing from their etherial
chains in the dull arey jars and said, "Truly, my dear
we are very beautiful." To which the Queen, as she

should, agreed

Of the many scarves the Johonnots have created are three

whose designs lend themselves admirably to use as curtains.

They are here shown at only half length
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A Swedish folk dance in a garden, and the wood-block
from which it was printed. The dress of the dancers is

dull blue with ornaments of crimson and yellow, the flower
pattern being green and yellow

PRINT AND NEEDLEWORK
THAT MARK A NEW
DECORATIVE NOTE
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WE arc fortu-

nate, we of

this clay and genera-

tion, for we are to

see the first flower-

ings of a truly char-

acteristic American
art. Where? Ill the

exhibition galleries
with easel picture

crowding easel pic-

ture the one dimin-

ishing what beauty
there may be in the

other? No, nor in

the further multipli-
cation of useless
"objects of art," but

in t h e development
of our free Amer-
ican spirit through
the many phases of

handicraft and ar-

chitecture.

Here, there and in

every corner of these

United States are in-

dividual architects

working, not to re-

vive the glories of

past ages, but truth-

fully and tastefully
to solve the problems
of the present ;

de-

signers and crafts-

men, in groups and

alone, working to

beautify the interiors

of these homes of a

new understanding ;

working to make
charming the cos-

tumes of the hour
and to enhance with

sympathetic touch
the products of the
modern printing
press.

Rightly, we are
coming to under-
stand the arts, not as frail, extraneous accomplishments, but
as a sincere part and parcel of cultured life, and to grasp
the vital distinction between applied art and art applied.

The one applied art a high spiritual prophecy of
the potential beauty inherent in the nature of a material, as,
an incidence of hundreds, the delicate carvings and clear finish
f^ n i^n...iir..ii__ _ i i i , i f .1

A convincing demonstration that "pattern is beauty." The painting is

keyed in sunshine yellow. The zinnias are lightly painted in lavender,

yellow and crimson, the flowerholder gray-black, while the water is green-
blue. Background patterns are seji-green. chrome-yellow and pale crimson.

The frame is silver and blue

IS PATTERN BEAUTY?
A Question Raised by the Decorative Handicraft

of Salome and Ralph Helm Johonnot

MAUD A. O'HARROW

of the ilesign depart-
ment at 1'ralt Insti-

tute, in New York
City. and. with Mrs.

Johonnot, to estab-

lish himself in Cali-

fornia that they
could carry theory
into practice and de-

velop the many
phases of handicraft

particularly of in-

t e r i o r decoration

and costume --in
which they have

been interested for

years.
Of their personal

su c c e s s, of the
Medal of Honor
awarded their work
at the recent Pan-
American Exposi-
tion and of their en-

thusiastic following
in the various cities

where they teach
during the winter

months Mr. Johon-
not has little to say,

his thought is con-

centrated in spread-

ing abroad a fine

sincerity of artistic

truthfulness, a re-

spect for exquisite

materials, their
proper, natural use
and enrichment and

an interpretative
comprehension of

beauty in colorful,

patterned design.
These, his work, and

the work of Mrs.

Johonnot, pictured
here, speak for

themselves. For
their work is de-

voted to those arts

which apply directly to the beautifying of the home. A printed

curtain of unusual pattern and striking colors, an embroidered

pillow, a table cover, a miniature mural, along lines such as

these have their energies been directed.

N the opposite page are shown some examples of their

design. The scarves, of which five are pictured here,O
of a beautifully grained wood bringing into life the innate are block printed crepe. Both the designs and the blocks are
l("VPl i tlfCC of f~rt** rrfn r>i T n1 ->o4-< -*^ 1 -*->- -l^i *-**? *irl"i i/lt fl-o o v*-vo- _ 11 . i e . T^ . J *

. _ I . _ L. ,loveliness of the graceful, natural markings which the experi-
ence of growth 'have created, or, the subtle tinting of fine fab-

rics and the delicate, sympathetic embroidery of them that their

qualities of charm may be enriched ; the other art applied
a base imposition of the laws of form and of color upon a

material, regardless of the nature of that material, as the
imitation of one through another, or the application of a
coarse medium to a delicate material for effect.

AS,
gradually, we come to appreciate these essentials we

find the "fine arts" once more filling their place in the big,
real work of the world, creative design, the appropriate use
of pattern and color and simplicity of decorative scheme are

again, as they were in the pre-commercial days, the fascinating
element of charm in building, in book and in gown.

"Instead of the artist, as we are wont to know him," to

quote Holbrook Jackson, in his book on William Morris, "living
a pampered or neglected life according to the measure of

success he has obtained in the making of things complete in

themselves and bearing only the slightest relationship to the

activities of life, we" in the clearer understanding and deeper
appreciation of applied art "shall have the craftsman."

IT
was this realization of a bigger, more practical work that

led Ralph Helm Johonnot to leave his position as head

made by these handicrafters. The same designs have been

applied to curtains of crepe and other materials. In the pat-

tern lies their beauty. Or again, there is the embroidered

pillow, a design in tans, blues, greens, ivory, rose and yellow.
And here again the pattern is beauty. Their use in a room
would give it immediate distinction.

These may seem small items, but it is by such that an interior

attains individuality.

Unquestionably the first law for the decoration of interiors

is to use those furnishings that are suitable to the room, to the

house and to the sort of life the occupants live. That is suit-

ability plus personality. The personal distinction lies in the

judicious use of the smaller decorative accessories, objects

especially wrought for those especial uses and places.
The same suitability that requires the right sort of furniture

in a certain kind of room justifies the creation of these acces-

sories. For they are the result of applying a pattern which is

beautiful to material which also is beautiful.

When we shall have learned to appreciate this suitability
of detail, our American interiors will begin to rise above the

mediocre and attain something of distinction. Meantime here
are the examples of the work of but two of our American
handicraft artists. Hundreds of others are devoted to a like

work. It is a sign of better things.
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To see the real beauty of this Nereid fountain,
visualize it and its companion opposite at either
end of a garden pool with the greenery cropping
up around its base. A. Sterling Calder, sculptor

"The Star," by A. Sterling Calder,
originally shown in mammoth size

at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, is

now rendered smaller in bronze

This and the figure shown opposite were used as
details of the "Fountain of Energy" at the Exposi-
tion. They now can be had in bronze in sizes

required for gardens. A. Sterling Calder, sculptor

Placed at the end of a
path against a tall

hedge, this Hermes by
Sara Morris Greene
makes a perfect ter-

minal figure

Set this in a hedge so
that only the face peeps
above, and you've cap-
tured a laughing fay.
Sara Morris Greene,

sculptor

I

Surely it's a fay! Although the

sculptor, Edward Berge, calls it

"Wild Flower" fountain, because
of the flower on her head

Another fountain from Edward
Bcrge shows a lad in a charac-
teristic attitude holding a frog

tJiat spatters him with water

NYMPHS AND FAYS HAVE COME BACK AGAIN
At Least One Would Judge So From These Examples

of Recent Garden Statuary

Pi
J

Courtesy of the Corham Company
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THE MID-SEASON GARDEN OF ABUNDANCE
Utilizing All the Ground All the Time to Produce the Highest

Quality of Standard Crops What the Various Sorts Will Do

ADOLPH KRUHM

AS
in the case of the early vege-

table garden discussed in March,
certain crops predominate in the mid-

season garden. They will furnish the

big bulk of those vegetables, the grow-

ing of which I propose to suggest. But
since few households use the same

quantities of the same vegetables in

the course of a season, it is up to the

planter who acts upon these sugges-
tions to adapt these plans to his specific

needs.

The two principal factors in the suc-

cessful conduct of a midseason garden
are sensible utilization of space and
continuous utilization of ground.

Similar as these two factors may
appear to be, they stand for the appli-

cation of two distinct principles. One

suggests the use of vegetables that

bear biggest crops on smallest space,
the other stands for intensive cultiva-

tion of the ground at your disposal.

SHORT SEASON CROPS

It does not seem logical to grow

An example of intensive cultivation

lettuce between beets from seed.

with space enough for tillage

such crops as melons, squashes, cu-

cumbers, etc., in a garden 30" x Sff.

The returns per square foot of ground
from plants of "vining" growth are

so small as compared with other crops
which the same ground may be made
to produce that it pays better to buy
what few vegetables are wanted in

unusual lines. The dependable stand-

bys for the midseason garden are

beans, beets, cabbage, corn, lettuce,

onions, peas, radishes and tomatoes.

These in turn may be divided into

short season and long season crops,

according to the time during which

they occupy the ground.
By choosing proper varieties, let-

tuce and radishes may be had unin-

terruptedly until frost. The season of

green peas may be extended until the

end of August from seeds sown early
in May, but pods from later plantings

generally do not fill out well and it

therefore does not pay to plant peas
after the middle of May. In our

garden we follow up sowing of Little

The midseason garden can never produce as it should
unless it is given frequent and thorough cultivation.

For this the wheel-hoe is the gardener's best ally

Beans should be sown 4" apart in the row. For best

results allow 2%' between rows and cultivate thoroughly
so as to keep the soil well stirred and weeds down

The midseason garden early in July. Incidentally, this

is an excellent example of good planing and honest care
Another way to utilize all the space; radishes planted
between tomatoes, and gathered before the latter mature
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On the left is shown New Kid-

ney Wax; on the right, Boun-
tiful Green Pod

Marvel and Thomas Lax-

ton among the real early

kinds with Alderman and

Potlach. Alderman is a

very fine strain of the

popular telephone pea,
with vines 5' tall. In sev-

enty-five days from date

of planting it will reward

you with five quarts of

fine 4 l/2" pods from ev-

ery 15' of row, and the

same space will yield three

to four additional quarts
ten days later, when Pot-

lach yields its first crop.
Potlach peas are among

the finest late sorts in culti-

vation today. They are a

freat
improvement over old

tratagem, which they
somewhat resemble in char-

acter of vines and shape of

pods. Potlach grows from
24" to 30" high on good soil, and the vines should be supported
since they are simply loaded with handsome 4" pods which
are usually well filled with seven to eight large dark green

peas of superb quality. Two 15' rows yielded eighteen quarts
of pods for us the past season.

LETTUCE AND RADISHES

Among the lettuces I am tempted to call California Cream
Butter the best sort for early summer. When Wayahead,
Tenderheart and other early heading varieties have seen their

days, this variety glories in perfecting handsome, solid heads,
8" to 10" in diameter. California Cream Butter is at its best

seventy-five days from date seeds were sown, and it stays in

fit condition until All Seasons among the butter-heads, and

Iceberg among the crisp-heads, furnish a logical succession.

These two sorts are in a class of their own for heat resistance.

Both make large plants 10" to 12" in diameter, form large,
solid heads and stay in prime condition throughout August
when even old, reliable California Cream Butter "bolts."

If you want radishes during July and August you have to

plant the slower growing, firmer fleshed summer sorts. After
the end of May do not sow the early spring sorts which get

pithy with the approach of hot weather. Put in Chartiers,

Ladyfinger and Strasburg, three long kinds which produce roots

fit for use in the order mentioned and will provide your table

satisfactorily throughout July, August and early September.

t

Golden Bantam and Kendel's

Early Giant, two varieties of
proved merit

Among bush beans we
find a bewildering number
of varieties, differing prin-

cipally in color, shape and

season of maturity. There
are green-podded sorts of

early and late maturity.
While there are nearly a

score of pedigreed sorts at

our disposal, all of which
are of highest quality, there

are a few top-notchers

.among them which are es-

pecially desirable. Among
the green pods these are

flat-podded Bountiful and

round-pod Full Measure.

OTHER BEANS AND BEETS

Bountiful is absolutely
in a class of its own when
it comes to earliness, pro-
lificness and long season of

bearing combined with an

absolutely stringless character. This is saying much, with six

or eight other sorts of similar nature clamoring for our atten-

tion. And yet, I have seen only one kind so far that will yield
from twenty to thirty quarts of pods from one 15' row in the
course of a season, and that is Bountiful. It yields its first

four quarts of pods per row in fifty-six days from date of

planting. Full Measure may be called the round-podded com-
panion to Bountiful, though it is a few days later and its sea-
son of bearing is shorter.

The wax-podded bush beans offer two worthy mates, similar
in all good points to the above pair, in Burpee's New Kidney
Wax and Brittle Wax. The latter is round-podded while New
Kidney Wax is flat-podded and also more prolific, which seems
to be the rule with the flat-podded sorts when the two classes
are compared. New Kidney Wax closely rivals Bountiful in

season of maturity, and Brittle Wax is almost as early, though
not quite as free bearing.

Since beans are such an important crop in most home gar-
dens, a few definite suggestions as to how to raise big crops
of fine pods may be in order. In the first place, plant your
beans in rows 2y2

'

apart, dropping the seeds 4" apart in the
row. When young plants appear above ground, start to hoe
them. Later on, hill slightly to support the bushes and hoe,
hoe, hoe. No other vegetable I know, with the possible ex-

ception of tomatoes, appreciates frequent and thorough cul-
tivation as much as do beans. Do not pick pods while the

(Continued on page 72)

Prizetaker onions, if they are
sown early in April, should

produce by mid-August

Iceberg crisp-head is one of
the two best lettuces for re-

sisting summer heat

In from 100 to 110 days from
sowing seven-pound heads of
Copenhagen Market develop
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The Piedmont Pack. D. C. Sands. Jr.. Master, is fast making Virginia famous for beagling

ALL HOUND AND A FOOT HIGH
Beagles and Beagling, the Dogs and the Sport That
Have Stood the Test of Three Hundred Years

WILLIAMS HAYNES

UNDER
the patronage of royal-

ty from Queen Elizabeth to

the late King Edward, and, at the

same time, the most popular all-

'rouncl sporting dog of the demo-
cratic American farmer, the little

beagle has won fairly his nickname
of ."everyman's hound." In fact,

among that branch of the old and
aristocratic hound family whose
members hunt by scent, he is the

only one which has attained wide-

spread popularity.

A REAL FAVORITE

The beagle is well known and

liked, especially here in America
where he plays admirably the dual
role of house dog and sporting dog
that has benefited by the shows.
Since the Stone Age sportsmen have

carefully bred and trained their

hunting dogs, esteeming
them highly, and the lit-

tle hound needed no ad-

vertising among the

hunters. The bench

shows, however, intro-

duced him to quite an-
other class of dog lovers

among whom his affable

disposition and charm-

ing manners won him
many new friends.

As a general rule the

hounds that hunt are
cool toward people. The
chase is the passion of
their lives

; they have no
time for human friend-

ships. The beagle is the

exception, a keen sports-
man but jolly and socia-

ble withal. He likes to
meet new acquaintances
and hobnob with his old

friends, and for over 300

A close view of two of the Piedmont beagles,

showing their points solid and big for their

inches, well able to stand the racket

The Somerset pack, with the Peters. Belray and \Vheatley, has revived

beagling down on Long Island. The larger hounds are followed with

horses, while the foot pack is composed of smaller, slower dogs

years the adjective "merry" has al-

ways been linked with his name.
The maximum of 15" high at the

shoulder set for the beagle keeps
him well within the limit of house-

dog size. He is neat and clean and
does not bark without cause. He
has little of the terrier's nervous,

roving spirit or his animosity to-

ward cats and poultry. He is kind

as an old nurse with the children,
and serves faithfully and capably
as a guardian and night watchman.
Two things, the instinct to run

rabbits and the passion to bay the

moon o' nights, are ingrained deep
in his hound nature. In a few
cases the former might be a disad-

vantage, but there is no doubt that

always and under every circum-
stance the latter is sure to be. For-

tunately, there is a sure cure for

the nightly racket, a

cure, by the way, that is

effective for most dogs.
It is to shut the howler

up in a small box or

kennel, and, in order
that the night noises may
not disturb him, throw a

couple of thicknesses of

burlap sacking over the

sleeping quarters. It

may be even more effec-

tive to keep the sleeping
box indoors. A closely
confined dog will seldom
bark.

THE BEAGLE AS A
SPORTSMAN

On top of all the ad-

vantage of his sociable

disposition, the beagle's

p o.p u 1 a r i t y has been

helped by his sporting
(Continued on page 76)
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M. D.'S TO TREES

Showing the Process of

Bringing a Sick Maple
Round to Health

Courtesy of Davey Tree Expert Co

(1) It was a soft maple with an

excellent top and dense foliage.

Its location along the main

driveway made it distinctly

worth saving. To the un-

trained eye it looked fairly

healthy, but

(2) The little hole at the bot-

tom of one side of the trunk

proved to be a serious decay.

Excavated it was large enough
to contain a man. Bracing

rods were then put in

(3) On the other side the exca-

vation of the apparently harm-

less seam in the trunk left

nothing but a shell. The in-

terior was so decayed that it

was a marvel how the tree

ever stood

(4) Excavated, disinfected, wa-

terproofed and given new
ribs, the tree was ready for

filling. Section by section the

cement was set in, thus allow-

ing for freedom of movement
when the tree swayed

(5) The other side was filled in

the same manner and the case

left to old Dr. Nature to heal

over the scars. Although it

will take several years, the

bark will eventually cover the

filling and the tree will appear
as good as new
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Oalathca, one of the many
good cactus sorts, is an even,

soft pink

Well named Snowflake. thin

old-fashioned single dahlia it

free flowering

Another cactus type, Mrs.
Alfred Dyer, is lemon yellow

shading to pink

Master Carle is a superb cac-

tus sort of bright saffron-yel-
low color

MAKING UP THE DAHLIA BED

paraphrase a certain utterance that

. has become a byword in American life,

the dahlia is a flower of the people, for the

people, by the people. Carrying the parallel

a bit farther, there is little danger that dah-

lias shall ever perish from the earth they
are too widely and deservedly popular for

that. Great variety of color, adaptability
to every soil and climate, simplicity and ease

of culture, these are a few of the dahlia's

characteristics which stand out prominently.
Good bulbs and proper planting are es-

sential to the success of a summer dahlia

garden. First of all, the root clump must
be separated correctly, divided with a sharp
knife so that a portion of the crown or stalk

is left on each bulb from which the sprout
can start. Many amateurs make the mis-

take of planting the entire clump without

dividing, with the result that the abundance
of sprouts chokes off healthy growth and

produces few flowers but many leaves.

The plot for the prospective dahlia gar-
den should be thoroughly cultivated, plowed
or spaded 8" or 10" deep, and well worked
over to afford opportunity for rapid expan-
sion and making easy paths for the tiny
rootlets. Fertilizing is one of the most im-

J. K. ALEXANDER
Photographs by courtesy of Henry A. Dreer

portant factors in success with these plants,
and in order to keep the soil properly pro-
ductive it must be enriched with stable, cow,

sheep or chicken manure, or with any of

the standard commercial fertilizers.

Your dahlias can be planted any time

after danger from frost is over, though it

is always best to wait until the ground is

thoroughly warm. Under ordinary circum-

stances they will bloom within six or eight
weeks. Lay the bulbs flat in hills or drills

6" deep with the sprout facing upward,
cover with 1" or so of soil, add the dress-

ing, and level off. Bulbs set in this way
will receive sufficient moisture to keep them

growing even in dry seasons. If, on the

other hand, they were stood on end, with

the sprout near the surface, all the new
bulbs which form would be so close to the

top that the plant would suffer in droughts.
The distance apart for the plants varies

from 18" to 4', according to the amount of

available ground, the greater distance re-

sulting generally in more robust growth.
The stalks are rather brittle, so it is a good

plan to stake each plant when it is set out.

Good cultivation is essential to real suc-

cess with dahlias, especially when they are

first set out. Keep the soil well loosened

then and free from weeds. It should never

be allowed to form a crust ; weekly cultiva-

tion up to the blooming time should be the

rule, and the soil should always be stirred

after a rain in order to conserve the moist-

ure and prevent baking under the ensuing
sun. After the plants begin to blossom the

working over of the ground should be dis-

continued, else your activities will be apt
to damage the new tubers which develop
now.

Injudicious watering does more harm
than good, but there are times when the ap-

plication of moisture other than the natural

rainfall will benefit the dahlias considerably.
A thorough soaking once or twice a week

during a drought and a loosening up of the

soil next day are the proper treatment. Mere
surface sprinkling every day or so pro-
motes undesirable surface roots and soft

growth.
In dahlia culture there are no hard and

fast rules to follow. Each soil, location,

climate or season may necessitate different

treatment. Study your plants, watch them
as they develop, and experiment along lines

harmonious with Nature's laws.

The decorative varieties find
a worthy leader in dark scar-

let Minnie Burgle

This new peony-flowered yel-

low sort. Mondscheibe, it

splendidly large

A curious blending of salmon-

pink and amber marks Coun-
tess of Lonsdale

Dreer's Yellow Show is a good
grower, an early and profuse

bloomer
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Late in March the place was
adorned by snow and rubbish

COLUMBUS
discovered America,

Franklin learned about electricity from

a kite string clearly it was up to us to

search out the latent possibilities of our

small city lot. Like other famous experi-

menters we were full of theories. We had

the place, the desire to make the most of

it, and the belief that in working out the

design the details of the house must not

come first. All else lay in the future, a

future composed chiefly of ideas.

Here was the situation :

Our new domain measured approximately
90'xlOO'. The northern landscape was oc-

cupied principally by a vacant lot, that to

the south and west by an equally blank

high board fence coldly regarding us with

a large-private-grounds-I'm-here-to-keep-

you-out expression. To the east was a

house, which we promptly decided wouldn't

bother us much, anyhow. Design, con-

struction, planting and maintenance were,

we knew, the four generals to whose orders

obedience must be rendered. We divided

our theories into four squadrons, dutifully

subservient to these commanders. Then we
drew deep breaths,

burned joss-papers to

the great god Success

and the little tin one on

wheels, Efficiency, and
started.

THE PRELIMINARY

PLANNING

Gently and tentative-

ly the first draft of the

house plan settled down
on the plan of the lot,

close t o the north
boundary. Looked
rather well there, too,

and there was room
enough behind it for a

walk and bit of plant-

ing. Why, this thing
wasn't going to be
so hard there were
the front hall and
kitchen, both served by
the same imaginary
walk, taking shape
already. And for
the southeast exposure
with its abundant light
and morning sunshine,

DEVELOPING A CITY GARDEN
A Miracle

Wrought in Three Months

ELIZABETH LEONARD STRANG

why not a big living-room, and the dining-
room ? Fine ! We'd do it that way.
With growing confidence the design of

the grounds developed from this beginning.

Obviously, the best and most direct place
for the entrance would be on the north.

Some time a neighboring house will go up
on that side, counseled the Chief, and we
have no particular desire to study its win-

dows and interior decorations from the

vantage point of our own living-room.

Furthermore, this arrangement would make

possible on the south side that broad, un-

broken sweep of lawn which General De-

sign commanded. A 30" walk would be

wide enough, and after it reached the en-

trance porch it might just as well go on

through a high gate into the service court.

Such a course would be quite pleasant, for

that court was to be surrounded with a

G1
/;/ vine covered fence and paved with

bluestone screenings.

By this time we felt like regular experts
in the home-making game ;

the thing was

traveling under its own power as easily as a

super-six. Confidently the Chief an-

nounced :

"We will now turn our attention to plan-

ning the flower garden, our most pro-
nounced 'design.'

"

Still on paper, then, we studied its loca-

tion and general proportions. A main axis

it must have, of course, and what better

than one leading from the dining-room
door? This should be the central path,

2^/2' wide and brick floored. Minor 2' wide
walks could connect with it, and for a focal

point we imaginatively planted a hemlock

hedge at the end to set off a pleasant garden
seat. Minimum in width were all these

paths, for there must be as much space as

possible for the 6' double flower-beds and
the 4' single ones around the edges.

By May the garden was laid out,

and order had succeeded chaos

August brought full development. Where six months before had

bareness, now close standing plants crowded close to the brick
out the world and filling the air with fragrance

The pleasantest anticipation, philosoph-
ers tell us, is often followed by the dull but

distinctly audible thud of realization. When
we went to look at the place one day in

late March we viewed a huge heap of loam
in the geometrical center of the lawn, a con-

tractor's shanty occupying the flower gar-

den, and mud, snow and rubbish every-
where. It required imagination, faith, hope
and not a little charity to reconcile that

scene with our visions of future perfection,
but we set the brakes on our eagerness,
conversed with the contractor, his driver,

and the policeman on the corner, and, as

soon as the rough grading was finished,

started in to put our paper plan into actual

execution.

THE ACTUAL APPLICATION

First came the walks. Board edges, our

contractor agreed, after due ponderous con-

sideration, would be needed to keep the

loam from washing into them. No need to

buy expensive wood those cheap 6"x^J"
boards, stained brown, nailed at the cor-

ners and pegged on the inside so that 1"

would be exposed rn
the outside and the

loam be flush with the

top after settling,
would serve the pur-

pose. Old bricks of

pleasing color and tex-

ture, laid in basket pat-
tern over 6" of cinders

and a 2" sand cushion,
we insisted upon for

the center walk. For
the surface of the
others bluestone screen-

ings to a depth of 1"

were discussed and

adopted in solemn con-

clave. Their color, pre-
dicted the before-men-
tioned policeman on the

corner, would "get dar-

r-ker be th' weather,

praise be !" He was a

genius, that minion of

the law.

In time the shrubs
and plants arrived and
were "heeled in" in

a moist corner until

we were ready for

been unsightly
walk, shutting
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them. A few days more saw the

ground carefully raked and rolled

to the finished grade, top-dressed
with 4" of well rotted stable ma-
nure which was thoroughly spaded
in, and sprinkled with a generous
mixture of bone meal, wood ashes

and nitrate of soda.

Then came the planting. We did

not follow our paper plan blindly, but

adjusted and varied things a bit as

we went along, stimulated by some
fine big sbjRubs that we moved from

the other house as members of our

Lares and Penates. With due cere-

mony and a spade the flowers were

put in their soft beds; the grass seed

was sown, sprinkled with loam and
rolled ; the sod edges tamped around

the sidewalk and service yard ; step-

ping stones laid in place, and, last of

all, the little flower seeds were tucked

in.

Sounds simple, doesn't it? Just

casually stroll around, dig a

few holes in the ground, and
lo ! a garden of delight in a

single night. But ah, that homely
little three - letter word with the

triple-expansion, double action sig-

nificance !

LEARNING BY EXPERIENCE

We never did try to keep accurate tally

of the time and brain cells we exhausted

on the selection and proper placing of those

plants. And yet it was fun, genuine fun,

experimenting and juggling them around to

suit our liking. Good experience, too, and

calculated to convince us that we were not

omniscient. For instance :

Tall cedars, rhododendrons and junipers
were chosen for the forecourt. They looked

superb when first set out, so strong and

thrifty and gloriouslv green. But truth

compels me to admit that during the next

winter the snow amused itself by coasting
down the slate roof en masse and annihilat-

ing the rhododendrons ; cold blasts from

the north whistled joyously as they shriv-

eled the leaves; and the following spring
we had to move what was left of the poor

things to the corner under the trees where
their sturdy companions
welcomed them and took

them to their hearts.

Of the junipers, only
one survived, a courage-
ous, cheerful soul whose
ambition was worthy of

better things. We read

the burial service over his

deceased family, replaced
them with Spiraea Van
Houttei and some Japan-
ese yews, and discovered

that, at least up to the

present time, the problem
was solved.

To be sure, there are
other things around the
front of the house, little

accessory flowers that

give just a touch of color
and interest, while the real

climax of bloom is re-

served for the garden.
Early bulbs are here, and
dwarf iris with their va-
ried blossoms and blade-
like leaves. Later come

Looking down the garden in July one is struck

bi/ its informal comfort <in<l luxuriant growth

The forecourt as it appeared in
March, when the actual work of re-

habilitation commenced

In August the transformation vat complete. Lawn and

replaced the crudeness of early spring, and a bricked terrace

easy the transition to the house itself

the ferns, columbines and funkias,

the foxgloves and graceful coral

bells, befitting the shade, while in

siimmer white nicotiana fills an al-

lotted place.
There seemed to the Chief and me

no plausible reason why the service

yard should In- but a chill and barren

place, an altar to Necessity, pure and

simple. So we adorned it with dog-
wood and kerria, as much for the

winter red and green of their twigs
as for anything else, and sowed seeds

of nasturtiums, annual coreopsis and

marigolds for cutting. Up the cor-

ner of the house now clambers a

trumpet creeper, and tied for sup-

port to the fence of the service yard
stands a frame of tall white boltonias

for autumn bloom.
Two innovations we are trying

this year, and both seem to promise
permanent desirability. The first is

a small bed of hybrid perpetual and
briar roses south of the dining-room
window, and the other a hotbed and

vegetable plot in the corner south-

west of the shed. Here the small

son raises an appetite along with let-

tuce, radishes, string beans, tomatoes
and a few herbs like tarragon, parsley and

sage. Also, we planted mint on the shady
side of the fence where it could not choke
out everything else, and managed to find

room for an apple and a cherry tree.

THE SHRUBBERY PLANTING

The brain of your typical modern, super-

homemaking gardener revolves around two
centers : the shrubbery planting and the

perennial border. No domicile, these per-
sons would have us believe, can be complete
without one or both of these features

witness the janitor's nine-by-twenty sum-
mer home with its leafless tubbed privet
bush atop the city skyscraper. With how
great enthusiasm, then, did we turn to the

problem of how, where and when our
wooded things should grow !

Around the lawn we set a shrubbery
border, fascinating term! In the shade of

a large ash tree in the southeast corner went
a mass (another soul-stirring word) of rho-

dodendrons, andromeda
and lucothoe. Last fall we
added a tiny rockery there

and planted it with hepati-
cas, blood-root, spring
beauties, ferns, trilliums

and other woods growers.
They came up this spring,

grateful for our care.

The spring flowering
shrubs like magnolias,
azaleas, forsythias and
flowering almonds gath-
ered between the rhodo-
dendron group and the

flower garden. Lily-of-

the-valley filled in about
their feet, while under the

large red maples and ash
trees at the back were set

shrubs chosen for their

shade-enduring qualities

honeysuckles, black al-

der, witch hazel, Regel's

privet (a drooping vari-

ety) and mock orange.
That was last year. This

(Continued on page 62)

garden had
made more
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The brood, undulating sweep of a good lawn, unbroken by promiscuous
planting, is one of the best features of successful landscape design

LENGTHEN THE LIFE OF YOUR LAWN
It Is Not So Much a Question of Subsequent Care as of Starting Right

C. A. LE CLAIRE

CLOSE-MOWN, turf-cov-

. ered piece of pleasure

ground" thus the dictionary tact-

fully defines a lawn. Far be it from

us to dispute so revered an author-

ity ; merely would we state 'that in

actual fact innumerable "lawns" are

not that. Bare patches or weed beds

would better describe many of them,

conditions more often attributed to

the owner's shiftlessness than to the

real cause a failure on his part to

master the underlying principles of

lawn making. The character of the

soil, the topography of the land, and
the kind of grass best adapted to the

situation, all these are important fac-

tors to be analyzed if the best results

are to be obtained.

PLANNING THE GREEN

Much, too, depends upon apprecia-
tion of the lawn's service as a setting
for the house. In planning the home

grounds, where space permits, the

house should appear to be set well

back in the lot. Each particular home
presents a problem in itself. For
artistic beauty and usefulness, how-
ever, a few fundamental rules ought
to be emphasized.
Where the lot lacks dimension in

comparison with the size of the

house, the approach should be so

arranged as to avoid, as far as pos-
sible, cutting the lawn into small

A few trees property placed will do no harm,
provided long and attractive vistas are retained

blocks. Often the placing of the en-

trance to one side or even a slight

adjustment of the walk will add rods

to the visual size of the lawn. If

the contour of the land is irregular
the surface should be graded with a

uniform slope from the foundation
of the house down to the street. The
natural roll of the land should not
be distorted any more than is neces-

sary to get the desired effect. A con-
vex surface tends to magnify the

breadth of the area when viewed
from the street or highway.
When the place is viewed at right

angles as well as from in front, as is

the case with corner lots, locating the

walk or drive slightly below the level

of the lawn will avoid a break in the

green carpet when viewed from this

point. If so arranged it is well to

slope the lawn gently to the inner
walk or drive, so as to facilitate

mowing operations. Basement plant-

ings of shrubs, with a few modest
trees of the clean native sorts, can be
used to produce the desired shade or
obliterate an undesirable view, but a

promiscuous use of trees, shrubs or
flower beds scattered over the lawn
is never good taste.

PREPARING THE SOIL FOR GRASS

Almost invariably the arrange-
ment of the home grounds calls for
a considerable amount of excavating
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or filling in. This offers a great temptation
to cover up the natural surface soil of the

site with cold subsoil removed from the

basement excavation, or by a poor grade of

filling as heterogeneous in character as the

passengers in a metropolitan subway train.

Such material may be safely used only
where fillings deeper than the feeding zone

of the sod are to be made. For the upper
4' it is false economy to use anything but

such soil as will support a permanent

growth of grass. No after-treatment can

ever overcome a faulty start in lawn-

making.
Most of the grasses which produce a de-

sirable sod are at home on a rather loamy
soil. A clay or a clay loam subsoil is ideal

for them. For the upper surface layer of

about 1', native soil removed before the

grading was commenced can be used, pro-

viding it is loamy and free of weeds. If

the soil at hand is rather light and sandy it

can be materially improved by incorporat-

ing with it as many as thirty or more loads

of well rotted stable manure per acre. Let
me emphasize here that the opportune time

to incorporate organic matter .and plant
food in a lawn soil is before the seeding is

done, because afterward only surface dress-

ings of fertilizer can be applied. With
this in mind the wise owner will see to it

that lime is applied at the rate of two tons
of ground stone per acre. The use, also,
of 500 pounds or so of steamed bone meal

per acre at this time would not be amiss.
These materials, if well worked into the

surface soil, should provide sufficient plant
food for the grasses indefinitely, provided
the usual subsequent surface dressings of

manure are occasionally made.
After the soil is thus properly treated, it

should be well worked down where there
is room for the operation of a disc harrow.
On small plots hand hoeing will accomplish
the same results. Following this chopping
manipulation a heavy horse roller, or a
hand tamp made by nailing a piece of 2"
X 6" board to a post, can be used to mash
clods and pack the soil. Noticeable depres-
sions you should fill at this time with a
fresh supply of soil. To serve the double

purpose of creating an ideal grass seed bed
and at the same time cleaning up pebbles,
twigs and other debris, the smooth surface
can then be raked.

SEED AND SEEDING

For the greater part of the United States

blue-grass makes up the main part of the

greensward. Its characteristic habits of

growth, hardiness and color make it a
favorite wherever it can be grown. It does

very well on loam, silt loam, and clay loam
soils. On less fertile soil, sandy loam, or
rather thin soils, red-top usually takes its

place. In the West, where neither of these

grasses does well, native buffalo grass has
been successfully used for lawn purposes.
Its propagation so far has been by sod

planting, however, as seedsmen do not as

yet offer the seed for sale. The sandy soils

of the Atlantic coast plain present another

special problem in lawn seeding. Here
Bermuda grass and carpet grass, both of
which have a similar creeping habit of

growth, are becoming more and more popu-
lar. Like the buffalo grass of the West
these are usually readily propagated by the
turf method, as seed in sufficient quantities

( Continued on page 56)
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An effective window awning of
duck with stenciled design in
white or color. It may be had,

for instance, in such gay effects
as orange with white stenciling.
For the average size window,

it costs about $5

An unusual lattice design has
been stenciled on this awning.
It may be had in any coloring
but it is particularly attrac-

tive in grey bound with green
and with green stenciling.

Approximate price, $5

for the beach or lawn comes this umbrella with a spread of 6'.

It is of striped duck in red and white, blue and white or green
and white. Patented metal ball clasps slip over the tips of the
ribs, and while the cover is removable, it cannot be torn loose

from the ball clasps. $2.98

A laicn canopy comes in canary yellow
duck with green trimmings, and in

other colors. The spread is 8' and the

stand is equipped with a tilting de-

vice. $16.75. A windshield matching
in color and material can be attached

by snaps, $6.50. Table cover to match,
$2.50. The chair covers to match can

be obtained for $1.35 each

Another new canopy, $19, dark blue duck
with red trimmings and other colors.

The spread is 8'. A wind curtain, 8%'
./ 6', fastening by snaps and extending
across four panels, comes for $5.75.
The table, 42" wide, is all metal in a
dark green finish, $12.50. Chairs in the
same finish. $2.75 each. Chair covers,

$1.35. Table cover to match, $2.50

AND THESE WILL LENGTHEN
YOUR LIFE ON THE LAWN

They can be purchased through the HOUSE & GARDEN
Shopping Service, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

The Service is without charge
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WHEN YOU COME TO BUILD
THAT HOUSE

These Two May furnish Valuable Suggestions

Howell & Thomas, architects

It is an adaptation of
the farmhouse type,
with a wide sweep of

shingle roof painted
green, and white stucco
walls that are relieved

here and there by brick
trim set in wide white
bond. The living-room
is commodious and well

lighted. An enclosed

porch can be opened for
summer

Of course you are planning to build a

house someday. Why not keep a scrap-
book of ideas? Here are two excellent

suggestions for a start. If you want

Neither on the first

floor nor the second do
the stairs encroach on
any room. This econ-

omy of space allows for
a generous room ar-

rangement. The cut of
the eaves has been

wisely utilized for
closet space. It is a
plan suitable for a fam-
ily of three or four and

a servant
I i

Further information, write to The
Editor, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth
Ave., New York City, and he will sup-
ply you with the architects' address.

Kelley & Graves, architects

In this house the English cot-

tage precedents are apparent:
the design is developed with
frame construction through-
out, the construction being
frankly revealed by the exte-

rior wall-finish of white
painted shingles. The blinds
are bottle-green and the roof
of vari-colored slate. In plan
the house is direct, the rooms
being designed for the com-
fortable convenience of a

small family
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GARDENER'S KALENDAR

Morning Star: Jupiter

SUNDAY
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SEEN IN THE SHOPS
The addresses of shops where the articles shown on
these pages can be procured will be furnished on ap-

plication. Purchases can be made through the House
& Garden Shopping Service

Puss will cut your cigar,

if you put it in her
mouth and pull her tail.

Made of painted wood,
43" high, price $7.50

The compote in fruit

design of tin, any
color enamel, Mack
rim, costs $7.50.

Glass basket, 9", $1.50

These alabaster candle-

sticks, 12" high, cost $20
a pair. Bowl of the same,
13" across, $12; artifi-
cial fruit, $1.50 each

For the boudoir
comes a hand deco-
rated, mirror, yellow
and black lacquer,

wide, green
silk tassel, $30

This glass candle

lamp fits any can-

dlestick; 50 cents.

Hand-made
wrought-iron can-

dlesticks, 20", $3

This night set of

painted glass, includ-

ing the 10y2
"

tray,

forget-me-not decora-

tions, comes for $6.50

The desk set of four pieces,
cretonne bound with braid,
$1.85; non drip candles and
brass sticks, 2', $7.50 a pair

The willow chair with cush-
ions is $5.25; the jardiniere
sells for $3, and the enameled
tin lantern may 6e had for $5

This black glass candlestick
with hexagonal stem stands 8"

high. $5 a pair, with black
and white striped candles
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This 24" portable
lamp has a base
10" wide and two
pull sockets; vari-
ous colors. With
17" silhouette

shade, $21.75

Below is a siring-
ing ship candle of
Elizabethan de-

sign, wrought
iron. 6" h i g h.

costing $3.50

In stained or enameled willow comes this arched
design window box with its bird cage to match,
$22.50; in natural willow, $19. It measures
12" x 36", and 63" high. Inner compartment of

zinc. Flowers arranged by Stumpp

The day bed is becoming increasingly popular,
and may be had in many styles. This one is

made of enameled reed, and its price of $50 in-

cludes two bolsters covered with muslin, and a
box spring

Painted wood and mahogany are the materials

of this little serving table. It has a tray top
with glass, and costs $17.24. The flower vase is

of painted tin. irith various decorations and
weighted to prevent tipping; 8%" high. $2

The cretonne shown in the picture below is not
included in the price quoted. It may be pur-
chased separately, four yards of it being re-

quired to rover the bolsters and spring as shown
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YOUR ALL-YEAR GARDEN
The Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' questions per-

taining to individual problems connected with the gardens and

grounds. Address HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 fourth Ave., New York.

F. F. ROCKWELL

THE vegetables to be planted
late from the end of April

to the first part of June cover

several different types and vary

so in their requirements that it is

not feasible to give any "blanket"

directions for planting them. I

shall, therefore, take up each class

by itself.

Of the dwarf beans there are

two general types, the early

"snap" beans, and the wax beans.

As a class the former are inferior

in quality and it is advisable to

plant only enough of them to

yield the garden's early supply.

In normal seasons it is not safe

to plant beans until about the

middle of May, but in the home

garden it always pays to risk .an

early planting a week or ten days

sooner. A light mulch which can

now be removed from other

things may be kept where it will

be available and put on the young
beans if an unexpected late frost

threatens. In a larger way, 1

have protected them by hilling

them up when they were several

inches high and covering them

with soil, and, after the danger
was past, going over them with a

wooden lawn rake and shaking

most of it off again.
Make the first planting in a

light soil and in as protected a

place as you have, covering the

seeds not more than 1" deep. If

you have sand or humus avail-

able, some of this run along the

drill before the seeds are dropped
in will be an extra protection

against their rotting in the soil.

Stringless Green Pod and Boun-

tiful are good early sorts.

POLE BEANS AND LIMAS

Plant the pole beans about the

time of your first planting of wax
beans. If you want some extra

early ones, they may be easily

started in paper pots. In either

case, the hills should be thoroughly
enriched before planting with well-

rotted manure or organic fertiliz-

ers high in nitrogen. Avoid fresh

manure, as this may produce a

tremendous growth of vines but

mediocre crops.
Lima beans are the tenderest

of all, and should be planted last.

Bush limas should be carefully

planted, eye down, in well pre-

pared soil; they rot very easily

and great care should be taken

to put them in after the soil has

well dried out after a rain, and

when there is little prospect of

another storm within two or three

days. In starting pole limas, it

pays to use paper pots
or dirt

bands, as then conditions at the

critical time of germination can

be kept under control and they

may be started a

couple o f weeks
earlier than if they
were planted out-

doors. Prepare the

hills in advance,
and set in the

poles before trans-

planting outdoors.
Do not leave more
than two or three

plants in an ordi-

nary hill of pole
bea .us or early
liir.^j, and three of

vigorous growing
late limas are
ample. While poles

May in the garden path a vista edged with primulas
and tulips, patterned with soft sunshine and the shadows

of blossoming fruit trees

The individual frame is the thing for outdoor
forcing and protection of vegetables like musk-

melons and squash

Paper pots are valuable for starting many
seeds, and they are very inexpensive

are ordinarily used, a trellis or a

support made of laths and two
uprights gives a bigger surface,
and the crop will be bigger and
can be more easily gathered.

BEETS AND CORN

A second planting of beets
should be made along with the

tenderer vegetables, for a mid-
summer supply. Either Crimson
Globe or Detroit Dark Red is ex-
cellent for this planting. These
should be planted deeper than the
first spring plantings, but do not

put in too many; those for the
winter supply will be better if they
are planted a month or so later.

This also applies to carrots.

The best way I know to get

good corn early, is to start Golden
Bantam in small paper pots ;

four
seeds to a pot will be sufficient, as

practically every one will grow
and live when transplanted. If

you plant them two weeks before
it is time to set them out of doors,

you will gain more than tjvo
weeks in time, because they grow
so much more rapidly in the
frame. Of course, they should be

carefully hardened off before set-

ting out. Corn for succession
should be planted every week or
ten days, or an early, medium and
late variety may be put in at the
same time in May and again in

June, with a third planting of an
early sort early in July.

LETTUCE AND LARGE FRUIT VEG-
ETABLES

For a continuous supply of

cucumbers, make three plantings,
first in paper pots, at the same
time you plant your early corn,
and a few hills outdoors later and
again in early July.
Sturdy, strong potted egg-plants

and peppers should be set out in

hills made very rich. Put them
where they can be watered abun-
dantly and, above all, protect the

egg-plants from the striped po-
tato beetle which is likely to at-

tack them within a few hours
after they are planted.
All-season Salamander, Brittle

Ice and New York lettuce planted
now will last through the hot
weather. A good plan is to mix
the seed with moist humus and, if

the soil is dry, water or irrigate
the rows thoroughly some hours
before planting. Open up small

drills, and sow the seed and
humus together in these, tamping
it down very lightly with a nar-
row-bladed hoe.
For surest and earliest results,

melons also should be started in

paper pots. Before planting out-

doors, soak part of your seed for

twenty-four hours in lukewarm
water. Roll this in dry dust until

the seed will not stick together
and then mix it with seed that has
not been soaked. Plant in well-

enriched and carefully prepared
hills, covering some of the seeds

very lightly, not more than YZ"
and others about 1" deep. Cover
the hills with mechanical protec-
tors or scatter well with tobacco
dust as soon as they are planted.
Another planting of two or

three varieties of peas for succes-
sion should be made now. Plant

(,Continued on page 70)
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COOL COLOR SCHEMES FOR THE PORCH
AGNES FOSTER

Below are a few notes for the woman who would furnish her torch
herself. They suggest color schemes and tin- work she can do herself with
ingenuity and a little faint. If you want further information ask Miss
I-oster. Or you may purchase the articles shown through the HOUSE &

GARDEN Shopping Service, 4-40 l-ourth Arc., New York City

THE
remarkable keying up

of color in decoration

within the last ten years
is due to two influences : re-

sponse to the expert handling of

strong color by such masters as

Bakst, Hoffman and Poiret, and
the increased vogue for out-of-

doors living. Drab tans, buffs

and greys are not suitable for

outdoors furnishings, and to

such an extent has public taste

changed that it is difficult to lind

a modern porch which has not,

in more or less quantity, full

normal, strong vivid colors.

At first, against the red brick

walls, we set green willow ;
suit-

able, to be sure, but repeated on

every neighbor's porch. Conse-

quently new color combinations
came into vogue : white porches
with black trim and black and
white painted furniture; chairs

cushioned with various vivid

color combinations : black and
white tiled or painted floors.

Such a porch looked cool, com-
fortable and interesting.

A BLUE AND ORANGE PORCH

An unusual color combination,

especially suitable for the porch
with the southern exposure, is

blue and orange. The orange
may be very strong and the blue

light and clear, with enough
greenish cast to tone in with the

foliage. The wall or porch lat-

tice can be painted blue, and to

the furnishings can be added a

table and bench painted in a

darker shade. Hang on the wall

a small Italian maiolica wall

fountain of blue, green, orange
and yellow, or set on the floor a

pair of Italian pottery jars.
Paint the floor grey and for cur-

tains, blinds or awnings, as the

case may be, use an orange
fabric. For this purpose conies
a delightful, pure, clear orange
sunfast. Visualize this porch. It

breathes of Italy. In fact, if the
walls are stucco, one might have
them frescoed in a soft Italian

yellow with large swags of leaves and fruits in

greens, blues and yellows. This could easily be
done by an Italian workman, as the design does
not require skilled execution. An orange table

or chair covers of a deeper color would add that

These started as being casseroles; a little paint transformed them
into unusual vases. The low bowls in the center are for pansics and
such short stemmed flowers. The tall vases, $1.25; the low, $1.50

Another treatment
of casseroles.
These sell for
$1.25. The box is

to hold correspon-
dence and writing
paper on the
porch and costs $2

variance of tone which vivid col-

ors always necessitate.

LAVENDER AND GRM x

Another more subtle scheme,
which has recently been worked
out to charming completion, is

the use of lavender in combina-
tion with soft green. The laven-
der is not of the blue mournful
shade, but of a pinkish cast, and
the green has much blue in it.

Both colors are very light in

tone. Against the wall back-

ground apply a lattice, which can
be made of laths, and paint it

lavender. Trail up it purple
morning glories. A round iron

table, such as is used in front of
French cafes, and a folding iron

chair, both painted green ; a little

casserole, such as those shown
here, painted a deep tone and
edged with pale yellow, and you
have a striking group for the

porch corner. Against the lat-

tice place high papier mache jars,
such as are used in florists'

shops. Paint them a deep laven-
der with bands of yellow. They
will hold forsythia or goldenrod
or Michaelmas daisies. For tea
or refreshments, use a low table
with a wide top painted soft yel-
low and decorated with a deli-
cate design. There is something
cosy and intimate about a low
table which is conducive to hos-
pitality. Trays decorated in

quaint designs of bright colors,
sandwich plates with wire covers
to keep off the flies, attractive
French and Italian crockery
such little details make the porch
unusual. As a final touch, use
an awning of plain green to lend
seclusion to this outdoors living-
room.

FLOOR COVTBINCS

Architects are now using tiles, cement and hard
wood for the floors of porches. But oftener are
we confronted by the problem of floor covering.Crex and the other fiber rugs and rush and corn
mats are always useful and inexpensive. A porch
rug bears hard wear both from use and weather,

and it pays to buy a durable
make. An oval, natural colored
rush rug with a line of black
makes an artistic and suitable
floor covering. Fiber rugs of

(Continued on page 80)

An attractive
porch tray comes
in various colors
ir it h HI agazine
cover girl design,

$8

// you serve tea on the porch here is the very table. It is

stained and lacquered and will withstand the weather. A de-

sign of Vanity Fair. Pierrots cover the top, $35

And this can serve both as bench and tea table. It is solidly
built. The decorations are old Italian and the whole is antiqued

beyond suspicion. It may be had for $47
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Garden Comforts

AT
the corner where the

pathway is to weave in

and out among pe-
onies and rose-vines, should

there be a rustic bench?

Would you have a sun-

dial amid the summer
blooms to count out the

happy hours for you? Or,
a piece of well-chosen statu-

ary at your gateway or a

bird house where father and
mother wren may make
their nests?

These and many other

delightful subjects are pic-

tured and described in our

Garden Furnishing Number
In this superb issue you will

learn not only about the furnish-

ing and care of selected gardens,
but something about every side of

home-making.
You will see pictured and de-

scribed exterior and interior

views of some of the most beauti-

ful homes in America. You may
read in simple, understandable

language the practical ways to

make your home cosier, more

convenient, more comfortable and

practical.
You need this June number.

You will find it an excellent ex-

ample of what is offered each

forthcoming month.

A small investment of $3 for a

yearly subscription (twelve ex-

ceptional numbers) may save you
$300, or even $3,000 or more.

Because of HOUSE & GARDEN'S

many valuable suggestions on

building, which are practical ; on

gardening, which pleases, and on

decorating and furnishing, which
harmonize and make your home
more attractive you cannot well

afford to be without this useful

guide.

Special Introductory Offer

If you prefer, you may take advan-

tage of our trial subscription offer (to
new subscribers) for the next six in-

tensely interesting and useful issues,
at the special introductory price of $1.

Let your subscription start with
June the Garden Furnishing Number.
It is not necessary even to write a
letter. If you choose, you can use
the coupon. It is easier and quicker.

Said the Coupon loday.
Read "At Your Sercice," opposite column.

Introductory Coupon Offer

House & Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, NewYork

As per your introductory offer, please send
me the next five numbers of HOUSE & GAR-
DEN, beginning with June (Garden Furnish-
ing Number). On receipt of bill I will
remit trial subscription price of $1. (Regu-
lar subscription, $3).

Or, I enclose herewith $1, for which send
me the next six numbers, beginning with
June.

Name
(PUoM write name and addrM verv plainly. )

Address

.City & State

S-H & G 5-16

OUR readers are urged to study and use this index as a buying guide. You mill

find each advertiser offers a product of quality, dependability and calue

that your wants, at all times, mill receive prompt and courteous attention. If there

are any other subjects in which you are interested and you do not find them listed

below do not hesitate to ask Ui - Whatever information you may desire about the

home, whether it concerns your plans of building, decorating the interior, or the

making of a garden in fad -all indoors and out we will gladly supply.
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HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

At Your Service

WOULD
you like a

sun-dial a fountain,
some artistic garden

furniture, or perhaps a

graceful marble bench to

place under the wisteria

vine ?

Or a bird house to bring
feathered companionship
and good cheer? Or a few

pieces of exquisitely shaped
garden pottery placed ad-

vantageously here and there,

among the poppies or near
the gate?

Flowers and plants do their

part. Then comes man's work

adding to nature's that little touch

of originality which makes your
garden distinctive, individual and

perhaps more attractive than your

neighbor's.

Your Questions Answered

You can find out all about these

beautiful things what to get and
where to get them. Without ex-

pense you can secure information

on any of the subjects indicated

in the coupon below or others that

you may select.

This information costs you noth-

ing, yet it may save you hundreds
of dollars.

Check the subjects that inter-

est you. Others will suggest
themselves. We will answer as

many questions as you choose,

relating to all phases of building,

remodeling, repairing, gardening,

decorating, furnishing or refur-

nishing in fact, everything per-

taining to the subject of the home
and its surroundings and their

care.

Our only consideration is that

you are sincere in your desire for

information that you will advise

us whether the service supplies

your wants and meets all your
requirements.

Send the Coupon
You may enclose the coupon below

in an envelope, or paste it on a postal.
Or, if you prefer, you may write a
letter.

We will see that you are supplied
with the kind of information that may
possibly save you many dollars sure-

ly time and energy, perhaps ill spent.
Strut tfie Coupon Today

Read "
Garden Comfort," opposite column

Free Information Coupon
House Si Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

I would like to know more about the sub-
jects checked below or, those outlined in
the letter attached. Please arrange to have
free information sent me promptly.
..Aquariums
..Arbors
.. Awninfs
..Benches
..Bird bath*



"DRYAD" CANE FURNITURE
SEAMLESS CHENILLE RUGS

"Dryad" Cane Furniture possesses the grace and dignity, the comfort and

extraordinary strength, which combine to make it as suitable for indoor use

as it is ideal for porches and lawns. The construction is unique the smooth,

even surface of unbleached pulp^cane being skilfully woven not tacked-

around strong, rigid frames of ash.

In the above illustration is shown one of our "Chaumont" Seamless

Chenille Rugs, in a private Chinese border pattern. These splendid Rugs are

woven in a variety or Oriental and other designs. TwO'tone effects and

beautiful Plain Colors. Regular sizes in stock. Special rugs up to 20 feet

wide, made to order.

Our booklets, "The Dryad," and "Seamless Chenille Rugs" (the

latter illustrated in color) mailed upon request.

W. ca, J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY^SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK

San Francisco, Cal. Washington, D. C.

1
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Let the Old Oaken Bucket
Still hang in the well but.,

only as ct memory
1

I 'IME was when the old oaken bucket was a

J- necessity in the household of every suburban

family. With it, water was drawn from the well or

spring and carried for domestic use. Today, in the

minds of very many suburbanites the recollection of

the old oaken bucket lingers only as a memory, for

with the improved machinery and equipment which

we offer, any one having an available source ofsupply
from well, spring or lake- 'Canhave a water

supply system offering to the suburbanite all of the

opportunities and advantages which the

city family now enjoys. From the big
line of

EUREKA
Water Supply Systems
may be selected an outfit which may be

operated by electricity, gasoline engine,
kerosene engine, water

pressure or by hand, to

supply an adequate volume

of water, and at the desired

pressure, to meet all re-

quirements. On this page
we illustrate one of the

many "Eureka" outfits, and

typesofpumpsand systems. No . 2799 --EUREKA ELECTRIC

If you are not enjoying
AUTOMATIC WATER SYSTEMiir Our most popular electric outfit. It

the many advantages or a is seif.controiied starting and stopping
I automatically uses a very small amount

gOOd Water Supply System, of current, and has a capacity of 150
. r t gallons per hour. There are other simi-

Or it yOU have a System Far "Eureka" systems for use where a
I I larger capacity is needed.

which is not giving proper

service, we request that you fill in and mail to us tne

coupon below, for catalog, and suggestions as to the

proper kind of system to meet your needs. This

will not obligate you -and we will welcome the

opportunity of submitting a plan.

The Bishop-Babcock-Becker Co.
Manufacturers

Branches in New York
St. Paul

General Offices, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Chicago St. Louis Cincinnati

San Francisco Denver Atlanta

FILL IN, DETACH AND MAIL THIS COUPON, NOW!
The B. B. B. Co., Cleveland Please mail complete catalog of "Eureka" Water

Pumps and Systems. I am interested in a Dpump, Cjsystem to be operated by (check which).

DElectricity llGas Engine DWater Pressure QHand Power.
Our daily water consumption is about gallons.

Name

Address

H. K C. 5-16

The Bird Club Movement

(Continued from page 26)

giving careful thought to the feeding
of the birds. Davenport, Iowa, is as

good an example as any. I arrived

in Davenport in a blizzard, but such
was the enthusiasm of the bird lovers

that I was taken from house to house
that I might see for myself the suc-

cess that was attending the efforts

being made to befriend the feathered

guests. At almost every house I was
invited to join a family group drawn
up around the window to watch the

antics of the bird neighbors who
gathered to enjoy the feast provided
for them. And practically every
child, parent and grandparent in

those families was taking a keen per-
sonal interest in the behavior of wary
Blue Jays and Woodpeckers, acrobatic

Nuthatches and Chickadees, jaunty
Tufted Titmice and Cardinals and

many others who came to the food

tray or window box, singly or in

flocks, each for what he liked best

suet, peanuts, corn, bird seed or

doughnuts.
That night there was a dinner for

bird lovers and a lecture on birds,
and later the judging of bird houses
and of photographs of birds sub-
mitted by residents of the town in

competition for prizes. And all these

things were being done under the

auspices of the local bird club, a

thriving up-to-date organization, of-

ficered, not by sentimentalists, though
proper sentiment was not lacking, but

by prominent business and profes-
sional men of Davenport. The presi-
dent was a wholesale baker

;
the sec-

retary, curator of The Academy of

Sciences, and the treasurer, one of the

leading physicians of the town. These
men and many others had taken up
the work because they believed in

what has been termed "the Meriden
Idea," which is based on the knowl-

edge:
First That birds need our protec-

tion.

Second That it is worth our while
to protect them.
Third That through the medium

of a local bird club better than in

any other way, every man, woman
and child in a' community can have
a hand in their protection with pleas-
ure and profit out of all proportion
to the slight trouble and expense in-

volved.

During a recent lecture tour the

writer has had an opportunity to see

how general this movement is and
how rapidly it is spreading. At Sioux

City, Iowa, the following advertise-

ment appeared in all the daily papers
throughout the cold, snowy weather :

WANT TO BE HAPPY-
RIGHT HAPPY?

Feed the birds. Not the pets
but God's wild creatures who
suffer much now from the cold

and snow. Scatter crumbs or

grain each morning watch them
come SMILE ALSO.

'Tis said mankind would perish
but for the birds their ceaseless

warfare on worms and insects de-

structive to plant life. Buy chicken

feed-nBE A GOOD FELLOW
feed the birds NOW.
The Farmer's Bank.

"The Little Bank
'Round the Corner."
Sioux City, Iowa.

This advertisement was inserted by
Edward T. Kearney, president of the

bank and a prominent member of the

local bird club.

At Omaha, where great enthusiasm
for the birds has been aroused large-

ly through the energy of Miss Joy
Higgins, of the Nebraska Audubon
Society, hundreds of business men
and their wives attended a luncheon
to hear an address on bird conserva-

tion, and when the chairman, Thomas
R. Kimball, announced that the local

bird club had secured a five hundred
acre tract of beautiful country at

Childs Point for a bird sanctuary,
the applause fairly made the dishes

rattle.

And it seems the women's clubs are

destined to play a most important
part in this movement. The Brook-

lyn Woman's Club, The Englewood
(N. J.) Woman's Club, The Century
Club of Rochester, The Woman's
Club of Rockford, 111., and the

Woman's Club of Minneapolis are a

few of the many which are doing
splendid work for bird conservation.

Last year the Minneapolis organiza-
tion started a bird club which it has
mothered until now it is strong

enough to stand alone and will soon
become an entirely separate and inde-

pendent body.
This year Mrs. Phelps Wyman,

president of this bird club, with the

backing of the Woman's Club, plan-
ned a three-day campaign, during
which nine bird lectures were de-

livered in different parts of Minne-
apolis. The result, I am told, has
been the awakening, especially among
the young people, of a live interest

in birds and their protection.

JUNIOR BIRD FANS

A very important branch of this

movement is the organization of bird

clubs in the schools, private and pub-
lic. The pupils of the best schools

to-day will soon be the country's
leaders, and if they leave school with
a proper appreciation of the value
of birds, it will mean much to the

birds and to the country.
The Fay School at Southborough,

Mass., was one of the first to or-

ganize a bird club, and this club is

reorganized every year under com-
petent leadership. It was my privi-

lege to be present at the reorganiza-
tion last year. Membership in the

club is not compulsory, but kindness
to birds has become one of the tradi-

tions of this famous school and every
single boy in it joined the bird club

on the spot. More recently clubs

have been organized at Hotchkiss,
Noble and Greenough, Salisbury,

Rumsey Hall, Culver Military Aca-

demy and many another.
Nor are the girls one bit less ac-

tive. Strong bird clubs have been
started at Ferry Hall, Lake Forest,
111. ; Miss Porter's School at Farm-
ington, Conn. ;

The Dwight School at

Englewood, N. J. ; Rye Seminary at

Rye, N. Y.
;
and Monticello Seminary

at Godfrey, 111. And these are only
a few of the many. What promises
to be a very successful club is one

organized recently at the State Nor-
mal School at New Paltz, N. Y. The
intelligent enthusiasm and resource-
fulness of the headmaster, Mr. John
C. Bliss, is reflected in the whole at-

titude of his teachers and his four
hundred young women students, each
one of whom will soon be a teacher,

and, let us hope, a spreader of the

gospel of bird protection.
It has been the writer's experience

that the bigger the man or woman
at the head of a school, the more he
or she appreciated the value of birds
and the more anxious to have the
students take part in the Bird Club
Movement. Only the small minds at-

tempt to ignore the importance of

(Continued on page 56)
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CRI PALL
METAL CASEMENT WINDOWS

Residence on King Ranch
Santa Gertrudis

Near Kingsville, Texas.
Adams and Adams

Architects

THIS
is one of the many beautiful residences in America

equipped with Crittall Metal Casement Windows. The
artistic, dignified richness combined with the permanency

and convenience of Crittall windows was foremost in the

minds of both owner and architect in selecting our windows
in preference to other makes. Crittall windows are weather-

tight, durable and easily opened and closed, regardless of

weather conditions. You can select designs from our line

in harmony with the architecture and furnishings of your
home.

Write to Department "G" for full particulars.

Crittall Casement Window Company
Manufacturers of Solid Steel and Bronze Windows

DETROIT MICHIGAN

IRS REED SHOP, INC.

6 and 8 East 37th Street
FIRST FLOOR

NEW YORK

House and Garden Furniture

REED & WILLOW

= Imported Cretonnes

Chintzes and Linens

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET SENT UPON REQUEST

|

The Day Bed is equally suitable for sleeping porches, lounges, bedrooms, elf.

iiiiiiiiliiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

Gates That You Would Like
Ornamental designs to harmonize with any

architecture, landscape and fence. Built strictly

to your own ideas if you wish.

Similarly we can meet any requirements in

railing, wire fencing, tennis court enclosures,

grill work, lamps, lamp standards, fountains,

vases, etc.

HHHMH Send for handsome illustrated

book f designs

If convenient, call at our
show rooms.

J.W.HSKE [RON WORKS
ESTABLISHED 7858

74-86 Park Place NEW YORK

IRON GARDEN TABLE ADAMS DESIGN

Unique garden furniture from Old England and France

Iron Seats, Tables and Well Tops. Marble Vases

H. Koopman & Son
16 East Forty-Sixth Street, New York
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AMMUNITIONS of PEACE

No. 21

Your choice for $1.25. The three for $3.50.

These houses are intended for woodpeckers, bluebirds, nuthatch, and their kind

This class of house requires some tree
mould and saw dust. We provide this.

No. 28
$2.00

The fancy
scroll opening
is lined with
copper netting
to keep out in-
sects. The

j

wren will
readily use it.

Hang under
heavy cornice
or porch, partly
sheltered from
the weather.

"The Wren Hou

No. 75
$3.00

lama
o r t of a

"Crank" on
the subject
and often
see ideas for

bird houses
where others
can not. This design
reminds us continually
of a country where the ten
der care of young children is
an art. When you attend the
Film Play called "The Typhoon,"
look for this design.

These
houses
should al-
w a y s be
large. This is

a bird that
lores much
company. If

well housed
and well
used, theycome in
larger flocks
each year.

It Is a
well known
fact that
Martins look
about for a
[> 1 a c e to
come the
folio wing
Spring. Last
year we re-
turned some
twenty
checks for

Put House up
early. Set for Blue-
bird the larger open-
ing. If you have no
tenant, remove brass
screw on back and
fasten that piece
over the large hole,
and you have a most
complete Wren
House. Sparrows are
said not to bother a
Swinging House. At
any rate, they will
have to Quit after you
set it for Wrens.

No. 8. "Martin House." 14 Rooms, $20

No. 14
$1.35

Houses we
could not
make in
time.

Many
people re-

frain from
erecting
these, for

fear the Eng-
lish Spar-
rows will

only make
use of them.
If you are *

true lover of
birds, help
us get rid of
the sparrow
pest. At
"

Blrdville
"

we h a v e

d es troyed
over 600 in

a year by
use of the
Wire Trap.

No.17. "Bracket Wren House"

Of twenty or more houses on
my place, this has been "Jen-
nie's" choice the last two years.
This house also drew a prize in
a bird house contest.
Most suitable for a gift to a

friend at any time of the year.
If bought out of season, can be
hung up in study, there tending
to keep the noble "Bird cause"
fresh In your mind. This
House and "Bird Architecture"
ror-$l.

St
No. 11 No. 13

ThU combination proved a great success last season. Place your wren houses near dwelling,
the wren is hardly ever known to nest off In the woods. If not disturbed, will get very tame.

Our wren houses are made with one-inch holes to keep the sparrows out. Wren Houses. $1.25
Each. The Three for $3.50.

In getting up our Circular it was first intended to be only a supplementary
leaflet, to contain a few new designs. The next step was to have better
cuts and show a few improvements in several pieces. The idea grew and
grew until now I have quite a Booklet. Will you send for a copy? With
your kindly assistance we will go on prospering.
We have not turned our shop into an ammunition factory, but have en-

larged it, and shall continue to manufacture the Ammunitions of Peace.

A. "Prosperity" Greim, "Birdville," Toms River, N. J.

The Bird Club Movement
(Continued from page 54)

the work or to stand in the way of

its progress. Thank heaven they can
never stop it now, any more than they
can stop the Twentieth Century
Limited by jumping in front of it.

They had better "get aboard" before

they're run over !

WORK IN COLLEGES

Until recently the colleges as such
have stood aloof from the movement,
but now they are beginning to be in-

terested. Vassar has a well organized
bird club, backed heart and soul by
President McCracken and his faculty.
The old Wake Robin Club has taken

up the good work and has wisely
changed its name to The Vassar
Wake Robin Club that the world may
know that Vassar College stands for

bird conservation. The spirit with
which Vassar entered the field was
at once apparent when the writer

visited the college last winter. The
work assigned to the College Press
Club that day consisted of gathering
data for articles and editorials on
the protection of birds, and to this

end Prof. Burgess Johnson, of the

English Department, interviewed the

writer on the subject, while his stu-

dents took notes which have since

appeared in various forms in "The
Vassar Miscellany Weekly" and else-

where. Later the same day an illus-

trated lecture was given for the
whole college, and later still Presi-
dent McCracken arranged to have the
writer confer with the members of
the senior class. Vassar Campus is

now declared a bird sanctuary and
upwards of a hundred nest boxes
have been erected there this spring.
There is reason to believe that

Wellesley and Mt. Holyoke will fall

in line within a year, and if they do
no woman's college will be con-
sidered up-to-date unless it has an
active bird club.

In a nutshell, the difference be-

tween the old and the new methods
of protecting birds is this : The first

consists of forcing people against
their will to curtail or renounce the

pleasure and profit they get from de-

stroying bird life ; the second consists

of making them eager to increase the

pleasure and profit to be had from
preserving bird life. The former
method, necessary as it is at times

and places, is at best but a make-
shift. The latter is based on princi-

ples fundamentally sound, and is as

permanent as the hills.

The Bird Club Movement must
succeed because it is founded on rea-

son, because it affords an oppor-
tunity for every person in a com-

munity to render real service to that

community and to the country with-

out making a prohibitive sacrifice;

because the work involved is health-

ful and attractive ; and because it

accomplishes its object, namely, the

protection of birds.

A DEFINITE PLAN

Here then is a plan. Let each

community, large or small, have its

bird club, whose duty it shall be to

look after the welfare of the local

birds to the extent of offering them
hospitality in the form of food,
water, nesting sites, shelter and a
certain amount of protection from
their enemies. Let each State have
its State Audubon Society, which may
supplement the work of the bird

clubs, but whose chief business shall

be to attend to such State legislation
as may be necessary. On The Na-
tional Association of Audubon So-

cieties, whose headquarters are at

1974 Broadway, New York City, rests

the responsibility for a general super-
vision of bird work the country over,

including the protection of many na-
tional bird refuges in uninhabited

regions where but for such protection
the birds would be destroyed by
plume hunters. The local bird clubs

can at once double their usefulness

by joining the National Association.
In the first place this association can

help them tremendously with their

work among the children by supply-
ing them with interesting and relia-

ble literature and with colored por-
traits of birds. Then, without in any
way losing their individuality, the
clubs in their turn can add tremen-
dous power to the most important
bird protective organization in this

country if not in the world. Imagine
a thousand bird clubs (and there will

soon be that many) distributed over
the United States; what a power
they would be when notified by The
National Association of Audubon
Societies that their support was
needed to insure the passage of some
splendid bill drafted in the interest

of bird conservation!
So let us to the work. Many well-

known bird men have set us good
examples. Colonel Roosevelt is pres-
ident of The Bird Club of Long
Island, Frank M. Chapman is an of-

ficer of The Englewood Bird Club
and Ralph Hoffmann is secretary of
The Kansas City Bird Club, of Kan-
sas City, Mo. Let us spread a net-

work of similar clubs from the At-
lantic to the Pacific, and with the

help of our Canadian cousins, from
Northern Canada to the Gulf. There
could be no happier solution of the

problem of American wild bird con-
servation.

Lengthen the Life of Your Lawn
(Continued from page 45)

is not yet available. The Ohio Experi-
ment Station recommends a mixture of

ten pounds of Kentucky blue-grass,

eight pounds of red-top, six pounds of

timothy, four pounds of red clover, and
two pounds of Alsike clover per acre

for conditions in that latitude. Where
blue-grass and white clover alone are

used the seeding should be not less

than two bushels of the former and
one peck of the latter per acre.

If care has been taken to have
seed and soil as nearly weed free as

possible, the planting may be done as

soon as the ground can be made
ready in the spring. In seasons

when abundant rains delay opera-

tions, it is better to defer the plant-

ing until fall rather than to run the

risk of having the young plants suf-

fer from the effects of drought and
summer heat. If the seedling is de-
ferred until September, weeds which
appear before planting operations
can be eradicated by frequent culti-

vation of the lawn up to the final

preparation of the seed bed.
In order to ensure a proper dis-

tribution of plants, divide the seed
stock into two lots and scatter them
at right angles to one another. On
small areas, hand seeding is not a
laborious task, especially if the op-
erator uses a horn seeder to assist

him in the work. A calm day, pre-
ferably just before a shower, is

ideal for the sowing. After the seed
is on the ground it should be gently
raked or harrowed tinder. Should

(Continued on page 58)
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Bobbink & Atkins
'orlds

Choicest

oducts

InAmen

Nurserymen - Florists - Planters

ROSES
FLOWERING SHRUBS

HARDY OLD FASHIONED FLOWERS
OUR GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW

SHADE AND FRUIT TREES
VINES AND CLIMBERS
RHODODENDRONS
EVERGREENS

and 150 other specialties

300 acres of Nursery. 500,000 feet under glass. We Plan
and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere. Visit Our
Nursery, 8 miles from New York, or Write for Illustrated

Catalogue No. 40.

Rutherford, New Jersey

Start Your Garden Early
By planting your flowers In a greenhouse you can have them In

bloom when It is time for outdoor planting. Plan to get a head
start on your garden next year. Decide on your greenhouse
now and get its construction under way.

A Moninger Greenhouse
will prove the most satisfactory to any builder. Ask any florist

or gardener. He will tell you we have been building greenhouses
for fifty years all over the country for people who demand the
best. We will be glad to submit sketches and estimates free of

charge on any kind of greenhouse work, no matter how large or
small. Write to our nearest office.

JOHN C. MONINGER COMPANY
CHICAGO

910 Blackhawk St.
CINCINNATI

2309 Union Central Bldg.

NEW YORK
807 Marbridge Bldg.

SEND FOR THIS FREE
FLOORING BOOK

f f 'HE FLOORS you walk on are the foundation of your

/ home. You never question the advantages of HARDWOOD
c~^

floors, but have you realized that there are different kinds

good, bad and indifferent? tJThe Best kind is made from the finest

Dry lumber carefully stored and shipped. The Beat kind does not

shrink and open up with unsightly, dirt-gathering cracks. The Beat

kind is smooth, even and permanent You can get a high polished

surface upon it and keep it looking right with much less work.

The BEST kind

radiates beauty and breeds health

That's OUR kind

THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD Co.
IM7 BEK.CHIR ST.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

True
Home
Lovers
have long needed
this book. It not

only includes eight
attractive, new
and individual
home designs
one of which will

fit your pocket-
book but also

gives many valu-

able hints on
proper construc-

tion, as well as

complete informa-
tion regarding the

adaptability to all

home building
uses of

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE
Send us your name we'll vend you the book. If especially
interested in White Enameled woodwork, please indicate the
fact in your request. Address Department G.

Arkansas Soft Pine is trade-marked and told by
dealers. See that yours supplies it. He can.

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU
LITTLE ROCK. ARK.

L
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To whom will you entrust

your priceless trees?
to tree surgeons whose methods are scientifically accurate and

mechanically perfect, who save your trees without guessing or

experiment ?

to tree surgeons made absolute masters through long study and

practical training, before given any responsibility?

to tree surgeons who are MEN picked men chosen because

they love trees, and because they are honest, honorable and in-

telligent ?

to tree surgeons who are backed by a responsible business house
which has but one standard quality-first work, always?

to tree surgeons who were selected officially by the U. S. Govern-

ment, after exhaustive investigation, because they are best?

to tree surgeons whose record of successful performance spans
a period of many years?

to Davey Tree Surgeons the only tree surgeons who measure

up to these standards of super-excellence.

Take the dependable and satisfying course, and go to the Davey
organization. Learn the real condition and needs of your trees

from this expert source without charge. Every year of neglect
adds 10% to 25% to the cost of saving trees. Write today for free
examination and booklet illustrating Davey Tree Surgery.

The Davey Tree Expert Co., 142 Elm St., Kent, Ohio
(Operating the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery, Accredited

Representatives available between Kansas City and Boston)

DaveyTree Surgeons

Have your trees examined NOW !^nH^^^^^^MK^^^^^^^KMBI^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^Bb- """"iwwi*wi
J

Lengthen The Life of Your Lawn
(Continued from page 56)

the desired rain fail to come, a gen-
tle rolling of the soil will often as-

sist the germination of the seed.

CARE AND MANAGEMENT

In order to maintain a uniform

sod, you must wage a persistent

light against weeds. The desirable

grasses, which make up the turf,

should never be permitted to wast<

their vitality in the production of

seed. To this end, frequent appli-

cation of the mower is necessary,
but the cutter-bar should always be

set sufficiently high not to deprive
the plants of enough leaf to con-

tinue their normal growth. No ex-

ception to this rule should be made
even in the case of newly estab-

lished lawns. If the clippings are

made at a height of 2" from the

ground, and are sufficiently frequent,
it will not be necessary to remove
the cuttings.

Especially the first winter, and as

often thereafter as practicable, the

lawn should be top-dressed with a

covering of well - rotted manure.
Fertilizer dealers offer a brand of

finely pulverized sheep manure,
which has found much favor with

those who have used it. The ad-

vantages of such treatment are not

alone in the plant food supplied by
the fertilizer, but also in the winter

protection afforded by the fertilizing

material. When manure of the

proper fineness has been used the

organic .matter will sift down and
so become a part of the soil that there

will be little or no debris left to be
raked off in the spring. All that re-

mains to be done to ensure the life

of the lawn is to go over it with a

heavy roller each spring so that not

only grass roots, which have been
lifted by the frost, may again be

imbedded, but also the fine gravel
which has a similar tendency to

work up.
Another method of fertilizing is

to use liquid manure, which has the

advantage of being free from the

weed seeds that often occur in the

unprepared kinds. Of course, this

has no value as a winter protection.

SODDING

There are places on some lawns

where, even though the proper seed

may be available, it is yet impracti-
cable to attempt to produce a sod

by the seed method. Terraces or

steep embankments present such

problems. Here, sodding the sur-

face most subject to erosion is the

surest method of successfully pro-
ducing a lawn. The cost of sodding
far exceeds the seed method. Not
only is there much more work en-

tailed in laying the sod, but, unless

it has been specially grown for the

purpose, there is a possibility of in-

troducing weeds or undesirable

grasses. Nevertheless, the use of
sod properly laid is the only alterna-

tive under certain conditions.

Terraces too steep to be mowed
readily should never be planted to

grass. Drooping shrubs, which
hang close to the ground and pre-
vent soil wash, or vine-like plants,
such as English ivy, can be advan-

tageously used here. Coverings of
this kind catch rapidly and require
hut little care after they are once
established.

Hwa Wang King of Flowers

(Continued from page 29)

generally known. There is a sounder
reason for choosing the double flower

than its showiness, though this suf-

fices generally. The blossoms of the

double-flowered peonies do last

longer than those of the single, as a

matter of fact save in one or two
varieties both on the plant and as

cut flowers. There is a delicate

beauty in the single blossoms, how
ever, that is very appealing, especial-

ly in the blush shades and in white.
'

One of the very best of the singles
is Paonia albiflora, Clio, which is a

mauve or rosy violet. Unhappily,
this variety does not seem to be of-

fered by the trade, just at the present

time; or, if it is, I do not know
where.

In selecting for the longest pos-
sible period of bloom, you can cour
on Paonia temnfolia. This is a dis-

tinct species with very feathery foli-

age and flowers double or single as

you may choose, of a deep crimson
color. Better select the double, in

this case.

The very old-fashioned and old

Paonia officinalis rubra usually fol-

lows this, though some find that the

Chinese Mow Tan (Pieonia moutan)
is next, with Paonia officinalis rubra

waiting to be the link between these

and the Chinese herbaceous hybrids.
Of these hybrids Pceonia edulis su-

perba, rosy pink, strong growing and

fragrant, ushers in the procession in

most collections.

The great white Paonia festiva
maxima with its huge, full, fragrant
flowers, borne on strong stems, is on
the heels of this deservedly the most

popular of all the whites, though it

does show at its center just a few

petals tipped with vivid red. These
are a feature rather than an objec-
tion, as a matter of fact.

Following festiva maxima come all

the mid-season bloomers, a wonder-
iul mass of them, bringing the peony
display to its height usually just be-
fore or around the middle of June.
And then come the later varieties

which, happily) exist. By adding
these, as the list at the end of this

article shows, the blooming season
will be carried up to and often well

into, July.

PLANTING AND CARE

The care of peonies is a delight
for really, after planting, there isn't

any ! This is not to say that they
should be neglected, of course; but
the little that they require is so very
little, compared with nearly every-
thing else in the flower garden, that

it seems like nothing.
Peonies are hearty feeders, how-

ever, and the soil ought therefore to

be constantly enriched around them,
season after season. Be sure that

the manure used for this enrichment
is thoroughly pulverized and mixed
with the soil, especially at the time
of planting. When it is simply flung
into the holes that the plants are to

go into, it comes in contact with the

roots, sometimes in lumps, and is

very liable to rot them if it does not
burn them. Have the earth forked
over again and again, until this dan-

ger is entirely eliminated.
Soil that is good for ordinary veg-

etables is good for peonies. If it in-

clines to sand, it requires more of
the humus which manure affords
than does a naturally heavy soil.

Humus helps in the retention of
moisture, and plenty of moisture in

the soil these plants must always
have.

Fall is the ideal planting time.

Peonies are not, of course, a bulbous

plant, yet they partake of the char-

(Continned on page 60)
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Here's Why G. & B, PEARL Wire Cloth

Stops Screen Expense

1"")AINTING repairing replacing screen those are
I the expenses which make inefficient wire cloth a source of annoyance
A and money loss. When you screen with genuine G. & B. PEARL you
do away with painting, repairing and replacements simply because
PEARL is rust-proof as metal can be made, consequently makes a screen
that's practically wear-proof.

G. & B. PEARL represents true screen economy. It out-
wears all imitations so far that no other similar appearing wire can be
placed in the same class. From points of appearance sanitation -dura-

bility and economy G. & B. PEARL is the one choice of the man who want*
permanent protection.

For Permanently
Screening Doors,
Window* and

Porches

The longer G. & B. PEARL is

up the nearer the color of the
atmosphere it becomes. It is easy
on the eyes easy on the pocket-
book and the one screen whose
smooth meshes prevent the lodging
of dust and dirt and grime.

Made in two weight*
Regular and
Extra Heavy

Round Tag bearing the name Gilbert
& Bennett attached to the roll.

Considering the fact that imitations
are so decidedly inferior, real G. &
B. PEARL is worth insisting on.

Go and have a talk with the
hardware dealer who handles
PEARL in your vicinity. Or if you
prefer write our nearest office for
samples and particulars.

The genuine article has two
copper wires in the selvage and a

TTie Best Hardware Dealer in Your City Sell* "PEARL"

The Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Co.
(Established 1818)

Dept. K, 277 Broadway, New York Dept.K, 38 S. Dearborn SI, O.ka?i

Georgetown, Conn. Wireton, III. Kanaa* City, Mo.
--.iiiiiimmimiiiiiiiiiiniiiimmiiiiiiHiiuiimimimiimimiN

A Trellis Arch for

Your Garden
gateway, walk or lawn. It is a simple
matter to grow roses or vines if you
make the most of them by setting up an

Trellis Arch. Nothing will add so much
to the appearance of your grounds.
Made of strong, heavily galvanized
rods and wires. Very easy to put up.

Made in various sizes we will send catalog
From which to make selection. Also Excelsior

Rust Proof Trellises. Fences. Tree Guards.
Bed Guards, etc. Ask your hardware dealer.

!f not found there, write direct for catalog C.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
Worcester, Mass.

are an essential feature of homes that please. Hence
the importance of having

Doors which express the highest degree of quality due to the

exacting Morgan standards of manufacture.
Then too, Morgan Doors save you the annoyance of warping, swelling and
sticking common to ordinary doors and the expense of replacing them.
The All White Pine Core an exclusive Morgan feature makes Morgan
Doors immune to weather changes.
There are Morgan designs for every door requirement. The choice of beau-
tiful veneers is astonishingly large and prices are prac-
tically the same as you would pay for ordinary doors.
Look for the name MORGAN on top rail our pledge
of quality your guarantee of daily satisfaction.

This Delightful Book FREE
You'll find this big book, "The Door Beautiful
full of charming door suggestions and mighty
helpful if you are going to build or remodel.We 11 gladly send it on request.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR CO.
Dept. A-29 Chicago

factory: Morgan Co Oshkosh. Wi. Eastern
grnufcMi Morgan Millwork Co Baltimore.
Ptapfaiui 6 t. 3Sth St., New York; SOU 1'almcr
Huilciing, Detroit. Buililiaq E.rlubit*- Insurance
bxcnange, Chicago; Soo Line Bldg. , Minneapolis. -^

Ifyour dealer hasn 't Morgan Doors, write us

Medal of Honor

Far above the Ordinary Cold Medals

Again the Leonard CleanaMe received the

unqualified approval of Refrigerator Experts.

In purchasing a refrigerator back up your own judgment by the

opinion of specialists in this line. Leonard Cleanable Refrigerator*
have received the praise and approval of Panama- Pacific Judges,
Good Housekeeping Institute, and a million homes.

Four wonderful advances in sanitation and economy are the
features contributing to make this refrigerator perfect.

1. The Porcelain Lining all in One Piece.

2. A new method of lining that does away with corners
in "hard-to-get-at" places and makes cleaning easier
than ever.

3. A new one-piece door lining, another preventer
of grease and germs.
4. A self-closing trigger lock, that automatically
shuts the door tight, always, and insures the
efficiency of the refrigerator.

Cleaned in five minutes as easily and per-
fectly as your Haviland China. Fifty sizes,
many styles. Wood or Porcelain Cases.
SI6.50 up, Freight prepaid. Money-back
guarantee.

Write us today for our new book on
refrigeration and sanitation. We send
you with it a sample of the finest por-
celain obtainable the kind used in
Leonard Cleanablea.

GRAND RAPIDS
REFRIGERATOR CO.
No. 100 Clyde Park Ave.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Hwa Wang King of Flowers

(Continued from page 58)

Make These Enamolin Tests
1st for whiteness-
Send for the "Famous Brushful." Spread
a few drops of Enamolin on any white wood-
work in your home. Enamolin will posi-

tively make a white spot on your white

woodwork.

2nd for wearing qualities
Wash Enamolin with soap and water, Sa-

polio or Pearline. You cannot injure its

wonderful porcelain-like surface.

3rd for economy-
Apply Enamolin over any wood, iron or

cement surface. You will be amazed at its

remarkable spreading qualities over six

hundred feet to the gallon.

Prove that if you want to refinish a

room, the exterior of a house, a boat
in a word, any surface requiring abso-

lute whiteness and enduring wear
Enamolin is the finish perfectly adapted
to your needs.

Send for These:

We have a mighty interesting
little book, "The White Spot,"
which we will gladly send on

request, together with sample
panel and our sample can, "The
Famous Brushful." Address
Home Dcpt.

The Floor Finish worthy
of use in the same room
with Enamolin is

FLOOR MamaC FINISH

EMIL CALMAN
T5STABI.ISHE1> IN Ig50

St. Xew^brk

1 acter of bulbs to the extent of form-

ing the growth of summer a year in

advance. Moreover they begin to

grow so early in the spring that it is

practically impossible to handle them
without injuring the eyes or shoots.

Planted in the autumn, after the

ripened foliage has signified that the

plant's work for that season is done,

they resume growth in the spring

very much as bulbs do, without

minding the change in the least.

Be very careful not to get them
too deep into the ground. Two
inches of earth over the topmost
eyes is enough. Deeper planting is

very often the reason for scarcity of

bloom, sometimes complained of with

perfectly healthy and vigorous
plants. This is a point, therefore,
that one cannot be too particular
about. In planting in masses, set

each plant about 30" from its neigh-
bor.

Peonies will grow perfectly in a

partly shaded place, and, when so lo-

cated, the fading color is scarcely
noticeable. Do not put them where
no sun at all will reach them, how-
ever. They should receive it for

half the day; but this half may be

divided between the first quarter and
the last between early morning and
late afternoon.

THE LEADING TYPES

Among the early peonies are :

P&onia tenuifolia, crimson, double.

P. moutan, not an herbaceous peony,
but named here because usually next
in order of blooming; the tree form,
so greatly prized in China. P. of-

ficinalis rubra; brilliant red, double.

P. albiflora eduns superba; rosy pink,

fragrant, double. P. f'estiva maxima;
white, tipped carmine; double, large.

P. albiflora, Mme. de Verneville, sul-

phur white, semi-double, sweet.

Early mid-season sorts include:

Paonia albiflora, Octavei Demay;
blush to white ;

dwarfish plant ; frag-
rant. P. albiflora festiva; creamy
white; like /. maxima but later and
lower growing plant.

Late mid-season : Paonia albiflora

Delachei; dark crimson; fragrant;
fine for garden effect. P. albiflora
Marechal MacMahon; crown form;
red, strong growing. P. albiflora
Mme. Crpusse ; pure white, tipped at

center with red; very fragrant. P.

albiflora Mons. Dupont; cream-white,
red tipped center petals, stamens dis-

tinctly golden ; very fragrant. P.

albiflora Avalanche ; creamy white,

yellow at petals' base; fragrant and

extremely good.
Late : Paonia albiflora Humei;

outer petals rosy pink, inner petals
blush with pencillings of red ; a very
old-time variety. P. albiflora Cour-
onne d'Or, white, showing yellow;
fine solid flower; fragrant. P. albi-

flora Louise Renault; pink; very
fragrant and refreshing.

Very late : Paonia albiflora Marie
Lemoine

; sulphur color ; large flower
on strong, erect stem. P. albiflora
Marechal Valiant ; purple red ; heavy,
long stems, drooping; very showy.
P. albiflora Constant Devred ; mauve ;

large flower, even, strong stems.

P. albiflora rubra superba; dark
crimson; large and strong; about the
last of all to bloom. Old plants do
better than newly planted ones.

The Beginner's Rose Garden

(Continued from page 23)

Rohan and Etienne Level. White
Frau Karl Druschki, Margaret Dick-

son, White Baroness. Pink Mrs. R.

S. Sharman Crawford, Mrs. John
Laine, Paul Neyron, Mrs. George
Dickson, Baroness Rothschild.

Teas: Pink William R. Smith,
Maman Cochet, Mrs. R. B. Cant,
Duchesse de Brabant. Yellow Harry
Kirk, Etoile de Lyon. White White
Maman Cochet.

Hybrid Teas: Pink Mme. Edmee
Metz, La France, Killarney, Lady
Ursula. Yellow Duchess of Well-

ington, Mrs. Aaron Ward. White
and light colors La Tosca, Phari-

saer, Antoine Rivoire, Kaiserin Au-
gusta Victoria, Molly Sharman Craw-
ford. Red Gruss an Teplitz, Etoile

de France, Chateau de Clos Vougeot,
Lawrent Carle.

Moss: Crested moss (pink), and
Blanche Moreau (white).
There are, of course, many other

excellent sorts to be had, and you
will be quite safe in buying any of
them from the reliable dealers. An
average price for good, sturdy two-

year-old budded bushes would be 75

cents for single plants; if you take

advantage of the reduced rates often
available on orders of a dozen or so,

the saving would be considerable.

Even if you bought the twelve bushes
for the 30' bed separately the cost

would be but $8 or $9.

SETTING OUT THE PLANTS

The two-year bushes should be set

as soon as they arrive from the

dealers. Examine them carefully for

broken roots and eyes on the stock

wood, cutting off any such that there

may be. Dig the hole wide enough to

admit all the roots without crowding,
and sufficiently deep so that the bud-

ding point will be 2" below the sur-

face. The roots should incline some-
what downward and must be spread

put so that no two of them cross or
interfere with each other. Then fill

in carefully around the roots, firming
the soil as the hole is filled to the

proper level. Pot-grown plants
should be set without disturbing the

ball of earth which comes with them.
It is essential to the success of any
roses that, after planting, the surface
of the soil be kept well loosened by
frequent use of the rake.

The rose bed that is most prolific
in blossoms is the one that is not only
made right but kept right by proper
fertilizing. Probably the best form
of manure to use is the liquid, pre-

pared by enclosing a bushel of cow
manure in a burlap sack and hanging
it in a barrel of water for a couple
of days. The resulting solution
should be diluted with its own bulk
of water and a half gallon applied
to each plant once a week. Use a
watering pot for this and be careful
not to get any of the liquid on the

foliage.

INSECT PESTS

Another thing that you must watch
for is the insect pests which may at-

tack the bushes. The bed that con-
tains only healthy, robust plants is

much more free from harmful in-

sects than the unthrifty one, but even
in its case the danger is always
threatening.
Much can be done toward prevent-

ing pests by a daily application of a
fine, powerful water spray from the

hose, directed to all exposed parts
of the plants. This will discourage
the great majority of undesirable in-

sects, but should any of them escape
they may be destroyed by applying
the following summarized remedies :

(Continued on page 62)
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The blossoming beauty of nine out of ten gardens ends with
Summer. Yet two or three months remain when the most
wonderful color effects of all the year are to be obtained by
the planting of

Hardy Chrysanthemums
The characteristic tones of these

late flowering plants blend with
the natural autumnal tints. Thev
bring into the garden the marvel-
ous glory of the woods after the
first frost russet browns, golden
yellows, bronze reds. They should
be as much a feature of every gar-
den in the Fall as the bulb bloom-

ing plants of Spring. My Hardy
Chrystanthemurns are the result of
the most careful selection from

hundreds of varieties of the best
domestic and foreign origin.
To start them in your garden 1

will send, express prepaid, one
splendid plant each of 20 dis-
tinct varieties for $2.50.

May and June are the months to

plant for rail blooming. Don't lose
two of the most delightful months
in your garden. My book of

Hardy Plant Specialties will tell

you all about them.

I began growing Dahlias years ago for my own pleasure. The
past season I have studied over 2,500 varieties with the pur-

pose of selecting just those which would give the greatest
satisfaction in anybody's garden. As a result I have chosen

125 Novelties of My Best Dahlias

I have prepared a special list of
these varieties and will be glad to

mail it to all who are interested in

utilizing my tests for their own
gardens. Those readers of House
& Garden who are acquainted with
the products of Wyomissing Nurs-
eries will be particularly interested
in the offer I now make.

My personal selection of one

each from a dozen of the best
varieties from this list for $2.50,
express prepaid.

May and June are the months for

planting. The list above men-
tioned supplements the pages of
named Dahlias appearing in my
large catalogue of Hardy Plant

Specialties which I will be glad to
mail on request.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WYOMISSING NURSERIES

106 Garfield Avenue WYOMISSING, PENNA.

JOHN WANAMAKER DAHLIA

Write to-day for our New Catalogue of the

World's Best Dahlias
Accurately describing 63 1 varieties, selected from the

more than 2,000 of the "best" from all sources grown
by us the past season, with natural color reproduc-
tions, 38 Handsome photo-engravings and 6 pages of

complete cultural directions and information.

The Leading Dahlia Catalogue

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS
BERLIN, N. J.

We Are the Largest Growers in the World

Width of each .rat, 20 in

Lenfth of each scat, 48 in.

Price . $18.00

Robin

No. -(l.OO

Chic-a-dee

No. 5 $1.00

Bluebird

No '

FOR
a delightful garden, or summer home. Red

Cedar rustic work adds the touch that gives
charm and beauty. Just the addition of a Sum-
mer House with a swing, settees and chairs will

make the lawn a refreshing place for warm sum-
jmer days where one may read, entertain, or

spend an afternoon sewing.
c . , i . .. | .. , |

Strong and substantial, it needs no care; to keep
it clean-just turn the hose on it. Made from
sturdy young cedars; neither weather nor time

... ii 1-1 .

materially afreet it, and it always has the rustic

beauty of the natural tree.

Jersey Keystone Wood Co., Trenton, N. J.

Friendship of bird*
' ~e" worth cult!

vating, for they
have a keen appe-
tite for the many
petit of the garden
,n<j orchard _
moths, grasshop-
per* beetles, cater-

pillars, spiders.
m(!( an(j Other in-

sects.

DREEIfi
Golden Book

is the idealmonth
to sow Flower and Vegetable
seeds and plant our pot-grown
Roses, and our pot-grown old-

fashioned Hardy Perennials.

Also Gladioli, Dahlias, etc.

Our Garden Book
is the most complete catalogue pub-
lished. Contains 288 pages, five

color and duotone plates, hundreds
of photographic illustrations and is

brim-full of valuable cultural in-

formation.

Mailed free if you
mention this publication.

HBNRYA.DRBER
714716 CHESTNUT ST. PHIIA
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B. HAMMOND TRACY
Box 17, WENHAM, MASS.

Exclusively

Write for llhutrattJ Booklet

The Beginner's Rose Garden

(Continued from page 60)

Send for

This Book
Every woman
who takes pride
in her home
should have a

copy.

It tells you just
how to paint,
varnish, stain or

enamel every
surface in and
around your
home.

The book was
written by a

practical painter
and then rewrit-

ten for you.
There is not a

technical word in

it every de-

tail is expressed
in simple lan-

guage and every
step, from pre-

paring the sur-

face to applying
the final coat, is

completely cov-

ered.

You simply can-

not go wrong on

any paint-
ing work with

this book to
guide you.

'Here is the Secret of

Home Upkeep"

No amount of cleaning and

scrubbing can brighten up
a home where the floors,

woodwork, furniture and

other surfaces are worn,

marred or dingy.

Our book teaches you how
to beautify and protect

these surfaces. Any Sher-

win-Williams dealer can

supply all finishes called

for in the book just what

you need for every pur-

pose. Send for the book,

then see our dealer. You
will enjoy the work and
will be delighted with the

resuIt.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PA/NTS & VARNISHES

AddreU all inquiries to 627 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, 0.

Showrooms New York, 116 W. 32d St.; Chicago, People's
Gas Bldg.; San Francisco, 523 Market St. Sales Offices and
Warehouses in principal cities. Best dealers everywhere.

White scale : spray with one pound
of soft soap in four gallons of water

;

cut off and burn badly infested
shoots. Slug: powdered white helle-

bore dusted on the foliage, or whale
oil soap solution, five ounces in one

gallon of water. Rose caterpillar:

finger and thumb pressed tightly to-

gether. Rose-bug : shake the beast
into a pan of kerosene

;
he won't

swim long. Aphis or green fly : 6,-

000,000,000 descendants of one in five

generations ; spray with four ounces
tobacco stems boiled for ten minutes
in one gallon of water. Rose thrip :

whale oil soap, five ounces in one

gallon of water, applied as a spray.

PRUNING AND WINTER PROTECTION

Pruning, also, is a necessary rose

garden activity which is often im-

perfectly understood. It should be-

gin when the plants are first set out,
all of them being cut back severely.
About one-half the length of the

canes should be taken off at this time

in the case of two-year-old plants.

The second season, prune the hybrid

perpetuals in March and the teas and

hybrid teas a little later. If you want
a few extra large flowers, take off all

the weaker shoots and leave the

strong ones. Suckers sprouting from
the stock root should never be al-

lowed to grow to any size.

Finally, a few words about winter

protection. In autumn the wise rose

grower in the Middle and Northern
States will cover the ground about his

plants with rough manure, and, if the

weather is apt to be very severe, he

will take the further precaution of

tying up the above-ground portions
in bundles of straw. Another way is

to take up the bushes and winter

them in soil contained in boxes placed
in a cool cellar, but this is hardly

necessary except in the case of espe-

cially tender varieties.

Developing A City Garden

(Continued from page 43)

season we put in a number of gray
birches 6' high, one or two beeches
and some flowering dogwood to

thicken the planting and give it more

height. Colonies of ferns, poet's nar-

cissus, big yellow flags and blue Phlox
divaricata, blue Virginia cowslips,

wintergreen, trailing myrtle and pink
creeping phlox were placed in front

of the shrubs, and for masses of

snowy white August bloom we had
the hedge of altheas around the gar-
den.

It was the Chief's suggestion (he

really is getting to be a regular head

gardener in spirit) that the bank by
he street, outside the fence, should

be planted with lilacs, viburnums, red-

twigged dogwood and Japanese
honeysuckle. It has proved to be a

happy inspiration, and when we added
the tamarisk by the gate the effect

grew even more attractive.

PLACING THE FLOWERS

It was in the planting of the flower

garden, though, that we really let

ourselves go, flapped the wings of our
combined enthusiasms and soared into

the seventh heaven of horticultural

bliss. Let me try and tell you how it

really worked out.

Last year was the first season, and

knowing that there would not be

much bloom then from the peonies,

iris, larkspur and hollyhocks, we
sowed seeds of such annuals as ager-

atum, candytuft, mignonette and nico-

tiana to reinforce the flower showing.
The soil was new and the growth as-

tonishing. The violas and primroses
were in bloom when they came, and
hard on their heels arrived the gift

of a wheelbarrow load of pansies,

English daisies and forget-me-nots
which gave flowers at once.

The outside beds were soon a veri-

table frame of white foxgloves
which frequent cutting induced to

bloom all summer. Touches of yel-
low came from Oenothera Youngii,
anthemis and coreopsis. The gypso-

phila and galium gave fluffy masses
of white, good for combining with
other cut flowers. Shirley poppies
sown down the central path delighted
us most of the summer, but for some
strange reason they met an unfort-
unate end. This year coral pink
Sweet Williams succeeded by ver-

ben^s have taken their place.
We put in the bulbs late in the fall,

a rite accomplished not without much
weighty consideration. Down the
center were twenty-four early pink
tulips, Cottage Maid, with twelve of
the yellow Chrysolora as a climax at

the end of the walk. The same effect

was repeated with the later flowering
Darwins, Clara Butt, the very best

pink, and Mrs. Moon, yellow. A
hundred and fifty narcissi formed
groups in the outside beds, fifty of
them being Stella and the rest Barn
conspicuous. The corners of the little

walks were touched with purple and
yellow crocus, grape hyacinths and
snowdrops we massed at the entrance

steps, and 100 Spanish iris made a
brave array as a border for the little

cross walk nearest the house. With
the first warmth of the spring sun
200 yellow crocuses and half as many
blue scillas blossomed in the grass at
the south side of the terrace, while
100 poet's narcissus, naturalized under
the trees at the back of the lawn,
added their share to the beauty of
the whole.

THE GARDEN MONTH BY MONTH

And now, to sum up, let me inflict

upon you our flower effects, month
bv month, exactly as we saw them
and hope to see them many times:

In April there were crocus, scillas,

snowdrons, magnolias and forsythia.
Early May brought pink Azalea

vaseyi, flowering almond, early tulips
and daffodils flanked by many minor
beauties such as bleeding heart, white
arabis, pansies, violas, primroses,
English daisies, forget-me-nots, Ice-

(Continued on page 66)
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Beautify Your Home Grounds
with one or more of the attractive pieces of garden furniture

made of frost proof concrete known as

|
SHARONWARE

Morning Dip Bird Bath.
Endorsed by the National
Audubon Society. I 7 inches
across, 6 inches high.
Price F. O. B. New York $4.00
Grecian Jardiniere. Be-
cause they are semi-porous,
to prevent over-watering of

plants, SHARONWARE
flower pots and boxes are
known as "the flower pots
that breathe." Height 9
inches, diameter I I \/i inches.

Price F. O. B. New York $3.50

Crystal Spring Bird Bath.
39 inches high, 17 inches
across.

Price F. O. B. New York $10.00
Sunny Hour Sundial. 37
inches high, complete with
Bronze dial.

Price F. O. B. New York $15.00

No extra charge
for crating
Sharonware

iere is an interesting story
behind SHARONWARE.
Send for it and fully illus-
trated catalog showing win-
dow and lawn boxes, jardin-
ieres, benches, pedestals, etc.,
in practical use.

SHARONWARE WORKSHOP 86 Lexington Ave , New York
|

iiiiiiiiiiniinii niiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiniii i nn inn iiiiniiniiiiiin iiinniiiiiiniiiniiiinnii iniiiniiiinim ui

Crystal Spring
Bird Bath

Sunny Hour
Sundial

& .0

THE GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
is always the garden that reveals the

individuality of the designer. When
you plan your garden consider how
much you can increase its charm by
the use of appropriate ornaments.
We produce the finest examples of
old-world sculpture for garden orna-
mentation in Pompeian Stone, a

frost-proof, artificial stone that is

practically indestructible. The de-

signs include a wide variety of foun-
tains, sun-dials, bird-baths, statuary,
benches, urns, terminals, flower-

boxes, vases, balustrading, etc. You
will find among them just what you
need. Send for illustrated catalogue.

Special attention given to the execution
of original specifications in marble or
imitation stone.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Factory : Aori. L. I. 226 Lexington Aye.. N. Y

Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

/CONCRETE and stucco lend them-
V^ selves to very attractive, artistic

effects when finished with

Brick and
Cement

This gives a rich color tone, white or tinted,
without losing the distinctive texture of the ma-
terial. Bay State Coating is also weatherproof it

keeps concrete walls absolutely dry.
For interiors, it Is equally desirable, being fire-retard-

ing, damp-preventing and light-reflecting.

Sample Can Free. If y uar eo'ngtobuiid, test Bay
State Coating on concrete. Saywhat color you prefer. Ask for color card and booklet t.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND&CO., Inc.

Paint and Varnish Makers
Boston, Mass.

New York Office : Architects' Building

Rain When You Want It
Cornell Systems of Irrigation

Underground for Lawns Over-head
for Garden* Portable Hose Sprinklers

Attractive Illuttrated Booklet on Request

W. G. CORNELL CO.
UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
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Myers Hydro-Pneumatic Pumps
BRING WATER CONVENIENCES WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL

A Myers Hydro- Pneumatic
Water System is inexpensive,
and it will give you first class

service. Both air and water are

pumped into the supply tank.

The air becoming compressed
forces the water through the

distributing lines to any point

desired, obviating the necessity
of having the tank in an ele-

vated position. Pumps are made
for operation by hand, gasoline |

engine, motor or other power.

Write to our Service Department
for Catalog and Information

F. E. MYERS& BRO., 350 Orange St.,ASHLAND, O.
ASHLAND PUMP AND HAY TOOL WORKS

VAPOR HEATING SYSTEM

DUNHAM
PACKLESS VALVE
No packing, there-
fore no leaking of
vapor or water. A
single tarn and the
heat is on or off.
Installed at top of
radiatoi no stoop-
ing.

Regulate the Fire

from Upstairs
More heat is wanted ? Or, you may wish it cooler.

What's to do? A weary trip down to the cold cellar?

Not where there'i a Dunham Vapor Heating System, for

there the fire is regulated from upstairs, from the room
that's most used. And it's regulated as easily as

switching on a light.

You can set the Dunham Thermostat in advance to

provide two temperatures one, whatever you desire for

comfort during the day and evening; the other, whatever

you decide the house should be kept at during the night.
The Thermostat, once set, thereafter automatically
controls the amount of heat so that these temperatures
are maintained without further thought or attention.

You won't be annoyed, either, by knocking, pound-
ing radiators or hissing, water-spurting air valves. The
Dunham Radiator Trap expels the air and water, the

cause of the noise. A single turn of the Dunham
Packless Inlet Valve, without your even stooping, im-

mediately heats the radiator all over.

Investigate Dunham Heating before contracting for

the heating equipment in your new home. When
moving into a new house, see that it is Dunham heated.
Dunhamizeyour present heating system any steam fitter

can do this at a wonderfully low cost and with little

inconvenience to you.

Any Dunham office will be pleased to give your
needs individual study, to furnish you precise informa-
tion as to cost and best methods of installation. Send
for our booklet, the "3 H's." It throws a new light on
the heating problem.

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Marshalltown, Iowa

DUNHAM
RADIATOR TRAP

Dot* away with all
pounding in pipes.
Radiator heat* imme-
diately all over. No
hissing air valve tot

spurt water.

DUNHAM
THERMOSTAT

As ornamentaland use-
ful a* a clock.
Fit* on the wall
connects elec-

trically. Can be
*et to that the
house will be at
any desiredtem-
perature any
hour.

Portland. Me.

Botton

Rochester

Philadelphia

DIVISION SALES OFFICES : Chicago
BRANCHES :

Detroit

Indianapolis

Louisville

New York San Francisco

Washington, D. C.

Atlanta

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Minneapolis Kansas City

Davenport Fort Worth

Des Moines Denver

Milwaukee St Louis Cheyenne

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY, Ltd., Toronto, Canada
Branch Offices: Halifax Montreal Ottawa Winnipeg

Salt Lal City
Spokane
Portland
Seattle

Los Anidel

Vstncouver
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POULTRY WORK FOR MAY

Keep the chicks from crowding.

Coops without floors are best now.

Don't keep chicks of different ages together.

Sow Dwarf Essex rape to make summer green food.

Be sure that there are no rats in the chicken houses.

Clean incubators and brooders before they are put away.

Keep the turkey poults confined until the grass is thoroughly dry.

Make a point of giving the young turkeys lettuce or some other green

food daily.

AFTER
the chicks have been

taken from the brooders they
are likely to crowd into the corners
if the weather gets a little cool and
some of them may be crushed to

death. This danger can be largely
avoided by keeping the chicks in

small flocks. It also helps to make
round corners with pieces of inch-

mesh poultry netting. From now on
it is best to use coops without floors,

as the chicks thrive as a result of

being in contact with Mother Earth
at all times.

It is a poor plan to keep chickens

of different ages in the same flock.

The younger chicks are almost cer-

tain to be bulldozed by their stronger

companions and may not even get

enough to eat. Likewise, it is not

advisable to raise chickens and ducks

together, principally because the

ducks foul the drinking water badly.

DUCK REQUIREMENTS

While ducks need no water to

swim in, it is important that they
should never suffer from lack of

drinking water, and this water must
be given in a receptacle deep enough
to allow them to immerse their en-

tire bills, thus cleaning out the mud
and food that might cause them to

suffocate. Pekin ducklings need

watching; sometimes they get on
their backs and are unable to regain
their feet. While the Pekin duck is

the best known member of the

family, various other varieties are as

good or better for the amateur. The
Indian Runners lead in egg produc-
tion and the Rouens are excellent

table ducks. The Muscovies are good
for eating, too, and are quackless, a

point in their favor if the owner
lives in a closely settled community.

TURKEYS AND TREES

Bread soaked in milk and given a

dash of red pepper is perhaps the

best food for newly hatched turkeys.

They will need something green,

preferably lettuce, at least twice a

day, and grit and charcoal should be

at hand from the first. When they
are four or five weeks old the poults
will "shoot the red," and will need

especial attention then. A raw egg
beaten up in milk will help along a

poult which seems drooping and
weak. And of course vermin must
be carefully watched out for.

When the poultry must be kept

yarded, it is an excellent plan to

plant several fruit trees in the yard,

but not so many that they will inter-

fere with the proper spading or plow-
ing of the ground in order to keep it

sanitary. Probably plum trees are
the best for poultry yards. Peach
trees are often chosen, but the natu-
ral fertilizer in the soil pushes their

growth too fast and makes them soft.

Plum trees offer the necessary shade
and the hens feast on the curculio,
the pests that puncture the fruit. It

is always well to wrap burlap around
the trunks of young trees in the poul-
try yards, or the chickens may eat

into the bark.

HAWKS AND OTHER THINGS

It is time to get rid of all the old

male birds as soon as the breeding
season is over, unless there are some
worth keeping another year. As a

rule, it is advisable to use cockerels

with two-year-old hens, but this plan
is frequently reversed.

When the chickens have wide

range they are in danger from
hawks, unless there is an orchard
for them to run in. For that reason
it is well to make piles of brush
here and there, where they can hide

when hawks appear. A few guineas
are valuable, for they will almost in-

variably sound an early warning on
the approach of hawks. White
chickens are more likely to fall vic-

tims to hawks than those birds whose
feathers do not make them so con-

spicuous at a distance.

Contrary to general belief, the

hawks which do the most damage to

poultry are of rather small size. The

large "chicken hawk" occasionally
makes way with a foul, but the

slender little sharp-shinned and Coop-
er's hawks are the rascals most to be

feared, especially where young chick-

ens are concerned. When one or two
of these birds take up theirs quarters
near your place and proceed to ex-

tract their daily toll from your flock,

their prompt destruction is essential.

Constant watchfulness, coupled with

a good shotgun, is the best remedy for

their depredations.
It is an excellent plan to sow

Dwarf Essex rape to supply green
rations for the poultry throughout
the summer. One pound will seed

a quarter acre and much less than
that amount will be sufficient for a

small flock as new growth springs

up when the tops are broken off.

Swiss chard may also be used, the

outside leaves being broken off and

given to the fowls as needed.

Chicks should be healthy now and growing fast
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// you would have all-year-round window comfort, insist on

C-H CASEMENT ADJUSTERS
They make the out-nwuni; casement practical

C-H "Bulldog" Adjuster C-H "Holdfast" Adjuster

Some Good Suggestions Free in "The Casement Window Handbook"

THE CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
1 South Clinton Street Chicago, III.

HOW DO YOU WANTYOU
NEW HOME TO LOOK >

THE
first rule in all

food architectural

design is that the

appearance of the build-

ing shall express the

structural capabilities of

the materials of which it

is composed. Your archi-

tect will tell you that con-

crete, besides being the

newest, is the most flex-

ible of all building ma-
terials. It gives artistic

effects to be obtained with

no other medium.

MEDUSA WHITE
PORTLAND CEMENT
used for exterior finish on

concrete, hollow tiles,

metal lath, etc., will give

your house a distinctive

appearance. *^. JfTjJ"T
It has all |\r|J2il
the proper-
ties of any

// you can't get the Medusa Products in your town, and us your dealer's name

SANDUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Room N-4, Engineers' Building Cleveland. Ohio

other high testing Port-

land. It makes a dur-

able wall covering of

pure stainless white. It

is inexpensive to put on

easily and cheaply main-

tained. It improves rather

than deteriorates with
age.

Exquisite effects may also

be obtained by using Me-
dusa White for exterior

railings, steps, columns,

doorways, window cas-

ings, panels and for all

sorts of interior decora-

tions. Let us show you
the artistic effects which
others have obtained with

Medusa White Portland

Cement.

Write today
for booklet,

SCREEN
1

CLO POMPEIIAN BRONZE
SCREEN CLOTH
LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE

The Great Outdoors
Even in your city home you can permanently aature your.
elf a little corner of the gttol ou/Joori if you have a tleep'

ing porch tcreened with Pompeiian Bronze ^ ire Screen
Cloth permanently secure from mosquiloet. flic* nd other

mtect petU. Be sure that Pompeiian Bronze u your tcreen.

-non in the tpnni Gel rt horn youf KtwtfwM* JoJtf Thi*
1 Sittn* >n the *T|VMC of *vrr (ot oi ggmisn P*mpiMMi
.. Look for ii Dent sKc*a4 ihnn..in. Writ* for b.*AI.
rmu mi H.otelion,"

Clinton Wire Cloth Company
69 Sterling Strrct, ClinlOD. Mat.

T
f*Jf

I HE long horizontal lines, the s\
well grouped rectangular

openings, the tile roof with its generous eaves ,

give to the residence here illustrated an air at once of
.

simple refinement and spaciousness that express a

growing western taste in domestic architecture.

The charm of the subject, however, is beyond black

and white reproduction, which entirely fails to bring

to the eye the warm, living beauty of the original,

faced as it is with Hy-tex Velours blended in soft

analogous tones of reds and browns, laid with a

white mortar in Flemish Bond. It is just another

proof of the varied possibilities of

Hyr-tex
The Standard of Quality in Brick

By the use of Hy-tex, you can always secure distinc-

tion and individuality in your home. For Hy-tex

means every variety of color-tone and texture known

to brickcraft, as well as the highest quality of product

and service in Face Brick. If you are planning to

build, you will be interested in

"GENUINE ECONOMY IN HOME BUILDING"

Illustrated in colors. Sent for 1 cents to cover

mailing charges.

Hydraulic - Press Brick Company
DEPT. G-55, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Baltimore: Chicago; Cleveland; Davenport; Du Bois.
Pa Indianapoliv; Kan**s City; Minneapolis: New
York City: Omaha; Philadelphia; Toledo; Wash-
ington. D. C.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FACE BRICK
IN THE WORLD

Kesidence of John Partition Woodt, Esq.. St. Louis
Httti

Builtling Co.,
Architect!
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The Terra Cotta 1 ,E ROOF
on this pretty little home hns greatly added to its attractiveness. It's the Imperial
Spanish pattern and affords a perfect shelter leak-proof moisture-proof and abso-

lutely fire-proof.
It requires no{paint. stain or repairs to preserve its natural beauty and lasts unchanged

forever. We show detail of this pattern more clearly in border of this advertisement.

Our illustrated booklet "The Roof Beautiful," printed in

colors, contains views of many beautiful homes with
roofs of Terra Cotta Tiles, and is sent free upon request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.
Manufacturers of Terra Cotta Roofing Tiles

General Offices. 1107-1117 Monroe Building CHICAGO, ILL

Developing A City Garden

(Continued from page 62)

The Quality Mark
on Locks and Hardware

You make certain of

lasting satisfaction in

decoration, service and
durability; you get se-

curity and protection at

their highest when you
insist upon Yale.

Whether it is locks and
hardware for your house

or a night latch to sup-

port a doubtful lock; or
for a door closer to bring
quiet and comfort into

your home, or for a

sturdy padlock for out-
side locking.

But insist on seeing the
name Yale or you won't
get Yale.

The illustration shows
the "Gateshead" design
of Yale house hardware.
It is highly decorative
and distinctive. We will
be glad to give you
fuller information about
the "Gateshead" design
and other standard Yale
hardware designs.
For sale by the Hardware Trade

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co,
9 East 40th Street, New York

land poppies and the brilliant Alys-
sum saxatile, daintily disposed as
borders for the walks.

In late May came iris and peonies,
pink Oriental poppies and coral pink
Sweet William, besides the Darwin
tulips in the center. The outer sides
were beautiful with foxgloves and
lupines, and Oenothera Youngii for

yellow.
June and July saw the blooming

of larkspur, coreopsis, clematis, lemon

lily, pink herbaceous spiraea, tall val-

erian, Harrison's yellow rose, gyp-
sophila, heliotrope and lavender
funkia.

With the closing of July and the

coming of August we look for the
masses of pink and white phlox,
Elizabeth Campbell and Pink Beauty
for the former, Miss Lingard and In-

dependence for the latter. Crepus-
cule added its beautiful lavender,
Mahdi its purple, and orange butter-

fly weed gave a pleasantly brilliant
note. Then, at the lower end of the

garden, rose the fragrance of helio-

trope, lavender, rose geranium an(f

lemon verbena.

September and October were bright
with the yellows of helenium and the
deep purple of New England asters;
pink and blue asters together with
cosmos and Japanese anemone form
a frame for the garden sides, and
dull pink sedums and dwarf ageratum
are used as borders for the minor
walks. The pink Sweet Williams
down the center walk have given way
to pink verbenas and candytuft.
Room was made for them by pulling
up the forget-me-nots after they had
time to sow themselves for next
year's crop.

November, alas, closes our year's
outdoor bloom. In its "melancholy
days" there are only the bronze and
yellow hardy chrysanthemums, helped
out by a few brave plants of agera-
tum, verbenas, cosmos and coreopsis
which keep the garden still lovely in
spite of the dry leaves rustling under
foot. But we feel that we have
succeeded wonderfully well.

Collecting Japanese Color Prints

(Continued from page 32)

outline on thin paper with the point
of a brush dipped in Chinese ink.
This was then taken and pasted, face
down, on a flat plank of cherry or
other suitable wood cut to convenient
size, slabwise. The back of the pasted
sheet was then carefuly peeled down
(if the paper seemed too thick) by
rubbing until it revealed the design as
drawn on the fibres still clinging by
means of the paste to the wood. The
engraver (sometimes he was like-

wise the designer) carefully cut

away all parts of the wood except
those covered by the actual lines of
the design, thus deftly leaving this

design in relief on the block so en-

graved. Next the block was cleaned
and inked with black, and a num-
ber of impressions taken from it.

This first block served as the key-
block for the completed print, and
contained the main outlines of the

subject. One of the prints first taken
from it was colored up by the artist

just as the completed print was to

appear. Other impressions were
treated like the original drawing,
being pasted down, in turn, on other
wood blocks, and only those parts of
each block were then left in relief

that were to print each color. Gookin
describes the method of printing as
follows :

THE PRINTING

"The printing was done on moist
paper with Chinese ink and color

applied to the blocks with flat

brushes. A little rice paste was usu-

ally mixed with the pigments to

keep them from running, and to in-

crease their brightness. Sometimes
dry rice flour was dusted over the
blocks after they were charged. To
this method of charging the blocks
much of the beauty of the result

may be attributed. The color could
be modified, graded, or changed at

will, the blocks covered entirely or

partially." The key block was usual-

ly the last one which was impressed.
Next, "A sheet of paper was laid on
the block and the printer rubbed off

the impression, using for the purpose
a kind of pad called a baren. The
skill of the printer was a large
factor in producing the best results."

Unlike other forms of engraving,
the first impressions were not the

best. It often requires some fifty
preliminary impressions to be taken
from the blocks before these
"warmed up" to the requirements of
artist and printer. In the best of the
early prints a thick, spongy, ivory-
toned Japanese paper was used.
There was always an opportunity
for varying the color and experi-
menting. That is why one often sees
two prints from the identical blocks
showing marked variations.

As TO FORGERIES

Genuine Japanese color-prints are
not so rarely to be met with as one
might imagine ;

the market is flooded
with forgeries occasionally there
are contemporary forgeries good,
bad and indifferent, so far as fidelity
to the originals is concerned. Then,
again, one finds modern copies of the
finest Japanese color-prints almost
everywhere. The connoisseur will,
of course, seek only originals of un-
doubted authenticity. On the other
hand, though with no desire to en-
courage fraud, copies known to be
such and bought with open eyes have
an interest that advanced collectors
scorn to allow that they can have.
The writer knows of several small
collections wherein the originals of
rare color-prints are augmented by
excellent copies of such works as the
collector may not hope to possess. I

am not just sure that a collection of
such copies alone would not be of
great interest and pleasure, not, to be
sure, that any copies could more than

suggest the exquisite beauty of gen-
uine prints (some copies are too ex-
ecrable to be admitted to one's af-
fections at all!) but they could and
they do suggest such quality of

beauty. A genuine portrait by Shar-
aku, a triptych by Kiyonaga, a land-

scape by Hiroshige or a fine print by
Utamaro would be a treasure indeed !

Just the same, there are lesser names
still to conjure with, and these not

only are legion but one may go a-bar-

gaining with delectable success in

their midst.
How TO START A COLLECTION

With Japanese prints, where one
does not invest amounts that cause
the spender to consider every pur-
chase expertly the average amateur

(Continued on page 68)
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Hardy Chrysanthemums
Tin- best of latc-Howcring plants, blooming ...

the fall, making the summer longer and the
winter shorter. The colors are very striking, the
different varieties having all tints and shades of
red and yellow, and a closely-planted clump pre-

sents a myriad of pleasing colors.

The Mount Greenwood
Novelty Set

Has been selected by us, from our com-
plete list of singles, as the best. Cinderella.
Clear dark pink. Firefly. Deep coppery-
bronze. Gipsy. Clear yellow and salmon.
Pricilla. Light rosy-pink. Ramona. Deep
reddish-bronze. Wenonah. Slivery bronze.
This complete set (one plant of each) de-
livered to you for $1.75.

Send for the Cromwell Garden*
Handboook. Iff Free

A. N. PIERSON, Inc.

CROMWELL GARDENS
Box 14 Cromwell, Conn.

This Book Will HelpYou
to arrange your landscape more effectively It contains much use-

ful information for the small garden owner; the prospective home
builder and the large estate holder.

"Plans and Plants" shows complete
list of Hardy Perennials, Trees, Shrubs,
Aquatic Plants and other items that will

prove a great help to you in improvinu
the appearance and effectiveness of your
grounds.

We have a staff of expert landscape
architects and are in a position to do the

work from the planting of a small ganlrtt
to the complete landscaping of the large

|

estate.

Write now for your copy of "Plans and
Plants." It's free.

G. E. M. STUMPP
761 Fifth Avi-., Dept. H. New York City

To Lovers

ofGarden Sculpture
The recent exhibition of Garden and Deco-

rative Sculpture, held at the Gorham Gal-

leries, was a convincing demonstration of

the existing desire for works of art of this

character on the part of the discriminating

public. It also brought out the fact that

lovers of Garden Sculpture were unaware

that our native American Sculptors had

attained such skill and proficiency in this

fascinating branch of decorative art.

Having acquired all the training and inspi-
ration that the ateliers of the Old World
could give, our native artists have evolved

a new school of American Decorative Art
which completely comprehends and har-

monizes with American Decorative needs.

The Gorham Galleries, sensing this new

development, have fostered and encouraged
it, and are now prepared to extend to lovers

ofgarden sculpture, expert service in solving

garden and decorative sculpture problems.

For many years the Gorham Galleries have
been in close touch with landscape artists

and owners of country estates, and the ex-

perience acquired in suggesting and plan-

ning the sculptural details for gardens is

now at the command of their patrons.

The Gorham Galleries
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street

NEW YORK

GiveYOURLawn
BetterCare
PROPER

lawn care this season will

count greatly toward a permanently
beautiful sward. Start your lawn care

right this year. This summer use the

Ideal, the lawn mower that pushes it-

self. You can give your lawn twice

the usual amount of care, more effi-

ciently and more economically, too.

The Ideal Junior Power Lawn
Mower for 1916 offers all the features

on which Ideal has built its splendid

reputation, with many new refinements

and improvements simple, reliable

clutch; automobile throttle control;

gearless differential. It stands unex-
celled in the field of lawn mowing
machines.

Write to us for full particulars now, while
making your plans for a beautiful lawn.

The Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company
R. E. OLDS. Chairman

403 Kalamazoo St. LANSING, MICH.

Junior

Power
Lawn
Mower
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Mott Fountains
Whether for large

country estates or sub-

urban gardens, all Mott
Fountains can now be

equipped with self-

supplying motor pumps.
No expensive piping or

water waste. Full in-

formation on request.

We issue separate

catalogs of Display
Fountains, D r i n Ic-

ing Fountains, Electro-

liers, Vases, Grills and
Gateways, Settees and
Chairs, Statuary, Aqua-
riums, Tree Guards,
Sanitary Fittings for

Stable and Barn.

Any of these are

gladly sent on request.

Address Ornamental Dept.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Avenue and 17th St., New York

Insist on t

name
CREX

Substitution

an Evil Influence
When buying grass rugs guard against

fraudulent imitations. Prove to your own
satisfaction that the rug offered is the genu-
ine CREX. They are easy to identify. Un-
less the name C-R-E-X is woven in the edge of

the side binding you are being offered a substitute.

There are no "just as goods." Insist on the genuine
CREX and thus avoid AN INFERIOR ARTICLE
offered because of larger profit.
CREX rugs are made of specially cured and se-

lected strong, pliant, wire-grass. They're sanitary,
artistic, durable, economical, seamless and revers-

ible easy to keep clean. Ideal for every room in

the home through all seasons, as well as the porch.
CREX is patented and fully protected under U. S. Govt.

Copyright. We will prosecute relentlessly dealers guilty
of fraudulent substitution or wilful misrepresentation.

Handsomely illustrated 32-page color catalog No. 28. Free on request.

CREX CARPET COMPANY
212 Fifth Avenue New York

Originators of wire-grass products

CK < CARKT GOMMNT

HIGHESTAWARD

GRAND
PRIZE

TRADE MARK. REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

The flute player is an example of

Toyokuni's work

Collecting Japanese Color Prints

(Continued from page 66)

can, I think, get vastly more pleasure
out of them as a hobby than out of
almost any other collectible things,
even when going "blindly into it."

However, he need not go into it so

blindly after all. There are delight-
ful handbooks on the subject, whose
low cost will place them within
reach of all, handbooks such as A.
Dawson Ficke's "Chats on Japanese
Prints," one of the newest, most lucid

and entertaining books on the sub-

ject to be had.

Perhaps the great fault with many
writers on the subject is their atti-

tude of discouraging the extensive

collecting of minor works and of the

prominence with which they urge at-

tention to works that will compel the

connoisseur's admiration. Naturally
there can be no comparison between
a Japanese print by a great master
and one by a minor Japanese artist.

Nevertheless the pleasure of collect-

ing is here our concern, more than
the importance of the things col-

lected, though the ideal collection is

one which combines important ac-

quisitions with a pleasure in their

possession.

Then, too, the person who starts a

collection of Japanese prints may al-

ways substitute better examples, and

finally bring the whole to a repre-
sentative state of better quality.

THE PRINT PERIODS

It is not the intention here to do
much more than to suggest this spe-
cial field for collecting, but one
should know the most important gen-
eral historic phases in the evolution

of the color-prints of Japan.
The Primitive Period, opening with

Moronobu (circa 1660'), was marked

by the black and white prints of the

book illustration of the time.

The Second Period, culminating a

century later, introduced color, as we
find an orange-red pigment (tan)

coming into use soon after 1700. In

1710, or thereabouts, citrine and yel-
low were added; 1715 found a more
delicate red replacing the crude tan.

This was the vegetable color called

beni. The year 1720 found the colors

enhanced by lacquer, and by other
colors as well as by gold powders,
mother-of-pearl powder, etc., skil-

fully employed by the color-print
artists. The earlier color-prints were
colored by hand.
The year 1742 introduced color-

printing with two blocks, an inven-
tion accredited to Masanobu. Green
and red (beni) were the colors em-
ployed. The name Beni-ye is given
to such prints.

In 1755 a third color was intro-

duced. This at first was blue, and
was used with the green and red.

Later variations such as red, greeu
and yellow, etc., were employed.
Toyonobu was a master at combin-

ing three colors.

The Third Period dates from 1780
to 1790, and developed complex color-

printing as well as interested itself

somewhat more in realism.

The Fourth Period (1790-1806)
marked a decadence, fraught though
it is with great interest. To the Occi-

dent eye the fascinating types that

now come to replace the classic types
in earlier color-prints are perhaps
thoroughly and more pleasing than
the other ones.

The Fifth Period (1806-1858) en-

tered with the death of the great
Utamaro. After this occurred we

(Continued on page 70)
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Lilies Make Your Garden Beautiful
Six Hardy Lilies of $1.00
Rare Beauty for A

These bulbs are all sound and plump
and will flower beautifully first season

L. Auratum Yams Yuri.
Immense flowers, a golden
ha ml rung through each
uliiiu petal 20c

L. Roseum. ruby ml spota
on white retle, red petals,.

20C

L. Album, shimmering
satin white, long green ant-
lers, exquisitely fragrant.

29e

L. Umbellatuno (see pic-
ture) . A riot of color
from buff to rich apricot

and orange, blooming all

Hummer 20c

LL. Glflanteum of Japan.
Long white trumpets with
goMen stamens crown in

profusion the stout tall

stems. The delirious per-
fume scouts Uie whole gar-
den 20<

L. Superbum. Our gor-
geous native Lily. Oriental
In the beauty of its leopard
skin petals of rich deep
ornngg with dark spots.
This royal Lily Is truly
magnificent, Kxtra slfte.20c

All Sent postpaid for $1. Any three for 60c.

Full growing directions with each. SenJ/or complete catalog

H.H. BERGER & CO., 70 Warren St., N.Y.

Everythingfor the Home Grounds
We are situated in a most convenient locality to do work in

the residential section of Eastern and Southern Connecticut, and
all through Westchester County, N. Y.

Within this radius all stock is delivered freshly dug, by auto

truck, the day needed.
We have all kinds of ornamental trees and earnestly solicit your

patronage. You would enjoy a visit to our Nursery to look over and
select from our stock.
We will make you ff

a planting plan, and

3ive
you any help

esired in laying
out your place. Letyi
us near from you
before the rush sea.
son. Send for our
new Catalogue "D."

THE STEPHEN
HOYT'S SONS CO.
New Canaan, Conn.

Telephone
333 New Canaan

* * lii,-dU

Serves More People in More Ways than Any
Other Institution of its Kind in the World

THE CANADIAN
H W.JOHNS MANVILLE

CO, LIMITED

H.W. Johns-
Manville Co.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
26 Madison Ave
New York City

The Peril of the
Wood Shingle Roof

A flying spark a driving wind a

shingle roof dry as tinder and
then a fire. Countless disasters are

caused in this way. Home build-

ers who know the value of protec-
tion and permanence, specify

Johns - Manville
Transite

Asbestos Shingles
These shingles refuse to burn, warp,
curl or split, never need staining and
outlast the building. They combine

safety and economy with handsome ap-

pearance for they are supplied in a vari-

ety of shapes, sizes and colors that give

great latitude of artistic effects. They
rival slate in durability outclass it in

looks cost less are lighter in weight
and easier to apply. Ask your carpen-
ter, roofer or slater about them and about

J-M Roofing Responsibili

fa

the unimpeachable responsibility of a na-
tion-wide organization that stands for the

complete satisfaction of every purchaser.
Through the exclusive system of J-M ROOF-
ING REGISTRATION, you can now register
(four J-M Roofing with this concern and put it

in our care. Ask nearest J-M Branch for par-
ticulars.

J-M Roofings include a fire-retardant roofing
for every purpose J-M Asbestos Built-Up for
flat roofs J-M Asbestos Ready for sloping
roots J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles for
residences each examined, approved, classi-
fied and labelled by the Underwriters' Labora-
tories, Inc.

A residence in Wtakhtstet

Lounty, \n, > ..;'

Baaiy S. King, Architect

HPHERE is a distinctive charm,in
I- the interiors of all beautiful

homes, whatever their costs, due to

just the right diffusion of light, and

shade, and air. These factors do not

stand up with the artistic furnish-

ings and tangible decorations and

declare their own value. But they
are the essence of charm in any

really beautiful room. For this

simple reason

WILSON
'SMethitf fir (mi MA*"
Rt*el Rollin* Door* for h in-

Protection. Rolling Wtxt
l-nrlin.m* for Cnurcrn-B nd
Schools. Hravy Wood Roll
in*: DiHin fur Round I oum-n.
Vt-nrtun _.

o r r 1. Rlin<)

Hnrtrnic WMrdrohru forBMC HI 1,1 In* (twin*
Dpon for <;*rurp: Wood
HWk PI<Mirin?br AnnoriM
>rtd Public Hui1dlnr.

Writ* for booklet of the

product you ore

WILSON
Venetian Blinds and Awnings
have been specified by leading architects in the most notable

homes of the country for more than forty years. They provide
a simple and perfect system for absolute control of light and shade

and ventilation in any room under all conditions. They are

permanent, efficient and attractive from within and without.

They are fast supplanting fabric awnings and shades which for

any purpose are not to be compared with the Wilson products.

For porch and piazza, and especially sleeping porches, they
have no equal.

Ask your architect, or write for illustrated and descriptive

booklet. Address nearest office.

J. G. WILSON CORPORATION
8 West 40th Street New York

Branrhniti fiete Orlraru. American ShtMrtjd Worluand
J. T. M.DI. Co.; Pituburgh, H. H. Ourlr.; Dtn^r,

Colorado Bldn. Supply Company; Philadelphia, L. H.

Mvrirk Seattle, S.W.R. D.llymndGlbritli.B<i*CM
Spoi,.n<.. S. W. H. DJIr- tiiifago. H. B. DOOM Co.

Oklahoma City, S. II. II-.,.-..... Minneapolis, John-on-

Jck.n & CorniM Co.: Buffalo. Rofrr Kmnioni: Mont-

'r.;:l -lm.on, Rccb Bldr.. Supply O..: San Frandtea, mil

LotAnfele,. I'.S. M.l Product. Co.; Xltaiuo. J. M.
Vjn

Harlinpen; Boaon, E. A. Bker; Norfolk, Va., ). G.

Mil-.... Corp.
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Dreer's Roses

For the Garden

STRONG,
two-year-

old, pot-grown Rose
Plants that will

give a full crop of

flowers this season is

one of our most im-

portant specialties. In

our Garden Book for

1916 we offer and de-

scribe over two hun-
dred of the choicest

varieties, including the

latest introductions of

the world's most
famous Hybridisers.

Special: The "Dreer Dozen" Hybrid-Tea Roses, a collection

of high-grade sorts that always do well for $5.00.

Or, send for a copy of the Garden Book free, and make your own selection.

Please mention this magazine.

A no trcr? * ie 714-716 chemut st.
A. LSrvddlN. Specialist Philadelphia, Pa.

Not a sound

beyond
bath-room,

Mott's 112 page
"Bathroom
Book," full of
practical infor-

mation, shows
floor plans of
26 model bath-

rooms, and gives
hints on tiling

and decorations.

Send 4c postage.

Wotts QUIETACTION Closets

WHY install a noisy closet? Mott's

Quiet Action Closets effectively
silence the rush swish hiss and gur-

gle of the flushing operation.

For fifteen years Mott's SILENTIS
the pioneer quiet action closet has

been furnished for the finest homes

throughout America.

Mott's SILENTUM insures the

feature of quietness, and costs no more
than an ordinary closet of a dependable
grade.

Both the SILENTIS and SILENTUM are
described and priced in our booklet, "Mott's

Quiet Action Closets," which will be mailed

upon request.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Fifth Ave. and 17th St., NEW YORK
1828 Eighty-eight years of Supremacy 1916

tBoston 41 Pearl St.. Cor. Franklin
Pittsburgh Peoples Building
tChicago 104 S. Michigan Ave.

Minneapolis Builders' Exchange
Atlanta Peters Bldit.. 7 Peachtree St.

tl'hiladelnhia 1006 Filbert St.

Seattle 406 White Building
Cleveland 846 Leader-News BldB.

^Detroit Penobseot Hide.

tDes Moines 205-211 W. Court Ave.

tToledo 430-434 Huron St.

Portland. Ore Showrooms. Sherlock Bids.
tWashington. D. C Woodward Bids.
Columbia. S. C. .. .Showrooms. 1533 Main St.

New Orleans 622-640 Baronne St.

Denver 1834 Blake St.

tSan Francisco 135 Kearney St.

tSt. Louis Century Bldg.
Kansas City N. Y. Life Itlcls.

tMontreal. Can 134 Bleury St.

San Antonio 431 Main Ave.

Collecting Japanese Color Prints

(Continued from page 68)

find the heyday of the figure-print
at its close. On the other hand, a
marvelous school of landscape ap-

peared now with such masters as

Hokusai and Hiroshige.

PLEBEIANS FOR BEGINNERS

The Japanese word ukioye, which
we are told means "Passing-world
Picture," came to be applied to the

countless color-prints whose subjects
were inspired by contemporary Japa-
nese plebeian life as distinguished
from those classic subjects of their

predecessors. It is these that the

general collector most often meets

with, and which will make the be-

ginning appeal. Only from handling
Japanese color-prints can one come
to know them, to sift their wheat
from their chaff.

One should look in each print he
considers buying to see if he can
find the desired qualities (in addi-
tion to design) of color, fine print-

ing and excellence of preservation.
All of these make for a treasure to

be proud of and happy with. Bad
impressions of early prints are not
common prior to 1776. After that

date indifferent prints (though gen-
uine) are often to be met with in

the work of even the foremost art-

ists. You will probably encounter
more poor Hiroshige prints than

good ones. A good impression
should show sharp, clean-cut lines

printed in perfect register, the blacks

rich and not "dusty." Before 1800

each color-block was (generally)
uniformly covered with color, pro-

ducing flat and unshaded impressions
of it. Later, gradations of tone
were produced by skilful wiping, as

in Hiroshige's prints. Prints dam-
aged or discolored in any way are

seldom advisable to collect. The
tone imparted by age to a genuine
early print is one that can not be
imitated perfectly. This tone is not

merely a matter of color but of at-

mosphere.
Let the amateur also be warned

that a fresh and luminous genuine
print is far more lovely than one

yellowed by age. Lucky is he who
picks up a "brilliant" example of a

fine Japanese color-print ! As many
Japanese color-prints were reprinted
from the original blocks at a later

date, and lack both in color and reg-

ister, the amateur will wish to study
the differences between originals and

reprints. Of course early reprints,
as Mr. Ficke points out, may be con-

sidered as late editions. Modern re-

productions usually disclose them-
selves by being on paper of a more
brittle quality than the soft, fibrous

papers of the originals. Such prints
feel differently to the touch than do
the genuine ones. The colors of
modern reproductions lack the soft,

brilliant tones of originals, the blacks

and the blues being noticeably defi-

cient in proper qualities.

Your All-Year Garden

(Continued from page 50)

t Showrooms equipped with model bathrooms.
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them 3" deep or so in the moistest,

heaviest soil possible.
To get the earliest summer squash,

start in paper pots and protect them
from the attacks of the striped beetle

and the squash bug. If space is very
limited, plant bush varieties or those

which are suitable for both summer
and winter use, such as Delicata and
Fordhook.
The most common mistake in set-

ting tomatoes is not to get them deep
enough. Get strong pot plants, if

possible, enriching the holes with

compost, fine bone or guano, and then

set so that the first blossoms are only
two or three joints above the soil. If

turnips are wanted through the sum
mer months, make a second planting
now.

FLOWERS FROM SEED AND FROM POTS

Flowers for the various uses about
the place may be most readily con-

sidered in three groups; those to be

planted from seed ;
those which,

while they may be raised from seed,

are preferably set out as growing
plants ;

and the bedding sorts, which
are practically always set out as pot-

grown plants.
Sow from seeds African daisies,

bachelors' button, balsam, calendula,

caliopsis, California poppy, castor-oil

beans, clarkia, cockscomb, corn flow-

ers, cosmos (early strains), globe

amarynth, gypsophila, annual lark-

spur, lavatera, lobelia, loye-in-the-
mist, lupin, marigold, mignonette,

morning glory, nasturtium, nicotianas,

petunias, poppies, portulaca, salpig-

lossis, scizzanthus, phlox, sunflowers,

sweet peas and, for late blooms, ver-

benas and zinnias.

From either seeds or plants, agera-

tum, asters, celosias, late cosmos, lobe-

lias, moonflowers, pansies, petunias,
annual phlox, salvias, stock, sweet

alyssum and verbenas.
From potted plants for bedding

purposes, abntilon, begonias, caladi-

ums, cannas, geraniums, coleus, helio-

trope, salvias, vincas, lemon verbena.

The smaller flower seeds should be

pressed firmly into the soil with a
small piece of board or the back of a

hoe and covered with a very thin scat-

tering of light soil, or, better still, of

humus or leaf mould. Prepare the bed
as carefully as possible, and give it a

thorough watering. After the sur-

face dries, rake it over again and sow
the seed. Usually it is best to plant
the seeds in rows. To get the best

results the plants should be thinned
out when quite small; most of them
will transplant readily to fill up gaps.
Mark each variety carefully, imme-
diately upon planting it.

SWAT THE WEED

Another advantage of planting in

rows, particularly if you are not fa-

miliar with the various forms of flow-

ers planted, is that you can more
easily and successfully keep them
clear of weeds. It should always be

your aim to kill weeds just as they
get above the ground or just as they
break through, while they are still

seedlings. If you do this, all that is

necessary is thoroughly to stir the

surface of the soil with whatever tool

may be found most convenient. In

the vegetable garden, most of the

work can be done with the wheel-hoe,
and with the flowers, a light hand
hoe or a hand weeder. But the main

thing at all times is to keep the sur-

face of the soil stirred up. With the

great majority of flowers and vege-
tables, it is best to begin this work
before the seeds have sprouted, going
over the soil between the rows once
or twice before they have come up.

SUMMER BLOOMING BULBS AND LATE

COLDFRAME WORK
The bulbs for spring planting and

summer bloom have one great ad-

vantage besides their beauty, and that

is their long period of bloom. Even
the gladioli, which are the quickest to

go by, last longer than most of the

(Continued on page 72)
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Want

Poultry ?

Do you desire reliable Are you getting the
Information Hoarding the most from your "chirks"

rr IT A t '"' st l ' r> '
1

'
1 ' f '<"*' to suit can their laying qualities

I O J\JIOW About your purposes? be Improved f

Arc you In doubt about the Do you want to know where
kind of poultry house to clean, healthy stock can be
buy or build f obtained f

Ij uf can help you ky anlMrlnl Uiat or any atha poultry qucs/ioni, ue offer you our ttrflca. Write

House & Garden, The Poultry Yard, 440 Fourth Ave., New York

"Suggestions
for Effective Planting"

<JA catalog in which botanical arrangement is

superseded for your greater convenience by

listing in groups, those plants best adapted
to varied uses on the cjuiet country place, sub-

urban grounds or for achitectural effects. This

booklet will be sent only at your request.

<I Rhododendrons, Evergreens,
Trees, Shrubs and Hardy Plants

"Andorra Grown" plants are of the highest

quality, in wide variety of species and sizes.

Large Trees and Evergreens for immediate
effect are a specialty.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOX H.

Which Way For You?

Trifling Sprinkling Can,

Leaky Ground-Packing Hose
Or An Automatic Watering-
Like Heaven's Rains?

YOU
already know all you

need to know about the

inadequacy of the water-
ing can, and the tiresome un-
satisfactory hose way; so it's

now left to you to find out
about the Skinner System way.
The way that all you have to
do is turn on the water ; then
turn the water where you
want it to water; and let it

water while you do something
else.

In a jiffy, you can put it up
in your garden where neces-
sary, or take it down and
change its location. Nothing

The

Skinner Irrigation

Company

to wear out; ought to last a
life time.

A Skinner System Sprinkling
Line SO feet long, will water
2500 square feet; or 25 feet on
each side of the line. Its cost

is $12.75 complete, delivery
prepaid East of the Mississippi,
if remittance is sent with order.

100-foot line $23. Equipment
for an acre can be put in at

a price which will be surpris-

ingly low. Lines can be fur-
nished in any length, made to

fit your garden, at proportion-
ate prices.
Send for booklet giving full

particulars.

&KINNEROYS T EM
0<=- IRRIGATION

Tr y' 0hl

Do You Want A Dog?
There i no companion and protector like a faithful anil good tempered

dog.
(ilance through "The Dog Show" in this number. The very dug you

wih may be there. If not, wrilc u, (fating your preference as to breed,
the approximate amount you wish to pay ami we will jr.it v>n in tum h
with just the dog you desire. We recommend trustworthy animals of
many breeds.

Th< DC, .SW. HOUM & Garden 440 fWtt Atm*. New Yo,k

Underground

Garbage Receiver
The Sanitary Way to Keep Garbage

It is buried in the ground close
to the kitchen. Only top and cover

exposed, is convenient but never
isigntly. It is water tight snow
d frost proof emits no foul odors
d keeps away flies, mice, dogs and
s. Always cjosed, can easily lifts

t for empty ing. Dumping door
ens with foot lever, closes itself.

Write for Catalog of These Two Home Necessities

These two Majestic specialties meet the present day demand
for sanitation and cleanliness in the home. Send for the catalog
and get the whoje Majestic story. Ask your dealer to show you
Majestic Specialties.

The Majestic Company, 603 Erie St., Huntington, Ind.

Manufacturers of Coal Chutes, Garhatie Receivers, Milk and Package Receivers,
all-ntetal liasettient Windows, Rubbish Burners, Street and Park Refuse Cans,
Metal Plant Bores, Fife and Pifeless H'arm Air furnaces, Hose Reels, etc.

Coal Chute

and Cellar Window
Protects the House and Grounds

It prevents your house, lawn*
walk, flowers and shrubs from being
littered up and ruined with coal dust

and stray lumps, A glass door serves
as a window, when coal is not being
received. It locks from inside and
is absolutely burglar proof. Can be

put in already built home or built
into a new one.

How the Eternal Fitness of Things

Concerns Your Greenhouse

YOU
are thinking of

building a greenhouse.
Your architect designs

for it a chaste, graceful
workroom ; perhaps like this

one above. It is choice in

every way, quite in accord

with your idea; entirely re-

flective in both beauty and

quality of everything else

you possess.

Then comes the question of

the greenhouse that will con-

sistently harmoni/e with it

and at the same time meet

your individual standards.

Were you then to look over the
rather unusual collection of

photographs of U-Bar houses,
here in our office and learn of
their locations and owners, we
are sure you would be self-

convinced that the U-Bar Green-
house fully meets your standard.
If it's not possible for you to

come to our office, we will gladly
tiring our photographs to you.
Or send you our catalogue. Or
both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES
P1ER5ON U-BAR CO

OUt MADISON AVt. NEWYORK
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Preony-Flowered Dahlia

HENRY A. DREER

Dreer's
Dahlias

WE offer and
fully de-

scribe in our
Garden Book
this season four

hundred and
forty-seven of the
choicest New and
Standard varieties,

w h i c h include all

types and colors of

tins favorite Fall
flower, every one

having been care-

fully tested and
found desirable. If

you have never
grown Dahlias you
should begin by get-

ting a free copy of

Dreer's Garden
Book for 1916

Write for it to-day, and please
mention this magazine.

714-716 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dahlia

Specialist

ltCTBICULY WELDED AT EVEOY JOINT

I N ALL THE WORLD -NO OTHER FENCE LIKE THIS

Electrically Welded
At Every Joint

*

The newest and most important

development in the iron worker's art

RAILINGS
and Gates made by this simple

and recently perfected process of Elec-

trical Welding are almost unbelievably strong
and rigid, and are superior to those made by

any previously known process.
Some idea of the remarkable rigidity of this railing may
be gained from the illustration above. The man weighs
over 225 pounds and he is standing in the center of

an 8-foot panel made up of J^" square rods. There
is no perceptible deflection even under this exceptional
strain.

This Electrical Welding process is adapted to the making of

Railings and Gates in a wide range of sizes and designs. In

its simpler and lighter forms it makes an exceedingly attrac-

tive fence for lawns, gardens and suburban homes.

Before purchasing a railing, gate or lawn fence of any kind be
sure to get our catalogue and prices on this new and superior type

ANCHOR POST IRON WORKS
11 Cortlandt Street (13th floor) New York

Your All-Year Garden
(Continued from page 70)

spring blooming bulbs and can be

planted very easily any time from the

last of April to the middle of June,
The same results may be had from a

single planting by setting some of

the bulbs about 2" deep and the others

at varying depths down to about 4"

or 5". Save the largest bulbs for the

latest planting, or for the deepest

ones, as the case may be. By all

means, try some of the -wonderful

newest varieties. Even a single

gladiolus bulb will last several sea-

sons, and by a little trouble in saving
the bulblets that form at the base of

the large
1

bulbs, the stock of most
varieties can be readily increased.

In rich soil cannas and dahlias

grow quickly from the bulb. Canna
roots should be sub-divided so that

there will be but a few stalks in one

space. As tuberous begonias do not

grow so rapidly, they should be

strong, potted plants when set out.

There is nothing more satisfactory for

bedding, particularly in partly shaded

places.
By this time all of the earlier,

hardier plants will have been removed
and their places taken by the tenderer

things. As soon as possible, clear a

space in each frame in which to

start cucumbers, melons, tomatoes or

some other crop to occupy it perma-
nently during midsummer. Very
often this most valuable part of the

garden for getting early results is

allowed to lie idle or to grow weeds

during the summer months, when it

should be productive.

The Collector's Mart

Offered 12252. A fine old wal-
nut gate leg table, 47" x 39" ; very
beautiful old tea set, twenty-two
pieces, in fluted Worcester, dark
blue bands and gold decoration.

Offered 12253. Old green glass
wine glass; some old pressed glass

dishes; glass cup plates; china cup
plates; Lowestoft chocolate cups;

antique blue plates; tufted white
bed spread; old-fashioned collars;

hand-painted doilies; old-fashioned

chintz; Cashmere shawl; white silk

shawl; brass mortar and pastel; an-

tique tin tea caddy; brass mirror

knobs; wood salt; mahogany shav-

ing stand; pair of brass candle-

sticks; pink glass fruit dish.

Offered 12255. Six genuine an-

tique davenport dinner plates; six

davenport tea plates; six daven-

port tea cups.
Offered 12258. Solid mahogany

rocker; rush bottom chairs (two);
Crotch mahogany sewing table;
8' mahogany davenport; 5' walnut

sofa; Colonial dresser, crotch ma-
hogany; crotch mahogany bureau

secretary, brass trimmings, broken
arch top, very elegant; mahogany
highboy, brass trimmings; 9' ma-
hogany davenport, a rare piece;

Grandfather's hall clock; cup
plates and saucers (two); Wedg-
wood gravy boat. The rush bot-

tom chairs are at least 165 years
old.

Offered 12259. Sheraton leg

dining-table; claw foot library

table; dressing table; rare Shera-
ton sideboard; Guineau pocket
card table, claw and ball feet; old

Sheffield candlesticks; urn teapot;

tilt-top mahogany table, snake

feet; piece Stiegel glass; carved

pedestal and claw foot table 4'

square; oak Grandfather's clock,

200 years old; pair of knife boxes;
maple four-post bed.
Offered 12264. Magnificent Em-

pire table, drop leaf, claw foot, ex-

quisitely carved pedestal, old San
Domingo mahogany; Empire claw-
foot tip table. Wonderful speci-
mens. Mahogany flap card table

and old sewing table. Set (three

pieces) elegant girandoles, original
old prisms. Number of interesting
old prints; some choice specimens
of brass, old Bohemian glass, old

English crystal glass; two lustre

jugs, one pink and one blue decora-

tion; a Lowestoft teapot in perfect
condition.

The Midseason Garden of Abundance
(Continued from page 38)

vines are wet it spreads rust.

Beets do not offer the complex
problems in the selection of suitable

varieties for the critical home gar-
dener as do beans, peas, etc._ They
do offer a problem, however, in their

peculiarly constructed seed kernels

which really are a spongy or corky
mass, surrounding two _or

three

sprouts. Unless the soil is pressed
in firm contact with the kernels,

they are either slow in sprouting or

germinate irregularly or not at all,

all of which is annoying when one
is anxious to see results. So, after

sowing your beet seeds in rows 2'

apart, tramp over the row and soon

you will see the sprouts peep through
your footprints.

Crosby's Egyptian beet I consider

the first early flat, worthwhile sort,

since it combines fair size with good
quality within fifty-five to sixty days
from date seeds were sown. De-
troit Dark Red is just a few days

later, but perfectly globe-shaped,
therefore fleshier. The flesh is of

deepest color, causing the beets to be

of particularly appetizing appearance
when served. In Columbia we find

the ideal early main crop sort. Re-

peated sowings of these three sorts

will provide a perfect succession of

crops all season. Don't forget _to

provide a row of Lucullus Swiss

chard, as you will find this the ideal

foliage beet for greens.

You can plan for early as well as

late cabbages this month. Secure as

sturdy and hardy plants as you can

buy of Copenhagen Market, All Sea-

sons and Danish Ballhead. These
three sorts not only represent an

early, midseason and late crop for

winter use, but they also are a fine

trio of dependable vegetables.

EARLY AND LATE CABBAGES

Copenhagen Market especially is a
wonder. In from 100 to 110 days
from date seeds were sown, you may
cut 7" heads averaging seven pounds,
if you start with seeds of a good
strain. Copenhagen Market cabbage
is the finest contribution Denmark
has made to American horticulture

during the last ten years. And it is

a significant fact that, after more
than a quarter of a century, Danish
Ballhead is still the leading late, best

keeping main crop throughout the

eastern section of our country.
All Seasons cabbage happily fits in

between these two. In from 130 to

135 days from date of sowing seeds,

it perfects large, well-grown heads
that stand the heat of midsummer
remarkably well. They are good
keepers, are of excellent quality, and,
while there are other good sorts for

every season, it will be hard to excel

the above combination.

(Continued on page 74)
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Poultry Pointers
Are you desirous of increasing the variety of your stock? There are
dozens of new breeds of fowl which perhaps you have never heard
of. Write to our Poultry Yard, stating in detail all your needs and
requirements. Perhaps we can help supply your wants. House &
('iirdon keeps in touch with the best breeders and dealers in poultry.

He Poultry YarJ House & Garden 440 FouM **.. N. Y.

Send Postal for Free Bulb Book
hrs, r.lii-s in detail our plan whereby we supply you with
Imlii* direct from Holland at prices you have always paid
for ordinary Stock.

Choicest Spring Flowering Bulbs Grown
TULIPS HYACINTHS NARCISSIS

large, sound, and full of vitality, no disappointments. Every
bulb guaranteed. Sure to bloom early and true to name.
Orders for fall delivery must reach us by July 1st. So send

Plan annow for full description of our Import
of our many variet.es.

and Catalogue

QUALITY BULB COMPANY, SKChMferifClMatlS*., ROCHESTER^. Y.

MOONS' HARDY TREES AND PLANTS
for Every Place and Purpose

There is still ample time to plant Hvrrifrrens. and it you order from us
now von may expect such a satisfying result as tli.it obtained in the plant*
Ing illustrated, which was set out late last season-
There is a vigor at>nut Moons' Hvernrerns, and a wide ttnyc ol sizes

and varieties to choose from there is a pleasure in the possession of
such plants. Write for catalog andprices

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
MAKEF1ELD PLACE S Ml HClll-MI I I . PA.

Philadelphia nil..-.
/( A The Moon Nunery Corp.

21 S. TweltUl St. Weal White Plain., N. Y.

SOME "SAW IN
ON HEATING
SEfND. FOR IT

NS

It is a meaty little book

on heating. It talks with

you about steam, water
and vapor heats. It tells

their advantages and dis-

advantages. Then it

switches over to warm
air heat and compares it J^^M\
with all the other heats. A
Finally, it ends with the X$
Kelsey Health Heat and

gives you frank and fair

reasons why it is the most

satisfactory of all heats. The book is entirely
devoid of sweeping claims, but it fairly teems
with interesting facts and proven figures.

In conclusion it puts the question right up to your
common sense application of a heat that is healthy:
one that

_is easy of operation ; one that has yet to be

equalled in economy.

It's rightly named "Some Saving Sense." Send for it

TflL/ARM AIR
237 JAMES STREET, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

1(W-K Park Avenue, New York . 2767-K Lincoln Avenue, Chicago

So. 3 Vill

Double wren houae: fine
appearance. Bracket, fur-
!uhi-il. I'ole extra. 6
to 16 ft. 6
cu. ft .$2.25

Win the Birds to

Your Place
All the feathered songster* will m;ike

I in ir hn;r Mil 1

! >. 'i if \mi inv.tr them with
several of our unique houses, shelters ami

baths..
Various birds have different tastes in

houses. We have styles that will suit the
birds and you and add a quaint charm to

your grounds.
"The Garden Unique" h<>wi many original <fc>-

*lgn*. Write for copy today. Vim ran have * _,
numlur of bird famlllm on jour place thla >rur If No. 120Coloniol
you order at om-e. Tluv'll (kliflit you by thrlr jtut
sonit. and ch-ar your garden of Inaccu. Sct.d
flufk or money order today.

THE GARDEN UNIQUE.
3162 Iviaon Av.nue BERWYN, ILL.

1'iico only

$7.50

FREE
PLAN BOOK
OF INEXPENSIVE
SUMMER HOMES
Spend your week emu

HshiiiK swimmm;: -liunl-

Inj lounilnii funding -

IHNLUIII: "f tnaptni t

\ri> lmv CUM. Slinph U-nse n

piece of ground and erert an

M & M GOLD BOND PORTABLE BUNGALOW
Hundreds live In M A M OOLD BOND nll to drito not board to cut. Onlj a

homo Ihe year .round. Aroazl..ly atrapie Krew drl.er and wrench need.-.!. \ou *.

construction
Flne-a material, obtainable. In- "'J^^^N WH>K ,,, ,.,.

terchaiujubli,..ccllon.--.ll j.,1,,1. bMuktnf
, .^inotlnn.. prlc..,. lc.. ,,t mmptolo

Mcurely. Wltlutand flcrcot itomu can be
f, irllt,\e C.IIHIIM. bunl<m. plvliuwn. far-

taken down moved put up again or enlarged, ace., clubhouse*, store*, etc. All .lies. All

Shipped complete. No carpenter work not a price.. Write now today.

Mershon & Morley Company, 115 Main Street, Saginaw, Mich.

MYBURGBAR
LMCI/RAW.GE

The Housebreaker
Passes

the door with lock this key I

iits, and you never know of his

visit. No loss, no fright, no '

struggle in the dark with a man
equipped with a gun and accustomed to use it just a simple prevention that

'

liars the way to lawbreakers. Circular WK88 tells about it. Sent on request.

P. & F. CORBIN
The American Hardware Corporation Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
.'CHICAGO M \v YORK PHILADELPHIA
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owfPOTTERY
JES THE GARDEN THE ESSENTIALTOUCH
The Suii-dial.tKat old Friend of the Past,ivill find

congenial Refuge inyour Garden Some favorite Spot
etwlivemul by the twittering of Birds splashing in the

rd-Font I lo-.ver Pols nml Boxes .Vases. Benches, Gaz-
Glolies. llennoy nncl other interesting Pieces -will re-

l the Clxariii ofilu; Old \\orld Gardens

Our Cai.-ilo^ne cl Cfljxlon Pottery, winch will|

.
!> selTt. Ujxili f<'(|ui.-.sL,orf(

l r-s iriauy SL

.GAltOWAY.

The Mid-Season Garden of Abundance

(Continued from page 72) ,

Plenty of

Power

This

large
cleaner

does more
than clean

the surface.

It has sufficient

suction to get the

hidden dirt the grit

which cuts the life out

of fabrics. While power-
ful it is not toocumbersome
to be moved from floor to

floor. The

Western Electric
Vacuum Cleaner

can be connected with any elec-

tric-light socket. Costs but little

to operate. It is mechanically
perfect and fully guaranteed.

Ample proof of its wonderful clean-

ing power is given in our specially
prepared booklet, "The Clean Way
to Clean." Pictures of the cleaner
at work are shown. If you will

drop a post card to our nearest

house, we will gladly mail you a

copyAT ONCE. Kindly specify
Booklet No. 14-A.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
COMPANY, Inc.

463 West Street, New York
500 S. Clinton St.. Chicago

Houses in all

Principal Cities

Personally, I grow only one sort

of sweet corn in my garden and that

is Golden Bantam. Moreover, I

know at least fifty neighbors who
do the same thing. But in an abso-

lutely unbiased discussion of this

kind, it is only fair to state that

there are other sorts of merit in dif-

ferent seasons. The earliest of all

real sweet corns is, I believe, Peep
o' Day. It perfects handsome,
pearly white, short but reasonably
sweet ears in seventy to seventy-five

days from date of planting, thus

being a week to ten days earlier than
Golden Bantam. Golden Bantam
averages only 6" long, has only eight
rows of kernels if you have a true

strain, but it has more real sweet
corn flavor than mankind so far has
been able to put anywhere else.

Kendel's Early Giant may be

styled a dependable standby for mid-
season (middle to end of August)
use, while White Evergreen is the
finest strain of the popular Stowell's

Evergreen yet evolved. With us in

Pennsylvania it yields handsome, 10"

ears early in September from seeds
sown the end of May. No doubt,
this can be beaten further south, but

we find Xew White Evergreen to be
as late as we dare to plant. Country
Gentleman gets nipped by frost four

years out of five.

It pays to raise some onions from
seed for winter use, if your garden
consists of sandy loam or soil of a

mucky nature. Sow your seeds in

rows 18" to 24" apart and thin out

seedlings as soon as they are 3" to 4"
tall. Let them stand 4" apart in the
row. Apply wood ashes or a com-
plete fertilizer several times in the
course of the season and hoe, and
hoe again. The middle of August,
from seeds sown early in April, you
should harvest your first crop of

Prizetakers, handsome, straw yel-

low, globe-shaped bulbs 3J4" to 4"
in diameter and very mild if grown
quickly on light soil. Use them first,

say up to New Year's, and for win-
ter keeping grow the Southport Globe
onions, either red, white or yellow.
All are late, requiring from 145 to

160 days from seed to maturity, but
all keep well. The white ones nre
the mildest, the yellow the most pop-
ular and the red ones the strongest
but by far the best keepers.

Quick Action Plants for Shade and Screens

(Continued from page 17)

cf these. The small white flowers

borne in racimes, have a mignonette-
like odor, and the great heart-shaped
leaves have great covering capacity.
The "cinnamon" vine is somewhat
similar, although flowers and frag-
rance are quite distinct. These may
be bought for a few cents each ;

planted a few feet apart, they will

quickly cover the entire surface of
a building, trellis, summer-house,
high fence, or anything of that kind.

Another tuberous rooted vine, less

well known but particularly valuable

for use on pergolas, summer-houses,
or in other positions where a sub-

stitute for the beautiful Chinese wis-

taria is wanted, is the so-called

"tuberous rooted wistaria" (Atios

tuberosa). Except that it is much
smaller in size, foliage and flower

clusters, it bears a striking resem-
blance to the popular wistaria. The
vine reaches a height of about 10',

and to get the best effect, several

should be planted near together. As
the bulbs cost but from 50 cents to

a dollar a dozen, they can be used

generously. The flowers are a deep
purple in color and have a decided
violet fragrance.
The "emerald vine," another mem-

ber of this same class, is newer than

any of the preceding and not so well

known. The flowers are borne more

freely and are more conspicuous
than those of the cinnamon vine to

which it is related, but it is entirely

different in that the leaves are cut

and the vines are smaller and give
a more dense growth.

ANNUAL CLIMBERS FROM SEED

There are a number of good an-

nual vines which can be grown from
seeds. To get the quickest results

from any of them, the following sim-

ple method should be used. Secure

a number of paper pots (if they are

not available, a dozen or two can be

quickly made by cutting up stiff pa-

per or cardboard into strips about

4" wide and 20" long, and folding

these into 4" squares), pack these

closely into flats, and fill with a rich

compost. In each start three or

four seeds, placing the flat in a hot-

bed, coldframe or the warmest, most

sheltered place available. At the

same time, prepare the place for the
vines and enrich it thoroughly, as
described in a later paragraph. The
seed will start even more quickly,
if it is soaked from twenty-four to

thirty-six hours in luke-warm water
before being placed in the paper
pots. By the time the little plants
are 3" or 4" high, they may be

placed outdoors. Do not attempt to

remove them from the paper pots,
but simply cut the latter so that the
roots can get through to the soil.

The various morning glories are

probably the best known of all an-
nual climbers. Anyone who has
never tried the Imperial Japanese
types, however, has a revelation in

store. While the vines of this strain

are not quite so vigorous in growth,
the flowers are much larger, and the

foliage, which is beautifully mottled
with silver and yellow, white, grey
and light and dark green, is infin-

itely more attractive than the old
Convolvus major type. While morn-
ing glory seed is usually planted in

mixtures, a much more striking ef-

fect can be had with single varieties.

"Juno," for instance, has beautiful

sky blue flowers on a background of

golden colored leaves. There are

many other good named varieties.

The Brazilian morning glory is

one of the most beautiful of all an-

nuals, and is particularly valuable
for very quickly covering a large
surface, and to make a very dense
shade. The leaves are large, nearly
1' in diameter, and are borne so

profusely that they form a thatch
like ivy leaves

;
the flowers, of a

pleasing rose color, are borne in

large clusters and are followed by
conspicuous seed-pods, which are

very ornamental.
Two other vines which are good

for very quick work are the wild

cucumber and the plebeian scarlet

runner bean, the first a tenacious
climber particularly useful for cov-

ering old trees, a rank unattractive

growth of brush, etc. It grows
quickly and to a tremendous height
and distance. The leaves somewhat
resemble those of the garden cucum-
ber, but the small white flowers are

borne in panacles and followed by
(Continued on page 76)
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FOR
the exposed

covering of a

house no other wood
so successfully with-

stands the ravages of

time -and weather as

WHITE PINE
And figuring value in

terms of service it is the

most economical.

White Pine does not shrink,

swell, crack, twist, warp or

rot and once in place it

"stays put," after years of

exposure, even in close fitting
mitres and in delicate mould-

ings and carvings. It takes

paints and stains perfectly.

"White Pine in Home-Building"
is beautifully illustrated and full

of valuable information and sug-
gestions on home-building. Send
today for this booklet free to
all prospective home-builders.

"Helen Speer's Book of Chil-
dren's Toys and Furniture"
a fascinating children's plan book,
from which a child may build its

own toys and toy furniture. Pre-
pared by Helen Speer, the toy
expert. If there are children in

your home, sent free on request.

WHITE PINE BUREAU
1519 Merchant's Bank Bld e ., St. Paul, Minn

T^\O you like parties ? If you do, then you should

not lose a moment's time in accepting this

invitation to a six months' party in the heart of

New York as the guest of

VANITY FAIR
Don't miss it! Muiic! Sing-

ing! Theatricals! Dancing!
Evening Dreji! You limply
MUST come to tins party
for sophisticated people.

A Six Months'
Pleasure Party in

New York for $1

You think nothing, in your

poor deluded way, of spend-

ing $2 for a single theatre

ticket, or for three faded

gardenias, when for only $1

you can secure six issues of

Vanity Fair. If you want
to blossom out into a sophis-

ticated New Yorker; ifyou
want to become a regular,

Class-A, 12-cylinder, self-

starting human being, sim-

ply tear off the coupon

below, along the per-

forated line, fill it

out, put it in an

envelope,stamp
and mail it

Sfc^iSUV.** ^\ \\

You positivelywon' t know your-
self when you get back home
after that six months' party in

what is now the gayest capital

of the world. And, which is

much more to the point, your
friends won't know you either.

Your own blood relatives won' t

know you. They'll probably

thinkyouaresomevisitingEuro-

pean crowned head in disguise.
Such aplomb! Such ease of man-

ner, such habiliments de luxe,

such wide learning, such bril-

liant wit, such many sided cul-

ture, and oh! such exquisite
savoir faire.

So just hop on to Vanity Fair's

special, all-Pullman, all-anthra-

cite, all-vestibuled buffet and

drawing-room express, andcome
for a six-months' party in the

heartofNewYork without leav-

ing your own home, and without

spending a cent more than $1.

You'll find your round-trip
ticket in the opposite

rorm-r

GAUMEfe
GUARJ* NTEED

LIGHTING FIXTURES

Change your old Fixtures
to beautiful modern designs
Ask your dealer (or the Umous

GAUMER FIXTURES

Distinctive, artistic,
unequaled for durability.
Refuse substllutrs ect the
eenulne. Look for thli
GuaranleeTnc when you buy.

See your jealer firit Ifhe can't supply
you write usforadvice. Address Dept A

BIDDLE.CAUMER COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

The Heat Stays Out

The Breeze Comes in

At a few dollars'

cost and in a few min-
utes' time you can con-
vert your porch into a

cool, secluded living
and sleeping room with

Vudt
Porch

1916 Models

Each equipped with
VUDOR Safety Wind DC-
vice that holds the shade
tn position in the face of

strong winds.
VTJDOR Cord Slides

double life of roll-up cord
by doing away with heavy
friction on galvanized and
iron pulleys. VUDOR
Shades are made of flat

strips of kiln-dried, perfect
basswood, woven together
with large, non-rotting
seine twine with two double
chains of reenforcing warps
near each edge. VUDOR
Shades will last many
years, as strong and effec-
tive as when new.

The only way to be sure that
you get VTlHiR Porch Shades
Is to see that the

POflCM SHADfS
,two"*"

Aluminum Trade Mark exactly
like the above Is attached to
top and bottom moulding. It
saves you from Imitation* and
counterfeits.

Write for Booklet
that fully describes VUDOR
Porch Shades and shows the
many colors In which wo In-
delibly stain then). Except la
a few cities, we sell only one
single sti.r.'. Write us for book-
let, and name of that store and
net ifnuinr "lait for yean"
vriHiit I'orch Shade.

Hough Shade Corporation
261 Mil! St.. Janesville,

Wisconsin
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WHITE MOTOR CARS

Custom Designed

The WHITE COMPANY, Cleveland

"Seeds with a Lineage"
Send for catalog "Garden and Lawn.

Carters Tested Seeds Inc.

127 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Boston, Mass.

CARTERS TE STE DSEEDS

Fragrant Water-Lilies
can be grown in every garden if you
follow the simple instructions in

Tricker's 1916 Catalogue, which gives
culture, varieties and descriptions.

Write today for a copy.

WILLIAM THICKER, Water-Lily Specialist

Box G Arlington, New Jersey

"ARTBfifiNrPRODUCTS
Make Distinctive Gifts for All Occasions
BOOK ROCKS, STATUARY

BOUDOIR LAMPS. ASH TRAYS,
PAPER WEIGHTS, PORTABLES. ETC.

Ranging in Price from $1.50 Up.
Catalog illustrating 200 Art Subjects sent on re-

ceipt of 4c in stamps. Mention House ^Garden

KATHODION BRONZE WORKS
501 Fifth Ave. New York

Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias, Lilies
We are the largest growers of these in the world, and

are headquarters for new classes, new forms, new colors.

The choicest and best at lowest prices
FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS. Special stocks

of standard varieties and many startling Novelties.
BULKS. PLANTS. FRUITS. The very newest, choicest

and bestltoses. Ferns. Shrubs, new Everbcurmu Straw-
berries, etc.

. Large Illustrated Catalogue Free

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc. Floral Park, N. Y.

The most complete stock
of hardy plants in America

Illustrated catalog of hardy
plants, shrubs, trees and
bulbs sent free on request

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.
319 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

TREE DENTISTRY
Private Estates a Specialty

Booklet on
"
Tree Culture" sent Free on request

Strictly High Class Work. No Students
or Novices Employed

DICKENSON TREE DENTISTRY CO.

1233 Sherman Si. S. L, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Vick's
Garden

and Floral
For 67 years the leading au-

thority on Vegetable, Flower
and Farm Seeds, Plants and
Bulbs. Send for free copy

today
JAMES VICKS & SONS

IB Stone Street Rochester, N.Y.

"HowToMakeYour
Garden Grow"

A PROFESSIONAL hand-book for the
** Amateur Gardener, written in simple,
everyday language and full of helpful SUK-
gettions. Send 4 cents to Department H.

Eo.tonWovfnHojf&RukbfrCo.Cambridgf.Ma.s.

WAGNER flowers
prices a wi surprise you

Roses are famous from Coast to G
Free delivery everywhere in the U. S.

Toast.oas.
--------1. We
grounds. Our

: ., every
you in planning y,,... .U u..u . vi

years of experience at your service free
Our instructive catalog will guide you in cre-

st artistic and attractive sur-
ither yours is but a small city

Write Toddy for Cataloy 108

Wagner Park Nursery Co.. Box 875, Sidney. Ohio

Quick Action Plants for Shade and Screens

(Continued from page 74)

attractive burrs or hairy fruit pods
which hang on until very late. The
scarlet bean is a twiner and will

grow upon a string; it is very vig-
orous and healthy, and its scarlet

blossoms are most attractive. The
beans, which are the shape and size

of small limas, are of excellent qual-

ity for table use, either green or dry.
One of the prettiest of decorative

vines, where shade is not so essen-

tial, is the cypress vine
;

it grows to

a medium height, about 15', and the

finely laciniated foliage gives a very
feathery appearance which, studded
with the profusely borne flowers of

bright scarlet or pure white, is most
attractive. Mina sanguined is an-
other splendid vine adapted to the
same purposes, but making a growth
of 25' to 3ff. The blood-red flow-

ers are borne in clusters, and very
profusely; the individual blossoms
are about 1" across. The hyacinth
bean (Dolichos) is another old fav-

orite, but the newer Japanese varie-

ties, Darkness and Daylight, are

great improvements and should be
tried where a quickly grown, dense
screen of medium height, not over

10', is wanted. This blooms quickly
from seed, and the flowers reddish,
violet or pure white are borne in

large stiff racimes against the back-

ground of massy green foliage ; the

pods, which succeed the flowers, are

very ornamental.
The various ornamental gourds,

of which there are a baker's dozen,
are very rapid growers and are al-

ways favorites with the children.

Kven if sown in mixture, the fruits

will retain their individuality for the

first season.

PLANTS FOR SUB-TROPICAL EFFECTS

AND SCREENS

The quick growing annuals, which
are suitable for screening, sub-trop-
ical effects and individual specimens
on the lawn or about the border, are

relatively limited, considering the

great number of annuals available

for general gardening purposes. As
with the vines, the quickest effects

may be had with those brought from
the florist's already growing in pots.
For general purposes, where a com-
bination of tropical effect and effi-

cient screening is desired, nothing is

superior to the well-known Ricinus
or Castor-oil plant. There are sev-

eral varieties, having various shades
of green or brown leaves, but for

most purposes the Z&tuibarensis type
is most satisfactory ; this makes
enormous plants, in good soil often
12' to 14' high.
Where a still more tropical effect

is wanted in a group, or as individ-

ual plants, use the Abyssinian ba-

nana, Musa enscte. Small plants

started from seed this spring will

grow several feet high during the

summer, or the plants may be

bought for 50 cents to five dollars.

A single specimen used about the

grounds will be the most conspicu-
ous note in the entire planting. For
a rich effect about the base of the

veranda or in any other situation,

which requires plants but a few feet

high, the bedding caladiums are the

most effective plant to use in shady
or semi-shady positions ;

the bulbs

cost but from 20 to 50 cents each.

Where a more conspicuous plant is

wanted for individual plantings on
the lawn or in groups, Caladium
esculatum (Elephant's Ear), is the

most effective thing to use. This

grows to a height of 8' or more, and
has enormous light-green leaves.

Three excellent plants for low
screens or hedges to mark the boun-
daries of lawns, cut off the vegetable

garden or any similar purpose are

Burbank's new Rainbow corn, the

summer cypress (Kochia), and the

old-fashioned foliage cannas or In-

dian Shot ;
the corn will be more

brilliantly colored if the soil is not

too rich ; it is very attractive at all

stages of growth. Kochia is the best

thing to use where a rather formal
effect is desired : the symmetrically
shaped, tree-like little plants are

pretty during the summer, and as

soon as cold weather comes, turn to

a very attractive crimson and make
the most pleasing note in the au-

tumn gardenscape. The large foli-

age cannas grow very luxuriantly
and present a semi-tropical appear-
ance

;
the leaves can be had in either

light or dark green or bronze.

Where screening and flowers are

both desired, the best things to use

are sunflowers, cosmos, and the taller

varieties of celosia ;
the sunflowers

are particularly effective against a

tall fence, the side of a building or

anything similar to serve as a back-

ground. The new early flowering
strains of cosmos will flower freely
from seed before frost, but the taller,

late varieties, should be started early
under glass.

In planting any of these things,

quick growth is desired, therefore

the soil should not only be well en-

riched, but prepared as far in ad-

vance of the planting as possible.

Old, well-rotted manure, fine ground
bone and guano or tankage should

be thoroughly mixed with the soil

in generous quantities, and, as soon

as the plants begin to make growth,
two or three applications of nitrate

of soda a week or so apart, should

be given. Where the soil is defi-

cient in humus, as it often is near

buildings, foundations, and trees,

this deficiency can he easily supplied

by free use of a commercial humus.

All Hound and a Foot High

(Continued from page 39)

K inbConstrue! ion Co.
NORTH TONAWANDA N.Y.

bent. First of all he is a hunter, and

his game is always plentiful. Quail,

grouse, woodcock, ducks or wild

turkeys may be extinct or nearly so,

but the rabbit, like the sparrow, is

always with us. Foxes, wolves, deer,

bear, moose and elk may have left

for freer and wilder parts of the

country, but the little brown bunny
lives on under the bramble bush, al-

ways ready to afford a good day's

sport for the beapler.
You will find came for the little

hounds almost off the back doorstep,
and, if you must go a few miles in

train or motor, the dogs can be easily

As engravers to VJDBK/ many foremost

"lies we may *-
^KaSsBP'*' "B defended upon

for authoritative "St^-s^ styles in

INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, AT HOME CARDS
andotli.-r wfd.lini: stationery. Write for samples
showing the superior rjujility of our engraving.

THE JOHN B. WIGGINS COMPANY
Established is;.7 12OS. Michigan Blvd., Chicago

"BILLIARDS The Home Magnet" FREE !

A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick

Home Carom and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual

colors, giving easy terms, prices, etc. Sent Free!

Writefor it today.

The BruriRwick-Balke-Gollender Co.
DEPT. 29 X, CHICAGO

Tested Trees, Seeds
Roses, Plants, Vines
Write for 1 Oil-page Photo-Catalog Amer-

ica's Nursery Guide and Garden Authority.
Pictures and describes thousands of choice
varieties. Sent KltJvlil Write today.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.
Dept. 319. Painesville, Ohio

Rurpee'sSeedsQrow
Send for Burpee Annual, the Leading
American Seed Catalog. A book of

1 82 pages, fully illustrated. It is

mailed free.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
PHILADELPHIA

Smoky
No payment accepted

unless successful

Also expert services on

general chimney work

FREDERIC N.WHITLEY

tO I Engineer and Contractor

I
219 Fulton Slreel. Brooklyn. N. T.

Dog Training and Care
If you have a dog, do you know how

to train and feed him?
Tell us your Dog troubles. Let
us help solve some of them

You need only write to our Kennel ManaBer
and you will be sure your inquiry will receive

prompt attention.

The Dog Shoic

House & Garden, 440 Fourth Ave., New York

UNION METAL COLUMNS
"THE ONES THAT LAST A UFCTIMC

For Porches, Pergola
and Interiors

Ask for catalog 55

THE UNION MfTAl MfC. CO., CANTON, 0.

McCray Refrigerators
Active cold air circulation Sanitary

linings. Send for catalogue

McCray Refrigerator Company
616 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

Poultry Pointers
Are you desirous of increasing the varietr of

your stock? There are rto/.ens of new breeds
of fowl which perhaps you have never heard
of. Tell us in detail all your needs and re-

quirements. Perhaps we can supply all your
wants. House & Garden keeps in touch with
tiie best breeders and dealers of I'oultrv.

Tlie Poultry Yard
HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

stowed away under foot. The happy
hunting grounds are the uninviting

looking bramble thickets or along the

ragged edge of an old swamp. Here
the hounds are almost sure to start a

cottontail.

Hark ! There's old "Trailer" now !

His sweet, melodious hunting song
fills the air. "Queen" joins her voice

to his, and in a second "Buster"

chimes in. What a trio ! That wild

music of the chase sends little shivers

dancing up your sportman's spine and
clutches at "your throat. You know
now why the old sporting writers

called them the singing beagles.

(Continued on page 78)

THE CLIPPER
destroy your lawns; Dande
lions. Buck rhmtuin and Cra
Grass. In one season the Clip-

will drive them all out
dealer should have then-

if he has not drop us a line
d we will send circular and

Clipper Lawn Mowei

WHAT IS IT?
It is the Class Onward
Sliding Furniture Shoe in

place of eastern. It eaves
floors and coverinES, aud
beautifies furniture.
Made in 110 styles and
sizes. Write for circular.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
Dept. A

Menasha. Wis.. and
Ber.in, Ont., Canada
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The Accepted Authority on fitingahu's for Ten Years

"Homes, Not Houses"
CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS

The* Bungaiowcrkft Co.
507 Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, Cal.

ENCOURAGE BIRDS TO LIVE
IN YOUR GARDENS

Use our successful Wrd
R

;,,], ,
.

Klur Kir.U ami
Purple Martina. Strong-

ly made -well painted, to

resist weather. Prices 35c to

$10.00. Design Illustrated

91.00. Our reliable, wire

Sparrow Trap endorsed by V.
S. Government $-1-00 f. a, b.

pitlmritte.

WriteforJrec tUvstratedFolder No. &*.
FARLEY & LOETSCHER MANUFACTURING CO.

Dubuque, Iowa.

No. 6

Sunken Path H

A PERENNIAL GARDEN!
ti have it by simply adding a SITX-
nUh of jflass.

utatice:
i i-frame. a hot-bed or one of tin-

Sllijill

xpenslve, 1 Sunlight
t-nt immediate or at any date sped-

Get our free catalog. If you want Prof.
Masse/'a booklet on Hot-bed and Green-
house Gardening, enclose 4 rents in stmai'.s.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.

944

L Broadway

Louisville
Hoi bed*

nd Cold frame' Ky.

High Class Huntingand SportingDOGS
such as coon, deer,

bear, wolf, cat, rab-

bit, and foxbounds.

Ferrets, rabbits,

guinea pigs, swine,
young stock special-

ty. Ten cents for
handsome catalogue

of all breeds. Price-list of poul-
try and pigeons.

Susquehanna Valley Kennels

Dept. H-G Tunkhannock, Pa.

All OurWild Birds
Are Looking for Homes

Send for Catalogue

WHIP-O-WILL-O-FURNITURE Co.
352 Adams Are. SCRANTON, PA.

TAG DAY IN THE GARDEN

NEWELL & GORDINIER

500 GARDEN LABELS
This IB. iHMitlvely. th.mo*t unique

ami uiwful flit for the amateur .'

The assortment Is complete from the
Kir IS inch Label for marking need or
bulb rows, to the little SH-ltirli ..-i

per-wired painted Label fur mkrktiiit
trees and shrubs.

With thii assortment of Labels
^iil r\VT FORGET

Just when and where you planted cer-
tain Sr.il-. i,r Hull.* nml M.II I'AN AT
OM'K IhKNTIFV any Tn ,- .1, Slirut.
jitnl all transplanting can b* done ac-
curately even while the planti are In

a dormant state.

The .100 Label* are aUrartlvely packi'd
in a pretty and lasting cedar box and
the entire aaaortinent. with two mark-
ing IM-IU-UM, will !* mailed to any ad-
dma for $2.2.V \\V Mill Kindly tend
this box for your approval and. ahotilil
the assortment not prove entirely aatli-
fartnry, It may be returned and \..nr
luoti.'V ill IMJ iiunuflUtfly i.-fii !.!<!

TROY, N. Y.

The Garden

of Personality
requires your personal effort in planning it. An hour
spent in my bulb-gardens, studying my collection of

nearly a thousand varieties of Tulips and Daffodils
will help to give the personal touch to your garden
next spring.

The Blue Book of Bulbs
tells about a great many of the new and rare sorts.
If you cannot come to see the flowers, my Blue Book
will go to you if you write soon.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
Dept. K MAY FAIR Little Falls, N. J.

475 TERRACE

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS CO.

(Formerly Scheeler's Sons)

YOU may go to unnecessary expense in brush-coated or

stained-on-the-job shingles, but . . . you can never

successfully imitate the velvety colors or lasting beauty of

"CREO-DIPT"
STAINED SHINGLES
17 Grades 16. 18, 24-inch 30 Color.

Use the genuine originals (alone
produced by our special factory
process) and so put on us all re-

"Thatched Effect" and sponsibility for uniform coloring
"Dixie White* Folder on and quality of materials.
request.

If you sk a truly economical yet most
artistic and distinctive exterior for a
homo, send for 'Book of 100 "CREO-
DIPT" Homes and Samples of Colors on
Wood.

STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO.
1012 OLIVER STREET N. TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago for the Wett

"BUFFALO" PORTABLE POULTRY RUNWAYS
Just what you want for an up-to-date movable poultry yard neat, eaay

to handle and erect. Simply push legs into ground. Can be moved to other
locations at will. Made strong and durable of 1 ft" diamond mesh heavy
galvanized wire fabric and galvanized round iron frame with I" hexagon
netting along bottom 12" high.

Made in standard size sections, as fol-
lows:
7' long x 5' high fsix sections or more).

Prices each section $3.00
_';" x 5' (Rate) (six sections or more).

Price eacb section 1.26
8' long x 2' high (nix sections or more).

I*rice each section 1.50
6' x 2' (six sections or more).

I'rlco each section 1.25

Special sizes made to order.

F. O. B. Buffalo.

For orders consisting of 10 sections or more we will allow an additional
10% discount from the above prices.
Order sizes best adapted for your purpose today. Send money order,

check. New York draft or currency by registered mail and we will send you
the best article on the market for your poultry.
These are introductory prices and will be advanced soon. Don't delay

send your order now.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

MlHJS

ft>KOOK.VTi:V4 4

11 K. nn-ra M-r.

Garden Furniture

Decorations
in Reinforced

Cast Stone

BIRD BATHS

Sun Dials Fountain*

Vase* Settees

Flower Boxes

Benches

SoW/or
P,k, La

J. C. KRAUS CAST STONE W ORKS. Inc.

157 W. 32nd Street New York

LEAVENS
COTTAGE-
FURNITURE

piNiiiiiiimimiiimii miniiiiimiiu iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiinmm

<J We wish to oil your particular
attention at this lime of year to our

cottage furniture, suitable for shore

and country homes.

<J In simplicity, construction, finish

and moderate cost it is the most

appropriate selection for homes of

good taste and refinement.

Q k is no ex-

aggeration to

stale (hat
Leavens Col -

tagrFurniture

is a distinct

type, recog-
nized at once
and apprecia-
ted by the dis-

criminating.

q We have

an unlimited

slock to select

from and in addition, you have the

choice of a large variety of finishes

to conform to the individual taste or

harmonize with the interior surround-

ings. We also furnish unfinished.

4 Shipments carefully made, insuring safe

delivery. Send for complete set No. 4 of
over 200 illustrations and color chart.

You will find possibilities and suggestions
for every room in your house.

EEiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiHiiimiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiMiimiim

WILLIAM
LEAVENSSrCCUnc.

32 Canal Street

1

Boston. Mass.

-iiiimiimiiiiMiiniiiimiiimii imiiiiimimiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiimnr
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"Never put a cheap roof on a good house"

cfa
The strongest, high-
est prieea and most
beautiful M.ic slate

and moat vulnerable
part of every house;
to use a substitute
for the best, is poor
economy. Sena for
descriptive circular.

StATK
rionson Lustre Slate Co.,198 Devonshire St., Boston

SUN DIALS
REAL BRONZE COLONIAL DESIGNS

from $3.50 Up
Also full line of Bird
Fountainsand other gar-
den requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
71 Portland SI., Boston, Mass.
Send for illustrated catalog

Hall ClocksREPAIRED
by clock experta who understand all do-
mestic and foreign movements. Distance
no difficulty. Send for testimonial book-
let Hand description ot your clock.

The Clock Shop
951 Flatbush Ave,, Brooklyn, N. Y.

DINGEE ROSES
Sturdy as Oak*

are always grown on their own roots. 65 years

experience. No matter where you live, we guar-

antee safe delivery. Send today for Dingee
"Guide to Rase Culture."

DINGEE & CONARD CO.
Box-574 West Grove, Pa.

Telephone New York 2382 Greeley

Andrew R. Kennedy Seeds
Formerly Kennedy & Hunter

"Make Gardens Like Pictures"
Green Velve Lawn Grass,

"
Always Green" $6.00 pe rbus.

Farmers and Gardeners for Prinle Estates. No charge

152 WEST 34th STREET
Between Broadway and Seventh Ave.

Median's Mallow Marvels
These wonderful creations are among
the latest flowering Plants to start

spring growth, and may be planted
safely any time during May. They
bloom from July to late September.
Write for descriptive circular in colors.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
740 Chew St. Germantown, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

METAL CEILING
in many patterns desirable for residences

METAL TILING
for Kitchens, Bath Rooms and Pan-
tries, furnished, or put up complete.

Northrop, Coburn & Dodge Co.
40 Cherry St., N. Y. Tel. 1481 Beekman

Your House Deserves the Most Modem
Building Material. Find Out About

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF-ECONOMICAL-SANITARY

NATIONAL FIREPROOFING CO.
342 Federal St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE GARDEN RECORD BOOK
By Harriet Pomeroy Thompson

A daily record (three successive years
on a page) , to enable the garden-
lover to keep a memorandum of the
weather, seeds, plants and bulbs
planted and transplanted, first and
last buddings and blooms, work done
and notes recorded, etc.

A necessity for the careful gardener,
and a unique and welcome present for
the garden-loving friend.

Printed on good ledger paper, size I I%x9*4 $2-00 nett

E. P. DUTTON & CO., 681 Fifth Ave., New York

Have Plenty for

Vasesand^wls
IMant Hicks Phlox NOW to bloom all through
late summer and early fall and every year here-

after. Choicest varieties.
"c colors and poor
discarded. We
peoialize on 10
n d 15-year-old
recs evergreen
n d shade,
'rite for free

ooklet,
"Home Land-
scapes."

HICKS

NURSERIES

stbury, L. I.

Phone 68

Miss Margaret Andrews with

Raymond Belmont's prize pack
of beagles. These are good show

dogs as well as hunters

All Hound and a Foot High

(Continued from page 76)

Breathless we reach the top of the
hill just in time to catch a glimpse
of the three hounds as they rush

pell-mell from the farther side of

the thicket and plunge into the woods
again twenty yards beyond. The
rabbit is sure to swing around. In

a few moments the dogs reappear,

circling on the trail that leads toward
the valley. But : Br'er Rabbit has a

good start and he has stopped short

and doubled. No music now. The
hounds cast back and forth, heads
thrown right and left in quick, nerv-
ous jerks, sniffing in the air, snuffling
the ground, smelling, smelling every-
where for the first keen whiff of the
scent.

"How-o-o-o-o-o-o how!" "Queen"
has it! Off they rush into the woods
once more. We can hear them work-

ing along toward the head of the

swamp. Then out they come, headed
for us. Quick, man quick, or you'll
miss that rabbit!

To this good old-fashioned rabbit

hunt we have added another beagle
sport borrowed from England. The

hounds are hunted in packs, after the
manner of English fox hunting, and
followed either afoot or mounted.
For a foot pack the hounds must be

little, under 12" surely and as close

as possible to 9", the English stand-
ard for "pocket beagles," or the hunter
will see little of the hunt. The
larger hounds are often hunted
on the drag, an artificial trail made
by dragging across the country a rab-

bit skin on which are placed a few
drops of aniseseed oil. It will take
a good man on a good horse to keep
in sight of the beagles over six or

eight miles.

SOME EARLY HISTORY

Beagling, both afoot and mounted,
is becoming more and more popular,
but the miniature "pocket beagles"
date back to the days of good Queen
Bess, and the larger hounds to long
before that. Small size hounds were
probably first bred during the reigns
of the early Norman kings, when the
strict game laws that protected the

{Continued on page 80)

GEOKGE H. PETEKSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Catalogue upon application

Box 30 Fair Lawn, N. J.

DUMBWAITERS
ELEVATORS
Hand-Power Exclusively -Built

by Specialists Send for Catalog

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
125 Liberty Street New York

INDIANA

LIMESTONE

GARDEN FURNITURE
EASTON STUDIOS, BEDFORD, IND.

p
Do You Wish a Dog? |

Glance over the advertisements In this num-
ber. The very dog you wish may be there. If
not, write us, stating your preference ag to
breed, the approximate amount you wish to
pay and the purpose for which you wish the
dog. We will then put you in touch with just
the dog you desire. \Ve recommend trust-
worthy animals of many breeds. Address

The Dog Show, House & Garden, 440 4Ui Ace., N. Y.

Now it's a mess!

,

when buyinsr shade rollers, for
this signature:

with IJartahorn I -

era. Semi for the free book.
"How to Get the Bent Pervice
from your Shade Rollers "

STEWART HARTSHORN CO.
Dept. 54 E. Newark, N. J.

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS

SUN DIALS
PEDESTALS, GAZING GLOBES
Dials to order for any latitude.

Guaranteed to record sun time
to the minute. Our handsome,
interesting Booklet sent upon
request.

ER MpvrnivitT Inr 233 Fiflh Arenie
, D. meyrowiiz, inc., New York a\,

Branches: Brooklyn. St. Paul, Minneapolis,
London, Paris.

Every Home Builder
should have hook 'Modern Dwellings.' /Vice tl.SO
r " i

u
th

_
a
.1u"!h r f V 1 P". fri.-cJ2.Op. Both, .how a

iish. Bungalow and other'types?
f Colonial, Eng-

B \83ER 4 RYNO. Architects, Knoxville, Tennessee

Indulge in gardening the

year round, instead of

during the spring and summer only.

We offer many pleasing and practical

styles in our Duo Glazed System Sec-

tional Greenhouses at $98 up. All

fitted with

Duo Glazed Sash
two layers of glass with air space be-

tween. Retains warmth. Built in sec-

tions. Easily erected at low cost. Or
you can produce flowers and vegetables

from one to two months earlier by
Using hotbeds and garden-frames cov-

ered with Duo Glazed Sash.

CATALOG sent anywhere
upon request

CALLAHAN
DUO GLAZED
SASH CO.

Ogden Phipps with the Blue Ribboner, "Beauty,"
a good type of beagle
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Double the value
of your garden

Q Use the GRO-QUIK
forcer helps nature

to help your plants.

THE CLOCHE COMPANY
131 Hudson St., Dept. S, New York

Pamphlet free, or sample and model 15 cents

POULTRY HINTS

IF you are anxious to keep

your stock up to date, and in

good condition, you will want
to introduce new blood and
new varieties from time to time.
Look through the poultry pages of
this issue, and if you do not find

exactly what you want, let us help
ou.

State your preference as to breed,
what your breeding purpose is and
the approximate amount you wish to

invest, and any other necessary es-

sential details.

The Poultry YarJ
HOUSE & GARDEN

440 Fourth Aetnut

g

MANURE
Dried and sterilized

screened and pul-
verized makes na-
ture's best fertilizer

for lawns and gar-
dens trees slinibs

vegetables fruit

and untiii crops. Ask
for booklet with
prices and freight
rates on a bag or car-
load. Sold by Gar-
den Supply Houses

Everywhere

""fflSSF*

COHCfNTRHtC PulVimJl"

MANURE

C H I C A G Ot*
BIRD HOUSES

Shipped direct from factory.
Lowest 1'rices, 5,000 hand-
some designs in stock already
seasoned. Ready for Immedi-
ate use. Bluebird house. $5.
Houses for 1'urple Martins.
18.50. Many others. Just
what you want! Send today
*/ Booklet. Buy Your

Bird Houses direct and save

CHICAGO BIRD HOUSE CO.
SiM-ccaaora to

S.E.Et!m*iuon*Co.
624-6'

S. Norton .

Chicago, III.

DANERSK
DECOR^TTVE FUR^ITURf

'

ERSKINE-DANFORTH
CORPORATION

2 west 47th Street New York-

WRITE FOR BOOKLET "A"

WATER LILIES

THE largest and
finest collection

in America, embrac-

ing the best Hardy
and Tender varieties

of Nymphaeas, in-

cluding Day- and
Night-blooming kinds, also Victoria Regia, the

Royal Water Lily in several sizes. Nelumbiums, in

strong pot-plants (or dormant until June 15).
These are fully described in Drier's Garden Book for 1916.

together with cultural instructions on the growing of Water
Lilies. The best Catalogue published, containing 288 pages,

five color and five duotone plates, hundreds of photographic

reproductions, and offers the best of everything in Seeds,

Plants, Bulbs, etc.

We offer free to our patrons the advice of our experts in

devising plans for ponds and selecting varieties.

MaUrd free / you mention thi* publication

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Do You Like Birds?
Bugs and insects make trouble
for the gardener. Birds de-
vour bugs and insects. A happy
little bird-house or two will

help rid your garden of these
bothersome pests.

Place a cosy little bird house in
one of the garden shade trees.
You'll love the feathered little

visitors. Let them mate there
this season and then see them
come back year after year.

Do you know that there are prac-
tical ready-built bird-houses that

will attract particular kinds of

birds? Perhaps we can help you
find just the right one for your
lawn or garden.

Write our Information Service and se-

cure, without cost, concise, practical
information about beautiful, useful and
artistic bird-houses. Address

The BirdHouse Information Service

HOUSE & GARDEN
440 Fourth Avenue New York

A Fence of Moderate Cost
and Lasting Endurance

And withal it is attractive de-

cidedly so. If, then, it combines
endurance and attractiveness
with a consistently moderate
cost, isn't it just the fence for

your front lawn?
Once up, it is up to stay, and

yet the method of erection is so

simple that you can attend to

that part yourself if you wish

to save the expense of having us
do it.

We have iron or wire fences
or entrance gates for every place
and purpose.

Let our advisory service de-
partment help you with practi-
cal suggestions and illustrations
- it's part of our daily work.

American Fence
Construction Co.

A Garden
of Gladioli-

100 CHURCH STREET NEW YORK CITY

for DIP rcMt of a f-w btoMOOM at the floriata.

.1:
;

i

40 A marie*, ilia bat llflit pink.
30 Mn. FraneM Kill. Rune acarlet. ten

NtrlluhK

10 Baron Hulot. liriulirnl tlulrt blue.

10 Glory at Holland. ary flue larw white.
10 Niagara. Uio vary beat yellow.

1OO bulba. poat- * O
paid, lor only V ^>
A half rollecUon for 11.13.

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money bark.

Hmid for our Hat of low print on Aatera. Ulad-
lull. I'bliii. Irla, and oUier planta.

ASTER DALE GARDENS
201 Slamhaufh Buildmi YtHinfilown. Ohio

BYZANTINE

FOUNTAINS
alao

Attractive
Bird Baths

in Concrete

From $10. up
Jardinierea, Vaaes
Window Bora
Garden Benchea

Fireplaces. Mantels

P. SARTI & CO.
llJF-Jilh St.. N.Y.Citr

Garden Accessories
Plant Stakes Seed Markers

Garden Tools with Painted
Handles

Gathering Baskets for Flowers
and Vegetables

Bird Houses Outdoor Furniture

Send 2.V, coin or jlampijor a bird plant
stick ana an illuttraud catalog shovnne.

our ftirjfn furniture and fiu\nts

THE~WOODCRAFT SHOPS, Int

MorrUlown, N*w Jersey

Screen the Entire Window
You Can Open and Close
the Shutters from the Inside

By simply turning th small handle within

your rooin, on, Uie Inside of the sash, the

Mallory Shutter Worker
enables you to open, close or adjust the
shutter* to any deH.red limit ion and auto-
matic-ally lock them. The lu-avl-

est wind will not slam them.The convonlcnc*.
comfort :ni'l economy
of the Mallory Shut-
ter Worker has been
rtvoftnlzcd by thou-
sands of homes. K**y
to Install and cost*
little. Drop us a> pos-
ts 1 for Information.

BAILOUT NMUUUnM CD

Gladioli Dahlias

V/IY new 1916 cata-
* * log, containing
three Special Offers

and over 85 choice

named varieties, is

now ready and will

be mailed to you upon
application. IT WILL
PAY YOU TO OR-
DER NOW FOR
EITHER I M -

MEDIATE OR FU-
T U R E DELIVERY.

JELLE ROOS
MILTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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FENCE FOR ALL
PURPOSES

MAKER AND BUILDER

Lawn, Division, and Farm Fence

Tennis Court Enclosures

Entrance Gates

BROOK FENCE CO., 37 Barclay St., NewM City

Writejor
Estimate

iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiiii

800 best Dablias
All the finest varieties to date in

decorative, fancy, cactus, show, peony-
'

flowered, collarette, Century and

pompon dahlias

are described

and illustrated

in

HERBERT'S
1916 Catalog
Contains full
directions o n

growing any
amateur can
raise these fine

flowers.

Also includes the finest

Cannas, Gladioli, Lilium and

other summer-flowering bulbs.

Send today for your copy
it is FREE.

DAVID HERBERT

AND SON

Box471,ATCO, N.J.

100 acres de-voted to

dahlia culture the

largest plant in the
world.

Cactus Dahlia
Johannesburg

TO
make

success-
ful rose-

planting this

spring. Especially
if you plant C. & J.

Roses the kind that's

guaranteed to bloom.
You'll find among our 400 varieties,
roses adapted to every climate and suit-

able for every purpose. They are vig-
orous and disease-resisting, with strong
fibrous root- systems. "The best Roses
for America." Try them and you'll
agree.

"How to Grow Roses"
Library Edition

is a rose-lover's manual prepared by our ex-

perts, embodying over 50 years of rose-grow-
ing experience. Tells how to successfully
plant, prune and grow roses. Contains 121

pages, 16 in full color. Lists over 600 varie-
t les of roses.

' 'A specific for the garden
fever." Price, $1, with coupon worth $1
when returned with $5 order for plants.
Order your copy to-day.

ThepONARD
V/& Jones Co. WESTGROVE8

1

Box 126, Pa.

Rome Specialists

All Hound and a Foot High

(Continued from page 78)

royal deer placed a premium on
hounds small enough to avoid sus-

picion of poaching, yet large enough
to be used for hares. Chaucer and
Shakespeare both mention beagles,
and Queen Elizabeth owned a pack,
each hound in which was small

enough, so we are told, to rest com-
fortably in Her Majesty's gauntlet.
William III was another royal beag-
ler, and George II, George III and
Edward VII all maintained and
hunted good packs.
The first of these hounds that came

to America were brought over in

Colonial days. The sport-loving
cavaliers of Lord Baltimore's Mary-
land colony soon discovered that the

American cottontail was the ideal

beagle quarry, and the country be-

tween Philadelphia and Richmond
was from earliest times the breed's

headquarters. The early stock ran
to seed through in-breeding and ne-

glect, but about 1870 General Rowett,
of Carlinsville, Illinois, gave it a

fresh start by importing some of the
best English blood. Dudley Riggs,
Staley Doub and Pottinger Dorsey in

Maryland ; Captain Asheton in Vir-

ginia ;
William Rockefeller, James L.

Kernochan, George Hooley, George
Flammer, B. F. Zimmer and Willis

Sharpe Kilmer in New York, and A.

Henry Higginson, Chetwood Smith,
J. W. Appleton and George Post of

Massachusetts, carried on the revival
in the East. These men helped trans-

form the snippy-nosed, short-eared,

crooked-legged American beagle of

twenty-five years ago into the dog we
have today.

Just now the good sport of beag-
ling, especially with packs, is more

popular than it has ever been before.

New York is the center of interest,

and the following well known packs
are all in the metropolitan district :

Mr. Post's Somersets, Harry T.
Peters' Windholmes, and the Belray
and Wheatley packs, neighbors down
on Long Island. Loudoun County,
Virginia, is fast becoming a great

beagling country. Two famous packs,
the Piedmont, of which D. C. Sands,

Jr., is the master, and the Loudoun,
followed by a group of Bostonians

among whom are Messrs. Appleton,
Phipps, Post and Turnbull, are hunt-
ed there regularly.
The standard of the National

Beagle Club, that official description

by which the hounds are judged at

the bench shows, sums up the beagle
as "a miniature foxhound, solid and

big for his inches, with the wear-and-
tear look of the dog that can last in

the chase and follow his quarry to

the death." Such a dog must have
the best of legs and feet

;
in front,

clean, sloping shoulders, straight,
well boned legs, and compact, small

feet; behind, muscular thighs and

straight, strong hocks. So that he
will have plenty of lung room, his

ribs are well sprung and his chest

deep and broad. His back must be

fairly short and his loins broad and

lightly arched. All these characteris-

tics make for speed and especially for

endurance.
The skull should be broad and wide,

with ears set moderately low and

quite a distinct stop, or dent, between
the eyes, breaking up the deep, strong
muzzle. The ears, rounded at the end
and carried close to the head, are long
enough to meet at the tip of the nose.

Cool Color Schemes for the Porch

(Continued from page 51)

You rarely have a vase suitable to hold
goldenrod and Michaelmas daisies. These
suit the purpose exactly. The colors are

yellow and purple, $1.50

rather thick weave come in an assort- come again into style. Filled with
ment of colors to match up with any pots of ivy and with a gay porcelain
porch color scheme. bird here and there in the foliage,

Using a rush rug as a center, paint what could be more attractive? Or
the border

_
where there is not much again, the pots may be painted in

wear, in diamonds or small squares colors that fit in with the general
scheme. After applying
the color and design, give

of contrasting colors.

MIXING WILLOW, REED
AND WOOD

Those of us who have
tired of wicker find a wel-
come change in the Swiss
reed furniture. The chairs

are of a wonderfully com-
fortable shape and will

wear forever. Painted in

one flat tone, they show to

best advantage when com-
bined with modern painted
furniture, or else the
French iron furniture
mentioned above. With a
table and bench of deco-
rated wood, and settees of
Swiss reed, the piazza, has
at once a comfortable and
unusual appearance. Use
with these a wrought iron

lamp and a painted tin

shed. Old fashioned bent
wire flowers stands of our

grandmother's day have

the pot a coat of spar

varnish, and it will last.

Examples of painted pots
are shown here.

A new adjunct to the

porch, one which every
woman will appreciate, is

the porch mirror. They
come with tiled panels for

decoration. The frames
are oak or walnut, stained

or painted as one wishes.

A finnicky gilt mirror
should never be used on
the porch.

Lanterns of lacquered

The lantern is chintz black and white

indispensable stripes with medallions of

in the country. brilliant fruit make a

This one. deco- striking central fixture.

rated in varied Tin candle sconces painted
colors, sells for to match will complete the

$2.25 set.

No. 4, $36.00

CARRARA MARBLE
BENCHES, FOR THE
GARDEN AND HALL.
MARBLE MANTELS
CONSOLES
S. KLABER & CO.

126 W. 34th ST., N. Y.
Established 1849

ALL OUR

Garden Work Baskets

are lined with
odd colored,
water-proof
awning strip
material.

BASKETS
are fitted

com plete
with tools.

All baskets
are stained

or painted.

Prices range
from

$5.75
to

$10.00

Complete

Whip-O-WilI-0 Furniture Co.

352 Adams Avenue - SCRANTON, PA.

Order Now
DUTCH BULBS

For Fall Planting

Every year I Import
from Holland a quan-

(
tity of choice Im-
perial Quality Bulbs.

i t h a t represent the
very cream of all the

v Bulbs produced by
f / !\ the greatest Dutch
/ ^ hum specialists.
i ,'y

Knlbs that are seldom

'"^r available at my sur-

prisingly r

prices.

The early Crocus, the I

sweet Hyacinth, the arlistic
'

NarcisBuw. the colorful
Tulip, the tflorioug Peony
and the Poetic Iris-all do
their share in making your
Spring and early sum
season of joyous beauty. Then
too. the llvadtith. Narcissus J

and Tulip will hl<.om n-adily [

innqora and brighten the Winter months from '

Christmas to the coming of April 'a sunshiny
days.

My order Boes to Holland, July 1st, so your
rder should be in my han.fs before that date

w the di-lijrhta of these lil ..... it-

ality. IMiv.-rv \vi|l ] mu.l,-
for your early Fall planting.

if you would k
fillt-d bulbs of q
in plenty of ti

Making your selections will be
matter with my attractive bulb catalog before
you. It . yours for the asking.
But remember all orders must be received

not later than July 1st.

174 Broadway Paterson, N. J.
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Do You Like

Oriental Rugs?
It has biM-ti my aim for years to

I buy all the true anuiiiu-* that my cx-

| pet inn c and reputation bring me
I through several different channels.
I It v.'ii rare to sec thick, lustrous

|< I.AsSH S (no trash or tluelorcd

uf,-s>, write me uf your hopes, and
I I will pii-pay marvels for your selec-

liiuii. Return at my expense.
.-In intercstinff Monograph on request

L. B. LAWTON, MAJOR, U.S.A., Retired

3 LE1TCH AVE., SKANEATELES, NEW YORK

FAB-RIK-O-NA
Interwovens
The Newest Addition to the

fa mo us FAB - RIK -O-NA
line of Woven Wall Coverings

Have all the qualities of the rest

of the Fab-rik-o-na line. Dur-
able, color-fast, sanitary, strong,
crack-proof. Stand hard usage.
Will not shrink and open at

seams. Economical.

They appeal to those who want
the daintiest as well as most
serviceable wall covering. Every
taste can be satisfied in the great
variety of tones and patterns.

Send for samples. Our service </<-

partmcnt will help you with your
decorating problems andput you in
touch with dealers in your own < i / v.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
397 Arch Street, Bloomfield, N. J.

'Combination

Table Wagon
A portable service

wniriin imil toa-talilc;
K Stoat, efficient help-
er in diiiint: rfxilii. iir-
lora, on the porch,
in the kitchen.

Useful and
<-,m t ifiil. Too

rubber
ohitcly

cM. swivi-1
Kuldimr Ex-

. p. li*'in<>va-1* I.I,- Glass Servinu Tray.
Price. (12.75 to $16.00. delivered tree east of Rockiea.

GUARANTEED TO SATISFY

FREE iSjLssm ss?rtaBBOOK ia^iSKtSKF by "

I

On lft...Flower Ve. 14 l.2lnetie hiirh:e. 14 l.neie
><'p" lid ******

lx>t. Quartered Oak.
$2.75-M.h,,.t.ny
Solid bnuw tioop

Sold only by Mr. Kaio.

CHAS. N. KAIN
::oi, Arroti Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Birds and Flowers

BIRD BATH
No. 237

34 in. high
BOWL

17 in. wide

PRICE $14.00

FTnnrlndi of other
.\MuKit' Italian Old
Ivm-y Tinted POT-
TKKY pieces are
:.hmvii in our new
Garden Pottery
Catalog. Bird
Itnihs. shapely vasos
and pots, graceful
s u ti (i t a 1 a and
heni-hes and many
"(her things are in

cliKli-il for indoor or

WHEATLEY
POTTERY

Is woat Ii erproof.
i"URli. h a r d and
v e r y IncxpenalTQ.
Send for Oat-log.
Order direct from
the Pottery. We
pay freight on all

purchases amounting
to $.".no or over
East of Denver.

Whealley Pottery
2427 Reading Road

Cincinnati

1879

KILL THE WEEDS!
Pathways, driveways, tennis courts, and all

open spaces can be made permanently sterile

and free from weed growth by a single applica-
tion of ATLAS "A" WEED. & GRASS
KILLER.
Simply mix Atlas "A" with water and sprin-

kle any weed-infested section. The vegetation
will disappear in a few days, and the surface
is undisturbed and free of growth.

.VC.V/7 FOR OUR BLUE HOOK FOR FACTS.

ATLAS PRESERVATIVE COMPANY OF AMERICA, (Inc.)
96 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK

SOLD IN 1 gal. trial cans, sufficient for TOO square feet, at $1.00 each.
Six gal. steel drums for driveways and tennis courts, at $4.75 each.

Prices F. O. B. New York.
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Planning to

Build?
Then Get These Three
Valuable Numbers Free:

The coupon below entitles you
to receive free the February,
March and April issues of The
Architectural Record in connec-
tion with a new yearly sub-

scription starting with May.

You will thus receive 15 at-

tractive and valuable numbers for

only $3 the regular yearly price.

EACH
month The Architectural Record presents a careful

selection of the hest work of leading architects with an

average of one hundred or more illustrations.

Tn every issue houses of architectural merit are illustrated with ex-

terior and interior views and floor plans. And one number each year
is devoted entirely to country houses.

In the business section also are described the latest and best
building

materials, as well as the specialties and furnishings which add so much
to the comfort, convenience and value of the modern home.

From The Architectural Record you are sure to get ideas and informa-

tion which will enable you to save valuable time when you consult your
own architect. It will help you to determine the general type of house
to be erected, the materials to be used, the best arrangement of rooms
to meet your narticxilar needs, the conveniences and devices to be in-

stalled, the style and character of furnishings.

To secure the Three free Number*,
pluate mail the coupon promptly.

The Architectural Record

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
119 West 40th St., New York City H.C..5-16

Send me free your Februarv, March and April issues anil enter my subscription

for a full year', starting with May, for which find $3.00 herewith (add $.60 for

Canada $1.00 for foreign).

Name

Address

Rt-siness or Profession

STANDARD
Underground

Garbage Receiver
In tl,r It Year.

LOOK FOR OUR TRADE MARK
Sold Diwcl F.rlorjr S.nd for Cvculu

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
20 Farrar St., Lynn, Man.

Now ii The Time for Garden ind House

IMPROVEMENTS
"
Pergolas

"
Lattice Fence*

Garden Houses anj Arbors

-C.ulouc E.29" trlU all .bout 'en
When wrilini endow lOc. uid uk for

C.t.lofue P-29

HARTMANN - SANDERS CO.
F.ctory >nd Main Office N.w YorV Ofhc.
Klilon and W.b.ltr An. I Elit Mill Si.

CHICAGO NEW YORK CITY

Mathews Garden Craft
Make a cozy and comfort-

able nook in some part of your
garden with Mathews Garden
Craft Furniture. Thece is

nothing more inviting than an
outdoor living

- room on the
lawn.

Besides both porch and lawn
furniture, our free catalogue
shows summer-houses, arbors,

pergolas, trellises and lattice

work. Send for it today.
There's no obligation.

THE MATHEWS MANUFACTURING CO.
M2 Willi.mion Buildint. Clr.rl.nd. Ohio

Pasadena. Cat.. Branch, Colorado
anil Las Rabies Streets

t

/

//you want bird* be
3ure to get Genuine

Dodson Bird Houses
the kind the birds look for

Bird* are mining! Place a TVxtinn
i your garden. It ! eaay

'"> \ In birds to lire near you
Mni'hinli. \\niin, martins, chlckt-
der*. flicker*, eic. Dodaon bulhlt
hfHiM* f..r all kind* prirw $1.50
U>$1^, illrd bath*. M and $1'J

Writ* for Fr* Booh, toning how to
win Mtnr* MrtH. nd liluctrattnc th
2O*tytM of DotKon Btrd Hou.
DodMaaUmw Tnp-.no other trmp

""
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fater Supply
for ElfcMS

try Home
for descriplive Catalog 5 1

MOSS CO,

EVERYTHING FOR
YARD AND ORCHARD
HAVE you arranged to make

your yard individual and
attractive this spring? We will

design it free, if desired, or you
can order from our catalog for
immediate attention.
Our 800 acres of fruit and flowering
trees, flowers, vines and shrubs, etc.,
offer a varied list that will please
everyone. 60 years of satisfied cus-
tomers have proven their Quality.
Write for catalog at once.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO.
Depl.K, West Chester, Pa.

Good Lighting

\ Means Good Health I
i 1

The lighting in your |
home should be conv |
fcrtable and soothing. |

S &- A Lighting Fixtures |

will make it so.

The fixture illustrated \
is a beautiful example
of the art of the
Brothers Adam. At an

invitingly low price.

Ask Your Dealer, or

Visit Our Showroom*

Hundreds of
other artistic df-

OM ^H signs in brackets,

fixtures, and port-
ables always on

display- Call to in-

spect them at your
Ask to sec No. 3167E convenience.

! Before you make your next fixture purchase
= write for helpful catalog E. Free on request.

| SHAPIRO r ARONSON
1 20 Warren Street, New York City

One block west of Brooklyn Bridge

-iimmiiimnuiMii mimiiimimiimiilliimiimiiii!

Ideal refrl deration requires 100% perreo-
tlon in FOUB POINTS:

(0 Cleanliness. <3) Coldness or low

(.2) A scieiitiliully rarreet temperature,

circulating of dry air. (*> Ice Conservation.

Some refrigerators have a high percentage
in some of these points. But the high aver-

age in allfour jialnla goes to the

"Monroe" Refrigerator
CIsanlinessis assured bythe"Monroe's"solid
one-piece porcelain food compartments all

corners rounded. No metal to corrode. No
enamel to chip. Not a single crack, crevice
or corner to harbor dirt or germs. Easy to
clean and keep clean. Circulation of cold,
dry air is secured by features scientifically
installed.

Low temperatures are obtained by heavy
and high class insulation tight-fitting doors
and automatic locks which prevent leakage
of cold air.

All these things mean ice conservation and
small ice cost. The "Monroe" is not sold in

stores. We ship it

from factory-
freight prepaid on
30 days' trial.

Get Our
Free Book!

ullyto

ither _-
and how youL^ ,_.
the "Monroe.*
will measure up full;

There is no oblivion".Your name and address
will bring the book
promptly.

MONROE
REFRIGERATOR CO.

Close inspection and distant view alike of a

Dorothy Perkins hedge in May reveal sur-

passing beauty

IN SOUTHERN GARDENS
JULIA LESTER DILLON

Southern readers who desire information on their gardens will be served

promptly and without charge. Address Readers' Service, House & Garden,
440 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

THERE
is nothing

that can be planted
which gives a more
beautiful range of col-

orings or a more de-

lightful mass of blos-

som than the gladioli
which are being grown
now by thousands
where a few years ago
they were never seen.

If they are planted
from 6" to 8" deep, ac-

cording to the size of

the bulbs and the char-

acter of the soil, they
will give attractive and
satisfactory results.
The care that is neces-

sary in other sections

for them, as well as for

cannas, dahlias and iris,

is not needed in the
South. Once planted
they may be allowed to

remain for an indefinite

number of years.
The pale pink shades

of gladioli with deeper
markings are most
beautiful in a color

s ch e m e of rose and
white. The pure white
in both summer and
autumn-flowering kinds
are exquisite in their

pure loveliness. The
cream and yellow tones
that shade down into

deepest orange and on into scarlet rich crimson
'

shades run down
and deeper terra-cotta give a range through maroon to a depth that is

of choice that few plants afford. The nearly black. There are some that

are pale blue and

jjj"| deep purple, there

are red-violets and

primrose yellows
that are exquisite
in combination.
The variety is in-

finite. There is but
one law to govern
the choice. Do not

plant mixed col-

ors. Choose a

range of color
tones that will _be
in harmony with

the surrounding

An Azalea indica

has bloomed every
spring for seven-

ty-five years

May brings the clusters of Spirea
Reevesiana, one of the finest of the

spring flowering shrubs

SILVER LAKE A
The Standard Sash Cord

(The name stamped indelibly on every
foot.)

The man who builds a house
without asking about the sash-

cord to be used is laying up
trouble for himself. Insist that

the specifications mention Silver

Lake A. Its smooth surface
offers nothing on which the pul-

ley can catch. Guaranteed for

twenty years. Write for booklet.

Silver Lake Company
94 Nevada Street

Newtonville Massachusetts

Jacobs Bird-Houses Win the

Birds and Last a Life Time
Freight Prepaid !

Send 10 cents for our
latest illustrated book-
let describing our 12

beautiful designs of col-

ony houses for Purple
Martins. 1 to 78 rooms.

Individual nest -boxes

for Wrens, Bluebirds
and other species.

Bird Feeding Devices
and Drinking Foun-
tains.

Our Genuine Government
indorsement Sparrow Traps.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE CO.,Waynesburt, Pa.

No More Slamming of

Screen Doors
This noiseless
screen-door closer
banishes the irri-

tating bang:. It
closes the screen
quickly, surely
and without noise.

In summer add to your comfort by equip,
screen doors with the

SARGENT
NoiseleM

Screen Door Closer
Attractive antique bronze finish. All working
parts enclosed dirt cannot clog and hinder its

operation. Any housekeeper can install door
closer no carpenter is required. It fits different
styles of door frames. Storekeepers, summer-
hotel proprietors and especially householders,
will find this door check almost indispensable
to summertime comfort. If not obtainable at
hardware stores, send the price, $2.25, direct to

SARGENT & COMPANY, 31 Water St.

New Haven, Conn.
A/so makers of Sargent Locks and Hardware.
Send for Book of Designs if you are goingiobuild.

Building a Greenhouse
That Permanently Satisfies

and at a Minimum Cost
To design such a greenhouse
necessitates a most complete
knowledge of greenhouse con-
struction. This we have at-

tained through our 45 years'
experience.
We havp made many vital improvements in

greenhouse construction, heating and eco-
nomic maintenance, and are absolutely cer-
tain we can give the utmost satisfaction, to
the most critical owner.

Every preference in design may be suited.

Tut your greenhouse problems up to us.

Single and Double Light Hotbed
Sash and Cold Frames jor

immediate delivery

We go anywhere in the U .S.
to submit plans and prices.

Metropolitan Material Co.
Patented Greenhouses

1400-1416 Metropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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This Book
On Home
Beautifying
Sent Free

Contains
practical sug-
gestions on how

to niiike .vour home artistic, cheery and
Uniting K\i hiin; Imw you can easily mud
w.iiiHiiiu-nlly lui'p th.- \uM.thvork. piano and
furniture in perfect condition.

BUILDING ?
This book will tell you of newest, most At-

tractive color combinations for Interior deco-
rating. It gives complete spivi fictitious for
finishing inex(K5i)slve soft wowls BO they are
as beautiful as expensive hard woods. We
will send you this hook free and postpaid.

S. C. Johnson &Son, Depl. H.G. S, Racine,Wis.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities*

Price $10.00 Ivory Finish

HANDEL/
Boudoir lamps as shown above

are especially desirable for the bed'

side. Similar types are made for

the desk or dressing table. Could

you select a more attractive wed'

ding gift?

Can be found at your dealer's,

or sent direct from factory.

THE HANDEL COMPANY
39il East Main Street. Meriden. Conn.

Het Mature
tlic

The dazing Globe affords a liie-

like panoramic picture of all the
varied tints of earth and tree and
sky a weirdly beautiful ornament,
interesting and effective in garden
plot or sweep or sward.

is a crystal hall mounted within
easy reach of visionon a terra-

cotta pedestal of Poinpeian design
It adds a touch of classic grandeur
and medieval mystery to the simplest
scheme of decoration. Your family
and friends are sure of ever-ready
entertainment ; they will never tire
of the fascinating views in the Gaz-
ing Globe.

DiMKter f tlofc. ISJKhts. Kti|tt if PcfcsUI, 36 inches

Write for new booklet with tory of the
CryaUl Kail, pric** etc.

Stewart-Cvey Glass Company Indianapolis

You are bored

We know you are
Your mind is dulled with the reading of

mushy novels.

Tired with all meaningless frothy reading.
We'll tell you why if you'll read a little

further.

By "you" we mean "you who have never

read The Theatre Magazine."

You who do not know the joy of reading a magazine that

gives more intellectual enjoyment to the page than any
novel could possibly afford.

The Theatre is worth while. Because it is clever. Because

all the great actresses and actors that heretofore you have

only seen on the stage come and go in its pages.

Because it is full of their photographs their life stories

their plays. Even their gowns and costumes, both personal
and stage, are here in detail, and the stage can always boast

of the most cleverly dressed women in the world. /

The Theatre

Magazine / *
y A-

We will be glad to enter you as a

subscriber to The Theatre begin-

ning with the May issue if you will

sign and address the coupon at the

side. The bill will reach you with

our first copy, or you can send

us your check for $3.50 if you

prefer.

/%'
^y 'N .

LOCKED !

Bishopric Board
hit* InrrrnKed tin- pnpulnrtty of the

Bturro-flnUhed II-UM-. kttcaUM tt U
the one ImcktrruuiKl fur *tiirci nr
cement that hoMs without cracking or
crumbling aft luiijr AH the hi>une stntMs.
It rontnliis no metal to rust ;n .

Get frre sample and book "Bull;
WlfrUuii if ABM "

THE MASTIC WALL BOARD &
ROOFING CO.

767 E*t Av*., Cincinnati. (>.

SOLVAY
GRANULATED CALCIUM CHLORIDE

Clc Odorlc I 1 1 , I . II I

Shipped direct to your station in

air-tight packages ready to apply

SOLVAY
Stock carried it many point*
Write /or Illuamted Rood Book

SEMET-SOLVAY CO.
406 Milton Ave., Solvay, N.J.

Planet Jr
does most of the work in a

kitchen garden
Why work hard with old-fashioned

tools? This inexpensive Planet Jr
implement makes gardening quick,
easy, pleasant. Gets bigger, better

crops, and cuts down your living ex-

penses; also fine for plowing up
chicken-yards.

No. 16 Planet IT Slntte Wheel Hoe. Cultivator.
Rke and Plow la the lilriinit type of lnle wheel
boe mad*. Light and durable can be used by
man. woman nr om. Indestructible steel frame.
High, easy-running uteri wheel. Coats little: taut*
a lifetime. 24 other styles of wheel hoes various
;

Now 72-Da|E Catalo* (184 Illustration.) freo!
Deacrinea orer 70 tuola. including 12 entirely new

onea. and Imiiroventcnla to our Seeder*. Wheel
Hoea. BOTH Hoes. Harrow. Orchard-. Beet- and
Phat-wbeel Riding Cultivators. Write for It today:

S L Allen & Co Box 1110K Philadelphia
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eautify the

Garden
AN

English bench in a seclud'

ed corner, a comfortable

chair in a picturesque spot

or an old-fashioned settee wilh

chairs and table invitingly set for

tea or cards, go far to make the

garden what it really should be

a beautiful spot to enjoy "a land

of rest and sweet enchantment."

Our garden furniture is unique in design

and workmanship; and graces ihe finest

estates in America. It is thorouflhly

well built and will give years of service

in the outdoors. It will aid you in beau-

'ifiying your garden.

Send for catalog

North Shore FerneriesCo.
BEVERLY, MASS.

See display in New York at

THE GARDEN GATEWAY
31 East 48th Street

OLD STONE GARDENORNAMENTS
JAPANESE and KOREAN

Slone

Pagoda

Height
5ft. 10 in

Bird Basins, Pagodas
Lanterns, Buddhas, etc.

YAMANAKA & CO.
Japanese 6- Chinese An Objects

456 Boylsion Street Boston. Mass.

In Southern Gardens

(Continued from page 82)

plantings and then leave

the mixtures for those who
do not know or care for

fine herders and effects.

Succession of Moom may
he secured by making the

plantings three weeks

apart, beginning early in

March. Buy good stock,

which varies in price from

$1.50 to $5.00 a hundred.
The cannas may be used

for both sunny and shady
borders where few other

things will grow. They
grow and multiply from

year to year and need only
to be thinned out occa-

sionally to keep them from

covering the earth. Buy
good roots, and even if

you have to pay as much
as 50 or 75 cents for the

first stock, in a year after-

wards they will have mul-

tiplied so rapidly that you
will have a dozen to add
to your borders.

In pale yellow, primrose
and almost cream white,
with deeper yellow and

orange shade they are ex-

ceedingly effective. Some
of the scarlet and crimson
cannas also are very fine

and give wonderful color

masses among the deeper
greens of the evergreen
shrubberies, and anywhere
a tall screen, or if the dwarf varie- bulbs, must not be placed in contact

ties are used, a low border is needed, with fresh manure. If this is done

Many gardens show caladiums for the tubers become soft and rot away.

shady and tropical effects and for In the South the dahlias do not like

summer growth. These, with the nor require full sun. They thrive

banana plants, are worth while for best in a deep, mellow soil and half-

summer homes, but are not to be shaded situation. The best varieties

recommended for permanent feat- cost as much as 5 cents each, but the

ures in the landscape. Yet they arr cheaper tubers give excellent results,

of very easy growth and hide un- and those that are $1 a dozen may
sightly foundation work and some- be relied on to give beautiful and

times are just the thing needful to charming effects.

turn a shady corner into a place of Montbretias and tigridas with their

beauty. deep scarlet and yellow markings on

Dahiias of all kinds and varieties the brilliant scarlet backgrounds are

deserve the most prominent situation rather warm additions to the summer
in the half-shaded part of the gar- garden, but on account of their hardy
den. They are wonderful in all their and reliable qualities they deserve a

depths and shades and tones of color, place in most perennial borders only

They do not grow of themselves, those, however, where these colors do

like "the caladiums and cannas, but not clash with their surroundings,

must be watched and pinched, and They bloom in July and August when
staked and doctored from time to most of the summer flowers are rest-

time through the year. When plant- ing and for this reason they are quite

Smoke trees form a soft and feath-

ery background for the deeper pink
of the roses

ing they, like all other roots and distinctly

The fragrant Azalea arborescens is easy to

cultivate and lovely in bloom

orth while.

Gladioli will bloom
in June and July, the

cannas from May to

October, dahlias in

August, September and
on into October, the

montbretias and tigri-

das in July and August,
so that these few plant-

ings of bulbs, corms
and tubers will give
sufficient variety to

carry the garden
through the summer
and into the fall when
chrysanthemums and
asters take the head of

the list.

The one industry dis-

rupted by the war that

has not had wide ex-

ploitation by the manu-
facturers is that of the

foreign perfume mak-
ers. Why could not the

South take this up,

raising a regular har-

vest of violets, oleas-

ters, roses and other

blossoms which are per-

fectly adaptable to the

perfume trade of this

country?

Above all things you are in-

terested in your home. You
are always willing to add to its

comfort, coziness, security and
charm.

Here's an opportunity to make
your porch floors and roofs as

up-to-date as the interior of your
home. Your opportunity lies in

the use of CON-SER-TEX, a

scientifically treated canvas roof-

ing.
When properly laid it lasts longer

than tin or shingles. It is much eas-
ier and cheaper to lay. It is mildew
proof. It deadens the noise of the
rain and stops the rattle of the wind.
It lessens work and the cost of
repairs. The cold of the blizzard or
the heat of midsummer do not affect
it.

It adds charm and neatness to your
home because it lays flat clings tight
and does the work. Generous sample,
price-list and descriptive matter upon
request. Write today.

WM. L. BARRELL COMPANY
8 Thomas Street New York City

Water-house & Price Co., Los AngelesThe Pacific Building Material Co., San Francisco

Rational
Agricultural
Was founded by a group of far-seeiiift men of
national reputation. Their aim is a high one

to weld together the various agricultural in-
terests and make the organization a strong
factor in national development. Kvery patri-
otic farmer should give his

1

support.

FIELD
ILLUSTRATED

America's Quality Farm Monthly
Is one of the strong arms through which the
Society reaches out to help its members. It
is big, beautiful, prautlral. "THE AN-
NUAL OUTFITTING NUMBER" contains
100 pages and 70 practical illustrations; also
Christmas "THE INTERNATIONAL LIVE-
STOCK ANNUAL."
The Field Illustrated, alone, per year. Is $1.50

AGRICULTURAL
DIGEST

All Its Name Implies and More
The other strong, helpful arm of the National
Agricultural Society is THE AGRICULTURAL
DK1KST. It analyzes ami summarizes the
best farm literature monthly for the pro-
gressive. thinking farmer. THE AGRICUL-
TURAL DW1KST fills the greatest need In

agricultural literature today.
The Agricultural Digest, alone, per year. Is

$1.5O

tZThr iNnttonnl .Agricultural JSocwtw
Dept. 11 17 WEST 42nd ST. NEW YORK

I herewith apply for membership in The National
tural Society and enclose
The Fiel

harge.

Agricultural Society and encl
in. luile The Field Illustrate
Digest without furthe

e J2 00 ,

ami The Agricultural

Nan
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A New Self-Wa-

tering Plant Basket

of Wicker

Illustrated above is the "ILLI-
NOIS" self watering hanging
basket, artistically covered
v;ith hand-woven willow. The
"ILLINOIS" system of subirri-

gation absolutely assures success

with plants and ferns. No drip-

ping, no bothersome daily water-

ing; simply fill the easily detach-

ed container at the bottom and
the water is drawn thru a sponge
to the soil in the correct quantity.
Fill once a week. The hanging
basket is fitted with strong chains

and measures 10 inches in dia-

meter. Price $6.00 delivered.

Send for our interesting booklet

bowing self-watering plant stands,

window boxes and hanging' baskets

MILLER r DOING
60 York Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

DahliasThat

Blossom
Alexander's Up -to -Date

Dahlias Lead the World
because they are beautiful in

color, perfect in type and shape,
and most important of all

Free Flowering.
The Dahlia of to-day is of

unsurpassed beauty as a single

flower, exquisite for private

gardens, charming in masses,
an ideal for planting against

shrubbery.
Our many customers are sat-

isfied they receive good stock :

true to name, and best of all

(uuiranteed to Grow.

All Flower Lovers are invited to
send to the Dahlia King for his
latest Free Illustrated Catalogue,

which contains help-
ful descriptions and
valuable cul-
t::ral hints on Dah-
lias, Gladiolus,
Roses, Ctiunas, Peo-
nies, Plilo*. Iris,

Hardy Plants for the
old fashioned

^ Garden, and a
General line of"The Dahlia Kmg' frurscry Slock.

J. K. ALEXANDER
425-435 Centra! Street

East Bridgewater Massachusetts

BEFORE
spending another penny on

new clothes, before even planning your
Summer wardrobe, you ought to consult

the great Spring and Summer Fashion

numbers of

VOGUE
They follow now one right after the other! In the next few

months the very period in which these numbers

appear you will be selecting your entire Summer ward-

robe and paying out hundreds of dollars for the things

you select.

The gown you buy and never Wear is the really expensive gown I

Gloves, boots, hats, that miss being exactly what you want, are

the ones that cost more than you can afford !

Why take chances again this

year, when by simply send-

ing in the coupon,and at your
convenience paying $2 a

tiny fraction of the loss on a

single ill-chosen hat or gown
you can insure the correct-

ness of your whole Summer
wardrobe?

$2 Invested in Vogue
Will Save You $200

For $2 you may have before you
at this important buying season all

these special Summer Fashion
numbers. Not only that, but far into

the Autumn, you will have the

other numbers that follow them.

Here are the twelve numbers of

Vogui you will receive (and one

extra):

Bride* and Summer
Homes May 1

A journey
"
thro' pleasure* and

palaces." News {or the bride

American Trael May IS
Place* in our own country well worth

a visit at least

Summer Fashion. June 1

The final showing of the Summer modes
that will be

In The Country June IS

Society takes to sport* and life in the

open

Hot Weather Fashion* July 1

The correct wardrobe for all outdoor

port*

Hostess July IS
The n>-wet ideas in mid*ummer enter-

tainment*

London and Paris August 1

War-stricken Europe regain* her bal-

ance and sends us new and lre*h ideas

Children's Faihioni August 15
Outfits for the infant and lor the school

boy and girl

Forecast of Autumn Fashion . Sept. 1

Advance ir.odel* gathered at the great

Paris Ft*hion Opening*

Autumn Millinery September IS

The best one hundred model hat* Pans
has produced for the Autumn

Paris Openings October I

The complete story of the Paris Open-
ings establishing the mode

Autumn Pattern* October IS
Working plans tor your entire winter
wardrobe the newest modeU adapted
to pattern form

Winter Fashions November 1

The mode in its Winter culmination

-charming model* smart couturiers

evolve for their private clientele

"Nine out of ten women copy

what the tenth does; the tenth is

a reader of VOGUE"

Vogue

A stunttim model by ljin\in

Special Offer

THE
Brides and Summer

Homes Number is already
on the newsstands. If you
enclose $2 with the coupon
below, we will send you,
with our compliments, this

beautiful number, making 13

numbers in all. Or, if you pre-

fer, send coupon without

money, and we will en-

ter your subscription
for the next 12

numbers.

i \ \ <&. '-?-W

'*

Ita Trenton fottcnes Co
tith rooms of C

i

TIIK
SI wc-l-i-1" ti|>|iri">M a iml-'-

jc.ii <lu lint waul heard anil d
not u.int t<> hear.

If j.,u are building a home or re-

noddbif, ulve to your bathroom this

gentle attention. Install

Th Trsmton Pottsiriaa Company

SI-WEL-CLO
Silent Closet

ll lurfara Is hlhly lUxcd It don not
nh.-ib len-awi stain nor ditilor will nul
rr< k imr W*l.

You will never b proud of a. bathroom
Itmi contain* a noisy closet. If, through
mi r-aulit ir lii'IMTi r. mv. j >u prrtml ft

nomy t ItiM-t to In- put in. ><>u ituhjwi >mir-
M-lf to iniirli eiubarn.Miiifit and M.f-re-

The Si-wel-clo U made of rltrvou* china.

Your arrlittt-vi or plumber known tUe 81-

wrl-.lo. Hpcak to linu u*out il.

Booklet M-8
''Bathrooms of Character"

Sin IM junt how you ran muko Uio mo*t
of your bathroom spare
und five* eatlraatw on
the coat of different In
aiallaUuns. Send for It

The Trenton !_

PotteriesCompany I

Trenton, N. J.

I arfesf Makers tj Sanllai j

i-ottety in U.b.A- ^^sa^ssHB
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniHiitnirriMiinii

Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains
Wilson Eyre, Architect, A'. )'.

For Shingles, Siding, Boards

and all other outside wood-
work it will pay you to use

Cabot's Creosote Stains

They give soft, transparent

coloring effects that bring
out the beautiful grain of

the wood, and never look

"painty." They cost less

than half as much as paint,
and can be put on twice as

quickly. The Creosote
penetrates and thoroughly

preserves the wood. They
are the only genuine wood-

preserving stains and the

most harmonious and suit-

able colorings for modem
country and suburban

houses, bungalows, camps
and cottages.
Vint can get Cabot's Stains all over
the country. Send for stained wood
samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.
\1anufoftiirint Cftemitta

11 Oliver Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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From the House & Garden Book Shelf

leisey suggestions

for/our summerhome
Nothing excels the cool attractiveness
of crystal glass for the summer table

service. Por the countryjhome an entire

luncheon set of Heisey w Glassware of
the same design will give to the noonday
meal an inviting charm and. daintiness,

Send for illustrated booklet containing
dozens of designs as lovely as the

shown.

A. H. HEISEY (&, CO.

Dept, 47 Newark. Ohio

The English Countryside. By E. C.

Pulbrook. Chas. Scribner's Sons. $3.00.

When John Masefleld wrote the

greatest of the English war poems,
"The 14th of August," he hymned
not hate nor truth nor murderous
sword

;
he wrote simply of the peace-

ful English countryside. It was a
study in contrasts with the contrast-

ing desolation of a nearby people
suggested solely by the reader him-
self. Something of the same ghastly
contrast comes to one in reading this

beautiful volume on the English
countryside. For it is beautiful in

subject, in picture and in word, a
mellow study of a mellow land; its

cliff bulwarks, its quiet creeks, its by-
roads, trackways. To those who have
been there, to those who would that

they were there, to those who know
and appreciate fine craftsmanship in

books good test, good pictures, good
type and high spirit this volume on
the English countryside comes as a
source of great refreshment.

The Boy's Book of Pets. By W.
Percival Westell. New York: Frederick

A. Stokes Co. $1.75 net.

Every real boy passes through the

pet-keeping age, and some, indeed,

neyer outgrow it. In this recent ad-
dition to a well-known series of
books is given information which
will enable the boy not only to
choose his pets wisely and with full

knowledge of their characteristics,
but also to maintain them in health
and good spirits.

Several hundred different kinds of
creatures are considered, ranging
from lizards, snakes and fish to the
more conventional cats, mice, dogs
and pigeons. Many of these are il-

lustrated with photographs, and the
book as a whole makes a readable
and informative natural history.
We are glad to note that the au-

thor brings out strongly the respon-
sibility which anyone assumes in un-

dertaking to keep pets. Careless,
hit-or-miss methods are discouraged,
and the importance of faithful, reg-
ular care of the dependent creatures
is fully emphasized.

Camp Craft. By Warren H. Miller.

Charles Scribner's Sons. $1.50.

To most of us the Red Gods that

are alleged to lure man into the
wilderness are known only through
the medium of poetry or when of-

fice work begins to pall in the spring.
But here is a book to bring you face

to face with these Red Gods. Writ-
ten by a man who has seen them
sat in their sunset glow, bathed in

their streams and followed the haunt
of their call in many regions "Camp
Craft" is the sort of book that should

appeal to all men who shoot or fish

or tramp. It is sanely, rigidly prac-
tical. It puts efficiency into outdoor
living. It is, in short, a handbook for
those who don't know how in the
wilds. Among the subjects treated
are tents, cook-kit, camp comforts,
hitches and taking the family along

the whole range of wilderness life.

Illustrated with photographs and dia-

grams, and told in a straightaway
breezy style, it is sure to catch and
sustain the interest of all who glance
at its pages.

The Human Side of Plants. By Royal
Dixon. New York: Frederick A.
Stokes Co. $1.50 net.

"In many of the plant acts describ-

ed," writes Mr. Dixon in the fore-
word of this book, "I am declaring
heretofore unpublished truths, truths

which will unquestion-
ably meet the entire approval of those
naturalist-botanists of the more
modern type, who accept no result

without its cause."

Well, let us see. In the chapter
entitled Plants that Mimic, we find

this sentence: "A desert plant often

begins to drop its prickles when
placed in a climate and under condi-
tions where it no longer needs them."
Are we wrong in assuming this to

imply that the cause of the falling

spines is a realization on the plant's

part of the futility of growing them
under the new conditions ? We can-
not but wonder how many real "na-
turalist-botanists" will accept this

reasoning instead of attributing the

plant's action to a certain falling off

in vitality due to the unaccustomed
conditions of soil and climate.
A few pages farther on, still under

the "Mimic" heading, comes this

paragraph : "The sea-weeds also are
imitative. They mimic many earth-

ly and human things ; the broad green
and red fronds are perfectly simu-
lated ribbons; the numerous forms
and colors of algae lie marvellously
close to laces, frills, threads, nets and
feathers floating in the sea. What a
world of imitations under the water !

Here a string of beads; there a
graceful sea-fan carelessly waving at

some phantom lover! Beads, neck-

laces, jewels, all displaying their
ornate loveliness to any one who will
behold !"

Where, indeed, could one look for
a more entrancing, marvelous galaxy
than these ocean plants assembled for
their Summer Fashions show ! Dele-

gates from. Palm Beach are there,
with full reports on last winter's lat-

est things in ribbons and frills a la

surf.^ Newport's beach is the bead
and jewel center; the most aristo-
cratic sea-weed reporters go there,
and when they return their stories are
eagerly listened to by the really chic
and up-to-date in ocean flora. Shades
of Linrueus! Can such things be,
and are we really expected to believe
that the curious shapes of many
plants and flowers are deliberate imi-
tations of man-made articles the age
of whose form-origin, compared to
that of the plants themselves, is as
one to one million?
We should like to continue. If

space permitted we would tell of that

interesting plant which simulates the
odor of roast beef; of the one whose
odor is an imitation of cheese; of
still another (presumably a haunter
of dairies), whose scent is modeled
on that of sour milk. We should

like, too, to ask Mr. Dixon whether
that Texas grass which he says
crawls under protecting cacti and

mesquite to escape from the maraud-
ing cattle has ever heard of the grand
old sport of the Southwest, collo-

quially known as "throwing the bull."

Indeed, there are many other star-

tling statements and insinuations in

the book to which we would like to

call the attention of naturalist and

layman alike if we but could.

Market Gardening. By B. F. L. Yeaw.

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., $.75.

When one considers that the in-

come from the sale of vegetables is

practically twice that produced from
the great fruit industries of the coun-

try, he begins to realize the value of
market gardening, and the necessity
for placing the work on an efficient

basis. This little handbook puts in

crisp form just what a man should
know if he would make his truck

patch pay.

Seventeen
By BOOTH

TARKINGTON
A Tale of Youth and Summer

Time and the Baxter

Family Especially William

It you are a man and have ever
been seventeen, or if you are a
woman and have ever been seven-

teen, this story is for you. But,
alas! if you yourself are now sev-

enteen, this story is not for you.
Cloth, $1.35 net. Leather, $1.50 net.

The Side of

the Angels
By BASIL KING
Author of

" The Inner Shrine "

"There is faithful depictment in
this book, and sound depth, and a
splendid vision. Against the peak-
ed background of a little New Eng-
land village the author has
moulded in high relief a battle,

mental, moral and physical, too
of personalities, of motives, of

souls and souls' substitutes.

Through the big, shy, over-meek,
over-strong Thor Masterman, Ba-
sil King has given us the keenest,
most satisfying, yet most provok-
ing of all his books." New York
Evening Sun. III. $1.35 net.

People Like
That

By KATE
LANGLEY BOSHER

Author of
" Mary Gary

"

A spirit of love for others
breathes through this vivid story
of emotional heights and warm
human interest. The heroine lis-

tens to the call which echoes

through the world to-day "Am I

my sister's keeper?" and takes

up the challenge. III. $1.35 net.

Seven Miles to

Arden
By RUTH SAWYER

Author of
" The Primrose Ring

"

Full of charm, brimming with
whimsical humor, as fragrant as
new-mown hay, fairly tripping
with laughter and sunshine. And
all through it sparkles a perfect
dear of a girl, clever, bright, viva-

cious, witty, lovable. Of course
there is also a man in it several

men, for that matter. III. $1.25 net.

Neglected Points
of Auction Bridge

By
CARL EHLERMANN, Jr.

In this helpful book the fine

points which are most frequently
neglected both by bridge players
and bridge editors are here set
forth and fully analyzed, and the

way, not merely a way, of playing
certain situations is shown. The
new rules are those just settled by
the New York Whist Club in

June, 1015. 50 cents net.

HARPER & BROTHERS
Established 1817

o
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Magnificent
Collection

of Marble

Garden

Decorations

Fountains,Urns,Benches,

Figures, Jardinieres, Sun

Dials, Aquariums, Fern-

eries, Pedestals, Tables

and Well-heads. Not to

be duplicated elsewhere

in America.

Write for detailed descriptions and

prices. Photographs sent on

application.

The Rosenbach

Galleries

1320 Walnut Street

PHILADELPHIA

Bobbink & Atkins
Nurserymen - Florists - Planters

ENGLISH IVY

EVERGREENS, CONIFERS
BOXWOOD and BAY TREES
DECORATIVE PLANTS

JAPANESE MAPLES and WISTERIAS
LARGE LEAVED EVERGREENS

HYDRANGEA IN TUBS

STRAWBERRY PLANTS

HARDY VINES and CLIMBERS

and 150 other specialties

300 acres of Nursery

500,000 feet under glass.

We Plan and Plant Grounds

and Gardens everywhere.

Visit our nurseries, only 8

miles from New York, or

write for illustrated catalog

No. 40.

RUTHERFORD
New Jersey

Fungi-the deadly
destroyeroftree life.

If you have any trees which appear in any
measure like the one shown here, they need im-
mediate attention. For fungus lives by disin-

tegrating the interior cell structure of the tree,

producing what is commonly called decay. This
decay is merely the result of the disease and is

not, in itself, an active force. The disease on
the inside must be thoroughly eradicated by
highly skilled men who know how. Merely to
remove these outside growths is not enough
only the skill of a real tree surgeon can remedy
the dangerous condition permanently, and save
the tree from premature destruction. Real tree

surgeons are

Davey Tree Surgeons
Tree surgery as they
practice it, is scien-

tifically accurate and
mechanically perfect.
It is safe because it

eliminates experiment.
It endures. Jos.

Pulitzer, Jr., owner of
the New York World
and St. Louis Post

Dispatch, writes:

''Your work on my trees
was (lone in a most thor-

ough and painstaking
manner. They have been
greatly bcnefitted and
their lives lengthened."
The U. S. Government,
after exhaustive investi-

gation, officially chose
l->avey Experts only as

good enough for work on
the Capitol trees. Evry
year of neglect adds 10%
to 25% to the cost of
saving trees. Write for
free examination and
booklet illustrating Davey
Tree Surgery.

The Davey Tree Expert Co.

152 Elm St., Kent, Ohio

(Operating the Davey In-
stitute of Tree Surgery.)
Accredited representatives
between Kansas City and
Boston.

Permanent representatives
located at Boston. Albany.
White Plains. N. Y.. Stanford,
<V:ill. .Jamaica. L. I.. Newark.
N. .1.. Philadelphia. Washing-
ton. Buffalo, Pittsburgh Cleve-
land, JX'troit. Cincinnati Chi-
cago. Milwaukee. Mhmeaiio-
ns, St. Louis. Kansas City.

JOHN WANAMAKER DAHLIA

Write to-day for our New Catalogue of the

World's Best Dahlias
Accurately describing 63 1 varieties, selected from the
more than 2,000 of the "best" from all sources grown
by us the past season, with natural color reproduc-
tions, 38 handsome photo-engravings and 6 pages of
complete cultural directions and information.

The Leading Dahlia Catalogue

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS
BERLIN, N. J.

We Are the Largest Growers in the World
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FOR YOUR SERVICE
fl By addressing The Information Service,
HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Ave., New York
City, readers can freely avail themselves of in-

formation on architecture, building, furnishing,
decoration, vegetable and flower raising, land-

scape gardening, dogs, poultry, antiques and
curios ; in fact, all matters which pertain to the

making of the home and the garden. This serv-
ice is rendered promptly and without charge.
State your problems clearly and enclose a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

<J Addresses of where to purchase articles will
be sent by mail without charge. The HOUSE &
GARDEN Shopping Service will purchase any
article shown on these pages.

*I The Editor is always pleased to examine ma-
terial submitted for publication, but he assumes
no responsibility for it, either in transit or while
in his possession. Full return postage should
always be enclosed.

fl The address of subscribers can be changed as
often as desired. In ordering a change, please
give both the new address and the name and
address exactly as they appeared on the wrapper
of the last copy received. Three weeks' notice
is required, either for changing an address or
for starting a new subscription.

Over twenty houses will be shown
in the Small House Number of
which this is a glimpse of one

SMALL HOUSES
<J The small house is the average man's ideal
and the average architect's bane. The average
man wants one because it fits his purse ; the
architect is bothered with it because the good
small house, he thinks, does not repay the labor
it requires. It is like working on a jewel. How-
ever, in the Small House Number there will be
at least twenty small houses that are little

jewels.

<J Besides them, John J. Klaber will write on
"The High Cost of Extras;" E. I. Freese on
"Planning a House by the Compass;" R. L.
Hartt on using stained glass in the house ; Miss
L. Greenlee on "Early American Gardeners;"
Williams Haynes on "Borzoi ;" E. L. Strang on
the "Brown Garden" and a number of other
articles devoted to topics of July interest. The
poem for the month is "Main Street" by Joyce
Kilmer, a characteristic piece of craftsmanship
from a man whose work is growing.

<I Comparisons are usually illuminating. A com-
parison of the editorial matter of HOUSE &
GARDEN with the other magazines of its class
for the past six months shows that the reader
of HOUSE & GARDEN is getting more pages of
editorial matter, more illustrations and a greater
diversity of topics than in any other magazine.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CONDE' NAST * CO.. INC.. 4<0 FOURTH AVE.. NEW YORK. CONDE*NAST. PRESIDENT: GEORGE VON UTASSY. VICE-PRESIDENT:
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THE WELL. FURNI SH ED GARDEN
A garden is the sum total of its temptations its temptations
to seek out unusual and picturesque beauty, its temptations
to find comfort for the body and refreshment for the soul. It
is well furnished when it tenders its visitor that restful and
pleasing hospitality which at once stimulates and soothes
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JAPANESE GARDENS IN AMERICA
The Fabric and Spirit Transplanted in the Environment of
the Western \Vorld--Size and Tre at m e n t - - Wa t e r Requirements

J. FLETCHER STREET and COLLIER STEVENSON

HERE
in America today there are two

distinct garden types the formal and
the informal. Under the first classification

are grouped the gardens which partake of

a strong French or Italian influence ; under
the other are ranked those which owe their

inspiration in a measure to English cottage

fardens
or to the more naturalistic Japanese

orms.

The formal type of garden is successful

only when a proper balance between parts
has been established, the important axis

determined and emphasized, and when the

relation existing between trees, shrubs and

plants has been duly considered. On the
other hand, the informal garden is a failure

if it even remotely suggests any tendency
toward display, if it possesses any
ambiguity of form or function, if

it lacks mystery and repose if, in

short, it is not productive of "gar-
den atmosphere." The one is as
aristocratic in its bearing as the
other is democratic in its appeal.

It is problematical whether
America will ever find herself and
develop a type of gardening char-

acteristically her own
; but, if she

does, it will probably be along
such lines as Nature has sug-
gested.

Startling effects are striven for
and actually created in our peren-
nial borders for perhaps May and
June; but, afterwards, the ragged
and bedraggled edges are patched
up with annuals or bedding plants.
All this, of course, means much
labor and no little expense. But
when we turn to Nature, although
we find her lavish, there is a

peculiar harmony in her display,

whereby we gain pleasure and
contentment. True, the flowers
bloom and die for her as well as
for us; but their loss is less poig-
nant, so perfectly do all the
features of a natural landscape
blend. The lesson is obvious ; we
must learn that flowers alone no
more make a garden than mere
furniture constitutes a house.

JAPANESE GARDENS THE IDEAL

So we turn, perhaps, to the

Japanese style of gardening, as

conforming more nearly to our The
ideals of what a garden should be
than does any other foreign pro-

totype; but, in so doing, we neglect such
features as meditative gods of stone, gro-

tesque forms of animals, praying shrines

and other things which mean much to the

Japanese in a religious or emblematic sense,
but absolutely nothing to us.

To the native of Japan, a garden is

Fancy's Playground, a veritable place of

romance, which he guards with jealous care,

holding it as a retreat for contemplation and
rest of mind. There all associations must
be friendly, there no rancor and strife of

business life must have place. "Replete
with illusion!" one might object but, if

they convey to us some poetic thought or

romantic truth, why not illusions? It is,

indeed, the lack of romance and mystery

Tori gate, originally a water gate in Japan, is used

effective results in an adapted form for American

gardens. J. Fletcher Street, landscape architect

in our gardens which renders them so

stupid.
If a garden offers nothing beyond a set-

ting for tree, shrub or flower, it falls far

short of its purpose. If it be suggestive
of new emotions, if it guides our thoughts
back to forgotten truths, if it helps us to

lead brighter and cleaner lives, then it is in-

finitely successful and joyous.
There is this to be said for the Japanese

type of garden it is available for very
small areas. It can be developed upon a

plot of ground W square quite as success-

fully as when many acres are utilized.

There are, of course, certain fixed laws de-

termining its conformation in a Japanese
sense, but none governing its outline in the

America adaptation, except that

of harmonizing naturally with the

surroundings.

THE MATTER OF COMPOSITION

In the designing of this type of

garden, attention must first be

given to the foreground, then to

the middle ground, and finally to

the distant view. Smaller trees

and shrubs should comprise the

foreground planting. For the mid-
dle ground, or "halfway position,"
the planting should be more neu-
tral in the color of its leafage or
florescence than that employed for

the foreground. Trees to em-
phasize a distant point should
accord with the natural forms sur-

rounding them, so that the termi-

nation of the actual garden will

not be distinctly c-vident.

In all planting, both the method
and material must be determined

by the character of the situation.

For example, rolling ground is

suggestive of mountainous coun-

try, and its planting should con-
form to that impression. On the

other hand, low, flat areas give a
sense of the pastoral, thus de-

manding an open, sunny and

peaceful effect in the planting.
Almost every garden of Japan-

ese type possesses water it may
be only to the extent of a shallow

pool, with but a single variety of

plant growing along its edges.
This is, however, sufficient for the

very small garden; but for one
situated at the bottom of a ravine,
or in an extensive low sweep be-
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tween hills, a more pretentious water fea-

ture properly forms the principal part of the

Composition.

LOCATING WATER FEATURES

Water features should never be used on
a hilltop. Water collects naturally by gravi-

tating to the lowest part of a landscape,
and there only can it be successfully used
when in repose. Water may, of course,
come from the higher elevation

; it may
break down through a ravine over rocks
and mossy cliffs, but its final termination
is in a depression or valley. Nature's rule

can never be transgressed without marring
the charm of any water effects created in a
naturalistic garden.
The shape of the pond should conform

largely to the contour of the surrounding
surfaces. Follow in imagination the course
of a natural stream as it hurries along
through a rocky district, and carefully ob-

serve its ways. Running water follows the

line of least resistance. As a natural con-

sequence if a stream comes in contact with
a projecting rock or other impediment, its

current will be deflected to the opposite bank.
If that bank be of material softer than the

opposite rock, the washing out of the soil

will gradually form a hollow place or cove.

This effect will not be apparent when the

material of both banks is equally hard ; for,

instead of the formation of a cove, the

action of the water will result in the cutting
of a gorge, with deep, precipitous rock walls.

In hillside gardens, where the use of

rocks seems best adapted to our purpose,
we should, then, keep this condition in

mind ; and, if we make ponds of square, rec-

tangular or circular form amid such a set-

ting, we blunder. Let us, instead, contruct

the convex portions of the shore line with
bolder masses of rock than the concave
side. There the rocks should be used spar-

ingly, if not altogether superseded by green-
sward running down to the very edge of

the water. This can be best effected, in

the case of an artificial pond, by carrying
the sustaining walls well in under the bank
and allowing the turf to overlap.
We are fortunate indeed if we possess

the constant supply of a natural stream, as

with it we can add features such as water-

falls and cascades, to give actual life and
the music of running water to the scene.

If it be necessary to construct an artificial

fall, it is advisable to build a pit one or two
feet .deep, made perfectly watertight to

form a basin. Let the water issue from
this. If stones and plants are properly ar-

ranged, the effect will be that of a natural

spring among rocks. A more precipitous
descent can be achieved lower down for,

whenever we see a natural waterfall, we

invariably discern either close by or at a

slight distance the still higher ground from
which the water has sprung. It is for this

reason that, whenever the topography will

permit, the flowing water should be visible

before it forms the desired drop. In any
event, it should never be carried to the

highest pinnacle of rocks; there should be

higher ground above the point of issue.

If the supply of water be limited, a cave
formed under the falls will provide a de-

sirable dark background, against which the

narrowest sheet of water can be seen dis-

tinctly. When the supply is abundant, it

is of course unnecessary to accentuate every
drop of falling water, and so the dark cave
can be dispensed with. Rather let the brook
descend over a series of rough, irregular

steps resembling Nature's arrangement of

rocks, and constructed in such a way as to

conform to the strata of adjoining areas.

FOR A POND AND A SMALL BROOK

If the pond be of broad extent and this

feature will apply more to the natural pond
than to the artificial one an island can be
made a point of great interest. Islands

caused by landslides or by the falling of

crumbling rocks are generally found near

the shore, but there are also islands of allu-

vial formation, produced by erosion.

Natural islands in running water are

Where space permits, the arched rustic bridge is always an
attractive feature. This is in the garden of P. Saklatvala,

Esq., at Plainfleld, N. J. T. Shiota, landscape architect

One of the rules in handling the watercourse is that the water lie

visible on its way to the pool. Grades in the brook bed will also add
the attraction of waterfalls. J. Fletcher Street, landscape architect

A tea house on the edge of a pool in the same garden. Nip-
ponese gardening is applied not only to the ground and
the vegetation, but also to the water and its accessories
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The Xipponese use of rustic timber, wattles and thatch is

shown in this gate to the Japanese garden of C. Brown, Esq.,
on Staten Island, New York. T. Shiota, landscape architect

The gateway of the Japanese garden on Oeorge Gould's
estate at Lakewood, showing the sine gua non of decora-
tion the stone lantern. T. Shiota, landscape architect

The Japanese give their gardens the interest of the intimate, the
diminutive and the picturesque, and the spirit of repose, all shown
in this American garden. J. Fletcher Street, landscape architect

never circular ; they are more or less wedge-
shape, with the head or blunt end towards
the influx of the stream and the sharp end
towards the exit. The side of the island

which offers resistance would naturally be
rounded off, while the other end, owing
to the continuous, grinding influence of the

outgoing stream, would become elongated.
If it be a small brook that we have to

develop, but slight financial outlay will be

required, for here already we have a pic-
ture in the rough, to which nothing need be

done save the refinement of certain details

a restraining touch there, perhaps a
broader treatment with congenial planting
elsewhere. If our design calls for a pond,
we will need to dam up the brook, provid-
ing the topography of the land permits.
Should, however, the stream be one subject
to the ravages of spring freshets, the safe

practice would be to divert the water only
in such measure as is actually necessary;
for any violent current sweeping over and

among aquatics means the destruction of

any tender specimens, the breaking down of

lotus, papyrus and the like, besides covering

everything with a layer of mud.
It is important to have pools and water-

courses both waterproof and weatherproof.
A rich mixture of concrete, composed of

one part Portland cement, two parts of

clean, sharp sand and four parts of broken

trap-rock or screened cinders, properly re-

inforced with iron and satisfactorily sur-

faced with cement mortar, will provide the

first ; and the shape, character and con-

struction of the walls, when correctly built,

will offset any tendencies to freezing.
Water need not be constantly provided.

It is necessary to supply only a sufficient

amount to balance the evaporation, for

water does not grow stagnant when a few
fish and some submerged plants are in-

stalled.

BRIDGES AND TREES

Bridges of stone or of wood are delight-
ful features of pond or watercourse, as they
lend a feeling of directing by mute sugges-
tion to some point otherwise inaccessible or

to some interesting feature of the garden
such as a tea-house or pergola.

Rocks of exquisite texture and color,

properly placed, lend a quiet dignity and

solidity to the composition ; and the ever-

popular stepping stones give a dry access

to some boggy spot, or else convey one un-

consciously by their very sense of direction

to a hidden feature of the garden.
In planting a garden of Japanese in-

fluence, some single tree should be given a

distinct position and all other planting made
subservient to it. This may be either an
oak or pine, or some other mature specimen

already found within the garden area. If
a pond be arranged, its margins should be

planted sparingly ; the south side should,
indeed, be quite open. Trees which, by
broadly-extending branches, would cast

deep shadows upon the water, should be

kept near bridges, crossings or some other
intimate feature; and heavily- foliaged trees

should be grown only where density of mass
is desired, as along a cascade or near a
waterfall. Several species of pine, juniper
and hemlock suggest repose ; and they,
therefore, furnish an ideal background for

all our garden pictures.
In March, myriads of early bulbs bloom

forth in protected corners of the Japanese
garden; April brings flowering cherries,
almond and crab-apple; May is ushered in

amid a riot of azalea bloom and wistaria;

June is rendered memorable by the iris;

July by lilies and sweet night odors. Dur-

ing August, water-lilies and lotus enliven

the surface of the pond, and the cardinal-

flower flashes its scarlet torches along the

margins in September. For October, count-

less native asters and chrysanthemums call

back a livelier color note to the composition.
In November, Japanese maples fire every
recess with their dazzling yellow, orange
and scarlet ; and, after all the leaves have
fallen, one modest shrub, the witch hazel,
blooms alone at the threshold of winter.
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At the extreme right is a pottery window-box
with a grey-green stripe at top and bottom and
a leaf design worked out in green and yellow;
the vertical stripes are alack, $7.50. The middle
box is white terra cotta, $11.50. At the left the
box is grey terra cotta decorated with inter-

locking scrolls and leaves, $12.50

MANY things in life that might be beau-
tiful fail of accomplishing their pur-

pose because of lack of thought in their

preparation, and among these the window-
box seems especially unfortunate. De-

signed to express beauty and to ornament
the house, it often becomes an unsightly
blemish upon the otherwise unbroken ex-

panse of the house front.

THE WINDOW- BOX WITH THE COLOR SCHEME
Its Real Purpose Is to Add a Pleasant Touch of

Growing Things to the House Exterior It Must
Be Harmonious in Line, Color and Planting

HELEN WELLS
moved, the effect is impaired. It should

have been arranged for an exterior instead

of an interior point of view.

Yet window-boxes properly planted and

arranged are often effective and well worth
while. We may place them on the piazza

railings, or, if we are in a city where piazzas
are a thing of hearsay rather than sight, we
can content ourselves with filling our win-

dows, knowing that is the nearest approach
to a flower bed we can hope for.

THE IMPORTANCE OF COLOR HARMONY

Before we invest in plants view the house
from the outside and decide on the color of

the boxes. We do not want the box to be

in evidence any more than necessary ; conse-

quently, choose a color that will be the least

conspicuous against that of the house.

Match the house color if possible. If this

cannot be done, choose some neutral tint

that does not attract attention, for it is the

flowers that decorate, not the box ! For
the flowers themselves choose a color

scheme that will produce harmonious con-
trast with the house. But never be guilty
of placing pink geraniums and magenta
petunias against a red brick house !

One of the most attractive treatments of
the window-box is in connection with a
house built in Mission style, with a plas-
tered surface and piazzas on both the first

and second floors. With the yellow-grey
of the plastered wall as a background, the

It is natural for many of us to plan the

window-box from the viewpoint of the in-

terior of the house
;
then we have a back-

ground of green lawn, or the grey of pave-
ments, or the dun yellow of the streets,

to set off the color of the flowers. It pleases
us until we view that same box of flowers

from the street, and then, somehow, it dis-

appoints us. Its original background re-

TJie residence of E. E. Boynton. Esq., at Rochester, N. Y., is built

along the Frank Lloyd Wright lines, admitting an unusual display
of window-boxes. Pitkin < Weinrichter. landscape architects

Although window boxes may be set anywhere one desires to place
them, there are often unusual positions on the house fatade, as
Although window-boxes may be set anywhere one desires to place
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owner can choose green and white vincas

for the drooping vines in the boxes, and

the very darkest shade of scarlet geraniums

for the color contrast. Not another kind

of plant hut these two and the effect is gor-

geous !

The boxes on one house of this type run

on the upper and lower piazzas on two

sides of the house, and there are thousands

of clusters of vivid scarlet set off by the

green of the leaves, showing against the

yellow-grey of the wall surface. It is much

more effective than if this color had been

broken by dabs of pink and purple and yel-

low.

Suppose your house color is any of the

shades of grey. A color scheme of pink

and white will' be admirable against such a

background. There is nothing more satis-

factory for vines than the vincas or myrtles

and the ivy family makes a close second,

especially the German ivy with its light

green leaves and rapid growth.

THE BEST PLANTS

For white flowers sweet alyssum is one

of the best all-around growers. It is frag-

rant, it is always in bloom, and the blos-

soms are so fine and delicate that it makes

a pleasing contrast with the more solid

blooms of geraniums. Candytuft is also a

very desirable white flower and a free

bloomer. The habit of each is to run down

over the edge of the box in a graceful,

drooping manner.
If you do not desire to confine the choice

to one shade of pink and one kind of flower,

you may still keep to the color scheme and

obtain variety by choosing different kinds

of flowers having pink bloom. Any of the

Chinese or Japanese pinks, the pink be-

gonias, the differing shades of pink ger-

aniums, or the stock family with its many
shades of pink will be good. The contrast

of lavender and purple of the heliotrope is

a pleasing addition.

If the house color is in any of the shades

of brown, the more brilliant play on scarlet

will be beautiful. Yellow makes a fine com-

bination with brown, but there are only a

few yellow flowers that are practical for

window-boxes. The best of these are the

tuberous rooted begonias. The calendulas

are low growing and free blooming, but

seem a trifle coarse for the purpose. Nas-

turtiums make a very good plant to trail

over the edge of the box. There is a dwarf
double yellow sunflower that looks well in

a box.

Geraniums are the best old standbys, for

they run in all the shades of pinks and scar-

lets, and one can always depend upon them.

Give them rich soil and frequent waterings
and they will repay all your labor. Also

remember that it takes as much plant

strength to perfect and ripen a blossom as

it does to produce a new bloom, so it pays
to pick the blossoms as soon as they reach

perfection, giving the plant a chance to pro-
duce a new one.

The most difficult house color with which
to make the planting harmonious is that of

new red brick or red paint. It is a color

so strong in itself that it kills or deadens
the hue of any blossoms that might look

well with another background. The most
artistic treatment for it is boxes of green
and white vincas, a mass of white alyssum
with a row of white marguerites or white

geraniums, small palms, aspidistras and a

(Continued on page 64)

FABRICS FOR THE LAST MINUTE HANGINGS
The address of the shop where
these fabrict are soli will be
furnished on request; or they
nay be purchased through the
HOUSE & GABDEN Shopping Ser-
vice, HOUSE & GAKDEN, 440
Fourth avenue, New York.

Alternate blocks of
black and yellow, and
blue, yellow and tan on
white ground, 45 cent*

Black and white squares
with white division
lines and vari-colored

roses. 35 cents a yard

A hand block chintz with
green, red and mauve birds
and flowers on a white

background 30". S1.50

Wide black stripes, yel-

low and tan narrow
stripes, black, green and
red flowers, 45 cents

Wide green stripes,
blue and white narrow
green, yellow, black and
blue flowers, 45 cents

Dark blue stripes on light

blue ground with black

tabbies in yellow bows

chasing white balls. $1.50

A thin print, imitation ba-

tik ground of orange; blue,

black and yellow butter-

flies, 85 cents

Grey background with
black lines and mauve,
blue and grey flowers. $1.75
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TO FIT- THE GARDEN AND GARDEN LIVING-ROOM
The names of the shops where these articles can be purchased will be

gladly furnished upon request. Purchases may also be made through the

HOUSE & GARDEN Shopping Service, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue,
New York

Flanking a doorway or garden en-

trance, these decorative jars of
white Pompeian stone, 36" high,

suggest a Parrish picture. $50 each

Art Crete is the material of
these two tits. Bench, 4' 2"

long, $17; Japanese lantern,
$15

The basket is of woven yellow
bamboo with a green stick, vari-

ous colored handle. Blue raffia

suspending cords. 14"x48", $5

An attractive treatment of the

garden entrance. Prices for
gates, post heads and wood-

work on request

To hold an abundant supply
of bird food this self-feeding
wooden house comes in green

and white at $5

White wicker and grey enamel of smoothest surface are in this
set, though other colors may be had. Arm-chair, table, rocker,

$28 each; settee, $50; side chair, $13; tea wagon, $35

The double wren house, ivith

brackets, comes at $2.25. Extra
for 6' to 16' pole, 6 cents a foot

Sun-dial base of re-

inforced cast stone.

31%" high, $15
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3:15

Mid afternoon finds
tin intd fast asleep,
dreaming hazily of
another life to come

5:15

Two hours later it

stirs mi- n.iilii, half
conscious that night
is fast approaching

5:50

/(.// this time the

flower has drawn a
deep breath and its

eyelids quiver open

6:10

Twenty minutes pass.
In the growing dusk
the heart of the flower
throbs and expands

6:25

Until, in another
quarter-hour, it at-

tains the appearance
of a real blossom

6:50

It must hurry. For
one night only can it

endure; the time is

growing very short

7:25

spreading,
then, its weird form
develops magically :

life lies just ahead

7:50

A few hours of full-
blown perfection in
the darkness. With
the sunlight, death

ITS NIGHT
OUT

Or

The Night-Life of Cereus MacDonaldiae, which
Lasts but One Evening and Dies with the Dawn

Photographs by Dr. E. Bade
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THE
other day I fell

among florists. They
came about me on three sides

strange, silent men, not unlike sailors. Their cheeks were

bronzed, and their eyes held that limpid depth which comes from

beholding wonders without superfluous comment. Their hands

were gnarled, big-knuckled and not altogether clean. Neither

were their clothes. In fact, their clothes looked as though they

originally were bought for men twice their size, and then slept

in beneath a rose bush. They were powdered with dust and

pollen, and they approached in a heavy cloud of vari-flowered

aroma and pungent fertilizer saturated with steam.

It is not easy to understand such men men who make their

bread and butter growing roses. So many of us make only the

bread and butter. And those of us who grow roses scarcely find

a living in it. But florists find roses and bread and butter.

They spend their days coaxing blossoms out of dry seeds, just

as a sculptor coaxes a living statue out of cold marble. There

must be some secret to it. Why else should they be silent men?
There must be some artistry. Why else the blossom?

Florists do not expect you to understand completely their flower

creations any more than the sculptor expects you to understand his

statue. There is a whole lot you cannot understand. There is a

whole lot they cannot understand. Perhaps that is why they are

so silent.

Of their artistry we know only this : They take a seed or a

stalk; plant it, graft it, water it, feed it, watch it. Then, when

you and I have forgotten all about them seven or eight years

afterward, perhaps these strange, silent men with the gnarled

hands and the limpid eyes and the baggy trousers saunter up and

hand you a rose a new rose they've been creating all those years.

Is it worth the trouble? I cannot say.

Le Bon Dieu, though, must understand.

FLORISTS, FOR THE MOST PART That's something, eh, Dick ?"

The battered, broken old
face lighted up in a cracked

smile of joy, and the son asked, "But have they made you any-
thing, pater what has Hale's Delphinium netted you?"
The lather's voice broke into a chuckling laugh as he answered :

"Why, what do I know ? You see, Dick, we busted our adding
machine and I lost my ready reckoner twenty years ago, and I

never installed a cost system." He cocked a humorous blue eye
at his son as he continued, "I suppose if I counted my time at

fifty cents an hour, and the time of the bees at say ten cents an
hour, and the interest on the value of the lot compounded semi-

annually, and then stuck in thirty per cent, for overhead charges
and marketing, I'd have been in the poorhouse on Hale's Del-

phinium long ago." He stopped to laugh at his conceit and added
seriously, "Here's the way I figure it, Dick: all over the earth

people glance at these big, jumping spots of blue flower and a
little thrill of joy hits 'em. They don't know why, but I do. It's

the comeback of the soul to beauty; the reaction of the infinity
on the human heart. Such ineffable beauty no human hand could
make ;

it's a token of something bigger than us, Dick, in the world
God's visiting cards stuck all around over the earth to let 'em

know He's called. And, being Hale's Delphiniums, I'm traveling
in fairly good company, boy. That's how I figure it !"

The

DO you know Caleb Hale? He can be

met in a story by William Allen

White called "The One a Pharisee." It

is in his new volume, "God's Puppets," and

if you haven't read the book, go buy a

copy.
Caleb was born with the gambler's itch.

He gambled until the people began refer-

ring to his boy Dick as "the gambler's child."

Then he gave it up, and he came back home,
to begin over, with a tiny patch of ground
and a country town florist's job. Between

shop and garden he spent the rest of his

life, creating odd and beautiful flowers.

What he got out of life well, we'll let

White give you a picture of father and son

in which Caleb tells his own story:
" * * * As he dressed he heard his

father whistling softly outside where Dick
knew the elder man was pottering around

among his garden flowers probably among
his delphiniums and bees playing the old

game of plant breeding. When he went out

Dick found his father standing proudly be-

fore the giant stalk of blue that was known
of men as Hale's Delphinium. A great

splash of rich color was smeared across the

length of the garden and Caleb Hale, with
his shirt sleeves rolled above his elbows,
was poking the earth in the bed, or the next
moment standing arms akimbo, head on one

side, squinting at the glory of the proud
upstanding gorgeous blossoms. The father
turned at the son's approach and cried : 'By
* * *

Johnnie
* * *

boy
* * * aren't

they splendid? And to think that all over
this world, Dick * * *

everywhere
* * *

even down in Australia and in South
America, Hale's Delphiniums are splotching
blue in gardens and parks and flowerbeds

;

and all because I took to playing with the
bees a dozen years ago, to make a flower
that would stand our dry, hot summers.
Why, Dick, they're as hardy as their grand-
daddies, the larkspur and never will run
out; long after I'm gone these things will

be gladdening the eyes of the world.

|IIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
nil IIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIII minimum

lllllini|

I KNOW A TRAIL

ON TOBY
/ know a trail on Toby,

It leaves the little town
A half a mile behind it

To the climber looking down;
I've climbed it many happy times

/ did not climb alone.

~*m mi i i nun MIIIIIIII Miiiiimiiimiimimiimiimiiir-

AND
to speak further of that company-

Florists are gardeners because they cannot help it.

others are those who garden as an avocation, and those who do it

because it is the thing to do. With the one it is a life work; with
the other a relaxation, with the third a fad.

The first two scorn the third because she takes to gardening
as she took to this spring's checks and
plaids a style to be cast off to-morrow.
They know that one cannot flirt with

healthy loam or chuck a Lilium Cana-
dense under the chin, or banter small
talk with egg-plants. They know that the
success of a garden does not depend upon
the cut of smock one wears. They also
know that upon the superficial garden Na-
ture visits a swift and relentless retribution

;

the Zeppelins of her winds scatter by night
destructive weed seeds; she scorches the
soil with the flaming liquids of her suns
and scourges it with the artillery of her
hails.

No, gardening is not the sort of thing
one "takes up." Nor is it the sort of labor
for which all men are equally fitted. Rather,
gardening "takes" you. In some subtle way
Nature pours an ichor into the blood just
as she poured a cleansing ichor into the
blood of Caleb Hale. One becomes her
slave to do the humble grubbing, sapping
tasks, her spy against pest foes, her
trusted ally for the working of mighty
miracles.

Gardening is one of Nature's hospitali-
ties. She who takes it as a fad is scarcely
permitted to enter the household. For her
who finds in it an avocation the latch string
always hangs out that she may come and
go at will, a trusted friend. The florist

dwells there, companion of her moods and
vagaries, sharing the poverty of her drouths
and the plentitude of her beneficent rains
and sun.

But she exacts a peculiar penalty of them.

They lose their taste for certain things some
men set store by. Can you imagine a florist

enjoying a cocktail? Can you see him in
his baggy trousers at ease in a The Dansant ?

Visualize, if you can, this man of the limpid
eyes and the gnarled hands finding his ulti-

mate satisfaction in golf! No, the men
Nature chooses for that work are modeled
from a different batch of clay. Their pleas-
ures come in helping plants to grow. They
speak a language of their own and tread
a solitary path.

Queer chaps, florists!

/ know a trail on Toby
Where ferns and grasses meet

To fling a friendly softness

For upward straining feet,

While overhead the hemlocks

And balsam firs are sweet.

The May-flower peeps in April
Beneath the melting snow,

The wand of staid October

Sets every tree aglow;
I know a trail on Toby

/( is not all I know.

WILLARD WATTLES.
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Photograph by Alice Boughton

SOMEWHERE IN DORSET
Much of the success of the English cottage is due to the fact that

the house is suited to its surroundings. Its architecture is bred of
its environment. The straw that prows in the fields thereabouts is

used for thatch, and the wood hewn into timbers. The house lies snug
to the ground. It lives intimately tcith the trees that surround it
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An unusual hillside location for the pool is found on the estate

of Edwin Stanton George, Esq., at Yonkers, New York

THE MISSION OF THE WATER GARDEN
Is to Add the Finishing Touch to a Perfectly Natural Effect Making
and Planting the Pool, the Fountain, the Rivulet and the Bog Garden

THE
home should extend beyond the

house. At least, a small part of the

grounds should be so intimately connected
with the house, should so harmonize with

it in effect and tone, and should be such a

tempting spot in which to spend spare hours
that the sense of indoors and outdoors will

be to a great extent lost. We in this coun-

try are still too largely obsessed with the

idea that the garden is an aim and end in

itself. We have all kinds and varieties of

gardens. But there are far too many "fad"

gardens, and all too few old and mellow
and well seasoned gardens that are a part
of the home first and gardens afterward.
Nor is this solely because we have not had
time. Such a garden effect can be achieved

in a comparatively short time if the gar-
dener has the right ideals to begin with.

A PART OF THE PICTURE

I have approached the subject of this

article indirectly because I wish, if pos-

sible, to keep it in its proper perspective.
For the garden in which it is good to stroll

and to loaf, and to meditate not only upon
cabbages but upon kings and the affairs

D. R. EDSON

of men as well, and occasionally to sit down
and read for such a garden nothing is

more important than an appropriate "water

feature." No part of the garden, as a mat-

ter of fact, should be a "feature," and least

of all should be "featured" that part in the

general effect of beauty which water, when

artistically handled, will play. On the con-

trary, water should be so used that it will

add the finishing touch to the creation of

a perfectly natural effect. It should help
to make the flower garden conspicuously
attractive and natural instead of being con-

spicuous in itself. Therefore, above all

things, in utilizing water to enhance the

beauty and attractiveness of your garden,

you should study long and carefully to give
it its proper place in the garden picture.

In every garden there is a place for water

where nothing else can be substituted. It

possesses a singular and beautiful charm.
A visitor in any garden will as certainly

gravitate to the pool or fountain edge, even

if it is no larger than a wall mirror, as a

sunflower will face the sun. The smallest

pool changes the whole aspect of a garden.
It is a shrine and the birds will come in

dozens where formerly they came singly.

They will remain after meals to sing and

bathe, instead of flying away to some other

garden. And if you are so fortunate as to

be able to arrange things so that you can
have the music of falling water to tinkle

through your garden, making one perpet-

ually conscious of its presence even when
it is not within range of the eye, you will

have gone far toward making a garden in

which you will like to live as well as

work.

Having, then, some idea of the general
effect you wish to create, how should you
go about attaining it? What is the best

kind of a water garden to have?

VARIOUS TYPES OF WATER GARDENS

To take the last question first, there is no
"best." Several lines of development will

be open to you, and which of them should
be selected will depend upon your own taste

and the exigencies of this particular case

the amount of water available, the size of

the garden and its present construction. So
before discussing any technical details let

us consider briefly the various forms of
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water utilization from which you may
select: the pool, the pond, the foun-

tain, the rivulet and the bog garden.

I ii i. POOL AND THE RIVULET

The pool is the most widely used,
and the simplest to conceive and con-

struct. If your flower garden hap-

pens to be a formal one, the pool is

the logical thing to use. In this case

the greatest nicety of judgment must
be employed to get the pool in correct

proportion to the rest of the garden.
Not only the diameter of the basin,

but the proportions of the edging or

coping to the pool should be perfectly

pleasing to the eye. This is a matter

of taste and suggestions cannot be

reduced to feet and inches. Person-

ally, for a small formal pool, I pre-
fer one that is absolutely round, with

a severely plain, slightly elevated edge.
Over this, at one or two points, there

may be a tracery of ivy, or some other

running plant. The pool itself, if very
small, should be left clear. Water
lilies or other aquatics in such a small

space look about as appropriate as

would a Russian sunflower in a vase

on the dinner table. But a few fish

and a suitable number of sub-aquatic

plants are in keeping. Incidentally,
the combination of both fish and plants

The site of the pool should be excavated to a

depth of 2' or 3'. Concrete makes a good lining
if a fairly rich mixture is used

It should be "stepped" in such a \\:iy

as to make a succession of link- <lnips

or falls. If the slope is not steep

enough for this, the water may cuter

the picture, being screened by appro-

priate planting, with a fall of several

feet, and then meander off over lc\el

ground. In either case some still

places should he arranged, both be-

eaiiM- of their added beauty ami lie

cause the majority of aquatics will not

do as well in a moving current as in

water that is nearly motionless.

But the mechanical features are the

easiest part of it. A rivulet is about
the most informal thing imaginable
therein lies its spell ! Therefore, both

the planting and the stonework must
be handled with the greatest nicety if

the illusion is going to ring true.

Here, if anywhere in the whole scale

of gardening, art must indeed hide

itself in order to be art. Better a

hundred times a frankly formal pool
than an attempt at nature which suc-

ceeds only in looking as if it is trying
to he natural.

The bog garden can be made part of

the informal pool or streamlet, but

its chief use is where a natural con-
dition of soil gives one the opportunity
to make a thing of beauty out of what

might otherwise be an eyesore. Often,

helps to keep the water sweet, and the of development is particularly useful where by a little draining and digging, a combi-
fish keep down mosquitoes. it is desired to accent the effect of roomi- nation bog garden and formal or informal
The pond, or larger pool, may be of any ness, as the background, while cutting off pool may be made, and almost always this

shape so long as it is in keeping with the the vision at the boundary line, leaves the is the preferable thing to do wrhere it does

garden or grounds. An irregular shaped, effect of an indefinite amount of growth not involve too great an expense,
naturalistic pool looks out of place in a beyond it.

formal or semi-formal garden, and vice Where there are sloping ground and an

versa. For the most artistic effect a variety adequate water supply, it is not a difficult

of plants, rather than water lilies alone, matter to handle the water in that most water gardens there is not space here to

should be used. A very common error in attractive of all forms, a running rivulet, go into detailed descriptions of varieties.

SOME AVAILABLE PLANTS

As to the plants available for use in

arranging the pond or

large pool is to have
the plants scattered

over the entire sur-

face. The old rule

for lawn planting also

applies here : keep an

open center. If the

pond or pool is in the

center of the grounds,
the outside planting
around the edges
should be low, with

frequent open places
to reveal the coping.
The pool is often

placed in the center

of the grounds when
a much better effect

could have been ob-

tained by a situation

at the back or to one

side, and by making
it long and narrow
with an irregular
foreline and a suit-

able massed back-

ground including
some weeping or

semi - weeping moist-

ure loving shrubs and

plants. Such an ar-

rangement gives an

opportunity for the

most effective use of

some of the tall

grasses and hardy
bamboos. This type

In its best application, water is not a "feature" but rather the final touch to a picture of

balanced blending and perfect naturalness. Of course, careful handling of the brook is

essential to an effect like this

The most important
group, of course, is

the water lilies. These
include four different

types, suitable for va-

rious purposes, with
characteristics which
the wise gardener
should fix in mind be-

fore ordering. There
are the Nelumbiums,
with very large bluish

green leaves almost
circular in form and
held above the water,
and with flowers pro-

portionately gigantic
in size but somewhat
stiff. They grow
easily and will thrive
even with tub culture,
but are so large as to

look very much out
of place in a small

pool or pond. They
do best with 2' or so
of soil and not much
over 6" of water. The
hardy Nymphaeas are
like our native white
water lily (Nymphaa
odorata), but there
are some wonderful
new hybrid varieties,
and several pleasing
shades of color, in-

cluding light pink,
(Cont. on page 54)
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"THE BIRD OF TIME
HAS BUT A LITTLE
WAY TO FLUTTER"
Meantime he is furnished with a bathing pool

and a sun-dial to mark the fleeting hours. The

types shown here can be purchased through the

HOUSE & GARDEN Shopping Service, 440 Fourth

Avenue, New York City, -which will also furnish
the names of the shops where they can be

purchased

Without its futuristic flowers this bird

bath fountain is of iron painted bronze,

3' 5" high, with a pan 3' 1" in diameter.

It is piped for water. $38

In this sketch, the larger bird bath is

of white Pompeian stone, 39" high and
31" in diameter, $25. The smaller, 26"

wide x 4%" high, $5

Of charming line and unusual value,

this bird bath of terra cotta, which
stands 27" high with a basin 32" in

diameter, costs only $15

Bet in a wall or as a garden
terminal, this fountain finds
its place. It is of terra cotta.
30" high and 22" wide, $50

The classic simplicity of
this bird bath recommends
it for the formal garden.
Terra cotta, 36" x 27", $35

Indian sun-dial, by
Charles H. Hum-
phries. Bronze, 4'

high. Gorham Co.

Reinforced cast stone
has been successfully
used for this decora-
tive sun-dial, 42", $35

Marble piece by B. Lillian Link, inscribed
"The Bird of Time has but a little way
to flutter, and the Bird is on the Wing."

Courtesy of Gorham Co.

Solid and substan-

tial, a terra cotta

sun-dial 40" high x
across top, $45

Dolphins and sea
horses worked in re-

inforced cast stone.

39" x 20", $25
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THE WORKING COLLIE
A Dog Whose Usefulness Extends Beyond the Show
Ring to the Manifold Activities of the Country Home

MARION E. H AYFOR D

The pup with an
evangelical face has
his own share of

individuality

A FLYING
speck over

the distant fields,

soon resolving it-

self into a sym-
phony i n sable

and an eager face

with a message
plainly to be seen

in the speaking

eyes. No need to

wait for the anx-

ious whine and

tug at the wrist to

tell that some-

thing is amiss at

the big house. I

hurriedly
returned to find a

valuable brood
mare cast by her

rope upon the lawn and but for the timely
aid of her faithful friend a broken leg would
have been the consequence. A hurry call

at the telephone for the master of the house,
who was away at the clearing near the

pines, over the hill. Four willing feet to

bear the note, telling him to come quickly.

Again, a forgotten tool from the bench
;

a pail for grain ; cap or gloves that have
been mislaid, and lo! an expressed wish

brings it to your hands, and all for no other

reward than a pat and an affectionate "Good
old fellow !" Such is the value of a trained

dog over a merely ornamental or useless

pet.

THE WORKING COLLIE

For centuries the collie has been a natural

guardian of stock, the comrade of his mas-
ter and protector of children. Many eulo-

gies have been written of his combined vir-

tues and nearly all writers dwell upon his

greatest trait, the ability to do any and all

kinds of work performed by any other

breed. Many have deplored his supposed
deterioration as a working collie and are

yet forced to concede his great improve-
ment in style and breeding. But while

working for this ideal type, why may we
not also develop his equally valuable quali-
ties of usefulness? To produce the model

working collie along lines now somewhat
neglected, a dog whose breeding will be a

source of pride to his owner, and which
will yet fit into the manifold duties of

country life, is the ambition of the writer.

And though the experiment is yet in its

infancy, the results of careful training of

these dogs through several generations are

beginning to show by the increasing de-

mands for them.

Except in certain districts abroad and in

a few of our Western States the collie is

principally known as a show dog ; but with
his adaptability along working lines it seems
a pity that he should not be winning a few
laurels on his own account instead of pre-

senting them all to his owner.

How TO RAISE AND TRAIN HIM
To develop a strain of working collies

one must have an inherent love of dogs and

be able to understand their widely differing
individualities as well as to teach them to

understand their trainer. Outdoor life and

hardy conditions are absolutely necessary
for the active life of the collie. Therefore
the owner must be an out-of-door man or

woman, for close association is essential.

A. properly trained working collie will do
almost any stunt that is physically pos-

sible, and some that seem impossible

From the first sign of interest shown by
the puppy after he opens his eyes upon the

collie world, he should be placed with his

mates near poultry, sheep, colts or cattle.

Thus, when old enough to take his initial

lesson in handling stock, he can be trusted

to pass among them freely at all times and
has taken his first important step in pro-
tecting instead of injuring or worrying his

charges. Such a trust is never afterwards
broken. Soon his expression, as he tags
after you, seems to say, "What are you
going to do? Can I help? Please, tell

me." And if told, what happiness and un-

derstanding show in the brown eyes !

Then come the lessons of words. One
particularly wise English collie, tracing di-

rectly to the famous Bozzie, said to have
been the most knowing dog in history, has

developed such a wonderful memory for

words and sentences that there seems to be
no limit to new ones as he grows older, thus

disproving the old adage.
After being taught separately the dogs

should go through the same lessons in com-

pany with others, until at the commands
"Line up"; "Bench"; "Down"; "Heel";
"Kennels, all," the pack will obey with the

precision of a company of soldiers. This
absolute power over numbers makes each

dog more valuable for working and enables

one gradually to dispense with training pole,

whip or leash, until often neither word nor

sign is necessary, merely a look of peculiar

understanding passing between trainer and

pupil.
As each dog begins to show marked

adaptability, he should be allowed to

specialize in his line, and thus fine

(Continued on page 56)

Many have deplored the collie's supposed deterioration a& a useful dog, while conceding
his improvement in style and breeding. But why should the former quality be sub-

ordinated to the latterf
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Based upon a simplicity of

detail involving the complete
absence of decoration, the

Doric Order has virile beauty

The sturdy type of Doric column.
While the column itself reveals an ad-

herence to precedent, 7>e frieze which
it supports is an adaptation, reflecting
the present day tendency to simplicity

SUGGESTIVE TYPES of
COLONIAL PORCHES

The "Germantown hood" is an out-

growth of the pent roof, originally at-

tached to Colonial houses. The benches
shown are also a modern elaboration

The Roman Doric column has been
used here. Its characteristic is its pro-

portion the height being eight times

the diameter, thus assuring, under
usual conditions, a graceful appearance

To be successful, the semi-circular

porch must have a wide approach on
either side. Here it is used with a Penn-

sylvania type of Colonial architecture

The other photographs on this page are

of Pennsylvania porches; this from
Maine shows an agreeable handling of
the Composite Order in modern work
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"The Flight into Egypt," a
Limoges enamel medallion

by Pierre Reymond

A Limoges enamel of the
early 16th Century; "me

confldo" tic!

Enamel medallion of the

Assumption by Jean Peni-
caud II, 16th Century

Limoges enamel oval placque, "The Portrait of a

Lady," by Leonard Limousin, first half of the

16th Century. This and the others on the top

of this page are from the Morgan Collection

St. John holding a scroll, a
Limoges medallion by Jean

Penicaud II

EUROPEAN ENAMELS
GARDNER TEALL

Readers who are interested in enamels or in any branch of collecting trill find The
Collector's Department of value. In that service questions are answered authoritatively.

There is no charge. Address The Collector's Department, HOUSE & GARHKN, 440 Fourth

Avenue, New York

THE subject of the oriental enamels of

China and Japan, which was dis-

cussed in the January number of HOUSE
& GARDEN, awakened so much interest

among readers that the writer believes

there will be as many who will care to study
the enamels of European fabrication, par-
ticularly those objects familiarly known as

Portrait of Antoine de Bourbon, King of
Navarre, Limoges enamel. From the col-

lection of the Due d'Amualle

Limoges enamels, but more properly to be

called painted enamels to distinguish them
from the cloisonne and the chamfleve
enamels. It may be well to indicate here

the characteristics of the several groups.

THE VARIOUS GROUPS

Cloisonne. As early as the time of the

ancients it was found that in order to pre-
vent the running together of molten glass

enamels, little boundaries of nieta! wire

could be devised for soldering on to the

metal base to mark the divisions of the

pattern, or merely to bound areas, thus

forming a number of diminutive shallow

pans into which the melted flux expanded
and cooled, and when polished revealed a

surface level with the height of these wire

cloisons, giving them the appearance of be-

ing metal wires that had been imbedded
in the glass. Gold being neutral to every
known color is the harmonizer paramount,
and thus when gold cloisons were used,

the various colors were knit together into

esthetically pleasing surfaces. The little

metal threads running through modern Jap-
anese enamels are such cloisons. Cloisonne

enamel is the earliest sort of true enamel
known to us. It was the favorite Byzan-
tine process, and also that of the Greeks,

Anglo-Saxons, Chinese, and later of the

Japanese and of the Russians.

Relief Cloisonne is where the enamel
either is below or above the tops of the

cloisons, or where only certain cloisons en-

close enamel, or a combination of the three

sorts, giving to the surface of an object
completed in this manner an interesting
uneven ground of smooth but unpolished
enamel. The cloisons of much of this

work, especially Hungarian and Russian,
are of filigree wire, or twisted wire in-

stead of flat wire such as was used for this

purpose by Byzantine craftsmen.

Painted enamel on copper. Jaques Oaliot
de Oenouilhac, Grand Master of Artillery

to Francis I. By Leonard Limousin
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Champleve is the process of gouging out

of a field (champ) of metal a number of

hollows (levees) or "ditches" for the pat-

tern, in which cut-out depressions the vitre-

ous color is fused and becomes enamel.

It is akin to the ancient Egyptian method
of cutting out places in gold, soapstone,
wood and other materials wherein to in-

sert bits of colored glass. Had the

Egyptians practiced true enamelling,
doubtless their process would have be-

gun with champleve, for they did not

anticipate the Greek goldsmiths who
worked patterns on gold in cloisons long
before they had any idea of applying
vitreous color thereto. Indeed, early
Greeks and Etruscans were wonderfully
skilful at soldering gold. This process

might be termed Gothic, succeeding in

introduction though not superseding the

Byzantine cloisonne. However, centuries

before Byzantine or Gothic works ap-

peared, the Celts produced champleve
enamels.

Repousse is where the ornament is

beaten out in silhouette as it were, in

the metal, and the details marked by
cloisons let in. Much of this work is

easily mistaken for champleve, but where
the pattern is scooped out in champleve,
it is beaten out in repousse. The visitor

to the Treasury of St. Mark's in Venice
will observe that the placquettes from a

Gospel cover there were executed in

repousse the pattern simply hammered in

the silver which afterwards was filled with
translucent enamel. In Oriental repousse
work the metal divisions between the fields

of enamel are beaten up, the reverse of the

process just described. It may be stated,

on Dr. Bushnell's authority, that in modern
Chinese enamel work the repousse process
has superseded champleve for effects of the

sort.

Baisse Taille is the process of engraving
the ground receiving translucent enamel, so

that the lines made by the graver would
show up through the translucent vitrified

coating, and produce a greater play of light,
or define pattern, the veining of leaves,

marking of petals, the defining of draperies,
etc. The French enamellers of the 18th

Limoges enamel mirror tack by Jean de

Courteys, depicting the subject of "Venus
Bathing." Morgan Collection

Century habitually employed the effect, and
Indian enamellers preceded them by at least

a century, while its invention is ascribed to

the Italian, John of Pisa, 1286. This chas-

ing or engraving upon gold or silver with

the purpose of showing gradation in the

vitreous color to be applied is akin to cham-

pleve.

Plique a Jour consists of certain screen-

like objects in filigree with their unbacked

cloison divisions filled up with translucent

enamel. This sort of work may really be

compared to stained glass windows, the

principle being the same in miniature. An
excellent example of this is the 15th Cen-

tury cup in the South Kensington Museum,
while the crown of St. Stephen, dating from
1072 A. D., would appear to be the earliest

known work of the sort that has survived.

The Russians of the present day have so

perfected the process that plique a jour
enamel is often called Russian enamel.

Doubtless the forming of cups, caskets and
other precious objects of gems in unbacked
mosaic suggested the style, and the famous

jewelled cup of Chosroes to be seen in

the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, may
well be considered a forerunner of it.

Encrusted Enamel may be defined as

enamel used to enrich raised and
modelled gold work where this vitreous

color is neither entrenched, as in cloi-

sonne, or in champleve, nor painted, like

Limoges work on a flat field. The crafts-

men of the Renaissance, both in Italy and
in France, produced exquisite jewels of

encrusted enamel, imitated by the Flor-

entine jewelers of to-day who display
their wares along the shops of the Ponte
Vecchio.

Painted enamels in this group may be

subdivided as follows : (A) Those works
which have vitreous colors added here

and there to subdue, correct or to out-

line and decorate enamel surfaces, such

as the pale yellows added to soften star-

ing whites, red to restore a color unsuc-

cessful in the firing, outlines of plants
and other forms and inscriptions. Used
in combination with both cloisonne and

champleve, and later to add further deco-

rations to baisse faille surfaces.

(B) Those works painted with succes-

sive firings of translucent or . transparent
colored enamels over a primary enamel

ground that first has been fused to its metal

field of gold, silver or copper. Limoges
enamels are of this sort, whether in color or

in grisaille, as also are the much neglected
enamels known as Venetian enamels.

So much for the general broad divisions

of enamels, though it must be borne in mind
that there was often employed in the work-

ing out of a single object more than a single

process. As color plays so important a

part in the evolution of the history of

enamels, the following table will be thor-

oughly useful to the collector as determin-

ing the more important colors of the

(Continued on page 62)

The front and back of a circular dish of enamel painted in grisaille (the flesh slightly colored), and heightened with
gold. On the raised center is the portrait of a man, around which are scenes in the history of Adam and Eve. In the
center of the back is the portrait of a lady surrounded by bands of monsters and scrolls. By Pierre Reymond
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THREE GARDEN PLANS
BY JACK. MANLEY ROSE
3EVELOPMENT OFAPLOT 100 FEET IN WI DT II \DESIGNS FOR. THE END

DETAIL OF SEAT~
SVPPORTI HO.APAIR.

->^ '-'"-: .^i;."

PER. CO LA *8S. EACH ADDITIONAL SECTION, $ .~

JACK MANLEY Host

THE ITALIAN CAR.DEN
The whole center scheme is raised slightly above the level

of the garden. Wide stretches of rich green lawn, and straight

white pebbled paths lead towards the clear warm white <

the exedra. In strong contrast to the dark cedars and

behind it, and the black and white tiles of the square court,

with the cement edged circular pool catching rich reflections

in front is this curved exedra of concrete set with a deli(

stone placque and surmounted by stone vases holding hydr

geas. Against this background is a low curved bench of re-

inforced concrete slabs resting upon supports of claw pattern,
and urns holding pyramid shaped juniper trees.

A. pergola, at the end of a straight flower-edged path, forms
the approach to the tiled court and is raised three steps from
the lawn. Beds for flowering bulbs and annual plants, shrub-

bery, and trees are placed symmetrically throughout the en-

tire development, giving the necessary sense of balance.
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White Wicket ffate

at Entrance to ffarden
3*" )

Circular Seat, White Painted

in, Two Sections
It 70.")

Crystal ffazing tf/obe
cstal *f- Cost of G'/ohe Jtpeifdmq on sift

Wall Jbuntain &
Stone Fountain, f So. *

Stone Statue, f
70.

JACK MANLEY R.OSE

English garden
A rough ftricfc wall about the boundary line makes the tack-

ground for a quaint and lovely effect. The narrow brick path,
leading through a wicket gate, gives immediately upon a grass
circle, grass edged and crowned by a huge tree. Curved white
benches command each vista. A wide grass path leads on past
the sun-dial at the intersection of the cross paths, to the wall
fountain and bird bath, flanked iy wooden benches.

On each side are trellis seats, half hidden in the shrubbery
and massed about by herbaceous perennials. Two rose gardens
of tree-shaped varieties enclosed by low box hedges border each
side of the center grass walk. Narrow paths, running from
the tree circle past colorful flower beds, terminate in white
stone statues framed in dense green. Against the brick wall
shrubs and trailing vines are set in profusion.
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*far* o s 10 -r Jo *{ it

tea house stands upon a slight eminence, commanding the

garden, and rough flat stone steps lead up to it from the sunken
lily pool that is fringed with iris and circled about by large
stepping stones. A rainbow bridge spans the pool. Around
the pool the banks are thickly set with evergreen and flowering
shrubs. A rock garden, guarded by a mushroom stone lantern,
is on one side of the approach to the tea house. Steps, lantern

flanked, lead out of the sunken garden up to a straight, iris-

bordered path of flat stones terminating in a Japanese gate
stained brown.
Out of each side of the main path lead stepping stone*, one

merging into split logs laid step fashion up a slight miniature

hill; the other curves out towards the side of the garden, and is

lost in the trees and shrubbery. Across the pond is a bell

house in which are suspended three horse shoes that tinkle

musically as the breeze sways them to and fro.
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"It sounds a bit grandiose at first, the suggestion of mural paintings for the private house. One associates them with public libraries,

hotel lol>l)ies, churches and the glorified railway station," yet a glimpse of this room in the residence of Robert L. Steevens, Esq.,

at Bernardsville, New Jersey, shows the plan to be feasible enough

HOUSES WITHOUT PICTURES
Possible Reasons for the Unpictured Panel Wall The Use of Murals
for the Private Residence- The Architect as Picture Hanger

ROLLIN LYNDE HARTT

SHE
was a lady

- "a regular limousine

lady," as a friend of mine would say
and she had an authoritative air of speak-

ing for the "right people" when she lifted

her silver-mounted lorgnette, and remarked,
in a dutiful tone, "Pictures have gone out.

I wouldn't have one in my house."

Fortunately, I had met this doctrine be-

fore. Mr. E. V. Lucas, in a recent book of

his, makes an architect warn his client

against pictures as a "foreign substance"

injected into the design to its degradation
and utter ruin. So it was English, the on-

slaught on pictures. Because English, it

was aristocratic. It went with the lorgnette.

However, I felt a distinct shock, which re-

newed itself next day when I got out a port-
folio of American photographs and found
dozens and scores of pictureless interiors

all in fine houses erected within the last year
or two.

The uprising against pictures is not only

extensive; it is growing. Architects at

once numerous and distinguished are treat-

ing walls in panelled wood and panelled

plaster so that picture-hanging becomes a

physical impossibility. Away with the ex-

quisite Corots, the dreamy Whistlers, the

Sargents, Pactons, the Dabos. The "right

people" with lorgnettes consent to keep

The nature of the painting can be purely decora-
tive as in this panel by Ralph Helm Johonnot

architecture unpolluted by "foreign sub-

stances."

Now, it is easy to poke fun at the "right

people," especially when they assume a duti-

ful tone and an air of authority and look

at you through silver-mounted lorgnettes,
and yet it is a question whether in this case

they are not as right as they are "right."

Others, without lorgnettes, have followed

their example, deliberately and on principle

and out of respect for highly honorable tra-

ditions. The Greeks never hung pictures
on walls, nor did the lords of Roman villas

at Pompeii. Mediaeval abbeys, monasteries

and castles had their frescoes, perhaps, and

perhaps their sumptuous Gobelin tapestries,

but were guiltless of framed pictures. The
custom now pretty nearly universal is hard-

ly more than four or five centuries old a

novelty, as these things go, and still on trial.

THE CASE OF JONES

It is easy, moreover, to poke fun at the

architects. They certainly invite it when

they talk as if their creations were so mas-

terly that the presence of a Rembrandt or

a Turner would be a sacrilege. But let us

see if in reality it is so sure to be an affair

of Rembrandts and Turners. Mr. Roderick

Titherington Jones, for example, has risen
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from head bookkeeper to be President of

the Inter-Planetary, or some such illustrious

concern, and at last erects the palace that

has been his dream for thirty years. Just
between friends, the pictures Mr. Jones has

been purchasing are not Rembrandts and
Turners. Still between friends the Joneses
have scrimped. Hence the palace. Saving
up for it, as they did, how could they make
the Jones Collection a

gallery of anything
but "frights" and
"horrors?" Now that

the palace is paid for,

the Joneses feel poor.
It will be an age be-

fore they can afford

pictures worthy of it.

Besides, they belong
to that happy class of

people who say,
proudly, "Of course,
we don't know any-

anything about art,

but we know what we
like." Let alone, they
will hang their walls

with esthetic incon-

gruities.

Nor is theirs so

rare a case. Illus-

t r a t o r s understand
this "bank on it," in

fact. That is why
illustrations in our

magazines so seldom
illustrate. The artist

has Jones in mind.
After selling his

sketch to a magazine
he must sell it to a

calendar man, and
then to an advertiser,
and finally, along will

come Jones and buy
the original in some
emporium of art-

treasures on the
Board Walk at Atlan-
tic City. It is an at-

tractive enough sketch
for a calendar or an

"ad." but, in Jones's
new palace, quite re-

grettably "o n e on
Jones."

True, there are
talented Joneses by
name Frick, Morgan,
etc. who collect real

masterpieces. But a

part of our palace
builders have neither
the means nor the taste. It is better, at

present, to discourage them outright, per-
haps, though their palaces are built to stay
and very possibly their grand-children will

possess a genius for sound connoisseurship
and be sorry that the walls forbid pictures.

But, even supposing that Mr. Jones knows
good pictures from bad and will purchase
the best, an architect still shudders when
he thinks of Mrs. Jones, for it is under her
direction that faithful 'Awkins will hang
them. Up they go, helter-skelter, at odd

heights, all shapes and sizes, no two frames

alike, a whimsy of cheerful disorder. The
less harmoniously arranged they are, the

more they delight Mrs. Jones. Walls the
architect designed with infinite care for

proportion suffer outrageous violence, wan-

ton and limitless desecration, a change that

makes him bang his head and cry in his

misery, "Oh, what's the use !"

It is futile to reason with Mrs. Jones.
You can't say, "Now, my dear madam, you
wouldn't think of paying Paquin to cut

your gown and then trim it yourself."
Neither can you say, "If you are so crazy
about stringing up pictures, why not hang

Although they do
has painted

require a large room to "carry them," the murals Arthur M. Hazard

for his dining-room are eminently successful in their effect

a few outside? Try it. See if that im-

proves the design. Indoors or outdoors,

it's the same principle. The sole difference

is custom." No, the only sure way of curb-

ing Mrs. Jones is to tell her that "pictures
have gone out." She will listen to that. She

will even let you enforce the law by so de-

signing her house that picture-hanging
be-

comes a vice as impossible as rabbit-fight-

ing.

Is THE FRAMED PICTURE UGLY?

Heroic treatment, doubtless, yet is it not

an advance, esthetically ? Consider. The
framed picture has its unlovely traits, once

one, is not beautiful. The outward tilt is

not beautiful. Ami, although that charm-

ing artist, Mr. Hermann Dudley Murphy,
has done much to reform picture-framing
in America, the usual frame is no triumph
of artistic perfection. A little blatant, a
little "hard" and "dry," it is "unsympa-
thetic." A dozen such frames strew a wall

with uncompromising rectangles without

dignity or fusing
grace. They don't

"compose."

THE WORM TURNS

Architects have
long endured tor-

ments at their clients'

hands. They have
seen a magnificent
commercial building
desecrated with mon-
strous and hideous
wireless plants or with

frightful gold-letter-

ing or with those

heart-breaking electric

signs. They have
seen stately mansions
made comic with friv-

olous paint. They
have seen "additions"
ruin a house once ex-

quisite. There was
no help for all that.

But here there is, and
the worm has turned.
Down with pictures!
An enraged worm,

however, may at

times go to rather un-
fortunate extremes,
and when panelled
wood or panelled

plaster rule out pic-

tures, the test of the

result is its looks. To
me, at least, it looks

very handsome, very
distinguished, but aw-

fully, awfully lone-

s o m e. Vaguely, it

suggests the rich
lobby of a skyscraper,
or the grand saloon

of a liner. It is "pure
design" elegant, re-

fined, impersonal, un-

expressive. One sad-

ly misses the pic-
tures and wishes them
back.

Meanwhile, one
notes a curious in-

consistency. The drastic measure that

banishes pictures still allows a stag's head on

the wall. It allows rugs of Mrs. Jones's

choosing on the floor and in such places as

Mrs. Jones commands. Nor has it interfered

with Mrs. Jones's furniture. To be thor-

oughgoing and insist on architecture pure
and undefiled, why not mosaic floors and
built-in furniture like the pulpit, lectern and
choir-stalls of a chapel? The panelled,

pictureless walls seem to hint at just that.

Or is it my prejudice?
You can never be quite sure how far the

resentment against a new idea springs from
mere habit. You can, however, be sure of

you see with unprejudiced eyes. The wire a lifelong affection. All my life I have
*_ . _. i ..ilf^.1 T1!*^ ..-I. ,1-1. . ~s*.Gf*~4-inr+o s\r\ 1 , n-41/1 -*.-* n f*>c 1^Vi<*ir hoxr** enulc \A7r\r\/^
is not beautiful. The crinkly reflections on

glass are not beautiful. The mat, if it has

loved pictures. They have souls. Wood
(Continued on page 70)
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At the end, of a garden walk or

by a pool this curved seat could
be placed. White, light green or
dark green are the colors. Two
sizes: 8' long. $55; 10' long, $65

An American-made bench built

along the lines of an old English
garden seat. It is fainted white,
light green or dark green. 4' 6"

long, $17.25; 5', $18.50; 5' 6", $22

A rose arbor trellis seat of

excellent lines, white, light
or dark green. 8' wide,
seats 4' long; $75. Other

sizes to order

GARDEN
BENCHES

Which may be purchased through
the HOUSE & GARDEN Shoppin
Service, HOUSE & GARDEN, 44
Fourth Avenue, Nelv York City.

This bench would fit in al-

most any garden. White,

light or dark green; 4' 6"

long, $14; 5' long, $16

The ingenious gardener can make
his own seat out of concrete. This
type requires a very simple mould.

Tiles are let into the top slab

Equally serviceable for porch or
lawn. White, light green or dark
green. Table 2' x 2' 8", $16;
3'x3', $20; chair 24" wide, $14

Colored tiles and concrete have
been successfully combined in this

curved seat. It could serve as a
terminal bench or by a pool side

In a formal garden a bench of
this type is best. The supports
are terra cotta and the top lime-

stone; 18"x60", 20ya
"

high. $45
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Photograph from Johnston-Hewitt Studio
Dorothy Perkins is unexcelled for the rose arbor

ROSE GARDENING FOR RESULTS
Common-Sense Facts Which Will Enable Yo u to Select,
Plant and Care for Your Bushes Both Wisely and Well

GRACE TABOR

NEVER,
until you have grown them,

will you truly appreciate roses

though you may think you love them to

distraction ! And never, until you have

grown them, will you really know anything
about them, though you may read and listen

to the talk of wiseacres and devote yourself
never so faithfully to the theories of rose

culture. For the rose is at one and the

same time the simplest and the most tricky

thing in the world to grow or tricky

seeming, to those unfamiliar with her

peculiarities.
To get at the root of the rose's seemingly

capricious behavior, it is necessary to go
back in the history of the species, to the

ancestors of garden roses as we know them

today. For it is to their ancestry that roses
owe certain ineradicable traits, tendencies
and characteristics that make them do these

tilings.

The roses of our gardens are divided into

two general classes, which are again divided

Gather rote* always in the early morning
or at evening if you with them to keep

well and be at their bet.

and subdivided by rose specialists in most

complicated fashion. To these subdivisions

no one pays the slightest attention, how-

ever, unless he has arrived at the distinc-

tion of being a near-specialist himself.

Two CLASSES OF ROSES

The two general classes, however, you
must know, and these may be called by the

layman's terms June roses and all-summer

roses; or summer roses, and summer-and-

autumn-flowering roses ; or in the rosarian's

language, hybrid perpetuals and hybrid teas,

teas, etc. "A rose," you know, "by any
other name So call them what you
choose, but note one thing and let it never

be forgotten : "hybrid perpetual" is a mis-

nomer if you take it literally for what it

seems to mean, for it is synonymous with

"June rose" or "summer-flowering rose"

and not with "all-summer rose" or "summer-

.and-autumn-flowering rose." As a matter

of fact, the term is not a misnomer, for it

does not refer to the bloom at all, but to

the character of the plant "perpetual,"
that is, hardy ; not killed by winter ; not

tender. Hence, not in need of protection.

Hybrid perpetual roses are a mixed or hy-
brid breed whose ancestors are mostly
hardy, as distinguished from hybrid teas,

whose ancestors are, in part at least, very
tender and from an almost tropical clime.

The tea rose, so named from its charac-

teristic odor of tea, comes curiously enough
from the land of that fragrant herb, China.
It is at home only in warm sections, and by
nature blooms continuously, as so many
tropical or semi-tropical plants do. Seiz-

ing upon this characteristic as promising,
under proper manipulation, hybridizers of
the western world began working with it
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as soon as it was introduced to them, aim-

ing to produce a hardy and continuous

blooming species.

They have succeeded and they have not.

No rose of tea ancestry has yet been pro-

duced, to my knowledge, that is hardy in

the fullest sense of the word. Yet hybrid
tea roses generally are hardy enough not

to be a difficult problem to the grower, even

in the north ; and they bloom and bloom and

bloom, literally until frost nips them in the

bud. So, though every rose garden must
have certain of the hybrid perpetuals, or

H. P.'s as they are familiarly called, the

H. T.'s, or hybrid teas, should predominate
in the proportion of at least three to one.

THE TENDERER TEAS

The still tenderer tea roses themselves

are lovely, but unless one has

an extensive rose garden they
are not, to my mind, worth
the extra winter care which

they must have, particularly
since so many quite as lovely
H. T.'s are available. Some-
times they come through and
sometimes they don't, yet you ,

may have done exactly the

same thing with them both
times and every time.

Undoubtedly the time will

come when such a rose as the

enthusiast dreams of will ac-

tually exist, for until it does

hybridizers will never rest !

The Rugosa rose, from Japan,
is regarded hopefully, and is already the

parent or grandparent or great-great-grand-

parent, as the case may be, of some very

promising varieties that show a step or two

in the direction of the ideal dreamed about

and longed for. Probably no country in

the world has a climate as trying to the

rose as ours, however, and varieties that

meet the standard in one section fall very
far short of it in another, owing to climatic

vagaries. So it is a task of greater magni-
tude to develop the ideal rose for the United

States than it has been in other parts of the

world.

In addition to the disappointments which

develop through ignorance of the class to

which a rose belongs and ignorance, there-

fore, of just what may be expected of that

HO USE & GARDEN

variety, there is another pitfall waiting for

the unwary, in the shape of greenhouse
varieties listed as outdoor roses by growers
who are either ignorant or unscrupulous.
The well-known and greatly beloved

"American Beauty," for example, is dis-

tinctly a greenhouse or hothouse variety,

notwithstanding the fact that it is an H. P.

rose. Listed by some growers among their

line of this class, without a warning to this

effect, it is almost sure to be selected by
the beginner in rose gardening as one of

the most desired of all roses. It invariably
fails. There are roses suitable for outdoor

culture that are also used for forcing, and

that are equally successful for both pur-

poses. But assure yourself that you are

buying one of the latter, if you choose a

variety that is used for forcing.

Photograph by Levick

The bright cerise-pink of Killarney Queen's ofen,

graceful flowers, makes it a favorite hybrid tea

Photograph by Levick

Among the newer hardy roses,
Francis Scott Key is a splendid deep

red, compact sort

Photograph by Levick

Richmond is another good hy-
brid tea, perhaps the best scar-

let-crimson

WHERE TO PLANT

It is seldom that anyone undertakes to

grow garden roses anywhere but in a rose

garden now, I think ; yet, lest some be

tempted to plant them amongst shrubbery
or other flowers, it is well perhaps to say

something in warning against this. There
are two reasons why it should not be done.

One is that roses are an imperious set and
will not tolerate close relations with other

Photograph by Levick

Ophelia, a superb flesh, salmon and
pink shaded sort, is a leader among

the ever-bloomers

things ; and the other is, that

they never appear at their

best unless they are in their

proper surroundings namely,
a garden devoted exclusively
to them. Above all things the

garden rose is grown for the

flower, and the appearance of

^^^^ the bush suffers greatly, from
the esthetic point of view, by
reason of the continual prun-
ing necessary to produce fine

and abundant blooms. However, the char-

acter of the bush is not particularly grace-
ful or attractive, even if it were not pruned
so rigorously ; distinctly it is not a pictur-

esque addition to a planting. So, whether

you have ten or ten thousand plants, put
them in a rose garden by themselves.

This garden may take any form dictated

by fancy or the surroundings, but the units

of which it is composed are limited by the

nature and needs of the plants in one direc-

tion at least. They must be kept down to

a width which makes it possible to reach

every bit of the surface of the bed, and of

course every bush, without stepping off the

walk along which the bed lies. Nothing
should induce or compel the gardener to set

foot on the surface of the bed itself.

As tea roses and hybrid teas need only
20" between them, this means that the beds
for this class will be from 3' wide for two
rows "staggered," or planted diagonally and

alternate, to 5' wide for three rows. If

you have space, plan the units which are to

take the H. T.'s to be either 40" or 60"
wide and set the rows 10" in from the edges
of the bed and 20" apart, using two or three

rows as the case may be.

Hybrid perpetuals are much ranker

growing than hybrid teas and require the

space between them to be 2j^'. Conse-

quently these cannot be planted more than

two rows to a bed, otherwise the bed would
be so wide it could not be tended without

breaking the rule against stepping on it.

Four feet is usual, the plants being set 9"

from the edges and here the "stagger"
method really is worth while, owing to the

distance between the plants. Placed thus

diagonally, the two rows will come only 26"
or thereabouts apart, while if the plants are

set squarely opposite each other, they must
be the full 30".

(Continued on page 58)
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A. five-foot sTidf of homers, the racing pigeons of today

THE FUN IN RAISING FANCY PIGEONS
Riding a Cosmopolitan Hobby That Appeals to Young and Old, Rich and Poor Pout-
ers, Tumblers, and Other Kinds with Fantastic Feathers and Distinctive Traits

E. I. FAR R INGTON
Photographs by J. M. Rutter and Othen

Frills are small, compact
birds, beautifully colored
and dainty and neat in ap-

pearance

THE keeping of

fancy pigeons
is, a highly cosmo-

politan hobby. The

prosperous business

man, the retired
clergyman, the

school boy and the

truck driver meet on
a common level as

pigeon fanciers.
Few people realize

that the country is

filled with pigeon en-

thusiasts until they
visit some of the big
shows and find end-
less rows of cages
occupied by a bewildering variety of birds,

many of them very handsome in form and

feather, and others merely strange and odd.

There is an old saying among pigeon breed-

ers, "Once a fancier, always a fancier,"

and it is true that the hobby is one which

many men ride a long time.

There is more to the pigeon fancy,

though, than merely keeping pigeons. Of
course, there is pleasure in watching and

handling the birds, but the real fascination

comes in breeding them so as to obtain cer-

tain desired results in markings or shape.

Perhaps there is an element of chance which

appeals to the gambling instinct resident in

most men, but the experienced fancier has

an ideal toward which he works in all his

matings, and when he raises a winner, his

enthusiasm is unbounded.
There are several good reasons

for the popularity of pigeon breed-

ing as a pastime. Only a little work
is involved in the care of a few birds.

The busy commuter can do it all and
still not miss his train if he will get

up but ten minutes
earlier. Wealthy
breeders spend thou-

sands of dollars for

pigeon houses, but

just as good birds

can be raised in a

back yard loft, and
a start can be made
for a few dollars,

although the fancier

with plenty of

money may be will-

ing to pay a hun-
dred or two for a

single specimen that

suits his eye. It

isn't necessary to

change one's clothing when going into a well

kept pigeon loft, and there is no prettier

sight to the man who loves the beautiful in

feathers than a choice collection of high
bred pigeons.

As TO VARIETIES

When it comes to choosing the kind of

pigeons to keep, the amateur fancier is

likely to be perplexed, for the number of

classes and varieties seems almost endless.

If he is wise, though, he will select a breed

that is pretty well known and whose traits

are firmly fixed. Probably fantails are the

greatest favorites among beginners, for they
are among the handsomest of all pigeons,

hardy, intelligent and easy to handle. Yet
to breed prize winners requires all the art

of the most experienced fancier, so that

I*
The fantail, in white or
darker colors, is always a
popular breed among ama-

teur fanciers

while fantails are

good pigeons for the

amateur, they are

by no means strict-

ly amateur's birds.

White fantails are

most often seen, but
there are blacks,

reds, yellows, blues

and saddlebacks as

well, all very proud
looking little birds

as they strut about
on tiptoe, almost top-

pling over back-
wards.

Pouters, too, are

high in favor and
are always interesting, especially when they
inflate their crops until their heads seem

perched on the top of a great ball. A good
pouter is tall and slender, with its flight
feathers held close to its body and its legs
set well back, giving it such a trim appear-
ance and military bearing that one feels

like addressing it as "Colonel." Pigmy
pouters are simply pocket editions of their

larger cousins and come in the same variety
of colors, including white, red, black and

yellow.

Although carrier pigeons can hardly be
called good looking, even by their most
ardent admirers, they are widely bred and

competition at the shows is always keen.

In spite of its misleading name, this is not

the pigeon which is used for carrying mes-

sages, as most people suppose it to be. The
bird actually employed for this pur-

pose is the homer, which is a wholly
different sort of pigeon, with strong

wings and a broad chest, but no un-
usual markings to attract the un-

(Continued on page 66)

The jacobin wears a feather boa
all the year 'round, almost hiding

its eyes

A. pair of carriers,

carrying messages-

These are not the birds used in

-that service is performed by
homers

A good, pouter is tall and slender,
trim looking and with an almost

military bearing
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White enamel frame, awn-
ing stripe cretonne in dull

rose, Hue and purple, $10.

Cretonne, 60 cents a yard

...UMli
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A Japanese screen of tan

poplin with natural color em-
broidered cherry blossoms.
Dark wood frame, $8.75

Lower front panels, green
poplin; upper, Japanese pa-

per, cherry blossom designs.

Back, Nippon scene, $12.50

Linenized crash for screens.

Black and tan blocks alter-

nating with broad orange-
brown stripe. 36", 48 cents

For screen covering, linen-

ized crash of raspberry, black

and tan alternating stripes.

36" wide sells for 48 cents

Contrasting with the white enamel frame is

a cretonne covering of Chinese design in

dark blue, red and black on white ground, $15

At the back may be seen a willow screen
which comes in natural color, 5' 2" high,

$20; stained, $2.50 extra. At the left,

a willow sewing chair. Price without
cushion in natural willow, $8.25; stain-

ed, $9.75. Willow sewing stand 28"

high, 17" across top; natural finish,

$6.25; stained, $7.50; lining, $1.75 extra.

The smaller chair, height 22", seat 18"
x 18", natural finish, $5.25; stained,

$6.75; cushions extra

SCREENS FOR THE
PORCH OR FOR
THAT SUMMER

HOME
The addresses of shops where
the articles shown on these

pages can be procured "will

be furnished on application.
Purchases can be made
through the HOUSE & GARDEN
Shopping Service, HOUSE &
GARDEN. 440 Fourth Avenue,

New York City.
The woodwork is white enamel, the covering
sateen to match color scheme in room, $11.75.
With mahogany frame /or the same price
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Giant Pascal, the old standby, is

the test winter celery. Plant
about July 1st

A late garden showing the carrots, beets and other root crops ar-

ranged with the best economy of space for efficient cultivation
Scarlet Horn, a good fall carrot,
is usually ready in September.

Sow in July

THE LATE GARDEN AND ITS USEFULNESS

Crops That Will Make the Garden One Hundred Per.Cent
Efficient Until the Fall Frost Eleventh Hour Vegetables

ADOLPH KRUHM
mission of the late garden is dis-

_1_ tinctly two-fold. In the first place it

prevents the ground from becoming a mass
of weeds, thus reducing the chances for

next year's weed crops. Second-

ly, it increases the productive

capacity of the garden as a whole

by nearly one-third.

About July 1st, take stock of

the various rows in your garden
and size up their future possibili-

ties. Wherever a row has almost

borne the bulk of its crop, clear

it without regrets, to make room
for late crops. This applies parti-

cularly to rows of peas, lettuce,

spring radishes and other early

vegetables.
In this manner, you will soon

find quite a number of rows avail-

able for such late crops as beets,

carrots, celery, winter radishes,

turnips and rutabagas. Parsnip
and salsify do not deserve to be

considered here, since both require
a long growing season.

CROP ROTATION

In planning for subsequent
plantings in the home garden, it

pays to keep in mind the common
principles of crop rotation. Each

crop extracts certain elements
from the soil. The soil then re-

quires either a whole season's rest

or a heavy application of the right
kind of fertilizer to make up the

deficiency caused by the first crop.
Since constant utilization of the

ground is advocated, it cannot get
the needed rest, and since elements

in fertilizer require some time to

become available as plant food, the

thing to do is to see that the crops
in a row are changed. Plant your
winter radishes in spent lettuce

rows. Celery plants may be set in early
bean rows as late as August first. Beets
will do well where onions and radishes

grew. See to it that turnips and rutabagas

Delicious winter radishes can be grown from seed planted about

July 1st. The varieties here are Long Black Spanish, Celestial

and China Rose. China produces first and Spanish will go on
until November

For fall use. choose Purple Top White Globe turnips. Thin out

to stand 4" apart in the row and avoid unshapely roots

do not follow radishes. Both belong to the

same plant family botanically, and if the

radishes attract maggots, these are sure to

attack the turnips.
Unless your soil is very stiff,

hard and dry, it will not be neces-

sary to dig it for these late crops.
If the garden has received con-

stant cultivation since spring, the

soil will be in nearly ideal, mellow
condition for all root crops. Just
clear the rows of all weeds, hoe
them thoroughly both ways, rake
and then make the furrow to re-

ceive the seeds. Since, as a gen-
eral rule, all soils are rather dry
on the surface during July and

August, all seeds should be sown

deeper during the summer than in

the spring. If you sowed seeds

]/*" deep in April, sow them 1"

deep in July, and so on.

As a rule I do not advocate

watering the garden with a hose,
but if a shower is missing about
the time that you complete your
sowing for late crops, give the

garden a good soaking. Do not

sprinkle the surface today and do
a little more of it tomorrow, but
see that the moisture soaks in sev-
eral inches. As soon as the sur-

face dries off sufficiently, so that

you can walk on the ground, get
busy with either hand or wheel-
hoe. Break the crust, create a
dust mulch and thus preserve the
moisture underneath.

LATE ROOT CROPS

While the leading variety of

beets, for winter use, is Long
Smooth Blood, this sort is not

practical for sowing in the late

garden, since it requires from 85
to 100 days to reach good size.
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Either Detroit Dark Red or Eclipse will

make splendid crops of smooth roots, aver-

aging 3" to 4" in diameter, between July
15th and middle of October, when the roots

should be pulled, and tops cut off. Store

the roots in a frost-proof cellar, in a box

with sand or dry soil.

Light frosts, that are apt to occur toward

the end of September, will not injure the

roots, which take advantage of every warm,

sunny day to increase in size and firmness.

To be successful with beets for fall crops,
'

it is imperative that the soil should be

pressed in firm contact with the seeds, while

quick germination should be encouraged by

timely watering. Constant cultivation and

judicious thinning of the rows should be

employed to hasten the development of the

roots which, in sweet quality, will often

surpass the spring grown product.
In our garden three sorts of carrots are

planted in preference to all the rest. Scar-

let Horn, Chantenay and Danvers mature in

the order mentioned, and while Danvers is

the latest, we have frequently harvested

fine 6" roots, \y2
"
in diameter at the crown,

by the middle of October from seeds sown

July 20. Danvers is the best keeper, and for

this reason we plant Chantenay and Scarlet

Horn for use during the fall months.

Scarlet Horn is usually ready in Septem-
ber. Chantenay perfects handsome 5" roots

in 65 to 75 days from date of planting, so

that no gap need occur in the supply of car-

rots. With Danvers as a sort for winter use,

you may enjoy carrots from early in Sep-
tember until the following spring from

plantings made as late as July. Of course

there is a special sort of carrot for winter

use, called Long Orange. But, as in the

case of Long Smooth Blood Beet, it re-

quires a long season in which to grow to

good size, and it is rather coarse, with a big,

yellow heart, as compared with Danvers.

{Continued on page 66)

INVITING GARDEN
ENTRANCES

Two in California

Two in New Jersey

Photographs by

Chas. Alma Byers and George C. Duy Rogers The entrance to one garden in Cali-

fornia has been fashioned after a
Japanes pattern. The rough slab

gate and the open trellis roof are
both unusual. Lamps hung either
side light the way and extend their
invitation through the darkness

The roofed gate idea came from the lych
gate of the English rural church. Here it

is modified to suit its use with boulder pil-
lars in a New Jersey garden

An ingenious landscape architect fash-
ioned for a New Jersey property this en-
trance lantern. Lampblack and Venetian

red were mixed in the concrete batch

Back to California again, where iron lan-

terns cap boulder posts and show their

glimmer in the night time through the
branches of the palm
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Photograph by Beals In the seaside garden one prefers masses of dominating color

FLOWERS FOR THE SEASIDE GARDEN
A List of the Varieties Best Suited to Stand the Sea
Air and Winds and Produce Effects for a Short Time

ELIZABETH LEONARD STRANG
/GENERALLY speaking, the seaside

VJ garden is a garden of short season.

That is, it is needed for only about four

months, during the presence of its owner
from early in June to perhaps the end of

September. The early spring and late fall

flowers need not be considered, and so it

comes about that we can plan for larger
masses of each kind of bloom than are pos-
sible in the full-time garden with its wider

variety.
Considered from the landscape view-

point, we instinctively feel that the broad,

simple lines obtaining at the shore should
be met with breadth of treatment in the

planting arrangement. In this way each

individual garden, while contributing to the

harmony of the landscape, will in itself be
a miniature of the whole. As distinct from
the more intimate city back yard, here we
do not stoop over a 2 x 4 bed to admire a

pansy, but prefer masses of dominating
color that make us draw long, deep breaths ;

that fill the eyes without our having to

move them from side to side ; that complete
the picture of "waves that never break on
the beach," fleecy banks of clouds, illimit-

able sketches of blue sky and crescents of

sandy shingle.
Yet these masses of bloom, while broad

in their general appeal, should be delicate

in color. Larkspur of an ocean blue, pink,

creamy white, pale yellow, orange, and co-

balt blue these are fitting. As echoes or

shadows of the foregoing, choose some of

frey
green, old rose and lavender blue,

uch tints will harmonize better than the

hot, screaming masses of scarlet salvia, nas-

turtiums or cerise petunias, the mixture of

which humbles the grand opera effect to

the level of opera bouffe.

It may safely be asserted that unless they
are actually exposed to the sea or rocks, all

perennials of average ease of cultivation

will succeed in the seashore garden. The
moisture and mildness usually present in the

atmosphere near the ocean are conducive
to luxuriant growth, so that if shelter and

good soil are provided the plants are almost
certain to thrive.

MEETING SEASIDE CONDITIONS

On the other hand, to meet the opposite
conditions that is, poor soil and exposure

certain plants have been found especially
suitable. These we may divide roughly
into three periods of bloom: late spring or

early summer, midsummer, and fall.

For the first period, the following are

excellent for the reason that they come into

bloom in May and sometimes last well into

June: Phlox subulata will carpet the

ground with brilliant sheets of white and

pink, as will hardy candytuft (Iberis sem-

pervirens) with its glistening white masses,
and dwarf Sedum acre. Other plants of a

diminutive type that appear at the same
time are the sea thrift (Armeria maritima),
with slender stemmed pink blossoms

; grass
pinks, arabis and cerastium, all grey foli-

age; Iceland poppies, yellow, orange and
white; and dark green mats of creeping
thyme.

In especially difficult situations the money-
wort (Lysimachia numntularia) may be re-

lied upon to cover the ground with its

creeping stems and little yellow bells, but it

must not be planted where it may become a

pest. All of the above-mentioned plants
are small and better adapted to a rocky
bank than to the flower garden proper ;

though, used as edgings to the beds of the

latter, they will start the season daintily.
We may now divide the midsummer

group of plants into two classes : those that

look better in a wild garden or planted in-

formally along the edges of the shrubbery,
and the distinctly gardenesque flowers. Both

groups are peculiarly adapted to seashore
conditions.

For grouping informally we must choose
a few kinds that will be effective enough

(Continued on page 68)
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THE RESIDENCE OF HUGO BALLIN, ESQ., AT SAUGATUCK, CONN
The entrance was 'built without plan or elevation, the owner
supervising the job. Native labor was used in all the work.

Thus, it was the local blacksmith who made the iron rail shown
in the arch. The trees about the place contributed the rafters
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At the south end of the studio is o balcony 28' x 8'. It serves as

a writing room and hall between bedrooms. The baluster is a
built-in bookcase

The studio is a large room 40' x 28' with walls 19' high. A
window 15' x 20' Unfits it. The walls are sand finished and the

woodwork opaque stain

The vestibule walls are soft brown, the plaster

laid directly on hollow tile. The marble floor

is from an old dismantled house

Hollow tile was used 6,500 of them put in place by three masons and seven

helpers in twenty-seven working days. The whole was then covered with cement.

There is one chimney to serve the four flues

The house contains five bedrooms, three baths, dining-room,

kitchen, pantry, laundry, workroom, studio, dimng-porch and j

roof. The last feature is well used as a sleeping for

The dining-room walls arc blue, the curtains broad yellow and

blue stripes, the table blue with gold decorations, the console

broad blue and its brackets gold; floor dark blue with yellow rug
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THE SELF-SUSTAINING AQUARIUM
Ornamental Fish, Water and Aquatic Plants Co-Exist Harmoniously in the Balanced
Glass Tank A Natural and Little Known Life Transplanted to Your Dining-Room Window

ELSIE TARR SMITH

WHEN you mention aquariums to

the average person, one of two

pictures will probably flash before his

mental vision. The first, and the more
usual, is that of a globular, bare glass
bowl containing one large, domineering
goldfish and another smaller, dispirited
one which drift in circumscribed circles

and twitch their eyes spasmodically at a

black-and-white cat crouched on the mid-
dle of a Persian rug. The second is of a

wall lined with great tanks through whose
glass sides angel-fish, cods and mud-
puppies indifferently regard the scarcely
less human appearing crowd on the far

side of the protecting brass guard rail.

If you persist and begin to enlarge upon
the pleasures of aquarium keeping, your
listener is apt to put you down as a scien-

tist or merely a person lacking in a sense
of the fitness of things.

All this, I say, is true of the average
case. The exceptions, the people who know
the possibilities of a real "balanced" aqua-
rium, will meet your enthusiastic remarks
about fifty per cent, more than half way.

WHAT "BALANCE" SIGNIFIES

A balanced aquarium is one in which the

plant life "balances" that of the fish, so
that both exist and thrive indefinitely in a

perfectly natural state. Fish inhale oxygen
like all other forms of animal life and ex-
hale carbonic acid gas. Plants inhale this

gas, the carbon of which they turn into

vegetable tissue while they purify the oxy-
gen and set it free for the animal life to
take up again. So if you put fish and
aquatic plants in water together, one helps
to support the other, and with the aid of

tadpoles, newts, snails and other small

denizens of the

pond, some
which act

Another type with green
rim, flowers painted on the
side, 15" x!5" on a 28" white
enamel wood stand, $25

of

as

scavengers, you
have a little

system so com-

plete in itself

that it will re-

quire very lit-

tle attention

merely an oc-

casional addi-
tion of water
to m a k e up
for that lost

by evapo ra-

tion, the feed-

ing of the ani-

mal life, and
once in a

while the
cleaning of the

glass walls.

The best
aquariums are

those made of

a good strong
iron frame,
with plate
glass sides fas-

tened with

This bowl aquarium of green and white
Japanese ware, 22" in diameter, may be
had complete with fish and plant for $25

Photograph by Dr. E. Bade

The balanced aquarium should stand near
a window where it will get light without

too direct rays of the sun

waterproof cement, the whole framework
being secured to a slate or marble bottom.
As no part of the metal touches the water,
there is absolutely no danger from rust,
and barring accidents they are practically
indestructible. The all-glass aquarium is

very pretty to look at, but it possesses the

disadvantage of being liable to break
through expansion or contraction with sud-
den changes of temperature, and of course
the slightest crack will completely destroy
its usefulness.

The ordinary fish globe is almost useless
for aquaria purposes, the water surface ex-
posed to the air being too small to allow
a proper supply of oxygen to be absorbed

from the atmosphere. Constant changing
of the water is therefore necessary, with

consequent bad results to even the most

hardy fish, and certain death to the more
delicate varieties.

THE BEST LOCATION

The placing of the aquarium is a most

important matter. It should have plenty of

light, and a position close to a window is

therefore most suitable. Avoid a southern

exposure, as too much sun will overheat
the water, exhaust the oxygen, and result

in the loss of valuable specimens. If, how-
ever, a southern window is the only one

available, some means can readily be de-

vised to intercept the excessive heat.

Placing the aquarium outdoors during the

summer months will be found to result in

no possible benefit to the fish. On the con-

trary, it favors the growth of algae to such
an extent that the water turns green and

unsightly and must be changed.
The soil in which the plants are to grow

must be filled in to a depth sufficient to pro-
vide a firm anchorage. About 3" is deep
enough for all practical purposes.
Most of the aquatic plants suitable for

aquarium purposes thrive well in pure
gravel, and this will be found the most satis-

factory material for general use. The ordi-

nary bird gravel can be employed, but it

should be topped with a layer of a much
coarser kind, as this will keep the fish from

uprooting the plants. Sea shells should
never be used, as they are composed of
lime which is injurious to the health of the
fish.

Unless the aquarium is of a very large
size, it is best to avoid all rock work or pot-

tery ornaments ; they are too artificial in

appearance and out of harmony with the

other con-

tents. In

any case,
use them
with cau-
tion.

In mak-
i n g selec-

tion from
the numer-
ous differ-

ent aquatic

plants that

are avail-

a b 1 e, be
careful to

select
those that

have been
found to

be the best

oxygen
makers,
for plants
d i ff e r

greatly in

this re-

s p e c t.

Species of

Millfoil
(M y r i o-

This one is 16" across, with a
height of 10". The stand is

27%" high. Natural color,

$15; stained, $16.50 complete
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Photograph by Dr. E. Bade

In contrast to the variegated yellowish white and jet black of
her mate, the female Oambusia is of a modest olive green color

Photograph by Ur. E. Bade

A good specimen of the male Veil-tail goldfish. Note the short,

stocky body and highly developed fins. He would cost about $40

Among the good aqua-
rium plants is fanicort

Cabomba aquatica

phyllum), Fa n w o rt

(Cabomba aquatica),
common arrowhead

(Sagittaria natans),

mud-plant (Hetheran-
thera reniformis) and
Elodea densa are five

of the very best and
most ornament al

plants for the aqua-
rium. They are all

rapid growers, and it

is therefore advisable

not to plant too dense-

ly in the beginning.
From three to six

healthy stems should
be fastened together
with a strip of tinfoil

and the whole tied

loosely to a small stone or piece of crockery
and planted in the gravel. Ample room
should be given for development, and it is

well not to plant within 2" of the sides of
the aquarium, so that there will be room
to clean the glass without disturbing the

plants.
When all the plants have been put in

place, fill the aquarium with water very
carefully so as not to disturb the bottom.
This is best done by putting some small ves-

sel, such as a cup or tumbler, in the aqua-
rium. The water is then poured direct into

this smaller vessel from which
it flows gently over the edge.
Fill to within about 2" of the

top.
The water used must not be

too hard, or in other words must
not contain much lime, iron or

sulphur. Rain or river water or
the ordinary soft drinking water
as it runs from household fau-
cets may be used, but well water
is not suitable.

When water and plants are in,

it is a good plan to allow the

aquarium to rest for a few days
to give the plants a chance to

root and to make some oxygen
before stocking it with fish.

This process of oxygen mak-
ing is most interesting and if one
watches when the sun shines

through the glass walls he will

see the small silver-like beads on

the plants which are glob-
ules of pure oxygen.

SELECTING THE FISH

The selection of fish for

the aquarium must be

largely a matter of indi-

vidual taste, as there are

some hundreds of suitable

varieties, ranging from the

common pond fish, such as

perch, dace and shiner, to

the gorgeous hued Para-
dise fish and the marvelous

developments of artificial

breeding, the Comet-tail,
the Celestial-telescope and
the Japanese Fringe-tail

goldfish.
It is, however, a good

plan for beginners to confine themselves to

common goldfish of small size as being ex-

tremely hardy : these will stand for much
experimenting and are not costly to replace
in the event of non-success.
Care must be taken to avoid any over-

crowding with its consequent danger to the

fish, due to lack of sufficient oxygen.
It will occasionally happen, especially be-

fore the plants have firmly rooted, that the

oxygen in the aquarium will become some-
what exhausted, a condition which will be
indicated at once by the fish constantly com-

Elodea densa is differ-

ent in form but no less

desirable to use

Photograph by Dr. E. Bade

The male Paradise fish, reddish brown with bluish stripes and
fins, is a popular variety. This shows him about natural size

ing to the surface and

trying to breathe the

overhead atmosphere.
This may be relieved

by opening the win-

dow and letting some
fresh air blow over
the surface, and then

adding a few cupfuls
of fresh water, pour-
ing it from a height
of about a foot or so.

This will aerate the

exhausted water

enough to relieve con-

ditions, which may be

the result of not air-

ing the room enough.
A few fresh-water

snails will be found

useful, as they feed on the algae, of which

every aquarium tends to produce much
more than is desirable. There are two or

three suitable varieties of these interesting

molluscs, all of which thrive well, and even

increase, in the aquarium.

SOME OTHER ACCESORIES

Water newts and other small amphibians
can also be kept with advantage, and de-

spite a popular belief to the contrary, will

live in perfect peace and harmony with
their fellow captives. Their reptile-like

forms give them a strange fas-

cination for most people, and
whether resting lazily on the

vegetation that floats on the sur-

face, or lurking in strangely con-
torted attitudes on the gravelly
bottom, they are always among
the first of the inmates to attract

attention.

The tadpole in the aquarium
affords an opportunity to study
at close range the wonderful

process of frog development
from perfect fish to lung breath-

ing animal, and no study can be
more instructive and entertain-

ing. It is possible to take the

spawn as it is found in the ponds
and watch it hatch out into little

wriggling tadpoles, just head
and tail, pass from that into the
more fish-like state, until finally
the perfect frog developes.
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MITIGATING CONCRETE AND STUCCO UGLINESS

Which Can Be Accomplished by Finish, Tiles,

Mosaics, Windows, Brick Trim and Shadows

HAROLD DONALDSON EBERLEIN

CONCRETE
and cement stucco

houses have come to stay.

They represent the latest phase in

the evolution of domestic architec-

ture both in point of structure and

general exterior aspect. They will

unquestionably constitute an in-

creasingly important and perma-
nent element to be considered in the

future because of the strength, dur-

ability and economy of cement as

a building material. But concrete

and cement stucco houses have a

serious limitation so far as their ap-

pearance is concerned. An unre-

lieved concrete or cement stucco

wall surface, unless managed with

more than exceptional adroitness

by the architect, is ugly and re-

pulsive. There is no denying the

uncompromising fact. We may as

well honestly admit it.

CONCRETE AND STUCCO REMEDIES

The majority of cement stucco

houses are either of frame con-

struction with the stucco coating

applied over expanded metal lath

nailed to rough siding, or else of

hollow tile plastered over with

stucco. The concrete house, on the

other hand, has walls of solid con-

crete, poured in a fluid state into

board moulds which are removed
when the mixture has set. A house
built of concrete blocks, previously

prepared, laid in the manner of

Two elements are responsible for the beauty of this en-

trance the rough finish of the stucco itself and the
shadow afforded by the projecting porch. Allen W.

Jackson, architect

brick or stone, is also to be reckoned

a concrete house.

Ordinarily speaking, the surface

of a cement stucco or concrete

house lacks the emphasis and con-

trast of color and shadow and,

therefore, lacks interest. It is also

usually harsh and crude. Possible

remedies may best be considered

under the heads of texture, color

and relief by projection and
shadow.
The surface of a concrete wall

may be scratched while "green" and

covered with a finishing coat of

cement stucco floated smooth or

else, when dry, it may be either left

rough or dressed down to approxi-
mate smoothness by bush ham-

mering, which will leave the aggre-

gate plainly exposed to view. This

roughening does, it is true, create

some welcome variety frorn the

monotonous commercial appearance
of bridge piers or railway retain-

ing walls, but the "skinning" of the

concrete is open to the objection
that the "pores" of the wall are laid

bare to the action of the weather

and the penetration of moisture.

Another way of varying the tex-

ture is to float the final stucco coat

with a rough board, instead of with

a smooth float, drawing the stroke

in a long arc. Then again, the floats

are sometimes pulled straight away
from the thick mixed stucco and

The factors which here mitigate the concrete nakedness are the
wide overhanging eaves, the small window and door panes, the
indented arches and mosaic work. Mann d MacNeille, architects

The judicious use of glazed terra cotta decorations in color make
an effective ornamentation for the cement house. The indented

entrance porch and the arched window panels also help
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In this country house, of which Edmund B. Oil-

Christ is architect, brick trim has been attrac-

tively combined with rough concrete finish

the suction thus created pulls the material

into an agreeably rough surface that affords

numerous spots of shadow. Still another

way to liven the texture is to "comb" the

surface while "green" with a wooden comb
or fan in the manner employed by the old

English plasterers so that the wall shows
a fine herring-bone pattern like that

in coarse cocoa matting. Ingenuity will

probably suggest additional methods of

gaining other pleasing results.

The attempt sometimes

made to improve color by
mixing various pigments
with the cement, though at

tiim-s it may be attended

with fairly satisfactory re-

sults, can hardly be con-

sidered as a generally
advisable or desirable thing
to do. The addition of

coloring matter sometimes
weakens the concrete and
there is almost always dif-

ficulty in getting uniform-

ity of hue. Moreover, the

range of tones to be gained
in this way is limited and
difficult to control in suc-

cessive admixtures of pig-
ment. It thus becomes ad-

visable to consider a coat-

ing which, however, ought
to be non-corroding and

hard-drying. The residu-

um of oil in a lead and
oil paint after drying is

I

acted upon by the alkali in

the cement and forms a

soapy mixture that never

gets hard. Various washes
and cold water paints are

highly absorbent of mois-

ture and after wet weather
streaks and discolored

patches appear. Then, too, a glue or case-

in binder in such paint is soon disintegrated

by the action of alkali in the cement and the

color flakes and washes off. Despite the

chemical deterioration, the effect of many
such washes will last a fairly long time and,
on a house of ordinary size, it is not a

difficult matter nor prohibitively expensive
to renew the wash when desirable.

If whitewash is used, the government
Lighthouse Mixture will be found highly

A flat stucco wall face totally unadorned. But
casement windows give it the master touch.

Delano $ Aldrich, architects

satisfactory. There are some special stucco

washes that have been compounded which
fulfill all the desiderata, producing a perma-
nent color and excluding dampness. The

objection is sometimes seriously made that

it is not quite honest to color concrete or

cement stucco artificially. It may be an-

swered that such application of color in-

volves no more sham than does the dying
of raw silk to get a required hue. In some

(Continued on page 70)

The house is set on the edge of a hill

and grows up out of its setting of treet.

One floor is brick, the second stucco
with some half-timber. A large living-

room, library, dining-room and kitchen
<>' tiijiy the first floor; four chambers,
two baths and sleeping porch above

THE RESIDENCE of
MRS. MARION F. LOCKWOOD
at HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY

DAVID M. ACH, architect
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The GARDENER'S KALENDAR

JUNE, 1916

Morning Star: Jupiter Evening Star: Venus

SUNDAY
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FROM THREE GARDENERS' NOTEBOOKS
Experiences Related by HOUSE & GARDEN Readers on Distilling

Flower Perfume, Saving Azaleas and Growing Sturdy

DISTILLING
FLOWER
PERFUME

I
[T is really

very
easy matter

to capture the

delightful
fragrance of flowers. Many people

may like to try the following plan

which will always give good results

with any sweet-scented blossoms.

Almost the only thing which it will

be needful to purchase will be a

glass funnel with the narrow end

drawn out to a very fine point.

Such an article could be procured
from any chemist's store. It should

be borne in mind that for the pur-

pose there must be no opening at

all in the lower portion of the fun-

nel, this being simply pointed, as

can be noticed from an examination

of the accompanying photograph.
We shall now require a little stand

to keep the funnel upright. This

can be made in any way which

seems convenient; the one in the picture

was formed with some wooden uprights,

the funnel being supported with a loop of

wire between the two pieces of wood.

A small amount of ice will now be

needed. This should be broken into small

fragments and it must be sufficient to fill

the funnel entirely. Underneath the fun-

nel stand a receptacle of some kind which

should be absolutely clean. Now bring the

fragrant flowers, which should have been

freshly gathered, and stand them near to

the apparatus. It is best to carry out this

plan in a still room where there is no seri-

ous draught. The blossoms should be fair-

ly close to the ice-filled funnel, and when

they are in position a small amount of salt

is sprinkled on the ice. In this way a

freezing mixture is produced. After an

interval it will be noticed that a drop forms

on the pointed end of the funnel and this

is succeeded by others. Of course, the

moisture of the atmosphere condenses on

the extremely cold surface of the outside of

the funnel, and this is responsible for the

drops. While this process of condensation

is going forward the volatile es-

sence, which is given out by the

flowers, is combining with the

moisture and the result is that a

highly perfumed liquid is accu-

mulating in the receptacle. This

naturally exactly resembles the per-

fume of the flower, and is the near-

est approach to the real scent which

could be secured. Indeed, many
people who have captured scent in

this way declare that they prefer

it to that which they can buy in the

shops. Of course, all this manu-
factured perfume is skilfully com-

bined, and hardly any of it can be

called a pure essence. The perfume

captured in the manner described

will not keep indefinitely unless it

is mixed with about an equal
amount of spirits of wine. It may
then be bottled up and used in the

usual manner, being quite satisfac-

tory in every way.
5". Leonard Bastin.

BETTER
ROOTS FOR

Place the freshly picked flowers close to the funnel.

which is packed with crushed ice and salt. While the

moisture is condensing on the glass the volatile essence

of the flowers is distilled

The funnel must be drawn to a point.

There should be no opening at the top. A
stand for it can be easily constructed

THE large
roots are

the conveyers

VEGETABLES and the fine

tender root-

lets that are so small they can

hardly be seen in the soil are the

actual food takers. It will readily

be seen that if for any reason the

main roots are cramped or remain

huddled in a restricted zone, these

delicate feeding roots must obtain

but limited nourishment and natu-

rally be fewer in number than

where the main roots can extend

themselves.

As the season advances, the dis-

advantage to the plant and to the

gardener in weakness and meager

yield will be apparent.
Aside from the depth of soil

preparation, a moderate instead of

a copious water supply in early

spring and regular cultivation from

the beginning of growth, as inducements to

expansive rooting, much can be done by

deep setting. Of course, this is impossible

with vegetables that are planted where they

are to grow and capable only of a certain

depth of seed planting, but with some of the

kinds that are transplanted from a seed bed

to a permanent location, the root zone of

the plant can be increased by a deeper set-

ting. This is so with plants that root readi-

ly from the stem, as the tomato. With the

potato, a deeper planting of the seed pieces

results in deeper rooting.

The accompanying illustration shows two

tomato plants which, when set May 12th,

were of the same size and vigor. The

lower one in the illustration was set down

5" into the ground so that earth covered the

stem, between the crosses and the smooth

part of the stem as shown. Just the top

was exposed.
The upper one had its root system merely

covered to the line of previous growth. By

May 28th, the plant that was set deeply

had developed roots upon the buried stem

as shown in the picture. The top had

grown much larger. The other

plant had made a comparatively
limited growth.

Later in the season, the deeply

set plant outspread
all others, sur-

passing them in yield as well as in

growth. M. Roberts Conover.

SUCCESS
WITH AN
AZALEA

I

The result of deep planting. Both plants were set at

the same time, the upper shallow, the lower 5 deep

THINK
_ the ma-

jority of ama-
teur fl o w e r

cultivators do

not succeed with azaleas. They

may keep one alive a year or two

after it comes from a greenhouse,

but blossoms, if any, are few and

far between and soon the plant is

allowed to die a lingering death, or

is discarded utterly.

Azaleas had been brought into

our house at holiday times for sev-

eral years in succession, but, how-

ever beautiful at first they soon

(Continued on page 54)
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The decorations make this orange-tinted willow set especially attractive for the porch. The cushions are of printed linen with yellow
background and design in orange and blue to match the furniture. Table, $14; chair, $26.25; settee. $44

SEEN IN THE SHOPS
The addresses of shot's where the articles shown on these pages can be procured
will be gladly furnished on request. Purchases may be made through the HOUSE
& GARDEN Shopping Service, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

tin -rmr irm -rrrr HIT

This porch hammock can be
transformed into a divan by
folding windshield and ends
under mattress and dropping
the concealed legs. In green,
white and khaki. Mattress,
windshield, etc., of canvas.
Steel frame, 28" x 72", $8.50

For the summer house comes an
old ivory wicker set decorated
with black enamel and stripes of
blue, yellow and rose. Arm chair,
$24; desk, $23.25; desk cftair,$13;
table, $15.50; bookcase, $27.25.
Cushions not included. On the
table is a "Tipperary Twine Dog"
of black enamel wood, $3.50; and
on the desk a "Canny-Cat" can-
dlestick, Iiy2

"
high, $2, complete

with hand - painted black and
white candle

Garden basket and tools,
trimmed and lined with
black leatherette. Tools
enameled in yellow and
black decoration, scis-

sors with silk tassel.

$5 complete

The feature of this bedroom set
lies in the fact that it comes in
so many different finishes. It

may be had in white, ivory,
cream or grey enamel, natural
birch and birch with mahogany
finish. The set lends itself to
decoration. Bed, either full size
or twin, $24 each; chiffonier, $17.
Dressing table, $24; dresser, $24.
This moderate price makes it es-

pecially desirable for the summer
home

.in HIT nrr
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Till ....

Floor Jan, 12"

diameter. Chi-

nese black en-

amel, gold dec-

orations. $85

A new electric fan. Will
work with any current.

Ivory enamel finish with
hand painting on the four

blades. $15

vi^
Cushion of pink rep, black
and white cretonne me-
dallion, bright center, $1.50

Queen Anne secretary of solid

mahogany, 24" by 70", back
shelves adjustable. Antique fin-

ish, polished or dull. $35

A genuinely decoratirr

flower pot white pottery
irith rari-colored flowers
and gold bands 6" wide at

top. 7%" high. $3.50

A suction elec-

tric lamp, deco-
rated to mati-h
the room color

scheme, $6

The taffeta ruffles and hoop
skirt form an electric light
shade. China head. $13.50

A reed suite consisting of settee, which may be had enameled for $18, stain finish. $16.50; arm chair, enameled, $10.50; stain, $9.35;
round top table, 28" wide and 29" high, enameled, $7.50; stain. $6.75. Cretonne cushions may be had in almost any pattern. The little

glass flower or fruit basket is priced at $1, 7" size. Lamp, $6.75.
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June Planting for Succession Crops and Next Winter's Vegetable
Supply Summer Mulching and the War on Garden Pests

F. F. ROCKWELL
The Editor will be glad to answer subscribers' questions pertaining to individual problems connected with the gardens and the grounds. Please
enclose a self-addressed and stamped envelope, and address your inquiries to The Editor, HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

WITH
most of the things to be

planted this month, a few days'
difference in planting will be

no serious disadvantage ; but a few

days' neglect of sprouting weeds is a

very serious thing indeed. It not only

quickly increases the amount of work to

be done, but injures the crop.

WEEDS AND OTHER PESTS

Two methods of attack should be

used. Go over the whole garden with

the wheel-hoe frequently enough to keep
the centers of all rows clean. This work
can be done very quickly and will leave

you the best conditions for conquering
the weeds in the rows. In going over

the latter, be thorough, no matter how
long it takes. Stir every square inch of

soil, no matter whether a weed is visible

or not hundreds may be sprouting just

below the surface. Small weeds will die

in a few hours after they are pulled out

or hoed up. After they begin to form
a root system, however, in rainy weather,

they will quickly root again even if left

on the surface of the soil, and become
most difficult to get rid of.

Attend to thinning the plants so that

those which remain will have plenty of
room to develop. No overcrowded plant will give

satisfactory results. Thin with a ruthless hand ;

there is very little danger of overdoing it. The
distances at which the plants should stand can be
found in the planting table published in the

March HOUSE & GARDEN.

During this month, plenty of the garden pests

may be expected to put in an appearance. The
safest, easiest, and most effective remedy for

them is always to be found in measures of pre-
vention. Get in a complete stock of the insecti-

cides and fungicides which you will need. The
investment will require but a few dollars, and
such things as you may not need to use will keep,
if necessary, until another season.

JUNE PLANTING

In planting flowers, there is little to do this

month, except where circumstances may make it

necessary to put in a late garden, as is sometimes
the case with summer cottages, new ground, etc.

Many of the plants from which results are most

'

.
*

The
and

4
There is still time to get in a row or two
of limas if the soil is well prepared for

their reception

properly cared for garden shoics an absence of weeds
a clear ground surface, thoroughly cultivated to con-

serve moisture

quickly obtained are described in the article on

Quick Action Plants in the May issue. Bedding
plants which will give immediate results from
late plantings are geraniums, begonias, coleus,

salvia, snapdragons, heliotrope, cannas, ageratum,
and sweet alyssum. These things may often be
obtained at very favorable prices after the Deco-
ration Day rush is over. Tuberous rooted be-

gonias, caladiums and similar extra tender plants

may be set out now except in the northern States
where there is usually danger of frost until after

the first of June.
In the vegetable garden there are two classes

of things to be planted this month : succession

crops to give a continuous supply, and things to

be started now for fall and winter. Among the
former are corn, peas, beans, lettuce, spinach and
beets. If you are using only one variety of corn,
plant twice during June to keep up a succession
of ears to be used when the quality is at its best,
or plant two or three varieties which ripen in

succession. The earlier this month's peas can be
gotten in the better

; those planted too near the
end of the month are likely to suffer from too hot
weather during July, unless you have artificial

irrigation available. A good plan is to plant in

furrows 4" to 6" deep ; cover the peas only 3" or
4" at first, and then gradually fill in as the plants
grow ;

this gets the roots well down below the
surface so that they can better withstand drought.
If they can be given a slightly shaded position,
so much the better.

Beans, on the contrary, luxuriate in the warm,
midsummer weather. The thing to avoid with
them is soil or fertilizer too rich in nitrogen ; they
will yield good results even where the soil is poor
or light and sandy. If the lima beans have not
yet been planted, get them in as early as possible
this month, for they require a long season. Plant
them with their eyes down in a well prepared soil,
and when there is promise of clear weather ahead.

Swiss chard, of which the supply will be ample
if you planted it this spring, will continue to yield
this summer and fall. If, however, you prefer
spinach, plant now a small sowing of New Zea-
land

;
this is entirely distinct from the ordinary

kind and will grow through the hot summer
months. In good soils, the plants are enormous.

VEGETABLES FOR WINTER USE

Vegetables for late fall and winter to be started
this month include cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels
sprouts, kale, beets, cucumbers, carrots and toma-
toes, and, if you have not already gotten it under
way, Whitloof chickory.
Cabbage, radish, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts

and kale should be planted as early this month
as possible so that you will have good strong
plants ready to set out before the middle of July.A packet of seeds of each will give enough plants
for the average home garden. If the soil is

dry, prepare the drill as follows :

Open it up 2" or 3" deep with the
wheel-hoe or warren hoe, turn the hose
into it and let it fill up and soak away
several times until the ground at the bot-
tom is saturated for 1' down, and then
fill in with fine soil as fresh as may be

procured. If this filling is mixed half
and half with humus, so much the better,
as it will retain water longer. Sow the
seeds thinly, marking each sort carefully
with a substantial tag, cover the seed
about y-i" deep and press down lightly.
Throw tobacco dust over the row as a
deterrant to the flea beetle which often
ruins seedlings of these varieties. The
seedlings should come up strongly within
three or four days, and as soon as the
third or fourth true leaf is out, thin so
that they stand 3" or 4" apart. The
extra plants may be transplanted, but it

is much better to throw them away than
to leave them in the row to impede each
other's growth.
While there is still plenty of time for

them, it is better not to delay the plant-
ings of beets and carrots for the win-
ter's supply, as, unless you have irriga-
tion available, a good stand can now be
obtained better than during the hot, dry

weather later in the month. Late plantings of
cucumbers and tomatoes should be made to give
an ample yield for the late fall use and for pick-
ling. Those from the earliest crops are often

"gone by" just when they are most needed.

SUMMER MULCHING

One line of garden work which is often neg-
lected or overlooked altogether is the summer
mulch. With man}' crops and under many cir-

cumstances, the dust mulch has taken the place of
the regular mulch for convenience sake

;
but

there are plenty of other places where leaf mould
or decayed leaves, dry, spongy manure, grass clip-

pings or the remains of the winter mulch which
may have been set aside for this special purpose,
placed on the ground between or around plants in

the row, produces remarkable results by its effi-

ciency in saving moisture. Water applied through
this mulch will be several times as effective as

though put on the surface in the ordinary way,
especially about newly planted trees and shrubs.

Weeds and a good yield of strairberries
are not compatible, so be sure the former

are kept down
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THE DECORATIVE VALUE OF WROUGHT IRONWORK AND TILE
AGNES FOSTER

*J!2
lim

,"
Wh

,

e" SOU are undecided "bout a color scheme, or the suitability of afurmture. In such cases you want advice. Why not write to HOUSE & GARDEN LritfThe address ts 440 Fourth Avenue, New York City

MANY
admiring and covetous glances

have we given the pieces of wrought
iron work in the museums here and

abroad, or in Spanish towns where every
other window has its beautiful iron grille, or
in

Italy where well-hood and lanterns boast
their bits of intricate wrought iron work, or
again in France where the balustrades of cha-
teaux are fit copy in design for generations
to follow.

At last this wrought iron has come into
its own again, not only at the hands of the
architect, who has appreciated but used the
medium sparingly, but through that new be-

ing of true service, the decorator. In a hun-
dred ways, each appro-
priate and of real deco-
rative value, the deco-
rator has worked
wrought iron into her
schemes for porches
and gardens, for living-
rooms and halls.

What could be more
appropriate as lighting
fixtures than torch
brackets of Tudor rose

design against a Caen
stone wall in an en-
trance hallway? Or in

an oak paneled living-
room, side fixtures of
oak leaves, virile and
bold in design? Sup-
planting side fixtures
iron torches may be
placed on either side of
the chimney breast or at
the foot of the stairs.

Such treatment does
not require a large or
elaborate room or fur-

nishings.

Although wrought
iron unpainted looks
best against oak or
stone or walnut, it looks
well, when finished in
soft dull colors, against Made in America after
any painted wall sur- <* Spanish pattern, a
face. To lighten and wall bracket of wrought
create spots of interest iron with a basin mid-
turns of the iron may way for vines, $50

By the use of tile inserts and tile

figures the fireplace in this nursery has
been given genuine interest

The glazed tile radiator grille has
distinctly decorative possibilities

be gilded a rich, warm gold. The reddish
cast of the iron itself carries along this color
tone.

The best iron work is not heavy and crude ;

it is of the most intricate and delicate design.
There is a subtle fascination in the branches
of iron flowers twined, as gracefully as Nature
does it herself, around simple, straight, heavy
uprights.
Lanterns on high standards of iron have a

look of Venice about them. They may be
used as torcheres in a hall with a hanging
iron lantern at the stairs landing. A simple
straight back, Italian chair and perhaps a
small bench and we have created a hall with

a true Italian spirit.
And what is nicest to

contemplate we may
have all these at a
possible price.

In front of a French
window, that the sil-

houette may be given
full value, a wrought
iron aquarium stand

may well be placed. The
iron is moulded into

graceful curves. An-
other equally attractive

piece is a plant stand.
The top holds a painted
tin basin in which are
pots of ivy. A painted
wire basket, whose
handle forms a com-
fortable perch for a

gay porcelain bird, can
be overgrown with a
tangle of ivy vines.
The wrought iron work
below is carried out
in the graceful twists
and convolutions of the
vine itself. A similar
stand holds a copper
basin for plant*.
For a side wall

Used as an aquarium bracket comes a Span-
stand or for flowers, ish pattern piece that,
this type of wrought hurrah ! is made in

iron workmanship is America. It fastens

coming into vogue, $25 (Continued on page 70)

Y

The torch* r<'s will
a dozen decorative uses
in a house, especially in
a paneled hallway, $60.
The flower stand with
a copper basin can be
used on the porch. $60

Although it would require a large hallway to suit a tile fountain of this size

indoors, it is equally appropriate for the porch wall or as a garden terminal

Painted tin with wire
Innitlles forms the upper
part. It comes separate
and, not including the
porcelain bird, sells for
$5. The wrought iron

stand costs $30
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Cosy Homes

ARE
you one of the

thousands who dream

about a cosy little

home, which you are going

to build?

Have you pet ideas you

would like to see worked out

by some architect as if espe-

cially for you? In the

"Small House Number"

perhaps you'll find all this.

In this superb issue you
will learn, not only about the

building and arrangements
of small houses, bungalows
and cottages, but something

about every side of home-

making. You may read in

simple, understandable lan-

guage the practical ways to

make your home cosier,

more convenient, more com-

fortable and practical.

You need this July num-

ber. You will find it an ex-

cellent example of what is

offered each forthcoming

month.
A small investment of $3 for a

yearly subscription (twelve ex-

ceptional numbers) may save you

$800, or even $3,000 or more.

Because of HOUSE & GARDEN'S

many valuable suggestions on

building, which are practical;
on

gardening, which please, and on

decorating and furnishing, which

harmonize and make your home

more attractive you cannot well

afford to be without this useful

guide.

Special Introductory Offer

If you prefer, you may take advan-

tage of our trial subscription offer (to

new subscribers) for the next six in-

tensely interesting and useful issues,

at the special introductory price of $1.

Let your subscription start with

ju ly_the Small House (Bungalow)
Number. It is not necessary even to

write a letter. If you choose, you may
use the coupon. It is easier and

quicker.

IScnJ tilt Coupon Todoy

[Kt*J "At Your Stria." opposite coham

Introductory Coupon Offer

Houc t Girden,440 Fourth Avenue, NewYork

As per your introductory offer, please send

me the next five numbers of MOUSE & GAR-

DEN, beginning with Ju,1\..^
b?ia".

1 ,

"
Number). On receipt of bill 1 WlH rem"

m>subscription price of $1. (Regular sub-

Or
1P

T

l0

e

n
n'close herewith $1, for which send

me the next six numbers, beginning with

July.

Name
*a*a and addrat vtra j>toil. )

. Address

OUR
readers are urged to slady and use this index as a buying guide.

You will find each advertiser offers a product of quality, depend-

ability and value that your wants, at all limes, will receioe prompt

and courteous attention. If there are any other subjects in which you are

interested andyou do not find them listed below do not hesitate to as* us.

Whatever information you may desire about the home, whether it concerns

your plans of building, decorating the interior, or the making of a garden

in fact all indoors and out we will gladly supply.
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HO USE & GARDEN

At Your Service*

fT^HE man who dreams

I
about a happy little

house of his own has a

busy mind. He wants to

get every available bit of in-

formation on the subject, so

that he may study and learn

what to specify. He finds

out how to make his house

the pride of the neighbor-

hood.

The advertisements in this

magazine will tell you much

about practical home-mak-

ing. In addition to helping

you secure quickly specific

information, especially suit-

ed to your needs, we have

devised a real "Information

Service."

Your Questions Answered

Without expense you can secure

information on any of the subjects
indicated in the coupon below or

others that you may select.

This information costs you

nothing, yet it may save you hun-

dreds of dollars.

Check the subjects that inter-

est you. Others will suggest
themselves. We will answer as

many questions as you choose,

relating to all phases of building,

remodeling, repairing, gardening,

decorating, furnishing or refur-

nishing in fact, everything per-

taining to the subject of the home
and its surroundings and their

care.

Our only consideration is that

you are sincere in your desire for

information that you will advise

us whether the service supplies

your wants and meets all your

requirements.

Send the Coupon
You may enclose the coupon below

in an envelope, or paste it on a postal.
Or, if you prefer, you may write a
letter.

We will see that you are supplied
with the kind of information that may
possibly save you many dollars sure-

ly time and energy, perhaps ill spent.

Send He Coupon Today
Read "

CosyHomes
"
opposite column

Free Information Coupon
House 4t Garden, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

I would like to know more about the sub-

jects checked below or, those outlined in
the letter attached. Please arrange to have
free information sent me promptly.

HOUSE & GARDEN, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York

...Asphalt

. ..Bathroom
fixtures

...Bricks

...Bungalows

...Cement

...Clothes
dryera

...Elevators

incinerators
...Hardware
...Heat regulators
...Hot water heating
...Kitchen cabinets
Lumber

...Mantels

...Metal ceilings

.. Metal lathing

.. Paints and var-
nishes

...Portable houses

..Radiators

..Ranges

..Refrigerators

..Roofing

..Shingles

..Steam heating

..Tiling

..Telephones

..Vacuum

...Window shades

IArtdr.I-HI-H G 6-16
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NAI ISM 8
EMPRESS

Price per 100.

$5.35

HYACINTH
LA GRANDESSE
Price per 100. J4.75

DARWIN
TULIPS

Price per 100. $1.35 II

LILIUM
CANDIDUM

Price per dox.. $1.50

Read What These

People Say:
Finest he ever law! "I have received my
order of gladioli, and they are the finest I

ever saw. 1 expect fine results. The tulips
and peonies that I bought last fall have

grown splendidly." H. T. F., Bangor Me.

Always perfect! "Your splendid bulbs
arrived and are planted. Enclosed find

twenty-five dollars. As always, the stock

you sent is perfect." A. G. W., Galesburg,
111.

More than delighted! "The bulbs I

ordered from you are now in bloom in all

their glory. They are the wonder of all

who see them. I am more than delighted
with them, and shall send another order."
M. J. B., Clinton, III.

Beyond expectations! "I must tell you
what excellent results I have had with the
bulbs I ordered from you. By Easter, all

the hyacinths and tulips showed large,
healthy buds, which have matured far be-

yond all expectation. The quality of bulbs
offered by you, even in cheaper mixtures,
far surpasses that often sold at much higher
prices. R. C. A., Kansas City, Mo.

Admiration of the town! "I want to tell

you how magnificent my daffodils are. They
are the admiration of the town, and have

fiyen
us untold pleasure. Numbers of my

riends have asked me to order for them.
Each daffodil is the size of a teacup. Many
bulbs have four flowers, and not one has
failed to produce two." G. D. S., Union-
town, Ala.

Surpasses tulip beds in city park*! "1
have a bed of tulips from bulbs purchased
from you, and I wish you could see it. It

surpasses anything I have seen in the city
narks. It is the admiration of everyone."
J. A. D., Cordell, Okla.

Nothing short of wonderful! "I have in

t
my front window, as the admiration of all

the passersby, the finest group of tulips ever
seen in this city. With their gorgeous
colors, odd shapes and exquisite shades of

color, they are nothing short of wonderful."
J. A. S., Portland, Me.

at war time prices
Send for your copy to-day
DON'T plan your garden don't buy a single

thing until you have seen this catalog!
Mail the coupon below or send a postal. Look over the

catalog page after page of imported bulbs (Hyacinths,

Tulips, Narcissus, etc.) the very flowers you want, at

prices lower than you have ever before been able to obtain.

Learn how you can have, this season, the very garden

you have always wanted.

European demand curtailed prices drop
Heretofore, Holland Bulbs have been eagerly bought up in Euro-

pean markets. This year, the market for bulbs in Europe is

materially curtailed. The demand is 50% less, and the Dutch

growers are looking to the American market to take their bulbs.

The prices have naturally dropped lower than heretofore.

For years we have ordered bulbs from the Dutch growers. We
visit Holland frequently and know them personally. Our con-

nections with them are so close that it is possible for us to get

even lower prices than you can secure elsewhere.

In our catalog, we explain how we have arranged with them so

that the bulbs are packed by them and forwarded to you as soon

as they reach this country. This means that bulbs ordered from

this catalog now cost you about half what the same high grade
bulbs would otherwise cost you.

Direct from specialists
Our connections abroad make it possible for us to buy bulbs from the best

specialist of that variety. Every bulb shown in the catalog you get direct

from growers who have made a life study of the flowers they grow; thus

you are assured bulbs of the first quality.

Special prices good only until July 1

Order now pay whenjdelivered
To take advantage of the very low prices offered in this catalog we must
have your order not later than July 1st, as we import bulhs to order only.

They need not be paid for until after delivery, nor taken if not of a satis-

factory quality. References required from new customers.

Send for our Special Order catalog. Make your plans now. See how little

it will cost to have just the garden you have always wanted.

Don't delay order now while "war-time prices" prevail. Fill out the

coupon or send a postal for the catalog now. Mail it today.

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.,339 Fourth Ave.,PITTSBURG,PA.

Special Offers Which
This Book Contains

Per 100 Per SOO

$2.90 $14.00

17.00

Fine Mixed Hyacinths

Fine Bedding Hyacinths. . . 3.75

Second sized Named Hya-
cinths .................. 4.75 20.00

Fine Mixed Single Tulips. . .80 3.75

Extra fine Mixed Single
Tulips ................. 1.00 4.50

Extra fine Mixed Double
Tulips ..................95 4.00

Fine Mixed Darwin Tulips. 1.35 6.00

Fine Named Darwin Tulips 2.25 10.00

Fine Named Crocus........95 4.00

Easter Lilies (Candidum)
per dozen $1.50 .......... 10.00

8.75

3.00 13.50

2.35 10.50

3.00 13.50

2.35 10.50

2.40 10.50

Double Daffodils 1.90

Narcissus Empress (Mon-
sters)

Narcissus Empress (Large
selected)

Narcissus Emperor (Mon-
sters)

Narcissus Emperor (Large
selected)

Narcissus Golden Spur
(Large selected)

-Spanish Iris, Splen-
did Mixture... S

Paper White Nan-is- ^
BUS for Christmas /
flowering 1.406.50 S
Price* for hundreds of va- S
rieties and for smaller S o"*
quantities are shown in ^ ^
this catalog. /
It is the most com- ^r

prehensive bulb S
catalog pub *

lished.
Free write f
for it now.

**
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Do You Know Why You Need

a GOOD Refrigerator?

Refrigeration Means the

Exclusion of Heat

Not the Imprisonment of Cold

There is no such thine/ as "Cold." What we

describe as cold is really a reduction in the

amount of heat. Ice is placed in a refrigerator

because in ice there are only 32 degrees of

heat.

There is a natural tendency everywhere toward equal-

ization of temperatures between neighboring objects

and the air surrounding them. This process of equal-

ization is carried on, in a properly constructed refriger-

ator, by circulation of the air.

Air coming in contact with the ice gives off heat, and

is therefore reduced in temperature. Air of low tem-

perature, being heavier than air of higher temperatures,

falls to the bottom of the refrigerator, drawing the

warmer air from the top and bringing it in turn into

contact with the ice.

As the air drops from the ice chamber it passes over

food which is of a higher temperature than itself. It

takes heat from, and reduces the temperature of the

food, its own temperature necessarily rising. With
this rise in temperature the air again becomes lighter

and ascends to the top of the food chamber.

Thus the air is always circulating, and as it circulates

it not only "chills" the food, but carries off and de-

posits on the ice all objectionable odors. These odors

are absorbed by the wet surface of the ice and pass
out of the drainpipe in the water as the ice melts.

The ice also takes the dampness from the air which

passes over it.

The result is a dry, sweet-smelling food chamber.

In a good refrigerator one so constructed that it

prevents, as far as possible, the transmission of heat

from the outside through its walls and doors the

process of reduction in temperature is carried to a

point much more closely approaching the temperature
of the ice than is the case in an inferior refrigerator.

The lower the temperature is, the more perfectly the

food is preserved, and the longer the ice will last.

This means the elimination of danger that the food
will spoil, and a saving in ice bills.

Lewis & Conger refrigerators are good
refrigerators properly constructed

There is a size, shape and capacity for every requirement.

Catalogs will be sent by mail if desired or a visit to this

store u'ill enable its to assist you in the selection of the proper

refrigerator for your home.

Home Furnishings

45th Street and 6th Avenue New York

Botanically speaking, there

are over ninety varieties of

Nymphaea. This is one of the

N. rosea types

Hybrid Nymphaeas are repre-
sented by several good vari-

eties, among them Mrs. C. W.
Ward, a beautiful pink

The Mission of the Water Garden

(Continued from page 21)

deep pink, intense crimson, rosy lilac,

pale yellow and bright yellow. The
varieties also vary considerably in

size, so that they may be selected in

accordance with smaller pools. Of
the tender water lilies, some open
during the day and others at night.

The Nymphaeas should have from
1' to 3' of water, and 1' to 2' of soil.

They do best where the water is not

constantly changing. All should have
full sunlight.
Of the other plants, only a few

can be mentioned here. The Egyp-
tian "paper plant" (Cyperus papyrus)
grows about 7' high, somewhat re-

sembling a small palm ;
it is effective

and satisfactory. The "water poppy"
(Limnocharis Humboldti), "water

hyacinth" (Eichornia) and "parrot's
feather" (Myriophyllum) are three

of the standards which will be

wanted in most collections.

BUILDING THE POOL

The details of construction, except
in extended systems, are simple. The
site should be carefully staked out

and excavated to a depth of 2' or 3'.

If the soil is fairly heavy and the

water supply generous, a bottom or

lining sufficiently tight can be made
by puddling it with clay, 4" to 6"

deep, which is pounded firm and
smooth. If sand and gravel are avail-

able, a concrete lining can be put
in with very little labor. A fairly
rich mixture should be used. A neat

edge may be finished off first in the

rough, flush to the ground level.

Then lay a row of bricks, placed flat

and side by side, with the outer ends

spread a little so as to allow them
to follow the curve around the mar-
gin but about 1" back from the edge.
These can then be covered about 1"

thick with the finishing mixture, pro-

ducing a neat, uniform coping about
10" wide and 3" high, in keeping
witk a small or medium-sized pool.
The soil may be obtained from

any pond or bog where black muck
is to be found supporting abundant

vegetable growth. In lieu of that, it

can be a compost of rotted cow ma-
nure and heavy soil, a third or so
of the latter. On concrete bottoms
the soil is generally placed in large
wooden frames, 1' to 2' deep, to hold
it in position ;

or concrete retaining
walls may be constructed at the
same time the floor is laid.

From Three Gardeners' Notebooks

(Continued from page 47)

succumbed on account of lack of light

and general bad treatment.

Two years ago I interfered to save

a plant from death and destruction

by taking it to my room, where it

would at least have light and fairly

rational treatment. It survived until

spring and then with other plants was

put out-of-doors on a plant stand in

partial shade. It had no special care

but was duly watered and it made
some new growth. In the fall it was
taken into the house and with the

other plants managed to live through
the winter, but did not blossom.

At the close of the winter, a friend

who has great success with azaleas

told me that she repotted them every

spring, putting a quantity of peat in

the bottom of each dish.

I had no peat, but I repotted my
azalea, filling the pot about one-third

full of dry sphagnum moss, such as

is used by florists in packing plants.

Above this I used some potting soil

mixed with garden mold. The plant
was placed on a stand in a location

where it was shaded the greater part
of the day. It was well watered dur-

ing the summer, the earth never being
allowed to get dry. In a short time

new growth began to appear ; every
twig showed healthy little green
leaves.

In the fall the bush made a fine ap-

pearance with its new dark green
dress, and I was quite sure that buds
were going to form. When it came
time to take the plant into the house,
it with others was placed in a room
where there was a southern exposure
with splendid sunshine, but where no
artificial heat could be supplied. In
this environment the bush continued
to flourish and soon buds began to

appear. After a while the room be-

gan to get pretty cold at nights, but
I was assured that azaleas would
stand a considerable degree of cold,
and the sunshine was so fine that 1

disliked to make a change until really

obliged to do so, for buds were de-

veloping, though rather slowly. So I

covered the plants with papers at

night and left them in this room sev-
eral weeks. One night the mercury
fell to 34. I thought that was run-

ning almost too great a risk for some
of my plants, so removed the prim-
roses, begonias and asparagus vines
to a warmer room, but still left the
azalea where it would have the sun-
shine during the day, at night carry-
ing it out into the hall where the

temperature was a little higher.
After a little it was not convenient to

do this, so the azalea was carried into

my room where it would have light.
In a few weeks it was in full bloom.

Florence Reckunth.
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Helpful Information

WHETHER you are planning a home or

have already built, you will want to know
more about all new appliances and methods.

Through the Information Service you will keep well informed.

It may be the means of saving you many costly mistakes besides

adding materially to your comfort.

Your Questions Answered
\\Y have found a way to answer as many questions as you

choose, relating to all phases of building, remodeling, repair-

ing, gardening, decorating, furnishing or refurnishing in

fact, everything pertaining to the subject of the home and
its surroundings.

Our only consideration is that We will see that you are sup-
you are sincere in your desire for plied with the kind of information
information that you will advise
us whether the service supplies
your wants and meets all your
requirements.

that may possibly save you many
dollars surely time and energy.
Let the Information Service solve
your problems.

Information Serclce HoilSC & Garden 440 Fourth Act.. N.Y

For Porch or Pergola
Will the column! you ute be as beautiful ten or twenty

years from now as they are today or will they split ,

check, rot and warp at all wood columns are bound
to do?

METAL COLUMNS
" The One. That Laat Lifetime "

.ire positive protection against all such troubles.

The shafts are galvanized open hearth steel formed in

correct proportions. They are made in ten classical

designs and in all sizes up to 36 inches in diameter
and 32 feet in length.

Ask for Column Book No. 26.

THE UNION METAL MFG. CO., Canton, 0.
Manufacturers of Lighting Standards and Architectural

Building Columns.

TVAiteTbuJns

oftfieTropics

HAVE
you ever stood on deck

as your ship entered a harbor

in the tropics and been charmed

by the gradual appearance of a white-

walled town gleaming through the

green of the dense tropical foliage?

Have you ever thought that you would
like to see realized in your future

home some of the beautiful effects

that can be obtained by the use of

pure, stainless white color?

MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND
CEMENT is the first true white Port-

land cement ever manufactured. It

is like any other good Portland

cement just as strong and just as

durable. It differs only in that, in-

stead of the ordinary, rather unat-

tractive, greenish gray, it is a pure,
stainless white.

Medusa White, used for stucco work,

produces a pure white exterior which
never becomes discolored and which

improves rather than deteriorates

with age.

Beautiful effects may also be obtained

by using Medusa White for steps,

railings, columns, doorways, window
casings, cornices and panels, as well

as for interior decoration.

Write for booklet, "The Medusa
White House."

WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT
SAN DUSKY PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

Room N-5, Engineers' Building
Cleveland, Ohio

Rtsidtnct oj F. P. BLAkt.
WOTCISMT, Muss.

L. H'. Briggi Co. .Architects

WILSON
"SOMETHING
FOR EVERY

'

BUILDING"

Steel l(.,lhn|! Uoun for

Fire I'i..r. . IM.M. Rolling

Wood Partition* for

* liur. In - and School*.

Heavy WINM! Rolling

Door* far Round

!M.
MI--. Venetian

Blind* and Awning* for

the lloiipe nd Porch.

Sleeping I'orrh Blind*.

Hygienic Wardrobe* for

Schooln. Sliding Swing

\COOL,
well shaded

'

porch or

veranda is the first and most nec-

essary of all home comforts in Sum-
mer. Such places are the natural

centers of home and social life. Beau-

tiful porch furnishings, wonderful

outlooks, interesting people, win no

willing presence to the veranda that

is not well shaded and cool.

WILSON
Venetian Blinds and Awnings

solve the problem. They secure at will any

degree of light, or shade, or air desired:

shut out the fiercest gale, or admit tin- faint-

est breeze. The daytime porch is easily

made into a comfortable, well protected

sleeping room at night. Forty years of use

with constant ex|>erimeiits under varying

conditions have perfected them.

See that your (Hirches and verandas, as

well as the windows of all rooms in which

real Summer comfort is expected, have

V. i l-i in Venetians. Now is the time to in-

stall them.

Write for illustrated and descriptive book,

addressing our nearest office.

J. G. WILSON CORPORATION
til. mi, i. Co.. Candler Bldg.; /I...I..M Max.. 17

Huffalo. .V. Y.. 802 Fidelity Bldg : Ch.cafo. Ill

mirk Bldg.; Deni'.r. Colo.. 1526 Blake St.; u,
CaL, 750 Heeler St.. MoWreo/. (fur..

Read Bldg.: iVw OrbaM. La.. Vfl I m.m
St.. (wooden product*), or llamdlloii

Ae. and Edinburgh St. (rteel product.):

Minneopofu. .tfinn.. Lumber Exchange

Bldg.; JVeir York. N. '.. 8 We 40th St.;

.Vor/o/4. la.. The J. <i. il~Mi I'mf..
Oklahoma Cilr, Okla.. 614 M.je.lic Bldg.:

niuburgh. Pa.. Beenier Bldg.; PkUa-

drlnliia.Pa.. Hred Bldg.; Kirhmond. t a.
:

Real E*late Ech.nge Bldg.; Seo./e.

H'ath.. Foot of M.I.I.-... Si.; Spokan*.
W'ath.. Wall St. and V P. R y; Son

Franeitco. Cat.. 525 Market St.
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ORNA'MENTAiL GRILLES
for RADIATOR ENCLOSURES
To harmonize with every period of architecture

Special design Registers for Heating and Ventilating

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG Co.
52 VANDERBILT. AVENUE NEW YORK

CATALOGUE OP SPECIAL DESIGNS SENT ON REQUEST

The Working Collie

(Continued from page 23)

Can Be Installed

In Old or New Houses

THINK
of being

able to sit com-
fortable and cosy in

your home on the

blowiest, snowiest day
of Winter, and with-

out having even a

crack of any window
open; still have a

complete change of

fresh, pure air four

times every hour!

Think of the joys of

having every room in your
house as warm and as in-

vigorating as a day in

June. Think of automa-

tically having the warm
fresh air, mixed with just

the healthful amount of

moisture.

Think what that also

means to the life of your
furniture.

Think of having a heat

that is noiseless, leakless

and dustless.

Think of being able to

start with it in your new
house

;
or share its com-

forts in your old home.

Truth to tell, there are
so many advantages
economy among the rest

about the Kelsey Health
Heat which you ought to

know, that perhaps you
had best send for our

Booklet, "Some Saving
Sense on Heating."

Ti >

HL
VARIV) AIR GENERATOR

237 JAMES STREET, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

103-K Park Avenue, New York - 2767-K Lincoln Avenue, Chicago

results are often won. In one in-

stance in my experience a female

collie showed such aptitude for cat-

tle driving that she won her way to

exceptional feats in cutting out her

own from other stock, and later, on
unfamiliar ground, bringing in strange
cattle that had become wild. Again,
a collie may show great preference
for trick work. Such dogs are taught
best at nightfall, when perceptions
and sense of smell seem keener.

It is highly significant to note the

growing appreciation of the thor-

oughbred. Where formerly the sug-
gestion of registration or pedigree
was scoffed at with the comment, "A
dog is only a dog," now one fre-

quently hears the request : "My col-

lie has made good. I want her regis-

tered, that I may prove a thorough-
bred is worth more than an unknown
cur or a mongrel."
To complete the comfort of a coun-

try home, what will give more actual

pleasure to all members of the house-
hold than a well-trained, trustworthy
collie? Should the cry of a child be

heard, its faithful playmate rushes to

its aid at once. If a single chicken
or sheep be missing from its accus-
tomed place at nightfall, the news is

at once taken to headquarters. Evil
marauders of all kinds are met and
vanquished by these sturdy guardians,
and when at night permission is

granted to one to take his turn at

that most beloved of all duties, guard-
ing his master's household, what joy
and love is shown in the honest face.

No prouder dog than he who lies

across the threshold, with assurance
of safety within, but with one ear
alert for the least sign of danger
without. To have assisted in the edu-
cation of such an animal one may feel

truly proud in saying: "I own a dog
who is a gentleman."

Protecting Chickens from Animals

^^

TO raise young chickens to matur-

ity it is not enough merely to give
them proper food and housing; they
must also be protected from predatory
animals during the period which is

really the age of greatest danger.
This comprises the weeks when they
occupy the colony house, after having
outgrown the brooder but before they
are old enough to be placed in the

permanent quarters reserved for them
in the laying house, where they will

later go to roost and be, consequently,
out of danger from their animal
enemies.
The only satisfactory thing to do

is to keep the animals out of the

chicken house by making it proof
against them. This may be done in

several ways, either by the construc-
tion of new houses or through
changes made in old ones.

THE ANIMAL-PROOF HOUSE
A chicken house made entirely of

concrete over wire laths, with a thick

floor, is absolutely safe and durable.

The objections are the expense, as

compared to other types of houses,
and dampness, though the latter may
be largely overcome by the use of cur-

tains at some of the windows instead

of all glass. A cheaper house that is

also perfectly rat-proof is built 18"

above ground, set on posts each one of
which has an inverted tin pan placed
over the top before the frame is put
on. A house like this has the addi-
tional advantage of providing a dry
scratching room in rainy weather in

the space beneath the floor. If 1" mesh
chicken wire is stretched all around
the outside, its lower edge placed in a

trench 1' deep which is then filled

in to the ground level, and the upper
edge nailed to the weather-boarding,
the house will be practically safe from
rats, etc. Boards placed on the west,
north and east sides of the sub-floor

scratching room will keep out snow
and cold winds.
An old chicken house can be made

animal-proof in two ways. The more
durable and expensive way is to lay a

3" or 4" concrete 'floor on a rock or
cinder foundation which reaches 4"

above the natural floor level, bringing
the concrete well up against the side

walls and making it especially thick
at the corners.
The cheaper way, and one that I

have found quite satisfactory, con-
sists of lining the floor and the inside

walls, to a height of 1', with chicken
wire. Last spring all went well with
the 400 chickens that I hatched in the
incubator until they were placed in

the intermediate house. As no disease

had appeared I confidently expected
to raise every one of them to maturity.
Rats and weasels did not enter into

my calculations because they had
never troubled me during six years'

experience with poultry.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

A week after the young chickens
were transferred, one morning twen-

ty-five of them were found dead with
necks pierced and the blood sucked
out. Traps were set, but they caught
nothing. A few days later twenty-
seven chickens were required to satis-

fy the appetite of the bloodthirsty
thief, which evidently was a weasel.

In all, 100 chickens were killed before
the house could be made proof against
such depredations in the following
manner :

I bought a roll of heavy 1" mesh
wire 3' wide, as that was the most
economical width for the space to be
covered. The scratching material,
and the layer of sand beneath, were
removed and heavy boards laid over
the foundation floor of rocks, in two
parallel rows 3' apart. The wire was
cut into three lengths, 2' longer than
the width of the house, to allow it to

come up against the wall at both ends.

Beginning 1' above the floor, the short

edge of the strip of wire was nailed

to the end wall, and the long edge
was nailed against the side wall,

brought down to the foundation sills

and securely nailed there. The short

edge of the second strip was nailed to

the end wall, brought down to the
sill and secured there, and the long
edges of these first two lengths wen-
lapped and nailed to the first line of
boards on the floor, both remaining
short edges being nailed at the other

side of the foundation sill and end
wall. The remaining half of the

space was treated in the same way,
and a piece of the wire was also

brought over the door sill and nailed

on the outside. The windows were

already screened. A layer of sand,

deep enough to cover the wire well,

was put over the floor and scratching
straw placed over that.

Since then not a chicken has been
lost by animals, nor have the fowls
scratched up the wire, which was my
objection to this form of rat-proofing
when it was first suggested to me. In

time the wire will rust from dampness
and have to be relaid, but even so, it

is the cheapest way of safeguarding
the chickens.

MARY R. CRANSTON
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Practical

Education

Educational Register

HOUSE & GARDEN
440 Fourth Are., New York

DO you know that there are reliable schools where
you get a thorough knowledge of horticul-

ture, forestry, interior decoration, designing,
etc. ? Such subjects are fascinating and enjoyable.
Their study gives you a wider appreciation of life

and the expense is not unreasonable. Write the Educa-
tion Register of House & Garden, stating subject in
which you are interested, the preference as to location,
the approximate amount you wish to spend, and com-
plete information, descriptions of courses, costs, etc.,
will be sent you.

LILIES

THE largest and
finest collection

in America, embrac-

ing the best Hardy
and Tender varieties

of Nymphasas, in-

cluding Day- and
Night-blooming kinds, also Victoria Regia, the

Royal Water Lily in several sizes. Nelumbiums, in

strong pot-plants (or dormant until June 15).
These are fully described in Dreer"s Garden Book for 1916.

together with cultural instructions on the growing of Water
Lilies. The best Catalogue published, containing 288 pages,
five color and five duotone plates, hundreds of photographic
reproductions, and offers the best of everything in Seeds,

Plants, Bulbs, etc.

Uailrd free if you mention thii publication

We offer free to our patrons the advice of our experts in

devising plans for ponds and selecting varieties.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

A Distinct Snowtime Advantage

of U-Bar Greenhouses

IN
the winter when the

days are short and gray
days are many, it is

vital that every possible bit

of sunshine and light reach

your plants. Snow lying
on the roof completely
shuts out the light. Your
plants stand still

;
buds re-

fuse to bloom. U-Bar
Greenhouse roofs are self-

snow-cleaners.

There is nothing for the

snow to stick to or back up

against, so it slides off

practically as fast 'as it falls.

Look at the photograph of

this U-Bar house taken up
in snow-bound Canada. See
the snow heaped up on the

workroom roof and yet the

greenhouse is as free as on
a summer's day.

This is but one of the many
U-Bar Greenhouse superior

points. They are all told briefly
and pointedly in our catalog.
Send for it. Or send for us.

Or both.

U-BAR GREENHOUSES,

B. HAMMOND TRACY
Box 17. WENHAM, MASS.

Exclusively

W,IU Im llkat,*<J

a*

Mott Fountains

THE quiet, refreshing cool-
ncti of tome ipot made
more beautiful by a Mott

Fountain, gives distinction to

any country place.

All Mutt Fountain! can now
be equipped with self supplying
Motor Pumps. No expensive
piping or water waste. Write
tor information.

We issue separate catalogs
of Display Fountains, Drinking
Fountains, Electroliers, Vases,
Grilles and Gateways, Setters
and Chairs, Statuary, Aquari-
ums, Tree Guards, Sanitary
Fittings for Stable and Barn.

Any of these are gladly sent
on request.

Address Orn.mental Department

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS. Fifth Avenue and 17th St., New York

MOir.

Are You Going To Hose Hold

Again All This Summer
Or Take Your Leisure While

The Skinner System Does Your Watering ?

pUU M-foot PortaMt
Une equipment for
UMD TOO win admit It mods tnuresttng.Ta shame for yon

holding. What
see your neighbor
ing and enjoying his

ratasi
watering (or him.

An be has to do Is to Urn on the
water: then turn the water wheranr be
wants to water; and go on leisure joy
lasting.

Too can't wear white "docks" and
hold. Neither can rou tit by onm-

placently and asa your garden dry up
and all that labor, all that
nan had In tt. go practically to naaght
When, boeeiiu. yon ted oat that for

so UUle as $13.75 yon can hare a corn-

hurs a completely equipped
Una 50 fett lonf that will

water J.MO square feet; or a apee*
feet on each aide. 100-foot line. IM.1S.
Unas easi be furnished In any length.
nude to nt you garden.

It la easy to pot up. In a Jiffy yoa
can late It down aad change Its location.

atpvi.

If yon want farther particulars send
for Portable Una Booklet.

The
Skinner Irrigation

Company
231 Water Stret
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The Renaissance of

the Breeder Tulips
is the outcome of my efforts

to find new colors to make
your garden "the garden of

rich browns, bronzes and

*
personality." The

purples, or the superb
combinations of these shades in one flower, have

rapidly made the Breeders the most desired of all

Tulips.

The Blue Book of Bulbs
contains the most complete list of Breeder Tulips in the world.
Some of them are so scarce that it will not be possible to furnish
them unless you tell me before June 24 to reserve bulbs for you.
Write me for a copy of my Blue Book.

CHESTER JAY HUNT
MAY FAIR

Department K Little Falls, New Jersey

D
Longest

I

ID you ever use a garden hose 15 years?
Here is a man who did-Read his letter-

,.
.

Boston, Mass., August 12, 1915.
Gentlemen:

"Some 15 years ago, when I started housekeeping, I boughta 50-ft. length of 'Bull Dog' hose. Last year I discarded it
and bought another hose which was recommended to me by a
salesman in a local store and which I have now had about avpar This new hose has given out in several places, so thatartiral v w/nrthlpcc inj T n ~~A '
year.. ose as gven out n several
it is practically worthless and I need a new one.

"I should like very mu
Can you fix me up by se

.

I should like very much to get another length of 'Bull Don '

ending me a 50-ft. length?"
(Name on Request)

Garden hose seldom wears out it usually dies and falls
to pieces. "Bull Dog" hose lasts longest because there
is plenty of live rubber in it.

"Bull Dog" 7-Ply
Garden Hose

Made % in. with % in. connections 18c a foot-
and 50 ft. lengths

25

If a popular price
hose is d e s i r e d, our
Good Luck brand at

ice a ft. is your best se-

lection. It is the popu-
lar -

priced expression
of the "Bull Dog

"

standard. There is no
better hose at the price.

Your hose will
serve you best when
equipped with a "Bos-
ton" Spray Nozzle. It
is easy to use, cannot
get out of order and
gives you a shower,
spray or mist. 5oc at

your dealer's.

Our practical booklet, "How to Make Your Garden Grow"
is full of helpful suggestions. Send 4c to Dept. H.

BostonWoven Hose& Rubber CompanyThe World's Largest Manufacturers of Garden Hose

Cambridge, Mass.
B2 Order from us direct if your dealer does not sell our hose.

Rose Gardening for Results

(Continued from page 34)

Allow 5' at least for all walks ;
for it as hard as you can, however. Sim-

liberal space in which to move about ply be sure that it is firm, and that

and in which to carry spraying ap- no air pockets have been left any-

paratus through the garden, and in where.
which to operate it, is very desirable. Watering is not necessary unless

In spite of the fact that gravel walks the spring is far advanced and the

may dry out more quickly after rain ground quite dry. If you do have to

I always prefer walks of thick, rich water at planting time, do it by gently
turf. Sink the surface of the beds pouring a pailful into the depression
3" to 4" below the surface of the when the hole is still not more than

turf, and you will have a seemingly two-thirds filled. When this has set-

unbroken green stretching away be- tied quite out of sight, fill in the rest

fore you as you look across the rose of the earth, then firm it down and

garden a thousand times preferable scatter a ^/i" mulch of loose earth

to the hard and unpleasant texture of on top of that which has been pressed

gravel. down. This prevents the escape of

The matter of actually preparing the moisture,
the bed was discussed in "The Be-

ginner's Rose Garden" in the May
issue, so it need not be repeated here.

Advice in setting out, however, will

not come amiss.

WINTER PROTECTION

PLANTING AND PRUNING

Personally, I like fall planting for

roses as well as for most other things,

providing they are properly cared for

afterward. Earth itself is the best

protection there is, whether for plants
Roses come from the growers usu- newly set out in the fall or for tender

ally partly pruned, but still more varieties long since established,

wood needs cutting away after you Rosarians, indeed, are coming to be-

have planted them. Some say one- lieve that it is not so much warmth
half of the branches' length, some say that even the tenderest roses need as

one-third, but this is too vague, it al- it is protection against the drying out

ways seems to me, unless one is look- of the branches.

ing at the plant and knows exactly With beds sunk 3" to 4" below the

what will remain if one-half be taken surface of the ground surrounding
away. A better and more exact way them, and well crowned for drain-

of putting it is to say that all weak age, the best method of protecting is

;rowth is to be shortened down to to bend the plants down as far as

rom 3" to 5" in height, while noth- possible without breaking them and

ing is to be left over 8" high. Fol- draw the earth up around each after

owing this one may start with the it has been secured in this position,
weakest and smallest branch and cut Add more earth if necessray to the

this down to within 3" of the ground ;
bed preferably a stiff clay literally

then cut the strongest and sturdiest burying the plants in this to a depth
at a height of 8", and those that come of 6". Fill in between these earth

jetween will show you by their size mounds with a coarse, strawy
ust about where they belong in the manure, then cover the whole thing

scale. with hay, straw, oak leaves or litter

Roses newly planted need a little until the total depth is 15" or there-

more severe pruning than those abouts. I like to set up little chicken

which are established, and weak wire railings around each bed and

growth always requires more cutting fill inside of these. They keep the

>ack than growth that is strong. The litter from scattering and blowing
strong growing kinds must not, in- about during the winter,

deed, be pruned very much, else they The tieatment just outlined is for

will run all to wood or die out alto- H. T.'s, remember, and should be

jether. Usually the dead and weak done after the first frosts, but before
wood is removed from these. the ground has frozen. Hybrid per-
Roscs that are grafted "budded," petuals are much better for winter

the growers call it are greatly to be cover, though they are hardy and it

preferred to those on their own roots, is not necessary. Six inches of leaves

At least, this has been my experience, around these, after the ground is

Some argue the point, but the proof frozen, is my rule; and they are

ies in the garden, and no garden that enough stronger and more satisfac-

'. have ever seen or known has shown tory to repay one for the little

as fine results with the "own root" trouble. Such a mulch does what
>lants as with the grafted. snow would do if we had it keeps
This grafting, however, is what the ground frozen, once it is frozen,

urns a good plant into a worthless and prevents the alternate freezing
one over season or rather, what and thawing that is so weakening,

may follow after planting a grafted In very severe climates I would

specimen is what does this. For un- advise taking all tender roses up
ess proper care is given a rose that bodily before freezing and laying
las been grafted the root, being very them in a well drained trench 2' deep,

strong and rank of growth, will send Cover them with earth and replant

up shoots that proceed to grow and in spring as early as you can.

frow at the expense of the rare and
ess sturdy top which these same SELECTING VARIETIES
'oots are supposed to nourish. Un-
ess these shoots are promptly cut The selection of varieties is of

away, this top will die ; and there, in course a matter of taste, but until

lace of a highly prized H. T. or one has learned something about
i. P., will stand a straggling, thorny sorts it is difficult to know what will

ivild rose. conform to one's taste. So I am
All grafted roses should be planted appending a small list, just for a sug-

o deep that the joint between the gestion, with brief notes that explain
oot stock and the top will be at why each variety has been included

east 2" below the surface of the in it. It is in no sense complete, yet a

ground. In planting, spread the roots repetition of its varieties will give a

iut in as natural a position as pos- very complete rose garden, containing

ible, sift fine earth in and around the loveliest flowers in each class and
ind under them be very careful not type, and by such repetition one might
o leave a little hollow unfilled at the fill a garden, be it large or small,

niddle of the plant and tamp this So far, nothing has been said about
'own with a round-headed stick, climbing and trailing roses. But here
When the hole is nearly filjed,

the is the most important thing about
arth may be firmed down still more them.
>y stepping on it. Do not try to pack (Continued on page 60)
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"A Deadly Parallel"
It is interesting to see this list of prominent authors

and artists who are making Collier's and to read

opposite them the opinions of readers on their work.

AUTHORS
A. Conan Doyle
Booth Tarkington
Rupert Hughes
Arthur Ruhl
Frederick Palmer
James Hopper
George Pattullo

Peter B. Kyne
Charles E. Van Loan
Grantland Rice
Victor Murdock
Carl Snyder
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Maude Radford Warren
Julian Street
Lincoln Steffens

Henry J. Allen
William Allen White
Edward Mott Woolley
Isaac F. Marcosson
Hamlin Garland
Alden Brooks
H. G. Wells
Bernard Shaw
Win. A. Wolff
James William Fitzpatrick
Josephine Daskam Bacon
Inez Haynes Gillmore
Ida M. Evans
Dana Gatlin
Beatrice Grimshaw
Meredith Nicholson
Margarita Spalding Gerry
Earl Derr Biggers
Edgar Wallace
Vingie Roe
Edwin Balmer
Sax Rohmer
Richard Washburn Child
Gelett Burgess
Perceval Gibbon
Wadsworth Camp

ILLUSTRATORS
Edward Penneld
Herbert Paus
J. C. Leyendecker
Henry Raleigh
F. C. Yohn
Wallace Morgan
A. B. Frost
F. G. Cooper
Convers Wyeth
F. E. Schoonover
Henry Reuterdahl
Frederic Dorr Steele
Lucius W. Hitchcock
Arthur William Brown
Boardman Robinson

"These days Collier's seems better

than ever. To me it is many
magazines in one."

"No other publication gives me
the enjoyment or grips my inter-

est as does Collier's."

"Your cover designs make a point and are

always opportune."

"Collier's is the one impartial, fearless magazine
I know of."

"Collier's is one of my best friends; dependable,

stimulating, trustworthy."

"Its sound Americanism at this particular time is a blessing

and a benefit to our great community."

"May I thank and congratulate you on those pictures you

have done for my story in the current Collier's ! They are

charmers!" From an author to an artist.

"Collier's is unapproachable among periodicals, a shaper of

American life into conformity with the best ideals."

^"^1 v v ^ a COW

Collier's
THE NATIONAL WEEKLY
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INDESTRUCTIBLE ENCLOSURES
for POULTRY

CJT
us give you a figure

on an i n d e s t r u c-

tible poultry run, madf
to meet your particular re-

quirements.
The steel posts and frame

work, as well as the wire,
will be entirely rust-proofed
by galvanizing. The netting
will be of a special weave, so
that even the smallest chick

can't get out, and no maraud-
ing animal can get in. Repair
expense will be negligible.

You can have the wire
mesh top or not, just as you
choose.
We also make attractive and

indestructible tennis enclosures of
the same sturdy materials.

Write for our fence catalog.
Or better still, let us send a rep-
resentative.

American Fence
Construction Co.

100 CHURCH STREET NEW YORK CITY

The Economy
of Yale Quality

It means some forethought
but no more money to

specify Yale locks and hard-
ware and to get Yale.

When you specify Yale locks

and hardware, you do far more
than insure artistic fitness and
decoration. You make certain

of lockingsecurif.y, which, after

all, is the first consideration.

The name Yale on locks and
hardware is a guarantee of de-

pendability and durability and
the assurance of correct design
and equitable price.

See the name Y!e or you won't get Yale

Write for the Yak hook

"Locks ana Hardware"

THE YALE & TOVVNE MFG. CO.
9 East 40th Street New York

// .

That door lock you are
doubtful about rein-
force it with a Yale
Night Latch.

An ingenious little me-
chanism with almost
human intelligence the
Yale Door Closer.

To insure real security
for the many private
drawers and door s

Yale Cabinet Locks.

You will appreciate the
protection of a real pad-
lock when you buy a
Yale.

Rose Gardening for Results

(Continued from page 58)

Climbing roses belong generally to

two groups the Multiflora and the

Wichuraiana hybrids. The former
are those subject to leaf troubles and

fungous diseases, therefore they are

the ones to be avoided. Select climb-

ers of the Wichuraiana group always.
Reliable growers and dealers always
tell in their lists to which group a

variety belongs.
The best rose for shrubbery is the

Rugosa and its hybrids. Massed just
as you would mass any shrubs, a

group of these is a lovely sight in

bloom or out, for the foliage is deep

and thick and rich and never troubled

by any sort of blight or insect. Do
not prune these at all, but set them
about 3' apart and let their branches

intermingle as they grow. They
quickly form a wonderful and prac-
tically impenetrable hedge. Our own
wild rose, Rosa blanda, also makes a

lovely thicket, and is one of the most
desirable plants available for ground
cover in rough places. Set out young
plants 1' apart when using it thus, and
mow them over about the third year
and every three years to encourage
luxuriant and stocky growth.

A List of Dependable Varieties

HYBRID PERPETUALS BLOOMING ONCE, IN JUNE

White

Frau Karl Druschki A lovely rose, but unfortunately not fra-

grant.

Margaret Dickson Creamy white.

Pink

Paul Neyron The largest rose grown ; fragrant ; blos-

soms on and off all summer, though
main flowering period is June.

Mrs. John Laing Very fragrant ; blooms all summer ; very
fine.

Madame Gabriel Luizet Large; fragrant; a profuse bloomer.

Red and Crimson

Gen. Jacqueminot Very fragrant; velvety, brilliant color.

Ulrich Brunner Fragrant ; large ; cherry red
; very fine.

Marshall P. Wilder Very fragrant; a lovely rose.

Prince Camille de Rohan. ..Extremely dark, intense color; almost the
darkest red rose.

HYBRID TEAS BLOOMING ALL SUMMER

White

Bessie Brown Very fragrant; free flowering; creamy
white.

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. .Magnolia-like fragrance; creamy white;
fine.

White Killarney Fragrant ;
like its well-known pink twin.

Pink

La France Very fragrant ; exquisitely delicate color
;

very fine.

Dean Hole Very large ; deep shade ; fragrant ;
fine.

Killarney Queen Brighter color than Killarney ; lovely bud,
but loose flower.

Viscountess Folkestone Like a peony; creamy pink; fragrant; fine

in late summer especially.

Red and Crimson

Gen. McArthur Very fragrant; large, full, brilliant; a

wonderful rose my own favorite.
Gruss an Teplitz Fragrant ; brilliant

; cannot fail ! Prune
only moderately.

Laurent Carl Very large and fragrant ; fine.

Chateau de Clos Vougeot. ..Very fragrant; red, shading almost to

black.

Yellow

Duchess of Wellington Killarney type; fragrant; changes to cop-

per.

Marquis de Sinety Ruddy gold, ochre and scarlet combined;
large; fragrant.

Prince de Bulgarie Apricot-flesh ;
fine.

Madame Ravary Orange yellow, fine.

CLIMBING ROSES

Climbing American Beauty..Not an "American Beauty" at all, but a

fine rose
; blooms June ; pink, full, per-

fect flower
; Wichuraiana class.

Dorothy Perkins Shell pink ; fragrant ; hardy ; Wichuraiana
hybrid; very fine.

Excelsa Comparatively new and the perfect sub-
stitute for Crimson Rambler; exactly
like it in color but a Wichuraiana hy-
brid instead of a Multiflora hence of
excellent foliage.

Gardenia A yellow rambler
;
Wichuraiana hybrid.

White Dorothy Pure white, otherwise identical with

Dorothy Perkins.
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BEAUTIFY YOUR LAWN
OR GARDEN

The Dayton Sprinkler waters your lawn or garden as gent-
ly as the sumiiitT rain It is good for plant* and crus and
saves mi tin- water bill. It save* all the mu and bother
i.t -i Tinkling by hutw and does the work better. Nozilo
can be adjusted to any size lawn. Betid (or circular about

The DAYTON SPRINKLER
It sprinkles either a complete or half circle and waters
every Inch nf the ground (torn the machine to a diameter
of eighty feet. The Dayton Sprinkler In med on thousands
of the most beautiful lawns and gardens In America. Very
Inexpensive. It will operate on any pressure from 15 pounds
Up. We will gladly send you further particulars.

DAYTON IRRIGATION COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO

The "WALLACE"
.M

illwt l, !<>> I.. 1.1 T:..-

l.niip that H a n f i.

S I a n d i. Stlcki ur
Clampi anywhere at any
angle.

A beautifully proportioned tiro
light lump. Solid Mahogany
ini.,-M;il. Silk Hhade with deep
ilk fringe. In two ilisi

WATERBURY-WALUCE CO.
Suit* 34

A most attractive willow
lamp in white, Ivory or
liolil. Dresden pattern.
Fits perfectly into the

19 E. 24th Street, New York Summer Scheme.

Do you desire reliable
Information regarding the

Are you getting the
most from your "chicks"* aai liuormauon regaruiug uio must iruin your CHICKS

/TI i- (i best breed of fowl to suit can their laying qualities
J. o J\.now s\oout your purposes? be Improved?

Poultry ?
Are you In doubt about the
kind of poultry house to

buy or build?

Do you want to know where
clean, healthy stock can be
obtained?MM or Duuar outamear

I/ we can help you ky ansuxrinf tliae <a any otha poultry quuttmu. <u affa you our untca. Wriletaitf

House & Garden, The Poultry Yard. 440 Fourth Ave., New York

Do You Want A Dog?
There ia no companion and protector like a faithful and good-tempered

dog.
Glance through "The Dog Show" in this number. The very dog you

wish may be there. If not, write us, stating your preference at to breed,
the approximate amount you wish to pay and we will put *you in touch
with just the dog you desire. We recommend trustworthy animals of
many breeds.

Tin Dot Sun House A Garden 440 FourM Amut, Nan Vcr*

Light and Power
For Summer Home and Country Place

Delco Light is a complete Electric Plant

Gas Engine and Dynamo for generating
current combined in one compact efficient

unit.

So simple that anyone can operate it Starts

on turning of a switch Stops automatically
when batteries are full.

Will furnish 40 to 50 lights for house, barn

and grounds and will also provide power
for small machines, such as churn, cream

separator, pump, washing machine, etc.

Price, complete 2TT*i $250with batteries,

ready to run

Write for Illustrated Folder

Manufactured and guaranteed
by the same company that has

made Delco Cranking, Lighting
and Ignition Equipment for au-

tomobiles the standard of the

world.

THE DOMESTIC
ENGINEERING CO.,

DAYTON, O.

General Agents

J. S. Snyder, 716 N. Broad St.,

Philadelphia

Domestic Electric Co.,
18 Vesey St., N. Y.

P. E. Illman, Syracuse, N. Y.
Offices In All Principal

Cities

Rain When and Where You Want It

by installing Cornell Systems of Irrigation. Cornell Over-

head and Underground Systems equipped with patent Rain

Cloud Nozzles provide thorough, scientific, economical

and effective irrigation where and when it is wanted and

do away with the inefficient and troublesome garden hose.

Cornell Systems are inexpensive and economical in

operation and represent a distinct saving in water con-

sumption and cost of labor by rea-

son of even distribution and simplic-

ity of control, the turning of a valve

being the only operation. They can

be installed at any time without in-

jury to lawns or gardens.
Our services include a survey of your

property, together with plans and esti-

mates covering the complete installation

of our systems also water supply and
pumping plants.

Rain Cloud
Nasslet

$2.00 to $3.00
f.O.B.. N. Y.

Write today for illustrated booklet

W.G. CORNELL CO.
UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

Portable Lawn
Sprinkler equipped
vritk Rain Cloud
ti o *t I e $4.00
F.O.B.. N. Y.
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Send Postal for Free Bulb Book
Describes in detail our plan whereby we supply you with

bulbs direct from Holland at prices you have always paid
for ordinary Stock.

Choicest Spring Flowering Bulbs Grown
TULIPS HYACINTHS NARCISSIS

large, sound, and full of vitality, no disappointments. Every
bulb guaranteed. Sure to bloom early and true to name.
Orders for fall delivery must reach us by July 1st. So send

now for full description of our Import Plan and Catalogue
of our many varieties.

QUALITY BULB COMPANY, 825ChaniberofConimerceBliig., ROCHESTER.N.Y.

Do You Like .Birds?

Bugs and insects make trouble

for the gardener. Birds de-

vour bugs and insects. A happy
little bird-house or two will

help rid your garden of these
bothersome pests.

Place a cosy little bird house in

one of the garden shade trees.

You'll love the feathered little

visitors. Let them mate there
this season and then see them
come back year after year.

Do you know that there are prac-
tical ready-built bird-houses that

will attract particular kinds of
birds? Perhaps we can help you
find just the right one for your
lawn or garden.

Write our Information Service and se-

cure, without cost, concise, practical
information about beautiful, useful and
artistic bird-houses. Address

The Bird House Information Service

HOUSE & GARDEN
440 Fourth Avenue New York
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Durability of CREX
A Well-Known Feature
You will find CREX rugs amaz-

ingly durable. Strongly and firmly
woven of selected, long, pliant,
jointless wire-grass by our own patented
processes, they effectually withstand a

great amount of wear. Being reversible

their life and service is doubled. Their

wear-resisting qualities and adaptability
the year-round for any room or porch
should appeal strongly to the thrifty
housewife. They are artistic, sanitary,
economical, easily cleaned by light shak-

ing and brushing with damp broom.
To protect you against imitations and dis-

appointments the name C-R-E-X is woven
in the side binding of every genuine rug.

Look, for ii when you buy.

Dealers detected of wilfulsubstitution with
intent to defraud will be prosecuted under
U. S. Govt. Copyright laws by which
CREX is protected.

SenJfor 32-page catalog No.28. Illus-

trated in natural colors . Free on request.

CREX CARPET COMPANY
212 Fifth Avenue New York
Originators of wire-grass products.

A Limoges enamel casket by Pierre Courteys.
Second half of the 16th Century. From the

Morgan Collection

European Enamels

(Continued from page 26)

enameller's palette at different periods
in the history of the art:

COLORS AND PERIODS

Greek Work : The colors used by
the Greeks were opaque white, blue
and green.

Barbaric Work: British, Gallic,
Celtic and Roman-Provincial enamel-
lers used scarlet, cobalt blue, dark
green, yellows through light shades
to orange and to ochre, white, black
and possibly turquoise.

Early Byzantine Work: Employed
opaque scarlet, coral, white, black and
translucent sapphire blue, emerald
green, ruby red and manganese violet.

Later Byzantine Work : Added to

the above colors, toward the llth

Century, cobalt blue and turquoise,
pale yellow and a flesh tint.

Early Limoges Work : Relied upon
blue, green, red, with purple and iron

grey, and the lighter halftones known
before in the 12th Century.
Later Limoges Work : Whose full

palette is composed of deep blue to

lapis-blue and light blue, scarlet, a
red approaching chocolate, green,
greenish yellow, white and a semi-
translucent manganese purple. In
13th Century work blue is the domi-
nating color. The 12th Century
translucent colors give way to the
consistent use of opaque ones in the

years following.
Germanic Work contains less co-

balt blue, but employed the colors of
the Limoges workers, introducing,
however, a great deal of turquoise
and much more green and pale yel-
low than the French enamellers used.

They also were fond of black.

THE HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Every writer upon enamels quotes
the convenient commendation of the
Greek sophist, Philostratus, who went
to Rome in the reign of the Emperor
Severus, about 200 A. D., to teach
rhetoric. In the description of a

boar hunt in his "Icones," wherein
he describes the trappings of the
horses of the barbarians (Gauls or

Britons), Philostratus wrote, "For
the barbarians of the region of the
ocean (islanders?) are skilled, as it

is said, in fusing colors upon
heated brass (copper?) which be-
come as hard as stone and render

the ornament thus produced durable."
The Romans in Italy knew noth-

ing of such things. Labarte and
other authorities would have it that
this passage refers to Gallo-Roman
work though such is rarely to be met
with

; while others claim for it refer-
ence to the work of British crafts-

men, perhaps under design-influence
of the Romans. Probably enamelling
was known to the Celts and to the
Britons independent of Roman oc-

cupation. Certainly the Scoto-Celtic
and the Britanno-Celtic tendency in

design has little in common with that
of the ancient civilized world of
Greece, Rome or of Egypt. It is

just possible the ingenious Celts in-

vented champleve.

BYZANTINE WORK
With the rise of the Eastern Em-

pire in the 4th Century A. D., with
its capital at Byzantium, came in
that style of art known to us as the

Byzantine, just as the North Italians

produced the Lombardic style and
Western Europe, the Gothic. Byzan-
tine enamel was always cloisonne,
rigid and conventional in design, but
rightly decorative and symbolical. At
first the direct influence of Greek
and Roman art affected their pic-
torial representations, as we see the
Christus in earlier work depicted as
a clean-shaven, beautiful young man,
an ideal that soon gave way to the
sad representation of the Man of
Sorrows. From the 10th Century on
Byzantine ecclesiastical art was bar-
ren of new invention.
With the waning of the Empire in

1057, the art of the Byzantine enamel-
lers declined, and that of the Italians
and the West Europeans blossomed
forth untrammeled by stiff conven-
tion. Lombardic architecture and
Gothic carving had helped to pave
the 'way for the broader art of the
Middle Ages which no longer con-
fined itself to cloisonne, but began to

put forth champleve enamels of great
beauty likewise. Indeed, in Gothic
times Western craftsmen rarely made
use of cloisonne except for personal
ornaments and jewelry. The famous
Lindauer Evangeliar exhibits upon its

covers superb examples of early en-

amelling.

(Continued on page 64)
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If you would have all-year-round window comfort, insist on

C-H CASEMENT ADJUSTERS
They make the out-swung casement practical

C-H "Bulldog" Adjuster C-H "Holdfat" Adjuster
Some Good Suggestions Free in "The Casement Window Handbook'

THE CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
1 South Clinton Street Chicago, 111.

Wilson's
Garden and lawn
sprinkler will distrib-

ute water evenly over

the lawn or garden.

Covers a space IS

by 60 feet. Recom-

mended and used by

leading gardeners

everywhere.

Save water and secure

best results by using a

sprinkler which throws

large spray.

Send for free circular

Wilson Products Co., 3 Greene Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TAG DAY IN THE GARDEN
- 500 GARDEN LABELS

NEWELL & CORDINIER

This Is. positively, the most unique
and useful gift for the amateur gardener.

The assortment Is complete from the

Big 12-inch Label for marking seed or

bulb rows, to the little 3^-inch cop-

per-wired painted Label for marking
trees and shrubs.

With this assortment of Label*

YOU CAN'T FORGET
Just when and where you planted cer-

tain Seeds or Bulbtt and you CAN AT
ONt'K IDENTIFY any Tree or Shrubs,
and all traiuplantlng can be done ac-

curately even while the plant, are In

a dormant state.

The 500 Labels are attractively packed
In a pretty and lasting cedar box and
the entire assortment, with two mark-
ing pencils, will be mailed to any ad-
dress fur $2.25. We will gladly send
this box for your approval and. should
the assortment not prove entirely satis-

factory, it may be returned and your
money will be immediately refunded.

TROY, N. Y.

MYERS

MYERS COG GEAR PUMPS have replaced the antique water lifters of olden days

Write for our catalog and learn the easy way of pumping Waler.

F. E. MYERS & BRO., No. 350 Orange St., ASHLAND OHIO
ASHLAND PUMP AND HAY TOOL WORKS

Bath
on your lawn or among your flowers will attract the birds
and add to the charm of your garden. The bath illus-

trated is a new design affording a broad, shallow bathing
area which can be enjoyed by fledglings quite as nnu-li

as by older birds since it is but 4)4 inches from the ground.
Reproduced in frost proof, Pompeian Stone. Di- Ar A _

ameter 26/2 inches. Price (F.O.B. N. Y.).... $5.00
Send for catalogue illustrating all types of Pompeian Stone

garden furniture. Special facilities for designing in marble.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS, 226 Lexington Avenue.NEW YORK

You'll need to shingle only
once in a life time

If you are building new, remodeling or reshingling. you can
be sure of 100% shingle satisfaction that is an attractive,
artistic appearance and true economy in first and upkeep cost

by specifying the "CREO-DIPT" brand.

They are all selected cedar shingles, preserved by a special process
against dry rot. decay, worms and weather: and permanently
stained in any desired color. Will last generation and save
repairs and repainting.

Write for Book of .

"CREO-DIPT" Home* jfrand sample of Color* ^^t
on Wood.

CREO-DIPT*
STANDARD STAINED SHINGLE CO. STAINED

1012 OLIVER STREET, N. TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Factory in Chicago lor West
17 Grade*

16, 18, 24-Inch
30 Different Colors

'

Make Sure of Your
This Year

Under present renditions it will be Terr unwlae to

arfiiK ymir urdw for Tulip". Ilysrlnths. Narclnsl and other

iiulhs. until lale In III* aHuum. First of all. th<T* may be

difficulty In KPUInfr bulha from Europe: second. Uw price Is

Lower now than It will be next fall.

Special Discount on Early OrJert
On all orders for Dutch Bulbs that reach me on or before

July 1. 1 will allow 10 per cent, discount from my rtfular

prices. 1'rnliT no conditions will 1 allow the dUcount oo
ordera received after July 1.

StnJ Today for My Bull Lilt

My 1916 lit contains SOTral new Hyacinth!.

Tulips and Narcissi that will make very ef-

fccllTB and pleasing addltiona to your flower Harden.

Write today for your copy.

B E RTR AND H. FARR
WYOMISS1NG NURSERIES CO.

106 Garfield Ave., Wyomlssing, Penna.

[gs THE GARDEN THE ESSENTTALTOUCH
B Suri-Jial.tKai old Friend" of tke Past.will find

enial Refuge inyour Garden Some favorite Spot

em>d by the twittering of Birds splashing in the

Flower Pols and Boxes.Vases. Benches. Gaa-
;. ll^rnies and other interesting Pieces -will r*.

... r>U \Y7,U Oxi-^oneOld World Gardens

f Garden Potter
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Burpee'sSeedsGrow
Send for Burpee's Annual, the Leading
American Seed Catalog. A book of 182

pages, fully illustrated. It is mailed free*

W.ATLEE BURPEE & CO.
Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia

WHITE MOTOR CARS

Custom Designed

The WHITE COMPANY, Cleveland

Send 4c for Mott's 112 page "Bath-
room Book," showing 26 model bath-

rooms, floor plans, descriptions and

prices of modern bathroom fixtures.

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS
Fifth Avenue mid 17th Street, New York

THE NAME

WesternElectric
on a Vacuum Cleaner. Inter-phone, elec-

trie iron or washing machine, sewing

machine, motor or other home conven-

ience is a full GUARANTEE of QUALITY

METAL CEILING
for your big rooms

METAL TILING
for your little rooms. Alt set up in the best mt-nner.

Nothing better for a new house, or for renovating

an old one.

Northrop, Coburn & Dodge Co.
40 Cherry St., N. Y. Tel. 1481 Beekman

Your House Deserves the Most Modern

Building Material. Find Out About

NATCO HOLLOW TILE
SAFE-FIREPROOF -ECONOMICAL-SANITARY

NATIONAL FIREPROOFING CO.

344 Federal St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Vkks'
Garden

and Floral Guide
For 67 years the leading au-

|\OW thority on Vegetable, Flower
'

and Farm Seeds, Plants and
Bulbs. Send for free copy

today.
JAMES VICKS & SONS

18 Stone Street Rochester. N.V.

"Seeds with a Lineage"
Stnd for catalog "Garden and Lawn.'

Carters Tested Seeds Inc.

127 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Boston, Mass.

CARTERS S

McCray Refrigerators
Active cold air circulation -Sanitary

linings. Send for catalogue.

McCray Refrigerator Company
616 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

Moons' Hardy Trees and
Plants for Every Place

and Purpose

TheWm. H. Moon Co.
Makeficld Place Morri.ville, Pa.

Transite Asbestos Shingles
fltf Proof and Everlasting

European Enamels
(Continued from page 62)

With the revival of classical learn- The painted enamels of the early

ing which brought about the Renais- style are executed with much white

sance, and the subsequent develop- painting over purplish - brown
ment of secular thought, art ceased grounds, the figures bearing strong
to be what it had been throughout resemblance to the Flemish type,

the Middle Ages, merely the hand- The coloring in these examples is

maid of the church. No longer did very beautiful.

the enamellers, Byzantine, Gothic or The painted enamels of the fine

Lombardic, work 'solely to adorn re- Style exhibit the great advance

ligious works, and ecclesiastical de- achieved by draughtsmen under Ital-

sign broadened into secular applica- ian influence. The glazes are finer

tion, a return to classical usages, to and the finishing process a more
a heritage of beauty and unrestraint careful one. At this period painting
from which, for some centuries, art in grisaille became popular. By this

had been kept by ecclesiasticism. By term is meant monochrome painting
the 12th Century the art was well in enamel, the light being worked
established to Cologne, Treves, Huy, up over a dark ground, stage by stage
Maestricht and Verdun, thence per- in white,, leaving the chiaroscuro to

haps to Paris. Limoges and the be determined by the effect of the

Rhenish provinces of France became ground showing through. Shading
prolific in chamflevc enamels by the was often further enhanced by black

end of the 12th Century. It is to lines or hatchings. The resulting
1189 A. D. that the earliest known grey tone gives the style its name,
enamels of Limoges are ascribed. Later, relief from the monotony of

There an enormous quantity of grey was found by the addition of

work, good, bad and indifferent, was one or two tints, such as flesh tint,

turned out during the 13th Century, as may be seen in the work of Jean
an art turning to a trade thereafter, Penicaud, Pierre Reymond and Leon-
and declining to neglect in the 14th, ard Limousin. Perhaps Pierre Rey-
when it went out of fashion alto- mond distinguishes himself as ex-

gether. hibiting the finest color sense, though
However, toward the end of the he may not have possessed Leonard

15th Century the public in general Limousin's qualities of bold and di-

had broken through Byzantine, rect handling. This latter artist who
Gothic and Lombardic esthetic domi- worked from 1532 to 1574 and ad-
nation and breathed the clearer air vertised himself in a little panel,
of the Renaissance, becoming imbued introduced into one of his works, as
with a desire for gentler, more beau- "Enamellcr and Painter to the Cham-
tiful things, and again the old town her of the King," was a consummate
of Limoges, ever awake to the com- portraitist, and executed some splen-
merce of demand, started up her did portraits in enamel. Anyone who
enamelling ovens and went at the is acquainted with Italian faience
art with renewed vigor, retaining a will be struck between the relation-

supremacy that has handed down to ship in effect of Maiolica ware and
us priceless treasures of the sort, ex- Limoges enamels,

quisite and satisfying. This fine style After Jean Limousin, descendant

may be said to date from 1530 to of the great Leonard, and his school,
1580 (being preceded by the early enamelling as a truly fine art began
style, 1475-1530), followed by a to die out at Limoges in 1610. Colin,
minute style, 1580-1630 preceding the Martin, Poncet, Landin and the
decadence that dated from 1630 to Noalhers carried on the work, Jean
the close of the manufactory in. the Limousin standing shoulders above
18th Century. them all. But Tontin introduced

THE LIMOTES ENAMFT<? enamel painting on gold in 1732 and
the products became daintily and in-

Limoges enamels immediately bring sipidly delicate, quite in the taste of
to mind the names of such great Louis XIV and his successors, until
artists in enamels as the Penicauds, at last enamelling became little bet-

Courtey, Limousin, Reymond and ter than a rivalling imitation of china
Laudin. painting.

The Window Box With the Color Scheme
(Continued from page 15)

bit of yellow tuberous rooted be-

gonias. The yellow of these last is

always soft and lovely. The Rex
begonia with the white and green
leaves would blend well with such a
collection.

A variety of the funkias, with white
and green striped leaves, is very
pretty in a window-box. One attrac-

tive box had a row of green and
white vincas extending its full length,
back of them a row of funkias, and
lastly a row of the umbrella palms.
None of these has blooms that amount
to anything, but they are lovely in

themselves, are inexpensive, and last

through the summer.
Any number of arrangements of

coleus may be made. A simple box
of yellow nasturtiums with the deep
red velvet coleus is exceedingly
pleasing.

PLANTING AND CARE

There must be sufficient space to
allow new root growth, and the
new branches that are to come must
have breathing space also. We must
think of this when we set out the

plants.
In transplanting these plants, dig a

hole in the earth the size of the pot
the plant is in

; tip the potted plant

on its side and gently jar the pot until

the earth is loosened, when the whole
thing will slide from the pot. Place
it in the hole prepared for it, and
gently and firmly press the earth
around it. By this means all the
little ends of the roots remain un-
broken, and it is at the ends of the
roots that the little root-mouths are
found through which all the nourish-
ment for the plant must pass. Furth-
ermore, there must be enough water
given to carry the food down to the
ends of the roots which are toward
the bottom of the box. Investigate,
once in a while, and see what condi-
tion the earth in the bottom of the
box is in.

One of the foes to a successful
window-box in large cities is the fine
dust that settles on the leaves, choking
and filling their respiratory system,
as it were. In smaller towns, where
there is more space, this is of minor
importance. The old saying that

plants breathe through the leaves is, in

a measure, true, and the leaves must
be kept clean in order to preserve the
plant's health. Spray the plants after
the sun goes down, and the dew, the
cooling night breezes, and the rays of
the morning sun will act like a magic
tonic.

many foremost
be depended upon
styles in

A s engravers t o
families, we may
for authoritative

INVITATIONS. ANNOUNCEMENTS. AT HOME CARDS
and other weddinK stationery. Write for sampli
showinjr the superior quality of our enitnivmi

THE JOHN B. WIGGINS COMPANY
Established 1857 12OS. Michigan Blvd., Chicago

EVERYTHING for the HOME GROUNDS
Ornamental, deciduous. Shade and weeping trees. Kloi
inir shrubs, Barh.-rry. Privet, Evergreens, Conif
Hardy traifing vim-a. Cilmbera, Fruit trt-fs, Berry bus
Hardy garden plants, etc.
The finest selection for lawn and garden planting in
America. More than 6OO acres ofchoicest nursery
produce. We will maki- a planting plan of your place,
selecting trees, shruba, etc. ,

suitable to noil and situation,
and Rive you the exact cost of planting and proper time to
plant. Kt-ndfttr ftitnlogD.
THESTEPHENHOYT'SSONSCOMPANY

New Canaan, Conn.
Established 1848 Incorporated

I TmvciTnl The Cromwell GardensUnUSUai Handbook Rives many
l4anrlk/./tlr helpful suggestionsHandbook for ,,i.imiing and

planting, with comprehensive lists of the proper
plants and trees to use. The new Roses arid
the most valuable new Shrubs are described
and illustrated. If you will send us your name
and address we will gladly send you a copy.
We make a specialty of Roses and Perennials in pots
for late planting. Write us, giving a list of your neadc.

CROMWELL GARDENS A. N. Plerson, Inc.
Box A4. Cromwell, Conn.

Grow your own Vegetables
Cut down living expenses. Easy to
save time, labor, and money by using

Planet Jr. Garden Tools
Thin No. 16 Planet Jr. will do all the cul-
tivation in your garden in the easiest,
quickest and best way. LIfrht but strong,

used by man, woman or boy.
New 72-page catalog free;

Write

S. L. ALLEN & CO.
Box 1110K Philadelphia

Draw

No payment accepted
unless successful.

Also expert services

on general chimney
work.

FREDERIC N.WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor
219 ' " lf "" Sl Kr "klvn - N - Y

Do you want the best screen cloth made?
THEN DEMAND

POMPEIIAN BRONZE SCREEN CLOTH
It cannot rust never sags never needs paint-
ing. Our Government uses it. Your dealer
will supply you.
Send for booklet "Permanent Protection."

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH CO., 69 Sterling St., Clinton, Mass.

I'lMIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllMlllllllllinilllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllU:

I
GORHAM GALLERIES

|

Sculpture by American
Artists

THE GORHAM COMPANY
Fifth Avenue at Thirty-Sixth Street

New York City

SIIIMIIIII nun n i iiuin liiillilllllllllllr:

MAJESTIC
Coal Chute
Protects house and

grounds ana Is a cellar
window when not in
use. Strontr, durable
and burglar proof .

Every homo should have
one.

Write for Catalog
THE MAJESTIC CO.

6O3 Erie St., HuntinRton, Ind

At The Family Table
For the complete, cor-
rect and perfecr illu-

mination of yourhome-
spedfy S.& A. lighting
fixtures.
For authoritative Ifjfhtine In-

SHAPIRO & AKONSON
20 Warren Sl.New lork Cil

surprise you. OurAt prices that
s are famoi _

. ..delivery everywhere in the .._
.asist you In planning your grounds Our-

if experience at your service free.

the

xperience at y .

tructive catalog will K uiil.- you in cre-
ost artistic ftpd attractive sur-

iiiK!* whether yours is but a small city

Write Toddy for Catalog 103

Wagner Park Nursery Co., Box 876. Sidney, Ohio

nam<y/fn
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THIS BOOKLET
FREE

"BATHROOMS OF
CHARACTER"

t gives desirable information
. those ni> >ut co build or re-

lovlel houses.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO., Trenton, N.J.

GOOD PICTURES
for That Ideal Home of Yours

ortoMake the Gift Problem Easy
Send for illustrated Catalog "B";60 pages;

200 illustrations. Enclose five 2c. stamps.

PURNELL ART COMPANY
Dept. G, Baltimore, Md.

DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
By M H. FURBRINGER

Member American Irutilutt oj ArMcdl
An Illustrated treatise on home building.

containing articles on Stairways. Torches ana
Kntranccs. Klt<-hcns and Pantries. Fireplaces.

Heating Systems. Deenradng. etc.. etc. Full-

pane Illustrations of exteriors and Interiors of

homes, accompanied by floor plans. 75 pages,

9 x 13. 1'rlce. $2.00, postpaid.

Address Jones & Furbrinter, Memphis, less.

The Accepted Authority on Bungaloifs for Many Years

"Homes, Not Houses"
CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS

With all the built-in
conveniences whlch^ic^have

devtoed

rcYho.T*> nd |.laii BIVI-I, Sum.lo pun,-, fre

book ihowinir :18 nnuill Bungalow flomea. 25c. Jt coata no

anon to get IA Ural.

The Bungalowcraft Co.
507 Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, Cal.

THE CLIPPER
e are three things thai
-oy your lawns: uanil.'

. Buck Plantain and Crab
a. In one aeaaon the Clip-
will drive them all out,
dealer ahould have then-
he has not drop ua a line
we will and circular and

Clipper Lawn Mower Co
Dlxon. 111.

"BILLIARDS The Home M*gnt" FREE 1

A handsomely illustrated book showing all Brunswick
riotne Carom and Pocket Billiard Tables in actual

color*, giving easy term*, prices. etc. Sent Free!

Write for it today.

The Brunawick-Balke-Collender Co.
DEPT. 29 X, CHICAGO

CUTS THE
COST OF

PERFECT HEATING
Send for our booklet
the 3H' It tells why

C. A. Dunham Co., MarihaUtown, Iowa
Branches Everywhere

TREE DENTISTRY
Private Estates a Specialty

Booklet on
"
Tree Culture" tent Free on ttquett

Strictly High Class Work. No Students
or Novices Employed

DICKENSON TREE DENTISTRY CO.
1233 Sherman Si. S. L, Grand Rapids, Michigan

POWER
LAWN
MOWERS

ir ordinary lawns,
$225. Roller and Riding type for

extensive lawns, parks, etc.. $350 and
$500. Write for full information.

Theldeal Power Lawn Mower Co. R.E.Olils.Chairman
403 Kalamazoo St. Lansing. Mich.

THE VITAL VALUE
IN FINE FLOORING
With the knowledge contained in

our Free Book you can save time and

costly mistakes. Get your copy today
THE INTERIOR HARDWOOD CO.
1311 Beecher St. Indianapolis. Ind.

. WHAT IS IT?
1 It id the clw. Onward
]
Slidine Furniture Shoein

I place of castera. It saves
floors and coveriniw. and

I beautifies furniture.
I Made in 110 stylea and
1 aizes. Write lor circular.

ONWARD MFG. CO.
Dent. A

Menashi. Wi., snd
Berlin. Ont.. Canada

Mary
Pickford

" Thurn has fust sent home a

frock that would delight every one

of the million of women who see

a Famous Player Film every day.

Yet, in my parts, Fate and Mr.

Frohman cast me for rags and rags and rags.'

Come with us=
Come and trail Mary Pickford's raggedy
little shoes through her film plays of

"ragged little girls and tattered boys"
until she steps into her own little slim

silver slippers and dons her own gorgeous
raiment.

That's what we have done and you are bidden to

come along if real enjoyment means anything to

you.

To follow us on our visit to Mary Pickford you will have

to enter through the June Theatre Magazine doorway.
Once in you will never regret it.

The Theatre is one of the few magazines that is devoted
to one subject and knows that subject thoroughly.

The Theatre's subject is the stage and The Theatre en-

joys an enviable friendship with all of the great actors and
actresses that heretofore you have only known across the

footlights.

By reading The Theatre you can know them just as in-

timately as The Theatre does.

Because it is full of their photographs
their life stories their plays. Even their

gowns and costumes, both personal and

stage, are here in detail, and the stage can

always boast of the most cleverly dressed
women in the world.

The Theatre

Magazine
As a trial offer we will be glad to

send you The Theatre Magazine
for four months for $1, beginning
with the June issue, if you will

sign and address the coupon at

the side. The bill will reach you
with the first copy, or you can
send us your check for $1 if you
prefer.

A

Corbin Builders'Hardware
Outlasts the building on which
It is used and gives satisfactory
service every moment of the
time.

Ask your hardware dealer.

Leavens Furniture
For the diBcrtminjitintf purchaser

rtUtic In effect, good solid oak con*
traction, stained to suit the indi-

vidual taste, moderate in price.
8nd for lllustrationi and color chart.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.. Inc.. Mimif rtur*r

12 Ciul 5lr*l btton. Man.

"Never put a cheap roof on a good house"

^' Tb*

TToxsorr JUSTUS |
:

StATC
Morton Lufttr* ftl*t Co.. ! C

SILVER LAKE
GARDEN LINES
CLOTHES LINES
SASH CORD

THE STANDARD
M NEVADA ST. NKWTONVILLE, MASS.

Gladioli, Cannas, Dahlias, Lilies
We are the UrvMt (rawer* of tbe* In UM world, and

The choicest and best at lowest prices
KUIWKK ANII VKI.KTAHlJtSUOa. fcertel electta

of .!a...lr,[ vartrlw. [>,< many BtarUIlk* NovwJtfcae.

BULKS, n.ANTS. KKU1TS Th.T..r~..w.at. utal.ast
MM. r*raa. Shniba. IMW Kwrtwanac fllraw

'L*f /UusfraW Catelsjot Frte

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS. lac. FUrsI Park. N. T.

"JDtlBSflNrPRODUCTS
Make Dlitlnctln Olfii for All OeeuUns
BOOK ROCKS. STATUARY

HtM'DOIK LAMPS. A8II TRAYS.
PAI'KR WKICIITH. PORTABLES. ETC.

Kinging In PrlM from JI.50 Up.
Catalog tUuttrazing HJO Art SvhjtcU lenttmrr
eeitM at 4cin unmpi. .\frruton 11mat 'JOmtm

KATHODION BRONZE WORKS.INC.
299MaditonA. (.1 41.t Sl.i New York

DUMBWAITERS
ELEVATORS
Hand-Power Exclusively Built

by Specialists Send for Catalog

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
12S Liberty Street Nw York

DINGEE ROSES
Sturdy a. Oak.

arc always frown en th*ir own raota. 65 yr*ri

experience. No matter where you live, we guar-
antee safe delivery. Send today for Dinice

~CulJe It AW Culture.'

DINGEE & CONARD CO.
Boz-674 Writ Crovo, Pa.

Meehan's Mallow Marvels
These! wonderful creations are among
the latest flowering Plants to start

spring growth, ana may be planted
safely in early June. They bloom from
July to late September. Writa for

descriptive circular in color..

THOMAS MEEHAN A SONS
.740 CIWW . Crmnlown, PHILAOtlPMIA. P A

GEOPvGE H. PETEKSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Catalogue upon application

Box 30 Fair Lawn, N. J.

W. & J. SLOANE
Interior Decorators, Floor Coverings

and Fabrics, Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVE. & 47th STREET.
NEW YORK

| - . .v--T "-.- .*Vr->'
' ^^ T*



66 HOUSE & GARDEN

HE. S3TH ST. NEWYORK

EVERYTHING FOR
YARD AND ORCHARD, r ,,

I TTAVE you arranged to m
V&vV^S " your yard individual a

make
and

ittrai'tive the coming season ?

Ve wil1 design it free, if de-
sired, or you can order from our
ca ^ il'6 f r immediate attention.
Our 800 acres of fruit and flowering
trees, flowers, vines and shrubs, etc.,
"ft 1

'

1 a varied list that will please
I'vcryone. 60 years of satisfied cus-
tomers have proven their Quality.
Write fur catalog at once,

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS CO
Dept. K, West Chester, Pa.

Sunken I'ath House Bench House

A PERENNIAL GARDEN!
You can have it by simply adding a SUN-

LIGHT outfit of glass.
For Instance:
A cold-frame, a hot-bed or one of the

small inexpensive, ready-made Sunlight
Greenhouses.

Shipment immediate or at any date speci-
fied.

Get our free catalog. If you want Prof.
Masse/'s booklet on Hot-bed and Green-
house Gardening, enclose 4 cents in stamps.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.

944

E. Broadway

Louisville
Hoi beds

.and CaM framo Ky.

eautify the

Garden
AN

English bench in a seclud'

ed corner, a comfortable

chair in a picturesque spot

or an old-fashioned settee with

chairs^and table invitingly set for

tea or cards, go far to make the

garden what it really should be

a beautiful spot to enjoy "a land

of rest and sweet enchantment"
Our garden furniture is unique in design

and workmanship; and graces the finest

estates in America. It is thoroughly

well built and will give years of service

in the outdoors. It will aid you inbeau'

tifying your garden.

Send for catalog

North Shore FerneriesCo.
BEVERLY, MASS.

See display In New York at

THE GARDEN GATEWAY
31 East 48th Street

The Fun in Raising Fancy Pigeons
{Continued from page 35)

initiated. They are favorites with
fanciers, for they are especially intel-

ligent, and the racing of homers is a
common sport. It is not unusual for
a hird of this variety to travel 500
miles or more, returning directly to

its home loft after being released in

a distant town. In a big competitive
flight, 2,000 birds may be liberated

simultaneously, all of them mounting
at once into the air and speeding
away as soon as they appear to get
their bearings.

SOME FANCY BREEDS

Jacobins make a strong appeal to

many fanciers and are always in-

teresting and pleasing both to watch
and to work with. They are char-

acterized by curious recurved feath-

ers on the back of the head and neck,

making what is termed a hood but

which really resembles an exag-
gerated feather boa. The eyes of a

good specimen are almost hidden by
this, and no member of the pigeon
family presents a more curious ap-
pearance.

Oriental frills, owls and turbits are

small, compact and beautifully col-

ored, and there are several other

pigeons in this class, all especially

dainty and neat. Perhaps the novice

will do well to wait until he has a
little experience before taking them
up, but they are bred in large num-
bers. Most amusing of all the

pigeons are those in the class which
includes tumblers and rollers, for

they are the athletes of pigeondom
and their performances are highly
entertaining. There are parlor tum-
blers which do their performing
close to the ground, but the high-

flying tumblers soar a long distance

into the air and then turn one somer-
sault after another in quick succes-

sion, sometimes continuing their flight

and again dropping toward the

ground. Indeed, it sometimes hap-
pens that a bird loses its perspective
and keeps on somersaulting until it

strikes the ground and is killed.

It is not for their acrobatic per-

formances, however, that tumblers
are prized by true fanciers, but for

the perfection of their markings. The
tumblers are very popular in this

country and still more so across the

water, especially in England, where
great numbers were bred before the
outbreak of the war, many being
brought to America. Of course, the
war has interfered with the exporta-
tion of all kinds of pigeons, for, as

homers have been used for ages past
in transmitting military secrets, the
authorities seem to think that other
kinds might be employed in the same
way, although most of them would
be absolutely worthless for such pur-
poses.

Among other varieties of pigeons
which may be kept for recreation are

nuns, archangels, dragoons and mag-
pies, all appearing in different colors
and making a handsome appearance
in any loft.

THE LOFT AND YARD

It is much better to keep a few
pigeons of good quality than a lot

of mediocre birds, and for that rea-

son large quarters are not needed.
Oftentimes a loft can be made in the

barn or some other outbuilding. An
excellent portable house, 4' square
and 5' high, with a flight cage 6' long,
can be purchased complete for $25.
Such a. house is large enough to ac-

commodate from five to ten pairs of

pigeons, according to the variety.
This equipment is ample for the be-

ginner.
A good house for a hundred pairs

or more should cost about the same
as a poultry house of the same pro-

portions. A plain boarded house 20'

long, 12' deep and 14' high has proved
successful. The owner does not
know the exact cost, but probably
it could be duplicated today, with a

good cement foundation and shin-

gled roof, for about $150, possibly
less. This house is rather unusual
because it has no glass windows, the

long openings in front being covered
with poultry wire and closed with a

muslin-covered frame when snow is

falling or high winds blowing. The
nesting boxes are arranged in rows
at the rear, and there is a large flying

cage.
It is always necessary that a dou-

ble nest be provided for each pair
of birds, so that they may be pre-
paring for a new pair of eggs in one
nest while still feeding the young in

the other. The mother pigeon sits

on the eggs at night, but her mate
takes her place about nine o'clock in

the morning and sits until three or
four in the afternoon. Young pig-

eons, or squabs, are perfectly help-
less when hatched and are fed by
the parents, which swallow the food
and regurgitate it into the throats of

the hungry yotfngsters. When four

weeks old the baby pigeons are ready
to leave the home nest.

DIET AND MATING

Wheat, cracked corn, Kafir corn
and Canada peas are the principal
articles of diet for pigeons. Fresh
water must never be lacking and
there should also be a pan for bath-

ing. A bath a day may be allowed
in summer, but two a week in win-
ter are sufficient. Cracked oyster
shells must be provided, and as pig-
eons are fond of salt, it is well

to have a lump of rock salt where
they can peck at it. For the rest,

it is only necessary to keep the loft

clean, the floor sanded and all un-
mated birds out of the laying quar-
ters.

The Late Garden and Its Usefulness

(Continued from page 38)

Among celeries we fine early and
late sorts, and while the earlies are of
rather poor flavor as compared with
the rich, nutty-flavored winter sorts,
we need them to satisfy our appe-
tites early in the fall. Golden Self-

Blanching is the most popular and
best flavored of all early celeries,
and the most expensive. Following a
series of years of short crops in
France its native home the war
caused still greater havoc with the
seed supply. Some American-grown
seed is available, but it does not pro-
duce the kind of stalks one is accus-
tomed to expect from French seed.
The choicest of all celeries for win-

ter use is Giant Pascal, and, though

stronger claims are made for newer
sorts, I have yet to find one that will

compare in flavor with this old stand-

by. Plants of both Giant Pascal and
Golden Self Blanching should be se-

cured as soon after July 1st as they
can be bought. Set them in rows 6"

apart, with at least 3' of space be-

tween the rows. Watch, when setting
out the plants, that no earth falls

within the center of them. Trim both

tops and roots of the plants, and fur-
ther their growth by frequent cultiva-

tion and liberal irrigation, if the nat-
ural water supply fails.

Few people know how delicious
winter radishes can be, if properly

(Continued on page 68)

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Paints and Varnishes

The Right Finish for Every Surface

When You Build
please bear in mind that there Is still plenty of

WHITE PINE
Send for our free booklet

" White f\ne in Home Building"

WHITE PINE BUREAU
1719 Merchants' Bank Building

ST. PAUL, MINN.

SUN DIALS
RIAL BRONZE COIONIA1 DESIGNS

from $3.50 Up
Also full line of Bird
Fount ainsand other gar-
den requisites.

Manufactured by

The M. D. JONES CO.
71 Portland St.. Boston, Mass.
Send for illustrated catalog

Tested Trees, Seeds
Roses. Plants, Vines

Writo for 102-pago Photn-OataloK America's
Nursery Guide and Garden Authority. Pic-
tures and describes thousands of choice vari-
eties. Sent FREE! Write today.

THE STORKS & HARRISON CO.
Dept. 319 Palnesvitle, Ohio

Rose Arches
Seven ft. high
and four ft. wide

Extra Heavy

Rust Proof

$11.00 each

Painted

$8.00 Each

Half Arches
for Porch

Trellis

All sizes and
shapes made

to order

Brook Fence Co.

Maker and
Ituilder

Fence. Tennis
Cmirts. Dog
and Chicken
Runs. Tennis
Xet Posts, etc.

37 Barclay St.

New York Cit,

WritffarCircular

"How to Grow Roses
A rose lover's manual prermred hy our ex-

perts. Handsome Library Edition: 121 pages
Ifi full color plates. Tells how to plant,

prune, and crow roses. Lists and groups
over 600 varieties. Price. $1. with coupon
worth $1 when returned with order for plants
of $5 or more. Send $1 to-day for your
copy. You'll be delimited. Xot a catalog.

The CONARD & Jones Co.
Rose Specialists

Backed by 60 Years' Experience

Box 126 West Grove, Pa,
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ORDER
DUTCH BULBS

NOW
Until July 25th

We take advance orders for the

VERY CREAM of Darwin.
Breeder and Rembrandt

TULIPS and best

NARCISSI
/. / us send our Special Lift of

tht-sr and alto our Autumn
Catalogue

FRANKEN
Grand Ave. t

BROTHERS
Deerfield, Illinois

Dutch Bulbs for Your

? Spring

1" Garden

THE sprightly Cro-
cus, tlio chaste

Narcissus, the sweet-

ly sr.-ntiHl Hyacinth,
the richly colored Tu-
lips, the glorious
Feony. amltheeharm-
iiig Iris make It the
suiTtfst perfuiiHMland

I most colorful spot on
earth when winter
Oihls Its downy sheets
and steals away.

The Hyacinth. Narcis-
/

sus. Tulip and Cr(K-us >

will also bloom readily
Indoors from Christmas
until AprlL
My bulb book describes

all the well-known, and
'many of the newist and
rarest varieties. From it

you can easily select those that appeal
to you niont strongly.

All orders must be in my hands by
July 1st, not later. By ordering be-
fore that time you will receive the
choice big bulbs teeming with life that
I am importing annually to thousands
of delighted customers.
Send for my bulb book today, and

remember orders will be accepted
UNTIL JULY 1st, NOT LATER.

174 Broadway Paterson, N. J.

ForThis Splendid

Every garden
lover can now at low

cost possess a handsome
greenhouse the equal of

any in material, workman-
ship and construction. It's

a luxury that also brings you
health, pleasure and profit.

Made in sections, easily and
quickly erected. All

CALLAHAN'S
Duo Glazed Greenhouses
have double layers of glass which
retain heat thus saving fuel. This
greenhouse gives fresh flowers and
vegetables the year 'round, beautifies
vour home and educates your chil-
dren in a love for beauty.

Full particulars of different styles,
sizes, etc., sent on request.

Callahan Duo Glazed Sash Company
1423 Wyandot St. - DAYTON, OHIO

Free Information

OUR
Service will send you complete information about

what to use in building or decorating, remodeling or re-

furnishing your home
also about planting and arranging your garden and grounds
about dogs, poultry, real estate and where to buy the articles

pictured and described in "Seen in the Shops
1 '

or on any pagem the magazine
State particularly what interests you whether it pertains to

your house or your garden ; your kennel or your poultry yard
and we will see that the best advice available is sent you im-

mediately by those who know best how to answer your ques-
tions and supply your wants. Just address

Information Serctcc. House & Garden, 440 Fourth Act.. Nac York

Evergreen Planting in Mid-Summer

FROM
the latter part of July until

late September is a most favorable

period for the successful transplanting
of Evergreen Trees and Shrubs. Our
Evergreens are lifted with a large ball

of fine roots and earth which is securely
wrapped in burlap to insure their safe

shipment. Catalog if requested.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
Wm. Warner Harper, Proprietor

Box H, Chestnut Hill Philadelphia, Pa.

It Really Transforms

Concrete and Stucco

Here is strongest proof of
the beautifying power of Bay
State Brick and Cement Coat-

Ing. This actual photograph
gives a vivid

" before -and -

after" contrast. Any building of brick, concrete or stucco can
be permanently beautified and absolutely weatherproofed
by painting with

Bay State
Brick and
Cement Coating

Yet the natural texture of the walls will not be lost. Two coats are sufficient to
add several years to the life of the house. Bay State Coating gives an artistic dull
surface in white also made in a variety of tints.

Use it also for interior finish. It retards fire, prevents dampness and reflects light.

Tril C FREE just write for it, specifying what tint you prefer. Ask for booklet 2.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO.. Inc.

Paint and Vamith Maker* Boston, Ma**.

The Terra CottaTILE ROOF* . ^" M. X^ A A V* V^ V^ I- W% A A *_^ a J A w -v^- ^~r m
on this pretty home is of Terra Cotta Tiles, known as the French
pattern, detail more clearly shown in border of this advertisement

Our illustrated booklet "The Roof Beautiful," printed in

colors, contains views of many beautiful homes with
roofs of Terra Cotta Tiles, and is sent free upon request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.
General Offices: 1107-1117 Monroe Building

Birds and Flowers
Bundml* ''

IKUUIIx l'lln <>l I

I

I.lv~ .re
bown la our new
<;I.|.-M riMlrrjr
(' ii I a 1 o f . It I r it

BIRD BATH
No. 237

34 In. high
BOWL

17 in. wid

PRICE $14.00

ami pnlt. gr..-rul
un it 111 > mil

bmchca * n <] many
other thing! ir 111'

outdoor QM.

WHEATLEY
POTTERY

! weatherproof.
i"iif h. h r (I and

r y IncxpMslv*.
Send for Catalog.
Or .icr tllnvt from
the ]*iiirrr. Wn
pay freight on all

purchase* amount Ing
to $.* OO or o f r
Kait of Denver.

Whcatley Pottery

2427 Reading Road
Gncinniti

1879

Dodson's Sparrow Trap
doae the work automatically and humanrljr.

F " Kankaki-r. Ill Hi.ar-
riiun nht and drlns out aonc
hinl. Thcv are tunny, uuarrrl
win** and dmrwtlvet. Thin trap

mt, In* them l tin* hundrvde u soon u set.
KU1 your yard uf the* iu. Ko other trap

DODSON'S TREE GUARD
kwpa cau. wjulrrHn ami other anlmala out of
trtyw, priiUvtlnit MntM' nr*t atnl the tree*
themselves. Squirrel* gnaw holes In your homes,

35c Per Lineal Foot P.O. B. Kankakaa
Expand* with tree. Hlmple and r+*y to at-
tach. About three ftfi requlri-d for avrraxo
tree. Both of thctw cl*vtri an* made by a man
who haa twnt OUT iwrniy years In the study
of bird*. DodHD'l Hint HoUitm are In erenr
State In tin- ( nion. I*rire $1.50 to $6YOO in
iwpiitv M\lm. (iuarantrml to atlrart arm jt bird*.
Send for fnx> booklet dracrlbiiig thoao tncenloua

JOSEPH H. EX)DSON
731 Harrlaon Avenue K .,-,k ,k. , III.
Mr. DmUn U dtiwctor oftb*IIIinob Ai

* '

lift Jl.it HIT >f)ift

tlir s^c rnrs
The Gazing Globe affords a life-

like panoramic picture of all the
varied tints of earth and tree and
sky a weirdly beautiful ornatnrnt.
interesting anil effective in garden
plot or sweep or sw:ir<l.

i!\i rb r n !\i MIUJ <f>l obf
is a crystal hall mounted within

easy reach of vision on a terra-

cotta pedestal of Pompeian design.
It adds a touch of classic grandeur
and medieval mystery to the simplest
scheme of decoration. Your family
and friends are sure of ever-ready
entertainment: they will never tire

of the fascinating views in the Gaz-
ing Globe.

MtMta if 0*. 15 isdKt Melt f FetoU, JS fetes

Write for new booklet with try of UM
Cryvtml tell. prim-*, etc.

Stewart-Carey Clan Comp.ny Indiinapolit
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The Late Garden and Its Usefulness

(Continued from page 66)

No. 4, 36.00

CARRARA MARBLE
BENCHES, FOR THE
GARDEN AND HALL.
MARBLE MANTELS
CONSOLES

S. KLABER & CO.
126 W. 34th ST., N. Y.

Established 1849

To Make Your Garden

Delightful

Bird /f Fountain

Basin
27" diam.

Height 32"
Base

14" * 14"

Many Styles

in Table

Fountains

The foun-

tain thai made a

hit at the Flower

Show!

A garden full of

birds Is delightful.

A garden without
birds is dreary. Re-
solve now to have

your garden full of

bird,ds this summer!
Here is the way

, to do it. Let ua

Send for ^f SS^suhS
Catalogue ^H ^A xiul fountain,

carefullymade of

well - toned
gray cement.
The price,
with or with-
out pipe con-
nection, i s

but $15. If

required, we can fit a small electric pump at

small extra charge.
The first day this fountain is placed in your

garden, it will attract a host of birds.

ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN CO.
348-A West 42nd Street, New York

Branches in WASHINGTON and CHICAGO
PartatlcEltttrtc Luminous Fountains

HANDEL/

AWELL chosen lamp supplies a

decorative touch equalled by no
other single furnishing. Handel

Lamps are noted for artistic beauty
that combines with practical utility.

The electric illustrated is No. 6282.

Ask your dealer or write for booklet

illustrating various styles.

THE HANDEL COMPANY
390 East Main St., Meriden, Conn.

grown, stored and prepared. Seeds

of either Black Spanish, White Chi-

nese or Scarlet China may be sown
as close to July 1st as space becomes
available. Scarlet China is the earl-

iest, producing handsome roots, 5"

long by 4" in diameter by the end of

September from seeds sown the mid-
dle of July. They should be used

quickly since they get pithy soon after

they are overgrown, which happens
about two weeks after they reach full

size.

White Chinese prolongs the season,
since it reaches full size about the

middle of October and may be left

in the ground until there is danger
of hard freezing, light frosts only

improving its quality. Black Spanish
is the latest, hardiest and the best

keeper. Last fall, which was unusu-

ally favorable for New York State,

we pulled our Black Spanish radishes

the 10th of November for winter

storage.
To get a quality equal to that of the

spring radishes out of the fall-grown

product during- the winter, remove
the thick skin of the root. Slice

them thinly and sprinkle with salt.

Let them, stand for half an hour,

pour off the juice and serve with
sandwiches.

Turnips and rutabagas are, perhaps,
the most popular of all root crops
for the late garden and little need
be said about the advisability of

growing them. For fall use, choose

Purple Top White Globe among the

turnips, while American Purple Top
rutabaga is as good a keeper as any.
Be sure to thin out both to stand 4"

apart in the row, else you will get

many unshapely roots. We do not

broadcast seeds it proves a waste of

seeds and space. For best results,

turnips need more cultivation than

they will probably get if sown broad-

cast.

But the possibilities of the late gar-
den and its usefulness are not limited

to these classes of vegetables by any
means. Supposing you should not

care to grow any of them, there are

still a sufficient number of other

classes and sorts to enable you to

keep the ground busy clear up to

frost.

Prolific Extra Early and Thomas
Laxton peas will bear fair crops of

well-filled pods by September 10th

from seeds sown early in July. Ten-
derheart lettuce furnished us small

but solid heads from end of Septem-
ber to November 10th from seeds

sown July 20th, and light frosts,

which occurred throughout October,
did not injure the heads perceptibly.

Spinach and kale, both sown near the

end of July, provided fine greens until

a few weeks before Thanksgiving,
when Jack Frost got serious and
made up for lost time in his fight

upon vegetation.

Flowers for the Seaside Garden

{Continued from page 39)

to be really valuable. Blooming im-

mediately after the late spring plants
outlined above, masses of columbines

thrive exceedingly well in a porous,

sandy soil. Of these we should

choose the California hybrids, creamy
white and pink; Aquilegia ccerulea in

tones of blue; and the lemon yellow
A. chrysantha, which blooms a little

later than the others. The common
wild blue lupines are good, as are

creamy yellow mulleins, and the com-
mon fern-like foliage, gold-buttoned
tansy. The Black-eyed Susan (Rud-
beckia speciosa) ; wild carrot or

Queen Anne's Lace ; the vivid orange

butterfly
weed (Asclepias tubcrosa),

which in itself could be effectively
used to cover an entire field ; and the

despised chickory, a straggling plant
with sky-blue flowers all are wonder-

fully showy for this part of the

season.
Less wild but useful in masses

against shrubs are the erect purplish-

pink spikes of blazing star (Liatris

pycnostachya) and the tall white

plume poppy (Bocconia cordata).
Helenium Bolandcri, though also

adaptable to gardens proper, will not
look out of place if naturalized, its

yellow-rayed blossoms with brown
centers lasting from June until Sep-
tember. Nor must we omit the sturdy
white daisy, Chrysanthemum uligino-

sum, useful for the same purpose in

August.
These plants will give a variety of

effective bloom throughout the sum-
mer. The informal planting may be
extended into the fall by the addition
of goldenrod and wild asters. The
best members of the despised sun-
flower family Helianthus mollis,

Hcliopsls lan'is, and Helenium au-
tismnale though rather coarse for
the garden, are very effective and
showy on the edges of shrubbery, and,
placed at the porch, add a decorative
touch to the house. Boltonias may
also be massed in the same way.
They are suitable for the garden as

well, but require a great deal of room.

While many other varieties may be
mentioned which would be suitable

for exposed situations and poor soil,

not all of them would be as effective

as those included in the above list.

In the moist (but not salt) corner

might be rose mallows (Hibiscus
Moscheutos) ; blue Lobelia syphili-

tica; creamy white Spiraea filipen-

dula, or the pink Spiraea palmata ele-

gans; dark red bee balm (Monarda,
didyma), and tall blue monkshood.

FOR MORE FORMAL USE

The list of plants especially adapt-
ed to the seashore flower garden
proper, beginning where the spring
plants left off, are: German iris in a

great variety of colors ; the soft mass
of Gypsophila Stephani, and the lower

variety G. paniculata; several varie-

ties of coreopsis, including C. rosea,
with small pink flowers and soft foli-

age, C. verticillata with yellow blos-

soms rising above a dark feathery
mass of green, and the larger-
bloomed and longer-stemmed varie-

ties, C. grandiflora and C. lanceolata.

Another excellent yellow summer
flower is the Oenothera Missourien-
sis or Missouri primrose, with enor-
mous yellow flowers rising on long
stems above a low plant. It has a
serious drawback, however, in that
the blossoms last but a day. Oeno-
thera fruticosa var. Yoitngii is also
a good yellow with smaller blooms.
Anthcmis tinctoria, a yellow daisy-
like flower with ferny foliage ; pure
white achillea Pearl, and massy yel-
low A chillea tomentosa all grow and
multiply rapidly.
Of other colors, the coral bells

(Hcuchcra sanguined), with tiny
deep pink blossoms swaying on red

stems, look well when combined with
the broader masses of pink phlox ;

and steely blue Eryngiitm or sea

holly, and Echinops or globe thistle

match well with sea lavender (Sta-
tice latifolia), Stokcsia, and Ccntii-
rea montana, both lavender-blue

daisy-like flowers.

Silence

the Banging
Screen Door

i

J { |[| W, You can eliminate^ thisannoyintfdraw-
back to summertimecomfortby installing
the

5ARGEN1
Noiseless

Screen Door Closer
on all your doors. It closes the door speedily,
surely, silently. Any housekeeper can inslall
this door closer unaided. It is readily regulated

fits different styles of door frames. Attractive
antique bronze finish. All working parts en-
closed. This prevents dirt hindering Its opera-
tion. Storekeepers, hotel proprietors and, above
all, housekeepers, will find thisdoor check an aid
to summertime enjoyment. If not obtainable at
hardware stores, send the price, $2.25, direct to

SARGENT & COMPANY, 31 Water Street

New Haven, Conn.
Alto maker* of Sargent Lock* and
Hardware. Send for Book of De-
fiant if you are going to build.

No. 14 Wren-Bluebird House $1.35

A SCREW-DRIVER and a

minute's time will turn

this House from one to

the other. Have been

urged to get this invention

patented, but I am averse

to have a patent on any-

thing pertaining to the

noble Bird Cause.

A. P. Greim, "Birdville" Toms River, N. J.

Ideal refrigeration requires 100% perfec-
tion in FOUB POINTS:

(0 Cleanliness. (3) Coldness or lo*

(2) A sdenlilicallir correct temperature,

circulation of dry air. (-/) Ice Conservation.

Some refrigerators have a hiKh percentaKe
in some of these points. But the high aver-
age in allfouT -points goes to the

"Monroe" Refrigerator
Cleanliness Is assured by the "Monroe's"
Solid one- piece porcelain food compartmcnts

all corners rounded. No metal to cor-
rode. No enamel to chip. Not a single
crack, crevice or corner to harbor dirt or
germs. Easy to clean and keep clean. Cir-
culation of cold, dry air is secured by fea-
tures scientifically installed.
Low temperatures are obtained by heavy
and high class insulation tight -fitting
doors and automatic locks which prevent
leakage of cold air.

All these things mean ice conservation and
small k-e cost. The "Jlonroe" is not sold

in stores. We shir
it from factory
freight prepaid
on 30 days' trial.

Get Our
Free Book!

It tells many "hot
weather" food faots-
and how you may judge
the Monroe." It
will measure up fully to
all your requirements,
There is no cblijratimi.

will bring the book
promptly,

MONROE
REFRIGERATOR CO.

r> it* i i 7t i
46 Bonson St.

boorf Housfl^ecptng Institute Lockland, O.
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"While Life is given Use if
CONCRETE WALLSUN DIAL

For the

House

Nineteen

Inches

High

JGarden

Fourteen

Inches

11 Wide

Mosaic numerals in Red or White or Green

Price $12
F. O. B. W.-si Cheater

The Bird Box West Chester, Pa.

Now is The Time for Garden and House

IMPROVEMENTS
"
Pergolas

"
Lattice Fences

Garden Houses and Arkors

-Catalogue E-29" tells all about 'on

When writing enclose lOc. and ask for

Catalogue P-29

HARTMANN - SANDERS CO.
Fsctwy and Main Office New York Office

Elston and Webster Are. 6 East 39th St.

CHICAGO NEW YORK CITY

Antique Japanese

Stone Bird Basins

CARVED LOTUS SHAPE

A prominent authoress

says: "Birds need a quiet

place to drink and in hot

weather come in flocks.

Robins will hold the place
and keep a dozen waiting
turns.

"The pleasure of the
birds is very interesting
and in spring the migrat-
ing birds make variety."

Prices $15 to $40,
According to size*.

Send for catalogue
"Japanese Stone Garden

Ornaments"

Illustrated Pagodas, Lanterns,
Buddhas, etc.

YAMANAKA & COMPANY
Antique Japanese and

Chinese Art Objects

456 Boylston Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Singing! Music! Dandng! Theatricals! Evening Dress! Don't Miss III

VANITY FAIR
The most successful of all the new magazines

invites you to attend a ,

Six-Months' Pleasure-Party
DO you like parties? If you do, then you should not lose a moment's

time in accepting this invitation to a six-months' party in the heart of

New York. You positively won't know yourself when you get back home
after this six-months' party. Your own blood relatives won't know you. Such

aplomb! Such ease of manner, such habiliments de luxe, such wide learning,

such brilliant wit, such many-sided culture, and oh! such exquisite savoir faire.

In Every Month of

Vanity Fair's Party
THE STAGE: First night and behind-lhe-*cenes

views of the newest play* with portraits.

THE OPERA AND MUSIC: Stories and portraits

of the new singers, composers, conductors and whatever
isnew about the old one*.

THE ARTS: Illustrated news and criticism* of pic-

tures, architecture, books, sculpture.

HUMOR: The most original and amusing works of

our young writers and artists.

PEOPLE: Striking and unusual portraits of celebrities

who
help

make NewYork a brilliant, fascinating merry
go-round.

SPORTS: An illustrated panorama of golf, tennis.
_

Eoeruooduutho ll anu- football, racing, polo and a dozen other outdoor and 7 he morning ofltr OK
koJu JlDs Into

Vanity
indoor sports. ttx-nmitru. farttl. H<

Fair- and it refreshed. ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: By intellectually slim-

ulating essayist* and critic*.

PARIS AND LONDON: The latest diverting new*

from the European capitaja.

DANCING : Outdoor dance*, indoor dances, rhythmic

dances, cosmic dance*.

FASHIONS: From Paris, London and New York

for all discriminating men and women.

DOGS AND MOTORS : Photograph* of the best-

bred dog* and the best-built motors, with descriptions

and timely discussion of them.

SHOPPING : An index to the best shops, what they

sell, and a shopping offer that is bound to interest alert

men and women.

A Six-Months' Party in New York for $1
You think nothing. In vour poor deluded was. of itxndlng $2 for a Ungk theatre

* ticket or three faded gardenias, when for only $1 uou can secure six issues of Varalu

. Fair. If you want to blossom out Into a tofhlstkateJ New Yorker; If you want to

O * become aKsularClasi-A.I2-fulinJtr,se/f.slariinghumanbe*ns,jitIinthccouponlo

the kft and mall U. ultn or without money.

WeSoIemnlyPromiae

Uncork your fountain pen ! We are not going to
print

Fill in the coupon! *<];-
to spare you the agony ol

sex discussions. We shall

publish no dreary serial

stories. No diaries ol

travel. No hack articles

on preparedness. No
gloom. No problem sto-

ries. No articles on tariff,

or irrigation, or railroad

rates, or pure food, or any
other statistical subject.

Condi Nat. Puilishe,

Frank Crowninshield,
Editor

Twe n t y -f i v c Cent*aCopJ

Three Dollar*) a Year

\

Garden Furniture

Decorations
in Reinforced

Cast Stone

BIRD BATHS

Sun Diali Fountains

Vase* Settees

Flower Boxes

Benches

SoW/or
!', IM

J. C. KRAUS CAST STONE W ORKS, IK.

1ST W. 32nd Street N.w York

Japan Bamboo Stakes
Iinaluable for ataklni Herbaceou* plants.
Clailliill. Ultra. Hlruiii and lit IIAIII.K. do
not decay llk wooden stake* or MoutlMrn easw.

NATURAL COLOR
75 SO 100 1000

6 tset Ions. 10.40 10.75 11.25 110.00
tet IOM^. 75 1.25 2.25 17.5*

GREEN COLORED
INVISIBLE BAMBOO
fL ton> 25 50 100 1000
2. .10.25 10.40 M 65 15.00
3.. .35 .M 1.15 7.50
4.. .45 .75 1.25 10.00

6.. .M .M 1.50 12.00

VERY HEAVY BAMBOO
Jt-.il I"' I .. Tnm lll>ll,

NATURAL COLOR
Ft lo.| 12 M 100

6
dlaVV

'

'"'$!.M 16.00 110.00

Binboo If much used for Japan-
eao Gardens. Bridie*. Kiosks. He

.. MMB ICO., 7t WnfnSL.il. t.

Warm, Bright, Sunny

?
GREENHOUSES

|

Have a special type of construction,

which permits of great strength
without the need of heavy shadow-

casting supports. This gives the

plants all the sunlight all day long.

Note the amount of light and shad-

ow in the upper picture.
In addition to it's great strength the

King type of construction lends it-

xrlf to the graceful sweeping lim-

which harmonize with any style of

architecture. That is why a prac-

tical, productive King bouse is in

itself a thing of beauty.
We can build you any kind of a

grecnhou-w you desire; when you
send for bulletin No. 47 why not

describe that house you have al-

ways wanted, that ideal green-
house of your dreams. Our experts

will gladly and without any obliga-

tion, worR your ideas into a prac-

tical sketch. Since the days of fairy

tales a King has been able to nuke
dreams come true.

KING CONSTRUCTION CO.

304 King BoM Hflrtli loam**, N. Y

Att Ike Sunliiht All-Day Botatt
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Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains
Brockic <& Hastings, Architects,

Philadelphia

Cabot's Creosote Stains

Preserve Your Shingles

Rich, Velvety, Lasting Colors

You are sure of beautiful

coloring, durable wearing
qualities, and thorough pre-
servation of the woodwork
if you insist upon Cabot's

Stains. Their colors are

the strongest and finest nat-

ural pigments, ground in

pure linseed oil and mixed
in specially refined Creo-

sote, "the best wood pre-
servative known." They
will not wash off or blacken,
and are the only stains that
are not dangerously inflam-
mable.

Quality Proved by Thirty Years' Use
The Original Shingle-Stains

You can get Cabot's Stains all over
the country. Send for stcined wood
samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUELCABOT,InC.,Manufaclurmi>ChemisIs

11 Oliver Street, Boston, Mais.

CON-SER-TEX
THE IDEAL

COVERING FOR

SLEEPING BALCONIE

PORCH FLOORS

There is no better covering than

CON-SER-TEX
Canvas Roofing

Above all things you are inter-
ested in your home. You are always
willing to add to its comfort, coziness,
security and charm.

Here's an opportunity to make
your porch floors and roofs as up-
to-date as the interior of your home.
Your opportunity lies in the use of
CON - SER - TEX, a scientifically
treated canvas roofing.

When properly laid, it lasts longer
than tin or shingles. It is much
easier and cheaper to lay. It is mil-

dewproof. It deadens the noise of
the rain and stops the rattle of the
wind. It lessens work and the cost
of repairs. The cold of the blizzard
or the heat of midsummer do not
affect it.

It adds charm and neatness to your
home because it lies flat clings tight
and does the work. Generous sample,
price-list and descriptive matter upon
request. Write today.

WM. L. BARRELL COMPANY
8 Thomas Street New York City

Chicago Distributor :

Goo. B. Carpenter & Co.. 43O-4O Wells Street

riBCIe
FranciscoTh Pacific Building Material Co., San

The Decorative Value of Wrought Iron Work and Tile

(.Continued from page 51)

flat against the wall and tapers toward enough, she can design her own tiles

top and bottom. and have them fired and glazed. Thus
Small figured tiles in warm browns one can actually create her own

and blues make a really excellent hearth stone !

flooring for a living-room. It has For an outdoor porch fireplace an
often been used successfully in hall- interesting treatment is to build in a

ways. Rugs look well on it. It has little niche with tiling. In the niche

a surface of varied color tones and can be placed a jar of flowers, which
is not slippery. Unqestionably it is add their Spots of color,

a good medium for first floor rooms, A novel and practical use of tiling

especially in the country house. is the pierced radiator grille.
_

In-

Tiles are always attractive when serted into a wood or iron radiator

set in a fireplace. If it is brick, they box, it allows the heat to circulate

break up the monotonous surface and and has the added value of being

give a chance for the repeat of color decorative. Made in glazes to tone

in a room. Inserted in cement, the in with the woodwork or the color

same is true. If one is artistic scheme of the room.

Mitigating Concrete and Stucco Ugliness
(Continued from page 45)

places conditions imperatively de-
mand a light or white wash. One im-

portant factor of the cheerful and
tidy appearance of New England vil-

lages, no matter how heavily shaded,
is the prevalence of clean white
paint.
One of the simplest ways of se-

curing the interest of contrasting
color is to use brick door and window
trims. The red of the brick livens

up the whole mass at once. Interest

can be enhanced by using brick for

the cornice or for a sort of stepped

herringbone embellishment. If bands
or string courses of brick are used,
and brick quoins at the corners, re-

lief of line and shadow is secured in

addition to contrast of color. By an

ingenious placing of bricks, and
sometimes by using bricks with

clipped corners, a rich, full shadow
can be secured in cornices and the
reveals of doorways.
On either cement stucco or concrete

houses, interest of color and pattern
to any desired extent may be gained
by embedding tiles in the surface

coat, by employing some of the many
available forms of glazed or unglazed

terra-cotta or even by introducing

simple patterns of mosaic. The
needs of the individual case must
determine the amount of these deco-
rations used.

In concrete and stucco construction

we have a molded architecture but
we too often fail to mold it and for-

get to avail ourselves of its plasticity.
Concrete and stucco lend themselves
more readily to molding possibilities
than does any other building material.

How the relief of projection and
shadow, as well as variety of color,

may be gained by the use of brick
has already been noted. The objec-
tion to string courses, cornices, win-
dow and door trims molded in a
monolithic mass along with the fabric
of the walls is a very practical one
of cost. It is possible, however, to
have these molded separately, espe-
cially string courses and cornices,
which may be made in sections of
convenient length, and put them in

place to be incorporated with the
walls as the work progresses. The
same may be done with molded
panels and decorations for overdoor
embellishment.

Houses Without Pictures

(.Continued from page 31)

and plaster have none. And this, I income, it will mean a collaboration

think, is the really serious con- between architect and picture-hanger,
sidcration. Design satisifies the in- This is not theory. Here and there,
tellectual side of us, but never appeals excellent beginnings have been made
strongly to sentiment. It is like cer- already.
tain passages of classical music It sounds a bit grandiose at first,

flawless, yet cold. In certain moods the suggestion of mural paintings for

they please, albeit mildly at best, and the private house. One associates

not reaching the deeper feelings. them with public libraries, hotel
Our pictures are more than mere lobbies, churches, and the glorified

decorations. They are memories, re- railway station, and if the plan in-

calling old cathedrals visited in our volved an attempt to domesticate these

youth, seashores where once we heroic creations it would be comical
walked, the forest we fled to for soli- enough. Happily, it involves no such
tude. They are legends echoes from affront to propriety. Take Mr. Blash-
centuries long gone by. They are field's mural decorations for Mr.
plays, too, and warm the sympathies. Everett Morse's mansion near Boston,
Some are heirlooms. And I may or those executed by Mr. Arthur M.
add that they are more beautiful, Hazard for his own dining-room, or
the good ones, than any wood or the splendid panels recently painted
plaster. by Garrett; there is nothing "institu-

They clutter the walls. Granted, tional" about any of them.
They don't "belong." Again granted. As for collaboration between the
But I do not aspire to live in a pure architect and the picture-hanger, I

design. This place is home. I work saw a case of it only the other day.
here. I frolic here. It is not only A man whose new house was being
mine, it is my family's a nest, full planned said to his architect, "Here
of exuberant life and refusing to be are my pictures, now build the house
rigidly formal unable to, even. It around them." The architect gasped,
is not got up as an exhibit of my artis- but caught on, and liked the notion,
tic theories. Its

^artistic
side (for it and, the more he thought it over, saw

has one, I think) is a lot more human a chance for first-rate ingenuity and
and the pictures are part of it. an exercise of genuine taste. If
The choice, from now on, will not spacing door and windows is a dipni-

be a choice between the house picture- fied occupation, why should it require
mobbed and the house pictureless. condescension to design spaces for
We shall compromise, by preserving pictures? The result was a set of
the design while embellishing it. For rooms in which each picture had its
the rich, it will perhaps mean calling appropriate place, and, far from dis-
in a mural painter to collaborate with arranging the general compositions,
the architect. For people of moderate became part of it.
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ROBIN REDBREAST

HOME IN YOUR YARD?
Here is a jolly

little red cedar home
for Robin. Hang it

,

on your porch or in
a tree. He will sing
you awake these
s p r i n K mumings.
House No. 4, $1.00.

Other houses especially designed for Blue-

birds, Chickadees, Wrens, Martins, Nut-
hatches, Swallows. Flickers and Titmice. AH
made of sound Red Cedar, weather and insect

proof. Prices. $1.00 up.

THIS RED
CEDAR
CHAIR
$4.00

Built for utility and comfort; rain
and borers will not injure it; solid
as a rock, yet handsome and decora-
tive. 40 inches high, with bark still

on wood. Chair No. 124, $4.00.

Please order these articles by number and
enclose check, money-order or bills. Bird-
house or chair sent freight collect, unless
otherwise ordered.

We ship direct to you Only one profit! i

I

By all means, send for our beau-
tiful illustrated catalogue of rustic
furniture. Our line is absolutely
complete.

JerseyKeystoneWoodCo .

Trenton, New Jersey
-iiiiiniiimiiiiiiiim mimimimiimiiMii

Tall and Narrow
Built for Hatpins

*"pHIS then is the
* Tall One with her

little black bag and her

fish hook curls. As you
see her here, she looks
a little more ornamen-
tal than she does

useful. But you are

wrong. While she

may not be a good
cook, she can cer-

tainly hold hat pins.

In fact, it's her mid-

dle name. We don't

know how you could

have gotten along
without her all this

time. We will send

her right to your
house for $1.25 with

our catalog of 1000

useful gifts, book
alone for 6c in stamps.
You will never again
have to worry what
to give, when you
once see this book.

Don't wait. Take your

W_aterman
in hand

this minute. You will

never regret it.

$1.25 Each

The PoMson

Gift Shop
Pawtucket Rhode Island
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